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Abstract of Thesis.

The view taken in this thesis is that the theme of Romans is basically

the relationship of Jew and Gentile in the purpose of God. The letter should

be understood as Paul's response to a division in the Christian community at

Rone. The Roman Christians did not form a united church of Jews and Gent¬

iles, because the 'Kulturkampf• prevalent in first century Rome,as in many

other cities at that time, prevented them from expressing their common faith

in a united fellowship. ■

In the Introduction we note that scholars have generally tended to

interpret Romans as a theological'treatise and have made little attempt to

relate its contents to a specific historical situation. In Chapter I we

find that apart from the length of the letter, there is nothing in its form¬

at to authorise the interpretation of it in a manner distinct from the other

Paulines.

When Romans is viewed as a theological treatise, there is a tendency

to regard chs.i-viii as the essence of the letter, and chs.ix-xi as an

appendix. But a study of the connections between iii:l-8 and ixtl.ff. shows

that Paul has had the themes of chs.ix-xi in mind since the beginning of the

letter, and that this is a carefully constructed document. Support for the

latter is found in Paul's use of questions and objections at decisive stages

in his argument. These are not merely rhetorical or theoretical, - but re¬

flect for the most part problems in the Christian community at Rome. Thus

chs.vi-vii deal with antinomianism and chs.ix-xi with anti-Judaism. When

chs.ix-xi are seen to be addressed to a specific problem at Rome, instead of

being considered as an appendix, they emerge as the climax of the letter.

In chs.ix-xi Paul lays the theological foundations on which in chs.



xiv-xv he bases his exhortation to Jewish and Gentile Christians for mutual

acceptance. In this section (ix-xi) as in most of the letter the argument

is primarily directed against Gentile Christians. These consider themselves

as the 'elect' over against the Jews as the 'rejected'. They think of them¬

selves as the 'strong' and despise their fellow Jewish Christians because

they are 'weak'. Paul's use of Old Testament quotations in ch.xvs8.ff.

clearly implies that the basic cause for the division among the Christians

at Rome was, as suggested, the conflict between Jew and Gentile. When we

interpret the letter in the light of what we know of the situation that ex¬

isted at Rome, and of Paul's teaching in ch3.ix-xi, we axe able to give re¬

levance and coherence to the whole of its contents.

In i:18-ii;29 Paul discusses the theme of Jew and Gentile in such a

way as to show that, in the Divine judgement, these distinctions in which

men boast are not really significant. Paul deliberately blurs the distinct¬

ion between Jew and' Gentile (cf. ii:28.f.). This suggests that he wishes to

counteract the emphasis of those in Rome who stress such distinctions. In

iii:21.ff. Paul shows that the revelation of God's righteousness in Christ

means that real unity between Jew and Gentile is now possible. By the fact

that Christ has fulfilled the Law and that salvation is to be found through

faith in Him, He has removed the barrier which the Law created between men.

In ch.iv by means of the Abraham tradition Paul maintains that the

Covenant was always intended to include all nations and that therefore all

Christians, whether Jews or Gentiles, may truly call Abraham 'father'. The

emphasis upon human solidarity in Adam and in Christ in ch.v can be seen as

another attempt to minimize distinctions between Jew and Gentile. Although

chs.v-viii are not so obviously related to the Jew-Gentile question, the



fact that the Law plays a dominant role in this section means that they are

closely related to the suggested theme. The way in which Paul upholds the

goodness of the Law in ch.vii, relates the Law and the Spirit in ch.viii and

interprets it Christologically in ch.x:4^f. suggests that his purpose is to

demonstrate the continuity in the Divine purpose both in the history of Is¬

rael and in the Christ event.

Although the theme of Jew and Gentile in the purpose of God was a

vital issue at Jerusalem., Romans is best understood as directed to a specific

situation at Rome. The presentation of the argument in which Paul at various

points actually warns against antinomianism etc., means that it is most un¬

likely that it was directed to Jewish Christians in Jerusalem. Nor is this a

circular letter intended for all the Gentile churches; the omission of the

name Rome in some manuscripts is no proof that Paul intended to write a gen¬

eral circular letter. It is also incorrect to describe Romans as an assert¬

ion of Paul's apostolic authority. This view is not in accord with Paxil's

understanding of his apostleship, and the deficiency of the Roman Christians

was not that they lacked apostolic foundation. Despite the fact that Paul -

mentions his future visit to Rone en route for Spain, this is also not a

sufficient reason to account for the writing of the letter.

From a survey of the various interpretations it is apparent that it is

desirable to establish an equivalence between the purpose of the letter,

Paul's visit to Jerusalem and his future visit to Rome. It is also necessary

to posit a problem of sufficient magnitude to account for the composition of

a letter of such theological profundity. Because the division between Jew and

Gentile was not simply a local issue but one affecting the whole church and

because the weaknesses of the Gentile Christians at Rome were symptomatic of



Gentile Christianity in general, Paul felt obliged to undertake a discussion

of the purpose of God for both Jew and Gentile in the old and new aeon. This

explains the frequent use of the Old Testament and the almost continuous dis¬

cussion of the Law throughout the letter. Faced with Gentile Christians who

regarded the Jews as rejected and who were lacking in an appreciation of the

purpose of God, Paul was forced to undertake an exposition of the Christ

event that gave positive meaning to the election of Israel; this he did by

interpreting the Christ .event as the annulling fulfilment of the Old Covenant.
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The Approach to the Thesis.

The aim of this thesis is to show that Romans is a real letter and

that it should be interpreted in the same way as the other Paulines. Be¬

cause the information in the letter concerning the actual historical situ¬

ation addressed is less precise than in others such as I Corinthians, it is

imperative to use all available methods of investigation of the text in ord¬

er to discover the purpose of the letter. For this reason we have undertaken

what we have termed a 'survey' of chs.i-xi. This approach has been chosen

because it offers more freedom than a straight-forward exegesis of the text.

In this survey we seek to discover by means of a study of the struct¬

ure, style and thematic connections of the letter, all possible information

concerning the situation to which it is addressed, and hence also Paul's

purpose in writing. Because of our emphasis on the literary form of the

letter it has been felt advisable to commence the study with a preliminary

investigation of the letter form. Chs.vi-vii are investigated early in the

thesis because they offer a good example of the question/objection style

which we believe is of fundamental importance for the understanding of the

structure and thought of the letter.

We have also felt it necessary to include some references to the

general historical situation in Rome as we know it from the remainder of

the New Testament and also from other literature. Since, however,Paul's

letter remains the primary source for our information concerning the Christ¬

ian community at Rome at this period, we have included the study of the gen¬

eral historical situation only after the investigation of the letter itself.

This does not imply, however, that exegesis can take place without relation

to what is known of the 'Sitz im Leben' of the text. It is our contention



that exegesis is only valid if undertaken in the light of the relevant in¬

formation which is normally included under the general heading of 'Introduct¬

ion to the Text'.

One other factor has also played a decisive part in the execution of

this study. It has been recognised that since we are dealing here with a

New Testament book on which many eminent scholars have written commentaries

or articles, the scope for original research is therefore necessarily limit¬

ed. But since there is so little general agreement as to the occasion and

purpose of the letter, research is obviously still necessary in order to

make further progress towards a better understanding. By virtue of the fact

that the modern literature both in commentaries and periodical articles is

so extensive, the co-ordination and evaluation of this literature is a nec¬

essary and instructive task.

For this reason we will endeavour in our exegesis, whatever our own

interpretation of the text, to take into account the views of other schol¬

ars on the same subject. This has the disadvantage that a huge quantity of

literature has at times to be listed and discussed. But the merit of the

approach is that it sets our exegesis in the light of contemporary under¬

standing of the subject. This gives us at the same time an insight into

the direction in which modern scholarship is heading, and prevents us, we

hope, from repeating errors of interpretation already discredited by other

scholars. It is also essential where a new interpretation is being attempt¬

ed, to indicate at all points its connection with other views which differ

from it to a greater or lesser extent. Thus in our final chapter on "The

Purpose of Paul in the Letter to the Romans", we precede our conclusion with

a discussion of the more significant contemporary understandings of the

occasion and purpose of the letter.



X

Introduction.

The decisive interpretations of the letter to the Romans in the

history of the church make it difficult for exegetes to interpret its cont¬

ent objectively. Historically Romans has always tended to be a popular

area for systematic theologians and this make3 it very hard for New Testam¬

ent exegetes to see the letter by itself apart from the varied emphases of

many great theologians. Thus we could easily allow ourselves to build un¬

critically upon the interpretations deriving from Luther or Calvin in the

same way as they in their day were dependent upon Augustine. Such proced¬

ure needs, we submit, to be called in question.

Karl Barth, whose own commentary on Romans brought about such a re¬

versal in the trend of scholarship provides us with a good illustration

here. Emphasizing the need for a fresh approaoh to the study of the doct¬

rine of election, Barth argues that we ought not to commence the study of

the subject from where Calvin left off; for if we accept Calvin's presuppos¬

itions, we must inevitably arrive at the same conclusions as he did.^" The

letter to the Romans, no less than the doctrine of election,requires a

fresh approach.

Our concern in this study is to try to look at Romans as a real lett¬

er and to allow its oontent to speak for itself, thus freeing our minds from

those preconceptions concerning its content which derive more from those who

have studied the letter than from the text itself. Too often the text has

been approached as if it contained timeless theological truth or answers to

1. Church Dogmatics II, 2, The Doctrine of God, (ET Edinburgh, 1957)»
pp.35«f•



abstract questions concerning theodicy etc."*' This tendency can only be

counteracted by seeking to understand the letter first of all historically

and only then theologically.

Recently H.J. Schoeps, writing from the standpoint of Jewish faith,

has called for a 'de-Lutheranization' of Paul, in order to rediscover the
2

real historical person and his opinions. The presuppositions with which

we normally approach Pauline studies have also been strongly criticized by

K. Stendahl in his article "Paul and the Introspective Conscience of the

West"Stendahl's contention is that the Western world since Augustine

has tended to look to Paul for answers to questions reflecting their own

cultural milieu rather than Paul's. We too readily make Paul 'one of us'
4

and expect to find in his writing answers to questions Paul never asked.

By generalizing and changing the frame of reference to Paul's statements

we may even arrive at the opposite interpretation of Paul's words from

that which he originally intended. Stendahl gives as an example Luther's
5

understanding of the "Second Use of the Law". The Law is here no longer

regarded as a,"Tutor until Christ" but as a "Tutor unto Christ", and the

original argument of Paul that the Gentiles must not come to Christ via

the Law has been turned into a statement that all men must come to Christ

with consciences convicted by the Law. Even the Law itself has been re¬

interpreted to mean the general moral imperative in the form of the will

1. Cf. the general introduction to chs.ix-xi, (Thesis pp.304.f.)«
2. Paul. The Theology of the Apostle in the Light of Jewish Religious

History. ET London 1961 (p.
3. IIThR, LVT (1963), pp.195-215.
4. Cf. H. Anderson's inaugural lecture at Edinburgh, "The Historical Paul",

New College Bulletin IV (2), 1968. Cf. also Munck's contention that to
secularize Paul is in fact to 'dehistoricize'him, (PSM p.52 n.2).

5. Op.cit., pp.20'/.f.



of God rather than "the Law" to which Paul originally referred.

Probably no other part of the Pauline epistles has suffered so much

from previous theological misrepresentations of its content as Rom.ix-xi.

The merit of Earth's approach to election as 'election in Christ' is that it

has shown scholars the possibility of taking a new approach to these chapters,

so often surrounded by great controversy and much misunderstanding. Despite

this advantage, Barth's interpretation of these chapters is still too 'theo¬

logical' to satisfy the requirements of many New Testament exegetes.

In order to give an adequate interpretation of Paul's 'Romans', we need

to 'get behind' the systematic theologians and their pre-suppositions and

attempt to understand the letter in its original setting, intention and pur¬

pose. This requires a reconsideration of its origin, unity, aim and destin¬

ation. It means following out the historical-contextual understanding of
1 2

Romans advocated by F.C. Baur in 1834 and continued by W. Liitgert in 1913.

Although Baur and Lutgert both stressed the need to interpret Romans

historically, for various reasons this task has never been satisfactorily

carried through. The tragedy of Baur's work is that his great exegetical

insights were marred by his adoption of Hegelian philosophy in which he be¬

lieved he had found a key to the understanding of the history and develop¬

ment of the early church. Lutgert's emphasis also did not meet with the

acclaim which it might have had and which we believe it ought to have had.

This is partly due to the fact that he did not write a complete commentary

1. Uber Zweck und Veranlassung de3 Romerbriefes und die damit zusammenhang-
enden Verhaltnisse der romischen Gemeinde." Tubinger Zeitschrift fur
Theologie, III (1836), pp.59-178. (repub. in F.C. Baur: Ausgewahlte
Werke in Einzelaufgaben, ed. K. Scholder, 3, Stuttgart-Bad Canstatt,
(1963) pp.147-266).

2. Per Romerbrief als historisches Problem. BFChTh, 17, (2), Gutersloh, 1913.



xiii

on the letter to the Romans, and also because of the arrival on the scene

of Barth's epoch-making commentary which brought a completely different

perspective to bear on the exegetical approach to the New Testament.

In reaction against the analytical historicism of the previous gener¬

ation, Barth sought to re-discover the theological understanding of the Word

of God by moving theology away from absorption in the subsidiary disciplines

of archaeology, philology or textual criticism which in his view should

serve only as a preamble to the true interpretation of the Word.^" The in¬

terpreter's real task is to expose 'the Word in the words', to describe and

define the 'religious content' of the Bible documents. The logical outcome

of this emphasis was the replacement of 'historical exegesis' by 'theologic-
2

al exegesis'. We must hasten to add, however, that Barth himself was not

opposed to historical study, textual criticism etc., but was concerned to

show that historical science and all other human categories are unable to

grasp the reality of Jesus Christ. Barth's attitude can be summarized in

the words of R. Kroner "Analytical historicism kills the soul and retains

the corpse."^
From another perspective than Barth and some years later, C.H. Dodd

in his Cambridge inaugural lecture deplored the barrenness of much analyt¬

ical New Testament scholarship.^ Dodd called for a study of the process

which created the parts in order to discover an inner unity in the deeper

meaning of the separate parts. The distress felt by scholars like Dodd

was very similar to that which William Y/ordsworth had felt earlier about

1. The Epistle to the Romans (6th ed.) ET 1933, p.l5« (Preface to 2nd ed.,
1921).

2. Cf. H. Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origins. Oxford, 19^4» (p«22).
3. "History and Historicism", JBR, XIV, (3) 1946, p.132.
4. The Present Task in New Testament Studies. Cambridge 1936, (p.35)•



the application of scientific principles to the world of nature - "We

murder to dissect".

This reaction against the •piecemeal treatment'^" of the New Testament

was no doubt a timely and necessary protest. Nevertheless so far as the

subject of our study in Romans is concerned it has had its drawbacks. What¬

ever Barth may have intended and however significant was the change that his

'Romans' effected, Rigaux's summary still contains a great deal of truth -

"Pour le th£ologien Suisse, la critique litt^raire et historique n'est qu'un
2

premier pas, vite oubli6."

Although Barth's was a useful and necessary reaction in the early

part of this century we believe that we can retain his emphasis on the theo¬

logical content of the New Testament without neglecting or minimizing those

very necessary disciplines which go to make exegesis possible. Properly

understood there should be no real contradiction between historical exeges¬

is and theological exegesis; the one is as necessary as the other.

The drive for a unifying synthesis of the hitherto dissected themes

of the New Testament was met in a way which Barth did not relish. Rudolf

Bultmann was originally sympathetic to the Barthian emphasis. He himself

was indifferent to historical events in their pastness and sought to bridge

the gap between the first century and our own and to provide a unified

understanding of the New Testament and of life in an 'existentialist' und¬

erstanding of both. Holding that the human self-consciousness is the same

across the centuries, Bultmann saw this as the common denominator between

our era and apostolic times. The purpose of exegesis is, in Bultmann's

1. The Present Task in New Testament Studies, Cambridge 1936, (p.32).
2. Saint Paul et ses Lettres. SN Subsidia 2, Paris-Bruges, 1962, (p.44)»
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understanding, to lead one to a new 'Selbstverstandnis1. The words lead

to a reality beyond themselves. This new 'Selbstverstandnis' which for

Bultmann is the Pauline gospel's essential content, emphasizes the present

being and existence of man.

But Paul's letter to the Romans deals with much more than the present

being and existence of man as an individual. It has a great deal to say

about post history, particularly God's dealing with the Jewish nation as

outlined in chs.ix-xi. The existentialist view of man as an isolated indi¬

vidual, of authentic human existence as composed of broken and unrelated

moments of encounter and decision - thereby denying to it any temporal

continuity - takes no account of the fact that every man's present is al¬

ways compounded with his past and grows out of it. It fails to see exist¬

ence as a continual movement from one web of human relationsto another, and

that man is, in fact, related to his world, his nation, his race, his relig-
2

ion and his family. To see man only as an individual and to consider his

justification only in an individualistic sense, is to yield to a limited and

partial understanding of human existence.

Thielicke is correct in his complaint that the existentialist inter¬

pretation of the New Testament denudes it of one essential aspect, i.e. the

'extra nos'.^ Although this aspect of salvation is not emphasized to a

great extent in Rom.i-viii, it is particularly to the fore in chs.ix-xi.

1. Theology of the New Testament, I, London, 1952 , (pp.318.f.).
2. Cf. H. Anderson, op.cit., p.37»
3. "The Restatement of New Testament Mythology", Kerygma and Myth, Ed. H.W.

Bartsch, Vol. II, London, 1955> p.132.



Rora.ix-xi is significant because in this section Paul discusses not

just individual Christians and their personal faith. His interest centres

on 'the people of God'. This theme includes both the new community of faith,

composed of Jews and Gentiles, and also unbelieving Israel. Paul speaks

here of the salvation of 'all Israel' and the salvation of the 'full number'

of the Gentiles. His interest embraces not just the present reality of salv¬

ation in the new aeon but also the antecedents of the church, the 'root' and

'trunk' on which the 'branches' grow or into which they have been grafted.

Because of their concern with the 'Heilsgeschichte' of Israel, with God's

purpose in the past as well as in the present, chapters ix-xi of Romans are

particularly unsuitable for existentialist interpretation.^" The limitations
2

of this type of interpretation become particularly noticeable at this poxnt.

Recently in reaction to existentialist theology and what are consid¬

ered to be its limitations, a new climate of opinion has developed. One of

the main exponents of this post-Bultmannian view is Ernst Kaseraann of Tubing¬

en. In a series of articles from 1954 onwards, he has pointed out the weak¬

ness of Bultmann's understanding of Pauline theology. Kaseraann complains

that Bultmann has reduced Paul's theology exclusively to an anthropology,

whereas anthropology is only part of it.^ For Kasemann anthropology has a

definite and significant function in Pauline theology, but he refuses to

regard it either as the sum total or as the focal point.^ It is subservient

1. R. Schnackenburg note3 the inadequacy of existential categories as
vehicles for eschatological statements. La Theologie du Nouveau Testa¬
ment . SIT, Subsidia I, Paris-Bruges 1961 (p.78) •

2. Cf. R.H. Fuller, The Hew Testament in Current Study. London 19&3,
pp.72.f.

3. "New Testament Questions of To-Day", NTQT, pp.1-22(14.f.)» See also
"The Righteousness of God in Paul", NTQT, pp.l68-82(l80).

4. "New Testament Questions of To-Day", NTQT, (p.14).
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to Paul's doctrine of God and also to his Christology. For Paul human ex¬

istence is defined in terms of whatever controls it, of whatever 'lord' we

serve. In his view man cannot be a free autonomous agent, he must be some¬

one's slave - he can only choose between the 'regnum Christi' and the

•regnum Batanae'. Baptism witnesses to a 'Herrschaftswechsel' - a change

of lord.'*" Existence for Paul is primarily theologically orientated; the

sense of the parenetic imperative "as the logical implication and verificat¬

ion of the indicative is much better described in terms of the formula

2
'Abide by the Lord who has been given to you and by his lordshipJ' "

Kasemann also finds Bultmann's understanding of human existence in¬

adequate; the Pauline conception of the body means much more than simply the

personality of man - it indicates his capacity for communication and his

corporeality within a world which limits him.^ The lordship of Christ means

in practice the rule of Christ over the human body: Christian obedience

"expresses the fact that, in us and with us, God has recalled to his service

the world of which we are a part."

Anthropology here performs its proper function when it is seen not

5
as the dominant theme, but as witnessing to the coming to power of Christ

as'Kosmokrator' , God at work in this world as the God of resurrection and

the new creation. Anthropology is also subordinate to cosmology. The whole

1. "Cottosgerechtigkeit bei Paulus", ZThK, LVII, (l96l), p.373. ET NTQT,
p.176.

2. "The Righteousness of God in Paul", HTQ.T, p.176.
3. "Worship and Everyday Life", RTQ.T, pp.188-95(191) •

4. Ibid.
5. Kasemann probably has in mind here Bultmann's claim that even in his

understanding of history Paul is determined by anthropology. According
to Bultmann,Paul "interpreted the apocalyptic view of history on the
basis of his anthropology"- so for Paul history is interpreted anthropol¬
ogically. History and Eschatology, The Gifford Lectures 1955» Edinburgh
1957, (P.41).



world is related to God's redemptive purpose which involves not merely a new

'Selbstverstandnis' for the individual hut the beginning here and now of that

new creation one day to be consummated in the resurrection of the dead and

the renewal of all things, (I Cor.xv). The same Paul who wrote about the

justification of the individual in Romans i-viii could also write about the

righteousness of God in the fulfilment of His promises to Israel in Romans
. 1

ix-xi.

Similar criticisms_of Bultraann's understanding of Pauline theology
2

have been voiced by N.A. Dahl. He agrees that the general outline of Bult-

mann's exposition, 'Man prior to Faith* and 'Man under Faith', is in keeping

with the structure of Romans which we might divide into the two corresponding

parts, chaptersi-iii and iv-xi. Dahl notes that Bultmann neglects chapters

ix-xi in which the Pauline doctrine of justification, already expounded in

the earlier chapters, is now set in the wider context and framework of re¬

demptive history.^ Dahl critizes Bultmann for locating the redemptive work

of God exclusively in the individual and not referring to the people of God

as a continuing historical reality. By this neglect of chapters ix-xi which

are really the basis and key to a proper understanding of Pauline theology,

Bultmann has 'dehistoricized' Paul.^ R.H. Fuller asks whether in fact this

'dehistoricizing' of the New Testament is not more characteristic of Bult-

5mann's theology than his demythologizing. A New Testament divorced from

the cultural, social and economic background out of which it emerged cannot

1. Gf. Kasemann "New Testament Questions of To-Day", NTQT, pp.14-15•
2. ThRXXII, (1954). pp.21-40. '
3. Ibid, p.40.
4. Ibid. On this see Thesis pp.311-12.
5. Op.cit., p.72.
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reveal to us the Lord God of Israel, bound in a covenant with a particular

people in a purpose worked out in the history of mankind. For it is not any

God or an unknown God who addresses man in the kerygma, but it is the God

who was already known in the Old Testament, and who exists in and for Him¬

self, prior to His calling and justification of the ungodly. He is the God

of creation who directs history and who is the goal of history."''
What is most significant is that the very weakness of Bultmann's un¬

derstanding which has beep noted by Dahl and others, has shown the need to

study afresh the relationship of chs.ix-xi to the remainder of the letter,

and the message of the whole in relation to its historical context. The

rather one-sided emphasis of Bultmann has in a negative way resulted in a

fre3h appreciation of chs.ix-xi for their distinctive and significant con¬

tribution to Pauline theology. This is particularly evident in connection

with Bultmann'-s opposition to the influence of apocalypticism in Pauline

theology.^
In Rom.ix-xi Paul is thinking of his forthcoming visit to Jerusalem

with the collection and, however we consider the significance of his act¬

ions, it appears that an apocalyptic element is very much part of Paul's

missionary activity. In an extended debate with Bultmann, Kasemann has

maintained that Paul was, and remained,an apocalyptist even as Jesus Him¬

self."^ Paul undertook his world-mission under apocalyptic compulsionj he

1. Cf. Dahl, op.cit., p.38. Dahl claims that "das Gottsein Gottes ist fur
die paulinische Theologie eine ebenso selbstverstandliche Voraussetzung
wie das Menschsein des Mensches."

2. Cf. "Ist die Apokalyptik die Mutter der christlichen Theologie?"
Exegetica hrsg. v. E. Dinkier, Tubingen, 1967, PP»476-82.

3. Cf. " 'The Righteousness of God' in Paul", HTQ.T, p.181. The essay listed
on the previous page and those in the next two notes also relate to this
debate with Bultmann.



was a second John the Baptist, the forerunner of the end of the world. In

Kasemnnn's opinion, there is no conflict in Paul Between "praseneatische

Eschatologie" and apocalyptic - only in Bultmann does this occur.'''
This emphasis upon the apocalyptic views of Paul is a strong correct¬

ive to the acosmic outlook of existentialist theology. It prevents the
2

gospel from being reduced to a mere 'Innerlichkeit' and invites us to focus

more on the crucial significance of Romans ix-xi. Because of his neglect of

these chapters Bultmann has been unable to interpret Romans in its whole¬

ness. This weakness is evident when we note how much stress he lays on chs.

i-viii, and how little constructive comment he has to make on chs.ix-xi,^
which should perhaps be regarded as the climax of the argument (especially

when interpreted historically).^ Again the denigration of history could

also have been avoided by the realization that chs.i-viii express not merely

abstract theological truth about man's existence, but are to be understood

in relation to the concrete history of Israel noted in chs.ix-xi.

This point has been fully appreciated in the work of Johannes Munck

who places great emphasis on the actual 'historical Paul' whom he believes

to have been very much an apocalyptically orientated missionary. Munck

5follows Hanson's view that Romans is an encyclical letter -a sort of balance

sheet drawn up at the end of the third missionary journey. It can no longer

1. "Primitive Christian Apocalyptic", NTQT, pp.l08-37(l31»f.)•
2. "Gottesdienst im Alltag der 'welt (zu Rom.xii)", Judentum-Urchristentum -

Kirche. Festschrift fur 'J. Jeremias. BZNY/, 26, (i960), p.6. ET KTQT-)
(p.191)-

3. This is clearly demonstrated by the large number of scriptural references
listed for Rom.i-viii, and the comparatively few for ix-xi, cf. Theology

(PP-3<33-9).
4. Cf. Dahl, op.cit., p.40.
5. On this see Appendix I (on ch.xvi), Thesis pp.515-ff- also pp.456.f.
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bo regarded a3 a "thoological presentation unaffected by time and history",^"
but it is to be 3een instead as "a missionary's contribution to a discuss¬

ion" concerning the successes and failures of the Gentile and Jewish miss-
2

ions in Paul's own day. Munck's contribution to the study of Paul and to

our understanding of Rom.ix-xi has been mo3t significant. He has success¬

fully freed these chapters from the traditional emphases of dogmatic theo¬

logy and ha3 concretely related them to the historical development of the

early church. He has, however, shifted the historical reference from Rome

to Paul's own situation and plans. Although Munck does see in Romans a quite

definite historical situation"^, this has to do with Paul's work as a mission¬

ary to the Gentiles and his forthcoming visit to Jerusalem rather than the

situation in any one congregation. It is clear that a knowledge of the situ¬

ation of Paul at the time of writing is_ necessary for the understanding of

his letter to Rome, but this is only one side of the total 'Sitz im Leben',

and we must also investigate the situation that exists in the church at Rome

in order to give a truly historical exegesis of the letter.

What is involved in this kind of exegesis has become more apparent

to scholars in recent times. It is now becoming evident that even when we

fully investigate the background of a document, including the situation of

the author and the recipients, the cultural milieu etc., we still have not

done all that is necessary for a proper exegesis of the text. This is

because it has become increasingly clear that in Paul's letters we have

only one side of a debate, the other side of which is known to us usually

only through the brief and uncomplimentary references of the one who wishes

1. Cf. PSM, p.200.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid., pp.196-200.
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to demolish or discredit it.

In order to take into account both sides of the argument the preced-

ure we should adopt is as follows. Starting from Paul's statements in the

text before us, we must try to reconstruct the argument of Paul's opponents

from what Paul says. This reconstructed argument will in turn throw more

light on the significance of what Paul is saying. The problems inherent in

this method are obvious. Since we know only Paul's side of the dialogue,

the reconstruction is necessarily rather speculative and in danger of being

circular. It is imperative, however, to take into account Paul's "conversat¬

ion partners""'' and their opinions as well as his. The difficulty of this task

may well be illustrated by Schweizer's claim that Paul was mistaken in att¬

ributing to the Corinthian Christians the view that they denied a future life;

what the Corinthians did in fact hold was that the resurrection was past al-

2
ready since the new age had dawned with Christ's resurrection. The problem

of this kind of claim is that it is equally possible that Paul was not mis¬

taken but Schweizer is. The essence of the problem is our lack of precise

information either way. This difficulty, however,is not peculiar to the kind

of exegesis we have in mind here since the dangers of speculation and circul¬

ar argument are common to all exegesis to a greater or lesser extent. But

here, as indeed in all kinds of exegesis, strict discipline is required in

allowing the text to speak for itself and in not forcing it into the mould

which we would prefer.

1. The term comes from R. Jewett, Paul's Anthropological Terms: A Study of
their Use in Conflict Settings. AGAJU, X, Leiden, 1971 (p»7)« P. Minear
speaks of the reconstruction of "the two-sided conversation between Paul
and the Romans". The Obedience of Faith: The Purposes of Paul in the
Epistle to the Romans. SBTh, 19, 1971 (p«7)«

2. "Dying and Rising with Christ", NTS, XIV, 1967-60, pp.1-14(5)•
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A good example of the latter tendency is given by R.H. Fuller. In a

recent review Fuller notes that in discussing the relation of Paul to the

Gnostics, Schmithals has fallen into the error of the circular argument and

made Paul himself too much of„a Gnostic, thus obliterating the distinctive

'theologia crucis' typical of Paul."'" Another problem of this exegesis is

that where several factions or groups are involved, it is almost impossible

to distinguish the different groups and their viewpoints from each other.

This seems to be one of the weaknesses in Minear's understanding of the

views of the five factions which he believes he can identify in the Roman
2

Christian community.

Despite its difficulties this historical-contextual exegesis is absol¬

utely necessary for the clarification of the particular content and contribut¬

ion of the individual Pauline letters. It could prove to be especially use¬

ful in connection with Romans where so little explicit information is given

as to the actual situation Paul addresses at Rome. Its significance may be

even greater if H. Koster is correct in his assertion that "Paul's theolog¬

ical vocabulary is not that of his own theology but is intimately related

to the controversies with his opponents."^
This new approach has been most clearly explained and illustrated in

1. Cf. the review of E. Guttgemanns, Per leidende Apostel und sein Herr.
J3L, LXXXVI, (1967)* pp.98-101. Cf. the discussion of "The Flesh and
the Spirit in Rom.viii:1-17", (Thesis pp.255»f«)» Brandenburger finds
it difficult to discern which terminology is Paul's own and which is
that of his predecessors or opponents, (cf. Thesis pp.260-6l).

2. Minear identifies five factions or differing theological positions and
three main groups of Christians in Rome. Cf. op.cit., pp.8-15 and
p.45 n.8).

3. "Paul and Hellenism", in The Bible and Modern Scholarship, ed. by
J.P. Hyatt, New York, I965 (p.193).
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the recent study by R. Jewett. In his approach to the study of Paul's

anthropological terms Jewett acknowledges the need for a comprehensive exam¬

ination of the anthropological terms in relation to the concrete historical
2

situation in which they are used. Jewett hopes to achieve a fully context¬

ual analysis of Paul's anthropological terms. In order to attain this he

undertakes three specific tasks

(a) to take account of the literary context of the sentence, the paragraph

and the letter as a whole;

(b) the terras are to be analysed in relation to the historical situation

which is being addressed; this means also taking into account the chron¬

ological framework of Paul's life etc.;

(c) to relate the term to the linguistic horizon of the First Century.

Although this study is very different from that of Jewett, the out¬

line sketch of. his proposed method by which he hopes to attain "truly hist¬

orical exegesis"^ is very similar to that which we propose in this thesis.

In particular we note Jewett's emphasis upon the relevance of the linguist¬

ic, literary and historical contexts. We agree with Jewett that it is

necessary to see each verse in the context of the section or chapter in

which it stands and each chapter in relation to the entire letter. It is

also clear that the letter itself ought to be viewed in the light of the

full context of the historical situation from which it emerges and to which

it is addressed. Even more significant is Jewett's approach to the study

1. Cf. especially the sub-section entitled "The New Approach", (op.cit.,
pp.6.f.). Fuller cites W. Schmithals, D. Georgi, U. Wilckens and E.
Guttgemanns as exponents of this new approach to Pauline interpretation,
(op.cit., p.lOl).

2. Op.cit., p.7.
3. Cf. Ibid., pp.7-8.
4. Ibid., p.7.
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of the various anthropological terras in the Pauline letters. He studies

each term separately in the particular context of each letter in which it

occurs. In order to clarify his presuppositions about chronology, content

etc., he provides a brief introduction to each of the Pauline letters under

discussion. By this means he attempts to discover what is specific in the

use of the anthropological terms in each letter and eventually, after having

studied these separately in particular contexts, he is able to go on to draw

conclusions as to the meaning and development of the terras in Pauline the¬

ology.

It may readily be acknowledged that the attempt by Jewett to study

the terms in the particular context of the letter in which they occur is,

by itself, no radical departure from the normal procedure of studying the

various occurrences of a term in the immediate context in which they stand.

This has been a generally accepted procedure of lexicography, and, provided

the inherent dangers of the (latter) method are avoided, it remains, as

D. Hill has demonstrated, still a valid approach to Biblical Studies.^"
What is distinctive in Jewett's case, however, is that he doesn't

approach the 3tudy with the assumption that there is a standard 'Pauline'

meaning for a specific term throughout all of Paul's letters. For this

reason Jewett's approach is especially relevant to the study of Romans.

Too often scholars have regarded this letter as simply a later and larger

edition of Galatians; they have tended to emphasize the similarities at the

1. Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings: Studies on the Semantics of Soteriolog-
ical Terms. SNTSMS, 5> Cambridge 1967* In his discussion of the views
of J. Barr in The Semantics of Biblical Language, Hill accepts some of
Barr's criticisms of Kittel's Wbrterbuch hut rejects the view that the
principles underlying the entire project are in error. Cf. pp.5.f. and
294.f.



expense of the differences. We believe that the precise significance of each

letter is best understood when its own distinctive contribution is emphasized.

As J.C. Hurd has stated "Just as the 'harmonizing' of the letters with Acts

is illegitimate, so too is the harmonizing of the letters with one another.

Both types of harmonization are the result of a faulty historical method."^
A similar view has been expressed by Munck in his outline of the

2
principles underlying his research on Paul. Paul's letters are to be inter¬

preted as such; statements from other sources, especially Acts and the post-

Pauline letters may be used only if they agree with or are not in contra¬

diction to the content of the letters. But these statements must not deter¬

mine the exposition of the letters. Paul's individual letters, and the situ¬

ation that forms the background of each letter must be viewed on their own

merits in each case. Munck stresses that the material in the letters and

behind the supposed situations may be unified only if such a procedure does

not violate the individual nature of the particular letter and of the situ¬

ation that lies behind it.^
When Romans is read as a genuine letter addressed to a certain situ¬

ation which existed in Rome about 57 A.D., there is no reason to assume

that Paul's statements in the letter should harmonize with those which he

has already made elsewhere. The presupposition which underlies the view that

the statements made in individual Pauline letters ought to harmonize with

each other, is that Paul's letters set forth his theology. This view ought,

we submit, to be called in question.

1. "Pauline Chronology and Pauline Theology", CHINT (1967), pp.225-48(248).
2. Cf. PSM, p.85.
3. Ibid.
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In opposing this view we do not align ourselves with the opinion ex¬

pressed by Munck and Minear, that Paul was no theologian. This opinion is

entirely without foundation. It is probable that what Munck meant to stress

by this statement about Paul, is similar to what we have just stated,i.e.

that Paul did not consciously set out to express his 'theology' in his

letters to the churches.

The basis for the position adopted in this study is that for Paul
2

the ethical principle begets the theological and not the reverse. Paul

makes theological statements not because he is concerned to promote an under¬

standing of 'theology' amongst his congregations but because he wishes to

influence the life and behaviour of the Christian community. "His theology

arises from his work as apostle and directly serves that work."^ The fact

that Paul put his theological statements in letter form is additional proof

of his parenetic intention.

Support for this view is also found in the fact now widely recognis¬

ed that no one Pauline letter contains a full account of all the cardinal

tenets of Christian doctrine. Even Romans is lacking in several important

emphases.^ What requires to be stressed,however, is that even if Romans

did actually cover the full spectrum of Christian doctrine, this would still

not entitle us to regard the letter as a presentation of Pauline theology.

That the contents of the letters do not supply the raw material for a theo-

logy of Paul need not be disputed. The point is that the permanent 'theo¬

logical content' of the jjarticular statements can only be discovei-ed by the

1. Cf. Munck, op.cit., pp.65«f«, Minear, op.cit., p.33*
2. Cf. V.P. Furnish, Theology and Ethics in Paul, Nashville, 1968, p.253-
3. Cf. Munck, op.cit., p.67.
4. Cf. Y/.G. Kummel, Introduction to the New Testament, ET London I966,

p.221. -
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application of the proper hermeneutical principles after a full exegesis of

the text has been undertaken."'" Beginning with the particular (and differ¬

ing) theological statements originating in response to various situations

and circumstances, we can go on to formulate Paul's theology on the basis

of which these particular statements were expressed.

Paul formulated his theological statements, we believe, by consider¬

ing contemporary events in the light of the Cross of Christ (as the climax

and consummation of the Christ event). It was God's grace revealed through

this event that gave Paul understanding of the divine will in all the other

lesser events of life. Kasemann holds that although Paul had no fixed ex-

egetical method and developed no dogmatic system of theology, one particular
2

theme dominated his entire theology i.e. "die Rechtfertigungslehre".

V/e are not concerned here with the question as to whether the doct¬

rine of justification can be rightly described as Paul's hermeneutical

principle. '.That we wish to stress is that even if this view is correct (as

is possibly the case), and even though the clearest exposition of the doct¬

rine is found in Romans, this fact still gives us no adequate basis for re¬

garding the letter as in essence distinct from the other Paulines. It still

remains as one letter among others of a similar kind, and it ought therefore

not to be used as a measuring line or norm by which to test or evaluate the

contents of the other Pauline letters.

To treat the letter to the Romans in this way is, we suggest, to do

less than justice to the significance of its contents. It is our content¬

ion that it is only when Romans is understood as a particular document

1. Cf. Hill, op.cit., p.300.
2. "Geist und Buchstabe", PP, (1969), pp.282.f.
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addressed to a specific set of circumstances that its real content can "be

fully appreciated. Only thus can its distinctive contribution be adequately

ass ess ed.

One other factor requires mention at this stage. If we are correct

in emphasizing those features of a letter that are peculiar to it, then the

fact that chs.ix-xi represent a unique contribution within the Pauline liter¬

ature^" immediately suggests that these chapters are of central importance in

the interpretation of the. letter.

1. Gf. G. Bornkamm, Paulus, UB, Kohlhammer 19&9* p.109# Bornkamm does not
consider that the uniqueness of these chapters is a pointer to the situat¬
ion in the church at Rome, but relates them instead to Paul's forthcoming

. visit to Jerusalem.



1

The Letter Form in Paul.

There has been a strong tendency among scholars to regard Paul'3

letter to the Romans more as a theological treatise than as a real letter.

In view of this, we propose first of all to look at the Pauline letters a3

literature in order to discover to which literary 'Gattung' they belong. It

is then proposed to pay particular attention to the letter to the Romans in

order to ascertain whether there are any literary factors which justify the

interpretation of this letter in a manner different from that applicable to

the other Pauline letters.'''

It was Adolf Deissmann who first made a definite distinction between

2
non-literary letters and literary epistles. Deissmann confesses that he

himself did not appreciate the main lines of the literary development of

Christianity until he took up the study of the papyri. "Then it was that

the great difference between literary and non-literary writing impressed it¬

self on me, and I learnt to appreciate the characteristics of the non-liter¬

ary letter."^ A comparison of the formulae of Paul's letters with those of

the papyri led Deissmann to the conclusion that Paul's letters are non-

literary, private, and addressed to specific, unrepeatable circumstances -

as confidential and personal as a conversation by telephone.^ The epistle

however is completely different from the letter. According to Deissmann,

1. This approach is similar to that proposed by T.Y. Mullins in a comment on
the interpretation of Romans "... something in our interpretation of
Romans is wrong; and the way to straighten it out is to establish as much
objective data as possible before using the evidence supplied by the con¬
tents of the letter." "Greetings as a New Testament Form." JBL, LXXXVII
(I960), pp.418-26(426).

2. Cf. Light from the Ancient Near East. ET by L.R.M. Strachan, London, 1927 >

pp.228-245-
3. Op.cit., p.250.
4. Op.cit., p.228.
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the epistle is "an artistic literary form, a species of literature just like

the dialogue, the oration or the drama. It has nothing in common with the

letter except its form; apart from that one might venture the paradox that

the epistle is the opposite of a real letter .... The main feature of the

letter, viz. the address and the detail peculiar to the letter, "becomes in

the epistle mere external ornament, intended to keep up the illusion of

epistolary form.""*"
Although he does not preclude the possibility that Paul may have

written epistles, Deissmarm passionately disclaims that he did in fact do so.

It is plain that in his sharply defined distinction between the spontaneous

and unartificial nature of Paul's letters and the self-conscious productions
2

of the epistolographer, Deissmarm overstates his case. Nevertheless we

must not overlook the strong evidence which he has produced in favour of his

thesis that Paul's letters are non-literary and that they are representative

of the normal occasional correspondence of every-day life in the ancient

world.

The close similarity between the papyri and the letters of Paul is

obvious to those who compare them. Jack Finnegan describes the longer papyr¬

us letters as comprising "an opening address or greeting, a thanksgiving and

prayer, special contents and closing salutations and valediction.""^ He could

have given an identical description of the letters of Paul. The fact that

the body of the Pauline letters is generally longer than those of the papyri,

coupled with the less stereotyped pattern of the body in both types of letters

1. Op.cit., p.229.
2. Cf. C.F. Evans in "The Apostle Paul", by C.F. Evans, Morna Hooker and

J.C. O'Neill, BBC Publications, pp.8.f.
3. Light from the Ancient East. Princeton 1947> p.330.
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has meant that scholars seeking to make comparisons have tended, to concent¬

rate their attention on the opening and closing formulae of the letters.^-
The most thorough investigation of formulae common to Paul's letters

2
and the papyri is Paul Schubert's study of the Pauline thanksgiving. Desp¬

ite the prolific discussion aroused by Deissmann's radical thesis concern¬

ing the nature of the Pauline letters, Schubert considered that prior to his

research there existed no comprehensive study which either proved or disprov¬

ed Deissmann's unequivocal judgement. As a result of a detailed comparative

analysis of the form and function of the thanksgiving formulae in Paul with

those of the non-Christian Hellenistic writers, the non-Pauline Christian lit¬

erature, the Septuagint, the inscriptions and the papyri, Schubert concluded

that the thanksgivings of the papyrus letters exhibit basically "the same

essential, structural characteristics as do the Pauline thanksgivings."^ Dir¬

ect exegesis of the Pauline thanksgivings with reference to their respective

1. Cf. 0. Gerhard, Studien zur Geschichte des griechischen Briefes. I. Die
Anfangsformel. Tubingen 1903. P. Wendland, Die urchristlichen Liter-
aturforraen. HPT, I 3 Aufl., Tubingen 1912, pp.339-45> E. Lohmeyer,
"Probleme paulinischer Theologie. I. Briefliche Grussuberschriften." ZNW.
XXVI (1927) PP.158-73; G. Friedrich, "Lohmeyer's These uber das paulin-
ische Briefpraskript beleuchtet". ThLZ, LXXXI (1956) pp.343-46;
0. Roller, Das Formular der paulinischen Briefe. Beitrage z. V/iss. v.
Alten u. Neuen Testaments 4» Tubingen 1933; L. Champion, Benedictions
and Doxologies in the Epistles of Paul. Oxford 1935; P. Schubert, Form
and Function of the Pauline Thanksgivings. BZNW, 20, 1939; K.L. Archer,
"The Epistolary Form in the New Testament". ExT, LXVIII (l95l/52),
pp.296-98; J.T. Sanders, "The Transition from Opening Epistolary Thanks¬
giving to Body in the Letters of the Pauline Corpus". JBL, LXXXI, (1962)
pp.348-62; T.Y. Mullins, "Petition as a New Testament Form", NovT, V
(1962), pp.46-54, and "Greetings as a New Testament Form". JBL, LXXXVII
(I96Q), pp.418-26; G.J. Bahr, "The Subscriptions in the Pauline Letters."
JBL, LXXXVII (1968), pp.27-41; R.W. Funk, "The Apostolic Parousia: Form
and Significance". CHINT, pp.249-68; J.L. White,"Introductory Formulae
in the Body of the Pauline Letter." JBL, XC (1971), Pt.l, pp.1-97•

2. Form and Function of the Pauline Thanksgivings. BZNW, 20, 19391*
3. Op.cit., p.181.
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letters convinced Schubert of their "strictly epistolary form and function."^
This fact was further confirmed by reference to the extra-Pauline Hellenistic

thanksgiving.

From this it is evident that the thanksgivings of Paul's letters con¬

form to certain conventional patterns of fixed syntactical construction which
2

were current in the first century. Although Schubert found general confirm¬

ation of the genuine epistolary forrn^ of Paul's letters, his researches led

him to regard them as something more than merely private, personal correspond¬

ence. Schubert found that in addition to the parallel with the non-literary

papyri a number of inscriptional documents, both political and religious,

exhibit very close functional and structural resemblances to the Pauline

thanksgivingsOn the basis of this similarity he places Paul's letters in

a position somewhere between these humble, though formal and intimate, priv¬

ate letters and the epigraphical documents which were specifically intended
5for general publication. The fact that Paul's letters were preserved and

finally published gives added support to this designation of them.

From this it would appear that although Paul's letters are real

letters in their format and function, they are also something more than mere¬

ly occasional documents of a purely transitory nature. C.F. Evans takes up

Deissmann's neat comment that Paul's letters differ from the homely papyrus

1. Op.cit., p.183-
2. Op.cit., p.181. This conformity does not exclude but occurs in conjunct¬

ion with intimacy and personal rapport between sender and recipient - as
Schubert says "the writings of the epistolary thanksgivings is with Paul
a matter of firm and meaningful habit." (p.183).

3. Schubert does not use the same terminology as Deissmann with regard to
the clear-cut distinction between epistle and letter. Since these terms
are not normally distinguished in current New Testament scholarship,
there will be no attempt at systematic usage.

4* Op.cit., p.182.
5. Ibid. See especially n.2 on this page.
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leaves of Egypt not as letters but only as letters of Paul. lie agrees with

this but adds that a great deal is involved in the qualification 'only as

letters of Paul'."'" Evans draws attention to the uniqueness of Paul's letters

and quotes in support the words of the classical scholar Wilamowitz, who said

of them "The style of the letters is Paul, no one but Paul. They are not

private letters, nor are they literature, but something inimitable, even

2
though they were again and again imitated."

The distinctively Pauline aspect of these letters is the tremendous

authority with which he teaches, commands, exhorts or reprimands his congreg¬

ations.^ Paul writes not simply as a private person to private individuals.

He writes with all the authority of his apostolic office to those who as

members of Christ are no longer independent, private individuals but who, as

a congregation of believing people, are committed to all the obligations in¬

volved in the gospel of Christ. This mutual obligation of Paul and the con¬

gregation is probably one of the basic reasons for the inclusion of much that

does not at first glance appear to be normal 'letter' material.^ Because of

the manifest variety of material in Paul's letters, M. Dibelius appealed for

a fuller application of the form critical method to the Pauline literature
5

as well as the gospels. He believed that this would enable us to understand

1. Op.cit., p.11.
2. Ibid.
3. Cf. Evans, op.cit., p.13.
4. This has been an increasing recognition of the great variety of materials

which comprise the letters of Paul - credal confessions, hymns, Old Test¬
ament quotations and their exegesis, catechetical material, benedictions,
doxologies, salutations, etc. Attention has also been directed to the
structure and style of the Pauline letters especially the varied literary
devices which he frequently uses. See the excellent survey of the relev¬
ant literature by B. Rigaux in St. Paul et se3 Lattres. Studia Neotestam-
entica II, Ch.vi, (Les Lettres Devant La Pormgeschichte), pp.163-99*

5. "Zur Formgeschichte des Neuen Testaments (ausserhalb der Evangelien)". TR,
III, (1931), pp.207-42.
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and interpret the message of the letters much better than we are able to do

at present.

Dibelius also had something to say about another important section of

the Pauline letter - the parenetic section. He considered that this is

one of the less typically epistolary parts of the letters. But the recent

study of C.J. Bjerkelund does not support Dibelius' viewpoint This author

holds that the mpaxaXw clauses which often introduce the parenetic sect¬
ions at the end of the letter are characteristically epistolary and that

many parallels can be found in the papyri. He also maintains that the

authoritative exhortations of Paul are very similar in type to the official

communications between Hellenistic kings and the free cities as demonstrat¬

ed by the various inscriptions.

From this survey we may conclude that Paul's letters are generally

typical of the common letters of the non-literary papyri. They differ from

these only on account of the apostolic authority and divine commission by

which Paul demands obedience from the congregation addressed. But although

they contain much that is not normal for the simple letter type, Paul's
\

letters are not for this reason to be regarded as theological treatises. As

Professor Evans states, "in the case of Paul's epistles, we have something

of a new creation; that is, letters which, without ever ceasing to be lett¬

ers, become something more, and yet in becoming something more never become
2

epistles." In the light of this conclusion we now turn our attention to

Paul's letter to the Romans and seek to discover in it the marks of a genu¬

ine letter of Paul.

1. ParakalS. Form, Funktion und Sinn der parakal6-S'atze in den paulin-
ischen Briefen. Oslo, 1967*

2. Op.cit., p.11.
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The Letter Form in Romans»

With Reference to Rom.i:l-I7 and Rom.xv»14-33.

As we have already noted, there is a strong body of opinion which holds

that Romans is more like a treatise or literary epistle than the other lett¬

ers of Paul. This is due to several factors chief of which we may list as

follows -

(a) the content of the letter which is generally acknowledged as being

predominantly doctrinal;

(b) the length of the letter;

(c) the systematic method of presentation of the argument;

(d) the fact that Paul has not previously visited Rome and therefore

cannot write such an intimate letter as he would normally write

to churches which he himself has founded;

(e) the accumulative evidence resulting from the omission of the name

Rome in i»7>15 and the varying endings of the epistle, suggesting

that this was probably a circular letter.

It is proposed that these arguments should be borne in mind as we

consider the opening and closing chapters of the letter with particular

reference to what we have already discovered of the normal letter pattern.

The purpose of the study will be to show that Romans conforms to this pattern,

and that none of these arguments which we have noted necessarily implies

that Romans is a theological treatise which should therefore be interpreted

differently from the other letters of Paul.^ We also hope that as a result

1. J. Munck notes that because of the older view that "Paulinism" originated
independently from the rest of the New Testament world, Romans, as the
essential presentation of Paul's gospel, has not been related by comment¬
ators to the remainder of the New Testament. (PSM. p.196).
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of our survey of the introduction to the Roman letter, it may he possible

for us to establish at which point the transition from the introductory

thanksgiving to the body of the letter actually take3 place. This ought to

give us a clear indication which verses should be regarded as the statement

of Paul's theme.

The introduction to Romans (i:l-17) is basically similar to the norm¬

al pattern which introduces the other Pauline letters. In v.l Paul, as the

sender of the letter, begins by stating his name and authority for writing.

As a slave of Jesus Christ he has, by divine call to the apostolate, been

set apart for the proclamation of the gospel."'' This gospel is not something

which arrived entirely unexpectedly, but was previously promised ( xpoeTOTy-'

yetXaxo ) through the prophets in the scriptures of the Old Testament (v.2).

The gospel concerns God's Son in whom the promises have been fulfilled. A

two-fold description of Jesus Christ is then given. In the sphere of the

flesh ( xaxa cr&pxa ) He is of the seed of David; in the sphere of the Spir¬

it ( xaxa 7tvet>|aa ) He is appointed Son of God (vv.3-4) in power by the
2

resurrection from the dead.

Paul is apparently using a pre-Pauline formula which already contained

1. Opinion is greatly divided as to whether Paul's call to be apostle to
the Gentiles originated at the same time as his Damascus road experience.
J. Munck (PSM, pp.11-35) makes out a good case for this view but one
hesitates to disagree with A. Fridrichsen who holds that conversion and
vocation are two chronologically separate events ("The Apostle and His
Message", p.26). The deep unity between the apostle and his message
suggest that even if the two events were not simultaneous the one is a
direct outcome of the other. We believe that Wilckens is correct in his
assertion that Paul realized on the Damascus road that Jesus is the end
of the Law and that this knowledge determined the course of his life.
"Die Bekehrung des Paulus als religionsgeschichtliches Problem." ZThK,
LVI (1959) 273-93. R. Bring also relates Paul's ■understanding of the
Law, and his apostleship to the Gentiles. "The Message to the Gentiles".
STh, XIX (1965), pp.30-46.

2. e£ is taken to mean 'by' or 'on the ground of', cf. Barrett, p.20.
See also S.H.Hooke, "The Translation of. Romans ii4." NTS, IX (1963) 370.f.



this description of Christ.^" It seems unlikely that any contrast between

the physical origin of Je3us and His heavenly appointment as Son of God is
2

intended here. It is more likely that these were originally complementary

(and not contradictory) descriptions of Jesus Christ.^ As a typical early

confession this formula contains an adoptionist type of Christology.^ If

it is true that Paul quotes this confession in order to commend his orth-

1. Cf. E. Schweizer "Rom.i:3f. und der Gegensatz von Fleisch und Geist
vor und bei Paulus",'EvTh, XV (1955) pp.563-71* R. Bultmann (Theology,

P*49) and N.A. Dahl ("Die Messianitat Jesu bei Paulus". SP, pp.
83-95) consider that the phrases xaxa. o&pxa and mxa a
hyt'W&vvriG were added by Paul. Michel claims that the addition of
these phrases decisively- modified the original Palestinian confession
although he admits the possibility that these phrases were part of the
confession from the beginning (pp.38-39)' More recently R. Jewett has
identified three stages in the development of this confession. The
confession originated in the Palestinian church. To the original con¬
fession the Hellenistic church added xa/ra oupxa and xa/uo, ro»et?{ia
and finally Paul himself added the word ayiwcruvric "as a prelude to
his massive correction of the Hellenistic pneumatic Christology in
viii:3f." Paul's Anthropological Terms, (p.138).

2. Jewett rightly criticizes Schweizer's article because it reveals that
it is most improbable that the two phrases xaira adpxa and xam
xveupa ayiaxrfivTK originate from a single source (op.cit. ,p.l37) •

This is because Schweizer still allows for some contrast between the
two spheres of existence - even though he does deny that any absolute
contrast is intended since he considers that the fleshly sphere is
limited and obsolete rather than demonic. (TWNT, VII, p.126). But if
no contrast is intended there is no longer any need to maintain that
both phrases cannot have originated from a single source. This raises
the further objection that Paul uses flesh and spirit differently in
Rom.i:3f. and Rom.viiislf. This is not an insurmountable problem since
Paul is quoting earlier material which may differ greatly in vocabulary.
Rom.ivj25 offers a good parallel to this verse. In both cases Paul is
happy to use earlier material which expresses itself in non-Pauline
terminology.

3. Cf. Barrett, p.19.
4. Cf. Hugh Anderson, Jesus and Christians Origins, pp.209, 338f. Barrett

suggests that Paul may have added ev 6uvd|j.et with the intention of
softening the adoptionism in the words he quotes, (p.20).



odoxy to persons who he knew would recognize the formula, then this means

that Paul wished to stress the connection of his gospel with the Old Testa-
2

ment or with the 'Urgeraeinde' in Jerusalem or possibly both. In any case it

is plain that Paul's gospel and the Messiah whom it concerns are both depict¬

ed in such a way as to emphasize fulfilment of, and continuity with, the

promises of the Old Testament. This emphasis has great significance for our

interpretation of Paul's gospel in Romans. The gospel which is described as

"promised beforehand" (v.2) and the reference to the Davidic descent of the

Messiah (v.3) give us the impression that Paul is concerned to emphasize the

continuity of the church with Israel. It is for this reason that he spends

so much time in elaborate description of his gospel."^

1. Cf. Barrett, p.19; Bultmann, Theology, I, p.49-
2. We assume that Paul had a good reason for including this formula in the

introduction to the letter. G. Dix is not correct when he claims that
there is no reason in the remainder of the letter why Paul should refer
to Jesus' Jewish origin. (Jew and Greek. London, 1953, P-19)«
H.W. Bartsch suggests that this formula is intended to remind Gentile
Christians that in believing they have adopted a Jewish apocalyptic
hope. "Zur vorpaulinischen Bekenntnisformel im Eingang des Romerbriefes".
TZ, XXIII (1967), PP.329-39 (339).

3. P. Minear draws attention to the length of the salutation in Romans and
claims that the reason for this is similar to that which prompts the
christological references in xvsl-21 - i.e. to show that the interdepend¬
ence of Jews and Gentiles is integral to God's plan. Minear also points
out the close correspondence in content between the introduction and
concluding sections of the letter. He tabulates them as follows -

thanksgiving and commendation i$8 xv»14f.
the centrality of the gospel of God isl,15f. xv:l6
Paul's policy in going to new areas is 13 xv:20
his desire to visit Rome i:10 xv:23
the frustration of that desire is 13 xvi22
his assignment to Gentiles i:5 xvsl5f.
the mutuality of indebtedness is 12,14 xvs27
his wish to strengthen their faith isll xvsl3; xvis25«

The Obedience of Faith, pp.37-38. The parallel between is8f. and xv:14f.
is also emphasized by R.W. Punk, "The Apostolic Parousias Form and Sig¬
nificance". CHINT, pp.249-2^8 (267).
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The grace and apostleship which Paul has received is intended for the

specific purpose of bringing about obedient faith^ among all the Gentiles

(v.5). Most translations opt for the term 'nations' rather than 'Gentiles'.

This suggests that the purpose of the verse is to emphasize the universality

of the gospel. The question may be asked, does nations really mean 'all nat¬

ions' including the Jews, or does it mean simply all the Gentile world? It

seems preferable to hold to the latter interpretation in view of the fact that

elsewhere in Romans we have what appear to be clear indications that a divis-

ion of labour had taken place among the apostles (cf.xi!l3i xvil6,18). Paul,

as apostle to the Gentiles is specifically concerned with bringing the gospel

to the Gentile world"^ and the Christians in Rome are part of that world. This

means that the Roman Christians must be either completely or predominantly

1. Following Barrett'3 translation - 'believing obedience', (p.2l). Although
the theme of obedience is not, at first glance, a dominant one in Romans,
passages such as vi:15-f. and the general tenor of the letter provide
strong support for Minear's view that Romans concerns the obedience of
faith. See also Michel on i:17 (pp.54>f.)«

2. Cf. Barrett, pp.21-22.
3. But this does not prevent him from preaching to the Jews as Fridrichsen

rightly points out (op.cit., p.26). Schmithals' suggestion of a parallel
mission to Jews in the same area places too much emphasis on the distinct¬
ion within the church and too little on the unity of Jew and Gentile in
the gospel, (Paul and James, SBTh, XLVI , p.53). We have no reason to
doubt that the picture of Paul's evangelistic work in Acts is correct.
In accord with his emphasis "to the Jew first and also to the Greek' (Rom.
i:l6), Paul, on visiting a new city, took his gospel first to the Jewish
synagogue and only then did he go to the Gentiles (contra Schmithals,
op.cit., pp.57-60). The great merit of J. Munck's book Paul and the Sal¬
vation of Mankind is that it gives a full and fresh investigation into
this problem of the division of territory and peoples in the apostolic
period. See especially pp.270-81. As a corrective to Munck, cf. J. Knox,
"Romans xv:14-33 and Paul's Conception of his Apostolic Mission". JBL,
LXXXIII (1964), pp.1-11.



of Gentile origin.

These Christians are further described as God's beloved, who are

called to be saints (v.7). We note the absence of any mention of the Christ¬

ian church in Rome such as we have in the corresponding position in I and II

Corinthians. Perhaps this is due to the fact that there were divisions

1. In i:13, Paul says he wishes to reap some harvest "among you as well as
among the rest of the Gentiles" (similarly xv:15f.), and in xi:13 he
writes "I am speaking to you Gentiles". We cannot agree with those who
suggest that this se-ction (ix-xi) is addressed to a Gentile group within
the Roman community or with Minear's suggestion that in various planes
Paul speaks only to one or more of the five groups which he discerns with¬
in the Roman Christian community (op.cit., p.45 n.5). In ixs3f., xtlf.,
and xis23,28,31, Paul speaks to non-Jews about his own people. W. Manson
(The Epistle to the Hebrews. Edinburgh (l95l)» PP«172-84)> has claimed
that the Roman congregation is basically Jewish and T. Fahy ("St.Paul's
Romans were Jewish Converts". ITQ,XXVI (1959)> pp.l82f.), holdsa similar
opinion. N. Krieger ("Zum Romerbrief". RovT, III (1959)> pp.146-48) has
a slightly modified version of this in his view that Paul seeks to win
support from the Jewish Christians in Rome for the Gentile mission.
Michel believes that Paul battles against Jewish Christians who had re¬
turned to Rome and were seeking to reassert their authority (p«9)« But
as W.G. Kummel notes, the only support for a Jewish majority in Rome
lies in the fact that this letter is basically a dialogue of the Pauline
gospel with Judaism and that Paul includes in it many discussions, with
Jev/ish arguments, as in ii:17, iiisl, iv:l,4« There is no text in this
epistle which characterizes the majority of the Roman Christians as
former Jews (introduction to the Hew Testament. ET (1966), p.218.). Munck
has ably demonstrated that although the questions with which Paul deals
in Romans are of a Jewish nature, this is no reason to suppose that the
congregation was predominantly Jewish, since Galatians includes similar
material addressed to Gentile Christians (PSM, p.205). But we cannot
agree with Munck that this congregation is exclusively of Gentile origin.
The question of 'weak' and 'strong' in ch.xiv and the exhortation to
accept one another in ch.xv would be pointless if both groups were not
presupposed in the congregation. The possibility that some of the Roman
Gentile Christians had been circumcised prior to baptism is noted by
7f. Michaelis, (Einleitung in das Neue Testament. Bern 1946, p.153),
G. Harder, ("Der konkrete Anlass des Romerbriefes." ThV, 6 (1959)> PP«
13f.) and W. Marxsen, (Introduction to the Hew Testament. ET. Oxford
1968, pp.98f.). This interesting suggestion must be considered in more
detail later.
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among the Christians in Rome and Paul wished to include all parties in the

salutation to "all God'3 beloved in Rome".'*' Whether there were several

different congregations, as Minear suggests, or whether, because of divis¬

ions of opinion, no united Christian church had as yet been formed in Rome,

is difficult to discern. All that we can say with reasonable certainty is

that there is no reference to an existing united Christian church in the
2

Roman letter, and that there is much in the letter to suggest that Paul

was deeply concerned that .such a body should be formed."^
The omission of the references to Rome in several manuscripts cannot

be taken a3 proof that this is a general letter intended as a circular for

the whole church. The main body of evidence is for the inclusion of the name

4
Rone. If we do not find this evidence convincing, this requires us to decide

which other well-known and important church was originally addressed, and Rome

1. Cf. I Cor.i:2 and Minear, op.cit., pp.43-44* We cannot agree with Min¬
ear 's suggestion that Paul first of all addressed only the Gentile Christ¬
ians and then went on to salute "all God's beloved" (as if these were a
different body) "and thus intimated that he expected his letter to be read
in some congregations which were Gentile, in some which were Jewish, and in
seme where both would be present", (p.44).

2. The word sxxXrjotcc occurs only in ch.xvi and there only "in a purely
episodic way", (F.J. Leenhardt, The Epistle to the Romans, p.16 n*.)
The view taken in this thesis is that ch.xvi was not part of the original
letter to Rome, (see Appendix 1^. E.A. Judge and G.S.R.Thoma3 provide an
excellent survey of the biblical and extra-biblical evidence concerning
the foundation of the church in Rome and conclude that there is no real
evidence for the existence of a church prior to Paul's arrival, ("The
Origin of the Church at Rome: A New Solution?" RThR, XXV (1966), pp.
81-93. A similar view is proposed by H.W. Bartsch, "The Concept of Paith
in Paul's Letters to the Romans". BR, XIII (1968), pp.41-53(44)•

3. Leenhardt, op.cit., pp.13-23.
4. The words 'in Rome' in i:7>15 are omitted by G, and also probably by

Origen. For manuscript evidence see Manson, op.cit., pp.227*f.



fits here at least as well as any other.^ The best explanation of the manu¬

script evidence is that the original particular reference to Rome was later
2

omitted with a view to giving the letter a wider, more general application.

In v.7 Paul gives the Romans his customary salutation - "Grace and

peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ..." and thereby completes

the circle which the normal Pauline letter presupposes - sender, recipient,

and both bound together under God. This is followed by the introduction in

v.8 of the thanksgiving formula with the customary verb e^xa-ptcrretv The
basic structure of this thanksgiving is similar to the thanksgivings in

I Cor.i:4> II Thess.i:3> and I Thess.ii:13 where the principal clause com¬

prises the verb in first person singular or plural of present indicative,

modified by tw SsaJ , followed by a temporal adverb, adverbial phrase,

and concluding with a causal out clause which expresses the reason for grat¬

itude.^ Apart from a certain laboriousness and ruggedness in style the basic

1. Cf. Barrett, p.9; T.W. Manson, "St.Paul's Letter to the Romans - and
Others". Studies in the Gospels and Epistles. Ed. M.Black (1962)
pp.225-41 (229).

2. The omission of particular addresses in some manuscripts is best explain¬
ed by a desire to make the letters more catholic. N.A. Dahl is of the
opinion that I Corinthians, Romans and Ephesians may all have stood at
different times at the beginning of some old editions of the Corpus Paul-
inum. The particularity of the Pauline epistles was felt as a problem
from a time before the Corpus Paulinum was published until it had been
incorporated into a complete canon of the New Testament scriptures. Dahl
concurs with Cullmann's opinion that the argument of the Muratorian frag¬
ment was based on the false assumption that the canonicity and catholic¬
ity of the epistles can be stressed only at the expense of their particul¬
arity. "The Particularity of the Pauline Epistles as a Problem in the
Ancient Church". Neotestamentica et Patristica, Eine Freundesgabe,
0. Cullmann zu seinem 60 Geburtstag uberreicht. Leiden (1963), pp.260-71.
(271).

3. On this pattern see Schubert, op.cit., p.33.
4. Cf. Schubert, op.cit., pp.51-52. Schubert claims that although the omt,

in Rom.ij8 may be simply recitative and not causal grammatically, logic¬
ally it is causal, since the clause following describes the reasons which
Paul had in mind when he offered thanks to God (pp.44-45). See also the
attached photostat copy of Schubert's table illustrating the syntactical
units of the e^xo-ptcrcoj period of the Pauline thanksgivings.



TABLEII.—EXHIBITINGTHESYNTACTICALUNITSOFTHE
I,principalverb

II,pers.
obj.Ill,temp.adv.

IV,pron.obj. phrase

TYPEla: Phm4ff.ePXaPlcrT"

tco0ecopou-rravTOTE

IThess12ff.Euxapicrroupsv
TOO0ecp

iravTOTE dSiaAEfrrTCos

TTSplTTOCVTCOVupcov

Km110

(6s)dSiaXel-rrrcos TTaVTOTE

Eph115f.
(optradopat)spxapiorcov

Col13f.EuxaptcrroOpEV
TCp0eco.

opirapopai
..iravroTE

propCipcov irsplup6v

9f.

oOTrau6p£0a

Cnrepupcov

Phil13if.EPXaptcrrco
TCp0ECOPOP

TTaVTOTE

urrfpTrdvrcovCipcov

fif.

IThess39f.TivayapEPXaPltrr'av
8uvapE0a AvrcatoSoOvai
TCp0eco

TTEplCipCOV

IIThessluff. IICor111

£k ttoAXcovTTpOaCOTTCOV StairoAAcoycOya- pia0ri0fj

TYPElb:
ICor14f.EPXap'^V"
tu0eco

vuktosKalrjpepas TravroTE iravroTE

TTEplCipWV UTrepppcov (etsnpas) UTTEpfjpCOV TTEplPp6v

Rm18-rrpcoTovpevEdxapicrrco
IIThess1sf.e'vyapicrrnv6<pElXop£V IIThess213fipels5e69E1X0PEV

EUXaP1CTT6'v

IThess213Kal81atoutoKal
TCp0ECOPOP(TrpCOTOVp£v) TCp0ECOTTCCVTOTE TCp0ECOTraVTOTE

TTEplTTaVTCOVOpwv TTEplPpSv TTEplUPCOV

finalseuxapiatoup-sv|to0scodoiaXEnrrcos

EYXAPETCOPERIODOF THEPAULINETHANKSGIVINGS. V.temp.ptc.clausewithtemp.adv.phrase
|VI,causalptc.clause oradv.phrase

VII,"final" clause

pi-slccvaou pvtfav pvctavupwv

irotoppEvos£ttItSvTrpoosux6vpop TrotoOpEvoi£rrlt6vTrpoaEUXcovfijpcov
opcovaopTiivcrya- ■n-Tiv...,

!pvtipovsuovtesupcovtop fpyou...,
■eicoTss,656X901fiyarrri- psvoi....

noioppai
8EOP6VOS,

frrltcovrrpoaEUXCovpopj (81atoptoKayco,):cxouaasttjvKa0'upas ttiotivfv...,

pvslav

TroioOpsvosfrrltcovirpoaEPXcovpop, upoaspyopevoidxcucavTESttjviricrriv
upcoviv...,

(5iatoptoKalf)P£ls,)69'f]pspasf|KOPaapsv,
irpoosuxopevoiKal atToOpsvoi,

Iv-rraai]SefjaEipop

PEtccX^pastt]vSetictivTroioppevos (Kaltopto)Trpoaepyopai,
v/TTEpcKrrepicjCTOPSeopevoi (sisoKal)TrpoCTEPyopsOa

>endnao-QTijpvstaupcov trrltuKoivcovla upcovels...,
j ■trrroiScosoptotouto, iiriTfjxaP?$Xa'P°" psv5i'upas,

auvuTTOPpyouvrcovKalupcov
TfjSsfiaei

tosisflPasx^piapa (islogicallycausal object)
£rriTijX^P1TtT0® 6sou...,

cnrcos...
elttcos. OT1... Iva... e!stoc.inf. Iva...,orrcos. OTt. OTt.

!6ti.



structure of the Roman thanksgiving conforms to type.
2

First of all, Paul gives thanks that the faith of the Roman Christians

is spoken of throughout the world (v.8). Although we cannot "be sure just how

much information Paul possessed about the situation in Rome, it is clear that

he does feel sufficiently well informed to comment on the quality of their

faith. It is probable that there were Christians in Rome for some time prior

to the writing of this letter otherwise their reputation would not have been

so widespread.^ It would, appear from the content of the other Pauline thanks¬

givings that their intimate descriptions give a clear indication of some im¬

portant aspect of the actual situation of the churches which Paul addresses in

these letters.^ We have no reason to doubt that this applies to the Roman

letter also. This means that when Paul speaks of the Romans' faith, he is not

simply being polite, but is genuinely referring to some outstanding charact¬

eristic of this particular group of Christians.

1. Schubert divides the Pauline thanksgivings into two categories - la and lb.
Romans belongs to the latter although it has certain affinities with the
first group, (op.cit.,pp.33-35*) See also photostat copy of Table II, p.14b.
(Schubert op.cit.,pp.54-55)• We cannot agree with R.W. Funk's view that
because Paul has worked the ingredients of the apostolic *parousia' (the
reference to Paul's apostolic presence to the congregations whether in
person, by emissary or by letter) into the thanksgiving in Rom.ii8f. and
has given a parallel treatment of the •parousia' in xvs14-33, that Romans
is not to be regarded as a typical, specific letter, but a general letter
to be particularized and dispatched as occasion demands. Op.cit.,pp.267-68.
H.W. Bartsch also notes the repetition (and intensification) of" the thanks¬
giving (op.cit.,p.43) but still considers that "Paul wrote this letter as
he did all the others, because he wants to help the Roman Christians to
solve a vital problem of their own", (op.cit.,p.42).

2. The reason for -rcpuhrov pev in place of the normal ■n&vxote in this
verse is probably the unusually lengthy 'opening formula' in vv.1-7. At
this stage Paul realised that it was desirable, if not necessary, for him
to make a transition to the thanksgiving and in view of this it was quite
natural for him to introduce the thanksgiving in this way. (Schubert, op.
cit.,p.57)•

3. G. Eichholz holds the view that the Roman church was in existence for ten
years or more prior to Paul's letter to them, ('Der Okumenische und Mission-
arische Horizont der Kirche: Eine exegetische Studie zu Rbm.ix8-15".
Tradition und Interpretation. TB. 29, (Munchen 1965), p.86).

4. Schubert, op.cit., p.31.



cies is to emphasize his unity with the Romans and their unity with one an¬

other. This is the reason for his unremitting prayers on their behalf. This

is also the reason why in xvs30f., he reverses the procedure and calls upon

the Romans to unite with him in prayers for the success of his Jerusalem

visit.*

We have already indicated that the thanksgiving in Romans has affin¬

ities with both types of thanksgivings as outlined by Schubert. Although

the Roman thanksgiving has closest parallels with the second type of thanks¬

giving, lb, in w.9f the pattern is closer to the first type, la. Instead of

the pattern previously noted in v.8 (where the principal e^yapicrao clause

is followed by a causal cm clause) we find the fuller pattern common to

Philemon > Eph.i;15f.» I Thess.ij2f., Phil.i;3f. and II Cor.i:ll. In

this pattern the principal e&xapicrcu) clause is followed by participial

clauses (nominative, masculine, singular or plural) and a final clause sub-

ordinate to them (introduced by "vet. , 07tuc or etc to c.inf.). In

Rom.i:9f«, in the construction pyetav upcov mnou|j.ai - beopevoc et raoc

the conjuction e'l 7twc is structurally in the same position as the final

etc to c.inf. in type la. This construction indicates that one specific

aim of Paul's prayers is that he may be enabled to visit Rome. The signific¬

ance of the fact that Romans has a mixture of the two main types of thanks-

1. Dahl suggests that the whole argument of the Roman letter is designed to
prepare for Paul's forth-coming visit to Rome and particularly to lead
up to the climax of the letter which is the appeal that the Roman Christ¬
ians join in prayer for Paul's Jerusalem visit and thus'solidarize' them¬
selves with the Gentile churches in the East. By this the unity of Jews
and Gentiles in the church would be fully recognised, op.cit., p.269.
G. Eichholz notes Paul's strong emphasis upon the brotherhood and mutual
indebtedness of all Christians. The collection project serves as a remind¬
er to Gentile Christians (including those in Rome) of their debt to Jerus¬
alem and the Jews. Cf. Eichholz, op.cit., pp.88f.

2. Schubert, op.cit., pp.35-36.



giving patterns is that it has the merit of relating this letter very closely

to the other letters of Paul."'"

The Y&p in v.11 indicates that this verse explains the reason for

Paul's prayer in v.10. Paul has prayed that he might be able to visit the

Romans with a view to imparting to them some spiritual benefit. In his con¬

cern to stress the strength of his desire to visit them, Paul has said more

than diplomacy allows. If the Romans are to receive some benefit from his

visit, does this not imply that they are lacking in something which he can

supply? Realizing the way his words might be interpreted, Paul hastily

modifies what he has just said by stating in v.12 that they will mutually en¬

courage one another in their common faith. We note again how careful Paul is

not to give offence or to give the impression that he is coming to force his

views or his authority upon these Christians whom he himself has not led to

faith in Christ.

According to our analysis Paul's introductory thanksgiving is complet¬

ed in v.12. Schubert holds that w.11-13 and w.14-15 are part of the thanks-
2

giving since intimate personal topics enter into all thanksgivings. He him¬

self admits however, that he has great difficulty in determining the point of

termination of the thanksgiving in Romans.^ His reason for including vv.14-

15 in the thanksgiving along with w. 11-13 is because he sees a parallel bet¬

ween these two sections. In w.14-15 Paul informs the Romans that he feels

1. Cf. Schubert's comment on the second type of thanksgiving, pattern lb -

"we have discovered a truly surprising example of 'fixed' form and of
uniform function over a representative cross-section of the Pauline
letters, binding together the early letters to the Thessalonians and the
two important 'main' letters, Romans and I Corinthians", (op.cit.,p.53)•
Although this comment refers only to pattern lb, we believe that the fact
that the Roman thanksgiving is also related to the other thanksgiving
type la,does not invalidate this statement but rather confirms it.

2. Op.cit., pp.31-32.
3. Op.cit., p.32.
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an apostolic obligation to preach the gospel to them whereas in v.11 he has

spoken with great tact merely of his personal desire to do so."'' Schubert

also includes v.l6 along with vv.llf., since this verse is closely connected

both in vocabulary and thought with the preceding verses. He regards v.17

as the topic sentence of the doctrinal theme i.e. as the beginning of the
2

body of the letter.

We believe that Schubert could have resolved the problem of the thanks¬

giving better if he had located the termination of the thanksgiving at an

earlier point in these verses. That this is correct is indicated by the •dis¬

closure1 formula in w.l3f. - ofo 6£Aco 5e ujxa<; dyvoerv, &6e\cpof, crci

This construction exhibits all the normal characteristics of the 'disclosure1

formula as noted by J.T. Sanders and J.L. White.^ Following Schubert's pion¬

eer work on the Pauline thanksgivings, Sanders notes that the point of term¬

ination of the thanksgiving is marked by another clearly discernible formula

of transition. This formula is not limited to this specific place in Paul's

letters but is also employed elsewhere. Sanders describes it as comprising^ -

(1) a verb in the first person of the present action stem which states

the author's enjoining, usually rapaxakto (alternative form -

a verb of wishing with an infinitive of knowing attached to item 3)5

(2) the particle 6e;

(3) the recipients of the injunction in the accusative upae ;

1. Op.ext., p.32*
2. Ibid.
3. J.T. Sanders, "The Transition from Opening Epistolary Thanksgiving to

Body in the Letters of the Pauline Corpus." JBL, LXXXI (1962) pp.348-62.
J.L. White, "Introductory Formulae in the Body of the Pauline Letter".
JBL, XC (March 1971) Pt.l, pp.91-97* Of. also T.Y Mullins "Disclosures
A Literary Form in the New Testament". NovT.VII (1964)* pp.44-50.

4. Op.cit., p.349.



(4) the vocative idekcpof ;

(5) an appeal to the authority of the Lord for the saying, introduced

with ;

(6) a prepositional phrase, introduced by U7cep , stating the topic of
the injunction (which may be omitted);

(7) the injunction itself introduced by omt or ,'{ya , this clause

being occasionally replaced by an infinitive phrase.

In a more recent study J.L. White holds that although Sanders is sub¬

stantially correct in his investigation of the transition formula, he has com¬

bined what axe really two separate formulae in the common letter tradition and

collapsed them into one form. White describes these two formulae as the 'dis¬

closure' formula and the 'request'formula."'' It is the former of these with

which we are concerned since it normally marks the end of the thanksgiving and

the introduction of the body of the letter. If we are Correct in the assert¬

ion that v.12 marks the end of the thanksgiving in Rom.i., then vv.l3f. ought

to comprise the transitional disclosure formula introducing the body of the

letter. When we compare w.l3f. with the pattern of the transition formula as

outlined by Sanders, there appears to be no reason to doubt that it is at this

stage that the body of the letter is introduced. According to White the body
2

of the letter to the Romans consists of Rom.i:13-xi:36.

Paul introduces the body of the letter by drawing specific attention

to (or disclosing) the fact that he has often purposed to visit Rome but has

until now been hindered, (v.13). As apostle to the Gentiles, he wishes to

1. Op.cit., p.92.
2. J.L. White, "The Form and Function of the Body of the Greek Letters A Study

of the Letter Body in the Non-Literary Papyri and in Paul the Apostle."
Unpublished thesis (submitted to Vanderbilt University, June 1970) as
summarized in Dissertation Abstracts International, December 1970, No.6.



reap some harvest among thera as among the rest of the Gentiles. What was

hinted at in v.11 i3 now more positively stated. Not only doe3 Paul wish to

visit Rome, but he now confesses that he is obliged to all men and hence to

the Romans as much as others. Both personal inclination and apostolic voc¬

ation demand that Paul should visit Rome as soon as circumstances permit.^"
The specific form in which this universal obligation of Paul is stat¬

ed is most interesting. Humanity in its totality comprises the Hellenist
2

and the barbarian, the cultured and the uncultured respectively. It is

probable that Paul was frequently accused of partiality in the continuing

conflict of Jew and Gentile.^ The Jews suspect him of betraying Jewish

traditions in his evangelization of Gentiles. It is also probable that some

Gentile Christians suspected him of being secretly a Jewish sympathizer.

Perhaps the Roman Christians had accused Paul of a preference for the uncult¬

ured provincials and Orientals, or claimed that he did not dare to venture to

this metropolis of Hellenism.^ If a division existed between the Jewish and

Gentile Christians in Rome, it is possible that Paul had this problem in mind

here. Because of this delicate situation he cannot speak out clearly of his

1. We take to xclt' to mean 'so far as it rests with me', cf. 'in the
will of God', (v.lO). W. Sanday and A.C. Headlam, Romans. ICC, 5th ed.,
(London 1907)> p.21.

2. The reference is to those Greek speaking people who inhabit the city
states of the inner Mediterranean world and those outside that circle.
Cf. Barrett, p.26. Michel notes the fact that there were many Orientals,
Africans etc., residing in Rome but still regarded as barbarians because
of their lack of fluency in the Greek language, (p.50).

3. Cf. W. Lutgert's claim that when Paul contrasts other peoples with the
Jews, it is normally the religious rather than the national distinctions
which are primarily intended. "Die Juden im Neuen Testament". Schlatter
aus Schrifte und Geschichte. Theologische Abhandlungen Adolf Schlatter
zu seinem JO Geburtstag. Stuttgart (1922) pp.142-43. On the conflict of
Syriac and Greek cultures, see G. Dix, Jew and Greek, pp.1-18.

4. Cf. H.W. Schmidt, Per Brief des Paulus an die Romer. ThHK, VI, Berlin
(1963), p.26.



equal obligation to Jew and Gentile. By the reference to the great cultural

division of mankind, Paul implies that he is aware of, but is not determined

by, those barriers which have traditionally separated people. This declarat¬

ion may be regarded as a discreet apology for Paul's concern for the 'weak'

Jewish Christians in Rome and particularly for hi3 journey to Jerusalem with

the collection.^" To the Gentile Christians in Rome it must have seemed strange

that Paul, the apostle to the Gentiles, is not now coming to visit them, but is

going to Jerusalem to visit the Jews.

This situation probably accounts for the fact that a definite climax to
2

the thanksgiving appears to be lacking in Romans. Paul emphasizes his concern

for the Romans and his desire to visit them, but instead of proceeding, as he

does in I Thessalonians, to talk of his forthcoming visit, he turns instead in

vv.l6f. to a description of his gospel. The reason for this is that Paul is

not, at this moment, intending to visit Rome. He cannot (or dare not) tell

the Romans that, in spite of his acknowledged concern for them, he is going

to Jerusalem with the collection and accompanying representatives. It is only

in xv:25 that Paul feels able to disclose the fact that he is really going to

Jerusalem instead. As John Knox points out, a reader of Rom.i:8f. would not

have learned much of Paul's immediate plans. They would learn only that he

wishes to corae to Rome, but they would not learn until ch.xv that he is actual¬

ly coming and then only via Jerusalem with all the delay that this entails.^

1. Cf. A. Schlatter's assertion that the problem of disunity among the Roman
Christians is closely connected with the purpose of Paul in the composit¬
ion of this letter. Gottes Gerechtigkeit, pp.363f. Paul Minear notes
correctly that Paul had the Jew-Gentile controversy (ch.xiv) in mind when
he composed the early paragraphs of the letter, (op.cit.,p.36).

2. Cf. Schubert, op.cit., p.5*
3. "A Note on the Text of Romans". NTS, II (1956), pp.191-93.



This explains certain peculiarities of ch3.i and xv. The clear par¬

allels "between the two sections Eire "best explained by the fact that Paul can

give full information about his plans only in ch.xv."^ The delicate situation

in Rome and Paul's fear that his Jerusalem visit may be misunderstood mean

that the introduction to the letter is necessarily left incomplete. When

Paul eventually states that he is going to Jerusalem rather than Rome, he

precedes the giving of this information by the claim that he has hitherto

been unable to come because of his particular apostolic vocation (xv:19»f.).

Paul has made it his ambition not to preach the gospel where Christ's name is

already known lest he should build on another man's foundation (xv«20). He

bases his practice on Is.iii»15 "They shall see who have never been told of

him, and they shall understand who have never heard of him." It is this

which has hitherto prevented Paul coming to Rome (xvj22 Y/eymouth). Until he

had fully proclaimed the gospel in the east he could not feel free to take

1. Contra R.W. Funk's view that the parallel treatment of the apostolic
'parousia' in i:8f. and xv:14-33 means that Romans i:l - xvsl3 is a general
letter which was readapted to suit different occasions (op.cit.,pp.267-8).
Against Funk's view it may be asserted that the lack of references to the
disposition and reason for writing, to Paul's sending a chosen emissary
and to the announcement or promise of a visit do not of themselves con¬
stitute a reason for regarding Romans as different in kind from the other
letters. These can best be explained as originating from the particular
circumstances of Paul and of the recipients of the letter. It is also
open to dispute whether the double treatment of the apostolic 'parousia'
is unique in Romans, as Funk himself realizes. If this latter point is
in doubt so also must the entire construction which Funk bases upon it,
(op.cit., pp.257 n.l; 263 n.l; 267 n.4). On the formation of Rom.is 16-
xv:13 and its relation to the rest of the letter, see also E. Trocm6,
"L'Epitre aux Romains et la m£thode missionaire de l'apotre Paul". NTS,
VII (1960/61), pp.148-53.

2. Paul's motive is not simply to avoid possible rivalry with other apostles
but to cover as wide an area as possible-, cf. Barrett, p.277* A.Fridrich-
sen states that although Paul fully respects other evangelists and makes
it a rule not to encroach upon their sphere of work, he does consider him¬
self responsible for the entire Gentile mission field. "The Apostle and
his Message". ASNU, Uppsala (1947) IH> pp.7-8*



time to visit Rome. But as there is now no unoccupied ground in that part of

the world (xv:23 Weymouth), Paul is able to fulfil his longstanding de3ire to

come to the West.^" Firstly, however, he must go to Jerusalem with the collect¬

ion.

From this it would appear that the best way to interpret Romans is

that it is the explanation from Paul's gospel (a) why he has not yet visited

the Romans; (b) why he is going to Jerusalem with the collection and (c) why

he still intends to visit .Rome at the earliest opportunity. One other fact¬

or ought to be included i.e. the situation in Rome itself, which prompted

Paul to write a letter rather than wait until he could deal with it in per¬

son. Regarded in this way Rom.is8-17 and xv:14-33 are truly the brackets
2

which enclose the re3t of the letter. To some extent Rom.xvil4 does contin¬

ue directly from the introduction in ch.i, as if there were nothing in bet¬

ween. But this is deceptive. The body of the Roman letter is absolutely

necessary and is presupposed throughout ch.xv. In theory, we may surmise

that if the Roman Christians had been able to accept it without any misunder¬

standing, Paul's news about his visit to Jerusalem would have been given, as

we would have expected it to be, in i:8f. and the body of the letter might

1. As Eichholz points out, Paul is not the master of his own plans. Mission
is God's work and Paul, the servant, must do his Master's will (op.cit.,
PP.92-93). Paul is compelled by the gospel - it is his 'destiny' (E.
Kasemann, "A Pauline Version of the 'Amor Fati'". NTQT, pp. 217-35(231).
It appears that Paul thought of his missionary work as expanding in ever
enlarging circles from Jerusalem, the centre of the church, to the ends
of the earth. Paul doe3 not mean that he has evangelized every town or
every individual in the East. He thinks representatively - of provinces,
of nations. (Cf. Munck, PSM, pp.277f«). H. Lietzmann states "er (Paul)
uberblickt die Welt in apokalyptischer Perspektive und schaut das be-
kehrte Morgenland in seinenReprasentanten." An die Romer. KNT, VIII,
3 Aufl., (Tubingen 1928), p.121.

2. Cf. Michel, p.362.



never have been written. But this ideal situation did not exist, and the

situation in Rome was such that Paul felt compelled to intervene by letter

and not to wait until his return from Jerusalem.

The effect of this interpretation is apparently to demote Rom.ij16-17

from the title page of the letter. This is not necessarily so. We bear in

mind that the y&p at the beginning of w.16,17 and 18 designates them as an

explanation of the argument of the preceding verses i.e. vv.13-15*^ What we

suggest is that v.l6 is, in fact, a good title to the theme of the body of

the letter but only if we bear in mind that the reason for the body of the

letter is found not in vv.l6f. but rather in vv.l3f. This is simply to claim

that the so-called doctrinal section (w.l6f.) originates out of the practic¬

al situation outlined in the previous verses (vv.l3f.). This confirms what

Dahl says on the subject of Paul's intention in writing his letters. "To the

apostle himself, letters to particular churches, written on special occasions
2

were the proper literary form for making theological statements".

The picture of Paul which emerges from Romans is of a man whose life

is dominated by the gospel of which he has been made a minister, (xv;l6).^
This gospel determines his travels, his plans, his whole life. By it he is

obligated completely, and therefore equally, to all men. He is obligated to

Jews just as much as to Greeks - to Jerusalem as well as Rome. Up to now

1. Cf. C.E.B. Cranfield, "Romans it 18." SJT, XXI (1968), pp.330-5 (332).
2. "The Particularity of the Pauline Epistles as a Problem in the Ancient

Church." op.cit., p.271.
3. Paul acts as a priest in presenting to God an offering which consists of

the Gentile Christians who have been converted in his missions - they are
the living sacrifice of xiisl, cf. Barrett, p.275» Whether, or in what
sense Paul regarded himself as 1 the eschatological messenger' is very un¬
certain. Although we cannot fully agree with Munck's somewhat exaggerat¬
ed portrait of Paul, some features offer an excellent interpretation of
certain New Testament texts, cf. Munck, PSM, pp.36-68.



Paul has not been able to come to Rome because the gospel which determines

the priorities of his life has not permitted him. At the present time, the

same gospel obligates him to go to Jerusalem with the collection for the

poor saints there. In Paul's mind there is no contradiction between his

organizing a collection for the Jewish Christians in Jerusalem"^" and, as

apostle to the Gentiles, planning a visit to Rome and hence to Spain. The

gospel which he preaches demands both these actions.

This is borne out by xvs26f. Here Paul introduces the idea that the

Gentiles are obligated to the Jews. He begins by stating that the Macedon¬

ian and Achaian Christians have voluntarily offered a contribution for their

poor Jewish brethren. Then Paul discreetly comments that even though it was

voluntary, these Gentile Christians were actually obligated to do this, be¬

cause since the Gentiles share in the spiritual blessings of the Jews they

should also be of service to them in material things (v.27). For Paul it is

the gospel itself which firmly unites Jew and Gentile in mutual obligation

in one body.

This is why he can say in i:l6 that he is not ashamed of the gospel

because it is God's power that leads to salvation everyone who believes - the
2

Jew first and also the Greek. Paul sees no reason for competition or

1. On the question of the collection see Munck, PSM, ch.10 (pp.282-308), and
especially K.F. Nickle's study, The Collection: A Study in Paul's Strat¬
egy, SBTh, 48 (1966). Nickle summarizes the theological significance of
the collection as "(l) an act of Christian charity among fellow believers
motivated by the love of Christ; (2) an act expressing the solidarity of
the Christian fellowship by presenting irrefutable evidence that God was
calling the Gentiles to faith; (3) an eschatological pilgrimage of the
Gentile Christians to Jerusalem by which the Jews were to be confronted
with the undeniable reality of the divine gift of saving grace to the
Gentiles and thereby be themselves moved through jealousy to finally
accept the gospel." (p.142). Cf. Eichholz, op.cit., pp.82-90.

2. Cf. K. Grayston, "Not Ashamed of the Gospel. Rom.isl6a and the Structure
of the Epistle." SEv, II, TU, 87 (1964) pp.569-73.



distinction between Jew and Gentile. Since the gospel comes via the Old

Testament, and since Christ Himself became a servant to the circumcision

(xv:7), the gospel is first of all for the Jew. This is another way of em¬

phasizing the dependence of Gentiles upon Jews. The covenant and promises

were made to Israel, and Gentiles participate in their benefits only in

association with believing Jews. But since the gospel is universal, the

Gentiles are also included. It is not a question of Jew or Gentile, but Jew

and Gentile. "Christ became a servant to the circumcised ... in order that

the Gentiles might glorify God for His mercy",(xv:8-9).

Prom this survey'we have arrived at several conclusions which we may

summarize as follows -

(1) In the light of the investigation and comparison of the letter to the

Romans with the non-literary papyri and the other Pauline letters,

there is no reason whatever for regarding Romans as a departure from

the normal letter form.

(2) The length of the body of this letter does not constitute a sufficient

reason for regarding it as other than a real letter since the body of

Paul's letters is normally substantially longer than those of the non-

literary papyri

(3) The omission of the references to Rome is not to be explained as an in¬

dication that this was originally a general letter, but rather by the

tendency to make particular letters into general, catholic epistles by

the removal of the address.

1. This still leaves us with the problem of the dictation of such a long
letter, but, in common with many other difficulties concerning the
letter to the Romans, this objection applies equally to I Corinthians.
Cf. Michel, p.7»
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(4) The fact that Paul has not yet visited Rome does not of itself provide

an adequate basis for the view that Romans is a draft of his gospel or

theology sent in letter form as a means of self-introduction. It does

provide however, an explanation of several features peculiar to this

letter.

(5) A study of the normal pattern of introductory 'thanksgiving' and 'dis¬

closure' formulae leads us to the conclusion that the introduction of

the body of Romans begins in i:13 and not in i:l6. This reminds U3

that in Pauline thought the doctrinal exists to serve the practical and

that the theological teaching of Romans has a practical orientation.

(6) In view of (5), although the body of the Roman letter is predominantly

doctrinal in content, since this originated out of, and is designed to

influence a practical situation it does not undermine the view that

this is a real letter.



Romans i;18-32.

The y&pwith which v.18 commences indicates that this section is conn¬

ected with and should he understood in relation to the immediately preceding

verses. The chain of sentences in w.16-18 is joined together by a four-fold

use of y&p which connects back to v.15, where Paul declares his readiness to

extend his service of the gospel to all the world.The connection with what
2

precedes is also plainly indicated by the parallelism between w.17 and 18.

In v.17 dTOXaXu-Kmemat refers to the righteousness of God and in v. 18 it

refers to the wrath ( opyr) ) of God.

If we follow through the parallel between w.17 and 18 this would

suggest that it is in the gospel that the wrath of God is revealed.^ The term

•is revealed' indicates that the reference here is to eschatological salvation-

events. Whilst it is perfectly appropriate to say that the righteousness of

God is revealed in the gospel, it is quite another matter to suggest that the

wrath of God is also revealed in the same gospel. Some scholars have sought

to avoid this interpretation by attributing an adversative force to Y&p

thereby indicating that a certain contrast is intended between the righteous¬

ness and the wrath of God.^ This means, of course, that these two opposing

5
revelations cannot both be revealed in the gospel.

C.H. Dodd has argued that by 'the wrath of God' Paul did not mean a

personal reaction of God but "some process of cause and effect in a moral

1. Cf. G. Bornkamrn,. "The Revelation of God's Wraths Romans i-iii."
Early Christian Experience. ET SCM 1969 > pp.46-70(46).

2. Cf. C.E.B. Cranfield, "Romans i:18." SJT, XXI (1968), pp.330-35(334).
3. Cf. Pallis, p.40.
4. Cf. Lagrange, p.21; Dodd, pp.20-24.
5. Cf. Bornkamm, op.cit., pp.47-48.
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universe."^" F.F. Bruce considers that the wrath of God is revealed not in the

2
gospel but in "the facts of human experience." O.K. Barrett disagrees with

Dodd's impersonal interpretation and argues for "a close positive relation

between w.17 and 18.""^ In Barrett's view both the revelation of righteous¬

ness and the revelation of wrath are eschatological events which are anticip¬

ated in history. Just as the revelation of wrath can be demonstrated so can

the revelation of righteousness. The proof of the latter originates from "the

observable situation in the latter part of the chapter."^
Cranfield disagrees with this interpretation on the grounds that the

'observable situation' would require to be something new in world history -

an assumption which Paul is unlikely to have shared. According to Barth it is

unnecessary to interpret the wrath of God as something contrary to Hi3 burning,

consuming love. "The death of Jesus Christ on the cross is the revelation of
5

God's wrath from heaven." Cranfield believes that this view alone gives an

adequate interpretation of the text. Just as the preaching of the gospel is

preceded by the revelation of the righteousness of God on the cross, so too

the preaching of the gospel presupposes the revelation of God's wrath in the

gospel-events. It is actually in the proclamation of the gospel that both

the righteousness and the wrath are now being revealed. A modification of this

interpretation would be to understand the gospel itself as exposing the radical

1. p.23. Dodd come3 to this view partly on the basis that God must be thought
of in the highest ideals of human personality (p.24) and so we cannot att¬
ribute to Him the irrational passion of anger. But see Cranfield's reply
to this, op.cit.,p.333.

2. The Epistle of Paul to the Romans. Tyndale Hew Testament Commentaries.
(London 1963), p.83.

3• Gp.crt., p.83.
4. p.34.
5. p.26.
6. p.334»



failure of the religion and ethics of man, thereby indicating the eschatolog-

ical judgement of God. As Leenhardt says "With the gospel there begins for

every man the great assize of God, the eschatological and ultimate age.""*"
Bornkamm appears to be in agreement with this view when he declares that

Paul's intention in Rom.Is 18.f. is not to "infer God's being from the world",

nor to "prove the revelation of God before the judgement of the world", but to
2

"unveil the judgement of God over the world revealed in the Law."

Grammatically and exegetically the view of Barth and Cranfield appears

to be the better interpretation. The view of those who consider that the

gospel reveals man's present state to him as a demonstration of God's wrath

upon sin has also much to commend it.^ In both cases the gospel is understood

as revealing to man in a new way the judgement of God upon his sin.

In v.19 Paul declares that the wrath of God justly falls upon men^ be¬

cause that which can be known of God is manifest among them, since God Himself

made it manifest to them. In the following verse the justification for this

statement is provided. That which can be known of God can be clearly seen

5 T
from the things which He has made. The etc 1:0 etvcu of v.20 indicates not

only result but purpose. God has revealed Himself as Creator and Lord so that

men might be without excuse. This key statement in v.20 is the essence of the

thought in vv.18-23.

1. p.61. Similarly Cranfield (p.334)»
2. Op.cit., p.59*
3. Some scholars feel that a distinction may be intended between the way in

which righteousness is revealed in the gospel ( ev afttw cf. Pallis, p.40)»
and that in which wrath is revealed(&%' oipavou ). But if the latter is
taken as a respectful designation for God (not as implying universality as
Bornkamm holds, p.49) then the distinction is not valid. Cf. Leenhardt,
pp.60-6l(note).

4. Cf. Barrett, p.35 (on v.19).
5. It will be necessary for us at a later stage in this section to consider

in more detail what Paul understands by this knowledge of God.
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The 5i6ti, which introduces v.21 indicates that this and the follow¬

ing verses (w.22-23) are meant to be a setting forth of the reasons why men

are without excuse for their conduct. Barrett describes vv.21.f. as "the

root of the matter".^" The basic sin of men is that "although they knew God,

they did not honour Him as God, or give thanks to Him." Minear develops this

emphasis pointing out that "the root sin of the Gentiles was not the lusts of
2

i:24> or the dishonourable passions of i»26, or the evils of i»29." These

were penalties to v/hich God gave them up because of an earlier, more serious

betrayal, described as not honouring God, giving of thanks etc.^ Men refused

to acknowledge themselves as God's -creatures, to recognize His Lordship, or

to serve Him in grateful trust and obedience. "Unwilling to recognize a Lord,

man chose to be Lord himself, and to glorify himself."^ The connection bet¬

ween the sin and the resulting judgement is clearly illustrated by v.22, -

"Claiming to be wise, they became fools."

In v.22 the sin of which men are guilty is stated first, followed by

the statement concerning the appropriate judgement. In this respect v.22

sets the pattern for what is to follow. Verses 23 and 24 are similar to

1. p.36.
2. p.49.
3. Bornkamm believes that Paul may be deliberately contrasting his understand¬

ing of 'giving thanks' and 'glorifying' (thankful salvation to the Creator)
with that of Philo (the mind's last possibility of completion in ecstatic
ascent), op.cit., pp.56-57- Minear draws attention to the fact that the
accusation here corresponds in a reverse way to Paul's description of two
major factions in Rome. 'The strong' and 'the weak' both give thanks to
God ( e&xapt-crcetv, xiv:6). Both follow their diverse practices in "honour
of the Lord", (xiv:6.f.)» From this observation, Minear concludes that
"the Gentiles whose behaviour and fate are described in i:18-32 were to be
sharply distinguished from the strong in faith (Gentile Christians) whose
behaviour is described in xiv:l-9. The weak in faith often failed to make
that distinction, but rather identified the two groups of Gentiles as
grounds for their condemnation of lawless Christians." (p.49). The quest¬
ion as to how Rom.i:18.f. is related to the actual situation reflected in
the letter will be discussed later in this chapter.

4. Cf. Barrett, pp.36-37«
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v.22, with the addition of the key word mp£Swxsv in v.24« The p>attern

appears to be this; (a) description of men's sins (b) statement that be¬

cause of ( 610 ) these sins God gave them up (c) the description of the en¬

suing judgement which is directly related to the sins committed. In view of

this we should subdivide vv.22-28.f. somewhat differently from that what is
1 2

normally done. The grouping would be as follows; w.22-24* 25-27* 28.f.

This arrangement illustrates very clearly how in Paul's view the pun¬

ishment fits the crime.^ .Where men exchange the divine glory ( 6o£a ) for

the worship of idols in the form of beasts etc., God gives them up to the

dishonouring ( ) of their bodies, (w.23-24) • Those who ex¬

change the truth of God for a lie receive the judgement that consists in

the exchange of their natural functions for those contrary to nature; those

who pervert God's truth, become perverted themselves in the use of their own

bodies,^ (w.25-27). Those v/ho did not see fit ( o?>x i&oxCpaoav ) to take

1. Cf. the significant study by E. Klostermann, "Die adaquate Vergeltung in
Rom.i:22-31" ZNW, XXXII (1933), pp.1-6. Klostermann is critical of the
tradition in Greek texts of the New Testament (and modern translations of
same) which commence a new paragraph at v.24. Barrett (p.32) makes no
break at v.24 but begins a new paragraph after vv.25 and 27 as in the
RSV. J. Jeremias ("Zu Rbm.i;22-32", ZNW, XLV (1954) » PP»H9-2l) express¬
es surprise that Klostermann's view has not met with wide acceptance
since only Nestle has followed his suggestion as to the arrangement of
the text. As to why this is so see S. Lyonnet "Notes sur l'ex£g&se de
1'dpitre aux Romains" Bibl XXXVIII (1957), pp.35-6l(35-40).

2. Gf. Klostermann, op.cit., pp.l.f. As to whether v.28 is to be taken with
vv.29-32 as a single unit, or stand as a separate verse see Lyonnet, op.
cit., pp.35.f. and J. Dupont "Le problfeme de la structure litt£raire de
1'^pitre aux Romains." RB, LXII (1955), PP«365~97(392 n.3), and A. Feuillet
"Le plan salvifique de Dieu". RB, LVII (1950), pp.336-87 and 489-529(345). •

3. As the title "Die adaquate Vergeltung .."suggests, Klostermann emphasizes
this point. See especially pp.5-6.

4. R. Jewett states that when Paul insists that the body is the place v/here
God's wrath is expressed he is addressing himself to Christian libertin-
ists who degrade their bodies in the same way as the heathen consigned to
wrath. Paul's Anthropological Terms, p.288.
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cognizance of God, God handed over to an unfit ( &5ox(,|j.ov )mind, (v.28).^"
Barrett sees in the consignment of sinners to their sin a sign that

2
the divine judgement has already broken forth. But in view of Cranfield's

criticism of this view, we would understand the reference to mean that the

gospel reveals that the consequences of sin (which already operate prior to

the coming of Christ) are to be understood as God's judgement upon sin (and

not simply as the result of a natural process of cause and effect).^ Verses

29-32 consist of a concluding catalogue of vices which has parallels in, and

may even be based upon Hellenistic and Hellenistic-Jewish lists.^
The final verse (v.32) is particularly difficult to interpret in the

context and raises fundamental questions concerning the structure, content

and theme of Rom.is 18— ii:29« For the sake of clarity we will now consider

these issues in more detail under several headings. The first question con¬

cerns the sources upon which Paul draws in this section and the use which he

makes of them. Since the latter has specific reference to his view of natur¬

al revelation, we will investigate it in the course of our discussion of this

topic.

1. See Barrett's translation of this verse (p.39)* According to Jewett the
U3e of vouq in the singular in connection with the preposition e.Iq makes
it clear that Paul thought of the 'reprobate mind' as a demonic, super-
individual reality to which one who rejected God was given over (op.cit.,
p.387).

2. p.38.
3. Cf. Cranfield, op.cit., p.334«
4. Similar lists appear frequently in the New Testament e.g. xiii:13> Gal.

v»19.f., I Cor.vi9»f., etc* Cf. Barrett, p.40, Michel, pp.69-70.



The Knowledge of God in Nature in i:18.f.

What can be known of God^" is described as "His invisible nature, namely

2 3
His eternal power and deity." The knowledge of God through nature is not

used by Paul as an argument to show that any man has ever by means of this

knowledge actually found God.^
The reference here is to what is perceptible by the normal processes

5
of observation and thought. The aim is to show that by "contemplating God's

works, man can grasp enough of His nature to prevent him from the error of

identifying any of the created things with the Creator, enabling him to keep

his conception of the deity free from idolatry."^ There is no necessity for

man to confuse the creature with the Creator, but by the fact that he has

done so he has thereby rendered himself guilty - without excuse, (v.20b).

We note here a clear distinction between Paul's argument and that of

the author of the Book of Wisdom, whose work Paul apparently had in mind
n

when writing Romans i (particularly chs.xiii-xv). Paul is in basic agree¬

ment with opinions frequently expressed in contemporary literature in his

belief that "idolatry and immoral life are the results of irrational and

1. On this see R. Bultmann, TDNT, I, p.71 and H.P. Owen "The Scope of Natur¬
al Revelation in Rom.i and Acts xvii," NTS, V (l959)> pp.133-43* Owen
makes a distinction between knowing God as Creator, and a knowledge of
Him as an invisible eternal power of great majesty, (an emphasis entirely
in keeping with the outlook of the Old Testament). Gentiles are capable
of the latter but not of the former, (pp.138-41).

2. Note the Hellenized abstraction - Qeiovnc . Cf. Bornkamm, p.67 n.38.
3. The ev in v.19 is taken as instrumental, Cf. Barrett, p.35*
4. Cf. Barrett, pp.35-P. and B. Reicke, "Naturliche Theologie nach Paulus."

Svensk Exegetisk 'Arsbok XXII-XXIII (1957/58),pp.154-^7 especially p.159*
5. Cf. Barrett's comment "Observation of created life is sufficient to show

that creation does not provide the key to its own existence." (p.35).
6. B. Gartner, The Areopagus Speech and Natural Revelation (Copenhagen 1955)>

p.137.
7. Bornkamm believes that the influence of Stoic terminology and apologetic

trains of thought, such as are characteristic of Hellenistic Judaism
(especially the Book of Wisdom,and Philo) is so striking that one must
ask the question about literary dependence. Op.cit., p.50. Cf. Lietzmann,
pp.31.P.



deficient knowledge of God.11"'" But although he uses the language and terminol¬

ogy of Hellenistic-Jewish apologetics, he uses them not as apologetic hut as

2
accusation. This natural revelation is made by Paul the basis for the inex-

cusability of raan."^
But although creation is the revelation of the Creator "this belief is

not based in the affirmation that the 'world1 itself is God's 'image', but in

the fact that God has willed it so."^ Any revelation that man may achieve is

thu3 to be understood as divine revelation and not as the attainment of their

5rational faculties. This section shows that Paul is quite willing to use

the concepts of Stoic or other philosophies,^ but that he always adapts them

7
to suit his own use. Hooker believes that much of the confusion that has

surrounded this passage has arisen from the (incorrect) assumption that Paul

1. Bornkamm, op.cit., p.53.
2. Cf. Bornkamm, op.cit., pp.53-54 and 56. Bornkamm gives an excellent sur¬

vey of the parallels between Rom.i, Stoic literature, Philo, Wisdom etc.
(pp.50-55)• Of. also J.L. McKenzie "Natural Law in the New Testament."
BR, IX (1964), pp.3-13.

3. Bornkamm, pp.54«f.
4« P«55. Bornkamm contrasts Rom.i:19 (For what can be known about God is

plain to them, because God has shown it to them) with the uncertain
fashion in which Y/isdom xiii:6.f. decides the question whether the god¬
less world can be said to be guilty.

5. Paul's emphasis is different from that of Hellenistic doctrines of God in
that he does not operate (as they do) from below to above but vice versa,
cf. Bornkamm, op.cit., pp.50.f.

6. Verse 28 shows that Paul agrees with the Stoics - that certain things are
unseemly. The background here is the Stoic technical term xa6fixov des¬
cribing the morally good action. When Paul enumerates the vices in w.
25.f., he begins with those that are against nature, (vv.26-27). This
probably reflects Stoic teaching on morality as based on cpuotc . On
this see Pohlenz, "Paulus und die Stoa." ZNW, XLII (1949), pp.69-104(80),
and McKenzie, op.cit., p.8. The latter comments "The first fruits of
morality based on 'Physis', Paul seems to hint, are deeds contrary to
' Physis'."

7. Cf. M. Pohlenz's conclusion on this "Paulus hat gewisse Anregungen aus der
stoischen Philosophie empfangen, aber er gestaltet sie aus eigenem Geiste
urn, und die Innerstes beruhren sie kaum." op.cit., p.80.



is here affirming a belief in natural revelation. Barrett provides an ex¬

cellent summary of this discussion in the statement "it is not Paul's intent¬

ion here to establish a natural theology, nor does he create one intention¬

ally; he is concerned with the moral principles of God's judgement and in

order to vindicate these he makes use of terminology which he draws mainly
2

from the field of Hellenistic Judaism."

From this survey it is apparent that Paul knows and makes use of

current Hellenistic and Hellenistic-Jewish literature. The fact that he has

modified it to suit his own purpose has led some scholars to the view that

it is basically the Old Testament which determines the course of Paul's argu¬

ment in Rom.i:18.f. We must now look more closely at this possibility since

the source of Paul's thought may throw light on the situation Paul addresses

in this section.

Paul and Adam in Rom.i.

We have already emphasized the close parallels between certain Hellen¬

istic literature and Rom.i:18.f. If on the other hand we emphasize the diff¬

erences which we have already noted between these, then we must take into

consideration the view of Hooker that Paul base3 his argument in Rom.i. on

the story of Adam as outlined in the early chapters of Genesis. Hooker

claims that despite the numerous parallels with Wisdom the literary affinity

1. M.D. Hooker, "Adam in Romans i." NTS, VI (1959/60), P«299» Contra see
Owen, op.cit., p.133. See also Michel, pp.71-72, Nygren, pp.88-101.

2. Barrett, p.35» For similar views on this subject see Bornkamm's opinion
that Paul is not terribly concerned with how the knowledge of God actually
occurs (op.cit.,p.54) and similarly the statement of J.L. McKenzie "It
never crossed Paul's mind that the knowledge of God through the things
made and the works of the Homos written in the heart were as good as the
oracles of God and the Nomos given by Moses." (op. cit., p.ll). See also
C.H. Dodd "Natural Law in the New Testament" included in New Testament
Studies (Manchester 1967), pp.129-42.
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between Rom.i»18.f. and Gen.is20.f. shows that the decisive factor in Paul's

argument in Rom.i is the Old Testament narrative of the Fall.^"
Paul's thought in Rom.ij23 is apparently based on Ps.105 especially

2
v.20 (LXX). The fact that Paul's version is somewhat longer than that of

the LXX indicates that he has supplemented this description of idolatry from

another source. This source Hooker takes to be Gen.ii20.f.^ N. Hyldahl had

previously pointed out the similarity between the description of living

creatures in Gen.i:20-25.and that of Paul in Rom.i.^ According to Hooker

both the language, order of events and content of i;18.f. are based on the
5

Genesis account of the Fall.

The word 7iape5wxev around which Paul builds the latter part of

Rom.i (w.23.f.) occurs in Ps.105 v.41 (LXX). Paul uses this word to des¬

cribe the judicial sentence^ which God has passed on sinful men for their

idolatry, the sin which the author of the Book of Wisdom regarded as "the

beginning, the cause and the end of all evil" (ch.xiv:27). The real sent¬

ence of God Paul understands to be not the one referred to in Ps.105 (LXX)

but the sentence passed as a result of Adam's disobedience as described in

Genesis. The mpldcoxev of Rom.i is equivalent to the IgcwtecrceiXev,
e£ei3a\ev of Gen.iii:23.fJ

1. Cf. op.cit., pp.299.f.
2. There are also echoes of w.14,20 and 41. H« Hyldahl also finds allus¬

ions to Deut.iv:15-18, and to Jer.iisII. "A Reminiscence of the Old
Testament in Rom.i:23." NTS, II (1956), pp.285-8.

3. Hooker emphasizes Paul's use of the word etxwv and regards this as a
clear indication that Paul has Gen.i-iii in mind. Working on the basis
of this assumption Hooker finds many parallels between these chapters.

4. Op.cit., pp.300.f. Hooker's thesis is strengthened by the fact that the
story of Adam is used by Paul in ch.v:12.f. and also in ch.vii:7.f.
Cf. also O.K. Barrett From First Adam to Last. A Study in Pauline Theol-
ogy, London, 1962.

5. Op.cit., pp.300.f.
6. "The force of mp£So)xev is not merely permissive, through God permitt¬

ing men to have their way; or privative, through His withdrawing His grac¬
ious aid; but judicial, the appropriate punishment of their defection."
Sanday and Headlam, p.45*

7. Cf. Hooker, op.cit., p.301.
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Paul has read Ps.105 in the light of Genesis and supplemented its

thought accordingly. Although it is not specifically stated in Genesis that

Adam ever offered sacrifice to idols, it is true that he served the creature

(i.e. the serpent) rather than the Creator (cf.v.25). By placing himself in

subservience to a creature, Adam failed to exercise his God-given dominion

over the creature and thus opened up the way for idolatry."^ Other aspects

of the Genesis story fit in well with Rom.i. Adam desired to be as God, to

attain knowledge of good.and evil (Gen.iii:5)> so that claiming to be wise

he became a fool (v.2l). He thereby failed to give glory to God, but accord¬

ing to Rabbinic tradition, he himself lost the glory of God reflected in his
2

face. The reference to the story of Adam helps to explain the problem

verse, Rom.i:32, where it is stated concerning the Gentiles who commit these

sins that although they know God's decree ( dixaCcopa ) that those who do

such things deserve to die, they not only do them but approve of those who

practise them. This verse has constituted a problem in that it appears to

refer to Gentiles and yet it speaks of a specific knowledge of a divine

decree. The latter means that it is unlikely that the verse refers to Gent¬

iles unless Paul means by it simply the awareness of God of which he has

already spoken in w.l8.f. But if the statement is taken to refer to Adam

then there is no such problem since Adam was fully aware of the commandment

which he disobeyed.^
Similarly the reference in v.32 to those who not only commit these

sins but approve of those who practise them, has troubled commentators ex¬

ceedingly. These people who approve the sins of others could conceivably

1. Cf. Hooker, op.cit., p.302.
2. Ibid., p.305.
3. Ibid., p.301.



be Roman moral philosophers of a rather obtuse kind, or even libertinistic

Gentile Christians. The suggestion Hooker makes is that the reference here

is to Adam's tacit agreement with the action of Eve who had already eaten

the forbidden fruit.

It would appear that a good case has been made for the influence of

the Genesis narrative on Paul's thought. This leaves us however with the

problem of accounting for the parallels with Wisdom, Stoic ideas, and other

extra-biblical literature.. One possibility is that Paul received some of

his Old Testament teaching by way of the Book of Wisdom. We might even go

so far as to claim that the infliience of Stoic philosophy also came by this

route. This point will be raised again after a discussion of another diff¬

icult issue in this section, i.e. the relation of ch.i to ch.ii and the

place of i:32.

The Relation of Rom.i to Rom.ii with Reference to i;32.

Until recently there has been fairly widespread agreement among

commentators that Rom.i:18-32 refers to God's judgement upon Gentiles. Paul

intends to prove that Gentiles are sinners and that they need the salvation

declared in the gospel. Ch.ii is considered in the same light with regard

to the Gentiles. This view is in harmony with Paul's own summary of the

theme of i:18 - iii»20, in which he states that he has "already charged that

all men, both Jews and Greeks, are under the power of sin" (iii:9)« The

connection of v.32 with ii:l raises a question concerning the validity of

this interpretation which requires a break between the two chapters.

The Si 6 with which ch.ii commences indicates that it is a contin¬

uation of i:32 and not a completely new section. Several scholars have been

1. Cf. Hooker, op.cit., p.301.
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so convinced that ch.ii ought to begin a new section that they have in vari¬

ous ways succeeded in disregarding the manner in which it is introduced.^"
But to do this seems to be forcing the text to say what we wish it to say.

If we accept v.l at its face value we must connect ch.i and ch.ii. As

Lietzmann states, "Wenn das 616 seine logische Bedeutung behalten soli,

kann zwischen iisl und i:32 kein Gegensatz irgendwelcher Art beabsichtigt
2

sein." If it is objected that grammatically it is quite possible for&to

to be taken simply as a conjunctive particle then we must argue that we

ought not to resort to this procedure unless attempts to explain it other¬

wise are unfruitful.^
The best solution is to regard i:32b as a parenthesis and connect

the particle with i:32a.^ The argument then runs like this: Men are aware

of God's verdict on those who behave as described in w.29.f., therefore

they ought not to judge for in the act of judging they prove that they know
5

what is right and prove that their sin is without excuse. If we accept

this interpretation, we must regard ch.ii:l.f. as being addressed to Gent¬

iles, since it is obviously the sins of Gentiles that are described in

i:18.f. This conflicts with the common view that Rora.ii is addressed to

Jews.

F. Fluckiger has sought to overcome the problem here by claiming

1. Leenhardt points out that commentators in general (with Zahn as a notable
exception) have not insisted on the logical relation which 6t6 estab¬
lishes between ii:l and what precedes (p.73). (But see Barrett p.43.)
Lietzmann weakens the force of 5io , describing it as a "farblosen
Ubergangspartikel" (p.39). Bultmann decides that this verse is such an
intrusion into the text that it cannot possibly be regarded as other
than a gloss. "Glossen im Romerbrief" ThLZ, LXXII (1947)> pp.197-200(198).

2. p.37- Lietzmann however does not accept the view we propose here,
(PP.37-39).

3. Cf. Barrett, p.43.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
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that a new section addressed to Jews begins at i:32. In order to reconcile

the fact that mo3t commentators believe that Paul addresses Jews in ii:l and

that ii:l follows on consecutively from is32, Fluckiger claims that it is in

i:32 that Paul first turns his attention to the Jews. The ofnvec which

introduces v.25 refers to the characteristic sins of a specific group i.e.

the Gentiles and so likewise does v.32, but this time the reference is to

2
the Jews. Gentiles are characterised by the sin of idolatry, Jews by the

sin of transgressing the .Law of God entrusted to them. The two groups are

here clearly distinguished from each other by the description of their sins.^
In favour of this view it must be acknowledged that full weight is

given to the transition from i:32 to iisl and to the meaning of Stmfwpa

as the specific divine decree in the Law.^ On the other hand one cannot but

feel that if Fluckiger were not already persuaded that iisl relates to Jews,

he would not be so concerned to put a break after is31. There is very

little indication in the text that this should be so and in the parallel

case in v.25 the group referred to as otnrivec is the same group as pre-

1. "Zur TJnterscheidung von Heiden und Juden in Rom.isl8 - ii$3." ThZ, X
(1954)> pp.154-58.

2. Op.cit., pp.155-7« In support of his interpretation Fluckiger makes the
following points (a) The similarity in vocabulary between is32 and
iisl-3 e.g. aura tchouctiv in 32 and a&ra %paaxjre 1 q and 7touov aJ>rd
in iisl.f. (b) In is28 the Gentiles did not see fit to acknowledge God
whereas i$32.f. speaks of a definite knowledge of God (c) The parallel
in Wisdom xiii - xv contains a sudden shift from Gentiles to Jews and
Paul had this in mind in Rom.is32, (d) The word 5txaCcopa in is32 can
only apply to the Law which Jews have and Gentiles have not (e) is32
differs from what has preceded in that idolatry and its consequences are
no longer under discussion.

3. Cf. Fluckiger, op.cit., p,157«
4. Op.cit., p.157« Richardson, one of the most recent interpreters of

Romans finds Fliickiger's interpretation quite convincing, Israel and the
Apostolic Church. SRTSMS, 10, p.137 n.2.



viously described and not a new one."'" Again it seems strange that Paul

should stress so strongly the fact that he specifically addresses Jews in
2

ii:17.f. if in fact he has already been addressing them since i:32.

It is also doubtful whether the parallel which Fluckiger notes in

Wisdom can bear as much weight as he suggests. He notes that in Wisdom xiii:

l.f. the subject is the sins of the Gentiles - more specifically idolatry,

whereas in Wisdom xv:l the privilege of the Jews in their knowledge of God is

described. Fluckiger believes that the parallel in "Wisdom gives good grounds

for Paul's sudden switch from Gentiles to Jews at Rom.i:32. But if we look

more closely at Wisdom, we find that ch.xv does not in fact devote the same

attention to the Jews as to the Gentiles and that because of this it really

does not give a good parallel to Rora.i nor a sufficient reason why Paul

should change his subject with so little indication.

From this we conclude that iijl follows in logical sequence from i»32

and that there is insufficient reason for positing a change of addressee

between chs.is32 and ii:l. Nor do we feel that this problem is overcome by

Fluckiger in spite of certain advantages which his interpretation offers.

But a full explanation of the reasons why we do not follow his proposal will

require a discussion as to which group Paul addresses in ch.ii. This we

must now investigate in our survey of iitl-11.

1. Fluckiger's interpretation follows closely on that proposed by Kloster-
mann who writes his article with reference to Rora.i:18-31 (not 32).
Lyonnet disagrees with Klostermann and feels that the result of his
arrangement of the text in Rom.i is that too much stress is placed on
is32. "Notes sur l'ex4g£se de l'4pitre aux Romains" Bibl, XXXVIII (1957)
pp.35-40. Lyonnet.'s criticisms also apply to Fluckiger's emphasis upon
i:32.

2. Cf. Leenhardt, p.74*



Romans iitl-11.

The direct vocative avQpcoxs of ii:l indicates that Paul is not
2

merely talking in purely general terms. He is using the diatribe style but

we get the impression that he has some information about certain people in

Rome who are actually judging those of another group.^ We note here the

frequent reference to judging.^ This emphasis has already been in evidence

since i:18 in that the sins of the Gentiles are regarded as the divine judge¬

ment for disobediene. Jews were not the only people who believed that they

lived a superior moral life to the lawless pagan world around them. Some

philosophers of Gentile birth al3o led a very upright moral life and despised
5

the degradation of contemporary pagan society. There is no necessity there¬

fore to hold that in ii:l Paul must be addressing Jews. That Jews and Jewish

Christians were prone to judge and did in fact do so, the Pauline epistles

amply illustrate, particularly Rom.xiv-xv.

It may also be granted that the passing of critical judgements upon

the behaviour of the more liberal Christians by others who had scruples about

certain foods etc. suggests that those judging were probably Jewish Christ¬

ians. It is not certain however that this is as clear as Minear believes.^
We may question whether it is correct to claim that Paul always has Jewish

1. "The usual exclamation of impatience in answering an unreasonable disput¬
ant," cf. Pallis, p.49.

2. Cf. Leenhardt, p.75* Bultraann, Der Stil der paulinischen Predigt und
die kynisch-stoische Diatribe, Gottingen, 1910.

3. "Der etepoc von ii:l ist nicht einfach der andere, sondern der Anders-
artige." Fluckiger, op.cit., p.154*

4. Cf. Minear, pp.46.f. The parallel which this author notes between ii:l.f.
and chs.xiv-xv is not'so fanciful as might appear at first glance. In
both sections there is a strong condemnation of judging which is related
in both instances to the final judgement of God (cf.ii:6.f. and xivslO.f.).
This is in addition to the other parallels which Minear notes, cf. p.49«

5. Cf. Barrett, pp.43-44-
6. Cf. pp.48.f.



Christians in inind when he condemns judging and whether he always intends to

refer to Gentiles when he speaks of those who despise their fellow Christians.

It is significant that in xiv:13 Paul exhorts Christians not to judge one an¬

other suggesting that both groups do in fact condemn each other. That Paul

intends to refer to Gentiles also is made clear when he goes on to emphasize

his point by stating "but rather make this simple judgement: that no obstacle

or stumbling-block be placed in a brother's way." (NEB). If we wish to re¬

late this part of v. 13 to. a specific group it is less likely to refer to the

'weak' Jewish Christians than to the 'strong' Gentile Christians since the

danger of the latter's liberal views (all things axe pure, etc. xiv:20) is

that they should destroy the faith of less enlightened Christians.

On the other hand it must be acknowledged that Jewish Christians could

be intended in the description of those who judge others and yet do the same

themselves as set out in w.4.f. The Jew is most likely to presume upon

God's kindness, forbearance and patience (v.4) and not to realize that "the

kindness of God is meant to lead to repentance"(v.5). Barrett believes that

the full force of this accusation is understood only in the light of Wisdom

xiv-xv. In Wisdom xiv the list of pagan vices is similar to that which Paul

gives at the end of Rom.i. The next chapter (xv) commences "But thou, our

God, art gracious"'" and true, long-suffering and in mercy ordering all things.
2

For even if we sin we are thine..." It is- plain from these verses and their

context that the Jew believes he is God's favourite. Even if he should sin,

he never succumbs to the dreaded sin of idolatry, and in his opinion, in

spite of his (minor) sins, he still belongs to God and is distinct from the

1. The words and paxpoGupoc in Wisdom xv also occur in
Rom.ii:4.

2. Cf. Barrett, p.44»



pagan world. He looks forward to the day of God's wrath quite assured that

it is destined for others but not for him."''
But if we allow that Paul addresses himself to Jews from i:32.f., then

it would appear that he intends to deal very severely with them. This is in-
2

dicated by the recurrence of the word AvanoXSyrixot; in ii»l. In i:20 the

same word was first used to describe the Gentiles. Jews would agree that

God's judgement rightly falls on such people (iis2). This every Jew (and

possibly every Christian), ought to know."^ According to this interpretation

Paul has been laying a trap for the Jew.^" He describes the sins of the Gent¬

iles and gives the normal verdict from Jewish teaching about such things.

The Jewish audience heartily endorses all that Paul has said up to this
5

point. But to their surprise he now reverses the roles and claims that the

Jews also are without excuse since they know God's judgement, consent to it

and yet do the same things themselves. The latter does not imply that the

Jews worship idols of wood and stone as the Gentiles do. Paul means that

in the very act of judging ( sv w xpfvsiq iijl) the judge commits the same

1. Cf. Barrett, p.44- Barrett suggests that Paul subtly inverts the common
belief that the wicked receive their rewards in this life and punishment
in the next, whereas the good receive their punishment now and rewards
later. Paul claims that the Jews are now being spared from God's judge¬
ment in order that they may receive their full share of wrath hereafter.

2. These are the only occurences of this word in the New Testament, cf.
Minear, p.48. Pohlenz notes this connection between chs.i and ii, and
also the reference to the revelation of wrath in isl8 and ii:5> op.cit.,
P.73.

3. Paul frequently uses ot 60412v 6e to refer to generally accepted
(Christian) truth, cf. on vi:3.f. (pp.71-2).

4. Cf. Minear, p.48.
5. Ibid., Minear suggests that Paul deliberately uses the form and vocabul¬

ary of traditional attacks on idolatry with which they were familiar.
His catalogue of vices were those which spokesmen of the synagogues had
long employed.
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sin of idolatry by putting himself in God's place.^
There are several reasons however why we do not believe that Paul in¬

tends to speak specifically to the Jews in iitl.f. We have already indicated

the problem of the logical connection between ii:l and i:32. In addition to

2
this the laying of a trap specifically for Jews (and not for Gentiles) early

in the letter does not fit in well with the overall emphasis and tone of the

letter. As we have previously noted from ch.i Paul is most tactful and

cautious in his approach .to the Roman Christians. In chs.ix-xi he shows ex¬

treme concern for the future of unbelieving Israel and in chs.xiv-xv he

seeks to protect a minority of weak Jewish Christians from a proud Gentile

Christian majority. If Romans were specifically intended to be an anti-

Jewish document, then it would be quite fitting for iitl.f. to be addressed

only to the Jews; but since this view of Romans cannot possibly be sustained

in a letter which emphasizes "To the Jew first" we must reconsider our inter¬

pretation of this point.

Proceeding on the basis that ch.ii connects directly to ii32 we would

maintain that the group spoken of in ch.i is still in view in iitl.f. If

this group is obviously Gentile as is indicated by the sins described, then

Gentiles must also be included in iitl.f. The view proposed here is that

iitl-11 is addressed to those judging themselves to be morally superior to

ordinary sinful men. Those judging are not exclusively of Jewish origin,

but may also be pagan moral philosophers."^
The view that iitl.f. is not specifically addressed to the Jew has

1. Cf. Barrett, p.44-
2. Contra Minear, p.4Q> Jewett, p.442.
3. Cf. Barrett, p.45*
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been increasingly recognized in the more recent studies of Romans. M.Barth

goes further and suggests that all of i:18 - ii:l6 is quite general and not
2

specifically to Jews or Gentiles. But this is to overlook the particular

reference to Jews and Gentiles in ii:9-H.^ We agree with Barth that Rom.i:

18.f. is addressed to all men and not just man in the abstract - it is

specifically addressed to Gentiles and Jews and (iisl.f.) those within those

groups who look down on their fellow men. We might describe the latter more

specifically as those who make distinctions (cf. ii:ll, iii:22). Three

groups may be discerned among those who emphasized in what respects they

differed from their fellows. Jewsand Jewish Christians emphasized their

1. Cf. this interpretation owes much to the work of W.J. Schniewind who
pointed out that Paul possibly addresses himself in iiil.f. to the view
of popular Stoic philosophy derived from Wisdom xv. Schniewind believes
that Paul may have thought of Jews and Stoics as a similar religious
type. Cf. "Diktate zum Romerbrief," p.3 as quoted by H.W. Bartsch in
"Die historische Situation des Romerbriefes" SEv IV, TU 102, (1968),
p.286 n.3. Barrett has followed the outline of Rom.i:18 - ii;29 origin¬
ally suggested by Schniewind i.e. i:18-32 Judgement and the Gentile;
ii:l-ll Judgement and the Critic; ii:12-l6 Conscience; ii:17-29 Judge¬
ment and the Jew; (cf. Bartsch, op.cit., p.286 n.3)- Michel describes
ii:l-l6 as "Der Richter und der Massstab des Gerichts" (p.73); similarly
Schmidt, "Der entscheidende Massstab beim Endgericht" (p.4l)-- The latt¬
er provides a good survey of the various interpretations of ii:l.f.
L. Goppelt holds that i:18 - ii:l6 describes both the amoral and the
moral man, the first living in a relationship to God by nature, the sec¬
ond by retributive justice, Jesus Paul and Judaism, p.137- Leenhardt
stresses that mankind is addressed in i:18.f. and natural man in ii:12-,
and that if iisl.f. is taken to refer to Jews, this section becomes an
intrusion in the context. In addition he finds that the vocabulary of
this section is not typical of that which Paul uses when he normally
addresses Jews and that iisl.f. would duplicate what is stated in iisl7-f-
if it is regarded as addressed to Jews (p.74)- In a recent article on
Romans, J.P. Martin regards i:18-32 as addressed to the Greek religious
type, man without special revelation, and iisl.f. as addressed to the
Jewish religious type, man with special revelation. "The Kerygma of
Romans" Int, XXV (l97l), pp.303-28(311).

2. "Speaking of Sin: Some Interpretative Notes on Rom.i:18 - iii:20." SJT,
VIII (1955), pp.288-96.

3. Cf. Richardson, op.cit., p.137 n-5-



superior standing over lawless Gentiles and Gentile Christians. The latter

emphasized their intellectual ability and their culture over these Oriental

barbarians. It seems that a third group also existed, those who prided them¬

selves on the moral quality of their life and their superiority over their

fellows.^" Perhaps we ought not to regard these as three separate groups of

people, since the groups we have described probably overlapped. In fact one

gets the impression that Paul deliberately blurs the accepted distinctions

between the different groups just to show how irrelevant they are in the
2

light of the gospel. As Fliickiger states "Indem er Heiden und Juden gleich-

ermassen als 'Menschen unter dem Zorn Gottes' zeichnet, zeigt er, dass der

Unterschied zwischen beiden von Gott nicht entscheidend ist.""^
What is decisive is not the distinction that men make among nations

but the distinctions which God makes. This is how Paul combats the problem

of the differing consciences of Christians in xivsl.f. and this is the

answer that he also supplies here. The judgement of God is the only judge¬

ment that Christians should be concerned about and this is made on the

basis of obedience and not on favouritism. This is the point of ii«9.f.

There will be tribulation and distress for every human being ( toSouv iJ/uxgv

&vGpooTOi> ) who does evil. God's judgement is not partial (v.ll) neither

is it racial.^ God is no respector of persons and where men are obedient

to Him and do good their reward will be glory and honour and peace (v.10).

For those with greater knowledge of God's will who continue in disobedience,

1.
. Cf. Paul's references to "all nations" in i:5» to "Greeks and to barbar¬
ians", "to the wise and the foolish" i:14> all ungodliness and wicked¬
ness of men i:18, man iisl, all flesh iii;20, all men and one man Adam
v:12.f., and (possibly) Adam in Rom.i:18.f. and Rom.vii:7«f. ■

2. Cf. Fluckiger, op.cit., p.153, Michel, p.73.
3. Ibid.
4. Cf. F.C. Synge "The Meaning of 7tpoex<V£0a in Rom.iii:9." ExT, LXXXI

(1970), p.351.



God's impartial judgement will fall even more severely and that which could

have been their advantage will in fact become their judgement. By the repet¬

ition of the phrase "to the Jew first and also to the Greek", Paul reverses

what may have appeared to be a racial advantage into what seem3 exactly the

opposite. But Paul does not mean to be a racialist in any sense of the term.

He wants to dra.w attention away from such judgements to the way God judges.

Paul has now reached a high point in the discussion begun at i:18.
t

One stage has been completed in the course of the argument which will event¬

ually introduce in iii:21.f. the exposition of God's grace as revealed in the

Christ-event. Since this discussion is both preceded and succeeded by an

emphasis upon the grace of God in the gospel, it is unlikely that Paul will

say anything in it which does not harmonize with the context. If we bear

this in mind, it will be easier to understand what Paul means to say and

what he does not mean to say. T,Ve should therefore regard his references to

doing good and seeking honour etc. as a paraphrase for obedience to God and

they should not be understood as an alternative to the obedience of faith."''
His argument is specifically designed to refute the opinions of

those who emphasized human distinctions among men. Paul states that he is

not ashamed of the gospel because it overcomes all unimportant distinctions

among men and brings to light those which are really decisive. By the rep¬

etition of the phrase "to the Jew first" Paul relates back to i:l6. There

the subject was the relation of Jew and Gentile in the gospel, here it is

the same with regard to the final judgement. His argument has come full

circle. It is an example of 'Ringkomposition' whereby the section concludes

with the theme with which it began, thereby indicating the rounding off of the

1. Cf. Barrett, pp.46-48.



enclosed portion as a completed argument.As Barrett notes "the analysis of

works presupposed by w.f.f. has the important consequence of dissolving the
2

barrier between Jew and Gentile'.' This same function, we believe is attribut¬

able to the next short section, vv.12-16 and the longer one which follows it,

w.17-29.

Rom.ii:12-l6.

In these verses Paul turns to look more closely at the religious diff¬

erences between Jew and Gentile, rather than the more ethnic concern evidenc¬

ed by the phrase "Jew and Greek". ^ Jev/s could quite rightly object that the

real difference between Jew and Gentile is the revelation of God, the possess¬

ion of the Law. Paul takes up this point and uses it in the same drastic way

as when he reversed the phrase "the Jew first" and applied it to judgement as

well as salvation. First of all he says "All who have sinned without the Law

will also perish without the Law" (v.12a). To this the self-righteous Jew

might have given a ready assent. But Paul immediately removes all opportun¬

ity to gloat over other men's sins by continuing "and all who have sinned

under the Law will be judged by the Law", (v.12b). "What the Jew had to

learn was that 'the Law' is not a talisman calculated to preserve those who

possess it. It is an instrument of judgement and sin is not less sin, but

more, when it is wrought within the sphere of the Law".^ The mere possession

of the Law is not something which one can boast of (v.23) since it is not the

hearers of the Law who are righteous before God but the doers of the Law who

will be justified (v.13). We note in passing that the references to being

1. Cf. Pohlenz, pp.73-74.
2. p.47«
3. Cf. Pohlenz, p.74> Barrett, p.49.
4. Barrett, p.49»
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righteous before God and being justified arise from the discussion of the

difference between Jew and Gentile, and the Law in particular.

The reference to Gentiles who do not have the Law and yet do by nature

what the Law requires"^ (v.14) is introduced in the same way as the three pre¬

ceding verses by ydp . This indicates that v.14 is also part of this chain

sequence of verses in which each is either confirmed or elucidated by the one

2
following. The connection with what precedes is indicated by the fact that

the 7touocnv of v.14 takes up again the Tioir\iaX of v. 13. Thus Paul's

avowed intention is not to confirm a doctrine of natural revelation but to

emphasize to the Jews that possession of the Law is not enough; in good Old

Testament fashion he reminds the Jews that it is the doing of the Law that

is required."^
But it would appear from v.15 that Paul intends by his reference to

the conscience to show that Gentiles also are responsible human beings, that

they sometimes do the things which the Law requires,^ and hence there is for
5

them as well as for the Jews the possibility of sin and judgement. Here

Paul's intention is not to confirm the virtue of the Gentiles but rather the

1. It is possible that Paul refers here not simply to Gentiles, but to
Gentile Christians, cf. Barth, p.36. The type of argument Paul uses
here however does not necessarily require that this should be so.
Cf. Leenhardt's criticism of this view (p.83). 3. Reicke holds that
Paul allows for the possibility but not the actuality of a natural theo¬
logy, op.cit., p.I65.

2. Cf. Pohlenz, op.cit., p.74*
3. Cf. Pohlenz's comment on the same kind of warning to the Jew in v. 27-

"Diese scharfe V/arnung an die Juden ist das Ziel, dem die ganze Erorter-
ung zustrebt, und der Abschnitt uber die Heiden, den er v.14-16 voraus-
schickt, ist nur als Gegenbild gemeint." op.cit., p.75•

4. G. Schrenk claims that although the Gentiles do not know the StmCcopa
they may still be able to keep some of the Sixatwpara Cf. TDM1, II,
p.221.

5- Barrett points out that although the Gentile is outside the sphere of
the Law of Moses he is not really outside the sphere of law, (p.5l).
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justice of God's judgement over them.^"
The reference to the Gentiles as heing a Law unto themselves and as

,r '

doing by nature what the Law requires has close parallels in Stoic thought.

Hellenistic Judaism had gone so far as to relate the Stoic concept of nat¬

ural Law and the revealed Law of God, the latter being the supreme express-

2
ion of the former. In his understanding of conscience Paul differs from

the Stoics and Philo who often described the conscience as an accuser or

convictor. Paul understands it as a witness.^ For Paul the conscience is

an independent witness^ the existence of which is additional proof that the
5

Gentiles have the Law and are therefore justly subject to judgement. It

is on the note of judgement that this short section ends at v.l6 where Paul

refers to the final judgement when God will judge the secrets of men by

Jesus Christ.^
In this section Paul's intention is to show that in spite of the

difference which the possession of the Law appears to make between Jew and

Gentile, this still does not invalidate his thesis that before God there is

no distinction between them. He endeavours to level out the difference

7
that exists between Jew and Gentile "by demonstrating the different ground

of judgement for those who have a superior revelation and those who are

1. Cf. Jewett, op.cit., p.442. C. Muller sees the function of vv.12-16
as the levelling out of the distinctions between Jew and Gentile.
Gottesgerechtigkeit und Gottes Volk, FRLMT, 86, Gottingen, 1964* P«50.

2. Gf. Barrett, p.52.
3. Ibid, p.53.
4. According to Paul the conscience is independent not only from the person

but also is distinguishable from his thoughts acting independently even
from his heart, cf. Jewett, op.cit., p.444* See also Jewett's survey of
the interpretation of v.15 in relation to the working of the conscience,
(pp.442-5).

5. Cf. Jewett, op.cit., p.442.
6. On the problem of v.l6 cf. Barrett, p.53; Pohlenz, p.79«
7. Cf. Muller, p.80; Michel, p.73.
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1 2
lacking it." Since the divine judgements are based on moral principles

there can be no such thing as racial discrimination with God.^
Once again it is clear that in this section Paul uses the terminology

and concepts of Stoic philosophy.^ But again we note that he has used them

for his own purpose and not allowed them to determine his thought. The sig¬

nificance of Paul's use of traditional statements from other sources e.g.

the Jewish missionary preaching and the book of Wisdom in i:18-32, and these

frequent parallels with Stoic philosophy, will be discussed after the next

section.

1. Richardson, op.cit., p.l37»
2. Cf. Barrett, p.35; F.C. Synge, op.cit., p.351»
3. Cf. Synge, op.cit., p.351*
4. On the question of vopoe and cpucriQ in Stoic thought and Paul's

contrast with the same, cf. Pohlenz, op.cit., pp.75-80.



Romans ii: 17-29.

We come now to a section which commentators generally agree may

correctly he called "Judgement and the Jew"."'' More positively we may see

the theme here as 'the true Jew'. Possibly Paul has this contrast in mind

when he speaks to those who bear the name 'Jew'. If one bears this name

then to be consistent a certain course of behaviour ought to follow. If in

fact this does not follow then those who boast in the name they bear are

judged because they are hot really what they profess to be. Such seems to

be the argument in this section.

We note that the picture of the Jew in w.l7.f. is a rather ideal¬

ized one, at least it gives a very good picture of that which the self-

righteous Jew fancied himself to be. He enjoys the title 'Jew', trusts in

the Law and boasts in God. This reference to boasting in God is probably to

be taken as slightly ironic or else it is to be understood as the Jew's own

estimation of his religious life since, in actual practice he tended to boast
2

in the Law (v.23) and in the works of the Law (cf. ivsl.f.), but not in God.

Properly understood the Law is not something to trust in or boast about as

it will accuse the Jew before God who will judge all improper boasting."^
The Jew is also convinced that he knows the will (i.e. will of God)

and is able to approve what is excellent because he is instructed in the Law

(v.18). He is confident that he is a guide to the blind, a light to those

who sit in darkness, a corrector of the foolish and a teacher of children

(w.19-20). All this self-confidence arises from one source, at the mention

1. E.g. Barrett, p.54.
2. Cf. Paul's references to true Christian boasting in v:2,3,11. It is most

significant that immediately after the reference to the redemptive work
of Christ in iii:21.f. Paul says in iii:27 - "then what becomes of our
boasting?"

3. Cf. Barrett, pp.49-50.
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of which Paul concludes rather abruptly the list of the Jew's self-attributed

epithets. This source is the belief of the Jew that in the Lav; he possesses

"the embodiment of knowledge and truth", (v. 20).^" Here the Law is thought of

as a concrete entity the mere possession of which is a security against judge¬

ment. In Paul's view quite the reverse is true. But he does not say so

directly. He refutes the proud self-confidence of Judaism not by changing

the subject but by heightening the demands of the Law. By so doing he again

shows that those very things which set the Jev; apart (ii:17-23) become a

2
judgement to him and a cause of offence to others when misused.

By a radical interpretation of the Law's demands Paul seeks to show

in w.21-23 that the Jew is guilty of the very sins he preaches against.

Thus he accuses the Jew of theft, adultery and sacrilege. Israel has robbed

God of the honour due to Him (cf. Mal.iii:8.f.). As in Old Testament times,

Israel can be said to have committed adultery by being unfaithful to God.

They who so abhor idols have idolized themselves."^ Because of all this trans¬

gression of the Law those who boast in the Law are actually dishonouring God

and as a result "The name of God is blasphemed among the Gentiles...."^

1. Gf. Barth, p. 37* Barth states that the fault of the Jews was that"they
did not realize that they possessed only the form of knowledge and truth
and not these themselves... For Jesus Christ is knowledge and truth,
the essence and the sum total of the Law." (Ibid).

2. Cf. Richardson, p.138.
3. Cf. Barrett, pp.56-57* Barrett is correct not to take these sins liter¬

ally. If Jews only occasionally did these things this would destroy the
force of Paul's argument completely and in any case it is simply not true
that the average Jewish missionary acted in this way (p.56). See also
Barth, p.37*

4. In this verse Paul follows the LXX text of Is.lii:5, but he makes a shift
in meaning away from the original reference. The Isaiah text refers to
the time of the Babylonian captivity when God's name was despised among
the Gentiles because fortune had turned against the Israelites and it
looked as if their God had failed. Here God's name is blasphemed because
of the failure of the Jews themselves to observe the Law. On this see

J.A. Fitzmyer , "The Use of Explicit Old Testament Quotations in Qumran
Literature and in the New Testament." NTS, VII (1960/61), pp.297-333(324)
and B. Lindars New Testament Apologetic London 196l, p.22.
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In a closing paragraph (w.25-29) Paul turns to one other distinction

in which the Jews might have boasted - that of circumcision.^" A point that

is often overlooked here is that Paul's first comment upon circumcision is a

favourable one. He begins "circumcision indeed is of value if you obey the

Law"(v.25). It may be objected that Paul is only speaking hypothetically
2

here assuming that no one does in fact keep the Law. This does not remove

his favourable reference to the rite and may at least be taken as evidence

that Paul would only oppose circumcision if it were being used legalistically

as a means of winning favour before God."^ As at so many other points in the

letter, Paul's attitude towards Judaism is never merely negative. The stance

Paul adopts here probably indicates that circumcision was not in danger of

being regarded as necessary for salvation among the Roman Christians. Rather

it probably indicates that it was considered as one item in a general list of

attributes of things Jewish which distinguished them from Gentiles.

But circumcision is only of value if one keeps the Law - it is not an

automatic benefit of itself. If this condition is not met, it becomes the

same as uncircumcision. Once again Paul succeeds in blurring the distinct¬

ions which Jews considered set them apart from Gentiles. Verse 26 contin¬

ues in this vein. When^ an uncircumcised Gentile keeps the precepts of the

5Law his uncircumcision is reckoned as circumcision.

1. On thi3 see Str/Bill. IV, pp.31-40.
2. Cf. Michel's statement, "ii:17-24 klingt rhetorisch-dialektisch....

iii25-29 ist mehr lehrhaftthetisch." (p.85).
3. Cf. D.W.B. Robinson "The Circumcision of Titus and Paul's 'Liberty'",

ABR, XII (1964), pp.24-42.
4. In the parallel case in w.l4.f. we have otov (when), not eav, and

we understand this verse (v.26) in the same way, cf. Pohlenz, op.cit.,
p.75> Barrett, p.58«

5. On XoYt^ojiai, see Heidland TDNT, IV, pp.284-92. This is a very signif¬
icant word in Romans. Here it refers to God's estimate (or counting) of
circumcision as distinct from what men think (or count) it to be.



Paul's point is that "what circumcision is thought to produce is actu¬

ally available to the man who is not circumcised"."'" The man who is reckoned

as righteous (or as truly circumcised) is not ev tw <pavepu> 'iouSatoc; but

ev to~ xpoTrao 'iouSatoc (v.28). The true Jew is not one who is circumcised
2 o

in the flesh, but in the heart (v.29»). The latter inward or heart-circum¬

cision can only be performed by God Himself and thus emphasizes man's depend¬

ence and the need for faith.^
What Paul has done here is to loose the concepts of Jew and circumcis¬

ion from the Jewish understanding of them. He wishes to interpret them

5
eschatologically so that they are no longer fixed entities but fluid con-

g
cepts. The result is that the true Jew may in fact actually be a Gentile.

In the same radical vein, Paul goes on to claim that the Gentile who is

physically uncircumcised but keeps the precepts of the Law, will actually

judge circumcised Jews, (v.27). The reference to Gentiles ex cpucreojc

uncircumcised reminds us of vv.l4»f. Once again we note the oscillation

between Jew and Gentile and the blurring of the traditional distinctions

1. Richardson, p.136. Paul's radical interpretation of the Law is vastly
different from that of contemporary Judaism, cf. Michel, pp.88.f.

2. The contrast between ev oapxt and ev TCveftpaTt, sets the tone for
the polemic in Romans whereby flesh gets associated with the letter of
the Law and that which is outwardly visible in contrast to the Spirit
which works invisibly cf. Jewett, p.139* See also Kasemann, "Geist und
Buchstabe"PP,(1969), pp.237-85-

3. On the Old Testament background for circumcision of the heart and circum¬
cision being reckoned as uncircumcision, see especially Deut.x:l6, Jer.
iv:4, ix:25« For other references see Richardson p.139 n.2.

4. Gf. Jewett, p.333j who holds that the xapSca. is thought as the centre
of man which is encountered by God. See also Michel, p.93.

5. Whilst we emphasize this aspect here, we do not agree with those who
seem to believe that eschatological Israel'is completely distinct from
historical Israel. . See the discussion of this in connection with chs.
ix-xi (pp.555-6).

6. "Der Bestand des Gottesvolkes griindet nicht in c&p£ und v6poc ,
sondern im emtvoc £x Oeou ", Muller, p.50.
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between them. Richardson notes the stages in the development of Paul's

argument in w.2G.f. First he (Paul) limits the advantage of circumcision

by showing the need to keep the Law; then he shows the effect of not keeping

the Law and finally he opens up the term 'circumcision" to include the un-

circumcised.^" Richardson concludes "the end result of this dual movement of

closing down and opening up the category 'Israelite', under the guise of the

term 'circumcision' is that the single criterion of belonging to God's
2

people is now the receptivity of one's heart to the work of the Spirit."

In the last part of this statement Richardson has anticipated a later

stage in the development of Paul's argument which is first introduced in

ch.viii. To be more exact we should describe Paul's emphasis here as being

that there is no racial discrimination with God, that the word Jew is not a

racial word at all, but signifies one who keeps the Law.^ Richardson is

correct however in that Paul's statement really does presuppose the argument

in chs.iii:21-viii:29. 'Keeping the Law' implies faith and reliance on the

power of the Holy Spirit, the ground of both these being the Christ event.

But the discussion of 'the true Jew' would not be complete without reference

1. Barrett states that Paul continues to give great significance to words
like 'Jew' and 'circumcision' but with him they require new definitions
(p.59).

2. Op.cit., p.139*
3. Cf. Synge, op.cit., p.351.

J



to those who actually bear the name 'Jew' and this subject Paul mentions

initially in iii;l-9» thereby indicating his intention to deal with it more

fully at a later stage, in chs.ix-xi.

1. 'louSaooc is restricted to chs.i-iii except for ix:25 and x:12 in
formulae borrowed from chs.i-iii. In chs.ix-xi Paul normally uses the
term 'Israel' rather than 'Jew'. This signifies the different level on
which the discussion is carried on in the latter section. In ix-xi Paul
considers the Jewish people not as a distinct race but as that people to
whom God chose to reveal Himself, hence the religious term 'Israel'
rather than the ethnic 'Jew'. Cf. P. Richardson, op.cit., p.138 n.l.
L. Goppelt notes that Paul does not normally refer to himself as a Jew;
if he does so he qualifies the statement as in Gal.iisl5 - 'Jew by
birth'. But even as a Christian Paul can still continue to call himself
'a Hebrew' (Phil.iii:5> II Cor.xi:22) as a child of a Jewish-Palestinian
family, and an 'Israelite' (II Cor.xi:22; Rom.xisl; cf. Phil.iii:5) as
a member of the nation standing within God's covenant. Cf. Jesus, Paul
and Judaism, pp.135-6.
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The Situation to which Rom.i:18-ii:29 appears to be addressed.

We have already acknowledged the possibility that this section may be

simply a theoretical argument with no particular reference to an actual sit-
1 2

uation in Rome. It may be purely hypothetical. From the survey of this

section it must be granted that basically it does have the character of a

reasoned argument which has as its main function the purpose of repudiating

the view that normal human distinctions among men are relevant in salvation.

Positively we may summarize Paul's argument as being to show that there is

no distinction, and that Jew and Greek are equal before God in the face of

the gospel.

But the connections we have noted between this section and chs.xiv-

xv suggest that Paul was not being purely theoretical in his discussion at

this point. The parallel between the discussion of the true Jew in ii:25«f.

and chs.ix-xi is too strong to be dismissed as coincidence. If chs.ix-xi

refer to an actual situation in Rome (as we believe they do) this means that

at least part of chs.i:18-ii:29 is related to this situation.

Our conclusion at this stage is that although Paul follows through a

theological argument to show that there is no distinction, he does so in the

light of a situation at Rome where such distinctions were being stressed to

the detriment of the Christian community. We believe that this understand¬

ing helps to explain the use of Stoic terminology and traditional Jewish

repentance preaching.

1. Richardson regards chs.i-iv as a statement of theoretical and theological
first principles, (p.126).

2. Cf. Lietzmann, p.40. Bornkamm (op.cit. p.65 n.6) notes Schlatter's
argument with Ritschl on this interpretation.



Bornkamra understands Paul's procedure in this way, "Paul in the first

part (islS.f.) frees the natural understanding of God and the world from its

Greek presuppositions through specific Jewish terms and thoughts, and again

in the second part bursts the boundaries of the Jewish understanding of law

and judgement through the reference to the law that the Gentiles know...""'"
Paul does not try to prove that there is no distinction by ignoring the

actual facts of the situation in which glaring differences of culture and

outlook are manifest. Instead he uses the terms and traditions of both Jew

and Gentile and shows that in the light of the gospel their greatest dist¬

inctions are not really decisive. By his declaration of God's judgement

upon Gentiles, Jews and moralists, he shows that none of these has any cause

to boast before God. By dealing separately with the outlook and practice of

different groups (even if he does so in the rather stereotyped pictures which

we find in this section), Paul has sought to show that it is not one's past,

whether Jewish or Gentile, which is decisive for Christian life, but one's

2
present obedience to the divine demand.

Prom this it would appear that Paul intends to prevent Gentiles from

boasting in their pre-Christian culture and Jews from glorying in their pre-

Christian understanding of the Law and circumcision.

The other possibility is that by describing the sins of the past

(the 'then' of the Christian life), Paul intends to lead the Romans to re¬

pentance in the present (the 'now* of the Christian life). Being made aware

1. Op.cit., p.61. Bornkamm sees this as characteristic of the whole section,
i:18-iiij20.

2. Cf. Schrenk's comment on this section, "Es handelt sich urn die nachwirk-
ende und in den Christenstand hineinragende Vergangenheit der Gemeinde",
"Der Romerbrief als Missionsdokument", Stuaien zu Paulus. AThAET, 26,
Zilrich (1954)> P«87«
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of God's judgement upon their past,^" Christians will be prevented from glory¬

ing in it and be led to rejoice in the grace of God in the present whereby

Jew and Gentile are called into one community in Christ. Paul's emphasis is

ably described by Marxsen in the statement "From the standpoint of the new

aeon the Jew (in the former aeon) has no advantage over the Gentile (in the
2

former aeon)." In Paul's view it is just as meaningless for Gentile Christ¬

ians to boast over their Hellenistic cultural heritage as it is for Jewish

Christians to boast in the. Law and circumcision.^ In the new light of the

Christ-event all the past must submit to a fresh evaluation, and hence the

emphasis upon judgement in the gospel.

From this investigation into the situation which Paul apparently

addresses in Rom.i:18.f. one notable fact emerges. In his approach Paul re¬

veals a clear awareness of the deep distinctions between Jews and Gentiles;

yet at the same time it is plain that he wishes to draw attention away from

these and to emphasize the equality of all men before the righteous judgement

of God.^ We feel that this seemingly contradictory approach can be adequat¬

ely explained only by positing the existence of the sort of situation depict¬

ed in Rom.xiv-xv.

If some such division did exist in Rome, this would help us to under-

1. Cf. H.W. Bartsch, "Die Darlegung ist ebenso wie der Katalog von Lastern
der stoischen Popularphilosophie entnommen, auf die hin der Heidenchrist
angeredet wird, weil er nunmehr als Christ verstehen kann, was ihm vor-
her als Heide verborgen war." op.cit, p.287.

2. Introduction to the Hew Testament ET, Oxford, 1968, p.l05«
3. Both Jew and Gentile is required to distinguish between his self-aware¬

ness before he became a Christian mid his self-awareness after he became
a Christian. Cf. Marxsen, op.cit., p.101.

4. Cf. Michel, p.73.



stand Paul's reference to Abraham as "the father of us all" (iv:l6.)"'" It

would also account for the frequency of reference to all men both Jews and
2

Greeks and the strong emphasis on the impartiality of God. The latter

emphasis would in turn help to explain why Paul feels obliged to discuss the
3

priority of Israel which is introduced immediately after this section m

iii:l.f. and is fully dealt with in chs.ix-xi. As Paul understands it, the

gospel reveals God's judgement upon Israel's sin and to this extent it is a

factor producing discontinuity in Israel's history. But since God's present

judgement does not annul but actually confirm His (previous) grace to Israel,

in this respect the gospel brings out the continuity of God's grace to Israel

and confirms the validity of her election. This interpretation has the merit

of connecting Rom.i-iv, ix-xi, and xiv-xv.

1. This might also suggest an explanation of Paul's use of the diatribe style
in Romans. As a Jew he demonstrates to Gentiles that he is not unaware of
their cultural heritage.

2. Cf» Marxsen, op.cit., p.102.
3. "Paul's aim is to bring about peace in a church in which there is tension

between the weak and the strong because they are divided over the Jewish
question and it is to this situation that he addresses himself." Marxsen,
op.cit., p.103.
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Paul's Use of Questions and Objections in the Construction of Romans.

In a very instructive article on the thought sequence in the Pauline

letters, Jeremias draws attention to the frequent objections that intrude

into the course of the argument in the letter to the Romans.^" Jeremias con¬

siders that in these objections we get a picture of Paul in his missionary-

activity. Paul preaches to Jews who at first listen to him but who soon re¬

fuse to allow him to proceed with such teaching. He is interrupted; object¬

ions and protests come in from all sides. We feel that we are in the midst

of a lively discussion, and we can almost feel the hot breath of the partic¬

ipants on our cheeks. A letter with such content cannot possibly be a dog¬

matic treatise. It has more the character of a living letter - as Jerem¬

ias puts it, "Dieser Brief ist in ersten elf Kapiteln nicht eine dogmatische

Abhandlung, sondern ein Sendschreiben, das erwachsen ist aus einem vielfach
2

gefiihrten Dialogus cum Judaeis."

We are in accord with Professor Jeremias' emphasis upon the living

missionary character of the Roman letter. We would agree with him that

many of these objections may recall Paul's frequent discussions with Jews.

But we must stress that it is quite possible for Paul to use material from

actual discussions in his previous missionary experience without necessar¬

ily addressing the same type of audience (i.e. Jews) or using it in the same

context (i.e. of Law versus Gospel).^ This becomes particularly relevant in

1. "Zur Gedankenfuhrung in den paulinischen Briefen". SP, Haarlem 1953, p.146.
2. Op.cit., p.149*
3. Bornkamm notes that many of the topics listed in Romans have already been

discussed in other letters. He believes however that the treatment is
different in that the original opponents are now no longer visible and
the sense of urgency is lacking. But we cannot find any real evidence
for Bornkamm's claim that what Paul had previously stated in concrete sit¬
uations is now systematically stated in a letter which was to become the
final statement of his theology. Paulus, (Kohlhammer 1969)* pp.110.f.
and Geschichte und Glaube, 2, BEvTh 53" (Munchen 1971)> pp.120.f.



any comparison of Romans and Galatians. Paul may have used certain material

in relation to the problems in the church in Galatia, but the fact that he

uses similar material in Romans does not mean that he fights the same oppon¬

ents or speaks in the same angry tone of Galatians.''' It is easy to consider

Romans merely as a larger and later edition of Galatians without noting in

which respects the similarities are offset by the differences. It is only

as we appreciate these differences that we can properly evaluate the specif-
2

ic contribution of Romans.

Jeremias sees in the objections a clue to the understanding of the

thought sequence of the letter. He notes that Paul deliberately interrupts

his proceedings with these objections. In fact the thought sequence of Rom.

i-xi is determined by these objections and the answers occupy the greater

part of these chapters.^ If this thought pattern is basic to the structure

of Rom.i-xi, perhaps it may be possible by a fuller study of Paul's use of

these objections throughout the letter to arrive at the central theme which

these objections are designed to serve.^

1. Note Paul's teaching on circumcision in Romans in contrast to that in
Galatians, cf. Nygren, pp.173.f. See also C.E.B. Cranfield's warning,
against taking Paul's particular statements in Galatians as the basis
for our understanding of Paul's doctrine of the Law. "St. Paul and the
Law." SJT, XVII (1964), pp.43-68(62), and Lutgert, op.cit., pp.69—79•

2. The danger of interpreting terms without proper reference to their orig¬
inal context or with reference to an artificial context (created by the
lexicographer's compilation of the various occurrences of the term) has
been high-lighted by J. Barr's study The Semantics of Biblical Language.
(See especially pp.206.f.). The merit of Barr's work is that it has led
some scholars to develop a new methodology in New Testament research.
This new approach is well exemplified by R. Jewett's recent book Paul's
Anthropological Terms. Jewett first of all investigates the term in the
context of each letter in which it occurs before seeking to understand
its significance in Pauline theology.

3. Jeremias, p.147*
4. Dupont considers that chs.vi-xi can be viewed as the answer to three

questions set out in visl; vii:7; ixil4 respectively. Cf. "Le probl&me
de la structure litt&raire de l'^pitre aux Romains." RB, LXII (1955)>
PP.365-97(388/9).



Jeremias notes a certain pattern of phraseology in the use of the ob¬

jections. They are usually introduced by epoujiev (iii:5; iv:l; vi:l;
vii:7; viii:31; ix:14>30). Paul recoils with deep loathing from the object¬

ions put forward. How could anyone infer such a thing - |-iT] yevoimo . This

is his normal response to these perverse opinions, and it recurs in iii:4>6,

31; vi:2,15; vii:7>13; ix:14; xi:l,ll. Jeremias also lists a number of ob¬

jections introduced by the phrase xC obv . We find these in iiisl, iii:9

vijl5, xi:7« Some phrases do not fit so clearly into these patterns and yet

despite the linguistic differences, in content and usage they serve much the

same purpose. We note here iii»27 tou ouv and xi:l and xijll XSy00

o"Sv . Less definite in form but having the same function are those quest¬

ions such as mo o"6v &yaG6v (vii:13) and epstc M-ot oljy (ixjl9).
In a few places Jeremias believes that Paul is answering objections

which are not specifically mentioned in the text itself i.e. in v:20, where

Paul claims that the Law was only an interim measure in the Adam-Christ

'Heilsgeschichte', serving the increase of sin. This may have been Paul's

answer to an unspoken objection - xC oZv o vopoc ; (cf. Gal.iii:19)• A

previous objection may also be posited at ivr:l-2; this was probably that

Abraham was justified on the ground of his works and hence a contradiction

of Paul's views on salvation. Paul refutes this by quoting from the script¬

ural account of Abraham. Another objection may be understood behind viii:18

where the question may have been "Does suffering not destroy the certainty

of salvation?" This is probably related to the objection the content of
% 2

which is indicated by 7tpbc maDma (viii:3-l). The next section ix-xi be-

1* Jeremias, p.148.
2. Ibid.



gins with what seems to he a criticism of Paul himself - "You are a traitor

to your own people.""1"

Jeremias is correct in his proposals concerning hidden objections, we may

2
assume that there is one objection implied in each of chs.iv, v and vin.

The objections are more numerous in chs.iii, vi-vii, ix and xi. The great¬

est number of objections occurs in ch.iii (w.l,3,5>7>8,9>27»3l) and to a

lesser extent in ch.ix (vy.1,6,14>19»30). These sections have a definite

argumentative style. This is very different from the kerygmatic or declar¬

ative style which we find in passages such as iii:21-26. In fact Rom.i-xi

may be divided up into alternating sections on the basis of style i.e.

argumentative and kerygmatic.^ It seems to us that these sections which

are described as kerygmatic have been traditionally regarded as the more

1. Jeremias, p.148.
2. Jeremias suggests that there may be 'hidden' objections behind iv:2,

v:20 and viii:18 (and possibly ix:l), op.cit., p.148.
3. The differing styles have also been noted by H.E. Stoessel ("Rotes on

Romans xii:l-2". Int, XVII (1963), pp.161-175)• Stoessel notes that in
some sections declarative verbs control the tone, whereas other sections
are dominated by questions. Which passages are declarative and which
are argumentative becomes evident when the incidence of questions is
charted. Stoessel sets out his chart (p.l68) as followss-

We note that there are none of these objections in chs.i-ii. If

Passage Rumber of Questions Type of Passage

is 18-32
ii:l-iii:8

0

17
2
0

13
0

Declarative

Argumentative
iii:9-20
iii:21-26

Declarative
Declarative

iii:27-iv:25
v:1-21
vi-vii 27

Argumentative
Declarative

Argumentative
Declarative

Argumentative
Argumentative

viii:l-30
viii:31-39
ix-xi

1
8

11



important parts of the letter and the argumentative sections as somewhat

secondary. In view of the content of these objections, however, we must be

careful to maintain an open mind in determining what is primary for the

understanding of the original purpose of the letter. In order to obtain a

clearer picture of the content of these objections the themes which they

deal with will be listed as follows

The priority of the Jews, (iii:1,2,9).

The faithfulness of God and the unbelief of the Jews, (iiis3).

The right of God to punish those whose evil actions He uses for His

own glory, (iii:5-7> ix:14»19)«

Is God the God of Jews only? (iii;29).

The place of boasting and the significance of Abraham, (iii:27;iv:l.f.).

Continuing in sin and the increase of grace, (iii:8; iv:l,15).

The goodness of the Law and its relation to sin, (iii:31; vii:7»13).

The rejection of the Jews, (xi:l,ll).

This list reveals that the themes of these objections are substant¬

ially those of the whole letter.

Our next task is to make a more thorough investigation of a typical

argumentative section with a view to discovering its relative importance

within the context of the total letter.
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Romans vi-vii with Special Reference to Paul's use of

Questions and Objections.

V/e have already drawn attention to Paul's frequent use of questions and

objections in Romans. The purpose of this study is to consider what particul¬

ar use Paul makes of the question-objection method in the structure and

thought sequence of chapters vi and vii. By keeping in mind in our survey of

the letter the pattern which we discover to be operative in these chapters,

it may be possible for us -to obtain a clearer picture of the structure and

thought sequence of the whole letter. The reason for selecting chapters vi

and vii as an example of Paul's method is that these chapters form a reason¬

ably compact and self-contained unit"'" where Paul's usage of questions and ob¬

jections appears to be systematic and is clearly discernible.

Romans vii1-14.

Chapter v ends on the theme of the victorious reign of grace in

righteousness, resulting in eternal life. Ch. vi begins with the question

xt ohv ^pospsv ; as we have already discovered Paul often uses this phrase
in Romans to introduce the repudiation of wrong inferences from his teaching.

V/e note how closely Paul's style here resembles that of the diatribe in that

the progress of his argument is interrupted by frequent objections in the
2

form of false deductions from his previous statements.

1. Cf. N.A. Dahl, "Two Notes on Romans v." STh, V-VI (1951/52)> p.40. Dahl
regards chs.vi and vii as the answers to questions which might be raised
concerning sin (vii1,15) and the Law (vii:7>13). Together they form a
useful 'digression' from the theme of ch.v which is continued in ch.viii.
Michel and Dupont also agree on this view of vi and vii in opposition to
that proposed by Nygren who relates chs.vi and vii equally to ch.v and
viii in the rather artificial scheme: Ch.v - "Free from Wrath", ch.vi -
"Free from Sin", ch.vii - "Free from the Law", ch.viii - "Free from
Death", (p.38).

2. R. Bultmann, Per Stil der paulinischen Predigt und die kynisch-stoische
Diatribe. (Gottingen 1910), p. 11.



These deductions are to he considered false, not because they have no

logical connection with the views expressed, but because they draw conclus¬

ions that are contrary to the intention and spirit of the speaker."^
Ch.visl is a good example of this. This is an inference originating

from Paul's declaration in v:20 oi> 5e i'Kkcbvao'ev rj upapTtct u7tep£7t£pCoU£uc?£V
t 2
•q X&P'-C • But the proposal put forward in vi:l is exactly the opposite of

what Paul understood by the victory of grace over sin and he expresses his

abhorrence of such an inference by his customary pri Y^voito . A brief

positive answer is then advanced in the form of a rhetorical question."^
Surely, argues Paul, it is inconsistent for those who in baptism have died

to sin, to continue to live in it (vi:2). This tentative answer is followed

by f) iyvoetxe by which Paul introduces his answer proper.

The purpose of this form of introduction is to emphasize that Paul is

not promulgating some new doctrine or practice. His intention is to remind

believers of what they should already know. It would appear that at a relat¬

ively early date baptism became an accepted basis for Christian exhortation.^
In baptism the Christian community enters once and for all into a new know¬

ledge, a new understanding of life in which'henceforth they must grow up,

assimilating and practising more and more the knowledge which they already

1. R. Bultrnann, op.cit., p.62.
2. The verb tiKsov&Z^iv links v. and vi, cf. v:20 and visl.
3. Cf. iii:6; viii:31; ix:20.
4. Cf. E.G. Selwyn, The First Epistle of St. Peter. (London 194^), pp.389-93.

Selwyn is in basic agreement v/ith the important work of P. Carrington,
The Primitive Christian Catechism (Cambridge 1938) and comes to the con¬
clusion, "that common catechetical and liturgical sources underlie most of
the epistles of the New Testament seems to me proven beyond a doubt."
Selwyn is much more' cautious however about the specific identification
of these sources - "But the isolation and differentiation of the sourc¬

es, and the attribution of particular pieces of teaching'to this or that
source, are a more difficult and more dubious matter." (p.459).



possess. This is the reason for Paul's repeated emphasis that what he is

telling the Christian community is something which they already know or

2
should know. Already they know .'the truth' and need only to be reminded of

it. As Dahl states "une communaut4 de baptises qui ont particip4 a l']5van-

gile et a la doctrine chr6tienne fondamentale, savent d£ja ce qui est n4cess-

aire. lis ont requ le Saint Esprit et sont dans la bonne voie. Ce dont ils

ont besoin est de conserver ce qu'ils ont regu et de s'en souvenir afin de

vivre de cette reality, dans laquelle ils ont 4te introduits.

By drawing out the implications of the baptism which they have all

experienced Paul reminds the Roman Christians that in baptism they have left

their former self-determined existence behind them and entered into a new

sphere of existence which imprints a common pattern of life upon all who

participate in it. They cannot consistently regard themselves as united

with Christ and at the same time continue in the practice of sin. Baptism

1. Cf. N.A. Dahl, "Anamnesis: M&noire et Commemoration dans le christianisme
primitif." STh, I (1947)> PP»69—95• Dahl notes how frequently the phrase
xaGco^ olbame occurs in the Pauline letters particularly in I Thessal-
onians. He notes that Paul does not simply remind the Christian commun¬
ity that they must live in conformity with the traditions transmitted to
them and the precepts which he has given them, but he goes on to claim
that they already know these things and need only to be reminded of them,
(pp.74-76).

2. Several scholars have drawn attention to Paul's frequent references to
what Christians already know or ought bo know. M. Bouttier comments
concerning I Cor. iii:16-20 (where Paul asks the Christian community -
"do you not know that you are the temple of God?") - "This reproof appears
wherever Paul has to come back to the essentials of what he has taught his
converts". Christianity according to Paul. SBTh, 49> London 1966, p.108.
This cannot apply however to the Roman Christians since Paul has not yet
taught there. E.E. Ellis is more correct when he claims that the frequent
use of ol'Sopiev "suggests that the teaching introduced is not novel,
probably not even uniquely Pauline but a well-known Christian concept to
which he calls attention." Pauland his Recent Interpreters,(Grand Rapids
1961), p.41. Cf. also E.G. Selwyn, op.cit.,p.l90 and F.W. Beare, "On the
Interpretation of Rom.vi:17." NTS, V (1958), pp.206-209.

3. Op.cit., pp.74-5»
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really means identifying oneself with Christ's death - cruveTOcpni-tev oZv aimo

(vi:4) and if we were crOpcpumoi tco opoiwpa/ri xofi ©avdxou aimoC it follows

that we should walk ev xcuvoTtyu ijurjc.

The moumo ytvwcrxovtec of vi:6 and the eJSoxec cm of vi:9 are thus

seen to be a continuation of the method of teaching begun with r| &yvo£~t£

in vi:l. All three references are concerned with the significance of baptis¬

mal teaching for the believer's use of the otojoa . In v.3 Christians are

reminded that baptism means baptism into Christ's death; in baptism they are

buried with Christ in His death. In v.6 "the old self" is said to have been

crucified and the sin-dominated body destroyed. By "the old self" or "the

old man", Paul probably intends to refer to Adam, or rather human beings in

union with Adam - in contrast to the "new man" i.e. Christ, or human beings

in union with Christ."'" The destruction of the cmopa Trjc apapmCac
cannot be taken to refer to the destruction of sin as a world-wide power, but

2
to the body of the individual person which is dominated by sin. Baptismal

'death' is a step towards the putting out of action of the old Adamic nature

where sin and death have reigned (w.14, 17» 2l). How this death is related

to sin is explained in v.7, which we may translate as "the one who dies has

1. Cf. Barrett, p.125.
2. Paul unlike the Gnostics does not speak of redemption from the body. The

reference to the destruction of the sinful body is closer however to
gnostic views rather than to Rabbinic or Hellenistic Judaism (cf. Michel,
p.155 n.l). In view of this Jewett concludes that Paul has taken over the
gnostic understanding of baptism at this point but has corrected it by
the insertion of the decisive word 'sin'. This not only serves to exclude
the libertinistic idea that he who has transcended the bodily existence in
baptism is free to sin but it also implicitly shifts the blame for man's
plight from the physical body to sin as a power in the old aeon. By his
emphasis upon the somatic character of redemption Paul opposes both the
gnostic depreciation of the body and the libertinistic actions which pro¬
ceed from this, (op.cit., pp.290-95)•



atoned for his sin.""'" It seems that Paul intends o d'AoOuvwv to refer

2
primarily to Christ and His atoning death as a martyr. This phrase does

refer to the believer but only in so far as he has died with Christ in bapt¬

ism. By participating through baptism in this particular death believers

are justified from their sin.Paul's concern here however is not simply

with death, or even with death to sin but with life, and in the succeeding

verses he returns to the theme of Jesus Christ as the true pattern for the

Christian use of the body*

The ei6oTe£ ott (vi:9) points to the emphasis of apostolic

Christianity upon the finality of the death of Christ. He died once for

all,£<pc«tct£ (v.10), and because of this, death could have no more dominion

over Him. The reference to Christ's 'once for all' death to sin has a

parenetic function; it is a preparation for Paul's exhortation for the Roman

1. Cf. R. Bultmann, Theology, I, p.246. R. Scroggs in an article on Rom.
vi:7 (ML. (1963/64) , pp.104-8) has pointed out the weakness of the
common interpretation of this verse where StxatoOv is understood in
the 3ense of 'to be free from something'. But in view of Acts xiii:39>
Sir. xxvi:29 etc., Leenhardt still feels justified in translating v.7
"For he who has died is freed from sin." (p.l63). Cf. also Michel,
p.155; Schmidt, p.111.

2. Scroggs disagrees with K.G. Kuhn's view (Rom.vi:7", ZNW, XXX (1931/
pp.305-10) that this verse is evidence of a popular Jewish belief that
death itself is a means of atonement, irrespective of the ethical or
religious quality of the person or his death. Scroggs can find no
proof that such a view was in fact held, and, in any case it is cont¬
rary to Paul's view that redemption comes only through Christ (p.105).
Kuhn is not completely wrong however. There was one kind of death
that did have atoning significance attributed to it - the death of
the righteous martyr (IV Macc.xvii:22). Rom.vi:7 is not a general
statement about any person's death but a specific statement about the
martyr's death, and more specifically still, the death of Jesus.

3. Op.cit., p.106.
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Christians likewise to die to sin."'" This leads to the conclusion of the

section in v.11 -cartas xai Aoyt^eoQe eautobc..? The ouaax;

here corresponds to the coaxsp—outooc argument of vi:4« The method of

argument reveals the themetva ojoxep . .Xp b cxbc, ..ourcoc xai up-eCc.^ As

Michel says "Das Schicksal des Glaubenden hangt an dem Schicksal Jesu

Christi, 'in den' ( sb£ ) der Mensch hinein getauft wird".^ This decisive

unity between believers and their Lord is further borne out by the con¬

struction of w.5-10. These are composed of two parallel series of texts

5
each of which may be divided into four parts i.e.

5®.s(! yap ouiacpufob YSYOvap.ev tc$ 8a.so' 6s dxs0avop.sv ouv
ojioi.wjaccti, toD 0avaTou autofl».« Xpbatcp...

5b.d\\d xa I q dvao^ewc 8b. xt czevopsv otb xat
6a6]o.s0a. oD^rjoop.sv a6i;<p.

6. toCto - yi>voooxovtsG ,oxi o f 9. e£6oTS£ atb Xptatoc
-xaXaooc dv0pcoxo<;...awscnraupoo0r)%», ^Ysp0etc 6x vsxpoSv...

/

7. o rap dxo0avcov 6s6bxaiooTab 10. o Y^P ^dxsOavsv ,tf)
dxo tTic d|aapttac. aiaaptiqc dxsOavsv...

1. Paul insists over and over again that the death of Christ for sin in
which these Christians shared in baptism, has been also a death to sin,
so that baptism requires on their part a corresponding death to sin.
This emphasis upon dying to sin which is the fulcrum of the whole chapt¬
er arises from the fact that some members interpreted their death with
Christ as conveying to them freedom from sin in a sense which the apostle
deplored (vi:7). Cf. Minear, p.62.

2. AoyC^eoQoci is a key word in Romans, e.g. iv:l-12; iii:28, viii:18.
Cf. Thesis p.57 n.5 and p.143 n.2.

3. Bornkamm notes that there is very often a connection between Paul's
literary construction and the theme with which he is dealing, cf.
"Paulinische Anakoluthe im Romerbrief" Das Snde des Gesetzes. BBvTH 16
(Munchen 1966), pp.76-92.

4. Michel, p.150. Cf. also A. Peuillet "Le plan salvifique de Dieu", KB,
LVII, (1950), pp.336-387, 489-529(363.f.).

5. Michel, p.150. Feuillet (p.364 n.3) omits 5a and 8b but is otherwise
identical.



By its inclusion in the double series of texts the etborec cm of vi:9

is shown to be a parallel to the touto y1 vtocrxovtec of vi:6. In this

way both these texts can be regarded as a further application of the r)

hfJoeLte of vi:3 and the whole of vi:3-ll may be regarded as a unified ex¬

position of the Christian understanding of baptism, by which Paul seeks to

counter the misunderstanding of sin and grace suggested in vi:l. Verses

12-14 summarize and apply the exposition given in w.3-11."^ The Christian

community must not allow sin to reign in their mortal bodies: they must not

continue to offer their bodies to sin as instruments of unrighteousness but

must surrender themselves once for all to God as His instruments for right-
2

eousness. The baptized must present their bodies to God "as men alive

from the dead." (v.13). The real force of Paul's injunction lies in this

phrase."^ This is the emphasis of the entire chapter.^ The death in bapt¬

ism is the gateway to newness of life. To die means to leave the dominion

in which one is the slave of a particular master. Through baptism- men

5
leave the 'power field' of sin and enter that of Christ. The importance

of this theme in Romans is evidenced in that it provides the opening words

1. Feuillet, p.364. See also Jewett, op.cit., p.292. Jewett suggests
that the reason for Paul's use of Cvrpcov rather than vexpov to
describe the oiopa of the baptized may be that Paul wishes to insist
on the continued presence of the mortal body in opposition to 'enthus¬
iasts' who held that those who have died with Christ have also been re¬

surrected with Him so that they now enjoy immortal life (op.cit., pp.
293-4).

2. Michel regards w.12-14 as the positive counterpart of iii:10-18, i.e.
baptism means the re-utilization of our bodies for God's service.
(p.157).

3. Cf. Barrett, p.128. Barrett notes that the 'as' is not easy to define.
"It is neither 'as if you were' nor 'as in fact you are'; or perhaps
rather it is both of these." Cf. also Bultmann Theology.I, p.351.

4. Cf. R. Tannehili, Dying and Rising with Christ. (Berlin 1967)* P«9«
5. Ibid, p.19.



of the parenetic section in xiisl.f., where Paul says "I beseech you there¬

fore brethren ... to present your bodies a living sacrifice ..." Two emphas¬

es are common to chs.vi and xii - that of surrendering one's body to the

service of another and that of the new kind of life which results from this."'"
The concluding verse (v.14) is at once the end of one section and the

2
linking or introductory verse for succeeding themes. The word xupteucret

introduces the theme of the next section vi:15-23 which is centred around

the analogy of slavery (already hinted at in the verb bouXeueiv , vi:6).^
The introduction of vopoc (in v.14) keeps an underlying theme in view,^
and prepares for the new section which begins at vii:l and deals with Christ¬

ian life in relation to the Law.

1. The links between chs.vi and xii have been noted by Michel, (p.149 n.2)
and V. Furnish, Theology and Ethics in Paul. (Nashville 1968), pp.7 and 105.

2. Dahl notes how often it happens in Romans that the concluding words of
one section form at the same time the 'theme' of the following one; cf.
i:l6b-17; ii:ll(—13); iii:3l(?)j v:20-21; vi:14; vii:5-6; cf. ix:24;
x;4« "Two Notes on Romans V". STh, V-VI (1951/52), p.42 n.l.

3. Ibid.
4. Dahl notes hoW the questions dealt with in vi and vii have been hinted at

(but not answered) in iii:8; iii:31; and iv:13-15« (op.cit., p.4l)«
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Romans vi:15-23•

A second section in ch.vi is introduced by the question tC ouv

(vi:15)\ followed, as in vi:l by a wrong inference apapmrjctopev oxi ovx hcr-
pcv uxo vojiov utco yjxpiv; This objection appears to be merely a repetit-

2
ion of that which was originally proposed in visl. Dodd considers that

there is no real advance in principle in v.15; it is a restatement of the

theme of w.l.f. in order to drive home the falsity of the wrong inference

by means of a different analogy. Whereas in vv.1-14 this was expressed by

means of the analogy of baptism, in w.l5.f. the illustration is drawn from

the institution of slavery.^
It may be questioned whether there is not a slight advance in thought

in v.15 in that the Law is now introduced into the discussion. One's

opinion in this matter is significant in any attempt to identify the audien¬

ce Paul has in mind in this section. There is no real basis in the text for

regarding these libertinistic suggestions as purely theoretical inferences

drawn by Jews or hostile Jewish Christians from Paul's doctrine of justificat¬

ion apart from the Law.^
Since there is no mention of the Law until v.14 it would appear that

5
in w.1-13 Paul is addressing antinomian Gentile Christians. It is also

1. Cf. iii:l; iiis95 xi:7 where this phrase also marks stages in the pro¬
gress of the argument.

2. Cf. Barth, p.66. Dupont, op.cit., p.388.
3. Dodd, pp.96-97*
4. See W. Lutgert's useful discussion in Per Romerbrief als historisches

Problem, pp.69-79* Lutgert claims that Paul's statements here are not
protests made in self defence against those who reproach him for holding
these opinions, but exhortations and warnings directed against those who
themselves actually hold such views, (p.76).

5* Lutgert believes that the antinomian and libertinistic behaviour con¬
demned here points to Gentile Christians as the most likely exponents of
this way of life. It is quite possible that they justified their views
and conduct by reference to the Pauline teaching on grace, (op.cit., pp.
78-79)*
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reasonable to assume that Jewish Christians would be unlikely to practise

sin simply because they are no longer under the Law. This lead3 us to the

suggestion proposed by Marxsen and others that some of the Roman Christians

may have formerly been proselytes."'" These proselytes, on becoming Christ¬

ians see no reason for retaining the fetters of Judaism which they have

previously adopted and proceed to cast off the yoke of the Law in no uncert¬

ain manner. They may even go so far as to break the Law on principle just

to show they are no longer under its jurisdiction. Although it is not poss¬

ible to come to any definite conclusion as to whether former proselytes are

indicated by the references to the Law in w.l4.f.» we may state that there

is some indication that there is a certain development in thought in vv.

15. f. and this may indicate the sort of situation that Marxsen envisages.

The manner in which v.15 is introduced also gives some slight support to

this view.

We have already noted that in the introduction of the new section in

vi:l the objection took the form of a wrong inference from what Paul had

already stated. So too, in v.15 the closing words of the previous section

0&..UTO vopov &\\a x)%o x&PiV (vi;14) hurled back at Paul. The parallel

to visl.f. is continued by the pr) fsvoLto and o£>x otSct/re (cf.rj &yvo~
2

efts vi:3). The answer Paul supplied in vi:3.f. referred to the proper

understanding of baptism which he obviously expected all Christians to ack¬

nowledge. Here the answer is purely a human analogy for which Paul apologi¬

zes in viil9. He is however arguing from something that the Christian

1. Introduction to the Hew Testament. pp.98.f.
2. Bultmann notes numerous parallels between Paul's method and that of the

diatribe, but also makes the distinction, that whereas the diatribe
addresses questions to the (ideal) individual, Paul addresses his quest¬
ions to the whole congregation. Per Stil der paulinischen Predigt und ■
die kynisch-stoische Piatribe, p.65.



community would easily understand."'" His contention is that the exclusive

nature of allegiance to Christ is similar to that of slavery. It is, as the

Romans knew well, impossible to be the slave of more than one master at once.

The Christians have been freed from slavery to sin in order to become

slaves of Obedience (v.l6), of The Pattern of Teaching ( tv-xoQ 6t6axnC )
2

(v.17),. of Righteousness (v.18), or of God (v.22). These are simply diff¬

erent ways of describing the exclusive demand of Christ. To yield one's

body in obedience to sin.means that one is, in practice, a slave of sin, and

this would be completely impossible in view of the absolute demand involved

in being a slave of Christ.

Paul is not too happy with his description of the Christian life as

slavery (lest his imagery should lead to misconceptions) and after having

1. oiSapsv y&p (cf. ii:2, iii:19; vii:14; viii:22,28) is also used with
reference to commonly accepted knowledge. Michel regards this as "eine
Anspielung auf ein gemeinsames Wissen, ohne dass die Herkunft dieses
Y/issens fest stunde." (p.204 n.2).

2. The meaning of this phrase has been much disputed. R. Bultmann believes
that the omission of v.17b leaves a well-balanced couplet in w.l7a and
18 and therefore holds that this phrase is a later interpolation ("Gloss-
en im Romerbrief". ThLZ, LXXII (1947) pp.201-2). F.v7. Beare disagrees
however. His view is that many commentators have been misled by the
feeling that TOpatuSoopi must carry with it some connotation of the
transmission of a tradition. But this is not so. In the context of
ch.vi this verb can be interpreted wholly in relation to the figure of
the transfer of the slave from one master to another without any refer¬
ence whatsoever to the transmitting of tradition. Both Hew Testament
and profane Greek support this understanding - the fact is that the
notion of handing over by tradition is a specialized secondary use
(op.cit., pp.206/7). As to the proper interpretation of this phrase
within the theology of Paul - this can be appropriately understood as
the didache which belongs to the gospel and which, when obeyed, imparts
to believers' lives a specific character and pattern, moulding them into
the likeness of Christ (op.cit., pp.209-10). On this pattern of teach¬
ing see also C.H. Dodd, "The Primitive Catechism and the Sayings of
Jesus." New Testament Essays in Memory of T.Y7. Manson, Ed. A. J.B.Higgins,
(Manchester 1959)> p.108.



contrasted the outcome ( t£Aoc of slavery to sin and slavery to

Christ, he prepares for another section in which he shows that the Christ-
2

ian bondage is different from all other kinds of bondage, (vii:6).

1. Outcome seems preferable to 'end' in both these verses (21,22). The
image of fruit suggests a gradual process which eventually leads to a
harvest. The two ways of life - the way of slavery to sin and the
other of slavery to Christ, are contrasted both as to their course and
their outcome. It seems that here as in x:4 the translation of xfihoc
as end-termination is not really suitable. Although we may state that
the present relationship of obedience to Christ will eventually 'end'
in the sense that it will attain its goal of full communion with Christ,
it is not correct to state that the relationship will thereby be termin¬
ated. As in x:4 'end' is only meaningful if used in the context of a
new relationship arising from the fulfilment (and not the termination)
of a previous one. Cf. Schmidt's interesting translation 'Endziel' in
v.22 (p.114).

2. Cf. Dodd, p.102. Beare is rather critical of Paul's analogy from
slavery. Paul's sense of total commitment and his own eagerness to
offer a willing obedience has carried him from the thought of free obed¬
ience given without stint or limit to the blind obedience of a slave -

similar to the former only in that it is equally without limits of oblig¬
ation. Michel, and others have softened the force of Paul's analogy by
using phrases such as 'freier Gehorsam', 'free obedience' etc. - but
Beare refuses to do this and states baldly "We have here a fundamental
contradiction", (op.cit., p.208). Beare fails to realize that the basic
point of the slave analogy is on the exclusive nature of the service -

no slave can serve two masters, and that Paul, even though he realizes
the imperfection of the analogy still considers it useful in order to
underscore this point.
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Romans vii;l-6.

Another sub-section (vii:l-6) is introduced by r) dyvoerre (cf.^

dyvoeTte (vi:3) and oux ol'Same (vi:l6)). Feuillet notes how these three

questions mark out the progress of the argument in chs.vi and vii."'" The

commencement of this section differs from that of the two previous (visl and

vi: 15) in that the introductory question tC ouv the wrong inference, and

the subsequent pr] Yavoito are all absent. V/hy has Paul dispensed with

the preliminary parts of his introductory formula? The reason may be that

he is not really introducing a significant new theme or an important re¬

statement of a previous one. It may also be that he wanted to state the

Christian's freedom from the Law without appearing to disparage the Law and
2

its function any more than necessary. Perhaps he felt that the Gentile

Christians in Rome were already too critical of the part played by the Law

in the history of salvation.

The immediate connection with ch.vi is found in the theme of the

slave/master relationship with which Paul has just been dealing in vi:22.

The alternatives mentioned in vis22 i.e. slaves of sin or slaves of God,

are the background of the thought in viisl. Here however it is neither

o Gdvamoc (v.9) nor rj apapmta (v.14) but rather o vopoc which

xupieuet moS dvGpco7toi> (viisl).^ This connection (i.e. with vis 22) in turn

refers back to vi:14 (the summary-conclusion of the first section) where

Paul stated that sin shall not rule ( xupteucrei ) over the Christians be¬

cause they are not under Law but under grace. These connections illustrate

1. Op.cit. , p.363.
2. Cf. Feuillet, p.375*
3. Cf. A. van Dulmen. Die Theologie des Gesetzes bei Paulus.SBI.1 1968,

p.103 n.97»
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the close relation between viisl-6 and the preceding sections. This is the

third illustration used by Paul to show the obligation of the Christian no

longer to continue in the practice of sin."*" The image is centred around

marriage and marriage law. Paul begins by emphasizing the common ground he

assumes in his argument. He speaks to those who know 'law'. It is not

essential to Paul's argument that this should refer to 'the Law' i.e. the
2

Torah. The fact that Paul referred to the analogy of slavery for his ill¬

ustration in vi:15«f. prevents us from assuming that he normally refers to

Christian doctrine or Old Testament parallels to assist his arguments.^
Paul's point appears to be.that since the reign of sin over man wa3

effected through man's bondage to the Law, therefore in order that a man

may be completely freed from sin he must also be completely free from the

Law. His one line of reasoning is that death alone releases a woman from

the law of her husband, i.e. of those legal commitments that are related to

having a husband. ."The main point of the illustration is that the death of

her husband releases the woman from the bond of the marriage. Attention is

focussed upon the woman as bound and as released, bound as long as the hus¬

band lives, released on the event of his death".^

1. J. Dupont "Le probl&me de la structure litt£raire de l'4pitre aux
Romains". KB^LXII, (1955), PP-365-97(384)•

2. "The provisions of both Laws (Mosaic and Roman) are the same so far as
this particular matter is concerned." Dodd, p.100.

3. According to J.D.M. Derrett vii:l-4 Is best understood against the back¬
ground of Old Testament thought in which the Jews are regarded as be¬
trothed to God through the Torah. God is the husband of His people and
Torah is the marriage-instrument. This marriage proved to be unfruitful
and so by participation in Christ's death the Christian community is
freed from the Law and joined to Christ in a new union which will bring
forth the harvest originally intended. Law in the New Testament (London
1970), pp.465-70.

4. Cf. Murray, p.241. Such a view avoids the maze of contradictions which
Dodd discovers both here and in the grafting analogy in ch.xi. All anal¬
ogies are in some sense imperfect by their very nature; Dodd looks for an
exact parallel in the various parts of the analogy which Paul did not in¬
tend to provide (cf. Dodd, pp.100.f. and 179«f»)»
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The marriage law analogy is introduced here not as a separate item of

teaching, but only to supplement and amplify the conception of the Christ¬

ian's freedom from sin already illustrated through the imagery of baptism

and slavery. This view is borne out by the application of the marriage law

analogy in vii:4.f. Apart from a brief hint in v.5^" Paul does not clarify

the position of the Law itself. He doe3 not develop his analogy to say that

the Lav/ died or is dead - his interest is rather in the Christian congreg-

2
ation and their freedom.. Since the Law provides the opportunity (jupoppr)

for sin (viisll), to be free from sin demands also freedom from the Law.

It is in this context that vii:l-6 should be understood.^
Paul's argument is that just as a woman whose husband has died is

free to marry another, so those who through Christ have died to the Law are

free - free that is in order to ( etc ) belong to another. In Paul's view,

men are freed from the Law only for the qjurpose of being joined to Christ.

There is an end to the Lav/ only in Christ (cf.xs4). Discharge from the Law

is not an end in itself; it is directed to a goal beyond itself - the new

union with the resurrected Christ the outcome of which is a harvest of

fruit for God (vi;4-5)» Whilst we are in basic agreement with R. Jewett's

statement that the purpose of Rom.vii:l-6 is "to show the non-jurisdiction

of the Lav/ in the new aeon"^ and that it "substantiates the proposition

1. Paul has already hinted at the problem of the Law in iii:20; iv:14.f;
v:20; vis 14; but his intention is to deal with it in more detail in
vii:7«f. Cf. Michel, p.177 n.2.

2. Literally "point of departure". Cf. Barrett, p.142.
3. It is plain that all of ch.vii is in some sense dealing with the Law

and in this sense Michel's title "Der Todesweg des Menschen unter dem
Gesetz" is not inappropriate; it is questionable however whether the
positive emphasis of viisl-6 is adequately described by this title.

4. Op.cit., p.145•



stated in vi:14 that you are not under Law but under grace", we would furth¬

er emphasize that the interest here centres not on freedom from the previous

unfruitful marriage but on the fruitful outcome of the new union with Christ.

Viewed in this light the total argument of vii:l-6 is seen to be

closely related to that of ch.vi and the emphasis of the three sections

(viil-14, vi: 15-23» vii:l-6) is on the practical outcome of grace,"'' not in
lawlessness and impiety, but in good works in the life of those who are

justified. This conclusion helps us to see why Paul did not give a full in¬

troductory formula in viijl, but included only his positive directive to

commonly accepted knov/ledge i.e. rj &YVO£Lt£.

A new development is introduced in the concluding verse - vii:6.

This verse like the concluding verses of ch.vi i.e. w.19-23, deals with

Christian life in the present (cf. vuv in vi:19, 22; vii:6) contrasted

with the previous existence under sin (vii:5). Here however, the present

is contrasted with the past, not only in relation to the master whom we

serve, but also in relation to the manner in which we serve (in the 'letter'

or in the Spirit.).

The contrast between the old and the new aeon is basic to vv.5-6;

'while we were in the flesh' is contrasted with the 'now' of life in Christ.

Life in the old aeon is characterised by the inter-action between the Law

and sinful human nature so that the Law is perverted and, instead of produc¬

ing life, results in bondage and brings forth fruit for death. In contrast

to this, life in Christ in the new aeon is not slavery 'in oldness of letter'

- mXatoT'iTrt ypai-ipa/roc . Having been discharged from the Law by 'death' the

baptised belong to Christ as His slaves in a relationship characterised by

1. Cf. Dodd, p.100.



86

'newness of Spirit'

Kasemann has drawn attention to the error of assuming that these

verses (vv.5-6) mean that Paul has a high regard for the unwritten Law in

contrast to the fixed, written code of the Jewish Torah."'" There need be no

doubt that by 'letter' Paul does intend to refer here to the Mosaic Torah

in its written documentation; it may also be granted that 'letter' is norm¬

ally used by Paul as a description of life in the old aeon and therefore
2

carries a certain derogat.ory connotation. But the harsh Pauline antithesis

in v.6 cannot be fully explained in this way. In vii:7-25 Paul deliberately

stresses that the Law itself is holy but is capable of being perverted into

a demand for good works as in Judaism. It is only in this perversion that

'letter' and Lav/ are identical. Basically, Paul does not identify 'letter'

with the Law - in fact he is most careful to avoid doing so. Since for Paul

the Law is holy and intended for life, it cannot be fundamentally the same

as 'letter'. But 'de facto' it has become identical with it because of the

sin-dominated life and world of mankind."^

According to Kasemann the decisive criterion which determines whether

the Law is 'letter' or 'Spirit' is participation or non-participation in the

Christ event. Only in Christ can freedom be found. "V/ir mussten nach v.4

eine3 anderen, namlich des Auferstandenen, eigen und durch die Taufe in

seinen Tod hineingezogen werden, urn dem Todesschicksal unter dem Buchstaben
5

zu entrinnen und von diesem selbst eschatologisch getrennt zu werden."

1. "Geist und Buchstabe". PP. pp.236-85 (248/9)•
2. Cf. Kasemann op.cit., p.244*
3. Op.cit., pp.251-52;
4. Op.cit., p.255.
5. Ibid.



Perhaps the marriage analogy was chosen to aid the transition from

the imagery of slavery to that of the freedom of the Spirit. Dodd regards

vii:6b as an explanatory footnote to what is said in vi:15-23 about 'slavery'

to righteousness "it is not slavery in the sense of a blind and irrespons¬

ible subservience to a written code, but one informed by the spontaneity of

the Spirit - and therefore not properly 'slavery' at all, but allegiance to

a God 'whose service is perfect freedom.'"^
While agreeing with Dodd's excellent summary of this verse, we would

prefer to see it as the climax of the entire section i.e. vi:l - vii:6, of
2

which it stands as the conclusion. As we have already noted, Paul uses

the concluding verse in one section as the link or introduction to the next.

It is at once an end and a beginning.

In vii:6 however the immediate connection is not with vii:7f. but

with viii:lf.^ Here, as happens often in Romans, Paul comes to a conclud¬

ing statement which sums up all that has gone before and at the same time

also introduces the theme of another section^ - but just as he seems about

to move on, he circles back to pick up some theme or argument that requires
5

to be discussed before he can proceed with the argument.

The result of emphasizing the connection between vii:6 and viiisl is

1. Dodd, pp.102-3.
2. There is general agreement among commentators as regards this division.

See Dupont, op.cit., p.384 n.l.
3. Gf. Leenhardt, p.201.
4. Note the mention of the Spirit in vii:6 - pointing forward to the central

theme of ch.viii.
5. Cf. Dodd, pp.146-47- In discussing K.Prumm's views on the structure of

Romans, Michel states "Es handelt sich urn eine Snthlillung die in
Komplexen 3ich voranarbeitet, nicht um sine Nebenordnung von Gedanken
Oder Tatsachen." (p.22).



in effect to cause vii:7-25 to be regarded as a digression."'' It i3 true

that we could read directly and continuously from vii:6 to viiisl, but in

Paul, this simplicity is often deceptive. As Dahl has noted, even though

vii«7-25 is a digression, it is a necessary and deliberate one and, in fact,

must be related to viii:l-17« The latter is the positive counterpart of

viii7-25 (service in oldness of the letter). In this sense even vii:7-25

is not a real digression, but can only be called a digression simply to
2

indicate the formal position of the sections since neither visl - vii:6

nor vii:7-25 directly develop the themes of vsl-11.

The formal connecting link between visl, vi:15 and vii:7 is that

they all begin as the answer to objections. This contributes to their

designation as 'digressions'. The important question that must be kept in

mind however, is whether these 'digressions' may not in fact prove to be

the real theme of Paul and the kerygmatic sections somewhat subsidiary in

that they arise only out of the former.

1. The use of this word can only be relative here in that both vi:l-vii:6
are themselves regarded as digressions. Cf. Dahl "Two Notes on Romans V",
STh, V-VI (l95l/52)> p.41. Jeremias goes further and connects chs.v and
viii thereby putting vi-vii in parentheses (p.148).

2. Dahl, op.cit., p.41-



Romans viit7-25•

The introduction to a new and important section is heralded as in vi:l

by rC ouv £poCpev - i.e. what are we to infer from what has just been stated?

Are we to infer that because the Law is misused so as to become 'letter' in¬

stead of Spirit, the Law itself is sin?

This wrong inference is immediately followed by its normal counterpart

pr) yevot-TO . It is not until verses 13 and 14 that the full pattern is

followed through (i.e. question or objection, wrong inference, exclamation of

horror, detailed reply). The provisional answer which Paul gives in v.13b ex¬

plains how sin working through the commandment, by means of the good brought

death. Then the full answer begins with otoapsv ydp in v.14.

Why does Paul not bring in his detailed answer in v.7 instead of wait¬

ing until v.13? The reason appears to be that Paul's absolute denial that

the Law is sin seems to be a contradiction of v.5, where the Law is closely

associated with the origin of sinful desires. Verses 7^-12 should be regard¬

ed therefore as a preliminary explanation of the relation of the Law to sin.

Paul feels obliged to clarify his position immediately, even before he can

commence a detailed answer.

Although his primary concern is to defend the Law, initially Paul has

to concede the point that the Law has in fact provided the opportunity for sin

to bring death to mankind (v.ll). "The Law itself is not sin but it is im-
2

possible to deny a certain connection between it and sin". The Law can act

1. In addition to vii:5-6 several verses earlier in the epistle have come
near to suggesting this. See especially iii:20, iv:15, v:13,20, visl4,
cf. Barrett, p.140.

2. Ibid.



as a catalyst which may aid or even initiate the action of sin upon man, and

apart from the Law sin is dead (v.8)."'" Paul is careful to assert that in

the final outcome it is not the Law which kills a man "but sin which uses the

2
commandment as its instrument (v.ll). He acknowledges however that "if it

had not "been for the Law I should not have known sin", (v.7b).^ It is poss¬

ible to.interpret this part of.the verse (v.7b) as referring to past (pre-

Christian) experience and the final part (v.7c) as referring to present

(Christian) experience i,e. "I should not now know desire if the Law did not

now say . ..".^ But the fact that the two statements stand side by side

makes this interpretation unlikely and the two clauses taken together prob¬

ably mean "I should never have known sin had it not been for the Law", no

5
precise limits being attached to this knowledge whether forward or backward.

This interpretation indicates the great difficulty of determining whether

Paul is speaking in this chapter of Christian or pre-Christian experience

1. Leenhardt notes a parallel between this and Gen.iii - "The suggestion
that sin is 'dead' apart from the Law reminds us of the serpent lying
inactive, motionless, hidden, and as it were dead in the garden."(p.187).

2. Cf. Nygren, pp.281.f.
3. Barrett notes that Paul uses the aorist tense in v.7b and the imperfect

in v.7c (pluperfect rjbeiv , used with the force of the imperfect) (p.142).
4• Ibid.
5• Ibid.
6. This view was held by Augustine, Luther and Calvin, cf. E. Ellwein, "Das

Ratsel von Homer vii". KuD, I (1955),pp.247-68 (250-52); it has recently
been revived by A. Nygren in his commentary on Romans (pp.277-303). See
also W. Joest, "Paulus und das luthersche Simul Justus et Peccator".
KuD, 1(1955)>PP»269-320, and J. Packer, "The 'Wretched Man' in Romans
vii." SEv II, TU 87, (1964), pp.620-27.

7. Advocates of this position include Origen, Wesley and J. Weiss. Its most
significant exposition in recent study is that of W.G. Kummel, Romer vii

? und die Bekehrung des Paulus. UNT, 17 (Leipzig 1929). Kummel is strongly
supported by Bultmann, "Romans vii and the Anthropology of Paul". ET in
Existence and Faith, (Cleveland i960), pp.147-57• See also P. Althaus,
Paulus und Luther uber den Menschen: Ein Vergleich. Studien der Luther-
Akademie, 14, (Gutersloh), 1951-



or even both."*"

To facilitate his explanation of the connection between the Law and
2

sin, Paul chooses the tenth commandment as an example. The prohibition of

covetousness instead of preventing actually encourages man to covet (v.7c).

Paul does not quote the whole commandment, merely the prohibition. This is

no accident; he intends to give as wide a reference as possible in order to

emphasize the wrongness of the covetous attitude (irrespective of the ob¬

jects desired).^
The fact that Paul makes only a general reference to the tenth command¬

ment gives support to the view that the references to the commandment in this

section refer not to the Mosaic Law as Kummel believes,"^ but to the Genesis

iii account of Adam's sin. It seems preferable to regard Paul's statement in

v.9 -"I was alive once apart from the Law, but when the commandment came, sin

5
revived and I died," as also referring to Gen.iii. Some commentators con-

1. Cf. G.L. Mitton, "Romans vii Reconsidered." ExT, LXV (1953/54) pp.78-81;
99-103; 132-5. Mitton emphasizes the autoq of v.25 and takes it to
mean 'man on his own' or as Moffatt translates 'left to myself'. Gh.vii:
14-25 may therefore be understood as referring to man on his own (whether
Christian or non-Christian) attempting to live up to the commandments of
God (p.133). A similar emphasis was put forward by J.C.K. von Hofmann
and T. Zahn in their commentaries on Romans (cf.Ellwein's survey of inter¬
pretations of Rom.vii, op.cit., pp252-55), and also by J. Kurzinger, "Der
Schliissel zum Verstandnis von Rom.vii". BZ,VII (1963), pp.270-274- For
an excellent survey of modern interpretations see 0. Kuss, Der Romerbrief.I,
(Regensburg 1963), pp.462-85 (Zur Geschichte der Auslegung von Rom.vii:7-25)
and K. Kertelge, "Exegetische Uberlegungen zum Verstandnis der paulinischen
Anthropologie nach Romer vii." ZM[, LXII (l97l)> pp.105-114-

2. Leenhardt points out that Paul deliberately chooses covetousness because
this has to do with one's fundamental attitude towards existence, (p.187)-

3. "Der Sinn radikalisiert wird", Michel, p.172.
4. Op.cit., p.86. Kummel holds that if Paul had been thinking of Gen.iii he

would not have said o?>x kru QuprpB 1 q but o?> <pdyecr0s or pr) ai^rpOe
See also S. Lyonnet, "Tu ne convoiteras pas", (Rom.vii:7) NTP, (Leiden
1963), pp.157-65 (158).

5. 'Sprang to life' is probably the meaning of ivegqcrev here rather than
'become active once more' as Leenhardt suggests (p.188). Cf. Schmidt,
p.124.



sider this statement as autobiographical and seek to locate the experience

in Paul's adolescence. Barrett gives a summary of this autobiographical in¬

terpretation, "In the first innocence of youth Paul was alive. Death is the

consequence of sin, and there was at that time no sin to incur it ... Then

came the moment when the Jewish boy became a 'son of the commandment', and

assumed responsibility before the Lav/. With this new legal responsibility

sin took its place in the boy's experience. The forbidden world appeared

upon his horizon and he longed to enter it ... This was death.""''
This interpretation has two basic defects which militate against its

acceptance. Paul is not so introspective as the view suggests and, in any

case, this picture does not fit in with what we know of Pharisaic religion
2

under the Law. With regard to the first criticism Leenhardt correctly

points out that the study of Rom.vii has been too much influenced by the

recollection of the inner drama of the young Luther in his despairing

struggles to attain an unattainable obedience to the divine Law."^ "The con¬

version of Paul was not that of a heart devoured by .remorse for its acts of

disobedience, but rather of a proud soul exalting itself before God because

of its obedience to the Law."^ It is Phil.iii:6 and not Rom.vii:7.f. which

1. pp.143-4.
2. Gf. G. Bornkamra, "Sin, Law and Death. (Rom.vii)." Early Christian Exper¬

ience, ET SCM 1969, pp.87-104(92-3); on the relation of the Law to the
evil impulse (yezer ha ra) see W.D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism.
(2nd edit. London 1962) pp.20.f.

3. p.181. Cf. also K. Stendahl "The Apostle Paul and the Introspective
Conscience of the West." HThR, LVI (l963)> PP»199-215 and H.J. Schoeps,
Paul, pp.183.f.

4. Leenhardt, p.181. See also U. Wilckens, "Die Bekehrung des Paulus als
religionsgeschichtliches Problem". ZThK, LVI (1959)> PP»273-93.



reveals the attitude of Paul towards the Law prior to his conversion.

Since the publication in 1929 of Kummel's detailed investigation of

Paul's conversion the autobiographical interpretation has fallen out of
2

favour, and a majority of scholars now opt for the view that although Rom.

vii does refer to Paul's pre-Christian life it does so from a general and

normative rather than a personal and psychological viewpoint."^ More partic¬

ularly, this chapter depicts the non-Christian man not as he appears to him¬

self but as he is seen from the point of view of the new aeon; it is the old

man 'in Adam' as seen by the new man'in Christ'.^"
A notable exception to the general trend of interpretation concerning

Rom.viij7.f. is Anders Nygren who strongly advocates the view that this

chapter only makes sense if it is related to the experience of the mature

Christian. Before v/e come to any definite conclusions concerning the nature

5of the 'I' in Rom.vii, the points made by Nygren must be considered.

1. Because of the dissimilarity of Rom.vii and the two other notable refer¬
ences to pre-Christian existence, Nygren feels justified in regarding
Rom.vii:14-25 as a description of the struggle which is a normal and
permanent aspect of Christian experience (p.286). See also Mitton's
critique of Nygren's viewpoint, op.cit., pp.100-101.

2. See especially Kummel, op.cit., pp.118-32. In his essay, "Romans vii and
the Anthropology of Paul" (first published in 1932) Bultraann follows
Kummel's interpretation of the 'I' in Rom.vii and states "It seems to me
that these questions have been sufficiently discussed and that there can
be no doubt as to the answer: the situation characterized here is the

general situation of man under the Law and, to be sure, as it appears to
the eye of one who has been freed from the Law by Christ." Existence and
Faith, p.l47«

3. Cf. P. Althaus, op.cit., p.53; G. Bornkamm, op.cit., p.93; 0. Kuss, Romer-
brief.I, p.432; K. Kertelge, op.cit., p.106.

4. Cf. Bultmann on vii:24. "The cry ... was not uttered by Saul-Paul
struggling and groaning in time past under the Law - how that Paul regarded
himself, Phil.iii:4-6 says. Not that Paul utters this cry, but Paul the
Christian who puts it into the mouth of the Jew and thereby exposes the
situation of the Jew which is not visible to himself." Theology, I, p.266.

5. See pp.284-303. In this discussion of Nygren's position we will follow in
the main the summary by C.L. Mitton, op.cit., pp.99-103.



Nygren's strongest point is that the change of tense from past to

present in v.14 requires that the two sections (vv.7-13 and 14-25) describe

two different stages in man's existence. If as the text indicates the first

period is already past, then vv.l4.f. must be understood as referring to

present (Christian) experience. Against this it may be argued that the

transition in v.14 from past to present is made almost imperceptibly"'" and,

in any case, the present tense can sometimes be used in a historic sense

2
especially where a past event is being vividly and dramatically described.

\le can, however, find no similar example of this in Paul's extant writings.^
Since the position concerning the significance of the change of tense is

basic to the interpretation of the whole section, we must return to deal

with it in more detail later.

Me have already noted in this discussion that Romans vii is not meant

to be taken as the normative picture of pre-Christian existence under the

Law. The acknowledgement of this fact diminishes the force of Nygren's con¬

tention that since the contents of this chapter differ from the descriptions

of pre-Christian man in Rom.i-iii and Phil.iii, then w.14-25 must be taken

as referring to Christian man. In any case even if there were no adequate

explanation for the different outlook of these scriptural passages the lack

of this does not require us to hold that Rom.vii refers to Christian exist¬

ence.

1. Cf. Mitton, op.cit., p.100 and P. Althaus, "Zur Auslegung von Rom.vii:14.f.
Antwort an Anders Nygren." TLZ,VIII (1952), pp.476-80. Since Nygren had
referred in the exegesis of Rom.vii in his commentary to Althaus' study
Paulus und Luther uber den Menschen, Althaus wrote this article in reply,
criticizing Nygren's interpretation. Althaus disagrees with Nygren con¬
cerning the relation of Rom.vii:7-13 to vii:14.f. and with his picture of
both Christian and natural man. See also Nygren's reply to Althaus in the
same journal, pp.591*f«

2. Cf. Mitton, op.cit., p.100.
3. Ibid.



Nygren holds that since the subject matter of Rorn.v-viii is specific¬

ally that of the Christian life, then Rom.vii:14-25 must also deal with

Christia.n life because it is found within this particular context. That

this is not necessarily so Nygren's own exposition demonstrates; he himself

holds that vii:7-13 describes a period that is past - i.e. pre-Christian ex¬

istenceIf it is permissible for Paul to refer to this in one part of the

chapter, there is nothing to prevent him doing so in another. In any case

Nygren's outline of chs.v-viii is 'itself of doubtful merit. Althaus points

out that whilst ch.v may adequately be described as "Free from the Wrath of

God", ch.vi as "Free from Sin", and ch.viii as "Free from Death" it is not

2
correct to describe ch.vii as "Free from the Law".

Few commentators agree with Nygren's combination of vii:l-6 and vii:

7-25 under one chapter heading.^ It is noteworthy that in his summary of

the similarities between the two chapters all the parallels with ch.vi are

located in vii:1-6 and not in vii:7-25This concurs with what we have

previously stated i.e. that vii:l-6 forms one unit with ch.vi. This is

further indicated by the fact that vii:1-6 is virtually a doublet of vi:

16-22.5

Nygren seems to have a better case in his assertion that ch.vii:14-

25 depicts the struggle and the measure of dissatisfaction which is a nec¬

essary and permanent part of true Christian life. He notes that even amidst

1. "In w.7-13 he discusses what the Christian was before and in vv.14-25
he sets forth what the Christian is now", (p.276).

2. Op.cit., p.47S»
3. Michel's title for this chapter, "Der Todesweg des Menschen unter dem

Gesetz", is similarly inadequate although he sub-divides the chapter in¬
to four sections instead of the usual three - vv.1-6, 7-12, 13-17» 18-25>
(pp.165 and 169).

4. p.268.
5. Cf. U. Luz, "Zum Aufbau von Rom.i-viii." TZ, XXV (1969), p.170.



the triumphant exultation of ch.viii, v.23 stands as a witness to the incom¬

pleteness of our redemption in this world. There is no need to disagree with

Nygren's claim that the Christian life is not all victorious overcoming and

that humility as well as watchfulness is demanded of the Christian community.

But however true this insight may he, there is no necessity for us to find

it expressed in Rom.vii. Althaus goes even further - he disagrees with

the picture of the Christian which Nygren portrays.

Althaus allows that whilst there will he tension and struggle in the

Christian life, this is not of the same kind as that in Rom.vii. If this

chapter describes the Christian's life in this world, it is a totally diff-
2

erent picture from that which Paul gives elsewhere in his letters. Despite

certain similarities, Gal.v:17 does not say the same as Rom.vii:14*f•> and

Nygren is guilty of misrepresenting Paul's teaching in Galatians hy referr¬

ing only to the conflict between flesh and Spirit in v:17 and omitting any

reference to the previous verse^ where it is stated "lead the life of the

Spirit and you will never satisfy the passions of the flesh", (v.l6,Moffatt).

In spite of Nygren it must he emphasized that "Romans vii is saying

something fundamentally different from Rom.viii:23"There is too much

defeat and despair in ch.vii for us to equate it with ch.viii. As Dodd

notes "Paul would have thought it quite abnormal that any Christian should

feel so, and there is nothing in his own confessions elsewhere to lead us

1. Cf. Nygren, pp.293.f.
2. Op.cit., pp.478-9* Althaus adamantly states "Standiger Kampf - jal

Gefahr zu fallen - jal Pall - noch oft in den Gemeinden, jal Aher
'standiges Hisslingen des Willens zum Guten' - neinl"

3. "Romans vii portrays the mastery of the flesh in unaided man, and Gal.
v:17 the persisting strength of the flesh in the Christian". Mitton,
op.cit., p.100.

4. Mitton, op.cit., p.101.



to suppose that, with all his own sense of struggle and insecurity, he ever

had such an experience as this after his conversion".''" We have found none

of these arguments very convincing so we must now take another look at the

question of the relation of vii:7-13 to vii:14-25, and Nygren's views on

the matter.

Nygren strongly emphasizes the break that occurs between w.13 and

14. That there is some difference between the two main sections of Rom.vii:

7-25 is shown by the fact_ that a majority of commentators make a sub-divis-
2

ion. On the other hand, the transition occurs so unobtrusively that some

scholars treat the whole as one unit.^ The way to a better understanding

of the relation of vv.7-13 to vv.l4«f. may be indicated by the summary

which Paul gives in vii:5-6. Nygren correctly refers to vii:5 as describ¬

ing what we once were, and vii:6 as depicting what we henceforth are, as

Christians, and that these two verses provide an outline of what is to

follow.^ But he fails to see that v.5 is the summary of vii:7-25 rather

than vii:7-13 and that v.6 is the summary of viii:l-17 and not vii:14-25«

It should be noted that the words in v.14 - eyw Ss oupxivoe e£,iu
take up again the summary of v.5 -ore "njiev lv rtl crapxt . ^ This would

point to the fact that the singular 'I' in vv.l4«f. cannot be limited to

1. p.108.
2. A large number subdivide into vv.7-13 and 14-25* E. Gaugler, Per Brief

an die Romer. I (Zurich 1945), puts the break at the end of v.12 and
not at the end of v.13 (p.197). Michel also puts a break between v.12
and v.13 and divides again between vv.17 and 18 (p.167). The question
as to whether the main division should be at the end of v.12 will be
discussed later in this section.

3. Cf. Schlatter, p.231; Dodd, pp.103.f.
4. p.276.
5. Cf. Dahl, "Two Notes on Romans v". STh, V-VI (1951/52), p.41, Bornkamm,

op.cit., p.103 n.33; U. Luz, op.cit., pp.166/7.
6. Cf. Althaus, op.cit., p.478.



Paul's experience since it is parallel to the first person plural in v. 5.

Althaus holds that the yap in v.14 is to be seen as proof that there is

not such a decisive break between the two sections of the chapter as Nygren

thinks. If we connect v.5 and w.l4.f.» this has the effect of making w.

7-13 a parenthesis which accords well with their content and with their

function in the immediate context. In these verses Paul gives a necessary

preliminary clarification before he embarks on his answer proper in v.14.

Verses 7«f« are a necessary preamble to vv.14-25. Both logically and temp¬

orally, vv.7-13 precedevv.14-25 since the situation described in vv.7-13 is

one which precedes man's living under the Lav/ as outlined in vv.l4.f. The
2

change in tense also denotes a change of scene. , The ouxstt of w.17

and 20 refers not to the Christian man's pre-Christian experience"^ but des¬

cribes a situation prior to life under the Law.^ That this is so is corrob¬

orated by a certain difference between the 'I' in the two sections. Ker-

telge notes that the 'I' in \rv.i4.f. is described differently from that in

w.7.f. and also that the 'I' is more to the fore in the second part of the

5
chapter.

In vv.7-13 the 'I' is described as being alive until the commandment

came and sin found its opportunity to seduce. But the 'I' in vv.l4.f. is

1. The repetition in v.13 of the objection concerning the goodness of the
Law previously stated in v.7 gives us reason to believe that vv.7b-12
are thereby designated as a parenthesis. This is another indication
that the division between the two sections should really occur at v.12
and not at v.13.

2. Cf. Kertelge, op.cit., p.108.
3. Althaus (op.cit., p.477) holds that the 'now ... no longer' has a logical

and not a temporal reference. Nygren emphasizes the 'now ... no longer'
implies that w.7-13 relate to a time prior to that described in the next
section but goes on to conclude that this means that w.14-25 must refer
to Christian existence (pp.285-86). See also Ellwein, op.cit., p.252.

4. Cf. Kertelge, op.cit., p.108.
5. Op.cit., p.109.



"sold under sin". The 'I' here is no longer in control but is only a house

or frame in which sin dwells."'" The * 11 seems to have lost its real identity.

It certainly has lost its power to control its own actions - the good that

it desires to do it cannot do but instead it does what it detests (vv.15 and

19). This is not the real 'I' which was once alive apart from the Law (v.9).

This active agent is now sin and the 'I1 has lost its identity to such an

extent as not to be able to understand its own actions (v.l6).

The 'I' however is not totally destroyed. Paul goes so far as to say

that there is no good in this 'I' (v.18), but he qualifies this immediately

by stating that he means the 'I' which is totally under the power of sin -

the 'not-I* which is better described as 'my flesh' ( otlp£ )."^ The *1' has
not completely lost its identity in that it still has the ability to will

the good though not to perform it (w.21-22) A The 'I* is in fact a split

'I' - a divided self and its problem is a lack of power, which only Jesus

Christ (and not the Law) can remedy (cf.i:17). Paul holds that man under

the control of sin is not only alienated from God but also from his true

self. The great difference between ch.vii and ch.viii is that the 11" in

ch.vii is indwelt and controlled by sin whereas the 'I' in ch.viii is in¬

dwelt and controlled by the Spirit.

1. Cf. Kertelge, op.cit., p.109.
2. "This mysteriousness consists in my no longer being at home in myself.

Rather, sin is at home in me and therefore I bear my own murderer (vii:ll
and 13) in me." Bornkamm, op.cit., p.98.

3. E. Fuchs believes that Paul is using a gnostic hymn as the basis for his
anthropology in vii:7-25, (Die Freiheit des Glaubens, pp.60.f.). Bornkamm
can find no trace of this but believes that all expressions in the text
are drawn from the theme 'Law and sin' and do not allow for the use of a

gnostic poem (op.cit., p.102 n.20). He is of the opinion however that
Paul makes use of gnostic and dualistic terminology which has unfortunat¬
ely led to his anthropology being misunderstood, (p.98).

4. Cf. Kertelge, op.cit., pp.l09»f.; Bornkamm, op.cit., p.98.
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In view of the loss of identity of the •I * in the second part of the

chapter, it seems best to regard Paul's picture of the •I' in vv.14-25 as a

description of a condition which is actually the outcome of the pre-history

of the 'I' outlined in vv.7-13.^" The past tense of vv.7-f. is to be explain¬

ed by the fact that they are the necessary presupposition which is required

to make w.14-25 intelligible. We can only understand the self-contradiction

of the 'I' of 14-25 when we are given the information concerning the 'I' who

2
was alive prior to sin in w.7.f.

This interpretation explains the continuity of theme between these

two sections of the chaptei^ and also accounts for the change in tense which

Nygren emphasizes so strongly. Continuity is also evidenced by the repeated

use of the 'I' throughout the two sections. This leaves us with the problem

of the identity of the 'I' in vv.7-13, which precedes the 'I' of pre-Christ¬

ian man in w.l4«f. Many commentators are of the opinion that Paul has the

Gen.iii incident very much in mind in vv.7.f.^ The reference to the command-

5
ment may not be simply a loose way of referring to the Law but rather a

clear pointer to the commandment of Gen.iii. The sin which seduces is clearly

1. Cf. Kertelge, op.cit., p.108.
2. Ibid.
3. "In beiden Stucken handle es sich vim die Stellung und Bedeutung des Ge-

setzes." Althaus, op.cit., p.476. See also Bornkamm's claim that "the
connection between the two sections (w.7-13. and 14-25) cannot be over¬
emphasized." op.cit., p.95.

4. Cf. Lyonnet, "Tu ne convoiteras pas. (Rom.vii:7)"• KTP, (Leiden 1963)
pp.157-65; Lagrange, pp.166.f.; Michel, pp.170.f.; Leenhardt, pp.
186-90; Schmidt, pp.123-f.; Barrett, pp,143.f.

5. Cf. Bultmann, Theology, I, p.260.
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a reminder of the serpent in the Genesis story.

But if Paul has the story of Adam in mind in w.7-13> why doe3 he

continue to use the first person singular throughout the chapter? This is

not such a difficult problem if we recognize that the 'I' is a supra-indiv-
2

idual (iiberindividuelle) 'I'. The 'I' in the first part of the section is

'Adam' and the 'I1 of the second part (vv.14-25) is every man becoming his

own Adam in yielding to sin,"^ this latter resulting admittedly as a consequ¬

ence of the former. Paul feels justified in using the first person singular

throughout because the statements of both sections (vv.7-13 and 14-25) are

necessary presuppositions to his own self-understanding.^
We may affirm then that the 'I' in Rom.vii is not the 'I' of Christ¬

ian but rather of pre-Christian man. In as much as Paul looks at this

man's situation from the vantage point of the new life in Christ and in

1. Cf. Leenhardt, pp.186-8. Lyornet shows that Paul's vocabulary in these
verses has distinct echoes of the Genesis iii account of man's first
sin. The Neofiti recension of the Targum,and Rabbinic literature show
that covetousness was regarded as the prototype of all other sins,
(p.l6l). The Jews believed that they had been delivered from this sin
by the gift of the Law at Sinai, but that it continued to be the char¬
acteristic sin of Gentiles (particularly in its sexual manifestation),
(p.162). Lyonnet concludes that if Paul had wished to indicate one sin
which enveloped all others, and especially the sin of Eden, he could not
have chosen a more appropriate formula, (p.165).

2. "Auch in Rom.vii ist mehr von vornherein die personliche Identifizier-
ung des Paulus mit dem berichtenden eyc£> abzustreiten, wermgleich die
iiberindividuelle Bedeutung des 'Ich* grundsatzlich festzuhalten ist",
Kertelge, op.cit., pp.107-8.

3. Cf. Lyonnet, op.cit., pp.l6l-2. Lyonnet believes that what M. Hooker
has noted concerning "Adam in Rom.i." NTS, VI (1959/60), p.303> is even
also applicable to Rom.vii. Bornkamm states the "the Adam of Rom.v:12.f.
speaks in the 'I' of Rom.vii:7.f.", (op.cit., p.94). He disagrees how¬
ever, with the view that the 'I' is to be identified with Adam - the name
Adam is deliberately not included (op.cit., pp.93-94).

4. Bornkamm points out that even if the reference of the 'I' to Adamic man
is valid, it is still not correct to speak of man or mankind. It is
"only under law, sin and death that man really becomes an 'I'." (p.94).
Paul continues to use the first person singular because "the reality of
one lost under law, sin and death can be referred to only as my 'reality'."
(Ibid).
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view of the parallel between the 'I' of w.l4.f. with the 'we' of v.5> we

must emphasize that the 'I' here is a supra-individual 'I'. This does not

rule out the fact that it may also be a personal 11 *.

Michel notes the parallel between the *1' style of Rom.vii and some

of the Qumran writings."^ In the Hodayoth personal experience goes hand in

hand with general statements concerning the corruption of mankind. The

personal lament or confession of the Hodayoth offers a good parallel to
2

Paul's style in Rom.vii.. In both the general validity of a theological
i

statement is underlined by reference to personal experience.

Paul's statements in Rom.vii are clearly those of the Christian man

fully aware of his pre-Christian existence. They are not meant to be the

expression of Paul's introspective psychology but to express the general

1. Michel is j>articularly interested in the parallels between Rom.vii and
the Thanksgiving Scroll (p,17l). See also H. Braun, "Rom.vii:7-25 und
das Selbstverstandnis des Qumran-Frommen." Gesammelte Studien zum Heuen
Testament und Seiner Umwelt. (Tubingen 1962), pp.100-19. Braun finds
that Paul and Qumran agree in asserting the extreme sinfulness of man
and that salvation comes to men only through the action of God's grace
(p.112). In both Paul and Qumran the recognition of these two facts can
only be made in faith (p.117). This shows that the idea of justification
only through God's grace is not an exclusively Pauline doctrine (p.112).
But Paul and Qumran differ in their evaluation of the role of the Torah
in salvation (p.117). In Qumran, salvation means freedom to follow the
Law. God's grace is to strengthen the faithful in whom the tendency to
disobedience still remains (p.113). In Paul, salvation means freedom
from the Law and the ego is so dominated by sin that the intent to follow
the Law is perverted and leads to death. Thus in Paul the condition of
man is more serious and the need of God's grace more deeply founded.
Braun concludes that the similarities between Paul and Qumran indicate
not a direct dependence of Paul on Qumran but that both drew from a com¬
mon source, a gnostically influenced Judaism (p.H7.f.). M. Wilcox
agrees that Paul and Qumran show some gnostic influence but maintains
that this is confined to a borrowing, or coming to grips with its termin¬
ology. "Dualism, Gnosticism, and Other Elements in the Pre-Pauline
Tradition". The Scrolls and Christianity. Ed. M. Black, SPCK Theolog¬
ical Collections II, (London 1969), pp.83-96(90)•

2. Cf. Michel, p.177.
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situation of unredeemed man under the Law as Paul sees him. This doe3 not

mean, however, that Paul's own self-awareness may not he taken as a concrete

example of the universal situation of man under Law and sin. The use of the

personal 'I' and the dramatic presentation remind us that Romans vii:14«f.

is not theoretical or philosophical speculation about life but a descript¬

ion of man in the actual world of reality where not only what he wills, but

what he does determines his destiny. To agree.with the Law that it is good

is not all that is required. In v.21 Paul begins to summarize his findings

in the previous verses, (13-25). In order to appreciate his conclusions we

will now refer back briefly to w,13.f. in order to determine the structure

as well as the content of Paul's argument.

Despite the view of many commentators who, as we have noted, hold

that the new section begins at v.14, it is more likely that it begins at

v.13. The reason for locating the break at v.14 is chiefly because of the

change of tense from past to present in that verse. But Paul's use of

questions and objections in Romans gives us good reason to expect that a

new section or sub-section would begin as in v.13 with a question.

In v.13 we find a similar pattern to v.7. This is not surprising

since the latter is almost an exact repetition of the former. The suggest¬

ion that the Law itself is sin, rejected by Paul in v.J., recurs in a

slightly different form in v.13. Granted that the Law is good, is it not

still the conveyor of death to mankind? Because v.13 repeats v.7 the initi¬

al ouv epoupev is omitted and the wrong inference is directly introduced

1. As we have already noted. Michel and Gaugler support the division suggest¬
ed here. This is probably because both of these authors draw attention
to Paul's use of questions and objections in the structure of the letter.
.Cf» Michel, pp.152.f., 158, 169; Gaugler, p. 197-
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in question form. This is followed by the customary exclamation of horror,

and the reply begins in v.14, where Paul puts the blame firmly on sin and

not on the Law. In view of the fact that vv.13-14 follow Paul's normal in¬

troductory pattern as in vi:l,15 etc., the change of tense cannot be consid¬

ered as of sufficient importance for us to regard v.14 as the beginning of

the new sub-section."''

As we have previously noted,Paul's response to objections usually

takes the form of a reference to generally accepted truths - what Christians

know or ought to know as members of Christ. It seems preferable to regard
if £

oooap.£v as the proper reading in v.14 since the esteem in which the Law is

properly held is not merely the personal opinion of Paul but the faith of
2

all - the credal confession of the community. In v.18 however, Paul is ex¬

pressing a rather non-complimentary self-knowledge and it is therefore more

appropriate to speak in the first person singular.

Irrespective of whether vv.14 and 18 begin with the first person sing¬

ular or plural, there is no doubt that a certain similarity does exist bet¬

ween them."^ Paul deliberately repeats the content of vv.14-17 in vv.18-20

in order to stress his point,^ namely the divided self of man' which results

from the operation of sin in relation to the Law. This is more explicit when
5

the Greek text is set out in parallel columns.

1. The fact that the break occurs between w.12 and 13 and not at the end of
the following verse is further evidence that Nygren lays too much stress
on the change of tense in v.14 (as indicating the change from pre-Christ¬
ian to Christian life).

2. Cf. Leenhardt, p.190. Michel allows the possibility that both v.14 and
v.18 may originally have been in the first person singular, (p.175 n.3).

3. Cf. A. Feuillet, "Le plan salvifique de Dieu". RB, LVII, (1950), pp.336—
87, 4G9-529(p.373).

4. Ibid. Feuillet comments "comme les passages pr£c£dents ou l'Apotre veut
prouver quelque chose, la pr£sente est redig^e avec soin et prdsente deux
series de textes parallkles."

5- Ibid.
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14.oL5ap.ev y&p 18.oi5a yelp
15 «o yap xaTspya^opai .. 18. to yap GsXetv ..to 5e xaTspya^eafiai

15.0?) yap o QsTm 19.01) yap o 6sMw

I6/17. ei Se 0 06 GsXco ... 20. ef 5s o o i> GeXco

The repetition coupled with the rhythmic style of this section^ may indicate

that Paul is basing his thought upon some well-known credal statement or

2
hymn. This accords well with the pattern whereby he tends to answer ob¬

jections by referring to the commonly accepted knowledge of the Christian

community. In this case the commonly accepted knowledge may have taken the

form of a confession of human sinfulness, ending with the triumphant affirm¬

ation of v.25a.^
Verse 21 reminds us again that the discussion originated with the

question concerning the Law, and that it is with this subject that we must

conclude. Throughout the section Paul's thought has revolved around the

problem - either the Law is bad or else 'I' aml^ The Law has simply served

the function of throwing into relief the true nature of sin in all its uglin¬

ess. The reason why the Law brings death is because of a defect in 'me'

rather than in the Law. The Law is spiritual; it is God's Law, but *1' am

1. Cf. Michel, p.170.
2. Several scholars have commented upon the peculiarities of this passage.

Leenhardt notes the occurrence of a number of rare words and concludes
that this suggests that Paul is borrowing from another source and possib¬
ly that he is adopting a view point which is not familiar to him (p.183).
The possibility that the source is a Gnostic hymn has been outlined by
E. Fuchs-, Die Freiheit des Glaubens, pp.6l.f. There is insufficient evid¬
ence for us to specify the exact nature of Paul's source. In view of the
parallels with the Hodayoth there seems to be no necessity to conclude
that the source-hymn is necessarily a Gnostic one.

3. The view taken here is that v.25b ought to follow v.23. Cf. Michel,
pp.179-81.

4. Gf. Leenhardt, pp,190.f.
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the opposite - carnal."'' The holy Law is weakened because of 'the flesh'

(viii:3). Sin as an active power not only causes a divided self but perverts

all God's gifts into demonic forces. This appears to be Paul's meaning in
2

the reference to a different Law eTepoc vopoc (v.23). With respect to

the Law"^ I find that when I want to do right (i.e. to obey the Law) evil lies

close at hand. Because of man's involvement in a world into which sin has

made its entry, the Law which was given for life becomes an instrument of

death. In the end however, it is sin and the weakness of man which causes

this holy Law to become perverted. This is Paul's defense of the Law.^" Mere¬

ly to defend the Law however, is not sufficient and for this reason the way

to deliverance must be fully outlined in ch.viii, where Paul proclaims the

Law of the Spirit which leads to life.

We may summarize our observations on Rom. vii:7-25 as follows - The

passage is misunderstood if we look in it expecting to find a systematic

1. Jewett holds that Paul chose o&pxovoc rather than oupxtxoq in this
verse because he meant to imply that the physical substance of man is
responsible for the incapacity to follow the spiritual law. According
to Jewett the "gnostic dualistic associations" are painfully evident in
this verse, being softened only by the typically Pauline expression "sold
under sin". Op.cit., p.155-

2. Cf. Barrett, " 'Law' here stands for a law-like rule, which as an evil
double of the Mosaic Law can bear the same name ... Sin produces a count¬
erfeit Lav/." (p.149). On this see also Schmidt, p.136; C.F.D. Moule,
"Obligation in the Ethic of Paul." CHINT, pp.389-407(393); C.E.B. Cran-
field, "Paul and the Law." SJT, XVII (1964), P«55> and especially G.Fried-
rich, "Das Gesetz des Glaubens, Rom.iii:27." ThZ, X (1954)> pp.401-17•

3. This is one of the possible interpretations of this verse discussed (but
not accepted) by Sanday and Headlam (pp.183-4)- In view of Paul's dis¬
cussion in this chapter and the continuing theme of the Law (and the
Spirit) in viii:2.f., this appears to be the most acceptable interpretation.

4. Michel designates viii:7-25 as a Christian apologetic against the Jewish
view that "das Gesetz Leben schafft", (p.167). In view of the fact that
Paul is Jewish 'Gesetzeslehre' is not to be denied, but the question is -

is it his primary aim to oppose it?
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outline of Pauline anthropology. Paul did not set out to provide this."'"
Neither did he set out to paint an exact picture of man under sin etc. All

his theological observations in Rom.vii stem from the basic question concern-

2
ing the goodness of, the Law in vii:7« The development of Paul's thought in

this section appears to go as follows - Is the Law sin? God forbid 1 But I

will grant you this that one cannot absolutely deny a certain connection with

sin (w.7b-12). These verses refer back to Gen.iii and show how sin got its

opportunity through the Law and by it killed mankind,(vii).

Having preliminarily shown the connection between Law and sin, Paul

returns in v.13 to the original question of the goodness of the Law. This

time he exonerates the Lav/, first by showing that it is sin which takes the

good Law and uses it to bring death. He exonerates the Law and blames sin.

In w.l4«f. Paul enlarges on his explanation by showing that sin not only

perverts the good Law but does this by taking over the life of man and forc¬

ing him to be its slave. This results in man agreeing on the one hand with

the Law and its goodness, but on the other actually practising the dictates

of sin. For man on his own^ there can be no deliverance from this dilemma;

only through Jesus Christ can freedom and life be found, (v.25a; viiiil.f.).

This brings us to another aspect of ch.vii which helps to explain some of its

peculiarities. It is important to remember that when Paul was writing ch.vii

1. Cf. Kertelge, op.cit., p.113.
2. In a summary conclusion concerning vv.7-25, Barrett claims that the

exegesis has shown that the primary question in Paul's mind here is not
psychological or anthropological, but one which arose from specific
questions concerning the goodness of the Law and its connection with sin.
It is in order to answer these that Paul wrote this section. He is only
"incidently involved in an analysis of human nature." (p.152).

3. Cf. Mitton on abioQ eyw (op.cit., pp..l33-135)» Bornkamra op.cit., p.100
and Kiirzinger, op.cit., pp.270-74*
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he wrote it with the knowledge that it would be succeeded by the contrast of

ch.viii."'" In spite of its character as a 'digression1 it may also be stated

that vii:7-25 forms with ch.viii:l-17 a unity, so that the dark background

of ch.vii - the weakness of man before and without Christ, is offset in ch.

2
viii by the freedom and security of man in Christ. It is fair to say that

vii:5 gives a preview of vii:14-25 - the 'then' when we were in the flesh and

viiisl.f. speaks of the 'now' that we are in the Spirit.

Although we have not been convinced by the argument that Rom.vii:

7-25 describes Christian experience, it must be allowed that this background

knowledge is necessary even for the Christian."^ The unredeemed man cannot be

aware of his dilemma except in the light of his deliverance in Christ. Con¬

versely it is essential for the development of the life of the Christian that

he should appreciate that from which he has been delivered.^ The 'then' is

necessary to Christian experience in order to appreciate the 'now'. In this

respect Nygren's view of vii:7-25 as describing a necessary continuing aspect

of Christian experience has a useful contribution to make.

Let us now summarize what we have discovered concerning Paul's use of

questions / objections in chapters vi and vii. These are usually divided in¬

to two major sections, vi:l - vii:6 and vii:7-25• When we examine the text

1. Cf. Kertelge, op.cit., p.112.
2. Cf. Dahl, op.cit., pp.41-42. "The self-understanding of the redeemed

(Rom.viii) and the self-understanding of the sinner (Rom.vii) are most
firmly linked to one another." (Bornkamm, op.cit., p.lOl).

3. Bornkamm sees the unredeemed past as "the precipitous foundation of the
new being in Christ." (p.lOl).

4. Kertelge holds that the dark background of the Christians unredeemed
past remains a factor to be reckoned with - "als seiner negativen Moglich-
keit auch in der Gegenwart." (p.113). But this past also exercises a
positive function "Indem sich der Christ seiner fruheren Situation bewusst
wird, gewinnt sein Bewusstsein als Ich in der vom 7tveupa Christi bestimm-
ten Gegenwart Klarheit liber seine neue Existenz." (ibid).
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with a view to finding a pattern of usage, we discover that the introduction

to each of these sections is more or less similar. We find that they both

begin with the question rC ouv £pou|iev , which we might paraphrase as "what

are we to infer from this" i.e. what inference do we draw from what has just

been stated? Then comes the suggested false inference, which although usually

having a verbal connection with Paul's previous statements, is quite foreign

to his intention.

The third part of this pattern is also similar in both viil and vliij

- Paul's repudiation of such improper suggestions by an adamant j-irj yevoLXo

But not only the major divisions of these chapters are marked out by the in¬

trusion of question and objection. A similar pattern emerges also in the

sub-sections. As we have noted, it is normal to subdivide ch.vi into vi:l-14

and vi:15-23. Chapter vii:l-6 is also related to these two sub-sections as

being the third illustration which Paul employs in the portrayal of the

Christian's emancipation from sin. The division in ch.vi is marked by the

repetition in v.15 in a slightly different form of the wrong inference sugg¬

ested in vi:l. Again we find the pattern — question (this time at ouv ),

wrong inference and p.*n yevotao as in vi:l (and vii:7). From this it would

appear that Paul introduces these questions and objections to mark out or

introduce important stages in the development of his argument.

Chapter viisi marks the commencement of the third sub-section in vi:l-

viii6. The illustrations drawn from baptism and slavery in ch.vi were clear¬

ly identified by the question / objection pattern. The fact that the object¬

ion of viil was repeated in a slightly different form in vis 15 points to the

fact that these two sections are complementary to one another, both dealing

with a similar theme. In viisl, we find that the normal introductory pattern
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is missing. We do not find the question, the false inference or the repud¬

iation expressing horror. We find only rj dyvosiTe . If we look again at

the objection in vi:l and vis 15 we discover that what might be termed a

fourth element in the introductory formula occurs in both cases. Paul's

answer to the false inference of vi:l begins in vi:3 with r\ dyvoette

the same phrase which begins viisl.f. After the false inference of viil5>

Paul again commences his answer by a reference to something with which he

expects his readers to be. familiar. He says oinc oida/rs and he illustrates

his answer not by means of baptism as in vi:l-l4 but in terms of the slave/
master relationship.

Chapter vii:l then actually begins with the fourth part of Paul's

normal four-point formula. The reason we have suggested for this is that

viijl-6 is closely related to the two sections of ch.vi already fully intro¬

duced in the normal pattern. Since this section continues the theme already

so well introduced, the third illustration bypasses the preliminary parts of

the introductory formula and proceeds only with the positive illustration

from generally accepted truth.

What we have already noted is borne out by the remainder of ch.vii

i.e. w.7-25. In v.7 the first three parts of the formula - question, wrong-

inference and expression of horror are all present. We do not find the

fourth part - i.e. the full answer to the false inference by means of an ex¬

position of generally accepted truth. As has already been stated, the poss¬

ible reason for this is that Paul felt obliged to offer some clarification

of his absolute denial of the sinfulness of the Law in view of how he had al¬

ready connected the Law with the whole process of sin. Ch.vii:7-12 is thus

to be regarded as a brief interim explanation of how Paul can simultaneously
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claim that the Law is good and holy and yet also an instrument used by sin

to bring death.

It is only in vii:13 that Paul can resume the full course of his dis¬

cussion and he indicates thi3 by repeating the objection already introduced

in viis7» This time the full pattern is followed through i.e. question,

wrong inference, expression of horror and answer drawing out the consequenc¬

es of something which we already know (or should know).

1. Paul uses questions and objections to mark out new and important stages

in the progress of his argument.

2. The content of these objections defines the theme to which Paul is

about to address himself in the succeeding section.

3. The objections are sometimes repeated in order to allow Paul to deal

more fully with the problems they introduce. This means that not only

major but minor sub-divisions are also headed by these objections.

4. Although the sudden introduction of objections into the flow of Paul's

argument gives the impression that what follows is a digression, we

should realize that this is the deliberate literary method of a thought¬

ful writer.'*" Hence what seems to be digression in its formal context,

may in fact be the central issue which Paul wishes to bring to his

reader's attention. Paul's argument in Romans is not cyclical, but al¬

ways progressive — progressive not with digressions, but through di¬

gressions .

1. This is not to deny the excellent suggestion by Jeremias (p.148) that
the Roman letter has the character of a lively missionary dialogue. The
suggestion we wish'to make here is that Paul in Romans re-uses patterns
of argument v/hich were developed in endless confrontations with his own
people, and also with the Gentile Christians in the Hellenistic world.



The fact that Paul usually begins his answer by reference to what he ex¬

pects both he and his audience have in common, shows how much he wished

to emphasize the continuity with the Old Testament and with the pre-

Pauline exposition of the Christian faith. He does not wish to be re¬

garded as an innovator of new ideas or doctrine.

The deliberate use of question and objection in obvious parallel with

the Stoic-Cynic Diatribe points to the apologetic character of Paul's

letter to the Romans, Because he has not yet visited Rome and is un¬

sure as to how his authority will be received there, Paul chooses the

diatribe style as a convenient and diplomatic means of introducing

those issues on which he feels these Christians need guidance.

These questions and objections are not purely theoretical deductions

drawn by hostile (Jewish) opponents from Paul's doctrine of justificat¬

ion by faith. Nor do they represent a repudiation by Paul of possible

wrong inferences from his doctrine. Instead they constitute the real

issues and reflect the actual historical situation to which the Roman

letter is addressed. As it is of decisive importance, this point has

been deliberately plaoed at the end of the list in order that we may

discuss it in greater detail.
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Questions and Objections as a Guide to the Situation which

Paul addresses in Chapters vi-vii.

Chapters vi-vii are normally divided into two main sections, vi:l-vii:6

and vii:7-25« As already noted these begin with objections which delineate

the stages of the argument and indicate at the same time the subject for dis¬

cussion in the succeeding verses. If we regard the questions and objections

as pointers to the real issues which Paul has in mind, this means that the

first section (visl-viis6) should have as its main theme the non-continuance

of Christians in the practice of sin after baptism. On this basis the second

section ought to deal with the goodness of the Law and its relation to sin.

Prom our exegesis we have already established that this is in fact so.

It is now necessary to consider two other possible interpretations of

the significance of these objections. These have to do with the question of

the origin of the objections. It may be suggested that the objections denote

the malicious misrepresentation of Paul's doctrine of grace by hostile Jews-

or by Judaizing Christians."'" The weight of evidence however, shows that the
2

Roman Christians were predominantly Gentile in origin. What would be the

point of refuting in a letter to Gentile Christians the objections made by

Jews? Only if it could be shown that these Gentiles were in need of supp¬

ort against such opinions, could a case be made out for Paul's discussion of

such issues. But the evidence of the Roman letter suggests that these Christ-

1. Cf. W.G. Kummel's comment on the actual situation Paul addresses in Rome,
"we can say with certainty only that Paul set forth his views against
the Jewish teaching of salvation and against antinoraian charges against
his message of the gospel." Introduction to the New Testament (p.22l).

2. Op.cit., p.219.
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ians were inclined to despise the Jews and to boast over them, rather than

be influenced by their opinions."''
Again it might be argued that Paul is forestalling any possible mis¬

understanding of his teaching by outlining in advance the error of certain
2

likely mis-interpretations. In this case the inferences are still purely

theoretical, or nay reflect Paul's experiences in Corinth or elsewhere but

have no immediate connection with the Christians in Rome.^ We note however,

that in ch.iiis8 some Roman Christians are referred to as having slanderous¬

ly reported Paul as commending the doing of evil in order that good may en¬

sue. We must bear in mind the possibility that this was not a deliberate

slander but that it may have been made by those who believed they were sinc¬

erely following the teaching of Paul.^ Whether or not this is so, there is

evidence that Paul is addressing a specific situation in visll.f., in that
4

he uses the second person plural and directly exhorts the Roman Christians

1. Cf. ch.xi:13.f., which Kummel describes as Gentile-Christian arrogance,
op.cit., p.221. See also C.F.D. Moule, The Birth of the New Testament.
2nd ed., (London 1966), p.51.

2. W. Lutgert criticizes Weizsacker's opinion that the view suggested in
vi:l could be arrived at by readers of the previous chapters simply by
logical deduction. Lutgert shows that this is not what a sincere
reader would logically conclude, but exactly the opposite. Hence visl.f.
is concerned with actual misrepresentations of Paul's doctrine and not
merely theoretical deductions from it, (op.cit., p.72).

3. Cf. Munck's statement concerning T.W. Manson's article, "St. Paul's
Letter to the Romans - and Others." - "if we adopt Manson's view,
scholars need no longer look in the church at Rome f.or the background
of the letter to the Romans", PSH, p.200. M.J. Suggs shows the weakness
of Manson's view when he claims that it could quite properly be entitled
"St. Paul's Letter to Others - and the Romans"; "The Word is Near You:
Rom.x:6-10 within the Purpose of the Letter." CHINT, pp.289-312.

4. Cf. Lutgert, op.cit., pp.76 and 79* We do not rule out the possibility
that there may be some distortion of views because of tension between
the 'weak' and the 'strong' in Rome, (cf. Minear, op.cit., p.8). We
believe however that Paul is reasonably well-informed of the actual sit¬
uation.
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not to let sin reign in their bodies.'1' The use of the second person plural

continues throughout the chapter and is further strengthened by the direct

address &de\<poC , in vii:l and 4« If Paul's case were purely theoretical,

it would appear rather unwise of him to warn the Roman Christians against a

way of life as yet quite foreign to them.

Again it may be pointed out that if Paul were merely intent on prot¬

ecting his doctrine or his character from being misrepresented, his assert¬

ions ought to have something of the nature of apology, or self-defense.

But chs.vi and vii show little sign of Paul defending himself. As Lutgert

points out, they are for the most part characterized by exhortations and
2

warnings rather than apology. Even in vii:7-25, where there is an element

of apology, this is on behalf of the Law which is not a specifically Paul¬

ine possession, nor a central part of his preaching especially in a Gent¬

ile community such as Rome.

On the positive side, the suggestion that the Roman Christians were

predominantly Gentile fits in much better with the content of chs.vi and

vii than the proposal that they were mainly Jewish in origin. The error

Paul opposes in-ch.visl.f. appears to be some form of libertinism. Lutgert

describes it as continuing in the practice of sin on principle."^ These are

not weak Gentile Christians who unwillingly fall into sin but these are

mature enlightened Christians v/ho are fully confident as to the legitimacy

1. Ivlinear believes that Paul's use of 'you' and 'your* in the hortatory
section vi:11-23 means that Paul is separating himself from the libertin-
arian extremists, (op.cit., p.63).

2. Op.cit., p.76.
3. Op.cit., p.78.
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of their style of life."'" It is quite possible that they attribute to Paul
2

the promulgation of such doctrines.

The only part of chs.vi and vii which appears to give some support to

the view that Jewish Christians are being addressed is viis1-6 where Paul

states that he is speaking to those "who know the Law", (v.l). -In order to

properly evaluate these verses we must bear in mind that they are the third

part of an argument which began in vi:l against Christians continuing in sin.

The interest is not in a negative freedom from the Law but on the outcome of

this freedom in a new kind of 'slavery' to Christ. We must not forget that

this slave image is carried over from vi:15.f. and that there we believed

that it might refer to proselytes who, on becoming Christians, were tempted

to despise the Judaism they had formerly embraced.

In any case, the fact that vii:l-6 is only a short section in the

total argument of the two chapters, would appear to indicate that the Jew¬

ish Christians were very much in the minority. Despite Michel's view that

vii:7-25 is Paul's defense against the Jewish belief that the Law brings

life,^ this does not seem to be a good description of its function and cont¬

ent. The strongest emphasis is placed on the divine origin of the Law^ and

the whole argument is designed to exonerate the Law whilst admitting its

undoubted connection with sin and its weakness due to the 'flesh'. Just as

Jewish Christians are less likely than Gentile Christians to hold antinomian

1. Cf. the 'strong' Christians of chs.xiv and xv. Although we do not agree
with Minear's description of the Roman Christians as composing five
different groups, his picture of the 'strong in faith' is quite convinc¬
ing, (op.cit., pp.10-12). Although the 'strong' were probably for the
most part of Gentile origin,we note that Paul identifies himself with
them except in their scorn for the'weak', (xv:l).

2. Cf. Lutgert, op.cit., pp.76-79*
3. Cf. p.17.
4. Cf. Llitgert, op.cit., pp.76-77»
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or libertinistic opinions, so here too we must stress that the content of

the main objection in vii:7 - that the Law is sin and of the subsidiary one

in vii:13 - that the good Law is an agent of death, are more likely to have

originated from Gentile Christians than Jewish.

Although we hold this view we do not overlook the fact that the dis¬

cussion in Rom.vii demands a Jew-Gentile context and not simply a Gentile

one. It is only in a situation where the Law is or has been an issue that

the discussion in Rom.vii is intelligible. This means that Paul may be

writing with Jerusalem and Judaism in mind;"'" as a Jew, Paul could hardly
2

be expected to discuss the gospel apart from its Jewish background. But

this is not sufficient to account for Rom.vii.

If we are correct in regarding the objections as clues to the real

situation then it means that in Rome people were actually saying that the

Law is sin, or something similar."^ It is to meet their objections that

Paul embarks on his description of man under the Law, a subject admittedly

which must relate primarily to Jews and Jewish Christians. It is not on

account of Jews however that this subject is introduced but on account of

Gentile Christians, or possibly Christians who formerly were proselytes.

Since the problem of antinomianism was a constant threat to Gentile

1. Bornkamm, Paulus, pp.110-11. Bornkamm is typical of many recent studies
which emphasize that Romans was written in the light of Paul's impending
visit to Jerusalem. Cf. also Suggs, op.cit., pp.296-98, 311-12.

2. Cf. Schmidt, p.128, - "...vii:14«f. ist zugleich ein Selbstzeugnis des
Apostels iiber seine religiose Vergangenheit. Dementsprechend zeigt die
Stelle zugleich auch den tiefsten Grund fur das Antichristentum der
Juden uberhaupt." It is interesting that Schmidt also notes that Paul's
choice of covetousness in w.7.f. is particularly relevant to Gentile
Christians as well as Jewish, (p.123).

3. Cf. Minear, op.cit., pp.65.f.
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ing from a Gentile source. The shades of Marcionism are already apparent in

Rome."^ V/e concede to Michel, however, that although Paul is specifically re¬

futing objections made by Gentiles, he may also have in mind legalistic

(Jewish) Christians who perhaps placed too much significance on the keeping .

of the Law as the way to life.^ In a situation where there were some

Christians who had previously been Jewish proselytes and some of Gentile ex¬

traction holding hyper-Pauline views, the evaluation of the Law would be a

burning issue. This understanding of the situation helps to account for

Paul's approach in Rora.vii. He upholds the divine origin of the Lav/, but

shows that it does not in fact lead to life, and that it is only by faith

in Christ through the Spirit that the Law is fulfilled, (viii:l.f.).

From this study we nay conclude that in chs.vi-vii, Paul's use of

questions and objections has proved to be a useful clue towards understand-

5
ing the situation which he addresses. Our investigation has verified for

this section at least, the observations of Jeremias that the answer to ob¬

jections accounts for the content of a large proportion of the letter.

If this observation holds good for chs.ix-xi as we believe it does,

then chs.vi-vii and ix-xi reveal a literary and structural unity. This is

1. Cf. V/.D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, p.111.
2. Cf. H. Braun, op.cit., p.101. Braun holds that vii:7-25 i3 Paul's

apologia for the Law on account of criticisms that had been levelled
against it.

3. Although he does not specifically identify the views of the Roman Christ¬
ians with those of Marcion, Gaugler in common with several other comment¬
ators considers it relevant to make reference to him at this point,
(pp.197-8).

4. Jewett relates w.13-25 to x:l-8 and sees both as demonstrating that
since Christ has come "it is a sinful rejection of grace to attempt to
vindicate oneself by the method of the old aeon", (pp.146-7).

5. According to Lutgert the identification of the objector and the source
of the objections marks the separation of the ways in the interpretation
of Romans. Op.cit., p.73.
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all the more interesting in that this unity is observed in sections that are

not normally related to each other in any very definite thematic connection.

Vr'e have already noted the list of objections that occurs in iii:l-8. We now

establish a connection between ch.iii and ch.vi in that the objection put

forward in iii:8 is repeated and answered in vi:l.f.

In our survey of the remainder of chs.i-xi it will be necessary for

us to consider whether in fact these objections do give a clear pointer to

the actual situation whiqh Paul addresses. Although these objections do not

occur to the same extent in every chapter, it will still be necessary for us

to look for signs of the actual historical situation even in chapters that

are not in the argumentative style.

If our proposal that the objections are clear pointers to the actual

situation fits in with what we eventually discover to be the content of the

letter as a whole, this would require a revision of the normal estimate of

what is primary and what is secondary in the letter. From this initial in¬

vestigation it would appear that the argumentative sections interspersed

with objections are the main stream of the letter. The more dogmatic and

theological sections, however valuable as expositions of Pauline theology,

are to be regarded as secondary within the original purpose of the letter in

that they are included only on account of the problems indicated by the ob¬

jections in the argumentative sections. Our tentative suggestion at this

stage is that the kerygmatic sections originate from the argumentative as

Paul's positive exposition of the gospel in response to specific problems

among the Christians at Rome.



Romans iii:l-8 and its Connection with Rom.ix:l.f.
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Many commentators have noted a connection between Rom.iii:l-8 and

Rom.ixil.f.^ Some have simply mentioned this, others have made some brief

comment, but few have emphasized the relationship and its significance for
2

the interpretation of the letter. The purpose of this section is to attempt

to show that there is a definite connection between chs.iii and ix. If this

can be established, since chs.ix-xi are genei^ally regarded as one unit', then

we will have succeeded in connecting this whole section with ch.iii, thereby

refuting the argument that chs.ix-xi are independent of the rest of the

epistle.

Ch.iii:1-2 proceeds directly from Paul's argument in ch.ii. As a

result of what Paul has said there, it appears that he has so successfully

levelled out the differences between Jew and Gentile that he has abolished

the God-given priority of the Jew first mentioned in i:l6. But Paul has not

forgotten this and the fact that he now returns to the subject shows that to

a certain extent i:18 - ii:29 may be regarded as a digression."^
Paul returns to this theme with the question "then what advantage has

the Jew or what is the value of circumcision?" (v.l). In v.2 he gives a

positive reply to this question and commences what appears to be a list of

the advantages of the Jew. "To begin with" he says "the Jews are entrusted

1. Cf. Lietzmann, p.89; Schlatter, p.122; Dodd, p.149, etc.
2. Schlatter is somewhat of an exception in that he does attempt to relate

the two sections in his interpretation of the righteousness of God,
(cf. pp.113.f. and 291.f.).

3. 'Digression' is used here only to signify the formal relation of the
sections to one another. Cf. N.A. Dahl, "Two Notes on Romans v". STh,
V-VI (1951/52) p.41. Cf. also J. Jeremias "Zur Gedankenfuhrung in den
paulinischen Briefen." SP, Haarlem 1953, pp.146-54; and J. Dupont "Le
problSme de la structure littdraire de 1'^pitre aux Romains", RB, LXII
(1955), PP.365-97.
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with tha oracles of God." But the Ttpwxov is not continued because,

having listed only one advantage, Paul fails to complete his list at this

stage."'' Why does Paul not continue the proposed li3t? Is it simply because

of forgetfulness or is it a deliberate change of plan? If the latter view

is accepted then the real answer to the question concerning the advantage

of the Jew is found in iii»9 - "Are we Jews any better off? No, not at

alll" This, according to Dodd, is the logical answer to the question of the

superiority of the Jew; but Paul could not quite escape his Pharisaism (or

his patriotism) and the view that the divine covenant had a "most favoured

nation" clause. The result is that Paul is faced with his own inconsistency.

As Dodd sees it "his case is inevitably a poor one, since he is trying to

show that, although there is no partiality about God, yet the Jew's super¬

iority is somehow, much in every way."^
In Dodd's opinion the reason why Paul does not complete his list at

this stage is because he realizes the weakness of his ov/n argument and

"becomes embarrassed and in the end dismisses the subject awkwardly."^"
But is this an adequate solution? Two arguments may be proposed in opposit¬

ion to it. Firstly, it is not beyond question that v.9 is in fact a com¬

plete denial of v.2. In view of Paul's positive answer in v.2, we would

not expect a direct denial in answer to the same question in the space of

a few verses. It seems preferable therefore to translate 7cpoexo|J-s9a as

"Are we setting (one group) ahead of the other?" This avoids an apparent

1. Contra Barrett who states that Paul never follows out to its conclusion
the argument begun here (p.62). We believe it is concluded in" chs.ix-xi.

2. P.43.
3. P.46.
4. Ibid.
5. For a fuller discussion of this interpretation see later on v.9. (p.134).
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ive appreciation of the privileges of the Jews in chs.ix-xi.

Secondly it may also be pointed out that it seems very strange that

Paul should introduce into his discussion a question which he finds so em¬

barrassing. 'Straw men' are normally introduced only by those who are

quite confident of their ability to demolish them. In view of this is it

not more likely that Paul introduces the question in iii:l because he in¬

tends later to deal with.the subject of Jewish advantage and is quite con¬

fident that he is competent to discuss the question?

The reason why Paul does not dwell upon the difficult issue raised in

iiisl is that he simply does not wish to deal with it at this point - he

only wishes to note the problem to show that he is not unaware of it. But

if he does not intend to pursue it, why does he introduce the subject? The

reason is that Paul did not have the advantage offered the modern writer by
2

footnotes. If he had had this possibility, Paul would probably have added

a footnote saying that he was aware of the problem and would deal with it

fully in a later section. By doing this he would have avoided any misunder¬

standing of his own position. As a Jew Paul was fully-aware of the privil¬

eged position of Israel the recipient of God's revelation in history; at

the same time, as a Christian, he wished to show that this was not a valid

reason for the failure of the Jews to acknowledge Christ as Messiah.^ If

1. Cf. Dupont, op.cit., p.393.
2. H.L. Ellison, The Mystery of Israel. (Exeter 1968), p.25.
3. Cf. Schlatter's comment on ch.iii:7-8 - Dber den Vorzug des Juden

spricht Paulus jetzt nicht weiter. Die Frage lastete auf der Kirche
schwer und bedurfte einer eingehenden Besprechung, ix-xi. Jetzt, da er
den Willen der Glaubenden formt, ist er zufrieden, wenn er erreicht,
dass mit der glaubigen Bejahung des jiidischen Vorzugs keine Beschonig-
ung des Sundlichen und keine Missachtung des gottlichen Willens der uns
das Gute vollbringen heisst, verbunden wird." (p.122).
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he had not been concerned about the feelings of the Jews or of Jewish Christ¬

ians, Paul could have omitted any reference to Jewish priority at this point

and proceeded immediately to outline the grace of God in justification in

Christ.

But this course is probably ruled out because of the attitude of the

Roman Christians. The majority of these are Gentile Christians and some of

them hold strong anti-semitic beliefs (cf.xi:17-ff•)»^ They tend to think

of themselves as a completely new creation - a'creatio ex nihilo'- forgett¬

ing their dependence on the root of Abraham, on the historical Israel of
2

God. These Gentile Christians are proud of their freedom in the gospel;

they regard themselves as 'strong in faith' and despise their 'weaker' breth¬

ren with Jewish scruples concerning food, feast days etc.^ Paul dare not en¬

courage these Gentile Christians in their mistaken views of Judaism and of
■«

the historical background of the faith they profess. He has to show right

at the beginning of his argument that he is not unaware of the special hist¬

ory of the Jews and of their place in the 'Heilsgeschichte' of God. In fact,

he has already given notice of this in the title to the letter in i:l6 where

he claims that he is not ashamed of the gospel because "it is the power of

1. This view was first proposed by W. Liitgert in Per Romerbrief als histor-
isches Problem in 1913. We cannot agree with E. Ka3emann's opinion that
Rom.xi:17.f. depicts a hypothetical situation which only materialized

' much later in the Ephesian church ("Ephesians and Acts." SLKA, (1966),
p.29l). The growth in numbers and influence of Gentile converts in the
church took place some time prior to the writings of Romans. Cf. L.Gopp-
elt's statement - "already at the time of the letters to the Corinthians,
Paul had to protect conscience-found Jewish Christians against Gentile
Christians". (Jesus, Paul and Judaism, p.127)-

2. Cf. Leenhardt, pp.286-87.
3. Despite the fact that the picture of the 'weak' Christian in ch.xiv is

not very representative of normative Judaism (vegetarianism etc.) it is
■

now v/idely accepted that the division between the weak and the .strong is
basically one between Jewish and Gentile Christians. Cf. W.G. Kummel
Introduction to the New Testament, p.219. Cf. Thesis pp.48O.ff.
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God for salvation to everyone who has faith, to the Jew first and also to

the Greek"."'' Paul does not wish to give needless offence to people of Jew¬

ish background, and this is the reason why he acknowledges in iii:l-2 the

privileges of the Jew and thereby disassociates himself from all suggestion

of anti-semitisra.

Support for this interpretation is found in iii:3-8. Dodd claims

that the argument of the epistle would go much better if this whole section
2

were omitted. Is Professor Dodd justified in his poor opinion of iii:l-8?

We agree that the contribution of these verses adds little to the total

argument of the epistle. But we do not believe that they are irrelevant.

Why these verses appear to contribute little to the total argument is be¬

cause they are, in fact, just a series of questions. Apart from vv.2 and 4

the rest of the verses in iii:l-8 are either totally or partially in quest¬

ion form. By introducing a series of questions or objections at this stage,

Paul indicates his awareness of certain problems, and his intention to deal

with them later.^ He should not be criticized for failure to give detailed

1. B. Noack notes the striking fact that the phrase "To the Jew first"
occurs only in this epistle (i:l6, ii:9-10) - the same epistle which
also adamantly asserts that there is no difference between Jew and Greek.
Hoack suggests that this phrase (possibly pre-Pauline) is used in self-
defence because it was not at all self-evident why Paul, the Apostle to
the Gentiles, should be delayed by a visit to Jerusalem instead of going
direct to Rome. So Paul has to defend his journey to Jerusalem and this
necessitates a defence of the preaching of the gospel to the Jews and of
Paul's obligation towards them. ("Current and Backwater in the Epistle to
the Romans." St.Th, XIX, Pasc. 1-2 (1965) pp.163-4)•

2. P.46.
3. We must keep in mind here what we have already noted concerning Paul's

use of questions and objections in connection with chs.vi-vii. We noted
there how Paul introduces objections at decisive stages in his argument
as a possible inference from what he has just stated and as an introduct¬
ion to the next section of the letter. Ch.iii:l-8 seems to consist simp¬
ly of a preliminary list of objections which will be used later to introd¬
uce and mark out distinct sections of the letter i.e. in chs.vi-vii and
ix-xi.
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answers at this point in the argument.

Theoretically Paul could have dealt with these problems in ch.iii,

but this is not his intention. He prefers to deal with them later, in the

light of the accumulated benefits of chs.iii:21 - viii:39« Even in the two

verses (4 and 6) where Paul gives some kind of reply to the questions asked,

there is no attempt at a proper answer. To questions suggesting that the

faithfulness of God is endangered by the unbelief of His people (v.3) or

that God is unjust to judge those whose wickedness serves His own purpose

(v.5), Paul retorts, "God forbidi" ( pr) yevoiao), (vv.4 and 6). He some¬

times counters one question with another which implies the falsity of the

first - God cannot be unjust in His judgement - "For how then could God

judge the world?" (v.6). He counters false deductions from the contempor¬

ary situation (i.e. that the general unbelief of the Jews means that God is

unfaithful) by quoting from the Old Testament scriptures (v.4b) and when he

comes to the most preposterous suggestion of all - to do evil that good

may come - he simply contents himself with the verdict upon such people

"their condemnation is just." (v.8).

From this we see that Paul makes little effort in iii:l-8 to provide

a significant contribution to the argument of the epistle. In this conclus¬

ion we are in agreement with Professor Dodd. But we go further and suggest

that in spite of this, the section is not irrelevant but that the questions

it tentatively introduces, prepare us for their fuller treatment in ixsl.f.

1. It is strange that whilst we disagree with Professor Dodd's criticisms
of Paul's argument in iii:l-8, it was O.K. Dodd who, according to
0. Michel, first noted Paul's habit of giving a brief preview of a sub¬
ject some time before dealing with it in detail. See Dodd on v:l.f.
(p.74) and Michel (p.22).
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Professor Dodd has himself noted certain connections between iii:l-8

and ix-xi, but he has not, we feel, drawn the proper conclusions from them.^
This is due chiefly to his view that ix-xi may have existed as an independ¬

ent sermon on the Jewish problem which Paul decided to include in the (other-

wise complete) letter to the Romans. If, in fact, chs.ix-xi are not an in¬

tegral part of the letter, then we must admit that the argument of iiijl-8

would be entirely insignificant and of no consequence to the argument of the

epistle as a whole. But.the view of ix-xi as a sort of appendix^ added al¬

most as an afterthought is not now generally accepted^ and this means that

the content and significance of iii:l-8 must be reviewed in the light of

the renewed emphasis upon the unity of Romans i-xi.

Since there has been some difference of opinion as to the connections

between chs.iii:l-8 and ch.ixsl.f., let us now seek to clarify these connect¬

ions with a view to obtaining a better understanding of their significance.
5

As Professor Dodd notes, iii:l-2 is really completed in ix:4-5 where the

gifts pertaining to the true Jew (the Israelite) are listed as the sonship,

1. Dodd notes that the issue raised in ix:l.f. has already been raised in
iiisl (op.cit.,p,148); even though he holds the view that ix-xi may have
existed as a separate sermon, he notes that it is likely that Paul al¬
ready knew he was going to use his sermon when he briefly dismissed the
difficulties raised in iii:l-9 (p.149); °n iiisl-8 he says that to under¬
stand it properly we must have recourse to the extended treatment of the
same problem in ix—xi (p.44).

2. op.cit., pp.148-150.
3. Cf. Sanday and Headlam's comment on ixsl.f. - "St. Paul has now finished

his main argument." (p.225).
4. In his commentary on Romans in 1944 > A. Nygren strongly emphasized that

chs.ix-xi are a consistent development of the thought of chs.i-viii and
not in any sense a parenthesis or digression. Commentary on Romans. ET
(London 1952), pp.35f« Since then there has been an increasing tendency
to regard chs.i-xi as a unity. See Noack, op.cit., pp.155-158.

5. Dodd, p.43. The following also note the connection between these two
sections! Dupont, op.cit., pp.393; Schlatter, pp.113 and 122; Michel,
p.22; Dahl, op.cit., p.41 n.2; C. Miiller, Gottes Gerechtigkeit und
Gottes Volk, p.22.
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the glory, the covenants, the giving of the Law, the worship and the promis¬

es, the patriarchs, and by human descent, the Messiah. This long list of

God's gifts to the Jev; is ample proof that Paul was not embarrassed in iii:2.

The proper connection between iii:l-2 and ix:4-5 is established when iii:l-2

is regarded as a preliminary mention of something which is to be dealt v/ith

in greater detail later in the letter."''
The same applies to mqst of the other objections raised in iii:l-8.

The second question in ch-iii is introduced in v.3 - What if some were un¬

faithful? Does their faithlessness nullify the faithfulness of God? This

objection is not dealt with again in chs.iii-viii. It is only in ix:6-13

that Paul returns to the problem. His answer is that God has not failed to

keep faith, neither is He inconsistent in any way. His word has not failed

(ix:6). His promise was originally given to Israel, but Israel is not a

title that belongs indiscriminately or inalienably to all the descendants
2

of Abraham. The Israel of God is composed of those descendants of Abraham,

who like Isaac, are children of God's promise, children of faith, and God's

faithfulness is not impaired by the fact that some of the descendants of

Abraham are not heirs of the promise given to Abraham.

The third question in ch.iii comes in v.5 - "But if our wickedness

serves to show the justice of God, what shall we say? That God is unjust

to inflict wrath on us?" If our thesis concerning the connection v/ith ch.ix

is correct we should expect this objection to be met in ix:14«f.» and this

is actually the case. Ch.ix:14 continues the theme of iii:5 with the

' 1. Cf. H. Lietzmann, "mit Kap.ix beginnt ... die Ausfuhrung des iiisl.f.
kurz angeschlagenen Themas". (p.89).

2. Cf. G. Muller, op.cit., chs.iii and vi, and P. Richardson, Israel in
the Apostolic Church, pp.126-146.
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question "Is there injustice on God's part?""'' In both sections (iii:5 and

ix:14*f.) there is the presupposition that God disposes of man as He wills

in His sovereign freedom, and in both a related objection occurs; if God

uses men as He wills, how can He still judge men as if they were respons¬

ible for their own destiny? The answer which Paul gives in ix:14-18 is

that man'3 life depends on the free mercy of God (not we note simply on the

freedom of God). God exercises the right to have mercy on whom He wills

and within His purpose of mercy He uses men as His instruments on the stage
2

of history, whether it is Pharaoh or Moses.

In order to clarify the progress of our discussion we will now set

out these parallels in tabular form. Already we have noted connections

between:

iii:l-2 and ix:4-5>

iii:3-4 and ix:6-13,

iii:5-6 and ix:14-18*

Our previous findings are strengthened by the fact that the fourth object¬

ion in ch.iii (v.7) also exhibits a close connection with ch.ix.^ The

similarity in theme between iii:7 "But if through my falsehood, God's

1. We note that the objection raised in ix:14 is not only similar in con¬
tent to iii:5 but that they are both introduced by the same formula.
Cf. Jeremias, op.cit., p.146.

2. The older view that Paul is dealing with the predestination of individ¬
uals to their final destiny cannot be regarded as an adequate interpret¬
ation of ch.ix. The individuals who are mentioned are leaders of nations
such as Pharaoh or Moses, or patriarchs who, without exception, became
founders of peoples. Cf. Leenhardt, pp.249-50* See also the discussion
of this theme in connection with ix:14-18. Cf. Thesis, pp.J38.ff.

3. There is some doubt as to whether iii:8 should be regarded as a continu¬
ation of the objection in iii:7 (note the connecting xul ), or whether
these two verses should be regarded as related but separate objections
against Paul's teaching. They are sometimes taken together - Jeremias
speaks of the objection in iii:7«f.(p.l48) and Dahl connects iii:7-8 and
chs.vi-vii (p.42 n.2). It seems best however to separate iii:7 and
iii:8 and to view them as separate objections.
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truthfulness abounds to His glory, why am I still being condemned as a

sinner?", and ix:19 "Why does He still find fault? For who can resist His

will?", is fairly plain. In ix;19.f.> Paul reminds his critics of man's

creatureliness and that man's function as creature is to serve the purpose

of his Creator. The good purpose of the Creator to make known His glory to

a people not from Jews only but also from Gentiles is Paul's answer to human

criticism of the pattern of God's dealings with mankind.

The claim to find .a parallel between iii:l-8 and ix seems to be inval¬

idated by the fact that one other objection mentioned in ch.iii:8 is not

specifically referred to or answered in ch.ix. In iii:8 Paul mentions the

slanderous inference from his understanding of the message of grace in the

gospel "and why not do evil that good may come?". He does not trouble to

answer it but sharply retorts "Their condemnation is just I" We note that

Paul does not give his usual reply pr) y^voimo , nor does he give a pro¬

visional answer to be elaborated later. Paul makes no attempt here to meet

this slander."'" This is not simply because it is such a preposterous suggest¬

ion, but because he intends to consider the matter in detail in chs.vi and

vii. These chapters are the real answer to the slander in iii:8. 'We discover

1. It is easy to understand how this caricature of Paul's gospel ("why not
do evil that good may come"), could have originated from unsympathetic
Jews. But the majority of the Roman Christians are of Gentile origin.
It would appear that we cannot avoid the conclusion that some deliberate
mis-representation of Paul is intended by the use of the word [3kao"(frrijaoujJ.e0a.
If this is so it may have arisen from a legalistic Jewish minority among
the Roman Christians or possibly from unbelieving Jews. But there is no
necessity to regard all those v/ho misrepresent Paul as his deliberate
antagonists. When Paul says "and so some say that we say", he may be
referring to Gentile Christians who quite innocently misinterpret his
gospel. By emphasizing their freedom from the Law and that salvation is
by grace these Roman Gentile Christians may have come to a one-sided
understanding of the gospel which they mistakenly believe to be typically
Paulino. If this is so then Paul may have been forced to intervene in
the discussion at Rome in order to demonstrate that his gospel is neither
antinomian nor anti-Jewish. Cf. W. Lutgert, op.cit., pp.69-90.
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then the objection of visl - "Are we to continue in sin that grace may

abound?", and vi:15 - "Are we to sin because we are not under law but under

grace?", reiterate the objection of iii:8, and chs.vi and vii provide a de¬

tailed answer to it.^ This is why we do not find an answer to the objection

of iii:8 in chs.ix-xi - it has been fully answered in chs.vi-vii. Although

iii:8 connects directly with visl.f. and does not relate to ch.ix, this fact

does not invalidate our thesis since this instance also follows the pattern

whereby an earlier objection is mentioned in passing and discussed in detail

in a later chapter.

In order to clarify the pattern and the connections which we have

proposed, we will set out in diagram form the parallels between the two

sections.

iii:1-2

iii:3-4

iii:5-6

iii:7

iii:8

From this comparison of ch.iii:1-8 and ch.ix we note that Paul's intention

at the beginning of his letter seems to be to note briefly certain specific
2

problems with which he intends to deal in more detail later in the letter.

This fact is extemely relevant in any discussion of the structure of the

is related to ix:4-5>

" " " ix:6-13,

" " " ix:14-18,

" " " ix:19-29»

" " " vi:l - vii:6.

1. Cf. Dahl, op.cit., p.42; Jeremias, op.cit., p.148; Dupont, op.cit.,
p.392; Michel, p.153.

2. Cf. U. Luz, "Zum Aufbau von Rom.i-viii." ThZ (1969)> pp.168-69.
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1

More recently U. Luz has arrived at a similar conclusion concerning
2

the construction of Romans i-viii. Luz pays particular attention to ch.

iii:l-9« This section appears as an excursus in i:19 - iv:25, a section

dominated by the traditional antithesis between the old and new ways of

life.^ The briefly indicated and sharply repudiated questions which occur

in iiisl.f. are taken up again in chs.vi-vii and ix-xi. According to Luz,

the abbreviated themes of iii:l-9 a^ finally expanded and clarified only

in chs.ix-xi.^ This is further indicated by parallels in the vocabulary of
5

the two sections. No doubt Paul had the question of 'Israel' in mind right

from the beginning of the letter - his intention all along has been to bring

the 'heilsgeschichtlich' prerogative of Israel into the centre of the dis¬

cussion.^ In any case the subject of Israel is for Paul a constitutive el-

7
ement of the theme - the righteousness of God.

1. In broad outline these inner structural and thematic connections are in
agreement with the views of Dupont and Jeremias. The connections will
be clearer if we set them out as follows

Dupont p.393. Jeremias p.l49«
iii:l-4 is related to ix:6 iii:l is related to ix:6a
iii:5-6 " " " ix:14 iii:5^ " " " ix:14
iii:7-8 " " " ix:19 iii:7 " " " ix:19
iii:8 " " " visl.f. iii:7.f" " " vi:2-vii:25

(p.392). (p.148).
2. This section was almost completed when Luz's article was first published

in June 1969.
3. Op.cit., p.175*
4. Referring to the relative sinfulness of Jews and Gentiles, Luz states

"Dieser Gedankengang erscheint in Rom.iii:l-9 nur abgelcurzt und wird
erst in Rom.ix-xi deutlicher...Rom.iii:l-9 ist also ein Exkurs, der das
Theraa von Rom.ix-xi vorwegnimmt." (p.169).

5. Ibid. Luz notes the following words common to both sections: to, Noyia
rou 0eou Rom.iii:2,4, ix:6,9; dSixCa, 8t xcuocruvr] Gsou iii:5,
ix:14,30.f.; SoSp, . 6eoJ iii:7, ix:23«

6. Cf. op.cit., p.I67.
7. Ibid.
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In view of this connection which we have discovered between chs.iii:

1-8(9) and ch.ix what conclusions may we draw concerning the structure and

purpose of the letter? We may state as our first point that Rom.i-xi ought

to be regarded as a unity. Chs.ix-xi cannot be regarded as a digression or

appendix. The subject of the Jewish prerogative is of primary importance-

and it has been Paul's intention to deal with it from the outset. Instead

of it being regarded as an after-thought, added when the high point of ch.

viii had already been reached, this theme must be viewed as a presupposit¬

ion in Paul's mind prior to the writing of any of the important truths in

iii:21-viii:39«

These parallels in chs.iii and ix point to the fact that the letter

to the Romans is a carefully constructed document; if we take this fact

seriously it requires us to give an explanation of the relation between
■<

chs.i-viii and ix-xi of such a nature that Paul's reason for thus construct¬

ing the letter is adequately explained. This requires that the thought of

chs.ix-xi be regarded as equally, if not more significant than that of the

preceding chapters.

In conclusion we may assert that the prerogative of the Jew is a

prevailing theme in Paul's mind throughout Romans i-xi - cf. i:l6, iis9>

iii:l,2,9, ix-xi. Talc en in association with the corresponding emphasis

upon Jew and Gentile in the purpose of God in chs.i-iv, dx-xi and xiv-xv,

it would appear that no adequate interpretation of Romans can omit this

subject from any discussion of the theme and purpose of the letter.
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Romans iii:9-20.

We have already noted that ch.iii "begins with two verses referring to

the advantages of the Jews. Attention has also been drawn to the fact that

these verses and the subsequent group of questions in vv.3-8 are not dealt

with in ch.iii, but only much later in the letter. Feuillet's outline of

the thought of iii:l-20 has the merit of illustrating the connection between

iiisl-2 and iiii3-20. Since ch.ii has shown the guilt of the Jews, and iii:

23 relates both Jews and Gentiles in a similar failure to attain the glory

of God, then iiiil-2, emphasizing the privileges of the Jews, introduces an

element of contradiction into the context.^" Feuillet explains this as foll¬

ows "les raisonneraents de iiit3-20 tendent b. rdduire a n£ant toutes les

fausses conclusions qu'on pourrait tirer de cette contradiction apparente."

Ch.iii:9 repeats the question concerning Jewish privileges previously put in
•i 1

iii:1.

There appears to be a contradiction between v.2 and v.9. This is

difficult to decide since neither the reading nor the meaning of the Greek

of this verse is clear. It is possible to arrive at two contradictory mean¬

ings simply on the basis of a different translation of oi> rnvtwc . We
2

may translate it as 'absolutely not' or 'not absolutely'. Since Paul has

accorded the Jews a certain advantage in v.2 of this chapter, it is unlikely

that he would apparently contradict himself by an outright denial of the

same in v.9. If we translate this phrase as 'not entirely' or 'not absolute¬

ly', this saves Paul from a direct self-contradiction in the space of a few

1. Feuillet, pp.348-49* Cf. also H.W. Schmidt, Per Brief des Paulus an die
Romer. ThHK, (Berlin 1963), pp.55* f*

2. Cf. Dodd, p. 47* and R.St.J.Parry, Romans. Cambridge Greek Testament for
Schools and Colleges, Cambridge 1912, pp.61-62.
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verses and in more in keeping with chs.ix-xi.^" Possibly because of the habit

of contrasting the Jews and their Law with the church of Christ and the

gospel, Gentile Christians have too readily believed that Paul denies all ad¬

vantage to the Jew.

On the other hand Barrett reminds us that Paul's attitude on the quest¬

ion of Jewish advantage is very paradoxical - "the Jew has an advantage and
2

he does not have an advantage". In any case the meaning here ought;:to be

decided in relation to the understanding of TCpoexppeCa . We may take this

as is often done as middle but with active meaning i.e. "are we better off

than they?" But if Paul had meant this he should have written the verb in

the active voice (7cpoex°Pev )• We are left then with a choice between the

middle and the passive.

It seems that the difficulties of this verse have been magnified by
4

the assumption that the "we" refers to Jews i.e. "Are we Jews any better

off?" (RSV). In a recent article F.C. Synge has shown that this is an un¬

warranted assumption.^ It is Paul who is speaking and by the "we" he actu¬

ally means "I", as in fact the RSV acknowledges in translating v.9b - "For I

have already charged..." The question Paul is asking is simply "Am I sett¬

ing one group ahead of the other, am I setting Jew before Gentile?" The

answer to this must be an emphatic no. This interpretation allows an advant¬

age to the Jews but denies that Paul is setting them above Gentiles. The

answers of iii:2 and iii:9b may be combined as follows: "Much in every way

except in the matter of racial discrimination". This interpretation recon¬

ciles two apparently conflicting emphases in Romans i.e. "To the Jew first"

and "There is no distinction".

1. Cf. Dodd, p.47.
2. p.68. See Barrett's survey of the possible interpretations of v.9

(pp.66-8).
3. "The Meaning of • ttpoexopeOa ' in Rom.iii:9." ExT, LXXXI (1970) P«351«
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We note also in v.9 the repetition of o'tv denoting that another

stage in the argument has been reached.^" This time however, having already

shown his awareness of the contradictory situation of the Jews (in w.3-8)

and having decided to deal with this problem later in the letter (i.e. in

ix-xi) Paul contents himself with a concluding summary confirming the sinful-

ness of both Jews and Gentiles. Verse 9 gives Paul's own summary of the

2
content of the first two chapters of his letter - his thesis is that all

men both Jews and Greeks.are under the power of sin. The same scriptures

that appear to give to the Jews a certain superiority (cf.iii:l-2), show

that this advantage is purely relative because these scriptures also witness

to the universal sinfulness of all men.^ This fact is borne out by the com¬

posite quotations comprising w.10-18.^ The reference to the understanding,

the direction (all have turned aside), the throat, the lips, the tongue, the
■*

mouth and the feet show that men are sinful in every part of their being -

5
that all their members are being used in the service of sin.

It is noteworthy that Paul inserts the term 5fmioc in the first

quotation. The word occurs neither in the Hebrew nor the LXX text of Ps.

xivjIf. (or Ps.liiislf.)This brings the discussion within his own speci¬

fic terminology. The reference to sin in v. 9 is also typical of Paul. In

1. H.W. Schmidt, p.6l.
2. Cf. Michel, p.98.
3. Cf. Feuillet, p.350.
4. These quotations are mostly from the Psalms (with exception of v.17 from

Isa.lix:7ff-} of.Prov.i:16). It is possible that Paul put these quotat¬
ions together himself but it is more likely that he drew them from an
already existing florilegium first used by Jews and then readapted for
use in Christian catechetical and apologetic purposes, (cf. Michel, p.100).
Some parts of this 'haraz'are adapted rather freely away from their origin¬
al Psalm context, where they apply to the enemies of the righteous in Is¬
rael and not to universal wickedness (e.g. Psalm v:19 in v.13).

5- Cf. Feuillet, p.350} Michel, p.157*
6. Cf. Barrett, p.69.
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this, his first direct reference to sin in the letter, Paul speaks of sin in

a personified form, as a power which holds men slaves or captives."^" Lest it

should be argued by Jews that the scriptures quoted refer to the sins of

Gentiles, Paul declares in v.19 that what the Law says, it says to those who
2

are under the Law i.e. to the Jews. He begins his argument in this verse by

a reference to accepted fact - that the scriptures speak firstly to God's

covenant people - and he uses as he normally does the introductory formula

o£oct|_i.sv 5s • Verses 19-20 round off the argument that Paul has been pur¬

suing since i:18. Using the analogy of the Old Testament Lawsuit with God,

he finds every mouth is stopped and the whole world called to account before

the Creator."^ The effect of universal bondage to sin is expressed by the

thought of Genesis iii - man is excluded from the paradise of God.^ This

is the thought expressed by uovspouvtoct, tfjjg Sogr]C tou 0eoU. This concept

of Soc,cc. ttou 0sou is another dominant theme in Paul's theology and plays a

5
significant role in this letter.

A brief reference to the function of the Law in v.20 reminds Paul's

readers that the Law could not of itself justify anyone, but only brings

knowledge of sin. Paul does not wish to deal with this theme in detail now,

intending to deal with it later in the epistle.^
1. Gf. Michel, p.99*
2. H.W. Schmidt, p.62.
3. Cf. P. Stuhlmacher, Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei Paulus,pp»86.f. Paul has

altered the citation from Ps.143:2 by the addition of ££, spycov vojaou
and by the substitution of %&oot cap£ instead of £cov . Jewett
is probably correct in his view that these changes are due to the fact
that Paul wished to counter the Judaizer's claim that flesh was accept¬
able as righteous by God, cf. pp.98 and 141.f.

4. Cf. Stuhlmacher, p.87.
5. The word occurs no less than sixteen times in Romans. According to

Stuhlmacher, Paul bases his conception of 5o£,cc on a Jewish tradition
where men are considered to have lost their God-given likeness ,by the
Fall. Aoc,oc may also be equated with 5t,xai, OOUVT) (v.20) and human
Sogcc corresponds to the 6o£ct of God. (op.cit., p.87).

6. Cf. iv:15; v:20; viisl.f.
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Romans iii;21-26.

The main argument of the fir3t section of the epistle i.e. from i:18f.

has been completed, and having added the scriptural demonstration in iii:

10-10, Paul now proceeds to give a positive declaration of God's redeeming

activity on behalf of sinful men. The vuvi 6e^ introducing vv.21-26 de3ig-

nates iii:21f. as the eschatological antithesis to i:18-iii:20. *Ev Top vDv

xcu pq5 (v.26) again underlines the new era and activity of God in Christ.

The antithesis to what has preceded is also marked by a striking change in

style. Instead of ever-recurring questions and objections, we find in iii:

21f. a great positive affirmation'of God's saving activity in Jesus Christ.

Throughout w.21-26 we find a kerygmatic declaratory note.^ Paul is proclaim¬

ing the positive good news of the gospel - that now (as distinct from the

pa3t) and through faith (as distinct from the Law) the righteousness of God

has been revealed. The immediate deduction that Paul makes from this dec¬

laration is that there is now no distinction between Jew and Gentile since

salvation is vojaou (v.2l).^ This emphasis will be developed in

iii:25«ff.» but Paul is concerned not to overstate his case and he adds

% /

1. It seems preferable to regard vuvi OS as giving a temporal as well as
a logical contrast. Cf. Barrett, p.72; Michel, p.104.

2. Cf. Stuhlmacher, op.cit., p.86.
3. Cf. Michel, "Die beiden ersten Gedankenkreise (w.21-24; 25-26) setzen

sich durch einen proklamatorischen Stil von ihrer Uragebung ab "
(p.103).

4. Dahl believes that Paul is here critically interpreting Jewish-Christian
tradition in which the Atonement was considered as a reward for the
Akedah. Dahl notes that Paul did not contradict the old tradition but
incorporated it in a new context, and that he still maintained the prior¬
ity of the Jew. Cf. "The Atonement - An Adequate Reward for the Akedah?
(Rom.viii:32)", Neotestamentica et Semitica, Studies in Honour of
Matthew Black, Ed. E.E. Ellis, W. Wilcox, Edinburgh 1969* P«27» See also
Thesis p.495.
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jiapTPpoufi.svr] uxo tou vop-ou xcu xcov 7tpocprpr<Ev . He doe3 riot wish to be¬

little the Old Testament revelation or the special history of God's dealing
2

with the Jewish people.

Paul al3o reveals his appreciation and understanding of the past by

quoting from an early Christian confession concerning the death of Christ and

its meaning."^ The liturgical overtones and the specialized vocabulary point

to the Lord's Supper as the most likely 'Sitz im Leben' for this confession.

As in Paul's own theology., the death of Christ is central for the confession

1. Paul means here the Old Testament scriptures as a whole, cf. Barrett,
p.105. Muller takes the reference to witnessing as indicating the
eschatological judgement, Gottes Gerechtigkeit und Gottes Volk, pp.66-67.

2. Cf. Stuhlmacher, p.87« G. Friedrich draws attention to the fact that
when Paul's attitude to the Law is under consideration, it is normally
his negative statements which are most emphasized. Friedrich agrees
that Paul doe3 lay strong emphasis upon this aspect of the Law, but he
also notes that in the very places where Paul most disparages the Law
i.e. in places such as Rom.vii and Gal.iii, he gives at the same time
a positive evaluation of the Law. Unfortunately this positive evalu¬
ation of the Law is often neglected. Friedrich believes this is partly
because of the misunderstanding that the Law can be equated with the
Decalogue. The Torah includes the commandments, but much more besides
and it is only when we appreciate that Paul has in mind this wider und¬
erstanding of Law that we can give an adequate interpretation of verses
such as iii:21 and iii:27. "Das Gesetz des Glaubens". TZ, X (1954),
pp 401-17 (410/ll)• Cf. also C.E.B. Cranfield, "St. Paul and the Law".
SJt, XVII (1964), pp.43-68.

3. The existence of the pre-Pauline confessional formula was originally
suggested by Bultraann in "Neueste Paulusforschung". TR, VIII, 1936,
and later in his Theologie des Neuen Testaments, 1948. Kaseraann's
essay "Zum Verstandnis von Romer iii:24-26". ZNW, 1950/51, supports this
view as have many other New Testament scholars; cf. H. Conzelmann's art¬
icle "Current Problems in Pauline Research". Int, XXII (196Q), pp,171f.
An excellent summary of the present state of research is given by J. Reu-
mann in "The Gospel of the Righteousness of God. Pauline Re-interpretat¬
ion in Rom.iii:21-21". Int, XX (1966), pp.432f. For a contrary opinion
see 0. Kuss, Per Romerbrief. I, 2 Aufl., Regensburg 1963, pp.l60-6l.

4. Cf. Kasemann, "Zum Verstandnis von Romer iii:24-26", reprinted in
Exegetische Versuche und Besinnungen, I (i960), p.99»
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and. it is regarded as the action of God, rather than the action of Christ.^
The purpose of the formula appears to be to give an explanation of how

God Himself is righteous and how He at the same time also makes men righteous.

Believers are justified by the S/xokfopoxn c of God which is in Jesu3 Christ
2

whom God has set forth as iXcurrnptov . Paul add3 to the original con¬

fession two characteristic phrases 6u)peav vq ataoO x&Pt-'u (v.24) and 61&
rvfcrtecoc (v*25)^ thereby emphasizing that the actualization of justification

for men is made possible only through faith. He also adds the second part

of v.26 (i.e. from 7tpoc Tqv evbet^ov to the end of the verse) as his own

explanation of the revelation of God in the Christ event.

1. W.G. Kummel rejects the view that ■xapeo'ic means 'passing over', and
evSetgt,Q - 'demonstration of proof*. He notes that certain ideas, quite
foreign to Paul are associated with this (traditional) understanding -

namely that God must prove His righteousness; that God had hitherto let
sins go unpunished; that God makes His righteousness known as something
to be recognised ,(p.2). Kummel holds that the lexicographical evidence
shows that Tuipectc here means 'remission' and eiz svSstgiv means
'as a display'. He concludes, "It may be considered certain, therefore,
that in Rom.iii:25f.> Paul indeed regards the death of Jesus as a sacri¬
fice of atonement and sees in it precisely God's saving righteousness at
at work", (p.12). " ndpscrtc and ev5st,£t,c . A Contribution to the Under¬
standing of the Pauline Doctrine of Justification." JThCh, III (1967)
pp. 1-13. Cf. also S. Lyonnet "Notes sur l'exdgbse de 1'lSpitre aux Romains."
Bibl. XXXVIII (1957), pp.35-61 (pp.40f.).

2. Barrett suggests a reference here to the 'Suffering Servant' of Is.liii.
He also has a favourable opinion of the traditional view of the 'mercy-
seat' which to a Jew represented at once the place and means of atonement.
He concludes however "we can go with certainty no further than the trans¬
lation 'God set forth Christ as the means of dealing with sin'." (p.78).
G. Friedrich is more specific " ikoovriptov ist die aus dem at.lichen
Kult bekannte kapporeth ... Was im AT nur angedeuted war, hat in Christus
seine Vollendung gefunden." op.cit., p.413.

3. Cf. Stuhlmacher,op.cit. p.88.
4. The Pauline additions are clearly set out by Conzelmann, "Current Problems

in Pauline Research". Int, XXII (1968), pp.171-86 (177 n.3).

#
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There are three emphases in this Pauline statement (i.e.v.26) which

are significant for our study of the theme of Romans, (i) We have already

noted the emphasis upon the present activity of God (sv v0v xaupdp);

(ii) God justifies the "believer (6ixatotfvTCt tov ex -stxrceo^ Iriaou); (iii)

But the revelation of God's righteousness also has the purpose of showing

that He Himself is righteous- to etTvoci. ctvtov Stxcuov.

It is our contention that where justification by faith is emphasized

without reference to and. intrinsic connection with the righteousness of God,

then this interpretation takes into account only chs.i-viii, but neglects

ix-xi. Justification is not to be regarded simply as a new self-understand¬

ing of the individual. The righteousness of the individual ought not to be

divorced from the righteousness of God. Kasemann describes this righteous¬

ness as "that faithfulness with which the Creator persists in His work of
A

creation in spite of, and beyond, the falling away of His creatures and with

which He preserves His creation and gives it a new foundation... God's sov¬

ereignty over the world revealing itself eschatologically in Jesus.7/hen

justification is viewed in this light chs.i-viii are rightly seen to be im¬

portant but chs.ix-xi attain a special significance because in them the

faithfulness of God is specifically brought into question. This means that

both justification and the content of chs.i-viii are imperfectly understood
2

when they are not related to chs.ix-xi.

1. E. Kasemann, "The Righteousness of God in Paul". ET in NTQT (1969),
pp.l68-82 (180). Cf. also I). Hill, Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings,
SNTSM3, 5,Cambridge 1967, pp.139.ff.

2. Schlatter is aware of this problem and seeks to overcome it by making
the faithfulness of God the ground of faith, thereby connecting i-viii
and ix-xi, cf. pp.117 and 302.
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Romans iii;27-31«

In ch.iii:27f« the style changes again and reverts to the rhetorical/

dialogue style of iiiil-9.^" Paul turns his attention to objections and mis¬

understandings that are likely to follow from his exposition. The inter¬

ruptions here are similar to those in chs.vi-vii but closer still to iii:l-9
2 ~

in that they follow immediately upon one another. The toC otv of iii»27

corresponds to the it obv in iiisl and iii»9 since both phrases are used

as introductory formulae for new sections.^
This righteousness that has been revealed excludes all boasting not

because it is by works but precisely because it is through faith. The con¬

trast between the two ways is paradoxically emphasized by Paul's use of the

phrase 6t& v5pou Ttfcnrstoc Michel considers that this phrase is only

understandable as a 'Kampfformel' in the debate over the meaning of the Law.

He compares this phrase with vopoc toS ^vsCpaaoc (viii:2) and concludes

"Vielleicht kampft Paulus an beiden Stellen um die eschatologische Ordnung,

die der Ordnung des at.lichen Gesetzes gegeniibertritt. Glaube und Geist

sind die 'Gesetze' des neuen Aeons, wie das mosaische Gesetz an den alten

5
Aeon gebunden ist."

1. Cf. Michel, p.104.
2. • Cf. Barth, p.47-
3. Gf. Schmidt, p.61.
4. G. Friedrich does not accept the view that Paul is using vo|J.oe here in

the general sense of norm or system (cf. Sanday and Headlam, p«95)» He
holds that v.27 is to be interpreted in the light of iii:21 and not from
vii:21f. In w.19-31 v<5|-ioc occurs eleven or twelve times and up until
v.27, Paul is certainly speaking about the Torah. This is also true for
w.28-31. There is no real reason why Paul should suddenly change his
use of the word in v.27 (op.cit., pp.402-5).

5. Cf. Michel, p.111. In the emphasis upon the difference between the old
and new 'Heilsordnung', Michel is typical of many German scholars who
specifically relate v5poc "rcfcTswc to the new "Heilsordnung ... die
Glauben verlangt", cf. Friedrich, op.cit., pp.402-3.
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V/e concur with Michel in relating iii:27 and viii:2. This verse ought

to be interpreted in the light of Paul's positive statements about the Law

rather than his negative ones. Some scholars become very suspicious of any

interpretation which regards the Christian as being under 'the Law of Christ'

or Christ Himself as a new Law."'" Friedrich emphasizes that in the express¬

ions vopoc 71Coreu>q and vopoc tcov epywv > Paul is not referring to two
2

Laws, but to one and the same Law - that of the Old Testament. The Law

rightly understood witnesses to righteousness by faith and not legal right¬

eousness."^
It is probable that by use of the paradoxical expression, the Law of

faith, Paul wishes to remind the Roman Christians that there is no inherent

contradiction between Torah and faith. The eschatological revelation of

God's righteousness in Christ and the Pauline gospel which proclaims this

event are both in accord with the revelation of God as contained in the Old

Testament. Paul's gospel is neither anti-semitic nor antinomian and those

Roman Christians who may have looked to Paul for support for such views

are here given a clear indication that these hopes will meet with dis¬

appointment.

It is significant that the denunciation of boasting occurs so early

in the letter. This may be interpreted as a sign that this was a serious

1. On 'the Law of Christ' see C.Il. Dodd "ENIT0M02 XPI2T0Y".SP,pp.96f. , and
"The Primitive Christian Catechism and the Sayings of Jesus." Hew Testa¬
ment Essays; Studies in Memory of Thomas Walter Manson, ed. A.J.B.Higgins
(1959), pp.l06f., also V.P. Furnish's section on "Paul and the Law of
Christ", Theology and Fthics in Paul. Hashville 1968, pp.59-65- Friedrich

• holds the view that Gal.vi:2 is pre-Pauline and not characteristically
Pauline, op.cit., pp.407-8.

2. Op.cit., pp.414-15.
3. The nature of the Law itself is the real issue- cf. §t,a •xofoo vopou;

(v.27). Friedrich suggests that there are two sides to the Law and the
meaning depends on which side you are stressing i.e. in ch.iv Paul
stresses the positive aspect of the Law but designates it not as vopoe
xfcrrecoc But as eraxYyeXCa , op.cit., pp.415-16.
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problem in the Christian community at Rome (cf.xislO). The answer of v.27b

is continued in v.28 which repeats the previous argument that justification

is by faith apart from 'law-works'?" The verse is introduced by \oYt£sG0cu.

We have already noted the occurrence of thi3 verb in ch.viill. Its use in

several placed demonstrates the important role the concept played in Paul's
2

thinking. Here the introduction of the word serves as a connecting link

that leads on to the discussion of Abraham in ch.iv.

Prior to this however, two other considerations arise - if salvat¬

ion were through the Law, God would then be the God only of those under the

Law i.e. of Jews only (v.29). But since salvation is through faith, then

its universality is thereby assured. God is God not of Jews only, but of

Gentiles also.^ As the Jews themselves confess, God is one and so there

can be only one way of salvation for both circumcized and uncircumcized -

the way of faith.

But in repudiating the Rabbinic doctrine that God recognizes the al¬

ready existing righteousness of Israel^ and denying the synagogal view of

1. C.F.D. Moule distinguishes "two different attitudes to and uses of Law -

on the one hand, the recognition of Law as a revelation of God'3 will
and purpose and on the other hand, the attempt to use it 'legalistically'
to establish one's own righteousness." "Obligation in the Ethic of Paul".
CHINT, pp.389-406(393).

2. According to Paul's theology in Romans, faith is reckoned as righteous¬
ness (cf.ch.iv). Believers are then expected to reckon men as justified
by faith apart from works of law (iii:28). They should also reckon
themselves to be dead to sin and alive to God in Christ (vi:ll), and they
should reckon that the sufferings of this present time are not worthy to
be compared with the coining glory (viiisl8). Because of the revelation
of God's righteousness in Christ, a whole new evaluation of life is open¬
ed up to men. Cf. Bultmann, Theology, I, pp.217.f.» 351.

3. We note here how Paul always argues - not Jews or Gentiles - but Jews
and Gentiles, cf. 11I6.

4. Strack/Billerbeck III, pp.163.f.
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Israel's exclusive claim upon God,'*' Paul has left himself open to another ob¬

jection - that he thereby undermines the Law (v.3l). This is far from

Paul's intention and he immediately give3 his customary retort to serious ob¬

jections - prj fSvoito » an^ follows up with a provisional answer &\Xc, vopov

icrc&vopsv . Ch.iv is really the full answer to this series of questions

from iii:27«f. It may be better- to assert in general terms that the whole of
2

ch.iv, centred around the example of Abraham is the reply to iii:27-31.

Similarities in theme do .suggest however, that iii:27-28 = ivsl-8 (the denial

of boasting), and iii:29-30 = iv:9-12 (God is God of Jews and Gentiles.)^ Gh.

iii:31 may then be regarded as the point of transition setting out an intro¬

ductory objection which leads into the argument of ch.iv.

To summarize our conclusions concerning ch.iii, we note firstly in

how great measure this chapter is composed of questions and objections in a

rhetorical/dialogue style. T»7e have already stated that iii: 1-8 is answered

later in the letter (mostly in chs.ix-xi) and that the questions in iii:27-

31 are answered in ch.iv. The remainder of ch.iii consists of the O.T. com¬

posite quotation iii:10-18 and the important section iii:21-26, in kerygmat-

ic/proclamatory style.

Thus the greater part of ch.iii is similar in style to chs.vi-vii

(question/objection style). Ch.iii:21-26 however has closest affinities

with chs.v and viii and we note in passing that these chapters also deal

predominantly with God's activity and its meaning for the present in con-

5
tradistinction to the old aeon where the Law, sin and death hold sway.

1. Strack/Billerbeck III p.185-
2. Cf. U. Wilckens, "Zu Romer iii:21-iv:25". BvTh, XXIV (1964), p.597-
3. Gf. Dupont, p.372 n.3.
4. This however is very much open to dispute and will be discussed in

detail in connection with ch.iv:lf.
5. Cf. vuv in iii:21-26, v:9, vii:6, viii:l,18,22. Dupont states "Le

maintenant qui commence viii:l, joue exactement le meme role que celui
de iii:21." (p.390).



..e must not draw conclusions at this stage, but from our review of this chas¬

ter we may tentatively suggest that we have found two dominant types of liter¬

ary style. The greater part of the chapter is in dialogue form dealing with

possible objections and their repudiation. The central section however

(vv.21-26) is very different with its positive proclamatory style. It may be

asked which of these sections is primary?"'' Do we regard chs.vi-vii as a di-
r,

gression between the important chapters of v and viii as Jeremias suggests?'"

Is Paul's real theme the proclamation or exposition of the gospel i.e. did

he write Romans because he wished to acquaint them with his gospel, out¬

lined chiefly in iii:21-26, v and viii, or did he write because of certain

practical problems and misunderstandings of the gospel among the Roman Christ¬

ians? If the latter were the case then those sections that deal with these

particular problems should be regarded as of primary significance i.e. iii:

1-6 (and hence ix-xi), iv, vi and vii.

Our suggestion is that the questions ana objections represent the

problems against which and to which Paul is addressing himself. The positive

kerygmatic sections such as iii:21-26 represent Paul's exposition of the

Christ-event by which all misunderstandings of the gospel may be corrected.

In the light of this argument, we should regard the passages dealing with ob¬

jections and misunderstandings as primary and of first importance in that it

is for their sake that the more 'theological' or 'dogmatic' sections were

written.J

1. By this we mean to ask is ch.v (which corresponds to the style of iii,
vv.21-26) for example, the high-point of the letter, thereby regarding
the theologically-profound sections as containing the high-point or crux
of Paul's message to the Roman christians? Or should we regard sections
such as chs.vi-vii where Paul addresses the Romans directly as brethren
(cf.vii) as being central in Paul's message?

2. Cf. Zur">Gedankenfuhrung in den paulinischen Briefen" p. 148.
3. The different styles cf writing may be otherwise described as 'declarat¬

ive' and 'argumentative', cf. H.E. Stoessel, "Notes on Romans xii:l-2."
Int, XVII (1963), pp.l6Q-69.



The relevance of this can be appreciated when we bear in mind Dupont's

criticism of Feuillet.^ Dupont maintains that the whole point of ch.vi is to

3how that the Christians can no longer live in 3in. To develop his thesis

Paul makes use of arguments drawn from baptism (as our incorporation into

Christ). As in Phils.ii»6-ll and II Cor.viii:9> Paul uses the most elevated

doctrines for the most ordinary purposes. The danger is that theologians

should become interested in these great themes for their own sake and forget

that they were introduced.to serve a practical purpose, which the theologian

finds less interesting than the means employed to reach this end. According

to Dupont, Feuillet thus becomes more interested in the doctrine of baptism

itself than in the purpose for which it was originally introduced (i.e. to

show that by being united with Christ we have died to sin and hence can live

no longer in it).

What we have said here concerning doctrine and practice in Romans

applies, of course, to the other New Testament letters. .But the case is more

serious in this letter, since very often no attempt is made to relate the

doctrines to a historical context and hence to understand the purpose which

they were originally designed to serve.

1. Cf. p.367 n.l.
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Romans iv begins with a question in the diatribe style otv £poCpev;
As we have already noted, this introductory phrase often commences the repud¬

iation of an objection and represents the beginning of a new and significant

stage in the argument, cf. also vi:l and vii:7. In view of the pattern of

argument we have found common for Paul (i.e. in chs.vi and vii), we v/ould ex¬

pect this phrase ( it ouv epoupev ) to be followed firstly by a wrong infer¬

ence and then by pr) before the answer proper would begin. Here

however, if we associate iii:31 with ch.iv as some commentators do,^ the

"b y
order is reversed and the pr] •^ivoi'zo in iii:31 precedes the tC oov ep-

oupev of ch.iv:l. It would seem more fitting therefore to regard iii:31 as

a sort of isolated objection such as iii:3 or iii:5>

For this reason alone it would be unwise to regard iii:31 simply as

2
the question to which the whole of ch.iv provides the answer. It is much

better to follow the suggestion of Jeremias that an objection should be under¬

stood behind iv:2.^ It might also be better to connect this objection to

1. Schmidt designates iii:31-iv:25 as one section under the heading "Das
Gesetz als Verheissung" (p.75)« J« Knox also follows this division -

iii:31-iv:25 is entitled "This Justification the Fulfilment of the Old
Covenant." The Epistle to the Romans. IntB, IX (New York 1954)» P«437«
It is more common, however, to retain iii:31 in ch.iii, whatever relat¬
ion it may be considered to have to ch.iv, cf. Michel, pp.H3-4> Barretb,
pp.04-5> who locate v.31 in the section iii:21-31.

2. U. Luz rejects the view that iii:31 is the theme for ch.iv. Das Ge-
3chichtsverstandnis des Paulus. BEvTh, Band 49• Munchen i960, p.l71»

3. P.147 n.2.
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ivjl, i.e. when Paul in iii:31 claims that v6|.iov Icrr&vopev , ^ an objector

may have pointed out that Paul with his Gentile-orientated gospel had no con¬

nection with Abraham and his seed. If this were the case then iv:l implies

the existence of an objection related to the content of iiii31 thereby intro-
2

ducing a new subject from that pursued in ch.iii. By regarding ch.iv as the

answer to an objection, we connect it more closely to the style of chs.vi,

vii and ix-xi. It is thus characterized as a chapter in which a subject of

practical consideration is investigated rather than as purely an illustrat¬

ion, amplification or scriptural proof of ch.iii.^ Although iiiOl*5 may be

considered as the reason for the objection posited in iv:l, the actual cont-
ci A

ent of iii:31 relates back to iiis21-30 rather than forward to ivsl.f.

This is similar to the view expressed by Murray who considers that iii:31 is

a conclusion of the argument of ch.iii, and at the same time an introduction

1. By this phrase Paul does not mean that by faith believers fulfil the
Law i.e. in the sense of love being the fulfilment of the Law as in
ch.xiii;8-10. He appears rather to mean that the proper function of
the Law is realized only in the realm of faith. For Paul the idea that
the Law of itself could lead to life was a m'isunderstanding of the
proper function and nature of the Law. "Seine (Paulus) Verkundigung
von Gottes Gerechtigkeit durch Glauben ohne Gesetz gibt vielmehr dem
Gesetz erst Bestand und Giiltigkeit.", cf. Andrea van Diilmen, Die Theo-
logie des Gesetzes bei Paulus, SBM, V (Stuttgart 1967), P»88; cf. also
Miiller, p.51«

2. Luz claims that "der Aufbau von R.iv wird zeigen, dass dort nicht die
Aufrichtung des 'nomos' thema 1st", and supports this statement by the
fact that the introduction in ch.iv:l denotes a new beginning (cf.p.172).
P. Althaus also sees the commencement of a new subject in ch.iv:1,
Romerbrief. 9> Erweiterte Auflage, Gottingen, 1959 > P*33.

3. Cf. Bultmann's view that ch.iv offers the scriptural proof that a man
i3 justified by faith alone (Theology, Vol.1, p.280).

4. Cf. Althaus, p.33. G. Klein links v.31 back to v.27- "Rbmer Iv und die
Idee der Heilsgeschichte" EvTh, XXIII, p.428.
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1 Q"
to the theme of ch.iv. The -rtfcrrewc in v.31 may then he taken as referr¬

ing to the faith based upon the revelation of God's righteousness in iii:21-

26 and further outlined in iii:27-30. If we separate v.31 completely from
2

what follows we are thereby left with a rather poor conclusion , which is in¬

troduced into the argument without much warning. Luz, after a detailed in¬

vestigation of the context and function of iii«31, concludes "dass sich

Themastellung und Aufriss von R.4 nicht aus R.3s31 ergeben. Dieser Vers ist

vielmehr Zwischengedanke,.,. This rather negative view is contrary to the

laxge majority of commentators who, in various different ways relate iii»31

and ivjl.f. to iiis21-26 as the illustration of how the righteousness of

faith validates the Old Testament revelation.^ The fact that Paul omits

the article before v6jio<; in v.31 does not make the problem any easier.

Paul does not seem to have any clearly defined system in his use of the
5

article.

Many commentators following the interpretation first suggested by

Erasmus, have understood v6poc in v.31 as referring to the whole of the

Old Testament, which is then (in ch.iv) shown to have proclaimed justific¬

ation by faith since the time of Abraham.^ Barrett writing on this verse

says that Paul is not thinking so much of the scriptures themselves as of

1. This opinion is followed by A.J. Bandstra, The Law and the Elements of
the World. An Exegetical Study in Aspects of Paul's Teaching. Kampen,
1964, p.100.

2. Of. G. Priedrich, op.cit., p.416.
3. Op.cit . , p. 173.
4. Cf. Barrett (p.84)} Nygren (p.l66); Barth (pp.44-S)«
5. In this Paul is similar to the translators of the LXX who seem to have

no unified pattern in the use of the article, cf. P. Blaser, Das Gesetz
bei Paulus. NTA I9.I/2, Munster 1941> pp.l4«f»

6. Cf. Althaus, p.32.
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"the whole system of religious thought and practice based upon this revelat¬

ion - in a word, the religion of Judaism."''" The essence of Judaism is, in

Paul's opinion, not that it is a religion of law, but rather that it is a

2
religion of faith. This interpretation has the advantage of linking close¬

ly with what follows in ch.iv. The line of reasoning would go something

like this. By his declaration of a righteousness apart from Law, Paul has

placed in jeopardy the very basis of Judaism - he has imperilled that

unique God-given position which is her pride. The objection in iii:31 ex¬

presses the critical reaction of the Jews and iv:l introduces Abraham as a

key figure in the debate. If only we could ascertain exactly why Abraham is

introduced at this point, it would greatly facilitate our understanding of

the whole argument. Because of Paul's use of stylistic devices such as

questions/objections etc. reflecting his own missionary experience, it is

difficult to envisage the actual circumstances in which the figure of Abra¬

ham might have been considered relevant to the debate. Let us look again at

the context in which the question of Abraham is first mentioned.

Because of the obvious significance of iii»21-26, it has been custom¬

ary to regard this as the context into which the figure of Abraham is intro¬

duced. The theme in iii:21-26 is the revelation of God's righteousness in

the present (in antithesis to the revelation of His wrath already described

in i:18-iii:20). Abraham is thus considered under the theme of righteousness,

by faith or by works. As we have already noted, although there is a debate

1.\p.84.
2. R. Bring emphasizes that when Paul looked at the scriptures in the light

of God's revelation in Christ "he saw that the Scriptures witness to a
justification by faith and not by law." "The Message to the Gentiles.
A Study to the Theology of Paul the Apostle". STh, XIX (1965), p^37«



as to the function and meaning of iii:31, there is a measure of agreement

that iii:27-30 relates to iv:l-12."'' The "law of faith" in iii:27 excludes

all boasting and the question of whether Abraham had a basis for boasting is

raised in iv:2. The faith and works antithesis is continued in iii:28. This

would require us to view Abraham as a witness in the question of salvation by

faith or by works. There is no doubt that Abraham is a helpful witness in

this respect. But what of iii:29-30? Here the consequence of works - right¬

eousness is seen to make Qod a God of Jews only and the question arises -

whose God is He?

As we view the content of chs.i-iii, we note that in addition to the

theme of righteousness, the question of Jew and Gentile has been always in

the foreground, even in the thematic verses of 1:16-17, (cf. also ii:9,10,

13,14.17,24,26-29; iii:l,2,9,22^,29,30). The introduction of the Jew-Gentile

theme in iii:29.30 is thus no new subject. If Paul has already declared that

all boasting is excluded, in iii:27,28, why introduce another theme at this

particular point? It may be argued that w.27-28 and 29-30 represent two

separate, though not unrelated themes which Paul also deals with in iv:l-8

and iv:9-12 respectively.

In our opinion there is another way of connecting vv.27-28 and 29-30

to one another, to vv.21-26 and also to ch.iv. Professor Kasemann in his

essay "The Righteousness of God in Paul" relates both Rom.iii:5 and iii:25

to the Covenant theme - "the context however, seems to me to show quite

unambiguously that in both cases Paul is speaking of the triumphant saving

faithfulness of God, which maintains the Covenant against those who trans¬

gress it and in so doing, remains, and expresses his nature as, true = con-

1. Cf. Dupont, p.372 n.3.
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sistent".^" The revelation of God's righteousness in iii:21-26 is thus to be

considered as the fulfilment of the Covenant in the Messianic realization of

2
the promises of God. Goppelt al3o emphasizes the Cross as the fulfilment

of the Covenant - "Justification is not a polemic doctrine propounded by

Paul to counter the Judaizers. Instead it is an expression of the core of

the Gospel which depicts that Gospel as the goal of Old Testament redemptive

history. 'The Cross' is the revelation of the righteousness of God 3ince

in the Cross God has executed the sentence called for by the order of Law and

has fulfilled the promise (Gal.iii:13.f.). Good Friday is the eschatological

day of Atonement .... God has demonstrated that He is righteous, that He is

the One who acts in accordance with His Covenant".^
This Covenant was made with Abraham and it was with him that God's

special relationship to Israel began.^ Yet Paul relates the Gentiles to this
5

covenant-faith in iii:29-30. When Paul declared in iii:31 "we establish

the Law", he was affirming his agreement with the covenant-faith. In such a

situation we can understand how a Jew might retort - You have forgotten

Abraham, the Covenant was made with him and his seed because of the favour

1. "Gottesgerechtigkeit bei Paulus" first published in ZThK, LVIII (1961),
now in NTQ.T, pp.168-182(169 n.l).

2. In attributing the covenant teaching of iii:21-26 to Paul, we are not
overlooking the fact that he is using earlier material here. It is
assumed however that he is in broad agreement with the content of the
citations he uses.

3• Jesus, Paul and Judaism, p.147•
4. Cf. Schlatter, "Mit ihm begann das von den Volkern abgesonderte Israel",

p.158.
5. Ibid. Schlatter claims that since Paul's message was "Fur jeden Glauben-

den ... Das gab ihm und der ganzen Christenheit, vor allem aber ihrem
jlidischen Teil, ein brennendes Interesse an Abraham. Schwerstes Gewicht
hing an der Frage: sind wir mit Abraham eins und ist Abraham eins mit
uns?".
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1 2
he won from God; he did have something to boast about. Paul'3 view of

Abraham is one that distinguishes between his faith and his works. This is

the point of Paul's reasoning in ch.iv:2-5» Y/ork and wages belong to the

3phere of merit and just reward. He who works deserves his wages; but he who

hopes for what he does not deserve, lives in the opposite sphere of faith and

free gift. Paul locates Abraham in the latter realm. 7/hat Abraham found was

X&ptC (Gen.xviiij3) and this destroys boasting of every kind. This is one

of the reasons for Paul's, argument in Rora.iv, cf. v.l6 "6(,& t;oCt:o £x

■xCoxswc, i'va x^piv "• this we see that in Rom.iv we are concerned

with Abraham's faith; but we are concerned with more than this - with the

grace behind the faith. Rabbinic scholars would have agreed with Paul that

Abraham had faith, but they would have related faith and works together in

such a way as to claim faith as a meritorious achievement.^ In order that

boasting may "be completely excluded, not only faith but the grace preceding

the faith had to be emphasized.^ Prior to Abraham's faith, circumcision,

and good works, lay the prevenient grace of God. Faith, grace, covenant,

election are a unity for Paul. Only in the light of grace (and election) is

1. There is a textual problem in iv:l - euprpc^vat, is omitted in some manu¬
scripts (B 1739) or put in a different position ( w group). The reading
adopted here is that of the group of MSS ( x A C). What then shall we say
that Abraham (on human terms, our ancester) has found? (cf. Barrett p.85).
Y/ith Michel we regard Paul as having in mind the LXX text of Gen.xviii:3
X&piv eupfcrxetv (Heb. I n ), (p.115). For a different solution of

the textual problem here see R. Jewett op.cit., pp.142-4- Jewett links
xata. o&pxa with eupiyxfivat . We do not agree with Jewett's view of
ad,p£ nor with his opinion that the reason for the placing of yxvra odprn
in the emphatic position at the end of v.l may have been motivated by
Paul's desire to evoke an unmistakably negative answer from the Hellen¬
istic hearers in Rome. (p.l44)«

2. The Rabbinic view was that Abraham was reckoned as righteous exclusively
on the ground of his works and therefore he had reason to boast not only
before men but also before God, (Sir 44*19f» heb. Jub.24«ll)» cf. Strack-
Billerbeck III, pp.l86f. Michel states that in Rabbinic thought "Gesetz
und 7/erke, Glaube und Gehorsara, Gehorsam und Verdienst, Lohn und Segen
sind eine Einheit". (p.115).

3. Strack-Billerbeck, III, p.186.
4. Cf. Schlatter, "Die Voraussetzung des Glaubens ist die Verheissung",p.l86.
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faith seen to be faith - only in this light can men experience faith as

faith in Him who creates ex nihilo, and resurrects the dead (v.17).

For Paul Abraham is a man under grace; the opposite opinion is illust¬

rated in Jesu3 ben Sirach. Abraham "kept the law of the Most High, and was

taken into covenant with Him ... Therefore He assured him by an oath that

the nations 3hould be blessed in his seed", (Ecclus. xliv:20-21)But

Abraham is much more than a man under grace. Paul does not refer to Abraham

here only as a man of great faith, as if Isaac or Moses or Jeremiah would do

equally well. He refers to Abraham precisely because it was with him that
2

God first entered into covenant. As Wilckens says "Bass mit Abraham die

Erwahlungsge3chichte Gottes mit Israel eigentlich beginnt, setzt Paulus von

der alttestamentlich-judischen Uberlieferung her als vbllig selbstverstand-

1. As quoted by Dodd, p.67.
2. The Hebrew equivalent of x&Ptv euptcmceiv is ion KSb . Accord¬

ing to N. Snaith "Ton means primarily "Determined faithfulness to
a covenant. "Ton and X&piQ should be distinguished from niHK
and &Y&7cr) where the emphasis is more on the freedom whereby one
elects to love another where there is no prior bond between them.
If this distinction were a consistent one, then it would be wrong to
maintain that the question of election is involved when Abraham is
said to have 'found favour' before God." But Snaith goes on to say
"We have spoken of God's election-love and God's covenant-love separ¬
ately, as though they were two different loves. This, of course, is
not the case. The love which chose Israel in the first place is also
the love which preserved the Israel that had been chosen. 'Chesed' is
God's love as Israel experienced it, whilst ' >ahabah * is God's love
which first enabled Israel to experience it. In the same way God's
'agape', His election-love for the New Israel, is also His Grace
(charis). Paul tends to use the two words interchangeably." The Dist¬
inctive Ideas of the Old Testament. London 1944> pp.l73f. By this we
may see that it is not wrong on linguistic grounds to associate the
thought of election with the favour which Abraham found.
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lich voraus"Abraham was significant because he was the one to whom the

Covenant was given - he thus became the forefather of all God's people and

archetype of all believers. No one else could ever occupy the same place as

Abraham "dabei gilt der Patriarch nicht mehr bloss als Exempel des glauben-

des Menschen, sondern im judischen Sinne als der Verheissungstrager schlecht-
2

hin, der durch keine andere Gestalt auswechselbar ist".

If Abraham is a believing man who occupies a unique place in the

history of Israel, then he can no longer be regarded only as an example.

Abraham as the one to whom the promise was given, is the representative of

Judaism - the man who gave to the Jews their uniqueness among the nations.

Viewed in this light we can see iii:21 - iv:25 as a unity. The underlying

theme is the Covenant fulfilled and renewed in the Cross of Christ.^ The

Jewish argument was that the Covenant was for Jews only and that Abraham

belonged exclusively to them. He was a representative of obedient faith

and good works, who by the sign of circumcision, kept the precepts of the

Law even before it had been given.^

1. U. V/ilckens "Zu Romer iii:21 - iv:25." EvTh. XXIV (1964), p.601.
2. E. Kasemann, "Der Glaube Abrahams in Romer iv". PP, p.173- On the

uniqueness of Abraham and the interpretation of his fatherhood see
also U. Wilckens, "Die Rechtfertigung Abrahams nach Romer iv". Stud-
ien zur Theologie der Alttestamentlichen Uberlieferungen. Festschrift
fur G. von Rad, Neukirchen 1961, pp.111-27; K. Berger, "Abraham in
den paulinischen Hauptbriefen". MTZ, XVII (1966), pp.47-89; N.A. Dahl,
"The Story of Abraham in Luke-Acts." SLkA, pp.139-58.

3. Cf. Goppelt who considers Romans i-viii not as a polemic against Juda¬
ism, but rather as the conclusive statement of Paul's gospel, which is
"the message of the Christ-event as the annulling fulfilment of the
Old Covenant." Jesus, Paul and Judaism, p.l47«

4. Cf. Strack-Billerbeck, III, pp.l86f.
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If the Covenant was made with Abraham and fulfilled in Christ, this

did not necessarily involve the inclusion of Gentiles. When we keep this

opinion in mind, it helps us to understand the point of iii:27-30. These

verses give the impression that they are clarifying or amplifying what has

already been stated in iii:21-26. A basic assumption of Gentile Christian¬

ity has been that when the righteousness of God is declared to have been

revealed apart from Law, then this automatically proves that salvation is

also for the Gentiles. JTor a Jew this was by no means obvious^ and it is
2

for this reason that Paul has to make two assertions in w.27-30. We

maintain that they are assertions because, as yet, their validity has not

been fully demonstrated."^ The first assertion, that all boasting is exclud¬

ed, will be dealt with in iv:l-8 and the second, that God is God of Gentiles

also, will be explained in iv:9-12.

1. To claim that the uncircumcised may share in the blessing reserved for
those who kept the Law was pure blasphemy. To say this was to take
away any distinction between good and evil .... How could Gentiles know
God, v/hen they did not know His Law? Some Jewish teachers taught that
Gentiles had not been given the Law because they had not been found
worthy of it. Cf. Bring, pp.33f; Strack-Billerbeck III, p.203.

2. That we may not accept these verses as Paul's only argument for the in¬
clusion of the Gentiles is shown by the fact that they can quite proper¬
ly be designated as "a short series of disconnected interruptions similar
to iii:l-9f." (cf. Barth, p.47). The merit of this view is that these
verses are then quite clearly separated from w.21-26 which are in a
completely different style, as we have already noted. To include iii:
21-31 as one unit is to emphasize the connections in content but to over¬
look the discontinuity in style.

3. In no previous place in ch.iii has Paul specifically argued that sal¬
vation is also for Gentiles. It is only in these verses that Paul gives
interim notice that he is about to deal with this subject. The inclus¬
ion of ch.iv cannot then be regarded as optional since, if it were
omitted, there would be no argument in chs.i-viii for the inclusion of
the Gentiles on the same basis as the Jews. The fact that Paul has an

apostleship to preach the gospel to all nations (i:5) and hopes to reap
a harvest among Gentiles in Rome (i:13) should not be regarded as proof
that the gospel is also for Gentiles, but rather presupposes the argu¬
ment of ch.iv. The same may be said of verses such as i:l6, ii:10,14
etc.
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It would have been quite reasonable for a Jew to accept Paul's

declaration in iii:21-26 but not to suppose that this meant the inclusion of

Gentiles within the sphere of the Covenant, although Paul has already given

many hints since ch.i:l6 that this is to be expected (cf.iisll, iii:22).

The fact that Paul makes certain additions to the material he used in iii:

24-26 in order to emphasize the gratuitous nature of God's righteousness,"''
does not prove the availability of this righteousness for Gentiles, but only

that those who receive it must do so by faith. Thus w.27-30 presuppose the

necessity of an argument such as that of ch.iv. All that needs to be said

has not already been said in the declaration of iii:21-26. If it had been,

the case of Abraham would not be terribly important for the argument in Rom¬

ans. It would be helpful to have scriptural proof of what has been stated
2

in iii:21-31, but it is not really necessary and ch.iv is, in fact, a di¬

gression.^ It was this type of opinion that led G.H. Dodd to write "the dis¬

cussion of the case of Abraham was, no doub't, important in Paul's apologetic

against Jewish opponents within and without the church; but for us it throws

little light, except incidentally, on his main theme.

If, as we have argued, Paul intended to relate the gospel to the

Gentiles in ch.iv, why did he delay so long in giving an exposition of this

1. Cf. Conzelmann, Int, XXII, p.171 n.13.
2. The most recent exponent of this view is Professor Kasemann in his essay

on Rom.iv, op.cit., p.141.
3. Cf. J. Knox who calls iii:31-iv:25 a digression or excursus which in

some measure advances the argument 1 He does however go on to say that
this section is more than an excursus in that it could not really be
omitted (p.437)• Cf. also Jeremias who views iii:3lb-iv:25 as a digress¬
ion in answer to the objection in iii:31a (p.147).

4. P.92. The opposite opinion has been stated by Kasemann, "Rom.iv hat eine
Schliisselstellung im Brief", op.cit., p.140.
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great theme? He has already emphasized in i:l6 that the gospel i3 God's

power of salvation "to the Jew first and also to the Greek". It might be

suggested that Paul should have stated explicitly for whom the Gospel was

intended before he made his kerygmatic declaration in iii:21-26. But Paul

could not have presented his argument in this order. The declaration of the

act of God which achieves redemption must precede the explanation of whom it

is to benefit. Paul could not speak of the inclusion of the Gentiles until

the barrier which divide.d Jews and Gentiles had been removed.^" This divis¬

ion was constituted by the Law.

Paul does not claim that the Law has been abolished but rather that

it has been fulfilled in the Christ event. His emphasis upon the universal¬

ity of the gospel presupposes the arrival of the Messiah, when the old
2

barriers erected by the Law would be broken down. Ragnar Bring emphasizes

that Paul was the first to see that the Gospel is universal not through

emancipation from the Law, but through the fulfilment of the Law in Christ.^
"The Law which distinguishes between Jews and Gentiles became, in the form

in which it had been completed by Christ, nothing else than the message to

the Gentiles.It was only when Paul had first declared that the Messian¬

ic promises had been fulfilled and that the 'now' of God's day of salvation

1. Cf. Miiller, p. 51.
2. W.D. Davies investigates the concept of Torah in the Messianic age and

finds several different streams of thought on this subject. He con¬
cludes that the Christian concept of a new Torah or a new understanding
of the old Torah must have had some precedent in Jewish thought. "Torah
in the Messianic Age and/or The Age to come." JBLUIS,VII (1952).pp.84-94-

3. Bring's view is that Paxil realized that the real meaning of the Law's
fulfilment in Christ was that Gentiles were now on an equality with the
Jews and that the gosjjel message could now be taken to them so that they,
without having to observe the Law, might be able to find salvation.
The Law had existed only to serve righteousness, which could not be att¬
ained by keeping its statutes,but only through Christ. Life in Christ
meant immediate participation in the righteousness which the Law exist¬
ed to serve. (pp.36f.)

4- Ibid, p.39-
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had come, that he could claim the inclusion of the Gentiles on the same

basis as the Jews.

Because Paul writes from the standpoint of the present - from that

of the eschatological 'now', we can appreciate that iii:21-26 necessarily

precedes iii:27-iv:25. On the other hand, a theological understanding of

grace, election and promise such as we find in ch.iv, is concerned with

what preceded the historical revelation of God's righteousness (iii:21-26),

the gracious covenant-love of God which alone accounts for the revelation

of His righteousness. When Paul, the Christian, looked back to the beginn¬

ing of the Covenant, he saw that its purpose was not to foster pride or ex-

clusiveness, but rather that it was God's divinely intended means of bring¬

ing salvation to all men.

In this survey we have found that there is a unified theme through¬

out iii:21-25. The central concern is the righteousness of God in His giv¬

ing, maintaining and fulfilling the Covenant, and the people to whom it was

given. Ch.iii:27-30 should not be regarded as kerygmatic exposition of the

same kind as iii:21-26. These verses are rather Paul's way of giving pre¬

liminary notice of his subject in ch.iv. Moreover ch.iv is not dependent

on ch.iii. It is every bit as important as ch.iii, and is not adequately

described when understood as scriptural proof or illustration of what has

already been demonstrated in ch.iii. The function of iii:31 is best under¬

stood as that of an interim verse which at once relates back to what has al¬

ready been stated and forward to what is about to be argued. If we think of

its content as the wider reference of covenant (as opposed to the narrower

concept of the Mosaic Torah) then it makes good sense for Paul to say in the

mid-stream of his argument "do we thereby annul the Law" (in the sense of
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Covenant)? Rather his whole argument in iii«21 - iv:25 is that, by this

understanding alone does the Covenant (and therefore both promise, Law and

circumcision) find its proper function and fulfilment.
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Romans iv:l-12.

Let us now look in more detail at the arguments used by Paul in ch.iv,

in order to discover whether or not they fit into this pattern of thought

that we have found in iiis21 - iv;25. We have already noted that the Coven¬

ant theme is basic to this section. We have had some indication that the

argument of ch.iv does not consist merely of illustrations or examples of

what has already been established in ch.iii. In view of this we expect that

Abraham's unique status-as the one to whom the Covenant was originally given,

will play a significant role in the argument, particularly with regard to the

question - who axe truly children'of Abraham, and therefore of the promise?"*"
For Gentiles who had not become proselytes it is understandable that the

question of their connection with Abraham would be a vital issue.

As noted previously, the point of iv:2-5 is to make a distinction bet-
2

ween faith and works. In order to show that Abraham had nothing to boast

about before God, Paul uses a Rabbinic type of exegesis. He makes use of

the biblical record of Abraham in Gen.xv:6 where the word Aoyf£ea0cci ^ is

used in the LXX text in connection with Abraham. Paul uses the 'Gezera

Shawa' rule by which the occurrence of identical words in different parts of

scripture may be used as a reason for exegeting the one in the light of the

1. Cf. Schlatter, pp.158-59-
2. But in view of the emphasis we have already made upon the context we

would not limit the boasting in iii:27 to that of good works only.
Rather it does refer to good works, but those done by the Jews who per¬
formed them in response to the Law - so that it is not just a boasting
of performance but of initial superiority of the Jew over against the
Gentile; cf. A.van Dulmen, who says "der Gesetzesweg den Juden allein
vorbehalten, und gerade in dieser Ausschliesslichkeit liegt das primar
Moment ihrer xaCxrptG (p.174 n.50).

3. Paul's method in the use of this term is very similar to the methods of
scriptural exegesis commonly used in Rabbinic theology, cf. Michel,
pp.llbf.
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other. The word Xcrfi £so0 uc i. occurs both in Gen.xv«6 and Ps.xxxii:l-2 (LXX,

xxxijl-2), so Paul exegetes Gen.xv:6 by use of Ps.xxxii. By doing this he

equates the non-reckoning (or forgiveness) of sin (Ps.xxxii:l-2) with the

blessing in Gen.xv»6. Abraham must have been justified by faith and not by

works since this exegesis implies that he was blessed because his sins were

not reckoned. Grace, not merit, marked the beginning of God's covenant with

Abraham.^ Abraham himself was justified by faith in Him who justifies the

ungodly.

In v.9 Paul introduces a new section by the use of the question -

Upon whom is this blessing pronounced - upon Jews only or also upon Gent¬

iles? To answer the question Paul reverses the procedure from that of w.
2

1-8. Here he exegetes Ps.xxxiiil-2 with the help of Gen.xv;6. He directly

opposes the Rabbinic belief that the blessing of Ps.xxxii:1 was meant to

apply exclusively to Israel and not to the Gentiles.^ The blessing of Ps.

xxxii is equated with Abraham's finding favour with God in Gen.xv:6. Paul

maintains that Abraham found favour with God before he was circumcized.^
Therefore he received the blessing as a Gentile and God's favour cannot be

limited to Jews but must be available for Gentiles also. Abraham's circum-

1. This was contrary to the view of the synagogue, cf. Strack-Billerbeck,
III, p.203. Michel emphasizes that in Rabbinic thought the relation
of faith and works was always determined by the covenant concept,
(p.117, continuation of n.4).

2. The fact that Paul must still ask this question in ch.iv proves that
it has not already been settled in ch.iii. This question supports our
understanding of the Jewish interpretation of Paul's declaration in
iii:21-26.

3. Gf. Strack-Billerbeck, III, p.203.
4. According to the chronology of the synagogue, a period of twenty-nine

years elapsed between the establishment of the covenant of Gen.xvslO
and Abraham's circumcision in Gen.xvii:10. Cf. Strack-Billerbeck, III,
p.203.

I
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cision was originally considered as oYij-isiTov StaGfpciK • ^ Here it is

called orij-isCov TOpnoprjc; - a sign 'consisting in circumcision'.

According to Friedrich this indicates that in Paul's opinion even the cult
2

is not in opposition to righteousness by faith. The repetition of the pur¬

pose clauses ( eie eTvat , eic to XoyiaOfjyat, ) in v.11 show how import¬

ant for Paul was the concept that the uncircumcized Gentiles should be in¬

cluded within the people of God."^ The emphasis here shows that it is a

point towards which Paul has been arguing. This supports our thesis that it is

only in ch.iv that Paul shows how salvation had always been intended for the

Gentiles also.

It was as a Gentile that Abraham attained his 'fatherhood'.^ Michel

claims that this argument is designed to show that Abraham is not first of

all father of Israel (and with certain reservations of proselytes also) but
5

first of all the father of Gentile believers. Paul however does not say

this. If he were writing in the polemical anti-Judaistic tone that is so

often associated with the Roman letter, then we would expect Paul to reverse

the Rabbinic argument entirely and show that Abraham is first of all father

of Gentiles and only secondarily of Jews.^ Paul does not wish to antagonize

1. "Even circumcision, the strongest mark of Jewish separation, in St.Paul's
view looked beyond its immediate exclusiveness to an ultimate inclusion
of Gentiles as well as Jews. It was nothing more than a ratification of
Abraham's faith." Cf. Sanday and Headlam, p.107.

2. Op.cit., p.412.
3. Cf. Michel, p.120.
4. Ibid.
5. "In one of the prayers for the Day of Atonement Abraham is called 'The

first of my faithful ones'." Delitzsch.as quoted by Sanday and Headlam,
p.107.

6. Leenhardt rightly accuses Michel of exaggeration in his exegesis of this
verse, cf. Leenhardt, p.119 (note). L. Cerfaux has a similar view to that
of Michel, cf. "Abraham 'pSre en circoncision' des Gentils." Recueil
Lucien Cerfaux, II (Gembloux 1954)» pp.332-38.
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the Jews any more than is necessary and he pursues no selfish advantage,

even when it would have been possible for him to do so. The same holds true

for his treatment of circumcision; he does not condemn circumcision (as he

does in Galatians in a different context) but his intention is only to re¬

move every ground of human achievement from the account of the origin of the

Covenant with Abraham.

Paul's purpose is not to argue for the exclusion of the Jews'*" but
rather for the inclusion of the Gentiles (cf. father of uncircumcised and

circumcised vv.11-12). So he shows that the account of Abraham is precisely

orientated to those believers who-are not even proselytes. As Kasemann

writes "Der Proselyt erhalt allein kraft der Beschneidung Anteil am Gottes-

bund und seiner Gerechtigkeit. Abraham hat aber solchen Anteil vor seiner

Beschneidung erlangt und ist infolgedessen Vater der Glaubenden welche nicht

Proselyten wurden".^

1. Gf. Schlatter, "Damit, dass Abraham zum Vater der glaubenden Heiden wird,
hort er nicht auf, der Vater Israels zu sein." (p.l65).

2. Paul certainly does not show "theologisch Indifference von Juden und
Heiden" as Klein asserts, ("Romer iv und die Idee der Heilsgeschichte."
EvTh, XXIII (1963), p.441). It is certainly not Paul's intention that
by his exposition "radikal entheiligt und paganisiert wird die Geschichte
Israels". Kasemann criticizes Klein's statements claiming that he thereby
formalizes the doctrine of the justification of the ungodly and shows that
very presumption against which Rom.xi:20 warns. (Cf. "Der Glaube Abrahams
in Rom.iv." PP, p.153.)

3. Op.cit., p.151. While agreeing in principle with Ka'semann's statement,
we also bear in mind that in Judaism Abraham was viewed as the father of
all proselytes, (Str/Bill, III, p.203). If Marxsen is correct in his
suggestion that some of the Roman Christians had become proselytes prior
to their conversion, the figure of Abraham is relevant to Paul's argument
as a unifying figure who combines in one person the differing backgrounds
of Christians, whether Gentile, proselyte or Jewish. Introduction to the
New Testament, pp.98f.

#
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Romans iv:13-17a«

Following the outline of K. Barth we might subdivide the first part of

the chapter as follows - ivs2-8,Abraham is righteous by his faith and not

through his works; iv»9-12,not because of his circumcision, and iv:13-17a, not

as one who knows the Law."'" Paul may have had in mind here the line of argum¬

ent which claimed that Abraham kept the Law in intention even before it was

given. His circumcision could be understood as his submission to the demands

2
of the Law. This argument could have been reversed and understood as an

argument for the circumcision of those who, like Abraham, believed first but

were circumcized after.

In Gal.iii where Paul argues in a very similar vein, he emphasizes, the

temporal priority of the promise over the giving of the Law. Here (v.13) he

puts the negation ( ou yap Sid v6pou ) in the place of emphasis at the be¬

ginning of his sentence. Nevertheless this kind of negation is not so strong

as when Paul uses a wrong inference and then repudiates it with a pir] yevoi-

to . Paul wishes to make it clear that the promise is not mediated via

the Law ( Sid vSpov )For Paul the promise is prior to and independent

of the Law - the Law is embraced in the promise, but not vice versa as the

5
Jews tended to think. The Judaism of Paul's time stood in a Mosaic and

1. Cf. pp.49-51.
2. Cf. Strack-Billerbeck III, pp.186, 204f.
3. V/e note that this kind of argument does occur in Gal.iii:21. But

there it is used to emphasize that the Law is not against the promise.
4. Barrett translates " Sid " as "in the context of." The question here

is whether the promise falls within the domain of Law or of the right¬
eousness of faith (p.94).

5. Bonsirven considers that the Law so dominated the thinking of Rabbinic
Judaism that it had even replaced the covenant theme which formerly
was central to all Jewish thinking. Cf. Le Judaisme Palestinien au
temps de Jdsus-Christ. I, Paris 1934> P»179«
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Abrahamic tradition, but for Paul the Abraharaic is primary. In the argument

in w,13f. Paul uses the content of the promise to support his thesis. The

promise was that Abraham and his seed should be heirs of the world (Gen.xvii:

4-8, xviiiil8, Sir.xliv:21). This is also to be seen as the Messianic prom¬

ise and thu3 the whole argument of this section assumes the fulfilment of

that promise in the coming of the Messiah, so that truly all nations can now

be blessed in Him.^" As we have already noted in iii:21-26, Paul is writing

from the viewpoint of the Christian 'now'.
2

We note that the promise was to Abraham and to his seed. We are not

dealing here with Abraham as an isolated individual, but rather with the

opposite - with Abraham and his 'house'. Abraham is the head of a house, a

heritage, a family which continues from generation to generation to which

belong all who believe - "You and your family will be blessed." For Paul

the promise goes from Abraham's seed, or son, and hence to house and to nat¬

ion and to the world. The Abraham, Isaac, Jacob tradition was a tradition

of the father's house and it is in the light of this that we must understand

the meaning of Abraham and his seed."^ From this we see that the blessing to

Abraham was not so much a blessing upon an individual as upon a group - a

'house'. The use of the plural in v.14 ( ol kx vopou ) and the collective

singular in v.l6 ( ou sx tou vopou povov &XXa ml mw &x -kCctveojc ) sup¬

ports this view.^ Abraham cannot be lifted as an isolated individual from

1. Cf. Michel, p.121. Cf. also Hebrews i:2.
2. Paul varies his use of seed, cf. w.13 and 16 and the parallel in Gal.

iii:l6 where he argues for the singular seed - Christ. Gf. Barrett,
From First Adam to Last: A Study in Pauline Theology. London 1962,p.79»

3. For this conception of 'the father's house' in Abraham, I am dependent
on the class notes of the lectures on Romans given by Professor Michel
at Tubingen in the summer semester, 19^9•

4. Cf. Klein "Gerade auch der Plural zeigt ja, dass die angehorigen einer
bestimmten empirischen Gemeinschaft im Blick stehen." We disagree-with
Klein however, when he goes on to claim that the whole of empirical Is¬
rael has been excluded. Cf. EvTh XXIII, (1963), p.437»
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ral issue in this section is "who are Abraham's seed?""'" He has been made

2
the heir of a promise and to his seed will come the inheritance so that his.

'house'will continue to all generations. But who are his seed - what is it

that constitutes the people of God?"^
The fact that Paul has denied that righteousness originates either in

the Law or through circumcision forces him to deal with the question of who

actually constitute the people of God.^" Por Paul it is the promise of the Div-
5

ine word, which alone is the origin and basis of the people of God. Paul

argues that it must be this way because if the promise were mediated through

the Law then the promise itself could never be realized by this method for

the Law brings not blessing but only wrath (v.15). The content of the prom¬

ise was that Abraham should become the father of many nations, by which Paul

1. Cf. Kasemann who sees the catchword of this third section as "Welterben".
It is a question of "Abrahamkindschaft". "Abrahamkindschaft bleibt nicht
langer das Privileg des Judentums und ist nicht einmal bloss die Auszeich-
nung der Judenchristen. Welterbe ist der Patriarch, sofern in Gestalt
der Heidenchristen auch die Heiden seine Kinder, sein 'Same' werden, und
zwar eben nicht bloss als Proselyten." "Der Glaube Abrahams in Romer iv."
PP, p.156.

2. There may be some doubt as to which promise is referred to here. It is
probably the whole series of promises i.e. that Abraham should have a son,
that his son should have numerous descendants, that in one of these the
whole world would be blessed and that through him Abraham's seed should
enjoy world-wide dominion. Cf. Sanday and Headlam, p.111.

3. Cf. Muller, p.52.
4. Ibid.
5. Cf. Leenhardt, p.120 (note).
6. Schlatter noted that Paul seems to have a clearly defined use for

xarepy^ecrOat cf. pp.167/8. We find this verb in Rom.i:27, ii*9> iv*15>
vj3, vii:0,13,18. It usually refers to man under the power of sin, or
the results produced by sin, but it can also be used in a situation
where a good result is realized, cf. vs3 "suffering produces patience."
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doubtless undex^stood specifically 'Gentile nations'.^" But if the promise
2

was granted within the context of the Law, then not only would it lo3e its

character as promise (or grace) hut its content could never be realized as

Gentiles would thereby be excluded."^ For Paul it is grace alone which en¬

ables the realization of the promise (cf.xatd x^ptv v.16) and the effect

of having the promise mediated via the Law would be to empty faith of all

meaning and nullify the promise (v.14).^ Paul saw very clearly that if any

prerequisite qualification is required for the reception of the promise,

then its character is no more gift or grace, and it cannot be guaranteed to

all the seedfxavTi Tcp oxepjiBCTt, but only to t(p £x toft vop.ob

(v.16). A difficulty of interpretation arises with this last phrase. In

v.14 Paul states that if ot! sx v6|aou are to be the heirs, then faith

and the promise are made void. It would seem that in v.14 oi £x vo|J.ou

should mean those who rely on the Law as a means of salvation, i.e. the

1. Cf. Kasemann, "Der Glaube Abrahams in Rom.iv". PP, p.156. On the
question whether the translation should be 'nations' or 'Gentiles' see
J. Knox, "Romans xv:14-33 and Paul's Conception of his Apostolic Miss¬
ion." JBL, LXXXIII (1964), pp.1-11.

2. Cf. Barrett's translation of 5lq: v6(J.ou in v.13 (p.94).
3. Cf. Dodd on iv:l6 "if it (the promise) was given to Abraham on the

score pf what he did, i.e. as a reward for his keeping the Law, then
only those who kept the Law could have any share in it, and in any case
the Gentiles were excluded", (p.91).

4. Paul's use of the verb xctto:pyeCv in Romans is most interesting. Here
it emphasizes the mutual exclusiveness of the ways of Law and promise.
The way of Law annuls the promise. We note also the possibility in
iii:3 that the Jews might by their faithfulness annul the faithfulness
of God. Paul however does not agree that this is a real possibility.
Neither does he allow that his doctrine annuls the Law (iii:3l).Paul's
teaching is that by being united with Christ, we are 'annulled' or dis¬
charged from the Law (i.e. the Law itself is not annulled). It is only
to atopcc tfjq dubtpttac that is annulled (vi:6).

5. Paul's view of the gospel was that it was basically and essentially for
all men. "Die Gerechtigkeit Gottes, dessen Offenbarung Christus ist,
gilt alien Menschen; sie ist nichts anderes als der Heilswille Gottes
fur die ganze Menschheit. Diese Universalitat des Heils in Christus ge-
hort zum wesentlichsten Inhalt des Paulinischen Svangeliums." A. van
Diilmen, p.215.
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non-believing Jews. Otherwise we must presume that Paul envisaged the

possibility of salvation for a limited number of people (i.e. the Jews) who

were privileged in possessing the Law.

In v.16 however, Paul speaks of the promise being confirmed ou xw

bx xou vopou povov &AAa xat -rco bx Tuctecoc 'A(3pad|j. . To interpret these

phrases as two different ways of describing Jews does not make good sense

in the context.^" There seems no doubt that Paul in v.l6 means to refer to

a seed composed of both believing Jews and Gentiles. This interpretation

is strengthened by the addition of the clause oc hen;iv mxrip -k&vxcov ru-i&v
•> 2

(v.l6 ). Taj hx xoft v5pou in v.16 has therefore no pejorative sense but

refers simply to the Jews as those who in fact possess the Law as in ii:20,

iiijl, vii:10,14» ix:4»^ It is another way of describing the Jewish people

for whom the danger of trusting in the Law is a real possibility.^ If we

do not regard Paul as anti-Jewish or opposed to the Law itself, there is no

reason why he should not refer, in this natural fashion, to the Jews as the

people of the Law, because although the Law could not provide salvation for

1. Cf. Miiller, p.52 n.20.
2. Despite the tendency to regard Abraham as the first member of the Jewish

people - that people separated from other nations by the Law, it was
also possible following Gen.xvii:5 (also Sir.xliv:19) to regard Abraham
as the father of proselytes and of all men. It was disputed however
whether or not Gentiles should call Abraham 'our father'. Cf. Strack-
Billerbeck III, pp.185 and 211.

3. Cf. Muller, p.53 and p.53 n.21.
4« Cf. Barrett who translates v.l6^> "so that the promise might be secure

for all the seed - not only to that part of the seed which is able to
rely on the Law." He also says "It is clear that if the promise had
been based upon the Law, only those who had the advantage of possessing
the Law could hope to inherit the promise" (p.9&). The reference here
is to those who have the possibility of trusting in the Law, but in fact
do not.. Cf. also Wilckens who criticizes Klein for not connecting v.lo
back to v.13 in order to appreciate its meaning. (EvTh,XXIV,(1964)»
pp.602-604)• Cf. also Schmidt, p.85.
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them, its possession certainly did not exclude them from the sphere of God's

grace.

This interpretation of v.l6 leaves us with a problem as to the mean¬

ing of ol ex v5pou in v.14, because we are now suggesting that Paul uses

the same phrase with a different meaning in the space of three verses. This

solution implies a certain inconsistency in Paul's terminology in one or

other of these verses. But no other interpretation seems tenable for v.16.^"
and since v.14 has 'the more normal use of ol ex vSpou (as the opposite of

believers), we must, it seems, allow that Paul did vary his usage in this
2

brief section.

Since this solution is not altogether satisfactory, yet another poss¬

ibility must be investigated. As we have already noted, it is clear that

the phrase ol Ix v5poo in v.l6 is neutral, referring to the Jews simply as

•those of the Law'. Since the meaning of the term here is relatively explic¬

it, it is preferable to interpret v.14 in the light of v.16, and to regard

both verses as using ol £x v5jaou in a neutral sense. What stands condemn¬

ed in v.14 is not that the Jews are of the Law, but that those of the Law

regard themselves as solely and exclusively heirs, and thereby invalidate

faith and promise. Since faith and promise take precedence over Law, it is

absolutely necessary for ol £x v6pou to recognise that not they alone have

the exclusive right to be xkripovopo!, . This is then brought out in v.l6

by the ot> p6vov..._AXh& xaC , i.e. not solely and exclusively ol ex mou

v6pou but 'those who share the faith of Abraham' are heirs. So in v.14 there

1. Cf. Muller, p.53.
2. A partial explanation of the problem is that Paul is using-in w.13-16 a

very curt Rabbinic type of argument (cf. v.l6a) which may account for
the fact that not all of the expressions used are clearly explained.
Cf. Michel, p.122. n.3.
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is no special emphasis on oi kx vopou and no condemnation is implied in

the phrase itself: rather the condemnation is in the predicate xXripovopoi, - -

when they regard themselves as sole heirs.

This gives us a satisfactory explanation of vv.14.and 16, "but it

leaves us with the question as to why Paul uses ot ex vopou in a neutral

rather than a negative sense. In answer to this it could be argued that

Paul has deliberately used ot tx vopou in a neutral sense in w.14 and 16

in order to emphasize that salvation by faith is not intended to exclude

the Jews from the eschatological people of God.

The Stct mouro of v.16 refers back to the argument of w,13.f. and

shows that these verses, referring in particular to the Law, are not with¬

out their significance for the total argument."'' Paul did not believe that

any salvation could be obtained by adherence to the Law ( v.14 has hypo¬

thetical et ). The Law produces not promise but wrath, and the very pres¬

ence of the Law brings the reckoning of sin (which is not reckoned where

there is no Law) and introduces transgression ( mpa|3acri 4 ), (which doe3

not exist where there is no Law). The argument of vv.l3.f. may be summar¬

ized as saying that the Law never did and never could produce promise or

2 3life. The function of the Law in the 'Heilsgeschichte1 was to serve in

1. Some commentators find problems in this section and fail to see that it
has any useful function in the context, cf. Klein,SvTh, XXIIl(l963) pp.
437f. and Luz, p.176. It seems that these verses are best understood by
some kind of 'heilsgeschichtlich' interpretation. These verses also
serve to keep in view a thin line of thought on the Law and its function,
cf. iii:20; iv:15; v:13,20; vii:7f. Cf. Muller, p.53 n.24> contra
Michel, p.122.

2. Cf. Michel, p.122 and Schoeps, Paul, pp.143-44*
3. Cf. Muller, p.53 n.24* O.Cullmann has long disputed this subject with

German existentialist theologians, cf. Salvation in History. London 1967>
.pp.28.f.and 248 f. Cf. also L. Goppelt, "Paulus und die Heilsgeschichte",
NTS, XIIl(1966/67), pp.31-42. For a good summary of various viewpoints
and a constructive re-appraisal of this theme see Kasemann's essay "Recht-
fertigung und Heilsgeschichte im Romerbrief." PP, pp.108-39t especially
pp.135-39* See also Thesis, p.336 n.l.
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a negative way the realization of grace "Der Nomos soil das Gottesvolk (nie-

mals Abraham selbstl) unter die op*fr] fuhren, darnit es sich zur X^P'-C
wende".^" In an argument where Paul wishes to show that the promise is the

all-embracing factor, he must of necessity take the Law into account. In a

chapter which dwells on the continuity between Abraham and the eschatolog-

ical people of God, the references to the giving of the Law in this interim

period, between the giving and fulfilment of the promise, are not without

significance for our understanding of God's purpose in history.

The existence of the Law and its effect on sinful humanity is another

reason for showing the necessity of salvation by grace. The Law could not

achieve the fulfilment of the promise to the Jewish people and if the Gent-
2

iles were to be excluded, then no one would be able to find salvation. On

the contrary, however, it is grace alone that guarantees the promise for all^
- for Jews and for Gentiles "Das Sola Gratia verburgt auch Israel die Gultig-

keit der Verheissung.As Dodd says, "in v.l6 we come to the point which

1. Muller, p.53 n.24.
2. Cf. Muller "Beides hangt zusammen: V7enn wirklich die Verheissung fur das

<m£p[J.a ex vSpoo ungultig ware, dann fiele Verheissung und X&ptC auch
fur das universale craSppa ex nCaxetot; dahin." p.53.

3. The question of the certainty of salvation is also under discussion in
this section. Schmidt entitles vv.13-17 as "Der Grund der Heilsgewiss-
heit". (p.82). In the realm of faith where Law has no jurisdiction, then
this certainty can be assured. The use of the word (3£(ikua, with the
etc; expressing the purpose intended in v. 16 also witnesses to this same
theme - "that the promise might be as secure in its historical realizat¬
ion as it was in its divine origination". (Leenhardt, p.122). This emphas¬
is helps us to see that Paul is seeking for a secure salvation for both
Jev/s and Gentiles, and not one that excludes the Jews as Klein thinks.
Paul is concerned more with the fulfilment than with the abolition of the
covenant, or as Goppelt says "with the annulling fulfilment" (Jesus, Paul
and Judaism, p.147). Cf. also his discussion of 'the old and new' in the
light of the Gospel in Christologie und Sthik. Aufsatze zum Neuen Testa¬
ment. Gottingen 19^8, pp.l78f.

4. Muller, p.53.



shows the real importance and significance of the case of Abraham". This

is indicated "by the construction - 6i& ^oC'l;o bx nCcneux;, tva mtS, x&ptv,

etc to etvai (3s(3atav t;t}v SmyyeMav Txawl t;£> <yxbpfia/xi . . For Paul it

had to be by grace so that the purpose of the promise should be realized -

that Abraham should become the father of many nations, Jews as well as Gent¬

iles. This is the high point of his argument, towards which the arguments

about works in verses 1-8, circumcision in 9-12, and Law in 13f. have been

tending. Now Paul has succeeded in uniting both Jews and Gentiles in a

common salvation by God's grace which binds both groups inseparably together,

and this was at least one of the aims which Paul had in mind when he wrote

the letter to the Romans (cf. ch.xi:13f. and ch.xv:7f0

1. The Epistle to the Romans, p.69.
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Romans iv:17^-25«

It is only in w.17^.f• that the example of Abraham's faith is close-
2

ly studied. It .is studied with a view to understanding how one believes.

We have already found that the purpose of God was that Gentiles-as well as

Jews should be members by faith of the people of God. Now the example of

Abraham's faith helps us to see what faith is and how it originates. We

agree with Luz here that the emphasis is upon us in the present, on Abraham

and his faith in relation" to the church,"^ cf. "not for his sake alone".

(v.23)•

For Paul the faith of Abraham was characterized by two phrases famil¬

iar to the Jews. Abraham believed in a God who gives life to the dead^ and
5

calls into existence the things that are not. By using these two citations,

Paul may have meant to impress upon the Jews that his doctrine of justificat¬

ion by faith is in accordance with biblical and Jewish teaching.^ Paul's

chief concern however is to demonstrate the real nature of the God with whom

faith unites us and this is why he uses the strongest possible description -

1. Although commentators subdivide the second part of ch.iv in several diff¬
erent ways, we feel that this is the best division. Cf. Barth, p.49;
Feuillet, pp.355-6.

2. Cf. Schlatter, p.168.
3. "Paulus blickt nicht auf Abraham, sondern mit Hilfe Abrahams blickt er auf

'uns'." p.177- Luz however makes little contribution to a better under¬
standing of Rom.iv. Like ix-xi, its content is not fully explained by
reference to the present only.

4. This expression is found in the Old Testament, Dt.xxxii:39> I Sm.ii:6;
II Kg. vs7; in the New Testament, II Cor.is9; I Tim.visl3; also the Second
Benediction of the 18th Prayer closes with these words. Michel finds a
confessional-liturgical style in the descriptive participles in v.17,
(p.124).

5. This phrase is found in Apocalypse of Baruch xlviii:8 and II Mac.viis28
among others. Kasemann notes the wide discussion of this theme in various
writings including those of Philo, cf. op.cit., PP, pp.l60-l.

6. Gf. Michel, p.124.
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the two supreme manifestations of divine sovereignty

In this sense it is true that Abraham is cited as an example and we

would also admit that there is no thorough-going interest in his historical
2

context. We must be careful not to overstate this aspect of these verses,

because Paul does connect Abraham in a very real way with the church and the

question of the meaning of this history may show that Abraham is, even here,

more than an example.

Using the story of.Abraham in Gen.xv and xvii, Paul elaborates the

meaning of the faith which trusts in a God who gives life to the dead and

calls into existence the things that are not. Having been told that he

should have descendants as numerous as the stars of heaven, Abraham did not

disbelieve in spite of the advanced age of himself and Sarah.^ He was fully

convinced that God was able to do what He had promised. Paul summarizes this

story by the epigrammatic phrase mp' e\%tba k%' L\%Cbi This is the

paradox of true faith which, in Kasemann's words, still believes "wo es ird-

5
isch nichts raehr zu hoffen gibt." Abraham is thus the archetype of the

1. Leenhardt, p.123.
2. Cf. Klein, EvTh, XXIV (1964), p.682. Leenhardt notes Paul's strange use

of the history of Abraham in Genesis, particularly the supposed incapac¬
ity of Abraham, which is contradicted by his relations with Hagar.
"Abraham is considered by the Apostle from a purely theological angle, not
a historical one .... the idea concerns him more than the historical
facts." (p.125).

3. The Koine reading (MSS. D. G it) which adds an ov before xamevo-qcrev
should not be followed, (Michel p.126). Kasemann criticizes this reading
as an inferior understanding of the nature of true faith. Cf.op.cit.PP,
p.162.

4. This phrase emphasizes the paradoxical nature of hope - "contrary to all
human expectation - which turned on its own axis alone", Leenhardt, p,124«
We note here, in Paul's usual manner he introduces hope for the first
time as a sort of preview of the theme which will become dominant in chs.v
and viii.

5. Op.cit., PP, p.162.
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Christian,-''" he believed in the God who provided him with a son, the God of the

2
New Creation.

To conclude his argument, Paul quotes Gen.xv:6 a third time, (v.22).

Abraham's faith was effective because it led him to depend upon the power of

God and so his faith was reckoned to him as righteousness. The illustration

of Abraham shows that the promise depends not upon human merit or endeavour,

but upon God both for its initiation and its accomplishment."^ Abraham's faith

was not only effective f.or himself, but has also a relation to ours. Paul

sees that, in the divine purpose, the Gen.xv passage was not only valid for

Abraham but for those who have the same faith as Abraham - it will also be

reckoned to them as righteousness, (v.23.f.). As Abraham believed that in

spite of all human incapacity, God would raise up for him a son, so those who

have Abraham's faith today are those who believe in Him who raised from the

dead our Lord Jesus. This is the reason for Paul's choice of descriptive

1. The significance of Abraham and the whole question of typology is still
much debated. L. Goppelt has been a strong exponent of typology, cf.
Pie typologische Deutung des Alten Testaments im ITeuen.(1939) 2 Auflage,
Darmstadt, Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft 1966; Article on "Tuthoc"
in TV/NT, VIII, pp.246-260, and "Apokalyptik und Typologie bei Paulus"
originally published in ThLZ,LXXXIX (1964) now available in Christ.ologie
und Ethik, Gottingen 1968. The contrary viewpoint is illustrated by
R. Bultmann and others of his school, cf. Bultmann's essay "Ursprung und
Sinn der Typologie als hermeneutischer Methode". ThLZ, LXXV, (1950);
H. Conzelmann, Grundriss der Theologie des Neuen Testaments. Munchen,
1968, pp.187-194; G. Klein, "Romer iv und die Idee der Heilsgeschichte".
EvTh, XXIV, 1964; U. Luz, Das Geschichtsverstandnis bei Paulus. Munchen,
1968, pp.52-60. Recently a more favourable view has been expressed by
E. Kasemann in "Der Glaube Abrahams in Rom.iv", PP, 1969* where he claims
that the nrevious denial of typology in Rom.iv "ist zweifellos ein Irr-
tum", (p.167).

2. This aspect of redemption has been very closely linked with the doctrine
of righteousness by faith in the thought of Professor Kasemann, cf. "The
Righteousness of God in Paul". ITTQT, pp.168-182. This emphasis has been
worked out in detail by P. Stuhlmacher, a former student of Professor
Kasemann, (Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei Paulus. Gottingen 1966.)

3. Cf. Leenhardt, p.126.
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phrases for God in v.17 - he wished to identify Abraham's faith in God with

the Christian's faith in God. Despite the separation in time, there is a

unity in faith. Therefore Abraham is truly 'father' of all believers,"'" and

believing Gentiles as well as Jews may call him 'our father'.

This understanding makes Abraham not just an isolated archetype or

2
model for the believer, as Klein and Luz wish to believe. Abraham is not sep¬

arate from the new community of faith; not only has he the same kind of faith

as us, but he is related to us in that peculiar form of history - salvation

history - in which God and his people are related to each other in covenant

faith. The God who called forth Abraham and who by His creative word also

called forth the Christian community is not One who acts in isolated events

having no relation to each other.^ He is a God who moves with His people
5

through history in faithfulness to His covenant promise. This history in¬

cludes the election of Israel, the history of the Law from Sinai to the Cross

(cf ,wl3-15)) "the patient tolerance of human wickedness (both Jews and Gent¬

iles) and above all, the conclusive act of the revelation of His righteous¬

ness through the Christ event.^

1. P. Neugebauer, In Christus. Berlin I96I, also designates Abraham as "Typus
des neuen Gottesvolkes" and "Praeexistentes Glied der Ekklesia", (p.168).

2. EvTh, XXIII (1963), pp.424.f.; Luz, pp.52-60, 172-182.
3. -Cf. Kasemann, "Er (Abraham) hat nicht nur representative, sondern als

Ahnherr auch der glaubenden Heiden kosmische Bedeutung. Er ist wie
Lloses in Rom.v:12.f. Schicksaltrager, allerdings nicht in Antithese zur
eschatologischen Realitat, sondern in ihrer Antizipation." Op.cit.,p.l73•

4. Gf. Wilckens, "Zu Romer iii:21-iv:25.", pp.604/5*
5. This is not to claim that God acts in direct historical continuity. God's

continuity is determined by the promise and his own faithfulness. His
acts are manifested in and through history but are not to be identified
with history. Cf. Goppelt. Christologie und Ethik, pp.226.f. Cf. also
G. Eichholz "Verkundigung und Tradition", Tradition und Interpretation,
TB, 29, Munchen 1965» pp.11-35 (PP«17^»)»

6. Cf. Cullmann, op.cit., pp.265f., cf. Kasemann, "Rechtfertigung und Heils-
geschichte im Romerbrief". PP, pp.108-139 (122).
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It is this very theme of the continuity^ and steadfastness of God's

activity, of His faithfulness to His covenant people, that raises such prob¬

lems for Paul in Hom.ix-xi. For the church, no less than Israel, the contin¬

uity of faith and the faithfulness of God was a vital issue, (cf. Rom.iii:3-7

and xisl.f.). Schlatter notes the seriousness of this question "Nun musste

aber die neue Gemeinde den Beweis dafur fiihren, dass sie mit allem, was sie

iiber ihr Verhaltnis zu Gott sagte und als ihr Ziel und ihre Norm vertrat, mit

dem Anfang der von Gott berufenen Gemeinde einstirnmig blieb. Sntstand da-

gegen durch Jesu3 oder Paulus eine Trennung von Abraham, so ergab dies einen
2

Widerspruch gegen seine Botschaft, der unuberwindlich war."

Let us now summarize what we have found concerning Abraham in ch.iv.

We discovered that the question/objection style is not so obvious as it is

in ch.iii. The style of ch.iv and the objection with which the figure of

Abraham is introduced, connect this chapter in style and construction to

ch3.iii»l-9,27-31, vi - vii, and ix - xi, rather than to chs.iii:21-26, v

and viii.

1. Cf. Cullmann, Salvation in History, pp.261.f. The existence and the
meaning of this continuity is the centre of the problem. To certain
theologians of an existentialist outlook, the emphasis upon this contin¬
uity has not been very acceptable, cf. the debate between Klein and
Wilckens in SvTh,XXIII and XXIV (1963 and 1964). Cullmann thinks however
that it is wrong to contrast Christian existence and salvation history as
opposites (cf. Foreword p.l). Cullmann believes that scholarship has
produced an increasing amount of evidence to support his view of 'Heils-
geschichte', cf. pp.28.f. Kasemarm's appreciation of a 'heilsgeschicht-
lich' understanding of Rom.iv and ix-xi is most interesting especially
the comment "Die Antithese 'historisch-eschatologisch' war einmal fur.
unsere kritische Forschung ausserordentlich hilfreich. Prinzipiell lasst
sie sich im Neuen Testament kaum irgendwo halten." (op.cit., p.164).
This change in opinion may be most helpful for the further understanding
of Rom.ix-xi.

2. p.158.
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We found that to describe this chapter as the scriptural proof of what

preceded, whether of iii:21-26, iii:21-31, or of iii:31 alone, does not give

an adequate understanding of its relevance and function within the letter.

This view gives the chapter a rather arbitrary position in the letter, and

enables commentators to understand its content not from itself but rather

from ch.iii. A lack of appreciation of ch.iv has originated largely from a

Gentile understanding of iii:21-26 which assumes that Gentiles are automatic¬

ally included because the.way to salvation is by faith.

Another problem was the understanding of the significance of Abraham

and his faith. We have found that Abraham's faith as our example does have

an illustrative function in the final section of the chapter. But Abraham

is not only an example, but "the father of us all". He is more too than

"an example of an outstanding religious personality".^" As an individual Ab¬

raham was confronted by God, but we have found that his significance in ch.iv

is not so much as an individual as that he stands at the beginning of God's
2

covenant of election. The use of the plural in referring to those of his

faith, or his descendants shows that it is with Israel and the church that

Paul is dealing and Abraham's connection with both. The emphasis is corpor¬

ate rather than individualistic."^ We agree with Miiller that "Abraham ist

1. Cf. Dodd, p.87.
2. Gf. Kasemann's emphasis that righteousness of faith cannot be individ-

ualistically interpreted. Cf. PP, pp.126.f., and especially p.176,
where he speaks of Typology and ' in Christ ' - "In ihr wird ebenfalls
der einzelne Mensch in einen Horizont geruckt, der raumlich und zeitlich
uber ihn hinausgreift und ihn zum Gliede eines weltweiten Geschehens
macht, zum Nachfolger und Exponenten eines Ahnherrn. Auch der Glaubende
lebt nicht isoliert oder in einem Verbande vieler Individuen."

3. Cf. Miiller, "Die Yerbindung von Gottesvolk und Rechtfertigungslehre
zeigt, dass die Rechtfertigung nicht eine Theorie zur Rettung einiger
Individuen darstellt." (p.108).
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nicht nur Vorbild oder Beispiel des Glaubenden ... Hier geht es um die Struk-

tur des Gottesvolkes... " Positively we have found that the figure of Abrah¬

am marks the beginning of that special 'Heilsgeschichte', the apex of which is
2

the historical revelation of God's righteousness in Christ. The oneness of

the church (especially the church becoming increasingly composed of Gent¬

iles)^ with Abraham "the first of the faithful" and with the historical

people of God is basic to this chapter, as is witnessed by the central issue

- who may call Abraham father, or who are Abraham's seed? We may put it

this way - how does the church begin and how does it continue? This solid¬

arity with Abraham connects both believing Jews and believing Gentiles to one

originator and by this they should see that they are not two peoples but one,

as God is One. The inclusion of the Gentiles does not mean the exclusion of

the Jews.^

Secondly this same unity is further cemented by the out-working of

the theme in iii:21-26 - that God's people are always constituted by His

redeeming grace, and this grace alone assures the guarantee of salvation to

all, both Jews and Gentiles. Jews and Gentiles have in Abraham a common

1. P.53 n.24. Mliller's characteristic emphasis in Romans ix-xi (which he
also relates to ch.iv) is illustrated by this quotation "Gottesvolkex-
istenz und Charakterisierung durch die 6txat,ocr6v'o besagen fur Paulus
dasselbe." (p.107).

2. In his view of Abraham as the first link in a series of prophecy and
fulfilment, Paul is in full harmony with Luke and with the Old Testa¬
ment writers, cf. N.A. Dahl, "The Story of Abraham in Luke-Acts". SLkA,
pp.139-50 (153).

3. Cf. the emphasis on this fact by Gregory Dix, Jew and Greek. London
1953, pp.53.f., and L. Goppelt, Jesus, Paul and Judaism, pp.122-161.

4. Cf. Bring, "If the word universalism is to be used at all, it must not
exclude from its scheme the election of one nation recorded in the
actual history of salvation in the Old Testament. The idea of an elect
people is not set aside, as if one concept must give place to another.
Israel, and that which is revealed in the Old Testament, remains always
the basis, though the limitation of salvation to its own people is done
away." STh, XIX (1965), p.31.
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forefather and with him they are related together in a common grace,"'' so

that they are truly one in salvation and the destiny of the one cannot be

2
separated from the destiny of the other.

If this understanding of Rom.iv is correct, then its continuation

and conclusion will be found not in ch.v, but most likely in chs.ix-xi.

Here Paul has related the church to Abraham and the Covenant: how he will

relate unbelieving Israel remains to be shown in chs.ix-xi.

1. Although we do not overlook the fact that Conzelmann distinguishes
Luke's conception of 'Heilsgeschichte' from that of Paul (The Theology
of St. Luke. ET London i960) we find that the view of Abraham which
Paul expresses in Romans is very similar to that of Luke in Luke-Acts.
V/e find agreement on the following points:
1. Abraham is the primary recipient of God's promise to the fathers;
2. The priority of the Jews;
3. The solidarity of the church with Abraham;
4. Paul's mission to the Gentiles is part of that continuing history

which began with God's revelation to Abraham;
5. The church has not replaced Israel as the people of God. Cf. Dahl,

op.cit., pp.142, 147 and 150-152.
This agreement may be taken as providing additional support for our
understanding of the significance of Abraham in Romans iv.

2. Cf. Schlatter, "Paulus verweilt bei der Einigung der Juden und Griechen
zur einen Gemeinde durch den einen Glauben an dieselbe Gnade, die alle
Glaubenden rechtfertigt." (pp.157-8)•
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Romans iv and ix-xi.

In the light of what we have already found in ch.iv let us now make a

brief comparison between ch.iv and chs.ix-xi.

One of the distinctive features common to both these sections is the

prominence of reference to, and quotation of the Old Testament. Barth,

following Luther, has emphasized the proper understanding of the Old Testa¬

ment as one of the most important reasons for Paul's writing this letter to

Rome.'*" Lyormet also emphasizes this aspect of Romans when he claims that

chs.ix-xi form the scriptural illustration for the second part of the epist-
2

le in the same way as ch.iv does for the first. We support this opinion in

its emphasis upon the similarity in content between ch.iv and chs.ix-xi. As

we have already noted, however, to describe ch.iv merely as a further

illustration of what has previously been stated is to miss the real reason

for its inclusion in the epistle; and the same we believe, is also true for

chs.ix-xi.

Related to the emphasis upon the Old Testament is the question of

continuity in the purpose and revelation of God. If, as Goppelt claims, the

crucial problem in Hellenistic Christianity was the relationship of the

message of Christ to the Old Testament,^ then it is most likely that a letter

with so much reference to the Old Testament, will also be concerned with the

question of continuity. This continuity seemed threatened by two related

factors - the general unbelief of the Jews and the acceptance of uncircumcis-

ed Gentiles into the church. If there had been a real discontinuity between

1. Cf. pp.10-11.
2. "Note sur le plan de l'apltre aux Romains".

Recherches de science religieuses,XXXIX (l95l/52). pp.301-316.
3. Jesus, Paul and Judaism, p.112.
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the Jewish nation and the new community of faith, this would have presented

a great problem for Jewish people, even for Jewish Christians. On the other

hand, Paul realized that a Gentile church which was unaware of the fact that

it had been grafted on to the stem of Israel, would think of itself as a

'creatio ex nihilo' and begin to boast over those who had been rejected.

Thus, for both Jews and Gentiles, it was imperative to see the continuity in

God's ways as revealed in the Old Testament and in the Cross.

Paul also had to avoid misunderstandings of his gospel such as ch.

iii:31 (by this you annul the Law) and ch.xisl.f. (this means God has cast

off His people). As Schlatter has noted, if Paul had allowed any separation

between the Israel of the Old Testament and the new community of faith, this

would have created for Paul's gospel an insurmountable problem.

In Romans iv, Paul deals with this difficulty by relating Gentiles to

Abraham, who himself believed as a Gentile. Since Abraham, on account of the

covenant, is also the first of the believing Jews, Paul relates the new comm¬

unity to a common forefather. In chs.ix-xi the same problem is again under

discussion. In ch.ix:8.f., the continuity and discontinuity within the seed

of Abraham is demonstrated to emphasize the freedom of God's grace as in the
2

case of Abraham in ch.iv. In ch.ix as in ch.iv, we have a discussion of

the connection with Abraham, whether by natural or by spiritual descent. It

is only in ch.xi, however, that the desperate problem of the continuity of

God's revelation in relation to unbelieving Israel is really faced. In ch.iv

Paul emphasizes the positive continuation of God's purpose which widens to

embrace the Gentiles. In chs.ix-xi he has to face again the apparent discont-

1. p.158.
2. Cf. AoYf&ecrGai in ix:8f. and iv:3-ll*
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inuity caused by the unbelief of Israel and yet still affirms that "the

gifts and calling of God are irrevocable"■(xi»29)• Paul's thesis seems to

be that even as the justification of Abraham was the justification of the

ungodly (iv^)^ so too the Jewish people will come to faith by the route

that leads through disobedience (xii32).

We find that in both sections Paul repudiates all false claims for

the Jewish people, especially in relation to works-righteousness (cf.iii:21-
2

iv»8 and ix:30 - x«13). . At the same time he allows their history and

their election a special place within the redemptive activity of God i.e.

in ch.iv. Paul's argument would enable him to claim that Abraham is father

of Gentiles first, and only secondarily of Jews - but he does not say that.

All, both Jews and Gentiles, must follow in file behind Abraham (iv:12).

In chs.ix-xi, Paul continues in a similar vein; he defends the freedom of

God to do as He will with His creation (ix:l4«f»)> but he still allows the

advantage of his natural kinsmen, the Jews (ix:3-6).^ He acknowledges him¬

self to be of the seed of Abraham and, despite all criticism of Jewish dis¬

obedience, he maintains that in the end, "all Israel will be saved.

Paul's paradoxical treatment of the Israel after the flesh can lead to the

1. Kaseraann justifies this description of Abraham by reference to the non-
reckoning of sins in Rom.iv:7-8, but he claims that we completely mis¬
understand his meaning if we moralize this statement and equate it with
the justification of the wicked, ('Per Glaube Abrahams in RCm.iv." ppJ40-50).

2. It is noteworthy that, with the possible exception of vii:7-25, (the
question of the Law) there is no real discussion of this antithesis
between faith and works in chs.v-viii.

3. Cf. Sanday and Headlam who criticize F.G. Baur and his followers for
exaggerating Paul's opposition to the Jews. "He defends himself and
his converts from their attacks (i.e. the Jews), but he fully concedes
the priority of their claim and he is most anxious to conciliate them
(Rom.xv:31; ixsl.f., xsl.f.; xv:8 etc.)." (p.24«)«

4. V/e do not mean by this all the Jewish people; the meaning of 'all Israel'
will be discussed in relation to chs.ix-xi.
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clusion of the Gentiles in ch.iv can be interpreted to mean the exclusion of

the Jews, and the election of the Israel of faith in ix-xi may be taken to

mean the rejection of all Jewish people. It is only when we follow the full

argument of Paul, that we can appreciate both his negative and positive

evaluation of the Jewish nation.^
If Paul did believe "to the Jew first", we might well ask why it is

that this problem of Jewish unbelief is mentioned in ch.iii, but not dealt

with in detail until chs.ix-xi. The answer is that Paul is speaking from

the point of view of God's revelation in Christ. In the light of this it

would have been inconceivable for Paul to deal with the subject of unbe¬

lieving Israel prior to his description of those who are now the true heirs

2
of Abraham and inheritors of the promise. Paul could not have discussed

unbelieving Israel without reference to the historical revelation of God's

righteousness in Christ and the new community of faith. This helps to ex¬

plain the content of chs.i-xi.

In i-iv we find numerous references to Jews and Gentiles. They are

discussed in relation to each other and to the purpose of God. In chs.

v-viii however, this subject has practically disappeared from the discuss¬

ion."^ Then in chs.ix-xi it reappears and is taken up again in ch.xiv and

ch.xv. Our explanation of this is that Paul in ch.iv reaches the apex of

1. Cf. Cullmann, "The past is seen as salvation history in the light of
the present, but the present cannot be recognized at all as salvation
history without the positive 'presentation' of the past." (p.263).

2. The fact that Paul's statement concerning the universal sinfulness of
humanity in i»18-iii:20 precedes iii:21.f. does not invalidate this
assertion.

3. Cf. Dahl, "Two Notes on Romans v." STh, V-VI (1951/52), p.40.
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his argument which is to show that Gentile believers may truly call Abraham

'father1 and that both peoples are united in a common salvation beginning

with Abraham. Chs.v-viii follow the outworking of the Christian life in the

here and now.

Paul's doctrine of the church is that "in Christ there is neither Jew

nor Greek" - hence in the positive description of the life of the believing

community these arguments are not only unnecessary but undesirable. It is

only in the discussion of the origin or constitution of the people of God

that such arguments are permissible. Ch.viii is thus rightly seen as a

high-point in Paul's exposition of the life of the church.^" We would great¬

ly misinterpret Paul, however, if we were to regard chs.ix-xi as an after¬

thought that was somehow less important than chs.i-viii. Paul the believer,

could never be content while that people through whom the Messiah came were

living without His blessings.

Having pursued the theme of the life of the new community in Christ,

Paul must continue the Jew/Gentile theme of chs.i-iv. In ch.iv, he opposed

the presumption of the Jews who assumed that they were related to Abraham

and that Gentiles were therefore excluded. In ch.xi, Paul opposes the pre¬

sumption of the Gentiles who assume that they can boast because the Jews

were broken off so that they could be grafted in. The way of grace to both

Jew and Gentile excludes all boasting, and Paul opposes the boasting in iv:2

and xi:18.f. The proper Christian boasting is outlined in chs.v:2,3,H -

a boasting in hope, in suffering, in God who reconciles us.

The way Paul deals with the questions of Jew and Gentile, of faith

1. Cf. Matthew Arnold's review of what is primary in Romans, and Sanday and
Headlam's critique of same - Introduction pp.xliv-xlvi.
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and incorporation into the community of faith, of differences in opinion

concerning food etc. (cf.chs.xiv and xv) shows that a basic aim of the

letter to the Romans is to emphasize the unity of two peoples in one commun¬

ity of faith."'' This is evident in ch.iv and also in ix-xi where Paul shows

that the new people of God can never disregard the future of that historical

people through whom God chose to reveal Himself. God's purpose for Israel

in the Old Testament, for the people of God in the New Testament, and His

continuing purpose for a.still unbelieving Israel, connects chs.iv and chs.

ix-xi.

Abraham figures in both sections not just as an example but as the

one to whom the promise was first given. He was called by the word of God

which gives life to the dead and calls into existence things that are not

(iv:17). Paul claims in ch.ix:6.f., that this word of God has not failed,

but is still calling to Israel to return, (xi2l).

Let us now summarize the parallels which we have found in these two

sections of the letter. We have found that the following themes are common

to both - the use of the Old Testament; the emphasis upon the continuity

of the purpose and people of God in the 'Heilsgeschichte' of God; the posit¬

ive evaluation of God's revelation to the Jewish people; the place of Abrah¬

am and 'Abrahamskindschaft' i.e. what constitutes the children of the prom¬

ise; the denial of boasting and of works/righteousness, above all, the em¬

phasis that righteousness is for everyone who believes, both Jew and Gentile,

1. We disagree with E. Trocmd's view that Paul's personality and intervent¬
ion hastened the rupture with the synagogue at Rome. Cf. "L'epitre aux
Romains et la methode missionaire de l'Apotre Paul." NTS, VII (1960/61)
pp.148-153.
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and the concern that these two peoples should accept each other and live in

harmony in Christ.

Perhaps it is in the image of the tree into which the Gentiles were

grafted after the unbelieving Jews had been broken off, that we get our best

insight into the connection between chs.iv and ix-xi. Abraham as the 1 Stamm-

vater' of Israel, is the great concern of ch.iv. In chs.ix-xi we get the

same idea in another image - that of the olive tree. It is no new tree

into which the Gentiles are grafted but the old stem of Abraham and, if the

Jews repent, they will be grafted back into the same tree.

The theme of election involving Jews and Gentiles is thus basic to

both sections. V/e have already shown certain connections between ch.iii

and chs.ix-xi. Chs.i and ii also deal with the general theme of Gentiles

and Jews before God, and chs.xiv and xv continue to emphasize the oneness

of these two peoples within the community of faith. A theme that is so

central to the Roman letter i.e. in i-iv, ix-xi and xiv-xv, cannot be ignor¬

ed in a full interpretation of the meaning and purpose of the letter.
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The Situation to which Paul addresses himself in Rom.iii-iv.

The questions and objections which introduce and conclude ch.iii, in¬

dicate according to our previous findings that Paul is referring to discuss¬

ions or problems within the Roman church."'' The nature of these is indicated

by iii:l-2 - "Then what advantage has the Jew or what is the value of cir¬

cumcision? Much in every way." The fact that Paul qualifies this statement

in iii:9> claiming that he has no intention of setting Jew before Gentile, as

if God exercised partiality on a racial basis, suggests that Paul was address¬

ing a situation where people were sensitive concerning Jew-Gentile relations.

The question in iiis29 "Is God the God of Jews only?" and the discussion in

ch.iv as to who are the true children of Abraham add weight to this suggestion.

Paul apparently feels obliged to uphold the priority of the Jewish

people to whom God chose to reveal Himself. He attempts to do this in such a

way as to emphasize that election takes place on the basis of grace and not

of merit. This is analagous to the situation in chs.ix-xi which we have al¬

ready shown to be closely connected to these chapters, (iii-iv). Although

very much aware of the unbelief of the majority of the Jews, Paul argues in

ix-xi that the Gentile Christians are wrong in their view that the Jews are

rejected and that believing Gentiles have replaced them as the people of God.

Paul seeks to remove all grounds for boasting and to show the equality

of all men in sin and in grace. This he does in the two sections in these

chapters which do not conform to the question and objection style. In the

first of these, iii:9-20, he shows the universality of sin and in the second,

iii:21-26, he sets forth God's redemptive act in Christ as the fulfilment of

the covenant promises. This divine act assures salvation first of all for

1. Cf. Thesis, pp.68-69 and. 113-119*
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the Jew to whom the promises were originally given and also for the Gentile

since salvation is by faith and apart from the Law. This removes all grounds

for boasting in that salvation is by grace and is now equally avalable for

all.men in the new aeon that dawned with Christ's resurrection.

That the argument in chs.iii-iv is not purely theoretical is clearly

indicated at the end of ch.iv when it is stated that God's purpose was that

Abraham should become "the father of us all" (v.l6), and that the words "it

was reckoned to him" were written "not for his sake alone but for ours also",-

(v.23). Yfe take the first reference to imply the existence of two groups of

people, probably Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians. The second ref¬

erence concerns the significance of Abraham's faith. This may be understood

as an indication that the meaning of faith was disputed among the Roman

Christians and that Paul is using the Abraham tradition to clarify the issue.

This is supported by a comparison between Paul's use of the story of

Abraham in Romans and that in Galatians.^ In Romans the basic interest in

Abraham is as the 'Stammvater' of Israel, the bearer of the promise, 'the

heir of the world'. There is also a strong emphasis upon the continuity

between Abraham and all believers. But in Galatians there is no interest in

the continuity of 'Keilsgeschichte' and it is Christ who is the true seed of

Abraham so that attention is not focussed on the relation of believers to

2
the Jewish nation. The use in Romans suggests that Paul addresses a situ¬

ation where the positive meaning of continuity with Abraham, the question of

who are the legitimate heirs of the promise and the relation of these with

the historical people of God were disputed questions.

Bartsch holds that Paul's discussion in Rom.iv is a dialogue with the

1. Cf. K. Berger, "Abraham in den paulinischen Hauptbriefen", MTZ, XVII
(1966), pp.47-89(87-88). Cf. also on Luke/Acts, Thesis, p.181 n.l.

2. Ibid.
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Rabbinic interpretation of the Abraham tradition. He suggests that Jewish

Christians probably stressed faith as obedience in reaction to Gentile

Christians who emphasized faith as freedom from all restraint. The negative
2

attitude of the latter to the Torah no doubt led to this conflict. In both

groups Paul sees a danger of faith being regarded as a personal achievement,

something to boast about.^ Paul's answer to this is that true covenant

faith - that which made the Jews distinctive, originates from grace alone.

Another striking feature of ch.iv is the connection with chs.xiv-xv.

Abraham, Paul says, did not become weak in faith (v.19, cf.xiv:l), but grew

strong in faith (v.20, cf.xvtl). Abraham's faith is an example for both

'the weak' and 'the strong' since he is father of them all. Unlike the

doubter in xiv:23> Abraham did not doubt but trusted God who is able to make

the weak become strong. Jewett notes that the reference to Abraham's otojico

in iv:19 is not found in Heb.xi:12 nor in the Rabbinic parallels but is
4

peculiar to Paul, and that its inclusion is probably not accidental. In

view of Paul's subsequent emphasis upon 'the dead body' (viii:10, cf.vi:12,

vii:24) it may be that Paul's aim is to show that Abraham's recognition of

the moral impotency of his own body is an essential aspect of exemplary

faith. Although his body is dead he hopes in God and yields up his members

as instruments of righteousness and not of sin (cf. vi:13-14)«

\7e conclude that the situation Paul addresses in chs.iii-iv is conson¬

ant with that which we have posited for chs.vi-vii; it is also similar to

that which is addressed in chs.ix-xi and xiv-xv. In all of these we see

signs of a Gentile Christianity which has failed to appreciate the Judaic

origins of their faith.

1. "The Concept of Faith in Paul's Letter to the Romans, BR, XIII (1968), p.41.
2. Cf. Minear, p.14- Minear's book develops Bartsch's ideas in more detail.
3. Cf. Bartsch, op.cit., p.47> Minear, pp.40.f.
4. Cf. pp.288-89-
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The Position of Chapter v in Romans i-viii.

Paul concluded his argument concerning Abraham by relating his faith

to that of the Christian community. Like Abraham the faith of believers will

be reckoned to them as righteousness (ivs23.ff). These believers are further

described as those "who believe in Him that raised from the dead Jesus our

Lord" (v.24). Verse 25 elaborates this description in the words of a pre-

Pauline confession "who was put to death for our trespasses and raised for

our justification".^" The- reason for the inclusion of this quotation seems

to be to enable Paul to make a smooth transition from the theme of ch.iv to

that of ch.v. It is interesting that the confession which Paul quotes

speaks of Christ as being raised for our justification. This relates it to

the theme of iiis21-26 and to some extent to ch.iv, so it is not entirely

out of place in the context. The argument at the end of ch.iv however, is

not referring so much to the justification of believers (this argument has

already been completed) but rather to the application of justification to

life.

Paul is referring to what was formerly termed 'santification' rather

than justification. We also might argue that the death of Christ in v.25a

refers to the justification of the believer,i.e. to the basis or origin of

the Christian life, whereas v.25b refers to the realization and outworking

of that life into which we have already entered. The first part of the

verse is a conclusion of v/hat has already been argued and the second forms

the introduction for the succeeding theme. It would appear that Paul used

1. It is generally agreed that Paul is quoting from earlier material cf. H.
Conzelmann An Outline of the Theology of the Hew Testament, (translated
by J. Bowden) 1969* PP*64-70> 166, 191*
Bultmann Theology. Vol.1, pp.46-47*

2. Cf. Schmidt, pp.88.f.
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the words of an older formula which differentiated between the meaning of

Christ's death and His resurrection."^ In spite of the different terminology,

Paul interprets the older tradition (in v.25b) as referring to Christian life

as already received and enjoyed by the believing community. By the use of

this convenient formula Paul has been able to make the desired transition

2
from ch.iv to ch.v. and has related the thought of iiis21.ff to that of

v:l.ff.3
Prom the background of Abraham, Paul has arrived at the 'now* of the

new age, where the righteousness of God has been revealed. This connects

ch.v (cf. v.9) with the 'now' of iii:21,26 and both may be related forward

to viiiil.ff. Since ch.iv is not, for the most part, dealing with the 'now'

in Christ Jesus, it is thus seen to be somewhat of a 'digression' (in the

1. Cf. Michel, p.128.
2. Nygren notes how Paul skilfully joins the two chapters (and the first two

sections of the letter) "It is particularly interesting to see how Paul
joins the two, when he now turns from the first part to the second.
'Raised for our justification' he says in closing the first part. In so
saying Paul has coupled justification, righteousness, with the resurrec¬
tion of Christ. But since the resurrection of Christ is the beginning of
the new age of life, we see that Paul has carried his presentation pre¬
cisely to the point where, in the next section, he must show what the
new life means. In the concluding statement of the first part one can
already glimpse the issue to which the second part supplies the answer."
(p.188). Cf. also K.A.Dahl, "Two Notes on Romans v." STh, V-VI (1951/52)^59.

3. Cf. Michel "v»l-ll ist also die unmittelbare Portsetzung von R.iii:21-31."
(p.16). Conzelmann considers that iv:25 is the "Ausgangspunkt" for the
comprehensive analysis of existence in chs.v-viii (N.T. Theology, p.166).
His emphasis upon credal formulations as being a fixed part of Pauline
theology is doubted by Kasemann who feels that Paul's theology is based
upon tradition generally but not upon credal formulations in particular.
"Konsequente Traditionsgeschichte." Z Th -K. LXII, (1965), p.143.
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specialized meaning of the word given by Dahl1) originating from the questions

in iii:27«ff.^
In ch.v Paul has returned to the theme of the Christian community as

the eschatological people of God who now enjoy the new life made available in

Christ Jesus. He is not concerned whether they were formerly Jews or Gen¬

tiles. In Christ there i3 neither Jew nor Greek and Paul sees these people

as the new humanity (cf. Ephs.ii:15), the new creation of God. The change

of subject^ (i.e. from Jew-Gentile to the Christian community) is designated

by very noticeable changes in vocabulary and style. Nygren has drawn atten¬

tion to the fact that the word faith is used very often in chs.i-iv but very

seldom in chs.v-viii,^ whereas, on the contrary the words 'life' and 'live'
5

are not used in chs.i-iv but are frequently found in v-viii. We note also

that hope occurs firstly at iv:18 and then becomes dominant in chs.v and viii

in particular.

1. Cf. p.41. It is also our contention that those sections which are argu¬
mentative and show signs of discussions that had taken place within the
missionary experience of Paul, are, in spite of their apparent character
as digressions, basic to Paul's argument in this letter.

2. Jeremias connects v:l directly to iii:21-30 and considers ch.viii is the
continuation of ch.v. This has the effect of constituting iii;21-30,
ch.v and ch.viii the central theme of the letter and iii:l-9, iii:31-iv,
vi-vii and ix-xi are digressions or interruptions of the central line
of argument. Cf.pp.l48.f. . Also Dahl, p.39-1"-

3. This change of subject does not mean that Paul has come to the true
theme of his letter. The change is only a temporary one and in chs.ix-xi
Paul returns to the theme of Jews and Gentiles. Viewed in this light,
the digression is seen to be in chs.v-viii, rather than in ix-xi.

4. UCoxlq occurs in Rom.i:l6,17; iii:2,3>22,25>26,21,28,30,31; iv:3,5>9>
11,12,13»14>16»17»18,19»24s ^4 in v:l,2 but not again until ix:30. As
Conzelmann rightly observes, the omission of this key term in this large
area of the epistle creates a difficult problem for those who regard the
three sections of Rom.i-xi as a threefold interpretation of justification
by faith. Conzelmann's suggestions,though helpful, do not really solve
this difficulty. Gf. pp.239-40.

5. Cf. Nygren, pp.86-87•
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Another change is that whereas the discussion in isl8-iv:22 is held

mostly in the third person (the second person singular is used in a rhetor¬

ical manner), in chs.v-viii (with the exception of v:12-2l) the apostle, on

the contrary is directly addressing the Romans, writing in the second and

first person plural."'" Chapter iv:23-25 marks the transition. Feuillet arg¬

ues that certain similarities in vocabulary between v:l-ll and the previous

chapters require us to regard this section as the conclusion of what preced-
2

es, rather than as the introduction to a new section. It is significant

however, that Leenhardt who follows the opinion of Feuillet in regarding

Rom.v:l-ll as the conclusion of what precedes,^ notes a change in tone and

style from v.l.f. ..."the tone and style is no longer that of theological

argument; it is now the believer who is speaking." Taken along with the

marked change in tone and style, Feuillet's arguments are not really convinc-

5
ing, and it is better to regard the main break in Rom.i-viii as occurring

1. Cf. Dahl, p.40.
2. Feuillet regards v:l-ll as the crowning conclusion of the previous argu¬

ments. He notes the following points:-6i.xai,u)0svTS£ (in vil) relates
back to ii: 13; iii:4>20,25 ,28,30; iv:2-5 . KauxoojaeQo: (in v:3>ll) op¬
poses the sinful boasting of ii:17,23; iii:27j iv:2 (and not used
again until xv: 17).' Opyt] (v:9) re-echoe3 i:18; ii:5»8j iii:5> iv: 15,;
(and is not mentioned again until ix:22). The phrase TT]V xaPt'v Taurr]V
(v:2) refers back to iii:24; the hope of the glory of God in v:l recalls
the privation of the glory of God in iii:23; the ayvCatr|Ot, vr Se tt)v lapt¬
op dY^ATjV of v:8 corresponds to the Soxat, ocuvtqv ow Caxrpw of
iii:5 > the phrase Iv tq) atjicnri CcutcO of v:9 is parallel to Iv TtJ) a I[lav 0
aptoP of iii:25 (and nowhere else in the letter), (p.356 n.l). There
is no need to dispute these parallels that have been illustrated. It is
questionable however if they are sufficient proof that the content of
ch.v is more closely related to chs.i-iv than vi-viii.

3. This division (between v.11 and v.12) was originally proposed by Th. Zahn
Per Brief des Paulus an die Romer. 3 Aufl., 1925*

4- Leenhardt, pp.131-2.
5. Cf. Dupont's criticism "Les attaches de v.1-11 avec ce qui pr£c£de sont

ind4niables, mais la perspective est diff£rente."(p.374)• Cf. also. Luz
"Per Aorist des Partizips weist aber auf eine neue Nuance." "Zum Aufbau
von ROm. i-viii". ThZ, XXV (1969), p.178.
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at the end of ch.iv. This is in accordance with the opinion of most modern

commentators as opposed to the older view which held that the theme of i»18-

2
v:21 was justification and the theme of vi-viii was sanctification. Support

for connecting ch.v to the first section of Romans and not to ch.vi.ff. has

been provided in Professor Dahl's excellent essay in which he notes a close

parallelism between v:l-ll and viii:l-39«^ In Dahl's view chs.v and viii are

not two parallel statements of related themes; as we have noted this cyclical

1. One of the first to make the division between chs.iv and v was Th. Haring
- Per Romerbrief des Apo3tels Paulus (Stuttgart, 1926). Haring sub-divid¬
ed as follov/s "Die Offenbarung der Gerechtigkeit Gottes aus Glauben,
(iii:21 - iv:25), zum Leben (v-viii)." C.H. Dodd has a similar arrangement
"The Righteousness of God in Justification" (iii:21 - iv:25), and "The
Righteousness of God in Salvation" (v-viii); cf. also A. Nygren "He Who
through Faith is Righteous" (i:18 - iv:25), "He Who through Faith is
Righteous shall Live" (v-viii); and 0. Michel "Die Gerechtigkeit Gottes"
(i-iv), "Das neue Leben aus Gott" (v-viii). This division is also held
by Lietzmann, Schmidt, Luz, Dahl und Dupont (in the works already cited):
by S. Lyonnet "Note sur le plan de l'fipitre aux Romains." RScR. XXXIX(l95l)
pp.301-316 and by J. Cambier L'Hvangile de Dieu selon 1'jSpitre aux Romains.
(Studia Neotestementica III), Brusells,1966 (cf. p.279). Duz also lists
Huby, Viard, Comply, Klein, Ortigues and Gaumann in support of this div¬
ision. (cf. p.178,n,43). Brunner retains iii;21 - viii:39 as one section
and A. Deschamps regards iii:21 - xi:36 as one section preceded by the
introduction i;18 - iii»30 "La Structure de Rom.i-xi." Analecta 3iblica
17-18 (1963), p.10.

2. Eg. Godet (2nd Edit. 1883) Weiss (Meyer 1899) Sanday and Headlam (ICG,
5th Edit. 1902), Ktthl (1913), Gaugler (1954), Althaus (9th Edit. 1959).
In general this view is also held by Lagrange (6th Edit. 1950)
Schlatter (1935), and W. Manson "Notes on the Argument of Romans" (chs.
i-viii)1 New Testament Essays in Memory of T.N. Manson (1959), P«159«

3. "Two Notes on Romans v". STh.Vol.V-VI, 1951/52, pp.^V.ff• Dahl sets
out the Greek text of these chapters in parallel columns and, by putting
similar verses alongside each other, he illustrates the parallels bet¬
ween the chapters. He says "This synopsis speaks for itself, and does
not need much commentary. It shows that ch.viii contains a fuller de¬
velopment of the themes which are briefly stated in v:l-ll".(p.39) •
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type of argument is not common in Paul,^" but his argument proceeds forward all

the time even though it may proceed by means of wide and numerous digressions.

Rather ch.v:l-ll states the themes, and viii:l-39 brings a fuller elucidation
2

of the main points. This view destroys the systematic order which Nygren be¬

lieves to exist in chs.v-viii. He claims that the theme of ch.v is "Free from

the 7frath of God"; ch.vi "Free from Sin"; ch.vii "Free from the Law"; ch.viii

"Free from Death".^ As Dahl notes, ch.v also deals with freedom from death

and ch.viii with freedom from condemnation just as much as with freedom from

death.^

From this survey we may conclude that although there are close connect¬

ions between ch.v and chs.iii-iv, the perspective of ch.v is different from

that of ch.iv. Ch.v is much more closely related to ch.vi. As Gaumann

states "Der innere Zusammenhang von Kapit.v und vi ist ein engerer als

zwischen dem Schriftbeweis nach rabbinischer Art von Rom.iv und der vorwieg-

end christologischen Darlegung von Rom.v:1-11". (p.25). The changes in sub¬

ject matter (no longer Jews and Gentiles), in vocabulary (life dominates

rather than faith), in style (no longer argumentative but now triumphant) and

from the third to second and first person plural, require us to connect

1. We feel that Feuillet exaggerates the significance and frequency of the
ABA scheme which is sometimes found in Paul's letters. (Cf. Feuillet
PP«356, 363, 376, 386, 490, 500, 504-506). Rom.ix-xi does seem to fit
quite well into the ABA pattern but it is rather artificial to consider
the whole structure of the letter as dominated by this literary devise.
It may also be disputed whether chs.iv:25 - viii:33 are adequately under¬
stood when described as a "Ringkomposition". Cf. H. Conzelmann "Paulus
und die Weisheit" HTS, Vol.XII (1965/66), p.232.

2. Cf. Dahl, p.40.
3. N. Gaumann has a slightly modified version of Nygren's summary in that

he regards chs.v-viii as exposition of the theme of etprivri - as free¬
dom from Death, Sin and Law. Taufe und Ethik. Studien zu Romer vi.
BEvTh, 47, Hunchen, 1967. (p«47T«

4. Dahl, p.40.
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ch.v with the succeeding chapters rather than with chs.i-vi. The connect¬

ions between ch.v and viii (as outlined by Dahl) further cement this view.

With ch.vsl a theme is commenced which comes to a climactic conclusion in

viiij39• By regarding chs.v-viii as a single unit, intervening in the se¬

quence between ch.iv and ch.ix we are better able to understand the sharp

break that occurs at the end of ch.viii,"'" and also to appreciate the conn¬

ection of chs.ix-xi with chs.i-iv. While we are not completely happy

about Peuillet's emphasis upon the ABA pattern, it does seem to find some

2
confirmation in this outline of chs.i-ix. However our explanation of the

intervention of chs.v-viii between ch.iv and ch.ix is that Paul could not

speak of the unbelieving Jews prior to his description of the new commun¬

ity of faith in Christ Jesus. As always Paul sees everything in the light

of, and proceeds from, the starting point of the new aeon that has dawned
■4

in Christ.

1. Part of the problem at viii:39 - ix:l is this - when Paul moves from the
discussion of the origin and basis of salvation in chs.iii and iv, to
the theme of the new life that results, this seems a perfectly natural
development of the argument. However, when Paul has outlined the life
of the eschatological community from the Cross to the coming glory, then
it seems a sudden transition to return to the mundane problems of the
present, particularly that of Jewish unbelief; but we ought not to be
surprised at this development. Paul always emphasized the present (and
the future as resulting therefrom) - he was no 'Enthusiast1 in this
respect.

2. i.e. A = chs.i-iv with the general theme of Jews-Gentiles.
B = chs.v-viii with the theme of life for the eschatological

community.
A = chs.ix-xi returns to the A theme of Jews-Gentiles and the

purpose of God.
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CHAPTER vil-11.

Whereas in ch.iiij21.f. the i3sue in question was the origin of right¬

eousness in Christ, in v:l.f., attention is focussed upon its fulfilment, its

realization in the present."'" Paul is not exhorting the Christian community
2

to find peace, he is declaring that this has already been obtained for them.

In ch.vsl.f. Paul seeks to show that life is a present reality for the justif¬

ied."^ Even though death and sin are still present, these are not decisive

in the new aeon, where grace and righteousness lead to life.^ The St,xouto0-
5

evTs£ 0"5v of ch.vsl is a sort of summary of the argument in iii:21-26

1. "...wahrend es in Rom.iii:21.f. vor allem um die Herkunft der durch
Christus geschaffenen Gerechtigkeit ging, geht es in vsl.f. vor allem
um ihr Ziel." Luz "Zum Aufbau von Rom.i-viii", p.178.

2. In spite of the fact that the manuscript evidence is strongly in favour
of sxcojasv (A.B.C.D.etc.) with most commentators we regard the
present exousv as most in keeping with Paul's line of thought here,
and his theology in general. Barrett suggests that the subjunctive may
be interpreted as a brachylogy: "Since we have been justified, we have
peace; let us therefore enjoy it." (p.102). The NEB follows somewhat
the same interpretation of v:l as Lagrange (p.lOl) - "let us continue
at peace with God." We feel it is best to accept the present as the
proper reading with the explanation that the variation occurred because
it was difficult to distinguish the two forms in the Hellenei3tic age.
F.F. Bruce, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans, p.122.

3. Cf. Bultraann "Adam and Christ according to Rom.v." CINTI, p,144«
4. Cf. Michel "Pis. will zunachst zeigen, dass in der Gabe der Rechtfertig-

ung alle anderen Gaben enthalten sind." (p.129).
5. Cf. Dodd, p.71. This involves, as Michel also note3, (p,129)> regarding

ch.iv as an insertion or excursus. We do not agree with Dodd in his view
of chapter iv as of only incidental importance but regard it as being
only 'formally1 a digression, because when Paul returns to the subject of
iii:21-26 in ch.vsl.f. it is with the added benefits of the insight of
ch.iv.
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and establishes the point of view of the entire chapter. In v:10 we find the

crux of the argument - "For if while we were enemies, we were reconciled to

God by the death of His Son, much more now that we are reconciled, shall we
I

be saved by Him from the wrath of God." Here the resurrection life of Christ

is related to the eschatological life of the believers and thus proceeds

directly from iv:25 where Christ is said to have died for our sins and to

have been raised for our justification.^"
The argument in vv.,1-11 is a proof 'a maiore ad minus'; if righteous¬

ness is already present, then life even more. The substance of the proof is
2

that life is. already present in hope.

Bultmann criticizes Barth for his failure to interpret this section

■within the context of the letter and in the light of the dominant question

of the presence of salvation, or life. Yihat interests Barth is the relation¬

ship between man and Christ, and the thought that Christ as a human individ¬

ual person at the same time includes in Himself all other men.^ In this way

he subordinates v:l-ll to v;12-21 and interprets the former in the light of

the latter, whereas it is more usual to interpret v;12-21 as a development

1. This is not in contradiction to the assertion that v:l continues from
iii;21-26. Thi3 verse (iv:25) is transitional,also referring back to
the 'now' of iii;21-26.

2.- Cf. Bultmann, op.cit., p.144*
3. Cf. Bultmann, op.cit., p.150. K. 3arth published his short essay "Christ-

us und Adam nach Homer v" in 1952 (Theologische Studien Ho.35) and Bult¬
mann replied to it in ZH',7 LV (1959)• Barth's essay (translated by
T.A. Smail) wan published as Scottish Journal of Theology Occasional
Papers. No.5 (1956)

4. Bultmann, p.150.
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of the argument for the presence of life in vsl-11 - a second proof and fur¬

ther elaboration of the same theme."'" Not only do we need to consider ch.

vi1-11 in the context of the letter, but also in relation to the actual sit¬

uation in Rome. We need to ask why it was that Paul felt compelled to em¬

phasize the actualization of eschatological life for the Christian community.

The mention of suffering (vv.3-4) and its use as a means of strengthening

rather than destroying Christian hope may give us a clue to the actual sit¬

uation. It may have been .that the Roman Christians were faced with the

possibility of persecution on account of their faith and were in danger of

regarding this as a proof that the Messiah had not really come, or that
2

life was not already available in the present. We note also the references

to suffering in viii:17.f», xii:13.f. and possibly an allusion to suffering

behind the idea of resisting the authorities in ch.xiii. We do not dispute

the fact that sufferings were expected to accompany the inauguration of the

Messianic era and it is obvious that Paul interprets sufferings in exactly

this way in this letter."^ It is possible that Paul merely refers to suffer¬

ing in a general way to emphasize the arrival of the Messianic woes. In our

opinion, this is not a full understanding of the situation. This inter¬

pretation is open to Bultmann's criticism of Barth, that we do not interpret

1. This is the view of Lietzmann (p.26), also followed by Bultmann
(pp.151.ff) and others.

2. This could mean that the primary reference in this section is to Jewish
Christians and former proselytes. On the other hand, it is possible
that pneumatic Gentile Christians regarded suffering as inconsistent
with the new life in Christ and were liable to rebel against any per¬
secution from the Jews or from the Roman authorities. In either sit¬
uation, it was necessary for Paul to show that suffering is to be ex¬
pected and that it is not inconsistent with Christian life.

3. Cf. Barrett, p.104.
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within the context. It seems to us preferable therefore to hold that there

was real or threatened persecution in Rome and that Paul interprets this as

the Messianic suffering of God's people. We do not hold that the theme of

suffering is introduced because Paul wishes to emphasize Messianic fulfil¬

ment - but rather that Paul interprets the suffering already being experienc¬

ed in Rome as a sign of eschatological fulfilment. But the suffering (or

threat of it) precedes Paul's interpretation of it. It is because of some

such situation in Rome that Paul in chs.v and viii emphasizes the reality of

eschatological life in the present and the certainty of its final realizat¬

ion in the future.

It may also be possible that this situation is similar to that envis¬

aged by E. Trocm6. He suggests that the possibility of an imminent rupture

.between church and synagogue caused the Christian community to be greatly

concerned as to the possibility of Christian life outside the sphere of the

Law and the synagogue. If there was a risk of Jewish Christians and former

proselytes being persecuted by Jews in Rome, the question might be seriously

asked as to whether God's love extended beyond the sphere of the Law, the

Temple and the Synagogue. It might also be suggested that Gentile Christ¬

ians argued that the Jews were broken off so that they might be grafted in

(cf. xi:19.f.)« The Jews then retorted by saying that if one election can

fail, so can another, and so undermined the security of the Christian comm¬

unity. It was some such situation that caused Paul to write this particul¬

ar letter at a specific time (i.e. when about to go to Jerusalem) and in

order to understand its contents, we must look within it for signs of the

'Sitz im Leben' that originated it.

1. NTS, VII (1960/61), pp.148-153; see also criticism of Trocme, Thesis
p.187 n.l.
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In the light of these practical problems, Paul expounds the meaning of

Christian life for the present. He emphasizes the 'already' of the faith in

order to give a true picture of the privileges now enjoyed by Christians in

the present. In ch.viii the same emphasis is continued and there the 'al¬

ready' is closely related to the 'not yet'"'" of Christian hope. The use of

the vfty in w.9-11 emphasizes as in iii:21-26 the relevance of the aeon

2
question for the true understanding of Christian life. Paul is convinced

that when the Christian community understands what has already happened in

the Christ-event and what is now already in the process of becoming i.e. the

new creation of God of which they .-already possess the &mpxn of the Spirit,

then they will be able to bear the sufferings to which their new faith has

exposed them in Rome.

Peuillet divides v:l-ll into two sections - the first (l-5) describes

the peace of the Christian; the second (6-ll) describes the reason for it."^
C.H. Dodd holds the view that v:l-5 (or l-ll) contains in summary form the

theme of the whole argument up to viii:39*^ Dahl agrees that this is a summ¬

ary of the main themes but maintains against Dodd that in v:l-ll Paul is not

yet concerned with the ethical aspect of salvations "the love of God and the

Spirit (v:5) are mentioned as guarantees of Christian hope, not as principles

of Christian life. The aspect is eschatalogical not ethical, whereas in chs.

vi-viii the 'ethical aspect' dominates, and the eschatological hope is in the

5
background."

1. The fact that in ivs25 - viii:39 Paul uses many kerygmatic formulations
has suggested to Luz that the exposition of the kerygma may be a strong
structural element in Rom.i-viii. "Zum Aufbau von Rom.i-viii.", p.178.

2. Cf. 0. Cullmann, Salvation in History, pp.255»f«
3. Op.cit., p.356.
4. Dodd, p.71.
5. Dahl, pp.40-41.
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In vsl.f. Paul elaborates the results of justification for the life

of the believing community. As a result of having already been justified

through faith in Christ (iii:21-26), we have peace (v.l); we have obtained
1 2

access to the grace in which we stand (v.2), and we pride ourselves in the

hope of the glory of God, (v.3). These realities are already ours because

we have been justified. Not only this, but we can now boast in afflictions.^
The reason for this paradoxical situation is that Christians know that aff¬

liction can only lead to a renewal of Christian hope rather than to its

destruction -si!6otsc art r] 07aiJr('G Pro|uovr)v xccts pYa^jErtat, r] 6s uxojxcvt)

6ox.t;usv,r) 6s 6oxt|J.ri Q\%Cdct. To support his assertion that affliction

cannot harm the believers, Paul refers to common Christian catechetical or

confessional statements^ which probably also underlie such passages as I Pet.

i:6.f. and James i:2.f., 12.^ The fact that Paul uses earlier material to

emphasize the security of the believers under persecution is no argument

against the fact that persecution may have taken place in Rome also. As

Selwyn notes, the readers of I and II Thessalonians, I Peter and James were

1. Cf. also 2ph.ii:18; iii:12. This terminology originally referred to
access to the Temple. Cf. Michel, p.130.

2. Michel notes that the use of the perfect -sotrixajj-sv of v:2 strength¬
ens the present -sx,o,u.sv of v.l. (p.130).

3. The whole tone of this section is that of Christian rejoicing and praise.
The elevated tone is similar to that with which this section (v-viii)
concludes i.e. viii:28.f.

4. As we have already noted (cf. Thesis pp.71-2, 105) when Paul uses
ol'6x|uev etc., he is referring to commonly accepted traditions. Cf.
Bornkamm "Baptism and New Life in Paul (Romans vi)", Early Christian
Experience (p.85 n.5).

5- E.G. Selwyn, The First Epistle of St. Peter . London 1946. Selwyn sees
a common basis of oral or written admonition, compiled in view of per¬
secution, underlying several N.T. references to suffering and testing
in the life of the Christian community. (pp.442.f.). Cf. P. Carrington
The Primitive Christian Catechism, Cambridge 1938, pp.23-24.



all enduring persecution, and this would support the suggestion that a

similar situation may have existed in Rome.

Christian hope transforms the present for the eschatological community.

The chain of development begins with affliction and reaches its climax in

hope. In v.3 hope seems thus to be the result of a life process whereas in
2

v.2 hope is already given with justifying faith. This is to emphasize that

faith is no static possession, but that even in faith and hope the 'already'

and 'not yet' of Christian life is always present. As Bultmann says "the

believer lives always from the future; to grasp the present as something pre¬

liminary is the fruit of faith". The security of Christian hope is grounded

in the fact of God's love.^

This love originates in God (subjective genitive) and is poured out in

our hearts by the Holy Spirit, which has been given to us (v.5). In this

verse Paul expresses two ideas at the same time: we have the Spirit and we

5
know the love of God. Our hope is secure and will not disappoint us because

it is based on the love of God which has already given us the pledge of
c

future salvation in the gift of the Holy Spirit.

In w.1-5 Paul has outlined the great new realities enjoyed by the

1. Ibid., p.452.
2. Bultmann, op.cit. p.146.
3. Ibid.
4. This is the first mention of ay&mr) (also in v:8, viii:35>39)« In v:B

God establishes the proof of His love for us by Christ's death for us
while we were yet sinners. In viii:35 the question is asked "who shall
separate us from the love of Christ? " In viii:39 nothing is able to
separate us from the love of God which is in Jesus Christ our Lord.

5. Bultraann, op.cit., p.l47»
6. This is the first mention of the Spirit in the second main section of

the letter. Like vii:6 this verse is a sort of link verse which keeps
the theme of the Spirit in view until in viiis2.ff it becomes the centre
of interest.
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Christian community through faith. They already enjoy these because they

have been justified. Now in vv.6-11 Paul proceeds to strengthen the argum¬

ent by showing that Christians will continue to enjoy blessing and security

because God's love has been demonstrated and is always working on their

behalf. Thus w.6-0 and 9-H <^e a- further proof of what is stated in v.5.

Bearing in mind the significant place given to the love of God in vj5 and

in the remainder of vjl-11 along with the fact that in viii:35 and. viii;39

the possibility of separation from the love of God is mentioned, it would

not appear unwarranted to suggest that the question of the security of

believers outside the sphere of the synagogue may have been in Paul's mind.

The one guarantee that Christian hope would not be put to shame i3 that

God's love has already been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit,

who has been granted to us.

In v.6.f. the love of God is emphasized by the fact that it was de¬

monstrated (in the death of Christ) while we were yet weak and without God."'"
Paul elaborates what everyone knows - that no one wants to die - even

for a righteous man - though he admits that possibly for such, one might

dare to die. God on the contrary, "establishes the proof of His love for
2

us" in that while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Throughout

w.6-10 the recurring present participles refer to the state in which man

existed prior to the revelation of God's love in Christ."^ Similarly, by

1. Bornkamm draws attention to the repetition of the verb &rco0vrpt®LV
(at the end of vv.6,7a,7b,8) op.cit., p.79- This repetition might be
accounted for by the fact that older confessional material is used
here (in vv.6-8) as shewn by the similarities with I Cor.xv:3 and
I Pet.iii:18. Cf. Michel pp.134-5•

2. Sultmann's translation, op.cit., p.144*
3. Bornkamm notes that these participles are another way of expressing

the imperfect, op.cit.,p.79«



the use of words such as (ILcr^evefc, dorps rc,a|iaprw\oi, dyOpot Paul reminds
the Christian community of what they once were and what a change has already

occurred in their relationship to God. By emphasizing the darkness of the

past, Paul is able to highlight the reality of the new life now enjoyed and

so to reaffirm the confidence of believers. The love of God is so great and

incalculable that it transcends all efforts at human expression. This is the

real reason for the grammatical difficulties^ of vv.6-8 - as Bornkamm

states "Die ungefiige Gestalt des Satzes v.6 und die Unsicherheit der Erlauter-

ung v.7 ist Ausdruck dafur, dass die Sache, urn die 03 geht, fur menschliches

Benken ungefuge und unbegreiflich ist","

In v.9 the argument is concluded by relating it to the present (vuv)

Since God has freely justified us in the blood of Christ^ much more (now that

we have been justified) shall we be saved by Christ from the wrath of God.

1. These verses are included by Bornkamm in the texts discussed under the
title "Paulinische Anakoluthe", though he himself admits that it is
not strictly speaking, an anakoluthon (op.cit., p.70) The variant
readings may be divided into groups (l) Those that begin v.6 with
eat y&p - (A'A.C.3. w.33 llarcion) (2) Those that begin with etc
at y^P (G.Lat.) and (3) Those that begin with e'C ye (B sah). Ibid.
Barrett considers that the textual problems arose from attempts to
avoid the repeated eat which should be regarded as original "Paul
wishes to emphasize that Christ died for us while we were still weak;
to do so he places the. word first in the sentence, and then uses it
again in the normal place, perhaps forgetting that he had uttered it."
(p.101).

2. Op.cit., p.80.
3. Bultmann also puts a 'now' in v.l. Cf. op.cit., p.144-
4. Paul is here using an older formula. Instead of saying St& -through

the death of Christ, it is rather ev am atpaat . Bultmann notes the
dependence as in iii:25 on traditional formulae and also that it is only
in these two places and in the Eucharist formula that Paul speaks of the
blood, rather than the death or the Cross of Christ, op.cit., p.148.
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The reference to the wrath"'" of God would seem to suggest the far distant
2

future of the final judgement of God. The context and the line of argument

however would suggest that opyn should here be understood objectively in

the same way as 'peace' in v.l i.e. both may be experienced now and not only

in the final eschatological fulfilment.^ This is in accordance with the

theme of v:l-ll which is centred on the effects of justification in the pres¬

ent,^ showing how great is the new life into which we have obtained access

through Christ. The eJ /y&p of v.10 refers back again to v.5* thereby re¬

vealing its function as a further elaboration of the love of God. The repet¬

ition of toXXo paXXov in w.9-10 (and also in w.15,17) is a device used by

1. 'Opyn also occurs in is 18, ii:5>8, iii:5> iv:15 and not again until ix:22.
Dupont makes the point that here wrath is not mentioned as a threat but
only to emphasize that we have already been justified, (p.373).

2. Cf. Leenhardt on vi:5« He points out that although participation in the
resurrection life of Christ is indicated by a future tense ( eo"6|ie6a )
it should be ascertained whether this is future chronological or logical.
He concludes that the latter is correct "because of the indissoluble

unity constituted by the Cross and resurrection" and the parallel thought
expressed in Col.ii:12. He further points out that vi:ll can only be
understood on the basis of the believers (present ) sharing in the life
of the Risen Lord. (p.l6l). For a similar discussion on vi:5,8,ll cf.
also G. Bornkamm, Early Christian Experience, pp.78.ff.

3. While agreeing with 3ultmann's emphasis upon the present existence under
the eschatological realities of or opyn , with Barrett we do not
consider that Paul's use of the future tense is only a reflection of his
Jewish past. Rather we hold that the present is the anticipation of the
future, the first-fruits of the coming harvest. (Cf. Barrett From First
Adam to Last, London, 1962, p.89). Cf. also Stahlin on vuv as a
"Proleptic First Stage of the Last Things" - "though there seems to be
in John a full anticipation of the last things, the N.T. still speaks of
eschatology beyond this Now, of the end which will consummate all things,
so that in the Now there is both possession and hope." TDNT IV, p.1120.

4. It is also possible with D.E.H. Whiteley to regard the reference to mean
deliverance from final judgement (cf. The Theology of St. Paul, Oxford,
1964> P«£>7)« II" this is so it would then be necessary to state as
Barrett does, that Paul is emphasizing the present effects of the know¬
ledge (that we will be saved) i.e. the anticipation in the here and now
of God's verdict at the judgement, the peace of the kingdom of God.
(p.109).
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Paul to give assurance and confidence to the Christian community. If Christ

died for those who were sinners (v.8) now that we have "been saved, we can be

all the more assured that He will save us from the wrath, for if He died for

us when we were enemies of God, much more now that we have been reconciled
2

can we be certain of being saved by (in) His life.

Barrett notes the close parallelism between verses 9 and. 10,"^ where

the redemption of the believer is portrayed by means of the metaphors of

justification and reconciliation. In w.1-5 Paul outlined the blessings of

the new life into which we have obtained access through the love of God in

Christ. The progress of thought from iii:21-26 is demonstrated in that here

in vv.6-8 the death of Christ is regarded as the demonstration of God's love

poured out in our hearts through the Holy Spirit (v.5). In w.9-11^ by use

of the'-TioXhw pakhov* Paul shows what great reason believers have for

trusting God to care for those whom He has already justified and reconciled

to Himself. He uses every argument to give confidence to the Christian com-

5
mumty. Paul cannot express often enough the certainty of Christian hope.

1. The same type of argument occurs in Kom.xi:12,24; I Cor.ix:12; II Cor.
iii:7-3, 9-11. The Rabbis called this argument Kal Wachomer ( )
Cf. Str/Bill. Ill, pp.223.ff.

2. Bultmann notes the parallelism - TtoXXco paXXov... .awCrp'opeGa,
(op.cit., p.108), and concludes that for Paul the death of Christ and
His resurrection belong together. Instead of life we would expect re¬
surrection to be emphasized as the guarantee of life for the present.
Paul's use here accords well with our interpretation of iv:25b as referr¬
ing forward to the new life rather than back to the justification which
is the basis for it.

3. Barrett outlines the parallel between w.9-10 as follov/s -

;l) Justified fl) Reconciled.
^2) Through the death of Christ (2) Through the death of Christ.
,3) We shall be saved (3) We shall be saved. / ,„o\

4. Bultmann regards the yap which begins v.10 as also referring
back to the basis in the love of God of v.5. (p.148).

5. Ibid., p.I49.
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In vsll the development of thought is actually completed, but Paul still

wishes to add something else to the discussion. He picks up again the

motif of boasting from v.2 and repeats the 06 jiovov oh,aXka ml xauy-

wpeOa "*■ of v.3, and so sums up the whole argument with the picture of the

Christian boasting in God through Jesus Christ by whom all other 'boasting'

whether in the hope of glory, or in tribulation is made possible. The 61'

ol vuv tt)v xaTakXaynv e>ua|3opev(v.ll) reminds us at the conclusion of the

contrast between what we. are now, i.e. the life we now enjoy, and what we

once were.

Paul has shown that the presence of life is a reality for the be¬

lieving community. Even though it is a paradoxical existence, present

only in hope, and not yet fully realized, the believers do enjoy a new kind

of life and this enjoyment carries with it a guarantee of the full realizat¬

ion of that life of which the present is only a foreteaste.

1. v.ll has muxo't-isvot, instead of xaux^peOa in v.3.
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Chapter v:12-21.

The argument of ch.v:12-21 is connected to what precedes by the phrase

6ta touto . Many commentators regard this merely as a transitional formula

between two separate parts of Paul's argument.^" But it is likely, as we v/ill

discover later, that it has greater significance than this. As Nygren claims

- to come to this conclusion (i.e. that it is merely transitional) is to give
2

up hope of finding any meaning in it.

To which part of the previous argument does this Si& totxco refer?
3 4 5

Does it refer to vjl-11, iii:21-v:ll, or to islQ-v.ll? The reference

to the figure of Adam in v,12.ff may help us here. If Miss Hooker is correct

in her contention that the story of Adam underlies Paul's description of human

sin in Romans i, (particularly in relation to the word e£xcov in i:23),^
then it might be preferable to hold that the reference here is back to all

that has preceded i.e. from i:18.ff. That this is the better way to under¬

stand this section is shown by the fact that it gives a suitable meaning to
1

the 6ia ttoCto and also by the fact that if we regard the reference back

to vsl-11, the argument of this section (particularly w.1-5) is itself a

continuation and elaboration of iii:21-26. Moreover iii:21-26 as we have

1. Cf. Bultmann, op.cit., p.153} Lietzmann, p.26; Lagrange (6th Edit.),p.105;
Michel, p.138 (n.l); Barrett, p.110, etc.

2. p.211.
3. Cf. Bornkamm, op.cit., p.80. Dupont also holds that v:12-21 is a demon¬

stration of, and continues the theme of vxl-11, particularly vv.6-10 on
the death-life antithesis, (p.381).

4. Cf. Luz "Zum Aufbau von. ROm.i-viii", p. 177.
5. Cf. Nygren, pp.210.ff.
6. M.D. Hooker "Adam in Romans i". UTS, VI (1559/^0), pp.296-306.
7- Cf. Lyonnet's comment "la particule suppose que dans la pens^e de Paul,

le ddveloppement qui commence au v.12 est conqu comme une consequence de
ce qui est affirmd auparavant, que Paul l'en d£duit logiquement." ("Note
sur le plan de l'npxtre aux Romains". RScR XXIX. (l95l/52), p.310).
Cf. also Barth "Christ and Adam", p.5> and Barrett Adam, p.6.
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already noted, is the antithesis to i:16 - iiis20. In iii:21-26 and vjl.ff.

Paul is speaking from the standpoint of the 'now',"'" the new aeon in Christ

which usually stands in antithetical relation with the past aeon where men

are regarded as weak, without God, or simply as sinners (cf. v:6-ll). V/hile

we do not agree with Nygren that v:12-21 is the highpoint of the epistle,

we do accept his contention that the aeon question is central to the under¬

standing of this section and also for the whole letter.^ The 6ia toutto

therefore expresses something that Paul has had in mind all along. "All the

time Paul has heen speaking out of a very definite presupposition. All that

has been said in the preceding chapters rests on the difference between the

tv/o aeons ... it has actually been implied throughout, but thus far it has

only been glimpsed. But now it breaks forth out of the background into full

view ... Adam and Christ stand as the respective heads of the two aeons.
*

Adam is the head of the old aeon, the age of death; Christ is the head of

the new aeon, the age of life."^
W. Hanson takes a similar view of ch.vtl2.ff. when he states that Paul,

"conscious of having attained a climax in his argument, is conscious also of

having reached the high watershed of Heilsgeschichte (v:12-2l). From this

altitude ... the entire past history of the race appears as a domination of

life by death through the separation of man from God by sin ... But now in

distinction to the past, the new aeon of life in Christ has dawned and itff-ar

1. Cf. TDNT, II on vuv particularly pp.1114-1120.
2. P.210. Cf. Michel's criticism that a point of view that subjugates

i:16-17; iii»21-31; vsl-11 to v:12-21, must be theologically suspect
(p.16). Cf. also Egon Brandenburger's critique of Nygren in Adam und
Christus , YiMANT,7, pp.264-6.

3. Nygren claims "if one would understand what Paul has to say in this
epistle, he must from the start take seriously this affirmation about
the two aeons." (p.26); see also pp.26-37-

4. Nygren, p.210.



surpasses the era of sin and death "begun with Adam.""'" Marxsen, a3 we have

already noted, also emphasizes the relevance of the aeon theme for the inter-

2
pretation of Romans. The purpose in Paul's use of aeon terminology is to

express what it i3 that has been given to us in Christ. By this he is able

to say that in Christ the new era, the aeon of life has dawned and those who

are in Christ have been taken out of the dominion of death which overshadows

Adam's race. In Adam there is nothing but sin and death, in Christ there i3

life (I Cor.xv:22). This death is not merely physical but is more than this.

In Paul's view human life from Adam until now, lies under the dominion of

death. Death rules supreme in the. world of man and "it is to miss the point

to ask whether this means physical, spiritual or eternal death. Death is

the status of all who belong to this world.

Only through one man Jesus Christ and His power has life come to

this world. While Adam stands as the head of the old aeon (o atcbv ouroc )>

so Christ stands, by reason of His resurrection, as the author and perfector

of the new ( o o j-ieXAwv ).^ Since the resurrection of Christ, the new

5
aeon is no longer merely in the futurej it has already come though only in a

hidden manner, visible only to faith.^ Christ stands at the frontier between

1. W. Manson, Jesus, and the Christian, p.143^
2. Cf. Marxsen, pp.104.ff.
3. Cf. Uygren, p.22.
4. Ibid., p.23. Although Paul does not use this phrase-(o aJobv o )

apart from Eph.i:21 (if this is Pauline) the conception is basic to his
eschatology - cf. v:14 where Christ is designated - o |i£\Awv.

5. Cf. Michel "der neue Aeon schon in der Gegenwart angebrochen ist." (p.104).
This description of the 'now' of the Christian life is preferable to the
description Michel gives elsewhere (on viii:23) "der alte Aeon ist noch
nicht zu Ende gegangen, der neue noch nicht angebrochen." (p.205). We
feel that for Paul the radical newness of the Christian faith was more

significant than its character as an interim existence.
6. Cf. G. Bornkamm, Early Christian Experience '(pp.78781)
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the two ages, outdating the old and blazing the way for the new. In Christ we

belong to the new aeon - in Him the old has passed away and there is a new

creation (II Cor.vil7). In his use of the term aeon, Paul does not mean two

different or successive periods of world history such as B.C. or A.D.,"^ but

rather two different orders of existence, one under the dominion of death,

the other under the dominion of life . As W. Manson says "the two orders,
2

the new and the old, now exist in the world together." This understanding of

Paul's theology is most interesting in the light of the Jew-Gentile theme in

Rom.i-ii, cf. the key phrase "to the Jew first and also to the Greek." (iil6).

It is also particularly useful in helping us to understand ch.vii. As in

chs.i-ii, ch.vii«7-25 also deals with man's sinful condition. As distinct

from chs.i-ii, ch.vii stands in the context of the new life of the eschatolog-

ical community which is the theme of chs.v-viii."^ This help3 us to understand

that the description of human sinfulness in ch.vii cannot be the pre-Christian

man's description of 'himself, since the perspective here is from the new life

in Christ, the new aeon.

The aeon question is also helpful for our understanding of the relation

between chs.i-iv, v-viii and ix-xi. In i-iv the greater part of the discussion

(apart from iii:21-26 and the last few verses of ch.iv) is centred on the life

in the old aeon, or on the question of the transition from the old aeon to the

1. We should be careful not to direct our attention to the time factor or

events in time in our understanding of aeon in Paul's theology. Cf.Nygren
pp.23-24* What Goppelt writes in relation to the concept of the covenant
is also true in this context "Die Begriffe alt und neu unterscheiden hier
nicht innerweltliche Epochen der Geschichte, sondern eschatologisch alte
und neue Schopfung."

2. Op.cit., p.144.
3. The Christian community lives in the new aeon by virtue of the fact that

their life is determined by their relationship with the resurrected Christ,
even though they must continue to live in a world that is not yet redeemed
(cf. O.Kuss, Der Romerbrief II, p.486.).
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new (cf. iv:23). In chs.v-viii however, there is an element of rejoicing, of

confidence and hope, and the frequent use of the first person plural shows

that Paul can now identify himself completely with the Christian community.

Chapters v-viii presuppose the acquisition of life, the participation through

the Spirit in the first-fruits of the new life in Christ."''
On the other hand chs.ix-xi deal mostly with the problem of the Jews

who as yet have not seen in Christ the turning point of the ages. Again

ch.xii«2 commences the practical exhortation by pr] oT)oxnpamC&scr0£ atCvc

toCtto) . We may well ask why it is that Paul chooses to introduce the aeon

theme at this particular stage. Why did he not begin with it in ch.i, or

even at ch.vil? For Paul this would not have been possible; he can only

fully discuss Adam and his aeon when he has already declared the reality of
2

the new aeon in Christ - the old can only properly be seen as old in the

light of the new. The no-ve and x6te can only be fully understood from the

new perspective of the vuv ' • For Paul, Adam is seen in relation to Christ

not Christ to Adam.^

The content of the argument in v:12.ff.is not something completely

1. Cf. N. Gaumann who is aware of the differences between chs.i-iv and
v-viii and seeks to find a real uniiyin chs.i-viii in spite of this.
Cf. op.cit., pp.153-162.

2. As we noted in ch.iii:l-8, although Paul mentions the problem of Jewish
unbelief, he is not willing to deal with it until after he has proclaim¬
ed the revelation of God's righteousness.

3. 1 Cf. TDIJT IV, p.1120. See also additional note on "This Aeon and the
Coming Aeon in the New Testament" at the end of the Thesis, (pp.520-1).

4. Cf. Nygren, p.211. Cf. also P.M. Stanley, Christ's Resurrection in
Pauline Soteriology. Analecta Biblica 13, Rome, 1961 (p.l77)«
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new, but rather an elaboration, a widening of what has gone before."'" Adam may

have been implicit in Rom.i, but now we have the explicit contrast between him

and Christ. When the relevance for the life of the eschatological community

of the Christ-event (as outlined in iii:21-iv:25) has been established i.e.

in vj1-11, Paul feels free to illustrate the greatness of the grace of God in

Christ by mean3 of the comparison with Adam. Even the concept of aeons is

only a means to help declare the reality of the Christ-event; as Conzelmann

states "the characteristic Pauline yuv describes the eschatological newness
2

of the saving event."

It is generally agreed that. Paul uses the figure of Adam in Rora.vil2-21

as a means of emphasizing the corporate solidarity of mankind in sin and

death.^ As Podd points out "for Paul Adam is a name which stands for the

'corporate personality' of mankind."^" As the argument in Gal.iii:l6 shows,

Paul was able to move very easily from the concept of the collective seed to

5
the singular seed, meaning Christ. Christ-, in Paul's eyes, is the new

1. Cf. Barth's comment "In the second half of the chapter, Paul goes further
than the first half by setting the same material in a wider context,"(op.cit.
p.4). Michel states "In Wirklichkeit hebtRom.v:12-21 die Allgemeingultig-
keit des gottlichen Urteils hervor (vgl. Rom.i:16, mvrt Kjj Tucrceuovu )."
p.16. Bornkamm considers v:12-21 a "geschichtstheologische Erorterung"
arising from v:l-ll (Das Ende des Gesetzes,p.80)» According to J. Cambier
vil2-21 is "une reflexion thdologique sur l'histoire du salut, en partant
de l'4v£neraent chr4tien." (L'Epxtre aux Romains.p.279)«

2. Cf. Theology, p.170. Cf. also Stahlin "the vfty of the N.T. is wholly
determined and filled by the Christ-event. ...in this yfty the past of
Christ and the future of Christ are both comprehended in the present of
Christ." TPIJT IV, p. 1122.

3. P. Lengsfeld finds the following emphases in Rom.v:12-21
(1) The universality of the salvation-event.
(2) The relative "givenness" of salvation and corruption in the world

because of which man always finds himself a sinner.
(3) The totality of involvement whereby man must be either in Christ or

in Adam, under the power of the flesh or the Spirit.
(4) The eschatological character of salvation. Adam und Christus.

Beitrage zur okumenischen Spiritualit'at und Theologie.
Essen, 1965> pp.100-110.

4. Podd, p.101.
5. Cf. Barrett Adam. p«79»



corporate personality by whose person and influence, the new creation is be¬

gun. Paul speaks of Adam's sin and its results but his primary concern is
> i

not the question of the origin of sin, "he is not really concerned about
2

origin, but about the facts as they are." The facts of life in Paul's opin¬

ion, do not mean that men as isolated individuals sin and die, but rather that

their whole life is determined by their solidarity with the human race whose

history is a history of sin and death. What Paul means by the reference to

sin entering into the worjd (v.12) cannot adequately be described by the sub¬

sequent death of individuals who, as individuals, sin and die. It is the

'extra nos' of salvation in Christ-that is compared with the other 'extra nos'

explained by the mythological figure of Adam.^ This is necessary to explain

what we mean by the world which is not merely the sum of all individuals but

rather the sphere to which all individuals as part of corporate humanity be¬

long.^
If, with Cullm'ann, we understand the one subjecting the creation to

vanity (viii:20) to be Adam (and not God),^ then here is the link which ex¬

plains the thought sequence between Christ and Adam i.e. that as through the

one man Adam, the creation was cursed,^ so by the one man Jesus Christ begins

the redemption of the whole creation. This aspect of redemption cannot ad¬

equately be expressed in terms of the individual; the Existentialist under-

7
standing is incomplete. A man's history in the world is'always determined

1. Cf. Bultmann on v.12-21 "the actual intent of the sentence is not to point
out the origin of sin but rather the origin of death as a background for
the actual theme of the section - the origin of (new) life." Theology, I,
p.152. Conzelmann, pp.l95-196«

2. Cf. Dodd, p.101.
3. Cf. W.D. Pavies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, pp.38.f.
4. This is the view expressed by Professor Kasemann in his lectures on this

passage.
5. Op.cit., p.130 (n.l).
6. Cf. Leenhardt, p.140.
7. Cf. Barrett, Adam, p-90.



by what and who have gone before him - he is born into a world in which

sin has already taken root."'' Although there are similarities between

2
Paul's use of the Adam story and certain Gnostic formulations, the intro¬

duction of the figure of Adam cannot be explained away simply as Paul's

making use of the Gnostic mythology of the primeval man. The sin of Adam

and its influence upon mankind was a common theme for discussion in Jewish

religious circles in Paul's time, particularly in Diaspora Judaism."^ In

any case the decisive iss.ue is the use Paul makes of his material rather

than the sources from which the material may have originated.^ Paul seeks

to relate the state of humanity in-sin to the sin of Adam. He does not say

however, that all men sin in Adam, but rather that through Adam sin made its
5 6 7

way to all men. By this he avoided the assertion that all men must sin.

1. Leenhardt, p.140.
2. Bornkamm sees both Jewish and Gnostic concepts behind this section -

"Jiidische ist der Gedanke von Erbfluch und Erbtod, Gnostisch schon der
Gedanke der Zuordnung des 'Einen'und der 'Vielen' sowie der Anschauung
von den beiden Menschen, dem gefallenen Urmen3chen, der Wesen und Schick-
sal aller unausweichlich bestimmt, und dem neuen Himmelsmenschen, der mit
ebensolcher universal wirkenden Gewalt die gefallene Menschheit zur Er-
losung fiihrt." (op.cit., p.83). Bornkamm's view is essentially that al¬
though Paul uses earlier material, he readapts it for his own ends -

"Gesetz und Evangelium zerbrechen die mythische Konzeption des Abschnittes
v:12-21. An ihnen zerbrechen schon der erste Satz." (p.90). Michel claims
that the background for 'the one' and 'the many* is found in Judaism rather
than Gnosticism, (p.140 and l44.ff.). This is the opinion of J. Jeremias
The Eucharistic Words of Jesus, pp.123.f.

3. Gf. Syr.Bar.xlviii:42; IV Esd.iii:7. Cf. Str./Bill.Ill, pp.227.ff.
4. Cf. R. McL. Wilson who says that in the comparison of' Christianity with

Gnosticism, "we have to note the differences as well as the similarities
...Paul can accept the contemporary 'Weltanschauung of his time, but he
rejects the Gnostic interpretation of it." Gnosis and the Hew Testament.
Oxford, 1968. (p.144).

5. Cf. Sanday and Headlam who state that here SifjABev contains the force of
distribution, (p.133).

6. Cf. Barrett, Adam, p.20.
7. Cf. Nygren, p.208.
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For Paul it is a fact that all men do 3in as he shows by his qualification of

the statement that death passed to all men - £9' w -raivxec •npapTov (v.12)^
Paul is not concerned to differentiate between individual and corporate

responsibility in this statement. His concern is with the actual situation

in which all men find themselves (for whatever reason). As Leenhardt says

1. It has been much disputed as to how we should interpret this phrase.
Augustine greatly influenced interpretation by his understanding "in quo
omnes peccaverunt" which many have regarded a3 diminishing or destroying
personal responsibility in relation to human sin. In this interpretation
the relative is regarded as masculine with the antecedent Adam in whom
all men sin (and die). Sanday and Headlam (p.133) criticize this because
(l) would not then be the correct preposition and (2) the d> would
be too far removed from its antecedent. Kasemann (lecture notes) however
disagrees with the latter criticism and considers that there are frequent
examples of such loosely connected relative sentences in Paul. Sanday
and Headlam also dismiss the view that the relative may be regarded as
masculine with the antecedent d&vaioQ . They also disagree with the
attempts to regard the whole phrase as equivalent to a conjunction with
meanings such as 'in proportion as', 'just as' etc.^and decide that the
proper interpretation is the one which regards the 9 as neuter and the
phrase, as a whole, meaning 'because' (for that in A.V. and R.V.). This
is the view of Bultmann and many other modern commentators (cf. Bultmann,
op.cit., p.151).' Kasemann is very critical of the view that sin enters
the world by sinning. The difficulty with the rendering 'because' is
that it gives little or no content to the sin of Adam which is central
to this section (cf. also Nygren, p.214). VI.G. Kummel (Das Bild des Men-
schen im N.T. 1948 > P«36) considers that two related facts must be held
together (l) through Adam sin and death come to all men (2) every man
sins and so is personally responsible for his own death. To separate
these two views is to misinterpret the mind of Paul. Michel emphasizes
that in Judaism these two statements were bound up with each other, and
gives examples from IV Esdras and the Apocalypse of Baruch (cf.p.l^9)«
Kasemann, following this point of view,claims that the phrase £9' w may
be interpreted as "aufgrund de3sen" - "in view of this state of affairs,
this being so." The phrase should also be understood as connecting back,
not just to Gdvaroc but alsovto the whole of the first part of the verse.
The fact that men sin is to be understood in the light of all that has
gone before - i.e. Adam's sin and the consequences proceeding from it.
All become sinners when they by their deeds actualize and bring to expres¬
sion the evil influence that pervades their existence. This view has the
merit of emphasizing the results of Adam's sin,and personal responsibility
for sin both of which are necessary in any adequate explanation of the
human situation. For a good discussion of the problem and the history of
interpretation see C.E.B. Cranfield "On some of the Problems in the Inter¬
pretation of Romans v»12". SJT XXII (1969)> pp«324-41*

I
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Paul is not concerned to differentiate between individual and corporate resp¬

onsibility in thi3 statement. His concern is with the actual situation in

which all men find themselves (for whatever reason). As Leenhardt says

"the essential point for the apostle, is neither to describe nor explain what

happened in the past ... his aim is to make us understand the redemption

wrought by Christ.""'" The situation in which men find themselves is one that

is under the rule of death (v.17) and the explanation of the situation has to
2

do with Adam before it has to do with men sinning as responsible individuals.

In the influence of Jesus Christ as the influence of one upon many,

Paul saw a parallel to the story of Adara."^ But it is not ideal man, the idea

of man,^ nor any kind of anthropology as such that is central to Paul's argum-

5
ent here.

1. p.142.
2. Bultmann (Theology, I, p.25l) and Bornkamm (op.cit., p.83) claim that

Paul's doctrine is that "sin came into the world by sinning." Kasemann
(lecture notes) agrees with this, provided the 'sinning' refers first of
all to Adam's sihning, thereby witnessing to the wider dimension of sin
in that we ourselves actualize the sin that is already in the world.

3. A.M. Hunter considers that the Last Adam doctrine was probably pre-Pauline.
Op.cit., p.123.

4. Cf. Bultmann's criticism of Barth "If for him Adam is not the head of pre-
Christian mankind but 'one among others', 'who as such represents mankind',
then Adam has become actually the idea of man after all". Op.cit.,p.I65.

5. Since Christ is regarded as eschatological Adam in Rom.v:12.f. (as Barrett
has clearly shown in his book Christ and Adam especially ch.v) and since
there is so much reference to Adam and to humanity in thi3 section of the
epistle, it is obvious that the question of anthropology is not entirely
foreign to the context. In addition to this Michel (p.137) reminds us
that the apocalyptic 'Son of Man' concept is a primary element of New
Testament proclamation and a presupposition of Pauline theology. It is
doubtful however if Paul intended the anthropological emphasis which Barth
finds in this passage. Even allowing for the fact that the sub-title of
his article reads "Man and Humanity in Rom.v", it is still possible, as
Bultmann illustrates, to show how little foundation some of Barth's assert¬
ions actually have in the text e.g. "Paul says nothing about whether the
Adamic mankind stood within the rule of Christ .. he does not say that we
pride ourselves in looking back to the past period, as if Christ then were
already present .. nor does Paul speak of human 'nature' but of the Adamic
mankind and the Christian mankind." Cf. Bultmann, op.cit.,pp.162-3• Cf.
also Brandenburger's review of Barth's essay, op.cit., pp.267-278.
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It is not the persons of Adam and Christ that are contrasted but their

works, their influence upon others, upon the world. In sjjeaking of Adam as a

^
of Christ, Paul has here in Rom.v only one point of analogy in view

- the similar relation between the 'one' and the 'many1 in the old Adamitic
2

and in the new Messianic humanity. The sin of Adam is not ju3t something

that is repeated in 3uch a way that each man is his own Adam. The sin of the

world and our misery i3 not to be explained as the sum total of the sins of

many individuals. Paul saw in the work of Christ that the redemption which

God has achieved is not merely a redemption that may be adequately described

as the combined faith of all believers, believing as isolated individuals."^
Christ as the corporate personality of the new humanity, is not only someone

who influences men as individuals, but whose redemption like that of Adam,

has cosmological consequences.

It is when the work of Christ is seen in this light that we are able

to understand the meaning of ch.v:12.f. in its historical context. Allow¬

ing for the close similarity between ch.vil-11 and ch.viii as outlined by

Dahl, the second part of ch.viii is most helpful for its illumination of

1. Kasemann notes that the faith of Abraham anticipates eschatological
reality whereas Moses and the Law stand in antithesis to it (PP, p.173).
We should expect Adam to be similar to Moses in this respect whereas
Barrett makes the interesting observation that Moses provides Paul with
no Christological material while Adam provides much (cf. Adam, p.80).
Barrett's explanation of the typological significance of Adam is as
follows "This defaulting Man points from himself to Man in his restor¬
ation, and indeed to Man the restorer, the conqueror of the powers of
evil." (op.cit., p.82).

2. Cf. Dahl, op.cit., p.47«
3. Cf. Kasemann, PP, pp.176-177. Cf. also Barrett's comment "The work of

the new Adam is not simply to produce a handful of new individual men,
all bearing the image of the heavenly Man, but to produce a new unit of
existence, which is as truly one in Christ, as the human race as a whole
is one in Adam, 'you are all one person (eiT^) in Christ Jesus.' Gal.
iii:28." Cf. Adam, p.110.
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the theme of v:12.f.^ If viii:18.f. is the conclusion of the section of which

ch.v is the main part, then we should expect that the one part should help us

to interpret the other. In viii:19.f. the x-rtcac groans and eagerly expects

its final redemption when the children of God attain their full inheritance.

In ch.viii the certainty of salvation is also a "basic theme (cf.viii:28.f.).

If we remember that Paul in v:12 speaks of the entry of sin and death etc

tov xoopiov , then we can find a common life-context for both these arguments

(i.e. in v:12.f. and ch.viii). In response to Paul's assertion that eschat-

ological righteousness has now been revealed, the Jews might well have argu¬

ed that righteousness is the gift of the new world of the Messianic day and

this life will only be available when the righteous receive the fulfilment

of the promise that they are to rule the world. In spite of the great
2

number of fulfilment words that Paul uses in chs.v and viii, Jews might

have argued that the world was still unredeemed,^ God's people were still

liable to persecution by the Roman rulers etc., and that if righteousness

had truly arrived they would have seen more proof of itIt is thus poss¬

ible to see the arguments in Rom.v and viii, as arguments for the 'already',

the realized aspect of Christian eschatology. In both chapters, Paul clear¬

ly emphasizes the 'not yet' but the basic emphasis in both is to reassure

1. This also assumes that vv.l2.f. is a second proof or a widening of the
argument in v:l-ll - so that if ch.viii is closely related to vsl-11
it follows that it should also have something to say about w.l2.f.

2. Cf. elpr\vr\, sXtuq, 0Xu!hq, inoCscna, Soga, Tcveupa, xXripovopoc,
xa/caXXciyrj . See Hunter, Paul and his Predecessors, pp.145«f«

3. Cf. Bultmann who says re Rom.v:1-11 "Paul has to defend his thesis that
eschatological righteousness is already present against the objection
that the other signs of eschatological salvation are not yet to be seen.
Hence, he has also to point out that 'life' is already bestowed upon the
rightwised." (Theology, I, p.347)« For similar view cf. also Gaumann,
op.cit., p.l60.

4. It is possible that Jewish Christians or those who were formerly prosel¬
ytes might also have had similar problems and since Paul's argument is
not polemical, his aim may be merely to reassure those with genuine doubts.
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Christian people for the future,"'" by the declaration of what they already enjoy

(of. vsl, viii:l). In this Christ event, the final and complete redemption of

all things is already assured for His people who even now enjoy the &mpxn of

His salvation. (viii:23).

In answer to the question as to the proof of the supposed deliverance
2

of God - Paul answers the new age has already dawned, eschatological life

is now available through life in Christ. Since the first Easter the age of

life has come, the apocalyptic events long ago expected have now become a real¬

ity. The Spirit has been poured out in our hearts. God in Christ has wrought

a great reversal of man's sin; His redemption far surpasses the evil influence

of Adam upon men and upon the world. If God did so much for us before we were

in any way appreciative or aware of His work on our behalf, how much more can

we expect Him finally to complete the redemption of those whom He has already

justified, (viii:28.f.).

The argument in Rom.v:12.ff is thus centred on the realization, the

actualization of life in the present."^ Against this it might be argued that

the dominant tenses in v:12.ff axe not the present, but rather the aorist and

the future. Perhaps the best explanation of this fact is that Paul in this

argument is contemplating the whole perspective of 'Heilsgeschichte' from Adam

to final salvation and so these tenses are almost inevitable. But the reason

for this wide survey of redemptive history, is for the immediate encouragement

of Christians in the present. It may be argued that in any case, Paul's

1. This may be clearer if we remember that the love of God is the basis of
hope at the beginning of ch.v and that the same love of God is the theme
at the end of ch.viii in the triumphant exultation of viii:28.ff.

2. Cf. Barrett, Adam, p.94*
3. Cf. Barrett, p.214. W. Manson "Eschatology and Mission." op.cit., pp.189.f.

Kasemann entitles chs.v-viii "Wirklichkeit der Gerechtigkeit aus dem Glaub-
en." and v.12-21 as "Leben ist Gabe des neuen Adam." (lecture notes).
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eschatology is best described as "inaugurated eschatology"As Barrett says

"for Paul the eschatology of bliss and the eschatology of woe are partially
2

realized in the present." Another suggestion is that some of these futures

are logical rather than chronological.^ This is also in keeping with the

character of this section which has the appearance of a reasoned theological

argument. Bultmann notes that although the future pociAeucroucrtv is used in

v. 17, it is preceded by kajj.[3dvovirs<; which denotes the paradoxical situat¬

ion of the believer.^ Ch,v:12.f. continues from the point of view of vil -

61 xau'oOevxec ouv , and of v;ll - vuv mmX\a/YT]v Ikdpopsv . As

with so much of this letter, the question is, in what day do we live, in which

part of God's plan of deliverance do we stand? What is the significance of

the present? This is why the aeon question is so central and why Paul uses

it to aid his cosmological application of the work of Christ with the help of

the antithetical analogy of Adam's sin. We may thus consider w.12-21 under

the theme of the two people, Adam and Christ, and their separate reigns - the

reign of Sta 5txatoo~5vnc e£c £wr)v al&viov (v.2l) and the reign of

apapTta sv ' tw Gavd/uo (cf. also the concluding verses of ch.vi -ab

yup tcXo q IxeCvoov Qdvaroc, (v.2l) vuvn be...to be reXoc aidivcov (v.23).

1. Cf. W. Manson's essay "The Biblical Doctrine of Mission", op.cit. pp.215.f.
Kuss means somewhat the same by his description of Paul's eschatology as
"gespaltene Eschatologie" though this terminology is not the most fitting,
(cf. p.287).

2. Adam, p.13 (n l).
3. Cf. Bultmann, op.cit., pp.157-9- A parallel to this is vi:5 where part¬

icipation in the resurrection life of Christ is indicated by the future
£o"opeOa ; Leenhardt (p.l6l) shows that the logical rather than the chron¬
ological future is the best interpretation here since the immediate refer¬
ence is most likely to the present participation of the believers in the
life of the risen Lord. Cf. also D.M. Stanley, op.cit., p.185. Leenhardt
also notes that vi:ll cannot be understood except on the basis of present
participation in the risen life (cf. p.l6l). We must also bear in mind
the Constative Aorist ( ^nepLcrcrEuorsv ) of v.15. A salvation that in one
place may be regarded as being already secured cannot elsewhere logically
be described as still wholly in the future.

4» Op.cit., p.I58.
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Bornkamm gives a good outline of the progress of Paul's argument in

v:12.f.^ "Ch.v:12 introduces the train of thought but doe3 not arrive at

the comparison with Christ; vv.13-14 form the first parenthesis - 'the

universality of sin and death'. A second parenthesis - 'the dissimilarity

of the influence of Adam and Christ' is introduced in w.15-17•" This part

(15-17) ®ay be subdivided as follows: 15a- thesis; 15b+c- proof; v.l6a-

thesis; w.l6b+c- explanation; v.17- proof; now at last the carrying through

of the comparison in two parallel sentences 18a+b; 19a+b; v.20 renewed par¬

enthesis, followed by conclusion and summary v.20b and v.21. The cooxep

of v.12 introduces the first part of the comparison between Christ and Adam.

But because Paul has to deal with certain other aspects the second part of

the comparison is not included and it is only in w.18-19 that we find the
2

expected corresponding outooc. Already however the relation between the one

and the many has been introduced as well as the two powers of sin and death.^
The first parenthesis in w.13-14 serves the purpose of emphasizing

the universality of sin and death. Paul is aware that there was a time when

the Law was not in the world, but he meets this problem by emphasizing that

sin ( aixocpxCot ) was there all along even though it was not reckoned until

1. Bornkamm, pp.81-82. Brandenburger (op.cit., pp.219.f) follows the
general outline proposed by Bornkamm.

2. eiQ occurs twelve times altogether in vv.12-21.
3. Cf. Feuillet's emphasis upon Sin, Death and Law who are almost personif¬

ied by Paul "En v:12-21, trois acteurs dtaient entr4s successivement en
scene : le P£ch4, la Mort, la Loi. En vi-vii:6, ces trois acteurs sont
successivement lliminds dans l'ordre meme de leur apparition." (p.368).
Cf. also Bultmann on the personification of flesh and sin in Paul "Sin
came into the world (Rom.v:12) and 'achieved dominion' (Rom.v:2l),
Man is enslaved to it (Rom.vi:6,17-f•) sold under it (Rom.vi:13) and it
pay3 him wages (Rom.vi:23)•" Theology Vol.1, p.243. Cf. also T.W.Manson,
On Paul and John, pp.27-8.



the Law came.^" Thus sin reigned ( & fiaoC'kevOE v) from Adam until Moses,^
even over those whose sin was not like the transgression of Adam who is a

T:um;o<; toil jaeAAovrc^?
The second parenthesis in vv.15-17 shows Paul's concern to contrast

Adam and Christ. In spite of the fact that it is a useful comparison, Paul

hastens to show that the influence of Adam cannot really be compared with

that of Christ.^ Here he emphasizes the actual outworking of the effects

5of Adam's sin and Christ.'s obedience. This is indicated by the use of the

1. This is in accordance with iv:15 "Where there is no Law there is no trans¬
gression" ( ■Kccp>cc[3oco not kjaaptia) . Michel notes how Paul continues a
thin line of interest concerning the Law, its effects etc. from iii:20
via iv:15 and v:20-21 to vii:7-25- (cf. pp.138, 143).

2. Paul is able to look at the past history of mankind as a series of epochs
i.e. that of Adam (sin), Abraham (promise) or Moses (Law). These epochs
in themselves however, are not meaningful or decisive, it is the Christ
event alone which provides for Paul that decisive new perspective by
which everything else is seen in its proper significance. Leenhardt
claims that Paul is thinking theologically rather than historically in
his reference to the epoch from Adam to Moses. Cf. p.146 (note). Cf.
also Barrett, Adam, pp.5, 82, 93.f.

3. o jasAAoov is an enigmatic designation of the object of promise like
o fvpxo.usvoc (Matt.xi:3; Heb.x:37) ,(Leenhardt, p.141). Here Christ i3
regarded as eschatological Adam. Cf. Barrett, Adam, especially ch.v.

4. In this we cannot agree with Barth'3 understanding of the relationship
between Adam and Christ. Barth uses the xoWQ jjfcMvov argument of vv,15f.
to argue for a close relation between Christ and Adam. "Because the
truth in Christ has this superiority in power over the truth in Adam, the
two stand together under one ordering principle. That is why it is leg¬
itimate to relativise the opposition between them in such a remarkable
way by thercoAXqj |aSAAov of w.15-17." (op.cit., p.18). The question
that needs to be asked is - Did Paul intend to relativise the opposition
as Barth thinks he did? Cf. Brandenburger's criticism that Barth inter¬
prets the 'much more' of vv.15-17 as if there were no opposition between
the 'less' and the 'more' as in the same type of argument in vv.9-10,
where God's grace to men is referred to in both sides of the argument,
(op.cit., pp.277.f«)

5. D.M. Stanley claims that in v:12-21 Paul combines the Servant theme of
Deutero-Isaiah with that of the Second Adam. Its (v:12-2l) originality
may be gauged by the fact that it represents a new synthesis in which
there appear combined the theological values inherent in the earlier,
Palestinian presentation of Christ as the 'Ebed Yahweh' together with
certain advantages found in the Adam symbolism of the O.T. creation
story, (op.cit., p.177).
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terms rapaTCTcopa and y&piGpa. Barrett claims that despite the fact that
the latter term is used with a different meaning in i:ll, xii:6, vi:23,

"there can be little doubt that Paul uses it here to express the actualizat-
2

ion of grace, just as the other word represents the actualization of sin".

By use of the twice repeated negative o&x we (l5>l6) Paul seeks to

show just how much the effect and influence of Christ exceeds that of Adam.

The mp&xTwpa of Adam is not so great as the tof Christ (v.15) and

the Si' evoc apap-rnouvToc . is not like the 8copr)pa (v.l6) because the

xpfpa kE, evoQ resulted in xaT&xpopa whereas the picpa ex tooXXcov mp-

a?;Tra)|idrcov resulted in Sixafcopa (v.16). On the positive side if by tco

tou evoc 7iapa7i;T<IipaTt 01 xoXXol d-msGavov how much more r] —xal r) 6wped-~
tfj tou evoc.—'lricrou Xpiomou etc touc toXXouc STOptocreuo'ev (v.15).^ If by

Adam's sin, o Gavanroc e(3acr£Xeucnev how much mox^e 01 vrjv TOptouetav Tvjc X&p-

iToc....XapP&vovTec..(3aaaXsua"ovo'iv; If Paul had been consistent he should have

said in v.17 that life reigned - whereas he makes believers the subject in

spite of the break this causes in the comparison.^ In the difficult phrase

1. Cf. Barrett, p.113. It is most likely that modrcrcopa refers here to the
concrete act of sinning in view of the comparison with Christ where
Christ's life is viewed in totality as a single act of grace or obedience
cf. Phils. ii:6.ff. The nouns in v.16 are all designed to emphasize the
reality of life, the realized aspect of the Christ-event on our behalf.
Cf. xdpc041a, Sixaicopa and 6wpr)pa.

2. Barrett's translation of v.16 makes this plain. In this he agrees with
A.M. Hunter who also finds reference to the suffering servant in the pre-
Pauline formula in iv:25« (op.cit.,' pp.32-33 and 141-2). "Again God's gift
was not a mere equivalent of the result that followed from One who sinned;
for from one act of transgression began the process of judgement which
leads to condemnation, but the act of grace, wrought in a context of many
transgressions, leads to justification." (p.114).

3. The aorist here should be understood as Constative or Summary - "a line
reduced to a point by perspective". Bultmann, op.cit., p. 155* Cf'. J.H.
Moulton Grammar of Hew Testament Greek. Vol.1, p. 10$).

4. As we have noted elsewhere in Paul, the grammatical structure is sometimes
bent to express what Paul wishes to express rather than what is merely
consistent within the possibilities of good grammar. It is also signifi¬
cant that they who once were ruled by a tyrant should themselves reign.
This would then point to the realization of Jewish apocalytpic hope when
the righteous would rule the world. (I Cor.vi:8). Cf. Michel, p.142.
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ex toXXcov 7U3,pa7itW(idxwv in v.l6, Dahl sees an explanation of the argument

why the effect of grace (or the work of Christ) is greater than the effect of
sin (or the work of Adam). One explanation for Paul1 s 7toXX<p [lSXkov argument

is that the power of good is greater than the power of evil.^" But Dahl finds

this and the many other- arguments put forward by various commentators as

2
entirely unsatisfactory. In his opinion the one fact which causes the differ¬

ence between the order of sin and the order of grace is the Law. ^ Dahl main¬

tains that since with Adam and Christ we are concerned with an antithetical

analogy, then all differences which are due to the fact of the contrast are

matters of course and particular mention of them would be irrelevant. The

special fact which renders the analogy incomplete is the difference caused by

the giving of the Law. Whereas in the period between Adam and Moses, Paul

could unreservedly claim that the death of all was due to the sin of one man,

under the Law however, all men were guilty unto death because they had them-

1. This view has at least the merit of being a subject under discussion in
Paul's own time. Cf. Michel, p.141 and p.141 (n.l).

2. Dahl notes the bewildering multitude of answers given in commentaries
many of which discover a difference at two or three points. "The differ¬
ence is said to lie e.g. in the fundamental contrast between sin and grace,
death and life etc. (Weiss, Zahn, Sanday and Headlam, Gaugler). Or in the
case of Adam the starting point was neutral, in the case of Christ it was
negative; it is a greater and more difficult task to restore than to cor¬
rupt (Godet, Weiss, Lagrange, Nygren). Grace not only brings a restitut¬
ion of the original state, but also new blessings (Sanday and Headlam).
Goodness is somehow more real and effective than evil (Dodd Cf. Julicher
in Schriften des N.T. II, 3 3d. Gott., 1917* Haering, Schlatter, Althaus
in N.T. Deutsch 6, 3 3d. Gott., 1935} Lietzmann and Lagrange find support
for this idea from Jewish sources. Gf. also A. Marmorstein,"Paulus und die
Rabbinen". ZNW XXX, 1931, pp.271-285). The grace of God weighs more than
the sin of man (Moe and Nygren). The contrast to the sin of Adam is the
double grace of God and Christ (Weiss, Zahn, Althaus). A false step does
not have so great consequences for others as a gift of grace directly be¬
stowed upon them; the order of sin and retribution, as an almost mechanic¬
al scheme of cause and effect, is contrasted with the order of grace, which
is the perpetual outpouring of a personal love towards man (Dodd cf. Zahn,
Julicher, Schlatter, Gaugler etc.)" op.cit., p.43. (including notes 1-7).

3. Cf. Dahl, p.43.
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selves transgressed the Law (iil8-iiis20).

Dahl's interpretation means that Paul has left v.15 logically incomp¬

lete. The reason for the difference between the act of grace in Christ and

the act of 3in in Adam has not really been stated in " v.15. The 'much more'

would suggest an argument such as 'grace is greater than sin, therefore

Christ's work is greater than Adam's sinl' This would then be one argument

for the abundance of grace over sin and the forgiveness of transgression in¬

creased- by the giving of the Law would be another argument of the same type.

Dahl's point is however, that it is only in v. 16 that the reason for

the abundance of sin is explained. If there had been complete equivalence,

the gift of grace would have brought forgiveness for this one sin of Adam

2
and restoration from its effects. As against this, the gift of grace arises

from many transgressions ( ex •xoTDjDv mpaxtcoiidrcov ). This is the addition¬

al factor which explains the greatness of the grace over against the sin.

Thus v.20 explains that the Law rapeiofjXOev tvc, Ttkeov&cl) to

mp&7crtoj_ia . Through the Law I7tke6vacrsv T) apaprCa but the superabund¬

ance of grace in Christ was victorious- tj X^pK uxepe7tepCcroBucrev(eTOptorreuaev
in v.15, 7teptotrefav v.17). "Grace is abundant because it is not simply

grace towards a mankind dominated by sin and death in consequence of the

fall of Adam, but grace towards a mankind whose sin was increased through

the Law".^

Having noted the universality of sin and death both before the Law

(w.13»14) and during the time of the Law (w. 15-17) and having emphasized

by hov/ much the grace of Christ surpasses the sin of Adam, Paul is able in

1. Dahl, p.43.
2. Ibid., p.46.
3. Ibid., p.44»
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vv.18-19 to complete the comparison in two parallel sentences. The coq 5i'

f.voq rapaxwpanroc toxvtog ivOpwrcouc e£r; ocar&xpij-ia finds its correspond¬
ing apodosis outtoc xaa 5i' evo<; St xcuwiaamoc eic m&vra,q &v>0pw7touq StxaCtooav

ijjyrjc . In v.19 the same is continued under the aspect of obedience and dis¬

obedience. Y/e have now reached the climax of Paul's argument and in w.18 and

19 we find the two representatives^ of humanity, their acts and consequences

2
of their acts upon all men, all fully contrasted with each other.

Adam 18. mp&Tvewpa xa/r&xp 1 |aa

19 • mpaxor) apapTcoXoC
Christ 18. Stxaatopc, Stxcuuxriv &afjc

19 • umxof| SCxatot

YVe note the recurrence of the aorist and future tenses in w.l7,19>

(21).^ The reason for this may be because Paul wishes to contrast the entire

effect of Adam's sin with those resulting from the act of grace of Christ.

This would then be parallel to Paul's use of the aorist in viii:29-30 where

he not only speaks of calling as a completed act ( ix&Xecrev ) but also of

glorification ( e56$ao*ev ). Of this (glorification) Leenhardt states "Here

Paul speaks in the past tense of this phrase, but its realization will come

only later,and he refers to viii:17 where glorification is something

still future for those who are willing to share in the sufferings of Christ.

He continues "we may see in his choice of tense at this juncture the assur¬

ance of faith; the divine will is already shaped in the eternity of God, and

1. Cf. Gaumann, op.cit., p.24.
2. Cf. Brandenburger, op.cit., p.240.
3. Bultmann considers that the future character of life is expressed by the

use of the future tense in these verses (op.cit.,p.159)• Michel holds
that the future can be eschatologically or logically understood in both
instances (p.143). Cf. also Bultmann Theology,I,pp.347— 351 ■»

4. P.235.
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the accidents of history can avail nothing against it.""'"
2

The fact that v:12-21 may be understood as a sort of meditation may

help us to understand Paul's use of aorist and future tenses. The change of

style from the exultant rejoicing of vjl.ff to what Michel terms "einen lehr-

haften, logisch deduzierenden Stil",^ is also very relevant. In this type of

deductive and prolonged argument, it is not surprising to find the frequent

use of logical futures. In the deductive style of reasoning it is exactly

what we should expect. It is also to be expected that when Paul contemplates

the whole span of human history under the concept of the reign of sin and its

divinely-intended counterpart, the reign of grace (v.21) he should use the

aorist because he regards the victory of God over sin as having already been

achieved in the Christ-event. In any case, even if the simple future meaning

is accepted, it must still be used within the eschatological perspective

which dominated Paul's entire theology. The 'already' will need to be emphas¬

ized as well as the 'not yet' - the future is already present if only in

hope. Salvation is not only something past or future but something present

as well. One of the chief purposes in emphasizing the once-for-allness of

salvation in the past (i.e. with the aorist), and its future fulfilment, must

surely be to enable the Christian community to hold fast their salvation now

in the present. This we believe is the proper understanding of past and

future in Rom.vs12-21. This section does represent a change from the style

and argument of vsl-11. It is nevertheless also closely connected to what

1. p.235-
2. Cf. Michel's description "eine Meditation, die den Sinn des Kreuzes und

der Auferweckung eschatologisch und kosmisch ausweitet." (p.137).
3. Another difference between this section and both the preceding and suc¬

ceeding sections is the absence of direct address (i.e. of 1st and 2nd
pers. plural).

4. p.137-



immediately precedes it. That the tcoA/V? |jl2XXov argument is found in w.

9-10 as well as in vv.15-17 is of itself a strong indication of a common

theme. The ydpic into which we have found access in v.2 becomes in the end

of the chapter the grace which rules supreme and leads to eternal life (v.2l).

The point then of v.12-21 is to emphasize the actualization of life

through Christ in that very world enslaved and tyrannized by the sin of Adam.-

The arguments for the surpassing abundance of grace, the use of the aorist

and future tenses, the whole section in fact even from v.6 is designed to con¬

vince or reassure the Christian community of the reality of life now and of

the love of God which guarantees its realization in the future. Since the

whole passage is irenical in tone, and positive in emphasis, it is possible

to understand it, along with part of ch.viii, as a message to Jewish or

former proselyte Christians who, because of persecution or because of uncert¬

ainty about the present fulfilment of Messianic prophecies, required reassur¬

ance as to the presence of eschatological life in the here and now. Alter¬

natively it may be regarded as an assurance to Gentile Christians that al¬

though suffering, sin and death continue active on the stage of history,

this is no deterrent to the view of Christian belief that the new aeon has

already dawned and that already we enjoy eschatological life because we have

been justified by faith.

It is interesting to note in conclusion, just how cleverly Paul pre¬

pares for the next chapters. Feuillet claims that Sin, Law and Death enter

the scene as three actors who will be successively vanquished in the coming

chapters."'" The shift from TOXp&Tmopia to mpaxor) and from SixaCwpa, to

uxaxoT] in w.18,19 prepares the way for the obedience of Christ's servants

1. Feuillet, p.368.
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in vi:12.ff. The reign of sin and death overcome by the rule of grace and

life prepares the way for the admonition in vi:12 pf) ouv PacrikeueTu) r)

ipap-ua L\> rat Gvrj-cco upcov oi'jiaTa The o mkcubc rjpwv avQpontoc of vi:6
2

connects back to Adam in v:12.f. The wrong inference of vi:l "Shall we con¬

tinue in sin that grace may abound?" obviously has its. origin in the super¬

abundance of grace in v:20. Thus far we are in complete agreement with

Feuillet who describes vsl-11 as the crown of what has preceded, while v:12-21

introduces new themes which Paul now wishes to elaborate."^ V/e do not agree

however with his putting the main break between Rom.iv and vi at v;ll.^ The

section vj12-21 not only differs in style from what precedes but also with

the following chapter, which as we have already noted is more similar to the

•question and objection" style of chapters such as iii and ix-xi. It is best

therefore to regard vjl-11 and 12-21 as two arguments for the certainty of

1. Dodd holds that Paul's teaching on baptism in ch.vi is a corollary of his sec¬
ond Adam doctrine in ch.v (cf. p.106).

2. The reign of sin (or death) is first mentioned in v:14> then v:17,21 and
then vi:12 but nowhere else in the epistle (Peuillet, p.358).

3. P.358.
4. V/e cannot agree with Leenhardt (cf. p.24)> who following Peuillet divides

Rom.i-viii into two parallel structures of thought; the first in i:18 -

v:ll, the second in v:12 - viii:39* Leenhardt further sub-divides these
sections into five corresponding paragraphs as follows: -

(1) i:18 - iii:20 (l) v:12-21
'2) iii:21-26 (2) vi:l-23
[3) iii:27-31 - (3) vii:l-25
'4) iv:1-25 (4) viii:1-17
[5) v:1-11 (5) viii:18-39

Although a certain correspondence may be discovered in some sections of
this plan i.e. i:18-iii:20 in relation to v:12-21 and, as Dahl has shown,
v:l-ll does have affinities with ch.viii, on the whole it is much too
fanciful and elaborate. Oh.iii:27-31 can hardly be designated as a signif¬
icant paragraph in Romans since it is chiefly composed of questions and

unproven assertions. So also with ch.vii; while the Law is certainly re¬
ferred to in vii:l-6, it is much more preferable to relate vii:l-6 to ch.vi
and retain vii:7-25 as a separate section.
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salvation, of eschatological life. This point of view is strengthened when

we remember the similarities between v:l-ll and viii:l-39> where the common

theme is .also the certainty of salvation.

Ch.v:12-21 is related not only to the first part of this chapter but

also to chs.i-iv in that it elaborates and clarifies the teaching on sin and
2

justification by means of the aeon terminology. In this way Paul puts the

work of Christ into a wider 'heilsgeschichtlich1 setting,^ thus emphasizing

4 5
its universal application► The inclusive and representative nature of

Christ and Adam emphasized much in this section prepares the way for the

argument based on the crucifixion of the believers with Christ through bapt¬

ism in vi:l-vii:6. At the same time Paul also introduces the themes for the

succeeding section, thereby using v:12-21 as a means of transition between

vsl-11 and viil.ff.

It is this combination of the close relation to v:l-ll and viil.ff.

that has led commentators to ascribe different functions to v:12-21. If the

connection with what procedes is emphasized then v:12-21 may be seen as the

conclusion of the argument in lsl6-v:ll.^ If on the other hand the differ¬

ence between v:l-ll and v:12-21 is emphasized along with the connections

1. This is the view proposed by Lietzmann and followed generally by Bult-
mann, Bornkamm and Kasemann (Lecture notes). Cf.Michel, p.l6.

2. Cf. Michel "Logisch steht unser Abschnitt unter dem Gesetz der anti-
thetischen Typologie: Adam-Christus; ihr entspricht die Gegenuberstell-
ung von altem und gegensatzlich neuem Aeon sowie die gegensatzliche
Dreiheit: Gesetz-Sunde-Tod bzw. Gnade-Gerechtigkeit-Leben. Erkennt
man diese wichtige Eigenart unseres Abschnittes, dann wirkt Rom.v:12-21
wie eine mythische und bildhafte Darstellung der grossen eschatolog-
ischen V/ende, die in Kap.vi-viii naher beschrieben wird." p.137*

3. Note also the close parallel between the final verse of ch.v and that
of ch.vi.

4. Cf. L&ngsfeld Adam und Christus, pp.101-104.
5. Cf. Gaumann, op.cit., p.24.
6. This is the view of the older commentators; see list on p.5«
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with vijl.f., then v:12-21 may be regarded as the first part in another main

section of the letter.""

We believe however, that v:12-21 is best understood when its connect¬

ions with what precedes and also with what succeeds are both kept in mind.

1. This is the view of Zahn, Feuillet and Leenhardt. Cf. Thesis p.233.



2^6

The Situation to which Paul addresses himself in Romans v.

Since Paul does not mention Jew or Gentile in this chapter, it is quite

possible that the first person plural, so common in vv.1-11, refers to all the

Christians in Rome - perhaps to all the Christian community. The specific

thrust of the chapter is to establish the presence of life for the believing

community. The persuasive nature of the argument 'a maiore ad minus' and its

climax in declaring the superabundance of the reign of grace in Christ give

us reason to suspect that it was originally intended for faint-hearted Christ¬

ians. Who were these insecure Christians? They may have included both Jew

and Gentiles who were persecuted on behalf of their faith. But it seems more

likely that these faint-hearted were Christians of Jewish background who felt

insecure because of a threatened or imminent rupture with the synagogue as

Trocme suggests.

If we follow Marxsen's view, this will not necessarily mean that these

2
insecure Christians were all Jews. Marxsen suggests that some Jewish prosel¬

ytes, after becoming Christians, may have reacted strongly against the Jewish

fetters which they had earlier taken upon themselves."^ Some of these may have

been similar to the doubters mentioned in ch.xiv, compelled by force of circum¬

stances to a course of action the rightness of which they were not fully con¬

vinced. At best we may say that these were probably Christians with strong

Jewish background.

In favour of the view that they were all originally Gentiles, is the

reference to their pre-Christian condition as sinners in v.8, to their ob¬

taining access to grace in v.2, and to their eventual deliverance from God's

1. Op.cit., p,148.f.
2. Introduction to the Rev/ Testament; pp.92-109-
3. Op.cit., pp.98.f.
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wrath in v.9. The reference to Adam in v.l2f. also gives some support to the

view that a Gentile audience is intended. In Rom.iv the story of Abraham pro¬

vided the basis for Paul's exposition. It appears more likely that Adam would

be used in the wider context of the Gentile world. The solidarity of all men

in sin because of Adam was by no means unknown in Judaism, but the probability

that the story of Adam is behind the description of Gentile sin in ch.i, lends

strength to the view that Gentiles are addressed here."''
On the other hand we must bear in mind the fact that the comparison and

contrast of the one man Adam with the One Man Christ, emphasizes the solidar¬

ity of all men in sin and death, in grace and life. This kind of argument,

like that of Abraham in ch.iv, is designed not to favour either Jew or Gentile,

but to relate them together in a common solidarity of sin and of grace. If

this is so then the existence of both Jewish and Gentile Christians in Rome is

presupposed, since the solidarity argument is designed to overcome the normal

divisions between these two groups. We should thus regard the reference to

Adam in ch.v as an expansion of the story of Abraham in ch.iv, and the 'we' of

both chapters represents the church composed of both Jews and Gentiles.

The reason for emphasizing the reign of life and the cosmic consequenc¬

es of sin and grace was probably primarily to give security to wavering Christ¬

ians of some kind of Jewish background. But another possibility is that the

proclamation of the Christ-event in a world as yet apparently unredeemed, pre¬

sented problems to Gentile Christians also. The continuing presence of death

would prove a stumbling block to those who held firmly to a realized eschatol-

ogy as Gentile Christians tended to do. If this is so, then this chapter may

have as its aim to emphasize the superiority of the reign of grace and life

1. Cf. M.D. Hooker, "Adam in Romans i." NTS, VI (1959/60) PP»2J6-306.
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life is shown to originate from the obedience of Jesus Christ, whereas sin

and death originate from Adam's disobedience. The connection between disob¬

edience and death and between obedience and life is clearly a preparation for

the call to Christian obedience in vi:l.f. Thi3 indicates that Paul already

has Gentile Christians in mind in ch.v. On the other hand Paul's references

to the Law in this chapter are rather negative. The coming of the Law meant

that sin was reckoned and had the effect of increasing transgressions rather

than decreasing them. This description of the Law is more likely to have

been directed at Christians of a Jewish background, who perhaps had too high

a view of the Law, than at antinomian Gentiles who might have concurred all

too readily with any criticism of the Law which Paul cared to make.

These suggestions appear inconclusive. This is partly due to the nat-
■4

ure of ch.v. The various arguments concerning its place and function in the

structure of the letter have a strong bearing on the outcome of our discuss¬

ion here. Since ch.v is part of the section comprising chs.v-viii, we ought

to emphasize those aspects of the chapter which have parallels in the re¬

mainder of the section. These include the emphasis upon the inability of

the Law to produce life, upon obedience as the way to life, and upon the cos¬

mic dimensions of salvation. The fact that some of these themes relate more

readily to Jewish Christians whilst others are clearly directed to Gentiles,

probably indicates that both groups are addressed. The strong emphasis upon

human solidarity in Adam and in Christ lends support to this. This emphasis

and the 'much more' type of argument with its stress on the present reality

of the new life in Christ would be relevant in a situation where old cultur¬

al divisions and ways of life were threatening to reappear.
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Romans viii: - General Introduction.

In ch.viii:l.f. we continue the theme of ch.v.^" The predominance of

eschatological terms and the kerygmatic exposition of what is ours in Christ
2

shows that we are dealing with no new subject, but rather a continuation of

a subject already introduced in vjl.f. Ch.viii:l-39 is a fuller elucidation

of the themes already introduced in ch.v,particularly in vjl-11.^ By this

connection we keep in mind the designation of vi:l - vii:6 and vii:7-25 as

digressions (the word digression is used only in the sense of indicating the

formal position of the sections).^ This is clear when we note that the
5

theme of vi:l - viii:13 is found not in v:5 as Dodd implies, but rather in

v:20-21 "Law came in to increase the trespass; but where sin increased,

grace abounded all the more, so that as sin reigned in death, grace also

might reign through righteousness to eternal life through Jesus Christ our

Lord." The general unity of chs.v - viii is further evidenced in the close
g

connection of vii:7-25 with viii:1-17• With Michel we can regard vii:5 as

a summary (in advance) of the theme of vii:7-25 and vii:6 as a similar pre-
7

view of ch.viii where it is stated that our service must be according to

1. As already noted in connection with ch.vsl.f., Dahl has shovm the close
similarity between v:l-ll and viii:1-39 Ly setting out the Greek text
in parallel columns, having rearranged the order of verses so that the
corresponding verses are set alongside each other, (op.cit.,pp.37-39)*
According to a note in a more recent article Dahl has had second
thoughts on this parallel and seems now to prefer the view of Leenhardt
in which the main break in Rom.i-viii is found at v:ll. Cf. "The Atone¬
ment - An adequate Reward for the Akedah? (Rom.viii:32)". Neotestament-
ica et Semitica. Studies in honour of Matthew Black (Edinburgh, 19^9)*
pp.15-29 (p.17 n.15).

2. Cf. Schmidt, p.134•
3. Cf. Dahl. "Two Notes on Romans v." STh, V (l95l)» P«39»
4. Ibid, p.41.
5. Cf., p.74•
6. Cf. Dahl, pp.41-42; Dupont, "Le probl&me de la structure litt&raire de

l'dpitre aux Romains". RB, LXII (l959)> p«384«
7. Op.cit., p.I67.
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the Spirit i.e. in the new life of the Spirit (vii:6) and no longer under the

old written Law (cf.vii:5 and viii:15). Ch.viii:l-17 is thus the positive

counterpart of vii:7-25>^~ as well as the continuation of v:l-ll. The close

similarity in style between ch.v and ch.viii is most obvious in the jubilant

note of rejoicing which is basic to both sections. With iii:21-26 and vxl,

ch.viii continues on the plane of the "now" in Christ Jesus. The perspective

of the problem passage concerning the Law in vii:7-25 should also be seen in

this context, so that the whole of v-viii is viewed from the perspective of

the coming aeon in Christ Jesus. The radical change of the aeons through

the resurrection of Jesus Christ is presupposed throughout and it is most

likely that ch.vii:7-25 should be understood as equivalent to the "once" or

the "then" of man on his own with the Law, and without Christ, in contrast

to the "now" of those who are in Christ Jesus and serve Him "in the Spirit".

In spite of Bultmann's opinion that vii:25b and viii:l should both

be regarded as exegetical glosses,^ with Bornkamm^ and Michel,^ we do not

believe that these verses should be excluded. It may readily be granted

1. Michel, p.I67.
2. Cf. Bultmann. Glossen im Romerbrief. ThLZ, Vol.LXXII (1947) reprinted in

R. Bultmann Exegetica Tubingen (1967)* pp.278.f.
Bultmann follows the article by Friedrich Muller in ZNW XL (l94l)> pp.
249-254- Muller claims that the connection between viii:l and vii:25a
may with difficulty be understood psychologically but logically not at
all (p.249)- Bultmann differs from Muller in that he considers it is
wrong to insert viiiil between viii:2 and viii:3 as Muller suggests.
Bultmann prefers to regard viiisl as a gloss beginning as in vii:25b
with apa ouv which, though not always indicating the introduction
of extraneous comment on the text, may sometimes be regarded as a point¬
er in this direction. (p.28l).

3. "Sin, Law and Death.. An Exegetical Study of Rom.vii" in Early Christian
Experience, pp.99 &nd 103.

4. Op.cit., pp.170 and I89.
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stated, but this does not mean that they were not Paul's own summaries

(cf.iii:9> vii:5,6), rather than exegetical comments that eventually intruded

into the text. If,as we have already suggested in the study of ch.vii, viis

25b should be inserted between w.23 and 24, then a smoother transition is
2

given when viiis2 follows directly from vii:25a, the sequence would then

read as follows "Thanks be to God through Jesus Christ our Lord (viis25a).

For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set me free from the

law of sin and death (viii:2). There is therefore now no condemnation for

those who are in Christ Jesus (viiisl). For God has done what the law,

weakened by the flesh could not do (viii$3)."^ By this rearrangement we

avoid the strong contrast between viiisl and vii:25b, and provide a basis

for the thanksgiving of vii$25a (i.e. in viii:2)^ as well as giving express¬

ion to the close connection between the thought of viiisl and viii:3 (cf.

xam&xp 1 jaa in viiisl and xcw^xptvev in viii$3).^
The central fact around which Paul builds his argument in w.1-17 of

ch.viii is set out in w.3-4^ - "For God has done what the law, weakened

by the flesh, could not do : sending his own son in the likeness of sinful

1. Cf. Bultmann, op.cit., p.279«
2. Cf. Bornkamm, op.cit., p.103 n.33.
3. This is the rearrangement proposed by Michel, p.187•
4. Bultmann notes both these problems. He points out that there is a strong

contrast between vii:25b and viiisl, and also the fact that the thanks¬
giving in vii:25a lacks a foundation in the succeeding verses (i.e.
vii:25b andviiisl), op.cit., p.279-

5. In opposition to the rearrangement we have suggested stands Bultmann's
claim that viii:2 and viii:3 ought not to be separated in that viii:3 "

provides the basis from which viii:2 can be asserted (op.cit., p.279)*
It may also be pointed out that v:l begins in a similar manner to viiisl
and that the 'now' of viiisl may be understood as a direct resumption of
the 'now' in viis6, as Bornkamm notes (op.cit., p.103). This latter
point will also hold good even if we replace viiisl after viiis2.

6. Cf. Luz, "Zum Aufbau von Rom.i-viii.", p,177»
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flesh and for sin, he condemned sin in the flesh in order that the just re¬

quirement of the law might "be fulfilled in us . By the redemptive action

of Jesu3 Christ, God condemned ( mmexpivsv ) sin in the flesh, and Paul for

this reason is able to assert - o'obev apa vuv xa/rdxpt,pa,
It is possible to interpret the sentence of God upon sin (viii:2) as

2
relating to Christ's victory over sin in His earthly life as well as in His

death on the cross. E. Schweizer has emphasized the significance of the

phrase itspi apapmoac . This is not a spurious addition to the text but a

technical phrase reminding us of the Old Testament concept of sin-offering,

which shows that Faul understands the sending of Christ chiefly in the light

of His crucifixion. Schweizer notes that in Gal.iv:4«f- and especially in

Rom.viii:3.f., the emphasis is laid upon the divine judgement in the Cross

and the pre-existence idea is in the background.^ Paul has apparently chang¬

ed a pattern which originally described the incarnation of the pre-existent
5

Son into a proclamation of His death on the Cross. From this it would

appear that the condemnation of sin in the flesh is to be understood chiefly

with reference to the Cross which is thus seen as the affirmation of the

Law's verdict upon sin.^ In the flesh, the very place which sin had usurped

as a base for its hostile operations, God 3ent His Son to defeat sin and to

1. The vuv reminds U3 of Paul's similar interpretation of the present in
iii:21-26 and v:l.f. This also indicates that we are still dealing
with the meaning of righteousness (or life) in the here and now.

2. Cf. Leenhardt, pp.203-4, contra see Schlatter, pp.257«f«
3. "Die 'Iiystik' des Sterbens und Auferstehens mit Ghristus bei Paulus".

EvTh XXVI (1966), pp.252 n.54; 256 n.69. Cf. also the essay by the same
author "Dying and Rising with Christ" (which appears to be a revision of
this essay) in NTS, Vol.XIV, 1967/68, pp.1-14.

4. E. Schweizer "Zum religionsge3chichtlichen Hintergrund der 'Sendungs-
formel' Gal.iv:4.f.» Rom.viii:3.f., Joh.iii:l6.f., I Joh.iv:4a." ZNW,
LVII, (1966), p.210. For a similar view and a survey of other opinions
cf. 0. Kuss, op.cit., pp.495-6.

5. Cf. "Dying and Rising with Christ." NTS, XIV, I967/3, p.9.
6. Cf. W. Gutbrod, TDNT, IV, p.1076.



make possible a life of righteousness. The meaning of the phrase o|-tot,d)(J.aa't

oupxoc ajiapTtac is difficult to define. Paul could have said simply "in
the flesh" had he not wished to designate the flesh as sinful flesh. Because

this is his intention, he must speak of Christ's incarnation in such a way

2
that He is like men but not completely identified with them. This way of

understanding the Incarnation has the seeds of Docetic heresy within it. We

should therefore prefer the interpretation of Lietzmann who regards this

phrase (in the likeness of sinful flesh) as a rough equation for otopa,

We can concur with the conclusion of Barrett v/here he says that "we are prob¬

ably justified ... in deducing that Christ took precisely the same fallen

nature that we ourselves have, and that He remained sinless because he con¬

stantly overcame a proclivity to sin."^
It is because of God's sending His Son that the new power of the

5
Spirit has been made available for men. They are empowered to live a new

kind of' life in freedom and in peace. This life differs radically from life

"under the Law" and yet it is not a life that is contrary to the Law. This

relationship becomes clearer when we study the connection of ch.viii with

the preceding chapters.

The connection of ch.viii with what has preceded is evidenced in v:2

"the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set me free from the law

of sin and death." The reference to the Lav/- points to the connection with

1. 'Opotwpa also occurs in i:23; v:14; vi:5» (cf. also Phil.ii:7 where it
is related to the human condition of the Son; truly man, but unlike other
men, obedient). "Here the word implies both similitude and difference"
(cf. Leenhardt, p.203).

2. Cf. J. Schneider, TDNT, Vol.V, pp.195-197; according to Schneider this
word indicates two things, first the likeness in appearance and secondly
the distinction in essence. Contra see R. Jewett (op.cit., p.152).

3. Cf. p.79-
4. Op.cit., p.156.
5. Cf. Michel "Bie Sendung des Sohnes ist die Voraussetzung fur den Wandel

im Geist.", p.188.
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ch.vii (cf. the "law of sin" in vii:23 and the "law of sin and death" in viiij

2) oiid the antithesis of the paradoxical expression - the "law of the Spirit

of life" with that of the "law of sin and death",^ parallelled in the oldneso

of the letter and the newness of the Spirit in viii6. The reference to the

Spirit also continues the thought of v:5 where the Spirit is seen as the

basis of hope; in vii»6 and viiitl.f. a new note is introduced in that the
2

Spirit is now seen as the principle of the new life. Throughout chs.v-viii

the dominating theme is the reality of eschatological life both as present

experience and as future hope. The position of ch.viii as a conclusion or

concluding summary of chs.v - vii i3 illustrated in the key word 'Spirit'.

The Spirit is referred to only twice in chs.i - iv (i:4 and ii:29). In the

key verses v:5 and vii:6 the brief mention of the Spirit keeps the underlying

theme in view as a subject still to be more fully dealt with later i.e. in

viiiil.f. In the sense that the Spirit is the key to the experience of life

in the present, and is also the guarantee of the full realization of Christ¬

ian hope in the future, ch.viii, is thus to be regarded as a necessary and

suitable climax to the thought of chs.v - vii. In this chapter the Spirit is

1. Schoeps claims that this view of the Law (as a Law unto death) is one
which no Jew could hold. The Law according to the Jews was given for
life. "Paul can prove the opposite inference, not from the Law itself,
but only from faith in Jesus Christ, the Messiah who has come. The re¬
trospective way of thought is the real axis of his argument. Not the
meaning of scripture, but Christ is the 'a priori' for his judgement of
the Law." (Paul, p.l75)» If is doubtful if Schoeps' criticism of Paul
is valid in view of the fact that Paul probably has in mind Jer.xxiv:7;
xxxi:33 and Ezek.xxxvi:26-28 and thus regards the Spirit as equivalent
to the writing of God's Law on the heart. Cf. S. Lyonnet "Le Nouveau
Testament 5. la lumi&re de l'Ancien a propos de Rom.viii:2-4." Nouv. Rev.
Thdol. LXXXVII (1965), pp.567.f. See also A.M. Hunter, Paul and his
Predecessors, p.145.

2. Cf. Dahl, p.42.
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mentioned, no less than nineteen times1 whereas in chs.ix - xv there are only

seven references (ix:l; xiiill; xiv:17; xv;13,16,19,30). That we have no new

subject before us, however,is demonstrated by the recurrence of the vocabulary

to which we have become accustomed in chs.v - vii, the Law (w.2,3,4>7) > sin

(w.2,3,10), death, die etc. (w.2,6,10,11,13,34,38) and life, live etc.

(w.2,6,10,11,12,13,38) . The death-life antithesis occurs throughout w.1-17

(2,6,10,11,13). In this chapter we deal with the final victory over the

powers that beset the Christian community. The last reference to Law in this

chapter occurs in v.10, to sin also in v.10 and to death in v.13 (it is also

mentioned in vv.34*38, but only as a defeated power).^ The victory over the

powers has been achieved by God's sending His Son who has inaugurated the new

age of the Spirit.

Since the background for life in the Spirit in ch.viii is life under

the Law as outlined in ch.vii, we must devote more detailed attention to

Paul's understanding of the relation between the Law and the Spirit.

1. The Spirit is mentioned in w.2,4,5(2),6,9(3),10,11(2),13,14*15>16,23,
26(2),27. (<7e have excluded the first references in v.15 and the second
in v.l6; we do not follow the H.E.B. in interpreting the references in
w.6 and 10 as referring to the human spirit). Cf. Kuss, op.cit.Vol.II,
p.486.

2. C. Feuillet, p.376.
3. The death-life antithesis is accompanied by that of flesh and Spirit -

the latter will be dealt with in a later section.
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The Law and, the Spirit in Rom.viii:l-8.

The introduction of the theme of the Spirit in viiisl-4 as we have

already noted, is closely related to the preceding section in that the Law

and the Spirit are mentioned in conjunction with each other. C.H. Dodd has

suggested that by the phrase - the law of the Spirit - should be understood

the Spirit as a principle or system. Sanday and Headlam interpret this
2

phrase as "the regulative influence of the Spirit which leads to life."

Perhaps the idea of regulative influence is better than that of principle

or system in that it is doubtful that Paul would consider the Christian life

as controlled by an abstract principle rather than by the life-giving Spirit

of Christ. A. van Dulmen says that in viii.2 "Paulus verwendet den Begriff

v5poc in zweifacher Hinsicht. Mit vopoc umschreibt er sowohl die alte

als auch die neue Ordnung, deren eine durch Christus uberwunden die andere

durch ihn angebrochen und herausgefuhrt ist."^ According to van Dulmen

v6poc in viii:2 should be understood as an 'order1 - "eine 'Ordnung',
4

eine 'Aion', ein 'Herrschaftssystem' und als 'Sphere'." In so far as the

Law is viewed apart from Christ, it is the sphere of the 1Unheilsmachte' Sin,

Flesh and Death; but in so far as the Law is seen 'in Christ', it is the

5
sphere of the Spirit, of life and of salvation. The view proposed here ap¬

pears to be that the Law is never in normal life merely an abstraction (save

perhaps in Rom.vii:7-12) but something which exists in and with human beings

whose lives as individuals are determined either by the power of Christ or by

1. Op.cit., p.119*
2. Romans, p.190.
3. Op.cit., p.119.
4. Ibid., p.120.
5. A. van Dulmen, op.cit., p.120.
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bondage to the powers of Sin, Flesh and Death. The Law is therefore something

which in one instance is related to human sin and bondage, and so becomes an

order of sin and death; in another instance it is viewed in its 'heilsge-

schichtlich' function in the light of Jesus Christ, and so participates in

the order of Spirit, life and salvation. The Mosaic Law is bound up in this

order as a Law which without Christ brings "Unheil", but which finds fulfil¬

ment in Christ.

This interpretation is also in accordance with the perspective of

ch.vii:5,6 where Paul defines Christian service as being in newness of Spir¬

it in contrast to the oldness of the letter. Christians are not freed from

all control when they are delivered from bondage to the Law but they are

transferred into a new life controlled by Christ and His Spirit. In vii:l4.f.

Paul has gone to great lengths to show that the Law itself is not evil, but

spiritual (7tveu[i.aTixo£ )• Because of this fact, he is able to use the para-
* * 2

doxical expression voM-og aou ftvsu|J.<xxo£;T;f\q £cofjc . By this he witnesses

to the fact that the Law is good in itself and that it is rightly interpreted

when understood by faith as pointing to righteousness as the will of God for

His people - cf. viii:4 where it is stated that God by sending His own Son

1. Cf. A. van Dulmen, op.cit., p.120. See also p.118 where it is stated in
commentary on vii:22,23 that everything that sets up a total claim upon
the whole man, whether it be the will of God, or sin, is called vofaoc.
This volio£ sets man into a "Herrschaftssystem" that' can lead to salvat¬
ion or judgement. For Paul it (vop.og ) is concentrated in the Mosaic
Law which as such guarantees in itself the possibility of salvation or
judgement. Cf. also K. Barth, A Shorter Commentary on Romans, pp.89»f»

2. Nygren draws attention to the three-fold genitive construction vo p.o Q
aoO xveujacxToc t"nc £tofjg to which Paul adds £v Xpicrfcuj IriaoD in
order to indicate the source from which all these blessings proceed.
Nygren outlines the new law or order in which we are placed through
Christ in three ways : (l) It is the law of the Spirit, (2) It is the
law of life, (3) It is the law, or order, which is given "in Christ
Jesus", (p.312).
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condemned, sin in the flesh "in order that the righteousness of the Law

might be fulfilled..."

In the expression "Law of the Spirit", there comes to view the typic¬

ally Pauline concept of newness where the past in annulled not so much by
2

the fact that it is abolished or condemned, but rather by the fact that it

is transformed and renewed by the coming of Christ who is the mlAoq of the

Law (x«4)The transformation wrought by Christ i3 effected through the

Spirit. This is v/ell brought out by Schmidt in his discussion of "the Law

of the Spirit."^ He notes how Paul boldly plays upon the word law in the

expressions - Law of the Spirit, Law of sin. In both places the term

is related to the Old Testament Law in which the double possibilities are

already inherent i.e. for the Law to become either the Lav/ of sin and death

or the Law of the Spirit. In Schmidt's view the double possibilities in¬

herent in the Law operate as follows - wherever sin-dominated or 'fleshly'

man encounters the Old Testament Law, the Law itself is perverted to be¬

come a Law of works and hence a Law of sin. But wherever through Christ

man receives the Spirit, then the Law reveals itself in its true nature

(vii»14); the veil is drawn away from the Law and Christ as 'the Law' in

the 'Law' is manifested, so that the Law becomes a Law of faith, a yopoc

Tweupamixoc • As a Law of works it is cancelled, as witness to the truth
5

of Christ it is established.

1. On the transformation of the Law in Christ, see Du Plessis TEAEIOE: :

The Idea of Perfection in the N.T., Kampen, 1959» P-142 (on x;45~(
2. Cf. V/.D. Davies "The gospel is not the annulment but the completion of

Judaism". Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, p.323.
3. Cf. The question whether this verse should be understood as referring

to Christ as the end = finish rather than end= fulfilment of the Law
has been much disputed, and must be discussed later in connection with
x:4. Cf. Bandstra The La?/ and the Elements of this World, pp. 181-189.

4. Cf. op.cit., p.136.-
5» Ibid. See also C.P.D. Moule "Fulfilment Words in the New Testament:

Use and Abuse." NTS XIV (1967/68), pp.293-320.
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Jesus Christ is the goal of the Law in that in Him is the righteous¬

ness of God revealed. The righteous requirement ( SixaCoopo, ) of the Law can

now "be fulfilled because v/hat the Law requires is righteousness"'" and this

righteousness is available in Christ. Men who were unable to achieve thi3

life by their own strength under the guidance of the Law are, by faith in

Christ, through the Spirit enabled to reach the goal which the Law itself in-
2

tended; as Dahl puts it - "The Apostle's thesis is that the Law is fulfilled
3

only through the Spirit, given to those who are in Christ as justified." This

view is close to that of W.D. Davies who has suggested that Jesus was consid¬

ered in the early church to be the New Torah, the eschatological rule of God

over His people.^ Davies claims that Paul may be described as a Pharisee
5

who had accepted Jesus as the Messiah. As far back as the time of Jeremiah

it was claimed that in the Messianic age the Torah would be spontaneously

obeyed by every individual. Paul probably has these Old Testament hopes in

mind in Rom.viii:2-4. Later Rabbinic literature (which may reflect earlier

views) reveals a similar belief and some places speak of the Messiah as the
7

bringer of a New Torah. Davies also notes that "when the Rabbis taught that

1. Cf. Barrett on viii:4 "Here the thought is not so much that what the Law
requires is righteous, as that what the Law reouires is righteousness",
(p.157).

2. According to Bultmann the ultimate purpose of the Law is to lead men to
death (cf. Theology, I, pp.267/8). Bultmann does make the distinction
between the eternal will of God and the Law that is abolished. Viewed
within the total purpose of God, whatever may be the immediate function
of the Lav/, or its normal effect, in the sense that it was given by God,
vie may still claim that v/hat it intended was life. Cf. C.E.B. Cranfield
"St. Paul and the Law", SJT XVII (1964), pp.57-f.

3. Op.cit., p.42.
4. Cf. Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, pp.71.f. and 323.f.
5. Op.cit., p.71.
6. Lyonnet is probably correct when he claims that Paul also has in mind

Ezek.xxxvi:26-28. Cf. op.cit., pp.5o7-9«
7. Op.cit., p.72.
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the Messiah came, "bringing a new Torah, they thought of that Law not in the

sense that it would be contrary to the Law of Moses, but rather that it would

explain it more fully 1'^"
For Paul the Law had found its completion and its real meaning in Christ

like every other aspect of Paul's doctrine the Law must be understood
2

Christologically. Nygren has warned us that we must guard carefully against

a possible misunderstanding of the relation between Christ and the Law. It

would be possible for us to hold some such view as this; "the Law sets forth

God's demands of us and only if they are met in every way can we stand as

righteous before God. But no one can by nature fulfill the requirements of

the Law in that way; the weakness of the flesh makes it impossible for him.

But in this situation, God comes to him with help. He gives him Christ and

He gives him the Spirit. Thereby he receives the ability which he formerly

lacked. Now, by the strength that God has given him, he can fulfil the re¬

quirements of the Law. The relation between the Law and the Gospel is accor¬

dingly understood in this way, that the Law is the goal and the gospel is the

means to that goal."^
Yle can certainly agree with Nygren that such an interpretation flies

directly in the face of Paul'3 whole view.^ Not only is the gospel not sub¬

servient to the Law but worse still, if we regard Christ as the New Torah, He

would then also be considered as a means to an end, not the One in whom all

God's promises are fulfilled (II Cor.i:20). The righteousness that we have

can never be termed righteousness of the Law - Sixaooouvn sx vopou . - it

1. Ibid., See also Schoeps, pp.249*
2. Cf. Du Plessis op.cit, p,145> Schoeps, pp.l71.f, 210; Barth op.cit.,p.2l6.
3. Nygren, pp.316/7.
4. Ibid.
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is a righteousness apart from Law ( people v6pou ).^ Because of the sinful
human situation, the Law brings knowledge of sin, causes sin to be reckoned

(vj13), not only exposes but increases sin in becoming its accomplice in arous¬

ing desire (vii:7>13), and in the end can only lead to xa/t&xpt,pa (viiiil) not

Sixaiocruvr) . Before the Law every mouth is stopped and the whole world is

held accountable before God (iii:19). This is the only possibility for sin¬

ful men before the Law. It was for this reason that righteousness had to

come apart from the Law and in Jesus Christ "what the Law intended but could

not effect, is now brought about; but, note well, without the co-operation of

the Law.^
The righteous requirement of the Law is fulfilled only by the fact

that we are in Christ and that He is the :righteousness of God. According to

7/. Gutbrod, even though Paul does not specifically say so, it is logically im¬

plied. ... "that the cross of Christ is al3o a fulfilling of the Law in so far

as the central purpose of the Law is fulfilled herein. The cross is the full

achievement of obedience to God (Phil.ii:5.ff) and at the same time it is per¬

fect love for men (Rom.viii:34«ff)• This is the true goal of the Law. Hence

it i3 disobedience to the Law to desire it other than in this fulfilment."^
Thus the Law and faith do not stand over against each other for the man of

faith (cf. Gal.iii:2l). The Law testifies to the righteousness of faith (cf.

Rom.iii:2l) and faith is the fulfilment of the Law's SixaCcoprt,

As Hygren notes, this is the most positive thing that Paul has to say

5
about the Law, but this in itself is very significant. It reveals the close

1. This is indicated by the fact that Paul states that the Law is fulfilled
in us, not bX us. Cf. Schweizer TDNT. Vol.VI, p.430.

2. Cf. Nygren, p.319«
3. Cf. TDNT, Vol.IV, p.1076.
4. Cf. Nygren, p.320.
5. Ibid.
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connection between Paul's claim for freedom from the Law in viiil-6, his sub¬

sequent apologia for the Law as good and holy in vii»7-25> and his emphasis

upon "the Law of the Spirit" in viiijl.ff. By thus connecting viiil-6, viit

7-25 and viii, Paul has demonstrated his understanding of the true unity bet¬

ween the Law, faith and the Spirit. His intention is to show that the Spirit

is given to men only in faith, apart from the Law; at the same time he also

wishes to avoid any hint of casting aspersions on the goodness of the Law it¬

self. He achieves his two-fold aim by showing that the new life comes

through the Spirit, but that this new life of righteousness which the Spirit

mediates is the same righteousness as that to which the Law, when understood

in faith, always witnesses (cf.viii:4).

That this view of the relation between the Law and the Spirit is the

logical outcome of Paul's argument may be shown by a brief summary of the

argument from visl.ff. Arising out of the question of the super-abundance

of grace comes the misconception that increase of sin may cause a similar in¬

crease of grace and hence bring glory to God (visl). Paul answers this by

arguing from the doctrine of baptism. By being united with Christ, believ¬

ers are united with Him in Eis death and so they must reckon themselves to be

dead to sin and alive to God (vi:ll). The purpose of baptism is that believ¬

ers should begin to walk "in newness of life" (vi»4)- Baptism means freedom

from sin i.e. from the dominion of sin - freedom for.a new life. In vi:15.f

this picture of the new life is developed by means of the analogy of slavery.

Now the Christian community are no longer slaves of sin but slaves of God.

Paul admits that the imagery is not quite perfect (v.19 "I am speaking to you

on human terms"); but he uses it to emphasize the total claim of God upon

those who have been liberated.
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In vii:1-6 Paul emphasizes that though total obedience is demanded by

God, nevertheless it is a new kind of obedience; it is freedom from the old

written code of the Law so that service may now be in the new life of the

Spirit. In vii:7-25 the goodness, and yet at the same time, the weakness of

the Law is demonstrated. It is only in viiiil.ff that Paul can fully elabor¬

ate the new life of freedom which is the goal of his argument. It is "newness

of life" (vi:4). It is slavery not in the oldness of the written code (vii:

7-25)> but in the newness .of the Spirit (vii:6; viiixl.f). The new slavery is

in fact no slavery at all. Neither is it lawlessness (cf.vi:15). In Christ

we are freed from the power of sin so that it should reign no longer over us.

We are united with Him and are no longer bound by the Law. It is, however,

only in the power of the Spirit that the Law is written on our hearts and the

veil is taken away from the Law."^ The problem of Law versus faith is only
2

fully resolved in the doctrine of the Sp>irit.

Paul's argument has come full circle and it is interesting to note just

how relevant and, in fact essential, are all the various parts of the argument

from vixl - vii.25. For the sake of detailed study, some sections may be

viewed as if they were digressions, but for the full understanding of Paul's

1. Cf. N.W. Hamilton on IICor.iii:15.ff. "If it is asserted that where the
Spirit is there is freedom, we must conclude, in view of the context,
that the Spirit is the means of enlightening the minds of Israel about
the true nature of the Lav/, the means of removing the veil." The Holy
Spirit and Eschatology in Paul, SJTOP, No.6, p.5- See also Lyonnet,
op.cit., p.567.f.

2. That this connection between Law and Spirit is not in opposition to
Pauline Christology is well brought out by Hamilton. He points out that
it is normally in redemptive action that the Spirit end the Lord are id¬
entified (op.cit., p.7) and in this action the self-effacing work of the
Spirit is most obvious "the Spirit is pre-eminently the One v/ho throws
light upon Christ. Therefore in all His action Ee seeks to fill the con¬
sciousness of men with the picture of Christ - and to do this, He must
avoid making Himself the object of consciousness ... His work of reveal¬
ing Christ is by nature self-effacing, mysterious lest in the performance
of His office He should detract men from Christ" (op.cit., p.6,n.4)
Cf. also Barth, op.cit., pp.88.ff.
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theme, the unity of the whole must always he kept in view. The Christian

life is not simply being united with Christ in baptism, or being freed from

the Law through Christ, it is both of these in and through the possession of

the Spirit. Having discussed the relation between the Law and the Spirit,

we must now deal with another dominant theme in Romans viii - that of the

oft-recurring antithesis - flesh and Spirit.^

1. This particular antithesis occurs in almost all verses from 1-13 though
not in verses 14-17, where Paul speaks directly only of the Spirit (of.
Feuillet, p.376).
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The Flesh and the Spirit in Rom.viii:1-17■

According to Paul those who have been united with Christ have died to

thoir former way of life and have begun to live the new life of the Spirit

(v.lO). The problem for the Christian community is how to actualize this new

life in the sinful world of which they themselves are still very much a part.

The danger of a spiritual enthusiasm that fails to concern itself with the

ethical implications of the new-found faith v/as always a very real one for

Gentile converts. Paul wishes them to grow up in the faith, to become what

in fact they already are. This process of development demands a struggle,

the conflict of those who, though already belonging to the coming aeon, must

validate their (future) citizenship in this present evil world. It is in or¬

der to describe this struggle that Paul employs the antithesis flesh and

Spirit.

Paul's basic word for human flesh is o&p£ - the equivalent to the
2

Hebrew Paul confines 'sarx' to human flesh. But it is not thought of

merely as the substance out of which the body is formed, which can as such be

contrasted with the body.^ Neither should 'sarx' be understood as a part of

the body, but rather the whole person considered from the point of view of his

physical existence.^ By virtue of this, the term 'sarx' is interchangeable

1. Because of the frequency with which this word is used in this section, it
will be transliterated, except where the Greek is necessary.

2. J.A.T.Robinson. The Body. A Study in Pauline Theology, London 1952, p.18.
Ibid., p.17.

4. Cf. Robinson, op.cit., pp.17,18. This point is very important when the
ethical use of 'sarx' is under consideration. Since it is the whole man

that is involved in the 'sarx', then he cannot avoid personal responsib¬
ility for his actions by blaming the flesh (as if it were something for¬
eign or external to his real self). This understanding of 'sarx' is well
brought out by Bultmann (Theology, I, pp.232.f.) See also the recently
published study by R. Jewett. This book is specially useful because, as
its title suggests, (Paul's Anthropological Terms, A Study of their Use in
Conflict Settings.) it seeks to interpret Paul's statements in their hist¬
orical context, (p.6). Jewett also gives a valuable survey of the history
of research.
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with the personal pronoun as in Eph.v:28 "He that loveth his own wife loveth

himself; for no man ever hated his own 'sarx'", or in II Cor.vii:5 (KJ) "Our

flesh had no relief" is simply a periphrasis for "I"

When man is designated as 'sarx' it means that he is being viewed in

a particular light, of. Jer.xxxii:27 - God is"the God of all flesh" - and

Isa.xxxi:3 -the Egyptians are "men and not God; their horses flesh, and not

Spirit." As is common with many Old Testament references flesh here repre¬

sents man in his mortality - in his distance from God and in his weakness be-
2

fore God. The term 'sarx' describes man in his solidarity with all earthly

existence in this world. This usage of 'sarx1 tends to develop into a con¬

trast "between mere external, racial connection and what is of real, spirit¬

ual, divine import"^ as in phrases such as Israel 'after the flesh* (I Cor.

x»18 KJ), and the son born 'according to the flesh' (Gal.iv:23,29)• In the

latter case the son born 'according to the flesh' is contrasted with the one

born through promise and 'according to the Spirit'. This contrast probably

prepared the way for the typically Pauline understanding of 'sarx'.^
As we have already noted Paul's general use of 'sarx' is in close

agreement with the normal pattern of Old Testament usage where flesh spec¬

ifically designates man in his creaturely existence and hence in his distance

from God. For Paul the fact that man lives in a world which is under the

domination of sin means that although man, like the rest of the world has

been created by God, in solidarity with the whole of creation, he lives in

alienation from God. The order in which man exists is controlled by powers

1. Cf. Bultmann. Theology . I, p.233.
2. Cf.J. Pedersen. Israel,(1926^ Vols.I-II, p.176.
3. Cf. Robinson, op.cit., p.21.
4. Ibid., p.22. See also R. Jewett, op.cit., pp.100, 453.
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organized, in opposition to God - the rulers (I Cor.ii:12), the god (II Cor.

ivi4)» the spirit (I Cor.ii:12), the elements (Gal.iv:3; Col.ii:0,20) of this

age."*" Since man lives 'in the flesh' he i3 also subject to those powers which

enslave or destroy a man. "The personification of these powers expresses the

fact that man has lost to them the capacity to be the subject of his own

2
actions." Thus the pre-Christian man has his whole life determined by the

flesh and walks according to the flesh ( xcvra csapxa ). This form of
action implies not only human weakness in contrast to divine power but oppo¬

sition over against the Divine will. Action according to the'sarx'has here

an ethical connotation and thi3 is the distinctive Pauline contribution. Man

1. Cf. Robinson, op.cit. p.22.
2. Bultmann, op.cit., p.245; al3o Kuramel, Man in the New Testament,pp.40,62/3.
3. The phrase xatfr a&pxa is used by Paul in a double sense. It is used

normally in relation to substantives to characterize primarily a person
or human relationship in regard to facts present within natural life and
verifiable by everyone i.e. 'Abraham, our forefather, according to the
flesh'; Jews are Paul's kinsmen 'according to the flesh'. But another
point of view always hovers behind this one. When ' xam a&pxa ' is
used as a modifier of verbs the phrase has an altogether different mean¬
ing. It stamps an existence or attitude of mind not as natural or human,
but as sinful as in II Cor.1:17 (purposing according to the flesh. AV.),
knowing (II Cor.v:l6), walking (II Cor.x:2, Rom.viii:4)> warring (II Cor. •

x:3), even living according to the flesh (Rom.viii:5)• This latter verse
amounts to a definition of the concept. Kama a&pxa is also contrasted
with such phrases as 'according to the Spirit' (Rom.viii:4), or 'accord¬
ing to the Lord' (II Cor.xi:17) (lit.trans.). Sapxt-xo*; can al3o have
the meaning of 'according to the flesh' (cf. I Cor.iii:3; II Cor.1:12;
x:4). Bultmann suggests that xama a&pxa fills the place of an adverb
oupxtx&c (which occurs in Ignatius but not in the N.T.). Paul also
uses a&pxt,voc in the same 3ense (Rom.vii:14; I Cor.iii:l) though it
properly means consisting of flesh, (as matter) as in II Cor.iii:3. Cf.
Bultmann op.cit., pp.237/8. R. Jewett maintains that xam& a&pxa is
never used in a neutral sense in the epi3tle to the Romans.(op.cit.,p.l62)
Jewett wonders if the Bultmann-Fuchs-Schweizer interpretation of 'sarx' -
that life in the flesh is in itself neutral whereas life according to the
flesh is evil - is really valid.(p.153)• He seems to distinguish bet¬
ween 'sarx' (a) as a psychological category in which man as a moral agent
is culpable the moment he puts his trust in the 'sarx' and (b) as a cosmic
category in which man as flesh is still in bondage to the old a^on where
there is no longer any possibility of neiitral existence in the flesh,
(op.cit., pp.115 and 153.)*
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as defined, and determined by 'sarx' has become part of that hostile regime

which is at enmity with God. The flesh itself is not sinful but only the

trusting in it. The 'sarx' is not in and of itself evil - "the ultimate

enemy of the Spirit of God is not flesh, but the sin of which the flesh has
2

become the weak and corrupted instrument." - The flesh is a corrupted not

a corrupting element, "the involuntary accomplice to the act of sin, but not

the criminal."^ Thus when a man is described or defined in terms of Spirit,

it describes that 'in virtue of which he is open to and transmits the life

of God"^ whereas 'sarx' is man in contrast with God. It is man living as

mere man, seeking his life in and by himself, whether in lawlessness or in

5
works - righteousness - "following the pursuit of the merely human" and

seeking one's praise from men and not from God (Rom.viii:8).

According to W.D. Davies, in fifty-six references in Paul 'sarx' is

used "in a purely material sense either of physical structure, or kinship, or

sphere of present existence, or fleshly weakness; in thirty five cases it has

an ethical significance.Although we have shown that for Paul the flesh is

not in and of itself evil as in Hellenistic dualism, it is nevertheless im¬

possible for us to find an exact Rabbinic equivalent for his use of "o&pxivoc
7

and crapxtxoc and Tcveujia/u x6c - . She Rabbis did not develop

1. E. Schweizer, TPNT. Vol.VII, p.129-
2. H.W. Robinson, The Christian Doctrine of Man, Edinburgh, 1911 > P«H7«
3. 7l.D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, p. 19*
4. J.A.T. Robinson, op.cit., p.19*
5. Bultmann, op.cit., pp.238-239*
6. Op.cit., p. 19. Davie3 follows the investigation of the usage made by

H. Wheeler Robinson in The Christian Doctrine of Man.
7. Cf. Davies. op.cit., p.19. cf.also Kuss, p.538. E. Brandenburger claims

that despite certain similarities, there is no real parallel in the Qumran
literature, cf. Fleisch und Geist: Paulus und die dualistische Weisheit,
VMANT. Neukirchen, 1968, p.224-
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the potential ethical connotation of the Old Testament concept of flesh."'' The

Rabbinic description of the ethical tendencies of men would have been to relate

them to the good or evil impulse; the 'spiritual' for them is the one in whom
p

the good impulse prevailed, the 'fleshly' the one in whom the evil dominated.

Davies believes that Paul's ethical use of 'sarx' can be explained as a devel¬

opment of the Rabbinic good and evil impulse theory.^ 0. Kuss,who devotes a

large section in his commentary to a detailed discussion of 'sarx' (thirty five

pages) is not quite so sure that Paul is not influenced by other than Rabbinic

usage. He finds that no clear and satisfying answer can be given to the prob¬

lem but that in the usage of flesh.as weak and frail "In diesem abgeschwachten

Sinne brauchte schliesslich auch ein vorausgehender Einfluss griechisch -

hellenistischen Denkens auf die Konzeption des Apostels nicht ganzlich geleug-

net zu werden."^
A similar point of view is held by Egon Brandenburger who finds close

similarities between Paul and Hellenistic Judaism, particularly with Philo's

concept of Wisdom.^ This author disagrees with E. Schweizer's view that Paul

1. H.W. Robinson holds that the contrast between flesh as man's frailty, de¬
pendence and incapacity in contrast with God or with Spirit, did not occur
in Hebrew thought before Is.xxxi:3. According to Robinson the importance
of the contrast that was then facilitated "consists in its being the point
of departure for the Pauline doctrine of the flesh, with distinct ethical
reference."(op.cit.,p.25)•

2. Cf. Str./Bill. Vol.Ill, pp.329.f. and 400.
3. Op.cit., p.30. Though admitting Paul's dependence on the Alexandrian Book

of Wisdom (as in Rom.i) Davies believes Paul still moves strictly within
the realm of Rabbinic ideas and he believes that this is confirmed by a
comparison of Rom.i with Rom.vii.

4. Op.cit., p.539* See also W.G. Kummel, Man in the New Testament (London
1963), p.70.

5. Cf. Fleisch und Geist? Paulus und die dualistische Weisheit, WMANT, Neukir-
chen, 1968. This author makes it clear that what we find in Paul is not
Hellenism, but rather "a particular interpretation of Old Testament tradit¬
ions by means of a dualistic Wisdom".(p.230). E. Kasemann holds that
"Fleisch ist nach Paulus so etwas wie ein gnostische Aeon" and that this
understanding cannot be derived from traditional Jewish or Hellenistic be¬
liefs. Leib und Leib Christi. Sine Untersuchung zur paulinischen Begriff-
lichkeit, (Tubingen, 1933), p.105.



was the first to use the concept of 'sarx' as a power in antithesis to the

Holy Spirit. According to Brandenburger, Paul did not simply develop the

seeds of the doctrine inherent in Old Testament usage. Although he finds no

exact parallel in Philo for Paul's concept of being ev docpxt , Branden-

burger claims "doch ist der Sache ein vergleichbarer kosmisch - umfassender

Raumaspekt deutlich vorhanden ... so stehen sich denn in der dualistischen

Weisheit nicht nur Sarx und Sophia als Machte antithetisch gegenuber, sondern

sie sind, wie bei Paulus Sarx und Christus-Pneuma, zugleich als sich gegen-

2
satzlich ausschliessende Raumlichkeiten, als Machtbereiche gedacht."

Brandenburger does not believe that Paul is an uncritical borrower of

Wisdom ideas and terminology^ but he is quite certain that such concepts as

man being indwelt by, or living in the sphere of, hostile or redemptive powers

find their adequate ' Verstehenshorizont' not (as Schweizer thinks) in the Old
4 5

Testament but in the corresponding statements in dualistic Wisdom.

It may be argued that the explanation of Paul's terminology, method of
c

argument etc. is necessitated by the premises of his opponents. But this is

not a full explanation of the facts. Paul presupposes that those whom he

1. Op.cit., p.226. Kasemann points out that neither this phrase nor ycccici cccpicoc
can be parallelled in Hellenistic literature. He emphasizes the close
similarity between Pauline thought and certain gnostic conpepts in which a
man is regarded as being subject to a semi-personified cuoov , a power to
which he is subject so long as he remains within its sphere,(op.cit.,p,103) .

2. Op.cit., p.226, see also Brandburger's concluding remarks (p.235).
3. Brandenburger emphasizes that Paul's Christology exercises the decisive

control in his use of these concepts. Cf. pp.228 and- 235*
4. Cf. E. Schweizer's article on "oap£" in TDNT, Vol.VII, especially pp.131-136.
5. Op.cit., p.227.
6. Cf. Brandenburger, op.cit., p.228; H.Preisker "Das historische Problem- des

Romerbriefes", p.28. It is possible that Paul had to show that salvation
does not come through the indwelling of Wisdom or being in Wisdom, but
through transfer to the salvation sphere of Christ and that it is through
dwelling under His Lordship, the Holy Spirit is mediated. (Brandenburger
op.cit., p.230). In view of the many references to boasting which we have
already noted in this epistle and also because of the many warnings against
becoming proud or self-conceited (cf.xisl7,20,25; xii:3; xiv:l-3), it is
possible that the Roman Christians were in danger of developing some doct¬
rine of Christian Wisdom which had no connection with the Old Testament
but originated from a libertinistic understanding of faith. Cf. Jewett,
p.304.
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addresses already possess a knowledge of these popular philosophic concepts

and motifs but they are too basic to Paul's own thinking to be explained

merely as accommodation to the thought-forms of his audience.^" They demand

another explanation - they are part of Paul's own thought pattern which he

received from earlier Christians - "Viel eher kommt eine Verraittlung durch

das vorpaulinische, hellenistisch-judische Christentum des syrisch-palastin-
2

ischen Rauraes in Frage." It may even be true that Paul, the convert, did

not merely receive these concepts from earlier Christians but that already

as a Jew he wa3 acquainted not only with Rabbinic and Apocalyptic theology

but also with the popular Wisdom philosophy."^ The reason why Paul writes

to his congregation of their justification in terms of Apocalyptic-Rabbinic

thought patterns (as in Rom.i-iv) and also in the present-future terminology

parallelled in dualistic Wisdom (as in Rom.v-viii) may equally well be due to

Paul's own background as well as that of the congregation.^
A contrary view of the origin and development of Paul's doctrine of

'sarx' is proposed by R. Jewett. In this author's opinion the research of

the last half-century has clearly demonstrated that "Paul's usage is neither

5
gnostic, nor Hellenistic, nor Rabbinic." The closest parallels are in Qumran

and to a lesser extent in Philo, but Qumran exegetes do not explicitly relate

flesh to the demonic realm nor do they place it in clear opposition to the

Spirit. This shows that although apocalyptic Judaism provides the raw mat-

1. Op.cit., p.228.
2. Ibid. See also p.232.
3. Op.cit., p.228.
4. Op.cit., pp.233-4» H. Preisker holds that the reason why Paul deals with

the problem of present and future salvation in Romans is precisely be¬
cause this was a problem for the Romans (rather than for Paul), op.cit.,
P.29-

5. Op.cit., p.108.
6. Ibid.
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erials for Paul's understanding of cosmic dualism, his interpretation is

strictly his own creative formulation."'" Jewett's thesis is that when Paul

wrote I and II Thessalonians he had not yet developed his use of 'sarx' as

2
a technical term. This development came later in the dispute with the Gal-

atians. 'Sarx' was first used as a technical term in connection with the

circumcision problem posed by the Judaisers; "it developed through Paul's

typological exegesis (on Isaac and Ishmael in Gal.iv) into a full dialectic¬

al counterpart to the Spirit; and after having been created as an argument

against nomism it was applied to the problem of antinomianism."

The concrete situation of conflict with the Judaisers also led Paul

to connect 'sarx' with the old aeon.^ It was Paul's previously held apocal¬

yptic views which enabled him to interpret the opposition to the church as a

5
work of the demonic sphere; "for Paul 'sarx' is a personal, strictly human

g
sphere and yet at the same time ... a cosmic, demonic force".

We agree completely with Jewett's stress upon Paul's apocalypticism.

We are not so happy however with his view that Paul's usage in Romans marks
7

a movement towards Gnostic usage and that in this epistle Paul moves decisiv-
0

ely in the direction of physical dualism. Perhaps some kind of compromise

between the views of Brandenburger and those of Jewett would provide a more

1. Ibid.
2. Op.cit., pp.108.f.
3. Op.cit., p.114.
4. "When those who boast in the circumcised flesh actively oppose those

boasting in the Spirit, they take on the aspect of demonic opposition to
the new aeon" (Jewett, op.cit., p.lOl).

5. Ibid. This is in opposition to Brandenburger's view that Paul already had
a notion of 'sarx' as a cosmic sphere which he then applied to this part¬
icular situation. (Cf. Brandenburger, op.cit., p.202). Jewett claims that
there is no evidence whatsoever for Brandenburger's view, (op.cit., p.lOl).

6. Op.cit., pp.114-115.
7. Op.cit., pp.154.f.
8. Op.cit., p.155-
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adequate solution.

But whatever may he the actual background of the Pauline concept of

'sarx', it is still difficult to give a systematic and reasoned account of

his use of the concept. It would appear that it is only when xama a&pxa is

used in connection with the verb that we can clearly state that the ethical

meaning of 'sarx' is intended (cf. Rom.viii:4). Elsewhere we find that ev

crapxc may have not only the normal neutral sense of living a human or phys¬
ical existence, as in II Cor.x:3 (where Paul says we are ev oupxC but do not

war xara aupxa , cf. Gal.ii:20, Phil.i:17), but the ethical connotation as

in Rom.viii:9 (where the Christian community is said to be not ev capxC but

iv 7tv£upa/u ). This usage of ev oapxC would appear to correspond to the ver¬

bal modification xam& o&pxa ^ as in Rom.viii:4; it would also appear equiv¬

alent to mo 9povripa mfjc aapxo<; (viii:5) which is set in contrast to the
2

9povr)(aa Tqc Tcveupamoc . If we relate being in the flesh or in the Spirit

to being in Adam or in Christ^ (I Cor.xv:22), we find ourselves, confronted

once again with the concept of the two aeons - this aeon and the coming aeon.

In Adam, in the old aeon, we live in the flesh and according to the fle3h,

whereas in Christ, in the coming aeon, we are called to live in the Spirit

1. Jewett claims that for Hellenistic congregations, these two terms were
synonymous. Paul realized this because of the ineffectiveness of his
arguments against the Corinthians and thereafter ceased to use the
neutral form and so had to give up his attempt to work out a systematic
distinction between 'in the flesh' and 'according to the flesh'.
Op.cit., p.l54»

2. Cf. E. Schweizer, op.cit., p.132.
3. Cf. Brandenburger, op.cit., p.50.
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and according to the Spirit.^
This gives a clearer picture of the situation, but still leaves us

with certain problems of interpretation with verses such as Rom.viii:13,

where those in Christ are warned "If you live according to the flesh, you

will die", and I Cor.iii:3 where the Corinthian congregation are still de-
2

signated as oapxixot even though they have already become Christians.

It would appear that the best understanding of Paul's use of his terminol¬

ogy is that he operated with a two-fold description of the Christian life.^
Men may live either in the flesh or in the Spirit. If we live in the flesh,

we will then be forced to live according to the flesh and the double desig¬

nation seems superfluous. But as believers although we are 'in the Spirit'

because we are 'in Christ' it is still possible for us to walk according to

the flesh and not according to the Spirit (viii:13). The varied description

of Christian faith is not without relevance. Paul's double description has

as its basic concern the promotion of practical Christian living in the pres¬

ent. By Christ's redemptive act and through their incorporation into Him,

1. Although life 'according to the flesh' is contrasted with that 'according
to the Spirit', this antithesis does not mean that these are exact equiv¬
alents or on the same plane. To live by the 'sarx' as the norm by which
one directs one's life is simply to live by one's own possibilities where¬
as to live by the Spirit is to live by an alien possibility granted only
in grace. Cf. Schweizer's article on the Spirit in TDNT, VI, (p.430).

2. Cf. Brandenburger, op.cit., p.47- Bultmann is of the opinion that the
use of oupxcxoc here is equivalent to xa/ta cr&pxa cf. Theology,!,
p.238.

3. According to Schweizer, Paul regards the Spirit both as norm and as power.
In so far as he wishes to stress that the Spirit is wholly God's gift and
not man's own possibility, he regards the Spirit as power; in so far as
he seeks to emphasize that the Spirit is the power which summons to faith
and not a substance which deifies automatically, the Spirit is the norm
by which the believer is summoned to live. This two-foldness is sharply
expressed in Gal.v:25 "if the Spirit is the source of our life, let the
Spirit also direct our course" (NEB). "The first clause maintains that
the power xveupa which is above man sustains his life, while in the
second clause man is summoned consciously to acknowledge this fact and
let his conduct be wholly shaped thereby". (TDNT, VI, pp.427-428).
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Christians share the new life of the age to come. They live in Him as the

sphere or kingdom in which their real existence is determined. 'In Christ*

has then a sort of spatial significance, and Christ is an inclusive sphere

into which we enter by faith and baptism."'" This is only one aspect of the

situation because a parallel designation may also be given. In Rom.viiil7.f.

sin (as a personified power) has come to 'lodge' (N.E.B.) in man. The anti¬

thesis of this is given in viiiilO.f. where Christ and the Holy Spirit dwell

in the believing community in place of sin.
2

Man is thus regarded as always being under a power or lord. He

lives in a certain atdbv and under the power of that aitov . The Christ

event makes possible a "Herrschaftswechsel" - a change or transfer from

one exclusive sphere to another and this may be expressed by being in Christ

in contrast to being in Adam, or by a 'now - then' antithesis as in Rom.viii

5 6.3
By being joined to Christ, we are freed from the Law and from the

powers of sin and the flesh. Our old man has been crucified with Christ^
and we now no longer serve in the letter but in the Spirit. This expresses

the radical change that has come about in the Christ event. But this has

1. Cf. Brandenburger, op.cit., p.57* Cf. also Conzelmann Theology, pp.179
and 194*

2. The domination of men by other powers is illustrated by the use of such
terms as xupieteiv (used of sin in vi:14, death vi:9 and Law viisl)
and PamAeueiv (used of sin v:21, vi:12; of death vj14,17> of grace
v»2l). So too, slavery to a lord is witnessed to in various references
to dovXevetv (used in connection with the slavery of sin in vi:6, of
the Spirit vii:6) and SotfAoc elvac (used in connection with sin and
righteousness in viil6,20. Cf. also the references in Gal.iv:3 to
slavery to the elemental spirits of the universe.) The same situation
is illustrated in the use of umxotietv (used in connection with sin
vi:l6; the passions (of sin) vi»12; righteousness in vijl6) inetvcu imo
with the Genitive (under sin iii»9; vii»14j under the Law vi:14f; under
grace vi»14ff.) and in TOptmretv ( or elvai) xatS, a&pxa or xa/ca
■xvePpa (viiii4,5)» Cf. Brandenburger, p«55 (notes 2-8).

3. Cf. Schweizer. TDNT, VII, pp.134/5*
4. Cf. Brandenburger, op.cit., pp.45-46.
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to be worked out in practice and here the eschatological understanding of re¬

demption is most important. It was possible for Christians to claim that be¬

ing justified by faith, they were free from the Law and a misunderstanding of

the significance of ethical behaviour may have thus resulted (cf.vi»15). In

order to avoid this, Paul describes salvation in Christ not only in legal im¬

agery^" a3 in ch.iiisl9.f., but also in the present-future tension of chs.vi-

viii. The soteriology of Paul is thus seen to be fully understood only in
2

the light of hi3 eschatology, 'the already' of justification in the light

of the 'not yet' of final redemption. It is for this reason that those who

are designated as being no longer 'in the flesh' but 'in Christ' and 'in

the Spirit' are exhorted not to live a life of contradiction, living under

the domination of powers which now have no legal claims upon them,^ building

again the things which they have destroyed (Gal.ii:18).

In this way the two-fold existence of the Christian becomes apparent.

He lives ev crapxt and ev XpioTtj) ; his life is in this world but must not

be determined by its powers. He must not only be ev oapxi , and £v Xptcrco~

but he must walk ev TcCcnrei (Gal.ii:20). He must live not by his own strength

but by a power other than his own, he is obligated to "accept as a norm the
5

power which in fact shapes his life". By this we see that though Paul may

use different expressions and move in a thought world whose concepts are de¬

termined by a popular philosophy of Hellenistic-Judaism, or by the thorough-

1. On this see E. Schweizer's article "The Church as the Missionary Body of
Christ." NTS, VII, (1961/62), p.3.

2. Cf. Brandenburger, op.cit., p.57«
3. According to J.A.T. Robinson the 'sarx' is personified as a force rather

than a sphere in Hon.viii:12; xiii:14» and in Gal.v:13.
4. Believers, having found freedom from death, are given in and with this

gift freedom from the world and its powers so that they face the world
free - participating in it -"but with an inner aloofness 'as if' they
did it not." Cf. Bultmann, Theology, I, pp.351-352.

5. E. Schweizer, TDN'P, VI, p.428. Cf. also Bandstra, op.cit., p.181.
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going apocalypticism of Qumran, yet the manner of presentation in ch.viii is

not only consistent with, but really a further development of the presentat¬

ion of iii:21.f. where salvation is expressed in more normal Jewish-Christ¬

ian categories. Faith is decisive in both interpretations although the

manner of expressing it may vary greatly.^"
From this survey of the meaning of 'sarx' in Paul, two factors have

emerged. By his use of the term 'sarx' Paul emphasizes the change that has

come about through the Christ event. The new possibility of life in the

Spirit has revealed the bondage of the self or 'sarx'-determined man. Those

who are in Christ are no longer 'in the flesh' but now they are 'in the

Spirit'. 'Sarx' is the life of man apart from God, but viewed from the per-

2
spective of faith.

On the other hand, the new creation of God is still a hidden reality;

the glory has not yet come and the Spirit is in fact only the first-fruits

of the coming harvest. In view of these facts Paul emphasizes the possibil¬

ity of those in Christ allowing their lives to be ruled by the powers of

this world, rather than by the power of God i.e. the Holy Spirit. Even

though in Christ we have been delivered from the powers of this world, there

is still the danger that we may allow them to usurp control over our exist¬

ence. Paul describes the resulting contradictory behaviour as action

"according to the 'sarx'". 'Sarx' is a term used by Paul to help express

the tension between the 'already' and the 'not yet'. Its basic function is

to aid in the definition and direction of true Christian life in the here

and now - in the interval between the Cross and the Parousia.

1. Cf. N. Gaumann, op.cit. B.l. "Die zwei Redeweisen vom Heil in Rom.1-8",
pp.32.f.

2. Cf. "W.G. Kuinmel, Man in the Hew Testament. London, 1963, p.63.
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The full relevance of our study of the relation between the Spirit and

the Law, and the significance of the Spirit-flesh contrast will be developed

later in our study of the actual life-situation whioh we can envisage a3 un¬

derlying the teaching of ch.viii. Meanwhile we must consider the aim of

Paul's teaching on the Holy Spirit in ch.viii.
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The Implications of the 'Already' of the Spirit in viii:9-17»

In viii7-25 Paul shows that though the Law itself is spiritual, its

actual effects^" in the life of sinful men is not to free them but to hold them

in a deeper bondage; in ch-Yiii Paul shows that the actual experience of the

Christian community is that new life is experienced through possession of the

Spirit. "By declaring that the endowment of the Spirit can be and is a real¬

ity of experience, Paul is affirming that the era of the Spirit, the Messian-
2

ic era has come". Since the presence of the Spirit in power was to be a

sign of the 'Endzeit', and the beginning of the new age, this confirmed the

Messianic claims of Christ. It is. not as a reward for good works but as the

result of faith in Him through baptism that the Spirit is received (Gal.iii:

2-3).^ The baptismal context of viii:3 (the sending of the Son) has already

been mentioned and this context as we will see later is also very much in ev¬

idence in w. 14-17• I*1 v.9b the possession of the Spirit is given as a kind

of definition of those who belong to Christ.^ This definition is extended in

v.14 to show that it is the Spirit who controls us and not vice-versa; it is

true to say that we have the Spirit dwelling in us (v.9), but this is only
5

fully understood in the light of v.14 where the Spirit is a sort of ' Fuhrer'

who leads U3 in God's way. The Spirit is both the sphere in which the Christ¬

ian community lives (v.9) and the norm by which they ought to set their mind

(vv.5-6) and to order their behaviour (v.12). In v.14 we note another ad¬

vance on the thought of v.9 in that believers are no longer described as

those who belong to Christ but as those who are the sons of God.

1. Cf. 0. Kuss, p.485.
2. D. Hill. Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings, p.269.
3. Ibid.
4. Cf. Michel, p.192.
5. Cf. Brandenburger, op.cit., p.45*
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Paul in chs.v-viii as we have already noted, is deeply concerned with

the actual life of men - with the actualization of life (or righteousness)

and its significance in the present. In v.9 he addresses the Romans directly

and reminds them of their real standing and identity due to their possession
1 2

of the Spirit. Since Christ dwells in them the hody is dead because of sin,

but the Spirit is life because of righteousness. This Spirit is that power

.by which Jesus is raised from the dead and He can be expected to do for them \

what He has already done f.or Christ."^ But despite this declaration of what

is ours through the possession of the Spirit (cf. also v.6 where the Spirit

leads to life and peace, and v.8 where it is implied that by living in the

Spirit we are enabled to live a life that is pleasing to God), Paul's real

concern is not merely to inform the Romans about their inheritance in Christ

Jesus. Neither is he imparting to them some esoteric knowledge such as might

lead to antinomian enthusiasm. The direct form of address which begins in

v.9 and is marked by apa ovv , followed by the personal reference (brethren)
in v.12, shows that Paul's intention is to establish the fact that the posses¬

sion of the Spirit brings new demands, a new kind of obligation (cf.vi:15.ff)

in contrast to the obligations to the flesh. It is possible that the Roman

Christians held some such doctrine of obligation to the flesh or obligation to

make provision for the flesh (ch.xiii;14)If this is so then the reason for

Paul's direct personal appeal in vv.12.ff is that he regards this doctrine as

1. "This means that the flesh-ruled self is dead because sin is condemned;
the new self ruled by the divine pneuma is alive because uprightness (of
conduct) has now become a reality". Cf. Bultmann, Theology, pp.208-9.
Cf. also J.A.T. Robinson, op.cit., p.30.

2. It is worth noting that the body is said to be dead not because of its
fleshly constitution, but because of sin i.e. Paul avoids any suggestion
that mere bodily existence is of itself the cause of sin and the corollary
that freedom from the body is the guarantee to life,cf. Jewett,op.cit.p.148.

3. Cf. N.Q. Hamilton, op.cit., pp.17-19*
4. Gf. Jewett, op.cit., p.46; Pallis, p.101.
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an extremely dangerous one. This is probably why in vv.12-13 he seems tempt¬

ed to change from the normal indicative to the stronger imperative.^
For Paul the possession of the Spirit means not just spiritual exper-

2
ience but the challenge of new ethical demands. It is required of those who

have been freed from the power of the 'sarx' that they put to death the deed3

of the body ('sarx')^ by "the power of the Spirit. Only thus will they find

the way to life. That this is no optional virtue is shown by the fact that

Paul sees fit, even at this late stage in the discussion, to warn the Christ¬

ian community of the possibility of death (v.13). For Paul, the Spirit did

impart blessings to be enjoyed, but his warning here shows the seriousness

with which he held that the Spirit is at the same time God's gift and God's

demand.

Paul resists the temptation to turn to the imperative and instead in¬

cludes a further exposition of baptismal teaching (v.14-17)*^ Perhaps Paul

felt that he had been too severe in his warning concerning Christian obedi¬

ence and so he hastens to point out that the new obedience is not intended
5

to bring again a servile obedience of fear, but rather the confident assur-

1. Cf. Luz. "Zum Aufbau von Rom.i-viii." (p.177)*
2. Bultmann states that Paul's peculiar contribution to the doctrine of the

Spirit is the attribution of ethical conduct. Theology, I, p.l62. In
this he follows Gunkel whom Hunter holds to be in error. Cf. op.cit.,
p.146. Snaith also holds that the ethical understanding of the Spirit
was already present in the Old Testament, op.cit., p.156.

3. Cf. J. Robinson (op.cit., p.30). Bultmann attempts to distinguish bet¬
ween the self which has fallen under the sway of 'sarx' and the real self.
It is more likely that Paul intends the whole man as under the sway of
'sarx". Cf. Bultmann, op.cit., Vol.1 (p.l97)« Jewett holds that Paul re¬
fers to the body rather than the 'sarx' for theological reasons, namely
that the'body' category could bridge the gap between the old and the new
man but the 'sarx' category could not. Op.cit., pp.159-60.

4. Cf. Luz, op.cit., p.177.
5. The reference to slavery in v.15 should be taken to refer to life under

the Law. (cf. Schmidt, p.141). For this reason it seems preferable to
regard this as a comparison of life under the Spirit with that under the
Law and to understand both the references (in v.15) as referring to the
Holy Spirit.
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ance of adoption to sonship through the Spirit (v.15). The intimate confid¬

ence of the new relationship is demonstrated "by the believers calling God

'Abba', as a child would speak to its father.^" This Aramaic word was so

well understood by the Apostolic Church that it was not necessary for it to

be translated. It probably did not refer to the opening word of the Lord's

Prayer but rather to the cry of the baptized believer which was regarded as

witness to his adoption as a son of God through the indwelling of the Spirit

(Gal.ivi6). According to Gal.ivil.f., God sent His Son that we might receive

adoption as sons, and because we are sons God has also sent the Spirit of His

Son into our hearts. The 'Abba' cry is the sign of our adoption. "In that

cry the Spirit of God joins with our spirit in testifying that we are God's

children" (v.l6 NEB). "Through this witness the Spirit provides the believ-
2

er with the subjective certainty of his sonship."

In both contexts, Gal.iv and Rom.viii, the point is that the old slav¬

ery is over and the. new relationship is not slavery but love. An interesting

fact which we must pursue later is that, in Galatians, Paul argues from the

'Abba' cry to show that the Galatians should not return to bondage to the el¬

emental spirits,"^ whereas in Romans he proceeds to the question of suffering.

1. Cf. J. Jeremias 'Abba' in The Central Message of the New Testament, London,
1965> pp.9-30. Jeremias holds that there is no evidence in the Palestinian
Judaism of the first millenium that anyone addressed God as 'Abba', 'my
Father'. It was a word which originated in the language of infants and
though it developed wider meanings, in Jewish opinion it could not properly
be used with reference to God. Jesus was the first who dared to use this
address to God and He also taught His disciples to do so, so that by His
authorisation they might also participate in His intimate communion with
God. Hence this 'Abba' implies the claim of a unique revelation and a
unique authority by Jesus. This is why it was preserved by the early
church.

2. N.Q. Hamilton, op.cit., p.32.
3. According to Bandstra by the elemental spirits Paul means to refer to the

Law and the flesh"as operative in the world of humanity before and outside
of Christ." Cf. op.cit., p.173.
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If we hold that the Galatian passage points to the actual situation of the

Galatian Christians it is only consistent to hold that the references to

suffering should give us a pointer to the actual situation to which Paul

addresses himself in Rome.

Paul wishes to reassure the Romans by reminding them that they have

been adopted a3 God's children. In v.17 he makes a progression of thought

so that from the adoption of children (or sons), he proceeds to the concept

of heirs to God, and even more significant, - joint-heirs with Christ. He

is God's own Son, the true heir and "they will receive what He received i.e.

they will be glorified with Him.""'" Far from being slaves, the believers are

the heirs of the world and with this imagery Paul reminds his readers again

of the Messianic fulfilment in Jesus Christ - the new age is already dawn¬

ing. What is most significant however is that the possession of the Spirit

is related not to unbridled enthusiasm or world-denying rapture but to the
2

concept of sonship and heirs. It would appear that the legal imagery of

sonship has been wedded to the regenerative image of the Spirit.^ In the

very place where he affirms the eschatological outpouring of the Spirit Paul

takes care to avoid the extremes of spiritual enthusiasm to which Hellenist¬

ic communities were most susceptible. His mode of correction is to emphasize

our incorporation into Christ and our sharing all things in Him. Here as in

ch.vi the baptismal context is evidenced by the crCv compounds. An inter¬

esting insight into the meaning of the formula 'with Christ' is proposed by

1. N.Q. Hamilton, op.cit., p.32.
2. A.M. Hunter note3 that Jesus' own baptism was linked with an experience of

the Spirit and a realization of His own unique sonship, op.cit., pp.136-7.
3. E. Schweizer speaks of the unity between the juridical and the mystical.

"Dying and Rising with Christ". NTS, XIV, 1967/68, p.13.



Edouard Schweizer. In his opinion this phrase probably originally referred

to post-parousia life with Christ. By the fact that resurrection had already

taken place in Jesus Christ and that the gift of the Spirit had been exper¬

ienced by believers, it seemed that in their rising with Christ in baptism the

resurrection was past already and that in the church the new aeon had been

fully established. Schweizer believes that instead of the Corinthians deny-

ing a future life (as Paul mistakenly thought) they believed that it had al¬

ready come and was therefpre no longer to be expected in the future. Against

this enthusiasm Paul emphasizes that the rising with Christ is still to be

awaited."^ This interpretation is helpful for our understanding of Rom.viii:

17.f. where we find that sharing in future glory with Christ is immediately

related to sharing in earthly suffering with Him. Schweizer notes that 'with

Christ1 references occur only in apocalyptic and baptismal contexts and that

in compounds with crtv the usage is somewhat similar.^
It would seem then that in the act of baptism where the transfer from

the realm of flesh to that of the Spirit took place, Paul emphasized not only

the 'putting off' of the old man and the 'putting on' of the new, but also

the 'not yet' of redemption alongside the 'already' as a healthy corrective

towards true Christian perspective.

1. According to Schweizer 'with Christ' was originally an apocalyptic formula
Sayings such as I Thess.iv:17 ana II Cor.xiii:4 (of. also Rom.vis8b; Col.
iii:4) show that 'with Christ' describes life after the parousia of Christ
Baptism was originally closely connected with apocalyptic ideas (cf. Rom.
vis8; Col.ii: 13,20) and was -understood as giving admission to the kingdom
of God. (cf. Mk.x:15; Jn.iii:5; I Cor.vi:9-ll)• Cf. op.cit., pp.1-8.
L.S. Thornton points out that in Matt.xixs28 YYevsoaa refers to the
renewal of all things, whereas in Tit.iii:5 it refers to baptism. This
usage supports Schweizer's thesis. Cf. The Common Life in the Body of
Christ, p.189.

2. Op.cit., p.5.
3. Ibid., p.8.
4. Ibid,,p.3.
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It was not that Paul did not believe that something definite happened

in baptism. Paul believed that the dying to the old life of sin had definit¬

ely taken place in our incorporation into Christ, but in a paradoxical way.

This life had to validate itself in the obedience of the believer - in suff¬

ering with Christ.^ Baptism does mean participation in the life of the

Spirit but only in the first-fruits of the new life, not in the final apocalyp-
2

tic 'living with Christ', which is still to be awaited. The practical mean¬

ing of Christ's resurrectira (and our rising with Him in baptism) is to walk

in newness of life and to share in His sufferings (cf. vi;4 and viii»17)#

1. Cf. Schweizer, op.cit., p.8.
2. Ibid. Cf. JeY/ett's summary of this point - "the new life is characterized

by obedience to the Spirit rather then by transcendence over the contingen¬
cies of earthly existence." op.cit., p,149«
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Tho Implication of the 'Not Yet1 of tho Spirit in viiitl6-30«

With v.18 Paul begins the second main section of ch.viii. V/e may re¬

gard it as related to the first in that viiii1-17 may be designated as the

'now' of the present i.e. the life in the Spirit in contrast to viis7-25 the

'then' of life under the Law, whilst viiii18-39 be regarded as the pre¬

sent in the light of the future fulfilment - the partial realization in the

1 2
light of the final consummation. In the strange logic of faith, the suff¬

erings of the present -TTou vuv xcapou are not worthy to be compared with

the coming glory. The coming glory is central in vv.10-30 and the climax of

this section (in v.30) concludes ^with the glorification of God's children."^
The emphasis of this section appears to be on the incompleteness of our pres¬

ent redemption. Verse 19 shows that the earth (t] xrcioiQ ) has not yet been

redeemed. It is literally "craning its neck" in expectancy^ for the great

day of redemption. This reminds us of the 'extra nos' of salvation. The

Spirit as the power of God comes from outside of and beyond us and what we

find here is another aspect of redemption which cannot be understood simply
5

in terms of the individual i.e. the renewal of the creation. The creation

was subjected to futility (v.20) not by its own choice but through the sin

1. Cf. Dupont, op.,cit., p.391*
2. Cf. Schmidt's comment"XoYt^Ojuat ist hier wie iii«28, vi:ll Ausdruck

fur die Logik des Glauben3", p. 145*
3. Cf. Michel (following Gaugler and Schlatter), p.201 n.l.
4. This i3 the literal meaning ofdxoxopctSoxict in viii:19 according to

L.C. Allen, "The Old Testament in Rom.i-viii". Vox Evangelica, 1964* p.18.
5. Bultmann admits that this is one place where the understanding of re¬

demption cannot be understood simply in terms of the existence of the
individual. Cf. NTS, Vol.1 (1954/55)> p.13. Cf. also Schweizer, "The
Churchy as the Missionary Body of Christ", NTS, VIII (1961/62), p.3.

6. Monroet,6tt)<; ha3 here the meaning of corruption ( cpOopce ), cf. Schmidt,
p.146.
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of mankind.^ Redemption is not purely a redemption of the inner man, but of
2

the whole man and of the whole creation. Paul is no Hellenist in thi3 re¬

spect. Life in the Spirit is not a denial of further earthly existence nor

a means of release from the body. In v.11 he has already emphasized that

the Holy Spirit is God's power by which our mortal bodies ( ofopa ) will be

made alive. The U3e of this death-life terminology shows how much Paul's

view differs from that of resuscitation or soul-survival beyond death.^ Paul

accepted death as a reality, but he had faith in a God who gives life to the

dead, (cf. iv«17).

The manner in which Paul addresses the Romans in v.11 ("He will give

life to your mortal bodies") shows that for him the full and complete vic¬

tory over death would be attained when the believers themselves had trium¬

phed over death through the Spirit by whom Christ was resurrected from the

dead. The process of redemption will not be complete until the redemption

of our bodies (v.23).^ This is no private matter of individual resurrection,

1. As by the sin of man the creation was subjected to corruption (whether by
Adam or God) so in the redemption of man the creation is also effected
and thus participates in salvation history. Cf. Cullmann, op.cit., p.130
(n.l) and p.254«

2. The reference is not only to humanity as Schlatter suggests (p.269) but
to the whole of the creation. Cf. Lietzmann, p.84.

3. Paul does see a continuity between the earthly and heavenly bodies, but
in contrast to Gnostic views, this is based not on a continuity of exist¬
ence through death, but rather upon a miracle of God. Cf. Schweizer,
TDNT, Vol.VI, p.420.

4. Schweizer notes that out of the 124 occurrences of the word otopa in the
New Testament (counting the duplications in the Synoptics but excluding
places where it is used as meaning corpse or slave) 91 occur in Paul
(excluding the Pastorals). In accepted letters of Paul the term occurs
09 times in Corinthians and Romans and only 14 times elsewhere. From this
pattern Schweizer concludes that the term body had been shaped by Paul in
discussion with his opponents at Corinth. When Paul takes up this term
he is first of all a Greek-speaking Hebrew. What is significant for us is
to ask whether Paul discerned similar tendencies in Rome to those of Cor-
inth-or is he merely continuing to make use of a convenient theological
concept? Cf. op.cit., pp.4.f. See also Jewett, op.cit., pp.254-304.
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but involves the whole of the creation; from the renewal of believers through

faith, Paul argues to the renewal of the whole of creation.

A similar emphasis upon the 'already' and the 'not yet' is clearly de¬

monstrated in Paul's doctrine of the Holy Spirit. In v.23 the Christian comm¬

unity is described as having already received the first fruits of the Spirit

their redemption however, is still incomplete. The Spirit shows us to be
2

heirs who must await the coming glory. Even though the Spirit designates us

children of God (v.l6) we are still groaning and so is the Spirit and the

rest of creation in unison with us. We are heirs - we can be called sons

of God but the full manifestation of our adoption is not yet possible. This

is not in conflict (as some texts s?eem to have thought)"^ with the receiving of

the Spirit of adoption (v.15). We receive the first-fruits only of the Spirit

and it would be inconsistent if we were to receive now the fullness of our ad¬

option with only the first instalment of the Spirit. The new creation^ has

1. The &7«xpxf) of the harvest is the guarantee of the coming of the whole.
In II Cor.i:22 the Spirit is designated as the &ppa(3cov- a word which means
down-payment or deposit. In Rom.viii:23 the Spirit is designated as the
first instalment of that which is still to be consummated. But it is a

real foretaste and not merely a guarantee of a future participation.
Cf. Lietzmann, p.85, also Michel, p.176 n.l.

2. Cf. Cullmann's excellent treatment of this theme, op.cit., pp.255«f-> also
Hamilton, op.cit., p.32. 45

3. Leenhardt notes that some witnesses of considerable authority (e.g.P-
D G Ephr.) omit inoOecrfay . Lyonnet and Benoit agree with the opinion
represented by these texts but Leenhardt considers they are all wrong in
that the issue in question here is not the augmentation of the adoption,
which is inconceivable, but of a development of its consequences, cf. v.19
where creation awaits not the presence of the sons of God, which is already
a fact, but their manifestation. Cf. Leenhardt, p.228 (note).

4. Prof. Kasemann has emphasized the connection between justification by faith
and the new creation (e.g. "The Righteousness of God in Paul" HTQT, pp.
177.f.). In their studies under Professor Kasemann, P. Stuhlmacher and
C. Muller have developed Kasemann's view,cf. Stuhlmacher, Gerechtigkeit
Gottes bei Paulus (particularly pp.226.f.) and Muller, Gottes Gerechtigkeit
iind Gottes Yolk (particularly pp.99«f«). E. Schweizer claims that since
Paul viewed the cross and resurrection as the great turning point of hist¬
ory, then he has to view life in the Spirit as the life of the new creation
(op.cit., p.416). Robinson makes the point not so often mentioned in rad¬
ical German opinion that "the new creation is not a fresh start but the
old made new - not a via but a xaivr] xtCo'ic (p.82). Cf. also Jeremias
Justification by Faith, op.cit., pp.51-70.
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already begun with the resurrection of Je3u3 Christ, and the Spirit has already

been given but only as "the anticipation of the end in the present".'*' What we

have through the Spirit is real and significant but it is only a portion of

that which is still to come. What we have now we have by faith and not by

sight because what we see wo do not need to hope for (v.24). In this world we

are similar to the rest of the (as yet) unredeemed creation; the new creation

is still visible only in faith and its full manifestation must be awaited with

patience. The Son of God has already been revealed but not yet the 30ns of
2

God. It i3 for the goal of their ultimate revelation that God'3 purpose is

working. "For those who love God,the Spirit co-operates for good" (v.28).^
The purpose of God is concerned with the creation of a new humanity patterned

4 5 '
upon Je3us Christ the first-born of the new family of God. The ouv com¬

pounds^ that have been so frequent since ch.visl now come to their climax in

1. Cullmann. Christ and Time. ET, London 1951> P«72.
2. Paul gives a distinct new development to the term %poQsoi, Q when he uses

it to designate God'3 decision for us which resulted in the Christ-event
and which assures the elect of their final attainment of glory. For Paul
this concept of God's purpose is primarily a reference to God'3 faithful¬
ness, His self-consistency, cf. Is.xlvislO "lily council shall stand and I
shall accomplish all my purpose." CF. C.Maurer, TV/ITT. VIII, pp.l66.f.
Cf. also Michel, (p.211, n.l and 2).

3. This is the interpretation proposed by M. Black. Neotestamentica et Pat-
ristica. Festschrift, 0. Cullmann. Leiden (1962), pp.166-172.

4. In TtpurcoToxod the basic emphasis is the idea of priority (in the order
of sonship) the idea of generation is vague and secondary (Leenhardt, p.234).

5. The whole concept of humanity's sharing in the life of the Risen Lord is
understood only in the light of the intended goal - that of man being
changed through Christ into the image of God. Cf. W. Thiising. Per Christum
Beum. NTA NF I, Mlinster, 19^5» pp.122.f. Cf. also M. Bouttier. Christ¬
ianity according to Paul, SBTh,49. SCM, 1966, p.23 n.15.

6. Cf. Robinson's comment - "lie (Paul) coins strange new words with the prefix
ouv rather than use the plain preposition. He clearly feels the painful
inadequacy of language to convey the unique 'withness' that Christians have
in Christ." op.cit., p.63.
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the phrase - cn)pji6p<poi>c tt}G e£xovoe tou inoH aumofi ' (v.29). The Son Him¬
self is etxuiv toO Geou (II Cor.iv:4; Col.i:15), so that by being conform¬

ed to Christ, we become conformed to the image of God.^" This transformation

of humanity is effected through the gospel of Christ (II Cor.ivi4) by the

work of the Holy Spirit whereby we are changed from one degree of glory to

another (II Cor.iiijl8). The purpose of God is to restore to man His own

2
image and to enable man to share His glory by sharing (being conformed to)

the image of His Son.^
The reference to glory (w.17 and 30) reminds us again of the strong

apocalyptic emphasis of ch.viii and also of the previous sinful condition of

men described in iil8 - iii:20, where sinning is equated with the falling

short of the glory of God (iiis23). Through the gift of righteousness life

and glory are now available in Christ Jesus. The corruption in which we now

share with the whole creation, will one day be transformed to be replaced by

its opposite - the glory of God (cf. the contrast of glory with corruption

1. Cf. Kummel (on Col.iiislO) "The meaning of the sentence is that the
Christian is rene?/ed through becoming like the 'Hew Man', Christ; and
that through this at the same time a likening to the image of the Cre¬
ator also takes place. If Paul does not actually clearly state that
the image of God given through belonging to the 'Hew Man', Christ is
the renewing of the lost original image of God, we must nevertheless
draw this conclusion", op.cit., pp.68-69.

2. Leenhardt notes that the meaning of ptopgnq is very close to that of
6o£a ; the words occur together not only here but also in II Cor.
iiisl8 and Phil.iii:21. It is this closeness of meaning between glory
and form that facilitates the transition from the idea of 'conform' to
that of 'glorify together with' (v.17), pp.233-234*

3. Leenhardt notes the close association in Paul of the ideas of pop^ -
form, and e£vjjov - image. The emphasis here is not on the external form
(as opposed to the internal) nor on the peripheral (as opposed to the
essential). "The form is that which permits us to know the reality; it
is the content emerging and becoming communicable", p.233.
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in Cor.xv»43). Glory is the final consummation of God's purpose for mankind.
2

For God's people glorification is still a future hope though its re¬

alization should not he questioned. The prefix -Kpo occurring three times in

w. 28-29 ( 7cpoGecri Q , 7tpo£yvw , ^ TtpowpiaEV ) implies the priority of

the purpose of God to historical manifestations and the aorist tenses in w.

30-31 show that "the divine will is already shaped in the eternity of God and

the accidents of history can avail nothing against it."^ The basic claim that

Paul is making in this passage is that God has a purpose to create a new human-

5
ity after the image of Jesus Christ and that He will provide the means whereby

1. The significance of glory in the letter to the Romans is strongly emphasized
by Barrett, cf.pp.46.ff, 74» 103, 164-ff., 170. Jeremias, following Aalen
and von Rad, refers to Jerusalem as the city of God on the world-mountain
from which the shining out of the bright beam of the 'kabhodh' is the signal
for the eschatological pilgrimage of the nations. In the idea of the 'kab-
hodh' lies the conception of a geographical centre i.e. Jerusalem which is
the centre of the one holy community of God's people. Jesus' Promise to
the Nations.(p.66), The Gentile World in the Thought of Jesus, (pp.26-7)•
In view of this we can appreciate how difficult it would be for Jewish
Christians to envisage a messianic community which was divorced from Jerus¬
alem and the Jewish people. Such a community could no longer hope to share
in the holy presence of God - to dwell under the wings of the 'Shekinah'.
Cf. H. Sahlin "The Hew Exodus of Salvation according to St. Paul, " in
The Root of the Vine, pp.81-95 (p«90).

2. In the sense that we already enjoy the first-fruits of the Spirit it is
also correct to say that glorification has already begun, cf. Zahn, as
quoted in Leenhardt, p.235«

3. The reference to foreknowledge implies the concept of election. The Hebrew
verb T 7 signifies the most intimate personal knowledge, whereby God con¬
cerns Himself with those whom He knows, sets His love upon them and enters
into covenant with them. Cf. Amos iii:2 "You only have I known of all the
families of the earth" - cf. Snaith, op.cit. pp.108 and 135»f«

4. Leenhardt, p.235*
5. The predestination mentioned in v.29 is predestination to conformity with

the image of Jesus Christ. Cf. also Conzelmann's statement - "it is wrong
method to systematize the individual concepts as a series of different
metaphysical acts or different stages of inner experience. The sequence
is simply meant to point to the whole extent of salvation as God's act".
Theology, p.253.



Ilia plan will come to fruition. It ia not a question of exclusion or inclus¬

ion of individuals as such (Paul's letters are normally addressed to the

whole congregation; when he does send greetings, information etc. to individ¬

uals it is not generally to do with the doctrinal content of his message);

Paul's concern is with the people of God and in vv.31-39 his intention is to

show that God is for His people and therefore they are secure whoever or

whatever may stand against them. Paul's doctrine is implicitly trinitarian.

In w.26-27 the Spirit helps and intercedes, in v.31 God is for us "He who

delivered up His Son for us will give us all things with Him" and in v.34

Jesu3 Christ, the victorious risenf-Lord stands at God's right hand to inter¬

cede for us.
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The Function of Paul's Teaching on the Spirit in Ch.viii.

In our study of the function of Paul's doctrine of the Spirit in ch.

viii, we have looked at the teaching on the Spirit under three main aspects,

I. in relation to the Law, II. in contrast with the 'sarx', III. -in relation

to the 'already' and the 'not yet' of redemption.

In the first instance, the teaching on the Spirit is specifically

connected with the baptismal instruction and points to the radical newness

of life^ in the coming aeon which has begun with the resurrection of Jesus

Christ (by the Father through the Spirit). The Spirit is the One who brings

life and sustains life. The Law became allied with the destructive powers

of sin and death and so could not bring life. In the new age the Spirit

transforms the Law so that it can be properly understood as a witness to

Jesus Christ, whom we now serve not in the oldness of the letter, but in

the newness of the Spirit. In place of slavery and fear we have now freed¬

om and confidence, the confidence of children on intimate terms with their

father. The Spirit is the means by which we personally partake of the life

won for us by Jesus Christ. The Spirit is 'extra nos' but also gives with¬

in us the subjective assurance of our incorporation into Christ.

Secondly, in the contrast between the Spirit and the 'sarx' we noted

that the chief emphasis was upon the understanding of the two-fold tension
2

of the Christian life - the tension between the 'already' and the 'not yet'.

1. Feuillet points out that it has not been sufficiently acknowledged in
how great measure Paul's language is patterned upon that of the prophets
who announced a new order, (p.379).

2. Cullmann considers this tension to be the essence of eschatology, and
since it recurs throughout Rom.viii in connection with the teaching on
the Spirit, this shov/s that Paul regarded the Spirit as central in his
understanding of eschatology. Cf. Salvation in History, pp.229«f and
255. f. .
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The basic function of the Spirit - 1sarx' contrast was to give guidance as

to the appropriate way of life for those who are already in Christ but who

must live in the as yet unredeemed world.

The third use that Paul makes of his teaching on the Spirit is to em¬

phasize the 'unfulfilledness' of our redemption. In this section the Christ¬

ian life was characterized as a time of waiting. We wait because we have

received the first-fruits, but not yet the full harvest of the Spirit. In

this time of waiting the. Spirit intercedes for us and helps us in our suff¬

erings. Through the agency of the Spirit, God co-operates in all things for

our good. The incompleteness of our salvation is further emphasized in the

statement that we still await the redemption of our bodies. This is parall¬

elled in the groaning of creation which also eagerly expects the day when the

full revelation of God's sons takes place and the full fruits of the Spirit

are enjoyed in a new creation."''
Paul wished to show that in the gift of the Spirit the life of the

new creation is already a present experience. But since it is only the first

fruits of the Spirit which we now enjoy we must continue to live by faith and

according to the Spirit. By this means alone we will reach the goal of full

redemption when the conflict between the Spirit and the 'sarx' will be finally

resolved in a new body in the renewed creation. For Paul the teaching on the

Spirit (in Rom.viii at least) centres ultimately on the proper understanding

and practice of the life of faith in the present time i.e. between the re¬

surrection of Christ and the parousia.

Whether or not this conclusion gives us any real indication concerning

the life-context to which Rom.viii is addressed will be discussed in a later

section.

1. Cf. Hamilton, op.cit., p.32.
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The Theme and Style of Rom.viii:31-59»

The opening phrase of v.31 ( it oZv epoujiev ) brings us back to the

diatribe style again."'" With Jeremias we consider the 7tpo<; lavia as refer-
2

ring to the content of an objection behind v.18. Verse 31 is thus recapitu¬

lating and concluding the answer to the false suggestion that suffering makes

our salvation insecure. The emphasis upon the value and necessity of hope in

vv.24-25 would appear to support the view that suffering, or the threat of

suffering raised a severe- problem for the Roman Christians.

Supporting evidence for the question-objection style in vv.lS.f. may be

found in the oT&apsv in vv.22 and 28. Verses 18-21 may then be regarded as

a preliminary answer to the question and v.22 points to an accepted exegesis

of Gen.iii«13, which would have been familiar to Jews and apparently also to

Christians. Verse 28 would then be regarded as a further answer to the same

problem, again by a reference to a commonly accepted belief - that God works

for the good or the salvation of His people.^
The interesting fact about the change in style, particularly from vv.

31 .ff. is that this prepares us for the return of the diatribe style, so ob¬

vious in chs.ix-xi and shows that Paul was leading up to the questions of

God's purpose for Israel in chs.ix-xi. The other characteristic of viii:31.ff

is that it exhibits the exultant note of praise and the balanced structure

common to credal or hymnic formulations.^

1. Cf. Leenhardt, p.236. This is in accord with II.E. Stoessel's description
of Rom.viii:l-30 as 'declarative' and Rom.viii«31-39 &s 'argumentative'
in style. In viiii30 there is only one question but in viiit31-39 there
are eight questions. "Notes on Romans xii»l-2." Int. XVII, (1963),
pp.168-169.

2. op.cit., p.148.
3. Michel, p.210.
4. Michel divides this section into strophes - 31b-32; 33-34; 35-37; 38-39;

he considers that it may have been an early Christian hymn. (p.213)•
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This section reveals parallels with the diatribe style of chs.ix-xi

and also with the exultant kerygmatic style common in ch.v and ch.viii, and

may thus be regarded as transitional between chs.viii and ix. The questions

occurring throughout the section reveal a similar feature.^" The repeated

questions remind us of the diatribe style but the parallel with the Old Test-

ament law-suit pattern (cf. Is.50) brings before us the juristic imagery of

viiisl-3 and chs.i-v. Verse 32 show3 that we stand before the supreme Judge

who has already decided in our favour, who has already in and with His Son

decreed that all is ours. In v.33 an accuser is introduced to the scene.

Then the question is asked - "Can anyone lay any charge against God'3 elect?"

In the following verses Paul lists all the things that might conceiv¬

ably separate the Christians from the love of Christ. It is not clear wheth¬

er he is thinking of a separation due to a legal condemnation, or the force¬

ful separation of hostile powers who are seeking to destroy us. A problem is

raised by the inclusion of life in the list in v.38. Death we can interpret

as one of the powers threatening our existence (as already noted in chs.v-

viii). In I Cor.iii:22 death and life are included in the list of the things

that are ours in Christ. They are also preceded by a reference to the cosmos

and followed in the list by "things present and things to come". The Corinth¬

ian context would seem to support the interpretation that Paul is consider¬

ing all the powers and forces that might possibly threaten the believers'

1. These questions are not merely rhetorical as Bultmann suggests (Per Stil,
p.7l) but real (or at least possible) objections that might be intro¬
duced against Paul's doctrine, cf. Michel, p.213.

2. "For us and against us imply the circumstances of a legal process."
Leenhardt, p.236. On the question of the Old Testament lawsuit and its
significance in Romans see Miiller's discussion of justification and
"Rechtsstreitgedanke" (ch.iv) pp.57-72 and Stuhlmacher, op.cit., pp.
137-f.> cf. also C. Roetzel The Judgement Form in Paul's Letters. J3L.
Vol. LXXXVIII (pp.305-312).
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existence in this world.^ It is questionable whether Paul wished to give an

exact meaning to each term but the investigation of the concepts helps us to

discover what Paul intends to convey by their inclusion.

The LXX version of the Psalter translated 'Yahweh of hosts' as 'Lord

of the powers' (Suvdpecov ). It was also in the LXX that h^ovo'Cai (author-
2

ities) and LpyaC (principalities) were first applied to angelic beings.

Lietzmann regards uij/copa and (3&6oc as astrological terms denoting the proxim¬

ity or distance of a stas from its zenith."^
Gaird points out that the personification of law, sin and death as a

trio of evil forces by which human life is held in bondage is sufficient to

explain Paul's teaching in Romans, but not to account for his thought in Gal-

atians or Colossians.^ If we accept the interpretation of kgovcrCai in Rom.

5xiiiil as referring to both the State and to the angel powers, we would be

required to add another power to this suggested trio. Cullmann has shown that

in all the earliest Christian creeds, no mat'ter how brief they were, a refer¬

ence was made to Christ's victory over the powers by His death on the cross.

To the first Christians it was extremely important that Christ had obtained

this cosmic victory. Caird follows Cullmann's interpretation of e^oocrfcu
7

and notes a parallel between the Law and the State. Both exhibit the double

1. Cf. G.H.C. Macgregor. "Principalities and Powers : The Cosmic Background
of Paul's Thought". Presidential address to the Studiorum Novi Testamenti
Societas. NTS.Vol.I (1954-55)> P«19«

2. Cf. G.B. Caird Principalities and Powers : A Study in Pauline Theology.
Oxford, 195b (p.11).

3. op.cit., pp.88-89.
4. op.cit. pp.44-46.
5. This view was first proposed (though later rejected) by M. Dibelius in his

book Die Geisterwelt im Glauben des Paulus, Gottingen, 1909* Its strongest
exponent has been 0. Cullmann, cf. Christ and Time and The State in the New
Testament, London (1957)- Cullmann argues' float' "in every" 'other passage
and Paul speaks of them often) the reference in exousiai is to invisible
angelic powers and forces." (cf. The State in the New Testament, p.66.)

6. The Earliest Christian Confessions. ET. London, 1949 (PP«59«4"f).
7. op.cit., p.23.
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possibility, of serving the purpose of God, or of becoming a demonic force in

the world.1 Caird suggests that in Romans, the powers might be limited to

the trio of law, sin and death. A somewhat similar view has been proposed by

Bandstra in his book "The Law and the Elements of this World". According to

this author, in the New Testament period omrot^era was used to designate the

basic forces inherent in a thing, so that in Gal.iv:3,9 and Col.ii»8,20 this

term refers to "the fundamental forces in the world by which Paul specific¬

ally means the law and th§ flesh as operative in the world of humanity be-
2

fore and outside of Christ." This conclusion is based largely on the strik¬

ing conformity between statements made about the Law and the cnrotxe^a^ which

had been previously noted by R. Leivestad..

It would appear that Bandstra has conclusively proved that by these

elemental spirits Paul very often intended to refer to the Law and the flesh.

It is questionable if he has shown that Paul limits his understanding of the
5elemental spirits only to these two. Otherwise his thesis is very helpful

and emphasizes the dual possibilities inherent in the Law, the flesh, in fact

in every part of human existence in the world. Bandstra is consistent in

that he appears to regard the angels in the same light - the Law being the in¬

strument used by good angels (Gal.iii:19) and by evil powers (Col.ii:15)

1. op.cit. p.49-
2. op.cit., p.173.
3. op.cit., p.71.
4. Cf. Christ the Conqueror : Ideas of Conflict and Victory in the New Testa¬

ment . London, 1954 > P«95«
5. The criticism has been made that Bandstra removes the terms which Paul uses

from their apocalyptic context and redefines them in terms of human inabil¬
ity to fulfill the Law. Cf. The review by V. Furnish in JBL LXXXIV (1965)}
pp. 192-3.

6. The understanding of the cosmos in the New Testament is particularly illum¬
inating in this respect. Bultmann points out that often in New Testament
usage this word contains an adverse theological judgement, cf. Theology. I
p.256.
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alike."'' It would seen therefore that the Law, the flesh, the State, the

cosmos and in fact the angels also, all share in this duality, of serving

the purpose of God or acting as demonic forces in the world.

Bandstra's case is supported to some extent by the view of G.II.C.

Macgregor who states that "the truth is that in the context which we are

discussing, Paul has in view demonic intelligences of a much higher order

than the 'devils' who possessed the poor disordered souls that meet us in

the Gospel pages. These are cosmic spirit forces which possess and control
2

not only individual human lives but the very course of the universe."

Llacgregor*s excellent description of the cosmic significance of redemption

and his insistence upon its centrality in the reference to the demonic

powers has been developed by C.D. Morrison, although the latter seems to

have failed to appreciate Macgregor's distinction between the demons of the

go3pel3 and the cosmic forces of Paul.^
The redemption that Paul envisaged is a redemption of the whole world,

and this may even include the demonic forces themselves.^ In contrast with

contemporary Judaism which looked for the ultimate defeat of these powers at

the last day, Paul held that the defeat had already taken place on the Cross

5
and is even now being worked out in history. This is partly what is intend-

1. Op.cit., p.168.
2. Op.cat., p.19.
3. Cf. The Powers that Be. Barthly Rulers and Demonic Powers in Romans

xiii:l-7. London, i960, pp.111Vf.). Morrison's work is valuable in
giving U3 an insight into the demonology of this era. However it
offers more of a broad general background than any significant contrib¬
ution to the interpretation of these powers in the New Testament.

4. Macgregor, op.cit., p.21.
5. Ibid., p.28.
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sd in tho reference to Ps.110 (v.34)"*"where the risen Christ is seen as vict¬

orious over all the powers and hence able to give salvation to any created

thing (v.39).

For Paul it would appear then, that the chief forces against us are

those which misuse what was intended for good or are misused so as to become

demonic in their effects in this world. Bandstra suggests that the a^eXoi

should be regarded as referring to the angel mediators of the Law in Gal.

iiisl9; these have now no legitimate claims against us because we are no

2
longer under the Law. The evil powers who, in conjunction with sin misuse

the Law as an agent of death are possibly what is intended in the term dpxcu
(and Igoucnca Col.iisl5). It is doubtful if we can be precise in our ex¬

planation of these terms, especially as they occur in a liturgical context

where there may be a certain amount of duplication and repetition.

The fact that ipxa-t , ayyehot , and Suvdpe (, q are mentioned

along with other created but less than personal forces (cf. w.35 and 38-39)>

and by the fact that Paul can replace the powers by existence concepts,shows

that he is not concerned with giving us an outline of his teaching concern¬

ing demonology, but rather seeking to show the complete security^ of God's

5
people who still live in a sinful world.

1. Cf. Cullmann notes that this verse is the most quoted Old Testament text
in the whole of the New Testament. It became another way of expressing
the earliest creed "Jesus Christ is Lord", but the recollection of the
original context did not die "because it became typical that the session
at the right hand of God and the victory over the angel powers were ment¬
ioned simultaneously." Cf. The State in the New Testament, p.102.

2. - op.cit., p.168.
3. op.cit., p.168.
4. The seven-fold list of enemies in v.35 shows that Paul wishes to cover

all possible contingencies that might threaten the believers' security.
5. Cf. Conzelmann. Theology, pp.174 and 194• This view is supported by

Michel's interpretation of 'thing3 present and things to come' as re¬
ferring to earthly events, catastrophes etc., p.219.
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The reference to &xkexa"oC (v.33), coupled with that of tho roforonco

to intercession (an allusion to the Servant's intercession in Is.53) and

the quotation concerning martyrdom in v.36 combine to emphasize God's way of
2

victory. In the life of the suffering Servant, in the life of Je3us Christ

and in the life of his people, God triumphs through suffering. The picture

given is that of God's elect who, as a corporate body, live in a hostile

world continually open to accusation and persecution, but secure in the love

of God and sure of His final vindication. In this we glimpse again the pur¬

pose of God to make us conformed to the image of Christ. If we are to be

like Him, we too must travel the way of suffering.

Why salvation should have to come in this way and not in any other,

or why vindication should have to wait until the final day of God remain un¬

answered questions. The only reply that Paul is able to give is that this

is God's way and how can men dispute the purpose of God (cf. ix:14»ff)« It

is this question as to whether God is righteous in His dealings with His

people that explains in part, at least, the recurring legal imagery through¬

out the letter to the Romans. Ho one can accuse God of unrighteousness and

no one can condemn His elect. The solution that Paul gives is finally put

in xii33 "How unsearchable are His judgements, how untraceable His ways".

He who in the mystery of His purpose delivered up His 'Son for us will also

with Him freely give us all things (v.32).^

1. Cf. C.H. Dodd. According to the Scriptures, London, 1962, p.94« Dodd's
view is that the early Christians used certain Old Testament sections to
document and elucidate the themes of their kerygma. These blocks of
material were understood as wholes and where we find quotations from
them in the New Testament, they are pointers to the entire context from
which they are taken, rather than testimonia in and for themselves.

2. If with Michel we regard v.32 as a reference recalling Abraham's offering
of Isaac in Gen.22:16, then we are reminded of the suffering of God the
Pather in His love for His children; as Michel says "Der Schmerz der Va-
terliebe offenbart die Grosse des Opfers" (p.24). There may also be the
suggestion here that God who gave Abraham the promises also gave him the
means of their fulfilment.

3. With Schmidt the ia mvta (v.32) may be taken as meaning the whole in¬
heritance including the full redemption of all things,(p.153).
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Whether or not the fear of separation from the love of God originated

when the Roman Christians were faced with the possibility of ex-communication

from the synagogue is a difficult question to answer.^" It is at least a valid

suggestion and Paul does seem to be very concerned to show that the believers

are within the purpose and love of God and therefore not alone in a hostile

world. He has already established that the goal of God's purpose is the new

creation, but by referring to the inclusion of the Gentiles as a result of

the disobedience of the Jews, Paul has raised the issue which he will discuss

in ix-xi. Paul feels that he must now demonstrate that the salvation of the

one does not necessarily involve the rejection of the other. Onco again ho

must emphasize that it is not a question of Jew or_ Gentile but rather Jew and

Gentile.

1. Cf. E. Trocm£, "L'^pitre aux Romains et la mdthode missionaire de 1'apotre
Paul." HPS, VII, (1960/61), pp.148-153. Phe relationship between the
Christian congregation(s) and the synagogue is difficult to determine in
view of the fact that we are not really sure as to whether a united church
from Jewish and Gentile Christians had as yet been formed in Rome. Cf.
Minear, pp.7«f.
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The Situation to which Paul addresses himself in Rom.viii.

Paul's inaugurated eschatology stands mid-way between the wholly re¬

alized eschatology to which Gentile congregations were susceptible, and the

wholly futuristic eschatology of the Jews. In our search for indications as

to the actual situation to which Paul addresses himself in Romans we must al¬

ways ask ourselves the question - to which group of people and to what situ¬

ation is Paul speaking? The problem is that when Paul make3 a statement he

may have in view the over'-enthusiasm of Gentile converts who, in the experi¬

ence of the Spirit believe that the new age has fully come. On the other hand

he may be addressing himself to thfe criticism of unbelieving Jews who can see

no messianic signs indicating the advent of the kingdom. This means that the

same statement may refer equally well to two entirely different situations.

This is one of the reasons why so many varied opinions have been proposed con¬

cerning the composition and outlook of the Roman Christian community. There

are in Rom.viii certain indications as to a concrete historical situation and

our task is to seek to interpret these by the exegesis of the text of the let¬

ter and to relate our findings to the information we can discover from other

sources concerning the situation of the church in Rome.

In our study of the Spirit in Rom.viiii1-8 we noted that life in the

Spirit is portrayed not only in contrast to life under the Law but also as a

fulfilment of the righteousness to which the Law itself witnesses (viii»4)«

A similar favourable opinion of the Law is expressed in vii»14 where Paul re¬

pudiates the objection of vii»7 (that the Law is sinful) and declares that

1. This point is well put by K. Barth when he states - "in the whole of this
chapter (viii) we must remember that by the 'Spirit' Paul means nothing
but the validity and the power of the Law of grace established by the
sending of the Son of God...". Op.cit., p.91«
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the Law is spiritual. From the fact that Paul devotes so much attention to

answering the objection against the Law, we may assume that this criticism

of the Law (or some similar error) was being perpetrated in Rome.''' This al¬

ready points to an antinomian or event anti-Jewish bias in Rome. Since it

p
is in Romans that Paul gives his most favourable view of the Law this would

seem to point to a community composed of predominantly Gentile rather than

Jewish Christians. It is possible that Paul wished to prove to the Jews

that he was not antinomian, but it seems more likely that he would uphold

the higher view of the Law to those who were apt to despise it rather than

to those who were likely to trust in it (cf. the teaching on the Law in Rom¬

ans with that of Galatians).

The favourable view of the Law in chs.viii!4 &ncl viii:4 may also have

in mind the suggestion of vi:l that Christians should continue in sin in or¬

der to magnify grace. In iii:8 this suggestion is described as a blasphemous

mis-representation of Paul's views.If this were the only reference to such

opinions, we would expect that the suggestion originated from unbelieving

Jews or possibly Law-abiding Jewish Christians who misunderstood Paul's attit¬

ude to the Law. However, in view of the references to antinomianism in ch.

1. H. Preisker holds that Paul gives a high evaluation of the Law in Romans
(in contrast to Galatians) because some of the Roman Christians mistaken¬
ly believed that Paul had absolutely no place for the Law in his under¬
standing of the gospel e.g. viii7(a) the Law is sin, .vii:13-the Law brings
death. "Das historische Problem des Romerbriefes", p.26. See also Lutgert,
op.cit., pp.48-78.

2. Cf. Nygren, as quoted on p.12 of this chapter.
3. The anti-Jewish opinions of xi»19.ff could also be regarded as a misre¬

presentation of Pauline theology and this gives support to the view that
although Paul has not founded the church in Rome, he felt grave concern on
behalf of its members because they professed a hyper-Paulinism which they
believed to represent the opinions of the apostle himself. The later em¬
ergence of a scholar with opinions such as those of Marcion gives slight
support to this theory.



vi:l,15 etc. it seems more likely that those who misrepresented Paul in iii:8

did not do so in order to caricature his gospel, but rather to support their

own liberal views on Christian freedom. They may indeed have sincerely be¬

lieved that their understanding of the gospel was identical with that of Paul.

"It may be that some members of his own churches-so far misinterpreted him as

to believe and teach that moral evil did not matter...."."'"

These antinomian tendencies coupled with the antisemitic views of ch.

xi give us good reason to .believe that Paul deliberately related the Law and

the Spirit in viiisl.ff in order to show that life in the Spirit is not a '

life without Law but a life under the 'Law of Christ' or the 'Law of the

2
Spirit'. In viii:7 it is further stated that the mind of the flesh is op¬

posed to God because it is not subject to 'the Law of God*. This appears to

imply that those who are in the Spirit are subject to the Law of God (though .

this is by no means to be equated with being 'under the Law' which is really

its antithesis.')^
There is also the possibility that by relating the Law and the Spirit

A
in ch.viii7 Paul wished to minimize the differences between the Jewish and

Gentile sections of the church (cf. Abraham in ch.iv). Paul, by showing that

the Law finds its proper understanding and fulfilment in the life of the

Spirit thereby witnesses that the Law is not against the Gospel. Gentiles who

come direct to Christ participate in the same righteousness which the Law

1. Barrett, p.65. See also Jewett, op.cit., p.46.
2. Cf. A.M. Hunter's comment - "to liberate men, as Paul sought to do, from

the discipline of law in religion, without pointing them to some other
guide would have been highly dangerous religious iconoclasm." Op.cit.,
p.97- See also C.H. Dodd."ENNOMOZ XPI2T0Y" in Studia Paulina,pp.9^-110.

3. Cf. E. Jungel, Paulus und Jesus. HUT,2.Tubingen, 1967> p.6l. Barth, p.91.
4. If Paul links the gift of the Spirit with the realization of the Old Testa¬

ment hope of a new heart with God's Law written on it, then the control of
the Spirit may be regarded as a universalizing of the Law of God. Cf. Ly-
onnet, op.cit., pp.567-71* Barth, pp.89-91*
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existed to serve^" and so ought not to despise their weaker Jewish brethren
2

who still as Christians adhere to the Law. Though originating in different

cultures Christians, be they Jews or Gentiles, participate in the one Spirit

and in the same righteousness and should not despise, but welcome one another

(cf.xv:7.f•)•

Although this interpretation does not actively support our understand¬

ing of the reason for the relation of the Law and the Spirit, it is neverthe¬

less not in opposition to it. In our opinion, there is therefore much to be

said in favour of the reference to antinomianism (we find no sign of Judai-

zers in ch.viii so we can leave them out of the reckoning). Paul is not

wholly against the enthusiasts. In viii:9 he proceeds from their point of

view and defines being in Christ or belonging to Christ as being in possess¬

ion of the Spirit.^ But having accepted their definition of Christian exist¬

ence Paul proceeds to elaborate this enthusiastic understanding not only in

the light of the new resurrection life but also in the category of crucif¬

ixion.^ (cf. v.10 where the indwelling of Christ is shown to involve death

1. Cf. Bring, op.cit., p.36.
2. J. Knox considers that in viii:4»f. Paul is discussing the ethical behav¬

iour of the believer and his relation to the Law and suggests that in the
statement in viii:4 - 'that the just requirement of the Law might be ful¬
filled in us' - "a needed balance is being restored." Op.cit., pp.508-9.

3. Cf. E. Kasemann's essay "Der gottesdienstliche Schrei nach der Freiheit"
in PP, pp.211-36(216).

4. According to Kasemann Paul adopted certain safe-guards to prevent the
equation of 'being in the Spirit' with 'being in Christ' from leading to
excesses of enthusiasm. Xle may summarize these rules as follows (l) Paul
interpreted the Spirit as the power of the resurrected Christ which must
daily be maintained in the new obedience of Christian life. (2) By iden¬
tifying the resurrected with the crucified Christ Paul shows the Spirit
is the power which preserves believers through suffering and temptation.
(3) As the Jewish Christians had done previously, Paul presents the Spir¬
it as the earnest of the future, and thus places his 'pneumatology' under
the eschatological reservation. Op.cit., pp.214-5-
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to sin). This is further spelled out in v.12 where it is shown that Christ's

followers are now completely freed from all obligation to serve sin. As we have

already noted,the personal address in this verse points to the fact that Paul

was seriously concerned lest the Roman Christians should seek to live in the

Spirit but continue to walk according to the flesh. A similar conclusion was

formed from our study of Paul's contrast between flesh and Spirit.Paul's

teaching appeared to be directed against the enthusiast's failure to apprec¬

iate the obligation, incumbent upon those possessing the Spirit, to live in

obedience to Christ.

Support for enthusiast tendencies in Rome is also given in the use of

the cr6v compounds in ch.viii. We have already noted the helpful contribut¬

ion of E. Schweizer in this respect especially in connection with v.17 where
2

suffering with Christ is related to being glorified v/ith Him. In Rome as in

Corinth, Paul found it necessary to emphasize that all that Christ has for us

is not yet realized, that in fact we will only live the life of glory with

Christ in the future if we also live the life of suffering with Him in the

present.'

In order to avoid misunderstandings of life 'in the Spirit' or life

'with Christ', Paul emphasizes the 'not yet' of redemption and portrays the

present as a time of waiting. By this he succeeded in uniting two aspects of

Christian life which for Hellenistic enthusiasts were virtually irreconcilable

- the believer as one possessing the Spirit and yet as one who stands in

1. See section (c) of this chapter. We do not agree with Jewett's view that
'sarx' and related terms do not appear1 to be directly related to the con¬
crete situation in Rome (op.cit.,p.l35)• It is probable that this con¬
clusion springs from his thesis that "the interpretative axis for Romans
is not so much the concrete situation in Rome as the Pauline gospel of
the fulfilment of God's righteousness", (pp.47-48)•

2. See pp.31.ff.
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waiting."'" It is conceivable that Paul In pointing to the incompleteness of

redemption was combating the opinion of Jews who used the unchanged world as

an argument against Jesus as the Messiah. Possibly Paul accepted part of

these criticisms as valid and hastens to explain the real understanding of

the world according to the Christian view i.e. the 'not yet' of faith. But

again it is more likely that the emphasis on waiting is a corrective against

Gentile Christian realized eschatology. The references to the full redempt-
2

ion of the body, and also to the redemption of the creation suggest that

Paul has in mind a wrong view of the relation of matter and Spirit so evid¬

ent in Hellenistic dualism. According to Paul what is eagerly awaited is

not the revelation (or epiphany) of the risen Lord, but the revelation of

the sons of God."^ This envisages a continuing process, the outcome of which

we must await with patience.^ Again the redemption Paul outlines in Rom.viii

is not redemption out of the world into an everlasting kingdom as in II Pet.

5i:ll but the freedom of the sons of God in a liberated universe.

The need to wait points to the relevance of hope. What is said on

this subject in w.24-25 shows that Paul felt obliged to underline the fut¬

ure hope. He acknowledges that Christians are not visibly different from

their fellow unbelievers and that there are no physical signs of redemption

1. Cf. Kasemann, op.cit., p.215.
2. Cf. vi:13 - sin is not to rule in our mortal bodies; viii:ll - God will

by the Spirit give life to your mortal bodies; viii:23 - where the full
adoption of sons means the redemption of our bodies, and xii:2. where
we are to present our bodies as a living sacrifice. Cf. also R. Jewett,
p.302.

3. Cf. Kasemann, op.cit., p.217*
4. Cf. W. Manson's comment that Stephen criticized the Jerusalem church for

waiting in Jerusalem for the restoration of Israel instead of going out
to evangelize the nations. The interim period is the time of the church.
Jesus and the Christian, pp.198.f.

5. Kaseraann, op.cit., p.217-
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in the ordinary world of nature - "hope that is seen is not hope" - it is

because we cannot see that we require hope. Christians ought not to be sur¬

prised at suffering and that they do not have direct vision which would in

fact be contrary to hope by which we are saved."'' This seems to be the point

of Paul's statement concerning hope. He seeks to encourage or develop hope

in those in whom it was lacking. ' Michel suggests that Paul addresses himself

here to a false enthusiasm (Pneumatikertum) which did not take the future
2

hope quite seriously enough. It would seem that these people are not likely

to be Jewish Christians, but rather Gentiles who believed so strongly in the

realization of God's promises in the present that they had little left to

hope for in the future."^
To counteract this situation Paul takes up the apologetic previously

used by Jewish Christians and, in face of the realized eschatology, emphas¬

izes that the Spirit is the Spirit of hope,^ the anticipation and the fore-
5

taste of that which is still mainly in the future.

One other factor seems to give some indication of the actual sit¬

uation in Rome. As we have previously noted,^ the reference to the 'Abba'

cry in Galatians is followed by an application to the specific situation of

the Christian community there - as sons of God they ought not to turn

back to bondage to the elemental spirits. In Romans the reference is suc¬

ceeded by an application to suffering - the sufferings of the present are

1. Cf. Feuillet, p.381.
2. Cf. p.207-
3. Cf. Hamilton's differentiation between faith and hope, "faith is direct¬

ed to the God who promises, while hope is directed more to the promises
themselves." op.cit., p.35*

4. Cf. Kasemann, op.cit., p.216.
5. This aspect of the Spirit is well expounded by Hamilton in ch.2 of his

book, op.cit., pp.17-25.
6. Cf. p.272.
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not worthy to be compared with the glory of the full adoption of God's son3

(viii:13). In our opinion this indicates some kind of persecution at Rome.

It is beyond dispute that Paul interprets this suffering as the birth-pangs

of the new age - the Messianic woes."'" But it is most unlikely that Paul in¬

troduces the idea of suffering merely to describe the interim period betv/een

the cross and the parousia - it is more probable that he had some knowledge
2

of persecution (or at least the possibility of it) of the church in Rome.

The list of what might be. regarded as threats to the security of believers in

viii:35 includes a reference to the sword and this cannot be understood to

refer to Paul's own experience of persecution. Indeed it is no real solut¬

ion to suggest that these are simply a list of Paul's own sufferings."^ It

is more likely that the Christians in Rome had already experienced or were

about to experience the same persecutions as Paul himself - which with

Barrett we acknowledge as arising often merely from the general unpopularity

of the Christians.^ If Paul has already suffered persecution thon why not

the Christians in Rome?

The impression is given that the Roman Christians were surprised and

disturbed in the face of suffering. If our investigation of the question-

objection style of vv.18.ff. is correct, it would suggest that to some believ¬

ers at least, suffering appeared to be inconsistent with life in the Spirit.

As Kasemann has shown, Paul met this objection by showing that the resurrected

1. Cf. Kasemann, op.cit., p.233; Barrett, p.104.
2. "It is clear from viii:18,36.f. that the sufferings are not hypothetical

but actual". T.W. Manson "Romans" - Peake's Commentary, p.946*
3. Cf. Barrett, p.173. Barrett does ask the question "Should it be inferred

from these words (i.e. viii:35 and v.:3) that persecution had already
fallen upon the Roman church?" But he does not develop this line of
thought. In any case, if E. Giittgemann is correct, the sufferings of
Paul are distinctly apostolic and not generally Christian. Cf. Per leid-
ende Apostle und sein Herr. FRLANT, JO, Gottingen, 1J66, pp.195-8.

4. P.173.
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Lord who gives the Spirit is identical with the suffering and crucified Jes¬

us."'" Pallis points to this distaste in his interpretation of v.24 a3 "an arg¬

umentative council for patience addressed to such as felt troubled in their

minds by the continued postponement of the revelation (cf. II Pet.iii-iv)
2

and of exemption from death." The apparent unwillingness to undergo suffer¬

ing and to live in hope of the future again indicate signs of the realized

eschatology of Gentile enthusiasm. Perhaps the clearest indication of a

false understanding of life in the Spirit in the church at Rome is that given

by Kasemann in his essay on viii:26-27.^ According to this view vv.26-27 re¬

present the climax of Paul's argument in w.l8.f. This argument centres on

the Spirit who is the first fruits of the kingdom, and the power of God to

help us in our weakness while we wait for our full redemption. Our weakness

is particularly manifested in the fact that we do not know what to pray -

only the Spirit knows and apprehends God's plan - only the Spirit knows our

need.^ The groaning mentioned in these verses takes place in the assembled

congregation. Like glossolalia, (though to be differentiated from it) this

groaning refers to utterances made under the influence of the Spirit. These
5

are not wordless, "not unspoken but unspeakable" utterances. According to

Kasemann Paul deals with the Roman Christians' enthusiasm in the same way as

he has previously dealt with a similar problem among the Corinthians.^ In

1. Op.ext., p.215*
2. Op.cit., p.104. Pallis considers that the exulting in persecution of

v:3-4 is not likely to refer to this early date and simply suggests
that the greater part of these verses is not genuine, (p.75)- He makes
no attempt to relate v;3.f. to viii:17.f.

3. Op.cit., pp.211-236.
4. Ibid., p.220.
5. Ibid., p.224.
6. Ibid., pp.228.f.



his letter to Corinth Paul did not rate speaking in tongues as an important

or useful gift; in fact he evaluates this gift as not being very edifying for

believers, its function being to warn unbelievers that the last days have

come (cf. I Cor.xiv). So too in Rome, instead of prizing these peculiar

sounds as signs of the enthusiasts' translation into the heavenly state, the

apostle hears in these sighs of those still under temptation and death, v/ho

cry for the rebirth of the new creation.^" These strange sounds indicate not

the realization of the heavenly state but exactly the opposite - the con-

2
tinuance in the earthly state. Paul has transformed the emphasis upon the

'already' of the Spirit into a witness to the 'not yet' of the Spirit. Here

again Paul is dealing with pneumatics, with the same Hellenistic enthusiasm

of which we have already found several traces in this chapter.

Although the total content of this chapter provides most support for

the view that Gentile Christians are addressed, it is also possible that

the latter half of the chapter, especially w.31-39 has in mind the insecur¬

ity of Jewish Christians. This insecurity may have arisen from the fear that

God's promises to the Jews had failed; it was probably increased by the Gen¬

tile Christians' boast that they were the true successors of Israel. If, as

is likely, a united congregation of Jewish and Gentile Christians has not yet

been formed in Rome, Paul may be writing to encourage the formation of a

church.^ In view of the proposed fellowship with Gentiles, Jewish Christians

1. Op.cit., p.231.
2. Cf. Hamilton's exegesis of this theme 'where he suggests that "the Spirit

will be in the future, as well as in the present, the agent or medium of
communication between God and man ... this privileged but imperfect access
in the Spirit looks forward to the time in the future when partial know¬
ledge and weakness will give way to a more perfect access to the Father in
the same Spirit." Op.cit., p.37-

3. Cf. H.W. Bartsch "The Concept of Faith in Paul's Letter to the Romans"
BR XIII (1963), p.42.
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would be liable to persecution from fellow Jews and might also be uncertain

whether the glory and presence of God could be enjoyed outside the sphere of

the Law and the synagogue.'*' The suggestion that the arguments in ch.v for

the existence of life in the present may also have been addressed to Jewish

Christians gives some support for a similar intention in the statements of

ch.viii. On the other hand the warnings against living according to the

flesh and the emphasis on the hope of full 'somatic1 redemption in the con¬

text of a renewed creation are best understood as addressed to Gentile

Christians.

Prom this survey we believe that we have obtained some insight into

the situation to which Paul addresses himself in Rom.viii. In particular

we are inclined to believe that the chief problems envisaged here are those
2

that would originate in a mainly Gentile congregation, namely ant'inomianism

and a false spiritual enthusiasm.

1. Cf. E. Trocmd, op.cit., pp.151.f, and J. Jeremias Jesus' Promise to the
Nations, pp.66.f.

2. W. Liitgert claimed that this outlook was one of the main reasons for
Paul's letter to the Romans (op.cit., pp.69-79» 111-2). H. Preisker
agrees with Lutgert's approach but considers that his strong emphasis on
antinomianism results in a one-sided interpretation. Op.cit., p.25.
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Romans ix-xi.

General Introduction with Particular Reference to the
Relation between Romans i-viii and ix-xi.

The general tendency to divide the letter to the Romans into three

sections, i-viii, ix-xi and xii-xv (or xvi) illustrates awareness of the

breaks that occur at the end of chs.viii and xi. Since ch.xiisl begins the

parenetic section it is especially the sharp break between chs.viii and ix

that has attracted the attention of the various commentators. Johannes Munck

finds that "there is no direct connection with the preceding passage: no trans¬

itional formula has been provided.."^ "In the midst of his joy that nothing

can separate 'us' from God's love in Christ, Paul breaks off in order to ex¬

press his sorrow that there is one exception to the company of those who have
2

been saved, namely the chosen people Israel". It was this definite break at

ch.ix:l which led Sanday and Headlam to the view that "St. Paul has now fin¬

ished his main argument."^ A similar view was proposed by C.H. Dodd. He found

that chs.ix-xi could "be read and understood quite independently and also with¬

out any sense of gap in the sequence of thought.^ 7/hilst acknowledging that

chs.ix-xi form a necessary section of the letter, Dodd held that "the immediate

sequel to viii:31-39 is not ix:l but xiisl - "'.Veil then my brothers, I appeal

to you by all the mercy of God to dedicate your bodies as a living sacrifice
5....". The reason why this sequel is postponed is in order to deal with

"certain theological difficulties left over from the foregoing chapters."^

1. Christ and Israel, p.27.
2. Ibid.
3. Sanday and Headlam, p.225.
4. Cf. p.148.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
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It is plain that this emphasis on the break at the end of ch.viii and

the resulting isolation of chs.ix-xi minimizes the significance of the content

of these chapters and of their function within the thought of the epistle as a

whole. The weakness of this position is that it overlooks the very real con¬

nections between chs.viii and ix^" as well as the connections we have already

noted between chs.iii and iv and chs.ix-xi. Despite its inherent difficulties,

this view of Romans ix-xi has enjoyed a long and wide acceptance. As far back

as 1836, P.O. Baur criticized the common practice of commentators in his day

who emphasized chs.i-viii as the real essence of the letter and demoted the

thought of chs.ix-xi to a secondary and insignificant position. "It is

thought that the dogmatic contents, as presented to us in the first eight

chapters, must have been what the apostle started from; this was the germ from

which the whole system of the epistle was developed. Everything else, and

particularly what we find in chs.ix-xi, is secondary and subordinate to that,

the main part of the epistle, and was added to it after the true theme had

been fully discussed, as an inference resulting from it, and a practical app¬

lication. Thus the epistle would be a complete whole even without this second

part, its main idea being already fully worked out, and the end attained which
2

the Apostle designed it to further." Unfortunately, as Baur himself confess¬

ed, few interpreters paid attention to his criticisms. For one reason or an¬

other, chs.ix-xi tended to attract little attention as an' important part of a

1. 'fto0£O"Ca occurs in viii:15,23 and ix:4, the only other instances being
Gal.iv:5 and Eph.i:5; 7tp60scn,c in viii:28 and ixsll, rlxva Geou in
viii:l6 and ix:8, xaXeUv in viii:30 and ix:12 and &yamv in
viii:37 and ix:13.

2. This view was first expressed in an essay on Romans published in the
Tubinger Zeitschrift fur Theologie, 1836,111 (pp.59f«)* This quotation
is taken from Paul; His Life and Works transl.from the second German edit¬
ion edited by E. Zeller (Theological Translation Fund Library) 1876, Vol.1,
p.314-
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real letter. In his review of the interpretation of Rom.ix-xi since Baur}
Christian Muller notes that exegetes have failed generally to relate these

2
three chapters to their understanding of the righteousness of God; this is

another indication of the fact that Rom.i-xi was treated as if it were two

separate sections. Muller praises Lohmeyer and Schlatter for their attempts

to find a unified theme for the whole of the epistle.^ Lohraeyer sought to

relate the concept of God's people (ix-xi) and of God's righteousness (i-viii)

in such a way as to give.an adequate interpretation of all of Rom.i-xi. By

relating ecclesiology to soteriology in the thought of Paul,^ he sought to

resist the deterioration of the doctrine of justification into a theory of
5the rescue of the individual. In Lohmeyer's opinion, the doctrine of just¬

ification and that of the people of God as represented in the two main sect¬

ions of Romans i-xi, must be held in relation to one another, because both

will necessarily be falsified if they are considered in any other way. In

this respect he is in agreement with Michel's contention that "Rom.ix-xi

geben die Kriterien dafur, ob Rom.iii:21.f(the doctrine of justification)

richtig verstanden wurde."^ Muller however believes that in spite of his

serious attempt to relate i-viii and ix-xi, Michel does not quite succeed in

relating the doctrine of election to the doctrine of justification and in the
7

end Michel's criterion "richtet sich als Kritik gegen ihn selbst".

It was in the exegesis of Adolf Schlatter that a unified interpretation

1. Muller, op.cit., pp.17.ff.
2. op.cit., p.18.
3. op.cit., pp.14-15 and 21.ff.
4. Cf. Muller's summary of Lohmeyer's approach: "Gottesvolkfrage und Recht-

fertigungslehre gehoren fur ihn zusammen." (p.15).
5. E. Lohmeyer Grundlagen paulinischer Theologie (Beitrage zur Historischen

Theologie l) Tubingen 1929> pp.52.f . and 176.f.; Muller, op.cit., p.l5»
6. Michel, op.cit., p.238.
7. Cf. Muller, op.cit., p.l7«
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of Kora.i-xi was first fully worked out.''' Schlatter'3 understanding of the

righteousness of God was based not only on chs.i-viii but also on ix-xi and

both were related to the theme verse of i:17» The God who reveals Hi3 right¬

eousness to the believer is the same God who reveals Himself as the Creator

2
to Israel. For Schlatter the righteousness of God means the execution of

His judgement (as in chs.ix-xi) as well as His mercy (as in chs.i-viii).

There is no need to omit chs.ix-xi from the interpretation of righteousness

within the letter. "Das Urteil des Paulus uber die Judenschaft war ebenso

Gehorsam gegen Jesu Tat und Gebot wie seine Deutung des Evangeliums dass e3

die Botschaft von der Versohnung Gqttes mit der Welt sei, und der Kreuzigung

Jesu, dass sie der Tod dessen sei, der fur die Sunder gestorben ist."^ By

this emphasis a unified interpretation of the letter is rendered possible

"Dadurch sind der erste Teil deo Briefes, die Rechtfertigungslehre, und sein

zweiter Teil, das Urteil uber Israel, zu volliger Einheit verbunden.

Although we have now found an interpretation of the Roman letter that

treats the whole under a unified theme, this does not mean that this inter¬

pretation is the best approach to the subject. We have already noted the

problems that have arisen when the various sections of the letter are not

properly related to each other. In conjunction with these we find other fact¬

ors which have hindered the attainment of an adequate understanding of the

1. Cf. Muller, op.cit., p.23.
2. Cf. Schlatter on ix:14-18 "Er ist in seinem Verhaltnis zu Israel in der-

selben Weise der Erste und Schaffende,wie er es durch die Offenbarung
seiner Gerechtigkeit an den Glaubenden ist." op.cit., p.302.

3. op.cit., p.329«
4. Ibid. Cf. see also his comment on ix:l-5 - "Aus dem letzten Satz des

ersten Teils wachst das neue Thema mit zwingender Notwendigkeit heraus."
(p.29l). Schlatter goes on to emphasize that all of chs.i-viii lead to
this compelling question - "wozu hat Gott Israel gemacht und was macht
er jetzt aus ihm?" op.cit., p.292.
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whole letter. In order to clarify our discussion these will be 3ub-divided

under several headings.

The Theological Interpretation

This has been the traditional view of the con¬

tent of Eom.ix-xi. As chapters dealing with predestination, they were regard¬

ed as dealing with the ultimate questions of theology - the fore-knowledge

and predestining will of God; the power and freedom of God; His relations

with individual men as well as with the destiny of nations. When these chap¬

ters became the subject of controversy as they often did, we can see the

problems that this kind of approaoh led to."'' The great merit of the re-form¬

ulation of the doctrine of election in the work of Karl Barth is that it

freed theologians from the viev/point of John Calvin. By emphasizing that

election is in Jesus Christ, a whole new perspective is opened up and the

break with the past firmly carried through. Basically however, Barth's ex¬

egesis is still too 'theologically' orientated and as one reads his work,

particularly in the second volume of his dogmatics (2nd part) one wonders

how this, in many ways excellent, theology can be related to the actual
2

text of Romans.

The basic criticism which we feel may be made against Barth and to a

lesser extent against Schlatter is that the historical situation which

1. Cf. Calvin's debate with Pighius and Georgiu3 and the resultant arbitrary
use of texts from Rom.ix-xi as ammunition in their theological warfare.
Concerning the Eternal Predestination of God. Trans1.by J.K.S. Reid, 1961.

2. See especially Barth's section on "The Elect and the Rejected". Despite
similarities with the terminology of election in Romans, Barth's doctrine
perverts such specific biblical terms as 'Israel' and 'the elect' chiefly
by his neglect of the concrete realities these terms originally signified
in the Hew Testament. Church Dogmatics Vol.11. The Doctrine of God,
Part II, pp.340-354*

3. Schlatter does take into account the historical factors which caused the
separation between the church and Israel. Cf.op.cit., pp.291»ff«
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originated the statements in Romans ix-xi is seldom referred to. In this

approach these theologians are by no means alone, but actually represent the

majority of commentators until quite recently.^ As Munck himself states

"attempts to understand the author's theological explanations in the context

of a timeless, systematic line of thought have been given more attention
2

than the discovery of its historical 'Sitz im Leben'". In fact one of the

most recent contributions to Pauline studies tends to pursue a similar

approach. Gunther Bornkamm in his book "Paulus" designates Romans as Paul's

last will and testament to the church. His opinion is that Romans was not

literally intended for this by Paul himself, but due to his subsequent im¬

prisonment and death, it did, in fact, become this.^ Despite the attention

given to the actual circumstances surrounding the writing of the letter,

Bornkamm's view has close affinities with all those which still regard the

letter as a compendium of Pauline theology.^

Generalisation and Abstraction

This is the approach to Rom.ix-xi which re¬

gards their content simply as an illustration or example for the benefit of

Christian faith. Perhaps it could be summed up in the view of Kasemann in

1. '.That F.C. Baur said of current interpretations of the theme of Romans
as a whole is also relevant here - "The dogmatic view is not to yield
one step to the historical, lest the position of an Epistle such as
that to the Romans should be impaired, and the Lutheran forensic proc¬
ess of justification, which is of such moment to maintain in its in¬
tegrity, suffer from the shaking of its great buttress." op.cit., p.313*

2. Cf. Christ and Israel, p.95
3. Paulus, Kohlhammer, 1969, p.111.
4. Cf. Baur's criticisms of De Wette's description of Romans as "a purely

objective presentation of the gospel to the Roman Christians", op.cit.,
p.211. Bornkamm differs from such views only in that he acknowledges
that most of the letter was originally addressed to particular opponents
but these opponents are now no longer visible in Romans, "the opponent
has become an ideal figure." This enables Bornkamm to regard the letter
as the final statement of Paul's theology, op.cit., p.110.
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his essay "Paul and Israel" where he holds that the problem of unbelieving

Israel is a reminder of "the Jow in every man". Basically we wish to just¬

ify ourselves and historical (unbelieving) Israel in God's way of reminding
2

men of their need of God's grace and of the danger of trusting in ourselves.

However true this may be as a matter of fact, it is certainly not Paul's

chief intention in writing these chapters.

To a lesser extent we find this mistake exemplified in the view that

Ron.ix-xi i3 a theological study of the relation of the church to Judaism"^
That these chapters do shed some light on this particular problem is in no

wise disputed, but once again we .believe that this does not represent the

primary intention of the text. Even if we were to agree that the content

of these chapters is primarily concerned with the relation of the church to

Judaism, we would have to point out that the discussion here concerns only

the relation of a particular congregation (or part of a particular congreg¬

ation) to Judaism.

A similar weakness is apparent in the statement of A.H. McNeile in

which he describes Romans as "a comprehensive apologia for Universal Relig¬

ion over against Jewish Nationalism. In spite of its concern with the

actual text of Rom.ix-xi, Luz's detailed study may also be accused of

1. "Paulus und Israel" first published in Juden, Christen, Deutsche, ed.
H.J. Schultz, I96I. ET in New Testament Questions of Today, pp.183-187.

2. Kasemann believes that Rom.ix-xi repeats the argument of the whole
epistle. He finds it strange that Rom.xi ends with the hope of the
salvation of all Israel when the opposite would have been expected -

"only the exemplary significance of Israel can explain and demand such
an otherwise incomprehensible reversal....", op.cit., p.186.

3. Cf. W. Marxsen's view: "V/hat we find in Romans is not the problem as to
what the attitude of Christianity to Judaism ought to be, as a matter of
principle, nor do we find a dogmatic treatment of the 'problem of Israel'
as it affects the Church." Introduction to the New Testament, p.103.

4. An Introduction to the Study of the New Testament, 1927> P»137»
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generalization in that he use3 these chapters simply for the purpose of dis¬

covering Paul's view of history."''

Neglect of '.'/hole or Part of the Content

This approach is most clearly evident

in the writings of Bultmann. As a typical Lutheran he has always much to say

about Rora.i-viii, but when we look for his views of chs.ix-xi, they are brief
2

and very unsatisfactory. It is possible that this approach stems from Bult-

mann's opinion that part of these chapters are contradictory."^ He is basic¬

ally not interested in past history as such and thus he seems to have little

appreciation of the continuity between the church and Israel which is so sig-
. 4nificant a part of these chapters. Even where Bultmann does deal with chs.

ix-xi, it is by using snippets relating to justification and treating them
5

without much concern for their total context.

In essence thi3 means that for Bultmann chs.ix-xi are not given any

1. Cf. Hlrich Luz, Das Geschichtsverstandnis des Paulus, Munchen, 1968.
See J. Cambier'3 critical review of Luz in "L'histoire et le salut dans

Rom.ix-xi", (Bibl.LI (1970), pp.241-51)• A similar criticism may be
levelled against E. Dinkier's essay "The Historical and Eschatological
Israel in Rom.ix-xi; A Contribution to the Problem of Predestination and
Individual Responsibility". JR, XXXVI (1956), pp.109-27. The original
German version of this essay has been re-published by Dinkier in Aufsatze
zun Neuen Testament und zur christlichen Archaologie (Tubingen 1967)
pp.241-269. Dinkier adds a 'Nachtrag' in which he emends and defends some
of his previous statements (pp.266-9).

2. In Bultmann'3 theology we find not only fewer references to chs.ix-xi as
compared with chs.i-viii, but, apart from those texts relating to justifi¬
cation by faith, there is little substance in the actual comments that are
given.

3. Cf. Glauben und Verstehen III (Tubingen i960), pp.101-2; Bultmann also
refers to Rom.xi:25«ff as "speculative fantasy" (Theology II, p.132).

4. Cf. History and Eschatology, The Gifford Lectures 1955 (Edinburgh 1957)>
pp.21, 35-37", 138-155.

5. Cf. Muller's criticism "Bultmann weiss, dass Interpretation der 01 xai ocrCvr]
Qeotf und Disposition des Romerbriefs voneinander abhangen. Aber in

seiner 'Anlage des Romerbriefs' erscheint Kap.ix-xi als Ganzes nicht,
sondern nur einzelne, aus dem Zusammenhang geloste Stellen." op.cit.,p.25«
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propel- standing in the letter as a whole and their piecemeal treatment in the

end means that their content and value is decided from without i.e. by chs.

i-viii. This leads to the emphasis upon the justification of the individual

without adequate reference to the continuing people and purpose of God within

history.^ In a review of Bultmann in 1954» Dahl accused Bultmann of 'de-

historizing' the New Testament in that he treated the doctrine of justificat¬

ion a3 an abstraction and related it exclusively to the existence of the in-
2

dividual. It is strange that, in spite of all their differences, Bultmann

and Barth should share this disregard of the actual historical situation.^

The Missionary Approach

This title is chosen because it represents a very

useful and constructive attempt to set these chapters in the context of the

life of Paul, the missionary to the Gentiles. This was the special merit of

T.'J. Manson when he suggested that Romans is a summing up of the position of

Paul at the end of a decade of missionary work.^ His suggestion was further

5
developed by Munck whose work on Rom.ix-xi has been most useful. In Munck's

view these chapters represent Paul's special contribution to God's 'heilsge-

schichtlich' purpose. Instead of the older view that Israel would first be

1. Cf. Muller, op.cit., pp.24-27-
2. Cf. N.A. Dahl's review of Bultmann's Theologie des Neuen Testaments in

Theologische Rundschau XXII 1954> pp.21-43- Dahl particularly deplored
Bultmann's neglect of Rom.ix-xi. Cf. pp.40-41$ Thesis Introduction p.xviii.

3. Cf. Goppelt's criticism of Barth's interpretation of Rom.ix-xi "He under¬
stands election too much as predestination outside of history..." Jesus,
Paul end Judaism, p.l63. Cf. Thesis Introduction pp.xx.f.

4- 3JRL XXXI, 1948, pp.225-40. Cf. Thesis pp. 456.f.
5. Hunch's views are most clearly set out in his book Paul and the Salvation

of Mankind; the exegetical basis of his views on Rom.ix-xi is elaborated
in the later publication Christ and Israel. An Interpretation of Rora.ix-xi.
In our opinion a full appreciation of Munck's contribution is attained
only when these two volumes are studied in conjunction with each other.
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saved and then the 'fulness of the Gentiles' would follow, Paul realized

that through his missionary work the Gentiles had been brought in while the

Jews as a whole had been hardened. Paul re-interprets the missionary situ¬

ation of his time^ and Rom.ix-xi represents the setting out of his new und-
2

er3tanding of God's redemptive purpose.

The merit of this approach is that it removes Rom.ix-xi from the re¬

alm of abstract metaphysical speculation and grounds it firmly in the miss¬

ionary situation of the "first century church.^ Unfortunately his view of

Romans as a circular letter means that Munck did not ground his exposition

of these chapters in the specific'situation of the church at Rome, but only

in the general missionary context of the whole church. A similar defic¬

iency in Hanson's contribution has been pointed out by Suggs who has sugg¬

ested that Hanson's essay would have been more appropriately entitled "St.
5

Paul's Letter to others - and the Romans."

From this survey of the various approaches to the interpretation of

these chapters,we conclude that the main element lacking in all of them,to a

1. This is also the approach of Goppelt who regards Rom.ix-xi as Paul's in¬
terpretation of the break between the church and Judaism, op.cit., pp.
134, 151.

2. Cf. Munck PSH, ch.ix and pp.275in particular. Bornkamm (op.cit.,
pp.110 and 158.f.) also emphasizes this point. He notes that the part¬
icular themes of Rom.ix-xi are peculiar to this epistle (p.109)- He
fails however to draw any conclusions from thi3 peculiarity as to the
specific situation of the church in Rome, and his approach is thus to
be grouped with that of Hanson and Kunck. Cf. Thesis pp.460-62.

3. The impact of Munck's (and Hanson's) views is evidenced by the fact that
in his recent book Peter Richardson can introduce his study of Romans
with these worlds "There is a growing consensus that Romans must be in¬
terpreted in the light of Paul's missionary situation." Israel and the
Apostolic Church, p.126.

4. Cf. Munck's statement "If we adopt (as he does) Manson's view, scholars
need no longer look in the church at Rome for the background of the
letter to the Romans" PSM, p.200.

5. M.J. Suggs, "The Word is Near You s Romans xJ6-10 within the Purpose of
the Letter", CHINT, pp.289-312(295).
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historical situation in Rome, which occasioned this particular document.^"
In our approach to these chapters we wish to relate them to the whole of the

letter and also to look for evidence of the original situation to which they

were addressed.

In addition to the attempt to discover an inner unity of theme in

Rom.i-xi in the light of a particular historical situation, a further quest¬

ion will also be kept in mind. Granted that chs.ix-xi form a consistent whole

with the rest of the letter, what do we then regard as the most significant

part of the letter? We have already excluded the view that the climax of

thought is reached at the end of ch.viii. F.C. Baur criticized this opinion
2

which was the prevailing one in his day. When Paul's discussion was almost

ended (i.e. at the end of ch.viii) he cast his eye over it again and the idea
•«

of unbelieving Jews led to the appendix of chs.ix-xi. Baur asked whether the

very reverse of this relation (i.e. of chs.ix-xi as an appendix to i-viii)

may not be the more correct and - "whether this view of the epistle would not

give us a much more satisfactory account both of the aim and drift of the work,

and of the historical relations out of which it arose. On this view we should

find in these three chapters the germ and centre of the whole, from which the

other parts sprang: and we should take our stand on these three chapters in

order to enter into the Apostle's original conception, from which the whole or¬

ganism of the epistle was developed, as we have it especially in the first

eight chapters."^

1. Cf. F.C. Baur "...it certainly appears that he (Paul) cannot have devoted
so large a part of his epistle to answering this question (the relation of
Judaism and heathenism to each other, and the relation of both to Christ¬
ianity) without some special outward reason prompting him to do so, such
as may have arisen out of the circumstances of the church at Rome."
(op.cit. p.316).

2. Cf. op.cit., pp.310-314-
3. op.cit., p.315'
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We may, of course, hold to the view that there is no progression

towards a climax and that all of chs.ix-xi are of equal significance in the

total picture. It does seem preferable to us, however, to concur with Baur's

opinion that what comes first in order is not necessarily first in signific¬

ance, and thus to seek to discover in chs.ix-xi the apex of Paul's argument.^

1. This view is also held by L. Goppelt - "Rom.ix-xi is not an appendix to
the letter to the Romans. It actually is the key stone which closes the
arch of Paul's theology and holds it all together", op.cit., p.153.
Cf. also T.W. Manson's comment "In chs.ix-xi we have what perhaps is the
innermost core of the epistle to the Romans ....the righteousness of God
in history." (Romans j New Peake, p.l79«)
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Chapter ix:l-5.

As we have already discovered from ch.iii:l-2, Paul does not overlook

the special standing of the Jew in the purpose of God. Throughout our sur¬

vey of the letter, we have found that Paul is never one-sided in his dis¬

cussion of the place of Jews and Gentiles in salvation. At times he could

have turned his argument sharply against the Jews, but this was not his in¬

tention.^ For this reason we do not feel that Murray is justified in his

contention that Paul (in.ixil) has to emphasize most strongly that he is

speaking the truth (in declaring his love for Israel) because his denunciat¬

ion of Jewry in the earlier part of the epistle might be regarded as estrange-
2

ment from his kinsmen. In our study, we have not found Paul to be anti-

Jewish in the thrust of his argument. Indeed, it comes somewhat as a sur¬

prise that Paul should have to protest so forcibly his sorrow and concern

for his fellow-kinsmen.

His triplicate statement "I am speaking the truth in Christ, I am not

lying; my conscience bears me witness in the Holy Spirit..." is too deliber¬

ate to be explained merely as Paul's affirmation of "his sincere desire to

treat the question (i.e. of the unbelief of his fellow-kinsmen) with heart¬

felt truth.More probable is the suggestion that Paul as the Jewish

'apostle of the Gentiles' had been accused of indifference to the fate of

his compatriots.^ Immediately we are faced with the question of the origin

of this accusation against Paul. Is it : not likely to have emanated from

1. Cf. our discussion of iv:9-12 and Leenhardt's criticism of Michel who
claims that in the case of Abraham, Paul is concerned to point out
that Abraham is first of all father of Gentiles and only secondarily
of Jews. (Leenhardt, p.119 note).

2. The Epistle to the Romans. NICT Vol.11 (1965)> p*l»
3. Leenhardt, p.243.
4. Barrett, pp.175-6.
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Jews and Jewish Christians, rather than from Gentile Christians? At first

glance this does seem to be the more likely solution. The Jewish Christians

in Jerusalem, intent on evangelizing their own people, may well have complain¬

ed that Paul's Gentile mission was actually hindering the work of the gospel

among the Jews. If, as is possible, some Jewish Christians believed that

Israel must first be evangelized (and saved) and that only then should the

gospel go to the Gentiles,"^ then this criticism of Paul is all the more un¬

derstandable. That Jews .also criticized Paul and regarded him as a renegade
2

from his people , is well established in various references in Acts cf. Acts

xvii21, xxii21.

A problem arises, however, when we try to relate this view to the

situation in Rome. Are we to assume that the Roman Christians were mainly

Jewish, or is Paul specially concerned about the position of a minority of

Jewish Christians who are critical of his Gentile evangelism ? This is

certainly a possibility. It could also be that these Roman Jewish Christ¬

ians were receiving criticism of Paul's work from their Jewish kinsmen and

Paul feels obliged to meet these criticisms.

The most probable suggestion, in our opinion, is that these criticisms

originated from Gentile Christians. Paul had for many years been accustomed

to such accusations from the Jews and, to a lesser extent, from his fellow

Jewish Christians and thus it is questionable if he would-have reacted so

strongly to them. But if they had originated from Gentile Christians, then

1. Cf. Munck, PSM, pp.276.f.
2. Cf. Jeremias' view that ix»l is the answer to an implied criticism of

Paul. We feel the hot breath of Paul's (Jewish) opponents around him
and they are reproaching him in their hearts - You are a renegade -

(Gedankenfiihrung'; SP, p.148). Cf. also Schoeps, Theologie und Geschichte
des Judenchristentums, Tubingen 1949> pp.!35«f»
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we etui understand his anxiety. The situation we would envisage is something

like this.

Roman Gentile Christians hear of Paul's Gentile missionary work and

adopt him as their apostle. According to their understanding of his gospel,

Paul is pro-Gentile and anti-Jewish. Because the Jews have failed to believe,

the Gentiles have been brought in and the former people of God rejected.

Paul is, in fact, credited with a gospel which he himself never preached.

But this false understanding of the Pauline gospel arises in thi3 instance,

not from the deliberate misrepresentation of his Jewish opponents, but from

the mistaken zeal of his disciples, in Rome.'*"
Needless to say, this account of Paul's gospel and the attitude of

these Gentile Christians would have completely undermined Paul's visit to

Jerusalem and his influence with the nation of Israel. It is this, then,

that accounts for the seriousness with which Paul faces this charge. He is

not lying or pretending in his assertion that he longs to save his fellow-

countrymen. The general unbelief of the Jews brings Paul no secret satisfact¬

ion, only unceasing anguish. Nor is this sentiment simply a reflection of

Paul's nationalistic emotions. As Ellison puts it "Ties of blood and kindred

may have added a sharper edge to Moses' prayer and Paul's anguish, but the

predominating motive with both was that God's honour was bound up with his

own people and this is precisely the point at issue. They are still God's

people."^
The problem is that when Paul is depicted as the apostle to the Gen¬

tiles, it is liable to be forgotten that he is the Jewish apostle to the

1. Cf. G. Eichholz's view that Paul writes to Rome to correct a false anti-
nomian interpretation of his gospel. "Prolegomena zu einer Theologie
des Paulus im Umriss." Tradition und Interpretation (1965), pp. 167*f.

2. Cf. H.L. Ellison The Mystery of Israel, p.21.
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Gentiles and his concern for his own people is overlooked. If we remember

that Paul thought of Jesus, of himself and all believers as the true Jews

(cf. Rom.ii:28-29) rather than as the 'New Israel',"^ then we would not be

so liable to make this mistake of separating Paul completely from his Jew¬

ish heritage and hopes. In preaching to the Gentiles Paul was not deliber¬

ately rejecting the Jews, but evangelizing them 'the long way round' - by

means of the Gentiles (Rom.xiill). Viewed in this light there can be no im¬

plication of duplicity of motive when Paul, at the climax of his Gentile

mission, instead of visiting Rome as he was expected to do, travels to Jerus¬

alem with a special collection for the 'poor saints' there.

Like Moses, the best of all Jews (in some people's opinion at least),

Paul is willing to sacrifice himself for the sake of his people. If it were

2
possible, he could wish himself anathema - accursed from Christ, if only

it would save his own kinsfolk. Munck emphasizes the close parellels bet¬

ween this passage and Exod.xxx:31-32.^
(i) Both Moses and Paul are decisive 'heilsgeschichtlich' figures,

(ii) Munck notes the great solemnity with which in both instances

the figure offers himself as a substitute.

(iii) In both situations it is not a question of atoning for the

ordinary sins of the people - in both they have sinned un¬

forgivably, showing disobedience immediately after great

grace has been shown to them.^

1. Peter Richardson shows that the church was not explicitly called 'the
New Israel' within the New Testament. Cf. op.cit., pp. 195 -206.

2. The construction r]UXOM'T)v iropHes that Paul's wish is not capable of
realization. In the Koine the imperfect may express the optative.
Leenhardt, p.244 n*.

3. Cf. Christ and Israel, pp.29.f.
4. Ibid.
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Paul, like Moses, is willing to represent his people even before God. He is

willing to do this not because they are irreparably rejected but for precise¬

ly the opposite reason; in spite of their present disbelief, they are not yet

beyond hope. Y/hen Paul remembers the privileges enjoyed by Israel, he cannot

despair for them so he takes up again the unfinished list of ch.iii:l-2.

Only now may the 7ipwxov (iii:2) be added to and the privileges of Israel

more extensively enumerated.

Instead of calling them Jews as he has done elsewhere in the letter,^"
Paul now gives his own people their supreme title of honour - the designation

2
of the people of God. "They are Israelites" (ix:4) • Whatever the exact

nature of Paul's understanding of this designation, one thing seems certain -

he wishes to speak of his own nation not as rejected, but as potentially be¬

lieving. This is his attitude not in this verse only but, in our opinion,

throughout chapters ix-xi.

In maintaining that Paul has a favourable view of Israel in Rom.ix-xi,

we are not forgetting the unfavourable historical situation of the general

unbelief of the Jewish people (cf. x:2l). Richardson holds that these chapt¬

ers do not deal with 'hypothetical' situations concerning Israel or Judaism,

but with practical historical realities."^ These practical historical

1. The plural is found only at iii:9>29; ix:24; (x:12). Elsewhere Paul seems
to prefer the singular, cf. i:16; ii:9f.» 17» 28f.; iiisl.

2. 'louoaToc occurs only at ix:24 and x:12 (in chs.ix-xi). 'icrpafiX is
found in ix:6,27,31; x:(l),19>21; xi: 2,7,25 ,f; 'lcrpaT]XCxrj(; occurs only
in ix:4 and xi:l. (von Rad, Kuhn, and Gutbrod in TORT III, p.356).

3. Op.cit., p.126. Contra cf. Kasemann on Ephesians, "What Paul mentioned
hypothetically in Rom.xi:17-f. has happened here: Jewish Christianity is
pushed aside and despised by the steadily growing Gentile Christianity."
"Ephesians and Acts", SLKA,p.291. Prom a historical point of view it is diff¬
icult to understand why Kasemann considers that Rom.xi:17«f» depicts a hypo¬
thetical situation. The growth in numbers and influence of Gentile converts
took place long before Romans was written. Cf. Goppelt, "already at the time
of the letters to the Corinthians .., Paul had to protect conscience-bound
Jewish Christians against Gentile Christians.." (op.cit., p.127).
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realities consisted chiefly in the rejection of the gospel by all but a few

of the Jews and widescale acceptance of Christ by Gentiles. In the light of

this concrete situation, two responses are possible -

(i) that of the Roman Gentile Christians who, knowing that the Jews

have heard and not believed the gospel, assume that they (the

Jews) are destined for rejection (cf. xiil and xi:ll).

(ii) Paul's view - the Jewish nation is at present unbelieving but

is still potentially the Israel of God.

In this approach, then, we do not minimize the fact of Jewish unbelief, but

we emphasize the importance of how_.one interprets this fact. In this we con¬

cur with Richardson when he states "the character of chs.ix-xi is first of

all practical ... and secondly hopeful."^" This hopeful outlook is illustrat¬

ed in the term Israelite, - "the supreme title of honour to be recalled at

2
the very start of the argument." Whatever their failings, Paul can never

overlook the fact that these people stand in the privileged position of being

the initial recipients of God's revelation. The content of the designation

'Israelite' is further spelt out in w.4-5» Being Israelites means that they

possess the sonship, (uioCecrta ) . Barrett considers this term is used

differently from ch.viiijl5,23. Here Paul thinks of sonship as a status con¬

ferred upon Israel at the Exodus."^ The So£a (v*4) may also be regarded

as referring back to God's glory in the theophany at Mount Sinai. (Ex. xxlv:

16 f., xxxiiisl8).

1. op.cit., p.136.
2. Leenhardt, p.244« If we feel that this designation is liable to misunder¬

standing, we must bear in mind Paul's discussion in Rom.i-iv where he has
already excluded all false claims upon God. The name 'Israelite' is
applied by Paul to himself in ix:l and the bad apostles in Corinth (II Cor.
xi:22) It is used in the N.T. only of Jews (cf. Munck, op.cit., p.31»n.ll).

3 • op • c i "t • 1 p • 177 •



A3 we have already noted in the case of Abraham in ch.iv, Paul goe3

back to the original constitution of Israel as the people of God. Here too

Paul emphasises the covenant,"^" the basis of Israel's national and religious

life. The reference to Israel's beginnings tends to the opinion that Paul

both in ch.iv and in ch.ix is discussing what it is that makes Israel the

people of God, or to put it another way - what it is that distinguishes Is¬

rael from the nations. In the peculiar history of Israel, the giving of

the Law (v.4) marked them out as a privileged people among the nations of

mankind. The fact that in ix«4 "the covenant is followed by the reference to

the giving of the Law goes against Schoeps' assertion that Paul did not per¬

ceive that in the biblical view the Lav; is integral to the covenant.^ The

Law was given to apply the covenant concretely to the daily life of the

people^ and the worship ( rj karpeCa. ), the ordinances relating to the

temple cult stood at the centre of the Law and reminded Israel of God's con-
c £

tinuing grace towards His people. The promises (&I emyY2^0,1' ) also

1. Barrett note3 the strong evidence for the singular 'covenant',
(P 46 BDG it) and suggests that, like other Jewish writers Paul probably
distinguished three covenants within the great covenant of the Exodus,
a covenant at Horeb, a second in the plains of Moab, and a third at
Mounts Gerizim and Ebal. (pp.177-8)

2. NopoGecrta occurs only here in the New Testament, though it does
occur in the LXX at II Macc.vi:23; IV Macc.v:35> xvii:l6. Gutbrod
claims that it refers not so much to the act of legislation, but what
has come out of the act and so should mean law or code of laws here;
(Kittel Bible Key V/ords ; Law, London 19&2, PP.144-5). A reference to
the giving of the Law makes better sense, however, in this context.
Munck notes that the giving of the Law at Sinai is differently treated
by Paul in Gal.iiisl9-20 and II Cor.iii»7-18. (op.cit., p.32,n.l5).

3. Cf. Paul, p.213.
4. Schoeps, Paul, p.213.
5. Cf. Leenhardt, p.244*
6. There is the same textual ambiguity between the singular and plural as

already noted in relation to covenant. If the singular is accepted, it
probably points back to the initial promise made to Abraham.
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belong to Israel.^" In these promises God pledges Himself to Israel, thus

guaranteeing the continuity of the life of His people and the eventual real¬

ization of their destiny.

The climax of this carefully enumerated list of Israel's privileges
2

comes in v.5. They are the people descended from the patriarchs. That this

heritage is not lightly regarded is evident from xi:28 where Paul speaks of

the Jew3 as "enemies of God ... as regards the Gospel" but as regards elect¬

ion "beloved for the sake of their forefathers". To the patriarch Abraham

God gave the promise concerning his posterity and for this reason the poster¬

ity of Abraham has become the people from whom "on the human side"^ the

Messiah has come. Paul has built up a systematic enumeration of the privi¬

leges of Israel. It is possible that this list was already in existence

prior to Paul's formulation of it as it is carefully structured into" two

sections with three parts to each.^
Paul ends his list by an ascription of blessing to God, who has given

these gifts to Israel. Munck considers the possibility that this may have

been a customary Jewish doxology added to the enumeration of the mighty works

1. We noted on iii:21-26 that it was possible for a Jew to accept all that
was said of God's redemption in Christ, without necessarily assuming
that Gentiles are also to be included within the sphere of covenant grace.
Cf. N.A. Dahl "The Atonement - An Adequate Reward for the Akedah?",
Neotestamentica et Semitica Studies in honour of M. Black, Edinburgh,
1969, p.27-

2. Paul probably has in mind the three great patriarchs Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob. Cf. L. Cerfaux "Le privilege d'Israel selon s. Paul", Recueil
L. Cerfaux, II (Gembloux, 1954)» p.362.

3. This is Barrett's translation (p.l77)» Ka/cft, crdpxa seems to demand
a parallel as in i:4> but possibly Paul has in mind the creed he has
already mentioned there and does not feel any need to repeat it all a
second time.

4- Cf. uioGecrta So^a ScaGfjxai
vopoQecrta "haxpeCa

There seems al3o to be a correlation between the two sections i.e. the
first word corresponds to the fourth, the second to the fifth and the
third to the sixth, (Michel, p.227« n.2.)«
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of Cod. Ho rejects this because it "would seem out of place in a context

that deals with God's gifts and their rejection by unbelievers.""'' Without

considering in detail the problem of interpretation posed by this verse, it

would appear that Kunck's (rejected) suggestion - that it is a normal

Jewish doxology added to the enumeration of God's gifts, is the best explan¬

ation.^

Paul has finally succeeded in answering the question posed first of

all in iiiil - "What advantage has the Jew?" 'Much in every way", is the

answer given in iii«2 and again in ix»4-5. Paul has not flinched from sett¬

ing forth the real advantages of Israel.^ It is worth noting that if Paul

had returned merely negative answers to the questions in iiiil.f., the re¬

sult would be offensive not only to Jewish national sentiment but also to

theology. The Old Testament shows that God did bestow special privileges

upon the Jews, and to x*educe them to the level of other nations is "either to

accuse the Old Testament of falsehood, or to accuse God of failing to carry

out His plans.

But what in fact is the advantage? The explanation of this is a

c.

problem that arose not just in iiisl.f., but already in i:l6. "To the Jew

first" is just another way of claiming a special privilege for these partic¬

ular people. Does this privilege consist simply in a temporal priority giving

1. Op.cit., p.33.
2. For a review of the various interpretations see Leenhardt, pp.245-247*
3. Cerfaux minimizes Paul's emphasis upon the advantage of Israel by his view

that Paul emphasizes patriarchs, covenant and promise at the expense of
the Law. The best explanation of Paul's concern with these advantages is
that he is emphasizing the origin of Israel as the people of God. He is
not really concerned at this point to differentiate between the gifts.
Cf. Cerfaux. op.cit., pp.340-41 (n.l).

4. Barrett, op.cit., p.62.
5. Since it is generally acknowledged that ii16-17 is a summary of the

central theme of the letter, this connection relates ix-xi very closely
to the main issues of the letter.



no real advantage in salvation."'" Or is it, as Barrett suggests, a real but

terrible advantage which means that the Jew is "first in election" but also

"first in judgement, instructed out of the Law, judged by means of the Law"

standing "as it were, nearer to the scene on which the divine purpose is
2

worked out, a dangerous but real privilege?" This "nearness to the scene

of the divine purpose" is rather vague and its content is difficult to de¬

fine."^ The advantage of the Jew is better explained in terms of the divine

economy, in which the way to salvation for Gentiles must always be in de¬

pendence upon, and in relation to, the original 'Israel' of God.

Dahl notes the close connection between Paul's view of the atonement

and the Jewish-Christian understanding of it (as a reward for the Akedah).

In Dahl's opinion Paul critically interpreted the Jewish-Christian tradit¬

ion in the light of his soteriological affirmation - "There is no dist¬

inction" (Rom.iii:23; x:12). But although he re-interpreted it "Paul did

not contradict the old tradition, but incorporated it in a new context. He

recognized 'Jew first' to be a principle of divine economy and .... even

when the order was reversed, Gentiles believing the Gospel and Jews reject¬

ing it, Paul insisted that the Israelites were 'beloved for the sake of the

fathers'.

By this interpretation of ix:4-5 have found a close connection

1. Cf. Barth, p.40.
2. Barrett, p.62
3. The similarity of this view to that of Barth's is evident, and both re¬

veal a common impreciseness cf. Barth - "he (the Jew) stands quite norm¬
ally on the frontier of this world and at the point where the line of
intersection by the new dimensional plane (i:4) must be veritably seen..
(p.40).

4. Cf. Michel's view that the advantage of Israel is not simply a "zeit-
licher Vorsprung, sondern eine heilsgeschichtliche Notwendigkeit", and
that this in fact means that the gospel to the Gentiles must always come
by way of Judaism, (p.53).

5. Op.cit., pp.26-27.
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between i:l6, iii:l-2 and ix-xi. The emphasis upon the privileges of the

Israelites, (iiiil-2 and ix:4-5) and the priority of the Jew (i«l6, ii»9-10)

make a suitable rejoinder to the presumptuous Gentile Christians and their

anti-semitic attitudes as revealed in xiil7.f.^" Despite all the advantages

of Israel, the underlying assumption in ix:l-5 is that Israel has not acted

in accordance with her privileges. This is why, 'immediately the list is

completed, Paul hastens in v.6 to deny that the word of God has failed. He

2is aware of the original .exalted status of Israel and her present disbelief,

but he is not going to explain this contradiction at the expense of the word

of God. Again it must be emphasised that the rebuttal of this criticism of

the word of God arises not from Jewish patriotism but from Christian faith.^
After all if one election could fail, so could another and Christians could

lo3e their inheritance just as easily as Jews, if God's word were not reli¬

able.^

1. This interpretation of the connections between these sections of Romans
and the emphasis upon the 'Jewishness' of the gospel bring us close to
the view of Noack who considers that the phrase 'to the Jew first' is a
key to the interpretation of the letter. Instead of chs.v-viii being
regarded as the centre of the letter, they are supplementary to chs.i,
iii and ix-xi and serve the main purpose of the letter (as revealed in
these latter chapters) "namely that of establishing the priority of the
Jews and the claims of Jerusalem on Paul." "Current and Backwater in
the Epistle to the Romans." S.Th. XIX (1965), p.165.

2. Ellison suggests that perhaps Paul was reminded of this glaring incon¬
sistency by the jibes of Gentile Christians reminding him of the past
and present disobedience of the Jews, op.cit., p.41*

3. Cf. Barrett, p.178.
4. Ellison, op.cit., p.28.
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Chapter ix:6-13.

As a Jew and as a Christian, Paul must wrestle with the problem of the

apparent failure of God to keep His word to those to whom He had given it.^"
The purpose of ix: 6-13 is to show that whilst God's promise was given to

Israel, He Himself reserves the sovereign right at all times to determine the

composition of this people. The term 'Israel' is not one that can be defined

in ana of itself as if it were a self-supporting, self-propagating entity
2

with its own independent existence. Thus it cannot be defined in terms of

mere physical descent; Israel is created "not by blood and soil, but by the

promise of God, and therefore exists within the limits of God's freedom. If

Ho were bound by physical descent, He would be unfree, and no longer God.""^
Descent from Abraham is not the decisive factor, but only the xaXefv and

Aoyf^eoGat of God(v.7)Whilst we do not forget that the chosen sons,

Isaac (v.7) and Jacob (v.lOf) are both of the Jewish nation, the emphasis in

these verses is that the Jew is not 'eo ipso' cmsppa or mexvov Geou t

5
but only through the Aoyt^ecrGcu of God. From the Jewish nation God, by

His word of promise, ever creates Israel anew according to His purpose of

1. *0 Xoyoq nrou Geou (v.6) (as in Is.xxxis2 LXX) should be understood
as God's oath-bound covenant promise (Murray NICHT. II. p.9)#' Of. Michel
"In diesem Zusammenhang ist der \oyoQ too Geou Ausdruck fur die
Absicht und 'Wilier. Gottes, der sein Ziel trotz des Unglaubens der Menschen
erreichen will." (p.231).

2. Cf. Miiller, p.90.
3. Barrett, p.180.
4. Cf. Muller, p.90. Cf. Barrett, "The word 'counted' is of fundamental im¬

portance in this epistle... It points to the creative freedom of God, who
creates 'righteousness' by 'counting' it, and annuls sin by not 'counting'
it. (p.I84).

5. Cf. Muller, p.28 and 90.ff. We note the close connections between this
passage and ch.iv. Justification by faith is not limited to ch.iv and
election is not confined to chs.viii-ix. See the section entitled
"Rom.iv and ix-xi." The unity of Rom.i-xi is evidenced by the fact' that
ix:6-13 is an answer to a question in iii:3-4 and is already presupposed
in the discussion of the case of Abraham in ch.iv.
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grace.^ God, as the divine Potter, uses the Jewish nation as His clay and
2

from them He shapes the instruments for His service and glory.

The freedom of God to select from within the Jewish nation, His own

Israel, lies behind Paul's preference for the word 'Israel' rather than Jew

or Judaism in ix-xi. Richardson is quite correct to stress that ixj6(b)

(not all who are descended from Israel, belong to Israel) stands as a heading

over all that follows in Rom.ix-xi.^ This categorical statement reminds us

at the very outset that $ny idea of the salvation of every individual Jew is

ruled out of the question.^ Nor is this some novel doctrine proposed by Paul.

Within the nation of Israel God h^is always exercised his prerogative to select

an inner or true Israel, His own people of faith. Every Jew admitted this j

Ishraael was a child of Abraham but no Jew believed that the Arabs, his descend¬

ants, were within the covenant. According to the Old Testament scriptures the

children of faith were reckoned through the line of Isaac (v.8) and this was

because the birth of Isaac was not a matter of ordinary physical generation,

but the result of the promise of God, accepted in faith by Abraham (iv:18-22)

If in Old Testament times there were descendants of Abraham who were not child¬

ren of promise, then there is no need to claim that God's word has failed to¬

day any more than then.

Paul's answer to the questions concerning God's faithfulness to His

word centres on the definition of the Israel of God. He has already prepared

1. Cf. Miiller, pp.90 and 28.ff.
2. Cf. the emphasis of Kasemann in his view of righteousness as the power of

God active in the world for the formation of the new creation.
"The Righteousness of God". NTQ.T, pp. 168-182.

3. op.cit., p.136. Bornkamm holds that v.6(a) - "but it is not as though the
word of God has failed" should be written over all that follows in ix-xi.
"Mensch und Gott in der griechischen Tragodie und in der urchristlichen
Rotschaft." Das Ende des Gesetzes, p.l73«f. (186).

4. Cf. Michel, p.231. Cf. also Munck on 'all Israel' - xi:25.f. (135-f-)
5. Cf. Dodd, p.155.
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us for a distinction within the nation of Israel by his discussion in

ii;28-29^ of o 'lou&atoc sv tco cpavepto and o ' Iouocuoc ev "no xpuTcra? . The

statement "Not the outward Jew is a real Jew" is a parallel to "Not all des¬

cendants of Israel belong to Israel" (ix:6b). The true Israel is 'of Israel'
2

but not co-extensive with historical Israel. We might distinguish the two

groups as Israel mm odpxc, and Israel xa-va Ttvevpa as in Gal.

iv«29 (of. also the Israel of God in Gal.viil6); again we might look back to

ch.iv: 14-16 where the terms are o! ex v6pou and ot Ix xCcnsux;

Here however it is stated that the zixva tou 0eou are not the vSxva

Trjc odpxoc but the t£xva fsrjq ^vtayyeXCac (v.8)."^
Despite the similarities with Gal.iv and Rom.iv, it is essential that

Rom.ix:6-13 be allowed to speak for itself. By doing this we may avoid two

possible misunderstandings. The first of these is illustrated by Lietzmann's

interpretation. He interprets this section with the aid of Gal.iv. Lietz-

mann understands Isaac in Gal.iv:20 as an 'allegorischer Prototyp' of the

Christian and so he understands 'the children of promise' as a reference to

the Christian church. With this kind of exegesis we soon arrive at the inter¬

pretation which regards the Christian Church alone as the true heir to the

1. It is interesting to note how Paul's general introductory statements in
ch.ii are related to the concrete missionary situation of the early
church - cf. Richardson's view that chs.ii-iv are "the theoretical basis
of chs.ix-xi (a summary of historical realities and present problems).
One is inductive, the other deductive." (op.cit., p.143,n.2).

2. This is the only place where Paul explicitly refers to a group within
Israel as 'Israel'. Cf. 'the Israel of God', Gal.vitl6.

3. This is parallel to v.7 where a distinction is made between Abraham's
crmCppa and Abraham's ir£xva.

4. An die Homer 3 Aufl. (1923), P-91. Munck, despite the fact that he
notes that Ishmael is not even mentioned by name and that the persecution
of those born according to the Spirit by those born according to the flesh
(Gal.iv:23), is not explicitly referred to, is inclined to agree with
Lietzmann that the ideas contained in the Galatian passage are implicit
here, (op.cit., pp.36-37)•
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promises and successor to the historical people of God."'" Muller correctly

notes that the purpose of this passage (ix:6-8) is not to prove that Christ¬

ians are the true people of God but rather to show that the existence of
2

God's people Israel depends on the will of God alone.

The second mistake is related to the first. This consists in regard¬

ing this section as identical with iv:13.f. In ch.iv the true children of

Abraham (as distinct from his descendants) are defined as those who walk in

the steps of Abraham's faith. Since the promise did not come via the Law,

this means that believing Gentiles are also to be considered as true child¬

ren of Abraham. But in ixs6-13 thjls is not the case. In this instance Paul

makes his distinction only within the nation of Israel. He "does not here

visualize 'Israelites' who do not belong to the physical Israel....".^ The

06 Tidvmec of v.6 implies only the limitation to a part of Israel,^ and

not the rejection of all Israel, or the inclusion of the Gentiles. It is
5

only in vv.22.f. that the subject of Gentile inclusion is broached. Paul's

answer to the question of the failure of God's promises does not consist of

the easy assumption of Gentile Christians that they have simply replaced

1. Cf. Cerfaux's opinion that the promises by-pass the historical Israel and
rest on the church of Christ. (Piecueil Lucien Cerfaux, p.355)« Gaugler
protests against this interpretation of ch.ix and the view that the
promise to Israel has lapsed with the rise of the church. (Vol.II,
pp.24.f•)•

2. Muller, p.90. Cf. also his excellent treatment of'Schopfungstradition'
(pp.27-33).

3. Munck, p.36.
4. How large a portion of Israel is intended here is difficult to discern;
it may only be Paul's delicate manner of referring to a very small number.
It seems likely however that a reasonable number is envisaged - more per¬
haps than Munck allows in his view of the Jewish mission as almost a
complete failure. (PSM, pp.30-31).

5. Munck, Christ and Israel, p.36. As this book will be frequently referred
to throughout the discussion of chs.ix-xi it will in future be indicated
simply as Munck.
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historic Israel in the purpose of God.'*" Munck points out that this easy

transference of the promises from Old Testament Israel to the Christian Church

was not made so lightly until after the fall of Jerusalem when Gentile Christ¬

ians interpreted this event as God's judgement upon, and final rejection of
2

the Jewish nation. It is hard for us, and yet it is essential, to realize

that in this respect the later Gentile church interpreted this question very

differently from Paul and the New Testament church."^ Richardson sums up the

position very well when he writes on this subject - "Two courses were

possibles either to apply the prerogatives (of Israel) one by one to Christ¬

ians and to them alone, or else to,3how how, while these prerogatives are
t

opened up to include others, they retain their basic application to Israel.

In following the latter course, Paul indicates his respect for 'Israelites'

by refusing to set out a Christian take-over.^
That human descent is not the decisive factor in determining the

'Israel' of God is spelled out even more clearly in ixs10-13. A possible

objection to the case of Isaac was that it could be argued that the choos¬

ing of one son of Abraham rather than the other, was due not to God's free

election, but to the fact that Ishmael's mother was the bond-woman Hagar

whereas Isaac's mother was the princess Sarah. So Paul takes what might be

termed the most extreme example in order to prove his case. According to

Gen.xxv:21, Rebecca bore twin sons to her husband Isaac. Yet before either

Jacob or Esau had been born or had done good or evil, God had determined

1. It was for this reason that the Gentile church took over the Old Testament
as its own, regarding it as no longer the holy scriptures of the Jews.
Cf. I Clement and Barnabas (Munck, p.35>n.25).

2. op.cit., p.35,
3. Ibid.
4. op.cit., p.131. See also Muller's criticism of Peterson and his comment

that he v/ho wishes to find this view in the text must himself introduce
it into the chain of Paul's thought, (p.90).
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that Esau should serve Jacob (Gen.xv:23). If in the case of two peoples,^
originating from sons of the saiue parents (unlike Isaac and Ishmael), God

2
chooses one and by-passes another, or loves one and hates the other, even

before they are born, it is plain that God's purpose of election"^ is not

1. As Lietzraann (p.9l) correctly observes, the Genesis account is of two
nations, not two individuals. Munck (op.cit., p.38,n.36) considers
that Lietzraann is wrong to criticize Paul's treatment of Jacob and
Esau in Rom.ix:12, since, in his opinion, Paul is also referring to
peoples and not individuals (as Lietzraann himself subsequently notes).

2. Verse 13, "Jacob I loved but Esau I hated", is a quotation from the
LXX of Malachi i:2. Following Leenhardt,we regard "love, hate" here
as being "virtually synonymous with choosing or leaving aside", (p.250).
In Luke xiv:26 to hate one's life means to be detached from it, to
turn away from it, to surrender it. In this "love-hate" vocabulary
of the biblical writers is none of the emotional associations of
current ideas of "love-hate" (Leenhardt, p.250). We take this refer¬
ence from Malachi to be a parallel to the Genesis quotation saying
that the elder should serve the younger. It is a choice or election
for God's purpose, the interest being chiefly in the positive election
and its outcome, rather than on the negative non-election or hating.
Cf. Schmidt, op.cit., pp.162-3.

3. T] Kara' exXoy^v xpoOecrtc - we should understand this to mean the
purpose of God .which operates by means of election (so that election
designates the method by which God's purpose is achieved), and not
that the two terms stand 'in dem Verhaltnis eines zeitlichen Nachein-
ander'. Gf. Schmidt , p.l62. The noun 7tp60eo*tc is al30 found in
Rora.viii;28; Eph.itll, iiisll. The verbal form 9tpoTC0T)(-U is found
in Rom.iil3 and Eph.i:9» £xXoyr] is not found in the LXX, although
exXsyopcu is used regularly to translate inn . Cf. Deut.xiv:2 -
"For you are a people holy to the Lord your Godj and the Lord has
chosen you to be a people for His own possession ...". See T.L.Vriezen
Lis Erwahlung Israels nach dem Alten Testament. AThANT No.24 (Zurich
1953), pp.41-50; and Gottlob Schrenk on sxXeyopcu, TLNT IV, 145,
pp. 168-70. In Rom.xi:5 Paul states that a remnant of Israel now exists
xai' £xXoyr)V y&piraoe and in xi:28 Israel as a whQle is designated on
account of the fathers, beloved xa/ra. exXoynv . in xi:7 "H £xXoyf]
usually a reference to God's choosing, is used to designate those chosen
instead of ixXexxoC as in viii:33 (Cf. Schrenk, op.cit., pp,179»f»)«
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determined either by human descent or human achievement.^ God's freedom is

absolute. However, this absolute freedom is not contrary to normal human

conceptions of justice, freedom etc. as has often been the case with doctrin-
;
es concerning the predestination of the individual. The first point we must

note is that the predestination mentioned is not predestination to salvation

or judgement, but to the purpose of God. The quotation from Malachi does not

mean that God destined Esau to perdition, but rather that God who conceived
2

His purpose, must be free to invite collaboration in its execution. If

God did not control the undertaking by freely choosing His collaborators, the

divine purpose would not continue. ( (tevij ). "Par from being arbitrary,

this divine liberty ensures, on the contrary, the continuity and permanence

of God's plan, the realization of which is thus protected from the caprice of

man and his conduct whether good or bad."^ But the free choice of means is

not to be confused with the choice or rejection of individuals for a final

destiny. What is involved is their participation in the purpose of God.

The second point at issue here is whether or not we ought to think of

the patriarchs as individuals at all. Leenhardt stresses the fact that the

names mentioned do not connote individuals so much as peoples named after

1. The rejection of Ishmael and Esau was attributed frequently to their own
demerit (see Jub.xv:30 - "For Ishmael, and his sons and his brothers and
Esau, the Lord did not cause to approach Him ... because He knew them,
but He chose Israel to be His people.") See also Str/Bill II, 528f.,
Ill, 266; The Sifre on Deut.xxxii:9» points out that Abraham and Isaac
had worthless offspring, (ishmael, Esau and descendants) but when Jacob
arrived "no unworthy offspring issued from him, but all his children were
born worthy like himself ..." (as cited by E. Mihaly "A Rabbinic Defense
of the Election of Israel" HUCA, XXXV (1964), p.105. On the theme of
traditional opposition between Jacob and Esau arising out of the Old Test¬
ament accounts of Edom's conduct towards Israel particularly when Jerusal¬
em was destroyed in 506 B.C. and its subsequent enlargement in the later
writings such as Jubilees, The Testament of Judah and Enoch, see Munck,
pp.39-42.

2. Cf. Leenhardt, p.249*
3. Ibid.
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their eponymous ancestors according to normal Old Testament practice."'" A

good summary of the theme of Rom.ix:6-13 is given "by Munck who considers that

this section is speaking "neither of individuals and their selection for sal¬

vation, nor of the spiritual Israel, the Christian Church. It speaks rather

of the patriarchs, who without exception became founders of peoples. God

selected one son to carry on the chosen stock, but sent the other son away to
2

become the founder of an alien people outside the promised land."

In this conclusion Munck agrees with Leenhardt in that the collective

rather than the individualistic element in God's choice is emphasized. He

differs from Leenhardt in that, according to his view the interest here is

initially more on the actual figures of the patriarchs themselves rather

than on the peoples whose founders they became.

The point that Paul wishes to make is that God's choice depends only on

His call ( ex toC xakouvxoc ).^ By His call He creates His people

and His word accomplishes what He purposes (ls.iv:ll). God's word is living

and life-bringing, creating a people for His name.^ By this alone are His

people constituted. This does not mean, however, that God uses His power to

create His people in an arbitrary fashion. He does have the power to make

1. op.cit., p.250.
2. op.cit., p.42.
3. The close connection between election and calling is illustrated by

l3.xli:9 (LXX) where the two terms are practically identical "... Israel
my servant ... whom I called ... you are my servant, I have chosen you."
See also Is.xliii:l (LXX) "and now thus saith the Lord, He who created
you Jacob, He who formed you, Israel: Fear not, for I have redeemed you;
I have called you by name, you are mine."

4. Cf. Muller's view "Gottes xaXetv ist Schaffen." (op.cit., p.28).
Michel regards calling as the historical realization of the eternal elect¬
ion (p.247)- Munck makes the point that not only God's action (i.e. call¬
ing) but also "God's choice is determined in the midst of history; God acts
in history, decides, and ... makes new decisions, because, while his intent¬
ion of salvation stands, it is achieved by constant interventions into the
changing circumstances of history." (op.cit., pp.42-43. See also pp.75-76).
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children from stones, hut, in fact, what Paul states here is that He calls

not stones, nor even Gentiles hut from within the nation of Israel.

We reject therefore the solution of the problem of Israel's disbelief

by the positing of an eschatological Israel over against the historical Isra¬

el.^* If we are to use these terms here at all, we must affirm that part of

historical Israel is also eschatological Israel, and that it would appear

that Paul could not have envisaged an eschatological Israel that contained

none of the historical Israel. '.That Paul has now firmly established is that

God has chosen a particular nation through which to operate His purpose in

the world. But He has not committed Himself to this nation in such a way

that His purpose is completely determined by the response of the nation whom

He has chosen. He has secured the furtherance of His purpose by creating

within this nation His own people who will further the purpose of their

Creator.

2
Ch. ix:6-13 demonstrates both the continuity and discontinuity of God's

1. This is the solution of E. Dinkier and to a lesser extent of C. Muller.
We prefer to describe the Jews as 'histories:!* Israel rather than 'natur¬
al' Israel. The latter description is dangerous because it too easily
labels the Jews 'in toto' as 'natural' Israel and the Christian church as

'eschatological' Israel - the legitimate successor of the Jews in the in¬
heritance of God. 'Historical' Israel is the more suitable title because
the terms historical and eschatological do not necessarily exclude one
another, and this terminology enables us to include Jev/s as well as Gent¬
iles in the reconstituted people of God.

2. The discontinuity has been strongly emphasized by G.K-lein, who holds that
Paul's theology "radikal entheiligt und paganisiert ... die Geschichte
Israels." ("Rom.iv und die Idee der Heilsgeschichte". EvTh, 23> (1963)
p.44l). This negative view of Israel's history is often accompanied by a
very negative view of the Old Testament. Cf. Bultmann's essays "History
and Eschatology in the Hew Testament". NTS, I, (1954)> PP-5-16; "History
of Salvation and History" (review of 0. Cullmann's Christ and Time) in
Existence and Faith, i960, pp.226-40; and "Prophecy and Fulfilment" in
Essays on Old Testament Interpretation, Ed. C.Westermann, SCM, (1963)>
pp.50-75- In a review of the latter publication (Int. XVII, (1963), pp.
482-85). W. Harrelson criticizes the essays by Bultmann, Baumgartel and
Hesse for their general agreement that the Old Testament "serves largely
the function of enabling Christians to discern what faith is not."(p.484)•
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relationship with the Jewish nation. The discontinuity is shown by the fact

that God's choice is not determined by human descent alone, but the continu¬

ity is maintained in that (in this section) the Israel of God is still regard¬

ed as being composed only of members of the Jewish nation^ (the inclusion of

1. V.Te have already noted the continuity between the Testaments in connection
with the story of Abraham in Rom.iv (see Thesis pp.176-80). 0. Cullmann
has insisted on the legitimacy of 'Ileilsgeschichte* in opposition to the
existentialist theologians (Bultmarm in particular). See Salvation in
History, especially pp.20-64- B. Kasemann ("Der Glaube Abrahams in Rom.
iv". PR, pp.152.f.) has criticized the extreme views of G. Klein (claim¬
ing that his altogether negative approach to the history of Israel form¬
alizes the doctrine of the justification of the ungodly. Kasemann has
adopted a much more positive attitude towards 'Heilsgeschichte' than is
typical of most scholars of the Bultmarm school. The distinctive devel¬
opment of his own outlook is illustrated by his view that apocalyptic is
the 'mother' of Christian theology (a view not shared by E. Fuchs and G.
Bornkamm) - cf. "The Beginnings of Christian Theology". NTO.T, pp.82-107,
- and also by his initiating, in association with W. Zimmerli, in Gott-
ingen in 1958/59, a seminar on Rom.ix-xi and its relation to the Old Test¬
ament (see the article by J.M. Robinson "Basic Shifts in German Theology".
Int. XVI, (1962) 76-97,P»89)» Marcus Barth makes the interesting point
that a concern for the solidarity of the church xvith Israel may well have
been one of the reasons for the frequent use of the Old Testament by early
Christian writers and speakers - "Conversion and Conversations Israel and
the Church in Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians", Int, XVII (1963) 3-24(19)•
If this is so then Rom.ix-xi is a particularly important section of the
New Testament in the discussion of the relationship between the Testaments.
J. Barr has shewn, however, that the attempt to discover a unified relation¬
ship between the Testaments, particularly in connection with any philosophy
of history, is fraught with serious difficulties, (Old and New in Interpret¬
ation, SCI.I, (1966) especially ch.iii). W. Parmenberg is more willing to
commit himself to a specific view of history and salvation/history - ( cf.
"Ileilsgeschehen und Geschichte". KuD, V, (1959), 218-237, 258-288). One
of the best expositions of a 'heilsgeschichtlich' continuity is given by
C. w'estermann in his essay "God and His People: The Church in the Old Test¬
ament." Int, XVII, (1963), 259-70. According to this author the history
of Israel is conceived as a unity (as illustrated by parables of a vine¬
yard, the imagery of a child, a widow etc.) and the reason for this unity
is basically the unity of the God of Israel (p.270). The solution would
appear to be that there is both continuity and discontinuity between the
Testaments, but the former is greater than the latter and encompasses it.
Cf. H.H. Graham "Continuity and Discontinuity in the Thought of Paul".
ATR, XXXVIII, (1956) 137-146. U. Wilckens coins the phrase "erwahlungs-
geschichtliche Kontinuitat". ("Die Rechtfertigung Abrahams nach Romer iv.",
in Studien zur Theologie der alttestamentlichen Uberlieferungen. Fest¬
schrift'fur~G. von Rad, "(196*1), 111-127(121).
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Gentiles is not explicitly stated until ix:22). If we were to think only in

terras of God's absolute freedom (which some believe is Paul's theme in these

verses) then we would not be surprised if it were stated that God rejects

Israel and chooses another nation in her place."'' But this overlooks God's

consistent covenant-faith and His voluntary binding of His purpose to Isra-
2

el. Thus the fact that the inclusion of the Gentiles is not explicitly

noted until later in the chapter reminds us that at this stage Paul is speak¬

ing only of God's selection within that nation with whom He has already bound

Himself in covenant.^ This interpretation has the merit of upholding at the

same time both the freedom and the-faithfulness of God.

1. R.E. Brown holds that the church originally thought in terms of 'renewed
Israel'. The increase in the number of Gentile Christians tended gradu¬
ally to change this to the 'new Israel' until in Barnabas v:17 we find
that Israel has actually been replaced by a 'new Israel'. "The Unity and
Diversity in Hew Testament Ecclesiology" in Hew Testament Essays. (London
1965) pp.41-43. See also P. Richardson, op.cit. chs.ii and vi.

2. Cf. K. Barth, Church Dogmatics, Vol.11, The Doctrine of God, Pt.2, pp.
94-259.

3. Regardless of their origin (whether Jew or Gentile) the Roman Christians
had a 'pre-history' - the history of God's people Israel. In this re¬
spect 0. Glorabitza makes a useful contribution when he suggests a reason
for Paul's revelation of the 'mystery' in Rom.xi:25.f•> - "Der Apostel
sieht die Gefahr aufsteigen, dass die Gemeinde geschichtlos werden konnte
und damit einer alles zerstorenden Schwarmerei verfallen ware." '("Apost-
olische Sorge: Welche Sorge treibt den Apostel Paulus zu den Satzen Rom.
xi:25.f.?" HovT, VII, (1964), p.314).
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Chapter ix:14-18.

The transition to a new section is marked by the U3ual question-object¬

ion diatribe style which is such a striking feature of this chapter.'*' The

questions - "What shall we say then? Is there injustice on God's part?"

(v.14)» remind us that this theme (God's injustice) was first introduced in

iii»5» Paul repudiates such a suggestion as unthinkable. His retort, how¬

ever, is not meant to be the prelude to a refutation of the accusation. As

in iiiil-8, Paul simply Assumes (as do also his opponents) the righteousness
2

of God as an indisputable fact which doe3 not require any defence. The ob¬

jection is that if Paul's picturefof God's action in history (as presented in

vv. 6-13) is correct, then it would appear that this action is totally arbit¬

rary since the 'Judge of all the earth' reserves the right to exercise part¬

iality as He pleases.^ If we regard w.14-18 as a discussion of an issue al¬

ready raised by Paul in the previous section, then their function may be des¬

cribed as a concluding summary of vv.6-13 which at the same time also prepares

the way for the theme of vv.l9ff.

In v.15 Paul repeats his assertion of the absolute and unconditioned

1. As in iii:5; vi:l; vii;7; ix;30 this follows the common pattern of ob¬
jections .

2. Contra Barrett who says that Paul finds it necessary to demonstrate that
God is righteous (p.185 n.l). Paul does not defend but simply declares
God's electing grace. Cf. Dodd, p.45 (on Rom.iii:3-6), Nygren pp.365ff.
Althaus states that Paul "begriindet Gottes Handeln nicht, er zeigt ein-
fach in der Heilsgeschichte auf, dass Gott nie anders gehandelt hat."
(p.93). This section does not consist of Paul's "agonized theodicy" as
K. Stendahl claims ("The Called and the Chosen; An Essay on Election",
in The Root of the Vine, p.69), nor does it contain a defence of divine
election (contra E. Dinkier "The Historical and the Eschatological Israel".
JR, 36, p.114).

3. Cf. G. Schrenk TDNT, I, p,155» Schrenk holds that &Six£a here means
partiality in judgement. According to the Jerusalem Talmud on Ex.xxxiii:
19,God spares him who is worthy to be spared and shows mercy upon him who
is worthy of mercy. (St/Bill.Ill, 268).
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freedom of the divine action.^" That this section is also related to the proof

that the divine action is not governed by any kind of partiality is shown by
2

the introductory ydp in vv.15 and 17- The first quotation cites the words

spoken to Moses in Ex.xxxiiisl9 "I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy

and I will have compassion on whom I will have compassion." The reason for

Paul's reference to Moses,^ the recipient of the divine revelation for Israel,

may be to show that God's word is a word of mercy and that He Himself is not

bound by any lav/ save the 'law' of His own free grace.^ This means that

neither human determination ( o Gekcov ) nor human striving ( o

the key to God's activity in history - cf. v.l6 "so it depends not upon man's

will or exertion, but upon God's mercy." This verse appears to be Paul's

1. Cf. Schmidt, p.163. It is noteworthy however that Paul doe3 not immediat¬
ely parry the objection with the stern image of the divine potter and his
absolute right, but asserts first of all the divine compassion. (G. Born-
kamm, Das Bnde des Gesetzes, p.186).

2. Lagrange, pp.233-234*
3. Are we to consider Moses and Pharaoh as individuals as Martin Dibelius

proposes? (Paul, p.34). It seems preferable to regard them as represent¬
atives of Israel, God's chosen people, and of the Egyptians, the non-elect
or the enemies of God's people. Leenhardt grants that here again we are
dealing with individuals. But he maintains that "they are both considered
in the light of their function, not as individual personalities; they are
treated as leaders of peoples, not as believers or un-believers." (p.253).
Munck asserts that to Paul Pharaoh signified the Egyptians - a people
that persecutes God's people and tries to destroy them. (p.48). He bases
his position not only on the text of Rom.ix but also on the treatment of
Pharaoh in late Jewish texts. He does tend, however, to over-emphasize
the role of Israel as persecutor and the' extent of Israel's unbelief.
Cf. his excursis (l) on Israel as persecutor (pp.49«I«)» an^ H. Hare's
criticism of Munck in The Theme of Jewish Persecution of Christians in the
Gospel according to St. Matthew.(p.62, n.l).

4. E. Kiihl, as quoted by Schmidt, p.l64«
5. Cf. B. Noack "Celui qui court". STh, XXIV (1970)> pp.113-6. Noack claims

that the origin of the imagery here is more likely to be Jewish - express¬
ing determined zeal for the Law, than Hellenistic - drawing on the imagery
of the sports-stadium to depict strenuous endeavour. In view of the allus¬
ion to athletics in Phil.iii:14 His argument is weak.
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explanatory summary of what he understands the Exodus quotation to teach."''
Since v.16 gives Paul's own summary of the teaching, we must be careful to

judge the total import of w.14-18, not only by the apparent content of the

Old Testament quotations but also by Paul's interpretation of them.

This is particularly relevant in the case of the reference to Pharaoh

in v.17. The opening ydp reminds us that this verse is to be associated
2

along with v.15 in illustrating the free action of God's mercy in history.

Thus the introduction of .the theme of hardening in v. 18"^ - "so then He has

mercy upon whom He wills, and He hardens the heart of whomever He wills"

does not represent a further stage..in the argument but rather a continuation

of the same argument. This means that the hardening is to be viewed as the

reverse of the 'exercising of mercy' which we have already been discussing

and not as a new theme to be studied separately from the previous one. This

means, in brief, that the freedom of God's grace stands over all the comments

upon hardening and rejection, and the latter are to be understood strictly in

the light of the former.^

1. Cf. Schmidt, p.164. Michel notes that this verse "klingt wie eine Regel
oder ein Lehrsatz". (p.2390

2. F.W. Maier Israel in der Heilsgeschichte nach Rom.ix-xi. (35-3*5),
Lagrange (233f.)

3. The use of the verb cncTcnpuveiv originates in the story of Pharaoh in
Ex.ivi21; vii:3 etc. J. Murray makes the point that hardening "may never
be abstracted from the guilt of which it is the wages", and that Pharaoh
hardened his own heart (Ex.viis14). He acknowledges that the main em¬
phasis in the Exodus account is that the Lord hardened Pharaoh's heart
(Vol.II, pp.28-29). In the thought of the Old Testament prophets harden¬
ing is normally regarded as the reaction of God to an already existing
hardness of heart in Israel (Leenhardt, p.254). J.K.S. Reid allows that
it is quite correct to state that unbelief or v/ickedness is the cause for
hardening but holds that it is incorrect to say that it is the sole cause,
(introduction to J. Calvin's Concerning the Eternal Predestination of God,
p.18). It is unnecessary to distinguish here the respective activity of
God and man in hardening since the concern is not primarily with the sal¬
vation of individuals but with their function in the'Heilsgeschichte'.

4. Mercy is the key-note of chs.ix-xi. (Barrett, p.185).



This interpretation is supported by the context of the Exodus quotat¬

ions. When God was faced with the infidelity of the Israelites in the incid¬

ent of the golden calf, if His reaction has been governed by 'man's will or

exertion* then the Israelites would have been cast off from His redemptive

purpose. But instead of rejecting His thankless people, God acted towards

them in unmerited kindness in keeping with covenant-loyalty.

Thus the Exodus reference gives ample proof^ that God's mercy is

completely free and that He is not bound to punish those who deserve His wrath,
2

but He is free to continue to act towards them in mercy. We mu3t be careful

to note that in the remainder of this chapter, God's freedom to harden stands

alongside, and in service of, His freedom to choose whom He wills.^ This may

lead us to the 3trange paradox that God is also free to preserve faithless

Israel and retain for her the gifts and calling which Gentile Christians, with

their own idea of God's justice, expected to be taken from her and given to

another.

If we interpret this section (w.14-18) in the light of the situation

to which xi:17I,f. seems to be addressed, it would appear that Paul's argument

here is an argument from scripture^ designed to show Gentile Christians that

God is free not only to reject the Jews if He pleases, but also to show mercy

to them as He wills. It is not for Gentile Christians to decide whether the

Jews are rejected or not - this depends ultimately on God's mercy and not

1. Contrary to Michel's view that v.15 offers no logical answer to the
question in v.14 (p.238).

2. Cf. Leenhardt, pp.252-52.
3. "It is not the will or the actions of man but solely God's mercy that de¬

cides whether the Heilsgeschichte shall be carried on through one part of
a people or another..." (Munck, p.45)-

4. According to v.15 God 'speaks' to Moses, and in v.17 the scripture 'speaks'
to Pharaoh. In both places Paul explicitly draws attention to the fact
that the Old Testament narrative is the basis of his theology.



merely on Jewish unbelief or even on the faith of Gentiles. The theme of the

section may be summarized as the sovereignty of God. as illustrated in the

history of Israel. Since this sovereignty has to do with God's purpose of

salvation for His people, this means that a'heilsgeschichtlich'understanding

of the passage is particularly appropriate. Moses and Pharaoh are summoned

on the stage of history for a particular purpose."'" Negatively or positively

they must serve the on-going purpose of God. Those who withstand God or His
2

people (as Pharaoh did) cannot thwart the purpose of God but can only

negatively assist in its fulfilment. The continuity of God's purpose depends

not merely on Moses or the faithful remnant whom God rewards, nor conversely

on Esau, Ishmaeland Pharaoh in their opposition to God, but only upon God

Himself and His boundless mercy.^
It is quite possible, as Barrett suggests, that Paul found in the

story of the Exodus a clue to the interpretation of the historical events of

his own day. Just as Pharaoh's opposition provided the occasion for a mani¬

festation of God's power in a mighty act of deliverance, so now the nation

of Israel exists (a) to provide the occasion or context for the divine act

of deliverance whereby men are freed from the Law, and thus from sin and

death, and (b) to act so as to promote the publication of God's act of deliver¬

ance throughout the world which occurs because of Israel's rejection of the

gospel.^ Thus as God used the opposition of Pharaoh for His own glory and did

1. Paul doeo not follow either the Hebrew or the LXX text exactly. In the
case of Pharaoh Ex.ix:l6 records that he v/as spared death from boils,
but Paul speaks not of Pharaoh's preservation but of his being raised up
- e^rryetpa v. 17. Munck suggests that this verb probably means here -
to cause to appear in'Heilsgeschichte' (p.46, see also PSM, p.29)«

2. Cf. Munck's comparison of Pharaoh with the figure of Antichrist (p.47)»
3. Cf. Munck. "God does not show mercy and harden at 1 will. Rather, His

mercy is boundless, and even the aim of His hardening is mercy." (p.60).
4. Barrett, pp.186/7.
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not allow it to thwart His saving purpose, so God can over-rule the self-will

of Israel and use even her disobedience in His all-embracing purpose of
1

mercy.

It may be that Professor Barrett draws more from Paul's discussion of

Israel's history than is adequately supported by the text, but his emphasis

upon the function of Israel within the divine purpose is perfectly in keeping

with the tenor of this chapter. If we relate this interpretation again to

2
ch.xi, we may suggest that in view of the Gentile Christian's belief in the

divine rejection of Israel Paul maintains the freedom of God to have mercy on

whom He wills and, conversely, that although Israel is disobedient, she still

exists to serve the divine purpose.

1. Barrett, p.187.
2. In relating the argument of ch.ix to the theme of ch.xi we are assuming

that chs.ix-xi are a unity, and that there is a gradual progression in
the argument, so that ch.ix is not self-explanatory but is designed to
support the conclusion arrived at in ch.xi.
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Chapter ix:19-29.

In view of Paul's emphatic declaration of the freedom of God, the con¬

clusion night be drawn that men can no longer be regarded as moral beings and

that their response to the divine will, whether in obedience or disobedience,

is irrelevant. This objection, first proposed in iii:7> is now reiterated in

ix:19«^ If as Paul has claimed, God'3 sovereignty is absolute - why does
2

He still find fault? For who can resist His will? The first part of Paul's

refutation is to remind the objector of his creatureliness - Who are you, a

man, to answer back to God? Although this rhetorical question may not appear

to be an adequate reply to the question asked, it does contain a salutary

reminder that man is a creature and that hi3 questioning should reflect his

awareness of this fact."^ Paul will not allow God to be subjected to human

standards of measurement. "If man is to dispute with God, he must at least

try to share God's angle of vision...."^ To help his readers to adjust their

field of vision, Paul proposes that they should consider the parable of the

potter. That men should answer back to God is as ridiculous as the "model
5

saying to the modeller, Why did you make me like this?"

The image of the potter and the clay is a very popular one in the Old

Testament, and this means that it is difficult to discover which text Paul

1. Whereas in iii:7 the objection is put in the first person, here it is in
the second, 'You will say', as if Paul does not wish to associate himself
with the objection in this extreme form. Gf. Sanday and Headlam, p.258.

2. Sanday and Headlam do not agree with this translation - Who can resist His
will? Although &v9ecrrqxev is perfect tense, it has present sense and is
best translated - "What man is there who is resisting God's will?"(p.259)•
The source of the objection is probably Wisdom xii:12 (Barrett, p.187).

3. Cf. Michel - "Paulu3 ... greift auf die letzten Voraussetzungen der mensch-
lichen Existenz Gott gegenuber zuriick. Nur in diesen Voraussetzungen liegt
die Moglichkeit, Gottes Gerechtigkeit zu verstehen und anzuerkennen.
Paulu3 weicht also nicht aus, sondern spricht zu seinem Thema." (p.243).

4. Leenhardt, p.255.
5. Following 3arrett's translation (p.187).
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may have in mind. Verse 21(a) has closest connection with Is.xxix:l6 but part

(b) of the same verse is closer to Is.xlv:9, where the emphasis is upon one

who strives with his Maker, "an earthen vessel with the potter".^ It may be

that Paul also has in mind the story of the potter in Jer.xviiisIf., where the

vessel was marred in the hand of the potter and he remoulded it again. In

Jeremiah this imagery is specifically related to the fortunes of nations in
2

the purpose of God and also includes a reference to their own obedience or

disobedience as determining their destiny (Jer.xviii»5-10). In none of these

texts is there any reference to God's shaping of individual human beings.^
The image "is used rather in political and 'heilsgeschichtliche' contexts

where God is dealing with the Gentiles and the chosen people."^
Michel points out that the figure of the potter is such a common one

that Paul works it in in a general way without explicitly quoting from any

5
particular passage. It is probable however that the main Old Testament pas¬

sages with close affinities to Paul's subject matter are the most likely

sources of his thought. Leenhardt emphasizes in particular Is.xlv:9-13 as

the background of Paul's; thought in v.21. In opposition to Michel, Leenhardt

claims that the interest here centres not on God as Creator, but on God as

1. Cf. also Job.ix:12 and Str/Bill III, 270ff. A similar emphasis is also
found in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Cf. 1QS XI, 22, and 1QH III, 23.

2. Munck notes that another passage which is often cited in connection with
this passage - Wisdom xv:7f.» does contain the image of the potter and
his power over the clay, but it is not used concerning God - only of
craftsmen making idols as in Is.xlil9-20. Sirach xxxvi»13 (LXX) deals
with the Creator's attitude to individuals rather than nations, (op.cit.,
p.58 n.81).

3. Job x:8,9» xxxiii;6. (Thy hands fashioned me - made me of clay etc.) may
be an exception here, but it is not likely to be the main context of
Paul's Old Testament references.

4. Munck, p.58.
5. op.cit., p.242.
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Providence. We must agree with Leenhardt in that the image of the potter is

of one who shapes or moulds rather than one who creates; even if we use the

word Creator in relation to man's dependence upon God, what we are thinking

of in this context is more God's continuing control over what He has created

than the initial act of creation. I't is because he emphasized God's activity

as Creator that C.H. Dodd found this section of the letter so poorly argued.

He states "The trouble is that man is not a pot; he will ask, 'VThy did you

make me like this?' and he will not be bludgeoned into silence. It is the
2

weakest point in the whole epistle." Leenhardt points out, however, that

the comparison in the text is not concerned v/ith the nature of the terms i.e.

with men as clay etc., but the function to which the material i3 destined.

'"Why have you made me thus?' - does not mean 'Why am I such and such a part¬

icular vase?' The potter does not create the clay, he moulds it and adapts it

to the various uses he has in view."^

1. Op.cit., p.258* Michel believes that Paul may also have in mind the idea
of man being formed from the loam of the earth as in Gen.ii:7> (p-242).
In accord v/ith this emphasis upon God as Creator, Michel claims that it
is impossible to distinguish between the historical part which God allots
to a man and the eternal plan concerning him. Leenhardt on the other hand
feels that the case of Cyrus is the best proof that Michel is wrong (op.
cit., p.257«

2. P.159* It is noteworthy that Dodd uses here the image of the all-powerful
Creator who literally forces His creatures into subjection. This image
of God as absolute power is one that recurs in the classical exposition
of predestination as in Augustine and Calvin. Cf. "Concerning the Eternal
Predestination of God" translated by J.K.S. Reid and especially Reid's
introduction (p.26) where he shov/s that in a proper understending of the
universe man can have his freedom within it and yet at the same time be
controlled overall by the will of God. The thought in this passage however
is not of God the Creator who forms men out of the same lump of clay to
perdition or glory. The image of the potter is not of one who arbitrarily
makes or destroys particular vessels but one who designs in a particular
shape according to the use for which they are intended. The aim of the
potter is creative activity for the benefit of humanity. (Leenhardt,p.256).
See also Muller (p.30) and Munck (p.76).

3. op.cit., p.255«
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When we bear in mind the providential aspect of the potter image, there

is nothing offensive in God's making out of the same Imp one vessel for

beauty and another for menial use.^- In the Is.xlv passage, Cyrus is the key

figure. Since the imagery here is used to refer to God's dealings in history

with the nation of Israel, it is interesting to note the part played by Cyrus.

In this passage although Cyrus may not be a vessel of honour for the reason

2
that he is not a member of the nation of Israel, yet he is referred to as

the chosen or anointed one (v.l) and his usefulness is great in spite of the

fact that he is not a son of Abraham and the promise.

Although Paul does not explicitly refer to Cyrus, it is quite likely

that he did have this context (is.xlv) in mind and therefore intended to use

the story of Cyrus as the general background for his argument.^ The example

of God's use of Cyrus as His instrument is an excellent one to show the sov¬

ereign freedom of God to use men as He wills for the furtherance of His own

purpose.

1. Zxeuoc clc Ttprjv ( irtpCav ) does not refer to election or
reprobation and hence the problems of determinism etc. really need not
concern us here. Leenhardt opposes Michel's view (p.243,n.2) that this
means honourable or shameful vessels. Instead he claims that these form¬
ulae apply solely to the use of the vessels without implying any judge¬
ment of value. "There is nothing in common between the idea of a vessel
intended for a menial purpose and one intended to be destroyed", (p.256).
That the emphasis should be upon the use to which the vessel is put is
supported by II Tim.ii:20ff. where the quality of the vessel is mention¬
ed (i.e. gold and silver) but the main emphasis is upon their usefulness
(cf. also XL Bauer's Greek-English Lexicon, p.119).

2. "This ignoble vessel proved in fact to be very useful... His case shows
that.the advocates of a predestinarian interpretation entertain too
human an idea of the resources at God's disposal". (Leenhardt, p.257)-

3. This is in keeping with C.H. Dodd's emphasis that Paul often refers less
to a particular text than to the whole context in which it stands.
According to the Scriptures. London, 1962.
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Up to the end of v.21 Paul has concentrated on showing the absolute

freedom of God to act as He pleases. This point we may now take a3 proven.

Here we come to a critical stage in the discussion. What Paul has done is

to show that God has complete freedom, but he does not go on to say that God

is going to use this freedom to destroy or to cast off the nation of Israel

as the potter in Jeremiah did with his marred vessel. This is where so many

interpreters of this chapter have gone astray. They have assumed that since

Paul establishes God's freedom to do as He wills with Israel, that He is

therefore obliged to reject her. In fact Paul states just the reverse."'"
Having argued in a rather theoretical way, using historical figures as ex¬

amples, Paul now returns in v.22f to the concrete situation of Israel's

2
present unbelief. Instead of arguing that God is free to reject Israel,

what he claims is that God is free to endure Israel, to continue to endure

1. Cf. B. Weiss, "Gott sich dieses absoluten Rechtes nicht bediente, sondern
in Giite nach ganz anderen Normen verfuhr" (as quoted by Schmidt, pp.166-7)

2. Cf. Bornkamm "So drangt Paulus auch hier v.23f. sofort darin, die Dis-
kussion von abstrakten Moglichkeiten abzuschneiden und sofort auf den
Boden der in der Offehbarung seiner Gnade gesetzten Wirklichkeit zuriick-
zufuhren..." (Paulinischo Anakoluthe im Romerbrief." Das Ende des Ge-
setzes, 76-92 (pp.91-92.) The return to the 'facts of the case' is also
indicated by the change of tense - from the present to the historic
(Zahn, in Leenhardt, p.257> n.l).
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This point is brought out in the anakoluthic sentence comprising w.

22-24. The if-clause or protasis is provided but no apodosis. Barrett sets

out the meaning very clearly - "The construction is rhetorical in style,

•What if this is so?' being used for 'Why should this not be so?'; that is,

'This is in fact so, and there is no reason why it should not be so'."^ In

order to clarify the meaning of these verses, one or two points must first be

settled. The OeAcsv of v.22 may be taken as causal, i.e. 'what if God, be¬

cause He wished', or concessive 'what if God, although Pie wished'. The first

5 '
of these is to be preferred and this in turn means that the xcu should not

be omitted at the beginning of v.23,^ since this verse ought to be regarded

1. "Gottes <j.axpoOvijCa: ist nichts anderes als seine dcvoxV (iii:25)."
Bornkamm op.cit., p.91. Cf. Rom.ii:4» I Tim.i:l6j I Pet.iii:20. See also
J.'.Y. Horst, TDrlT, IV, 377-87- According to Leenhardt "the history of
Israel is to be explained only by the patience of God", (p.257)-

2. 2xet>r) opyf|C - these appear to be those vessels ox- agents such as
Pharaoh, and here possibly unbelieving Israel, who in a negative but de¬
finite way serve the execution of God's purpose. B. Weiss considers that
here the reference is to the Jews who, although they already experience
God's opYV nevertheless by God's patience destined to a good end
(as quoted by Schmidt, p.167). Kunck also discusses the possibility that
in the light of Jer.xxvii:25 (LXX) the idea here may not be vessels for
wrath but weapons or agents by which God's wrath is visited upon the dis¬
obedient. (He uses His weapons of wrath to destroy the land of the Chal¬
deans in Jer.xxvii.) liunck however is not able to make up his mind on
this point and it would seem that the other interpretation is better, p.
68. See also Schlatter, p.305, Str/Bill. Ill, pp.271-72.

3. The RSV reading "made for destruction" is not the best rendering of
xatTjpT t, cms vet. As Leenhardt points out, if it is translated "prepared
for perdition" the suggestion is that someone has prepared them i.e.
God. But the fact that the perfect tense is used here must not be over¬
looked (as it tends to be in the RSV translation) because the perfect sug¬
gests that a certain state has been reached - the vessels are in a certain
condition whicli makes them ripe for destruction. Although he was familiar
with the word •xpoxenrapt L £co (cf.II Cor.ix:5) Paul does not use it here,
although it would have provided a parallel to ■xporjtot,Jtuosv (Leenhardt,
p.250).

4. P.189.
5- Cf. Bornkamm, op.cit., p.91; Schmidt, p.l67; Barrett, p.190.
6. Probably because of the difficulty experienced in translating tPiese verses

the xcu has been omitted in certain manuscripts. Cf. Bornkamm, op.cit.,
p.91.
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as parallel to v. 22, the xa I in v. 23 being talc en as parallel to the causal

participle in v.22.^ We should then translate the3e verses in this way -

"But what if God with great long-suffering 'endured the vessels of wrath',

'ripe for destruction', because He wished to show forth His wrath and to make

known His power, and moreover did so in order to make known the wealth of His

2
glory for the vessels of mercy, which beforehand He madeready for glory".

The reason for God's patience is given as being that He wished to show

forth His wrath and to make known His power and the wealth of His glory for

the vessels of mercy.^ This is a close parallel to the reasons given for the

raising up of Pharaoh in v.17 - for the demonstration of God's power and

the proclamation of His name in all the earth.^ The point that Paul is mak¬

ing would seem to be - what is it to anyone, if, as is actually the case,

God shows patience to disobedient Israel for the sake of His own glory and

His merciful purpose just as He once did in the case of Pharaoh long ago?

This interpretation means that God's patience and wrath are not to be regard¬

ed as two contrary forces; but both should be seen as different instruments

5
used in the furthering of His merciful purpose i.e. in the bringing of glory

1. Barrett, p.190.
2. Apart from changing 'prepared for destruction' to 'ripe for destruction'

this translation follows that of Barrett (p.109).
3. The clauses - "because He wished to show forth His wrath and to make known

His power" (v.22) are parallel to the clause "in order to make known His
power on the vessels of mercy" (v.23). All these clauses are subordinate
to the main if-clause - "But what if God ... endured" (v.22a).
Cf. Bornkamm, j?.91> Lagrange, p.241; Muller, p.32j

4. Thus GeXcov evdefgacrQat (v.22) parallels oraoq (v.17),
and ml iva Yvwpf°ll (v,23) is equivalent to om><;
(v.17). Thus Muller observes correctly that Paul in v.22 takes up the
scriptural citation in v.17 and gives an exegesis of it in the light of
the contemporary events (p.33).

5. Cf. Bornkamm "Geduld und Zorn stehen in dem hoheren Dienst sein Erbarmen
kundzutun",(p.91). Cf. also Muller "Das Verstocken dient dem Erbarmen",
(p.3l). On the question of the revelation of God's wrath, see C.E.B. Cran-
field "Horn.i;18." SJT, XXI (1968) 330-35.
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to the divine name.^" Thus it is no failure on the part of God's word, nor is

it inconsistent with divine faithfulness or righteousness if God in the out¬

working of His gracious purpose has chosen some of Israel and has temporarily,

for the sake of His purpose, hardened the rest whom He yet endures with much

patience.

Verse 24 is simply an expansion of v.23, outlining who in fact are the

2
vessels of mercy whom God has called. For the first time in ch.ix Paul,

having begun to relate his arguments to the contemporary scene, immediately

introduces the subject of Gentile Christians. The typically Jewish way of

stating the facts of the case (that many Gentiles and comparatively few Jews

have believed)^ is illustrated by Paul's first statement "Not from the Jews

only." This shows how far from Paul's mind is any conception of a Gentile

take-over of the heritage of the Jews. The church is composed firstly of

Jews, and Gentiles participate in salvation only in association with their

Jewish brethren.

1. On the meaning of SoHp. (v.23) cf. Muller's view "Das Wort meint wie im
AT so auch hier 'endgiiltige Verwicklichung seines (Gottes) Herrschafts-
anspruches an die Welt'. Der Apostel fasst mit dern Wort SoEp, die vor-
angegangenen Begriffe und Gedanken zusammen: die Freiheit des Erbarmens
(v.15) Gottes 8Cvapt,c, die Proklamation seines ovopa, (v.17) und die
&£ouo'Ca des Schopfers (v.2l)." (p.33)« "In Israels Geschick geht es

un Gottes S5£a ". (v.23). (p.32).
2. The 'effectual' calling which is mentioned here corresponds well with the

previous description of the vessels of mercy as 7tporp;of|-iaaEV
elc 6o£a.v . The priority of God is emphasized in both.

3. We emphasize again that Munck appears to minimize the number of Jewish
believers while at the same time magnifying the extent of Jewish persecut¬
ion. The number of believing Jews is sufficiently large for Paul to state
that the church is not made up of Jews alone (as if it could have been)
but also contains Gentiles.

4. •This is another way of saying "To the Jew first" in that the emphasis
centres not on the small number of Jewish Christians but on the surprising
fact (to the Jew) that Gentiles are also included. Cf. N.A. Dahl, "The
Atonement - an Adequate Reward for the Akedah? (Rom.viii:32)."
Neotestamentica et Semitioa. pp.27-28.
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Paul has emphatically declared the faithfulness and the freedom of God.

The climax of his argument is reached in the anakoluthic sentence in ch.ix:

22-24. As we have noted it is in these verses that Paul first mentions the

introduction of Gentiles into the church. Having arrived at certain princ¬

iples by means of his highly complicated and rather abstract argument, Paul

now returns to the understanding of the current missionary situation. This

is the reason why Paul does not provide the apodosis for the prota3i3 introd¬

uced in v.22. He wishes to return speedily to the application of his princ¬

iples to concrete reality and to escape as quickly as possible from mere

theoretical arguments. It is a pity that not all Paxil's interpreters have

been as keen to keep their theories in touch with the facts of the ca3e as

Paul himself.

Since Paul in ix:22.f. is actually setting out his interpretation of

the contemporary situation, this section must be regarded as a crucial one in

the understanding of the Roman letter. In iii:3 we have already had a preview

of this problem - ".'/hat if some did not believe?" Now, at last, Paul comes

to the point of facing the problem with the aid of the accumulated arguments

in the intervening chapters. We note also that up to this point we have found

no actual proof that Israel has been rejected. There have been several refer¬

ences to the fact that relatively few Jews have believed the gospel, but none

saying that they have been rejected by God. Even all the references to harden¬

ing and to judgement in this chapter have not in any sense provided proof for

the view that Israel has been rejected and replaced by the Gentiles in the pur¬

pose of God. In view of this conclusion it is unlikely that we will find any

1. Gf. Bornkamra, op.cit., p.92, contra Leenhardt who states that up to this
point (ixs30-33) Paul's reflections have remained on the level of abstract
doctrine. (p.26l).
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theory of rejection in vv.25-29 since these verses are mostly composed of

scriptural quotations illustrating and proving the points that Paul has al¬

ready put forward. Thus the content of these quotations is to be judged not

by what they may appear to state, but by the statements for the support of

which they have been introduced. This means that we cannot agree with

Schmidt's view that the emphasis in v.24 is on the in-coming of the Gentiles

and that therefore the following quotations are illustrations of this fact.^"
Verse 24 has two main points

(a) that the church is composed of Jews and (b) that it is composed

not of Jews only but also of Gentil.es. The Old Testament quotations are in-
2

troduced to illustrate and substantiate both of these points.

It may be granted that Paul does' place slightly more emphasis upon the

inclusion of Gentiles since he gives the scriptural quotations concerning

this (w.25-26) prior to giving these concerning the Jews (w.27-29). Paul's

proof for the inclusion of the Gentiles takes the form of two quotations from

Hosea - Eosea ii:23 (LXX ii:25) and Hosea i:10.^ Munck suggests that the

reason for Paul's addition of Hosea islO to ii:23 may have been his liking

for the phrase - the sons of the living God.^ Another interesting change

1. Op.cit., p.169.
2. Richardson, p.133.
3. Michel believes that the reference to calling in v.24 and again in vv.

25-26 has determined the order of the two Hosea quotations which, in his
opinion, belong to a collection of sayings already in existence prior to
Paul's use of them here. (pp.246-7). This view finds support in the
change of £oco in the LXX of Eosea ii:25 to xaXlou) in Romans ix:25«

4. Op.cit., p.^2. Leenhardt thinks that Paul makes the change because he
divests the personal names of their symbolic significance (p.260).
P.P. Bruce notes also the shift of application from Northern Israel to
Gentiles (Romans, p.196). Schoeps maintains that in Rabbinic exegesis
these quotations from Hosea were never understood to support the idea of
the rejection of Israel and her replacement by another people (op.cit.,
p.240).
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which Paul may have made is noted by Munck following a suggestion first pro¬

posed by Sanday and Headlam.^ This is the addition of exet to the text of

the LXX. As Sanday and Headlam noted, this means that Paul wishes to emphas¬

ize the place where the Gentiles will be called the sons of the living God,

i.e in Palestine. Munck feels that the significance of Jerusalem in the

thought of Paul makes it highly probable that Paul did insert this word vfith

the idea of emphasizing the proclamation of the Gentiles as sons of God in
2

Jerusalem possibly when Paul arrives there with his collection and accompany¬

ing representatives of the Gentile congregation."^ This interpretation adds

considerably to the significance of the Hosea quotation; it is now used to

imply that in Jerusalem - the place where the separation and distinction bet¬

ween Jews and Gentiles is most clearly emphasized - here the dividing wall is

broken down and the unity of all God's people recognised. The reference to

the 'sons of Israel' is the link which may have led to Paul's choice of his

next quotation - from Is.x:22.ff - "Though the number of the sons of Israel

be as the sand of the sea, only the remnant of them will be saved; for the

Lord will execute His sentence upon earth with rigour and despatch." (w.27-

28). The reason why Paul uses this quotation is not to emphasize the small-

ness of the remnant, i.e. that only a remnant will be saved, but to prove that

a remnant will be saved. Verses 27-29 are therefore not to be regarded as

1. Op.cit., p.264.
2. Cf. B. Sundkler, "Jesus et les pa'iens." AMNSU, VI, (1937), 1-28. Munck,

PS!.!, pp.285.ff; A. Fridrichsen "The Apostle and His Message." Uppsala
Universitets Aarsskrift (1947,3) Iff.; F.F. Bruce, "Paul and Jerusalem."
T.yndale Bulletin, 19 (19&Q) 3-25.

3. Christ and Israel, pp.72-73.
4. Gf. Richardson, p.133.
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2

as well as from the Gentiles.

In holding to this interpretation, we do not deny that this verse con¬

tains also a strong emphasis upon God's judgement,^ most obviously illustrat¬

ed by the fact of the smallness of the remnant, but the emphasis upon judge¬

ment along with mercy has been a feature of much of this chapter in which we

/i
have as yet found no verification for the view that Israel is rejected.

Paul is well aware that at present only a remnant of Israel believes

but his understanding of the meaning of this remnant is one that is hopeful

rather than pessimistic. V/e can see this more clearly by looking closely at

the context of the quotation from Isaiah. Here we find two specific themes

(a) God will execute his judgement swiftly and thoroughly by means of the

Assyrians, (b) only a remnant of all the great number of Israel will be saved

but soon God's indignation against Israel will come to an end and will be

directed instead against the Assyrians. The twin themes of the Isaiah passage

1. Contra 3. Lindars, Hew Testament Apologetic, pp.242ff., and PSM, ch.x.
J. Jereraias gives a very full survey of those texts which illustrate
the Old Testament hope that the Gentiles would come to the mountain of
God and there participate in the salvation of God. Jesus' Promise to
the Nations. (Ch.iii, pp.55-73).

2. Cf. Richardson, p.133. This is borne out by the y&p at the begin¬
ning of v.27 - showing that this verse is a continuation of the proof
already offered in w.25-26.

3. If v.28 is taken literally then it refers not to God's execution of His
sentence (RSV) but of His word ( hoyoc ) on earth. This would mean
that Paul regards God's word in the gospel as bringing both wrath (harden¬
ing?) and mercy, cf. Cranfield on Rom.1:18 (op.cit., pp.330-35)*

4. V/e have already noted that even when Paul uses arguments which by their
very nature could be turned into an anti-Jewish polemic, he is content
to use the argument only to make his specific point and not to develop
it in any polemical direction against the Jews, 'Cf. on iv:9-12 where
Paul does not claim that Abraham is first of all father of believing
Gentiles although his argument would have permitted him to do so.



are judgement and hope for Israel. The remnant theme, whilst it always im¬

plies judgement, is nevertheless a consolatory one.''" The Isaiah quotation is

a good example of God showing His wrath and making known His power (w.17 and

22), but the main point of the quotation is the evidence that a remnant will

return - as demonstrated by the names of Isaiah's son (ls.vii:3, viii:18).

It would be wrong to assume that Paul uses this verse to support a theory of

rejection, since this use would be completely foreign to the original con¬

text. The proper understanding of Paul's intention would appear to be that

although a large number of Israel is now unbelieving, the fact that already
2

a remnant has believed is itself proof that God has not rejected Israel

and a hint that one day He will restore her.^

1. Cf. V. Herntrioh and G. Schrenlc, TDHT, IV, 194-294 (esp. p.198). See also
Munck, pp.74-75> and Thesis p.396 n.l.

2. Cf. Maier, op.cit., pp.57«f«5 Munck, pp.74«f»
3. In this respect Paul differs from the Qumran sectarians who thought of

themselves as a 'saved remnant' but not as a 'saving remnant'. Cf. M.
Black, The Scrolls and Christian Origins, p.l68.
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Romans ix:30 - x:13.

The typical recurring phrase "What shall we say, then?" (v.30) in¬

troduces another stage in the argument.''" As is normal in Paul's argument in

Romans, he gives a summary conclusion of the preceeding discussion "before in-

2
troducing a new subject. What has long been assumed in this letter is now

openly stated - Gentiles have found righteousness but Israel,^ pursuing

after righteousness has somehow missed her goal. Here at last we are faced

with the actual missionary situation in which Paul found himself - a church

which was becoming more and more dominated by the great influx of believing

Gentiles and which was not really having much success in winning the majority

of the Jews to faith in Christ. In order to fully appreciate Paul1s explanat¬

ion of the reason for the Jewish failure to find righteousness, we must take

note of his positive approach in xsl.ff. Paul is not seeking to criticize or

condemn his fellow Jews on this point. He is simply indicating the fact of

1. As Sanday and Headlam note, Paul nowhere else in Romans follows iC ovv

epoupev by an immediate answer and were it not for the awkwardness there¬
by introduced into the construction it would be preferable to regard v.30b
as a second question as in ix:14 (op.cit. pp.278-9). If in fact Paul
intended v.30b as a second question it could be argued that his intention
was to give a more delicate form of introduction to his summary of Israel's
disobedience.

2. With Munck we cannot accept the older view that Rom.x is merely a recap¬
itulation from another angle of what has already been said in ch.ix.(op.
cit., p.70). Older exegesis tended to give three answers to the problem
of theodicy (which was considered to be Paul's theme in these chapters).

' This was because, taken separately, these three chapters appear to give
contradictory answers to the same question. Rom.ix is deterministic -

only the predestined will be saved. Rom.x is indeterministic - all who
believe will be saved. Rom.xi has aspects similar to both the previous
chapters - after a temporary hardening the whole people will be saved.
For a good discussion of the weaknesses of this interpretation see L.Goppelt,
Jesus, Paul and Judaism, pp.131.iV

3. The fact that Paul calls his own people Israel denotes that he is not mini¬
mizing their special standing in God's purpose, but is discussing them in
a sympathetic way.
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their unbelief and his interpretation of this fact. He does not minimize the

fact that Israel has gone the wrong way and not reached her true destination

(vv.31-32) but he acknowledges her zeal for righteousness (x:lf.) even though

it is a mistaken zeal and ill-informed (ob xax' e7uyvcocrtv ) (x:2). Paul speaks

as a witness to the good intent of Israel but sorrowfully acknowledges that

she has sought righteousness the wrong way ( o&x ex nCcrteux; epywv )
1 2

(ix:32). The result is that in her blind zeal, Israel has failed to recog¬

nize Christ as the foundation of true righteousness and tripped over Him in

her unbelief as Isaiah prophecied."^ The image in vv.30f. is that of runners

in a race (cf.ipexovceq in v.l6). The Jews are zealously running in the race

but running in their own (mistaken) way so that they stumble over God's chosen

1. "Paul cannot bring himself to say 'They sought it by works'; this is to him
so manifest an absurdity that he says 'as if it could be reached by works'."
(Barrett, p.193).

2. The possibility that Paul refers to the Zealot movement or similar attit¬
udes should not be ruled out. Recent studies on the history of the period
from 40 A.D. up to the Jewish-Roman war have shewn that the Zealots were
a much more influential and popular movement than Josephus' accounts in¬
dicate. Cf. VV.R. Farmer Maccabees, Zealots, and Josephuss An Inquiry into
Jewish Nationalism in the Greco-Roman Period. New York, 1956.
M. Hengel in Die Zeloten: Untersuchung zur judischen Freiheitsbewegung in
der Zeit von Herodes I bis 70 n.chru(Leiden, 1961) shows that even the
most fanatical Zealots were eschatologically and not merely politically
orientated. In the light of Hengel's research it seems unlikely that
Pharisaic Judaism was normative in the pre-war period. See also B. Reicke
"Der geschichtliche Hintergrund des Apostelkonzils und der Antiochia-
3pisode,Cal. ii: 1-14." SP pp.172-187> and The New Testament Era: The
World of the Bible from 500 B.C. to 100 A.D~ (London, 1969). In reaction
to older historians' relative disinterestedness in the political factors
in the life of Jesus Christ and in the development of the church, S.G.F.
Brandon tends to go to the opposite extreme and exaggerates its signific¬
ance. Cf. Jesus and the Zealots: A Study of the Political Factor in
Primitive Christianity. Manchester, 1967> (especially ch.vii).SeeW.R.
Farmer's criticisms of Brandon's book and the latter's reply to same.
Mod, Church, XI, (1968), pp.117-20.

3. The quotation in ix:33 as in I Pet.ii:4>6,8, is composed of Is.xxviii:l6
and Is.viii:14. Ps.118:22 was also commonly associated with the Isaiah
texts,cf. Lk.xx:17-18. The stress is upon Christ as the determining
factor in salvation. Cf. Munck, p.80.
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Messiah and, in spite of their striving ( 5iwxcov ix:31, l^ovvtec x:3)

they do not arrive ( oJnc ecpOaonv v.3l) at their intended goal. As we will

emphasize later, this image from athletics is important for our interpretat¬

ion of 1 telos',^" i.e. of Christ as the 'telos', the goal or winning post of

the race. But Paul speaks not as a Gentile gloating over the fall of Israel,

but as a Jew, profoundly concerned and praying to God that she too may share

in salvation (xsl). The significance of Paul's attitude for our exegesis is

that we will not expect to find in this section a polemical outline of the

failure of the Jews as many exegetes have done. We expect that although the

argument will be for righteousness, by faith in Christ and against all false

ways of salvation, it will not necessarily be anti-Jewish.

Paul's irenic attitude to Israel is demonstrated by his description

of their unbelief as due. to ignorance (x:3). We agree with Munck that Paul

in this section is speaking of the ignorance of the Jews during the earthly
2

life of Jesus. In I Cor.ii:8 Paul claims - "if the rulers of this age had

understood the wisdom of God, they would not have crucified the Lord of

glory", and in Acts we find it frequently stated that the Jews crucified

Christ in ignorance (cf. Acts ii:23,36,39; iii:13-14> 17-21,26; iv:10-ll etc.).

Even Jesus' words on the cross reflect this same view - "Father forgive them

for they know not what they do." (Luke xxiiii34)«^

1. The transliterated form will be used in this section wherever possible.
2. But we do not agree that Paul is speaking of a different kind of ignor¬

ance in x:19«f« as Munck suggests (pp.81 and 94»f«)» There is no basis
in the text for making this arbitrary distinction between the ignorance
displayed by the Jews at the crucifixion and that which Paul encountered.

3. Munck notes that according to Acts the obduracy of the Jews was only
gradually realized but that according to the final form of the tradition
contained in the Synoptic Gospels this obduracy is already evident among
the Jews at the time of Jesus' ministry. It is likely however that the
fact of continuing Jewish resistance to the gospel preaching led to a
greater interest in the theological understanding of this hardening,
(pp.82-83.)
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This ignorance can be otherwise described in terms of the Lav/ and of

righteousness. The Jews sought to achieve righteousness by way of the Law

i.e. by using the Law as a means to legal righteousness, but they did not
1 2succeed in fulfilling the Law and so failed to find righteousness. They

missed the goal of the Law - true righteousness, because they sought a

righteousness of their own achievement and did not submit to God's righteous¬

ness (as revealed in Jesus Christ) (x:3). This is the dark background of

Jewish unbelief which is presupposed in x:4« This verse marks the beginning

of Paul's exposition of what Christ the 'telos' of the Law has done, rather

than a continuation of what the Law and self-righteous Jews could not do.^
This leads us to the problem of the interpretation of 'telos' in x:4»

The basic issue in the text is whether 'telos' has the temporal sense of

1. This description of the failure of the Jews to fulfil the Law is the negat¬
ion of what Paul has claimed for believers in viii:4 where it is said that
the just requirement of the Law is fulfilled in those who walk according
to the Spirit. See F.F. Bruce, op.cit., p.198.

2. Bring notes that the Law and righteousness are virtually synonymous here
- a fact which must be borne in mind in the interpretation of x:4f--
"Paul and the Old Testament: A Study of the Ideas of Election, Faith and
Law in Paul with Special Reference to Rom.ix:30 - x:21." STh, XXV, (l97l)>
pp.21-60 (p.46).

3. See Bandstra op.cit., p.104. Schlatter (p.313) was the first to compare
Rom.x:4-11 with Phil.ii:10 in order to come to a clearer understanding of
this difficult section. In the reference to the humiliation and exalt¬
ation of Christ in Phil.ii, Schlatter found a useful parallel to Rom.x:5-7•
Munck further elaborates this and sets out the two texts in parallel
columns to show the connection between them. His view is, however, that
the parallel does not lead to any deeper understanding of the two texts
with the possible exception of confessing Christ as Lord, (op.cit. pp.
88-89). Bandstra continues the comparison of these two texts (Rom.x:4f.
and Phil.ii:7f.) and finds an additional parallel between Rom.x:5 and
Phil.ii:7f. Christ as the one who became obedient even unto death on the
cross is the equivalent of Rom.x:5 - the man who practises the righteous¬
ness v/hich is based on the Law shall live by it. This leads Bandstra to
the conclusion that in both cases the emphasis is not negative - on what
sinful men cannot do, but positive - what the One Man, Jesus Christ has
done, (p.104).



'end.' or •cessation1,"'" or whether it has the final sense of 'goal' or *out-
2

come'. The contrasts between faith and works in ix:30-31, between God's

righteousness and a righteousness of our own (x:3), and the righteousness of

the Law and the righteousness out of faith (x:5-6), have been regarded as

ample evidence for the temporal sense and Christ is thus considered as the

end of the Law as a means to righteousness."^ This is the meaning preferred

by the NEB which gets rid of the ambiguity of 'end' (which could be used both

in the sense of termination or of goal), and translates "For Christ ends

the Law", thereby actually strengthening the negative emphasis of the verse

1. This view with minor variations is held (among others) by Sanday and
Headlam (p.284); Althaus (p.97); Gutbrod (TDNT, IV, pp.1068.f.); Lietz-
man (p.96); Lagrange (p.253); Schlatter (p.31l); Munck (p.83); Bultmann
"Christus, des Gesetzes Ende" in Glauben und Verstehen, II (p.48); Schmidt
(p.175); Stuhlmacher, op.cit., p.93; E. Bammel, op.cit., pp.123.f.

2. In general support of this view we find - K. Barth, The Doctrine of God
(p.245); M. Barth "Jesus, Paulus und die Juden", op.cit., pp.60.f.;
H.W. Bartsch "The Concept of Faith in Paul's Letter to the Romans", op.cit
pp.51-52; R. Bring, Christus und das Gesetz. Kap.II - Eine Untersuchung
von Rom.x:4 (PP»35-72T1 C.E.B. Cranfield "St. Paul and the Lav/", op.cit.,
pp.48-53; F. Fluckiger "Christus, des Gesetzes 'TeXo?'", op.cit., pp.153-4
Others allow that both emphases are legitimate while differing as to
which is primary, cf. Du Plessis, op.cit., pp,142.f.; C.F.D. Moule "Fulfil
cent-Words in the New Testaments Use and Abuse". NTS, XIV (1967/68),
pp.301.f.; and "Obligation in the Ethic of Paul", op.cit., pp.401.f.;
C.K. Barrett"The Interpretation of the Old Testament in the New". The
Cambridge History of the Bible, Vol.1, pp.408-411. Michel is particularly
ambiguous in his views (cf. pp.255>f«); perhaps this is because this is
"one of the most hotly debated passages in the Pauline epistles." (Moule
"Obligation in the Ethic of Paul", op.cit., p.40l). In a recent article
Stuhlmacher has called for a reconsideration of the relationship between
the Law and the gospel in Paul's theology. "Das Ende des Gesetzes: Uber
Ursprung und Ansatz der paulinischen Theologie." ZThK, LXVII, (1970)>
PP.14-39.

3. Cf. Sanday and Headlam, who hold that the "principle of work righteousness
was brought to an end by Christ (pp.283.f.). The distinctions which they
make between the various uses of the law in Paul are based partly on the
anarthrous use of vopoc , the significance of which is open to dispute.
Cf. W. Lutgert, op.cit., pp.66.f. Ellison holds that by the omission of
the article before vopoc; , Paul shows "that he is not thinking of the
Law of Moses as an historical fact, but of a way of understanding and keep
ing it ..." (op.cit., p.57).
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by using a verb instead of the Greek noun. We feel that this translation does

less than justice to the original text. "Paul is not saying that Christ

destroyed or ended the Law (feAeutdv ) or that He is the 'cul-de-sac'

(teXeuvn ) thereof.""^ If this is what Paul says it means that he allows that

prior to Christ the achievement of righteousness by works was a perfectly
2

valid activity. Our modern distinction which regards the Old Testament as

'The Law' (in a legalistic sense) in contrast to the New Testament as 'The

Gospel* tends to encourage such a view,^ particularly evident among Lutherans.^
It is most unlikely however,that Paul, who argued so strongly in Rom.iv that

Abraham was. justified by faith, would allow that anyone at any time could be

justified by works of law (".. by such shall no flesh be justified." iii:20).

This problem is often overcome by the argument that Paul is not think¬

ing of the Old Testament use of the Law, but rather of the legalistic use by

the Judaism of his own time. He is not so much criticizing the Law as what

5
the Jews were doing with the Law. If we bear in mind the fact that the Greek

1. Du Plessis, op.cit. p.142.
2. It would also mean that Christ is the end of a false principle which, as

a matter of historical fact, He was not,since law-righteousness continued
to be the aim of the Jews. Cf. Barrett, p.198; Bandstra, p.101.

3. Of. Bring, op.cit. pp.21.f.; Ellison, op.cit. p.37«
4. Bring points out however, that although Luther did distinguish between the

Law in the Old Testament and the gospel in the New Testament (in order to
emphasize the grace of the gospel), Luther's own lectures on Genesis show
that he considered the chief content of the Old Testament to be the
promise that Christ would come (op.cit., p.23)• When -Luther interpreted
Rom.x:4 as saying that Christ is the end of the Law, this was in line with
his zeal to show that the gospel is the opposite of law-righteousness.
But he himself did not intend to drive a wedge between Christ and the Old
Testament, as Lutherans have sometimes tended to do, since his lectures,
given towards the end of his life, show clearly that he found Christ in the
Old Testament as well as in the New. Op.cit., pp.22 and 46.f.

5. Cf. H.N. Ridderbos, Romeinen. Kampen (1959)> pp.233-4 (as quoted by Du
Plessis, op.cit., p.123)•
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language which Paul used had no word-group to denote legalism , legalist or

legalistic, then we can appreciate the great problem Paul faced when he sought

to distinguish between a good Law and the bad use of it by the Jews."'" There

is no doubt that this fact helps us to clarify some texts where Paul's langu-
2

age concerning the Law is rather ambiguous, but it is doubtful if it is of

any help in this text. The e'c 61 xchoo~uvt]v cannot be equated v/ith kE, epYtov

etc. but is best understood as expressing purpose so that we should translate

the verse "For Christ is the completion of the Law that everyone who has faith

may be justified".^ But what law is intended here? We do not regard the Law

in this section as the Old Testament Law misused,^ or as the Mosaic Law which

is only part of the total revelation of God, or even as a reference to the

promises contained in the Law but "as the Law in its fulness as a revelation
/

of God's promises and righteous demands which were fulfilled in Christ and

5therefore reached their end in Him." That this interpretation of the Law is

correct is confirmed by the fact, which we have already noted, that in w.

30-32 Law and righteousness were virtually interchangeable and also that in

1. P. Althaus noted this when he attempted to explain Paul's understanding
of the Law. He differentiated between Law (Gesetz) and will of God
(Gebot). The latter is of a permanent nature but the former (Gesetz) re¬
presents God's will in the form it took due to sin. Gebot und Gesetz.
BFChTh. 46(2) (Gutersloh 1952), pp.14.f. Paul's lack of appropriate terms
to express motivation in one's use of the Law has also been noted by
C.E.B. Cranfield in his article "Paul and the Law". SJT (1964) p«55« More
recently C.F.D. Moule has expressed appreciation of Cranfield's approach
to this question and developed it in the essay "Obligation in the Ethic of
Paul". CHINT, pp.389-407.

2. Bring finds this of particular value in interpreting iii:21 (righteousness
of God apart from the Law) so as to avoid any suggestion of a depreciation
of the Old Testament which according to iii:22 witnesses to the same right¬
eousness as mentioned in iii:21 (op.cit. p.33). See also Moule, op.cit.,
pp.392.f.

3. Cf. Bring's translation of this verse. Op.cit., p.45*
4. Cf. Du Plessis' view - "The primary sense is a negative ones termination

of the profound fallacy that the fulfilment of the Law is a method of re¬
demption at all." (op.cit., p.I42).

5. Bandotra, op.cit., p.106.
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x:6-8 not only is the Law quoted but Christ Himself is understood by Paul to

stand in the place of the 'commandment'."'" Karl Barth gives a good interpret¬

ation of 'telos' in this verse when he understands it as dvaxscpaXatooatc the
2

sum or totality of all that the Law stood for. When we regard the Law in

this verse in its fullest sense and bear in mind the normal Jewish revulsion

against any suggestion that the Law should be abolished, it is unlikely that

the statement here means simply that Christ is the termination of the Law."^
If there is any suggestion of termination in the verse, this negative

4
sense cannot be primary, as Du Plessis suggests, but at best secondary.

This is more in accord with the normal meaning of New Testament 'telos'

according to Du Plessis' own investigation. Du Plessis found that "the New

Testament revealed a unique use of the word 'telos'." In this application

the creative appropriation of New Testament writers manifested itself

1. Cf. Bandstra, op.cit., p.106. See also Bring, op.cit., p.49« Lietzmann
notes that Paul has substituted the personified "Righteousness" for the
original phrase in Deuteronomy "this commandment", (op.cit., p.96). Acc¬
ording to A.T. Hanson the phrase "the righteousness based on faith says"
is an indirect way of expressing "Christ says" and Paul probably looked
on this word from Deuteronomy as originally uttered by Christ. "He simply
sees Christ speaking to Israel in this Old Testament passage." Jesus
Christ in the Old Testament, (p.38).

2. Barth believes that behind Paul's use of the term in x:4 is the rabbinic
concept of the 'kelal' as a comprehensive formula for the manifold con¬
tent of the Law." Church Dogmatics, II, 2. The Doctrine of God (p.245)«
See also Barth's discussion of ix:30-x:21. (op.cit., pp.240-59)•

3. Cf. C.P.D. Moule, "Fulfilment Words in the New Testament". "If Christ
is tehcx; vopou in a great fulfilling sense, He is more than the mere
termination of the Law. If He is TcXrjpoopa in the sense* indicated, it
is so that the Christian church may, in Him, go on to contribute to God's
7cXr;paopa • (p.30l). "If anything is superseded, it is not Torah as such
but a temporary covenant; and thus the finality, paradoxically is the
beginning of a new era." (p.302). A less favourable understanding of the
relation between Christ and the Law is shown by E. Baramel, op.cit., pp.
120-28. Cf. also J. Jocz "Jesus and the Law". Jud. XXVI (1970, pp. 105-
24-

4. Op.cit., p.142.
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conspicuously. 'Telos' received at their hands its Messianic and Eschatolog-

ical connotation and this motif provided the fundamental theme of New Testam¬

ent kerygma.For the New Testament writers Christ Himself determined the

meaning of 'telos' and all the separate uses of the word were determined by a

2
Christological basis. When we consider the Messianic and Christological em¬

phases surrounding the word 'telos' these are more likely to have fulfilment

rather than abrogation as their primary sense.^ Fliickiger's investigation of

secular and biblical uses of 'telos' supports this interpretation. He found

that at every place in biblical Greek where 'telos' can be translated by 'end'

(Ende), the basic meaning of 'goal* (Ziel) is also in the background.^ An¬

other factor gives additional evidence that the primary meaning of 1telos' in

v.4 is goal or completion. The Siunuov in ix:31 means striving after a

goal (cf. Phil.iii:12,14)• The Jews were running or striving after a goal

but did not achieve it. This goal of righteousness is, in x:4> declared to

5
be Christ. Bring gives as meaning for 'telos1 "the winning post in a race,

the completion of a task, the climax of a matter."^
If we accept the final sense of 'telos' as fulfilment or completion as

primary in x:4> it may be allowed that the secondary sense of end or termination

1. Op.cit., p.242. Cf. also p.135.
2. Cf. Du Plessis, op.cit., pp.242-3.
3. If the primary sense is fulfilment rather than abrogation, this has the

merit of emphasizing Paul's consciousness of the continuity between the
church and the Old Testament (a necessary emphasis in view of the outlook
of the Roman Christians). The problem with the temporal understanding of
'telos' is that it tends to make the Old Testament a sort of cul-de-sac,
(cf. Du Plessis, op.cit., p.242).

4. F. Fliickiger, "Christus, des Gesetzes ireXoc ". . TZ XI (1955)> PP»153-7*
(154).

5. Cf. Bring, Christus und das Gesetz, pp.35«f»> "Paul ajid the Old Testament",
p.47 n.22, Fluckiger, op.cit., pp.154-6, and Moule, "Fulfilment-Words in
the New Testament", op.cit., pp.301.f.

6. Bring, "Paul and the Old Testament", p.47*
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may also be included. As Leenhardt suggests "Christ puts an end to the Law

because the Law finds in Him its goal and its crown.""'' In any case it is not

a static abrogation of the Law that Paul intends by the word 'telos' because

'telos1 itself is a dynamic concept embodying the idea of one phase ending,

coinciding with the inception of another. Christ as the 'telos' of the Law

is not so much abrogation of the Law, but "an act of transition, of transform-
2

ation of its (the Law's) servitude from death to life." The final sense of

'telos' fits in better with eJc &txaiocr&vr)V and gives a better understanding

of the y&p at the beginning of w.4 and 5.
We have already asserted that the context of ix:30.f. shows that Paul

is not attacking the Jews but simply outlining their failure to find salvat¬

ion. In view of this we think it more fitting that Paul in x:3, instead of

proceeding to contrast the way of Christ with the error of the Jews in order

to magnify their sin, should proceed instead to explain that because the

Jews did not understand the real meaning of the Law (ix:3l) they could not

appreciate Christ as the positive fulfilment of that Law. We conclude then

that the y&P la x:4 means a continuation of the argument in x:3 and that

it refers to Christ not to emphasize the distance from salvation but to so

present Christ in Jewish terms^ as the completion of their revelation, that

1. Op.cit., p.266.
2. Cf. Lu Plessis, op.cit., p.142. See also the remainder of this section

"Christ, Conversion of the Law", (pp.142-46.)
3. The immediate context supports this interpretation and, as Suggs has shown,

so also does the content of the whole letter and the purpose for which it
was written; Although we do not agree with Suggs' view that this is a
letter completely dominated by the forthcoming visit to Jerusalem - a sort
of 'brief' to Jerusalem rather than to Rome, we agree with him that Paul
is anxious not to give needless offence to the Jews or to Jewish Christians
in Jerusalem. Paul's aim in Romans "is to make his position as palatable
as possible because of the Jews whose knowledge of his reputation would
make them dangerously suspicious of him, and because of his determination
to make it possible for the collection to serve as an efficacious symbol
of the oneness of the church", (p.298). M.J. Suggs, "The Word is near you:
Rom.x:6-10." CHINT, pp.289-312. Cf. Thesis pp.371 n.3, 449«f«
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their failure to recognize Him becomes all the more surprising."'" They who

strove for the fulfilment of the Lav; failed to recognize Christ v/ho Himself

fulfilled it. Paul is explaining in Jewish terms how his own people have

missed the gift of God in Jesus Christ. By virtue of the fact that Christ has

fulfilled the Law, life and righteousness are now freely available for the

people.of the Law. Likewise,life and righteousness are available on the same

2
terms to those without the Law. Gentiles have found this life but the major¬

ity of the Jews have not .because they have failed to appreciate the connection

between Christ and the Law.

The y&P in x:5 and the 6e in v.6 present more problems since these

have traditionally been regarded as plainly denoting a contrast between law-

righteousness and the righteousness of faith, and as such were basic to the

argument for the temporal sense of telos' in v.4. But neither of these words
M

need necessarily mean that this contrast is intended. If we are correct in

our view that x:4 sets out not what men cannot do, but what Christ has done

i.e. His fulfilment of the Law, then the ydp of v.5 may be regarded as intro¬

ducing the explanation of how Christ is the goal of the Law.^ He is the com¬

pletion of the Law by virtue of the fact that He lived it and practised it.^
Again the 6s of v.6 is only an insurmountable obstacle to our argument if

taken as adversative as is normally done. But this is not necessarily the

only possibility and it is quite legitimate to interpret it .as having only a

transitional or explanatory function and sow.6.f. as well as v.5 is properly

understood as a continuation of the explanation of v.4 of Christ as the goal

1. Cf. C.E.B. Cranfield, op.cit., p.49•
2. Cf. R. Bring, "The Message to the Gentiles". STh, XIX, (1965), pp.36-37*
3. Cf. Cranfield, op.cit., p.49-
4. Cf. Bandstra, op.cit., p.104.
5. Ibid, (n.133); W. Bauer, Greek-English Lexicon, p.170.
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of the Law.

This interpretation avoids the problem which we would otherwise have

of holding that Paul in v.5 quotes Moses (Lev.xviii:5) as an example of the

wrong kind of righteousness - law-righteousness, whereas in v.6 he quotes

Deut.xxx:12.f. (also from Moses) in support of faith-righteousness."'" Given
2

Paul's view of the Old Testament, it is unlikely as Bring asserts,that he

himself could set scripture against scripture in the course of his own argum¬

ent."^ As Ellis says,"The Scripture says, God says, and Isaiah says are for

Paul only different ways of expressing the same thing.Instead of setting

out a contrast between law-righteousness (v.5) and faith-righteousness (v.6)

Paul intends both quotations to support his claim that the righteousness now

5realised in Christ is that to which Moses also pointed. The righteousness

1. Bring believes that it is absurd to hold that Paul would use the Old
Testament in this way (op.cit., p.49)«

2. Ibid. Bring gives an excellent survey of Paul's attitude to the Old Test¬
ament. A.T. Hanson studies the same theme from a different point of view.
Though we may not always agree with their conclusions, the work of these
authors shows that Paul looked at the Old Testament as a Christian expect¬
ing it to witness to the Christ whom he had come to know in faith - a
very different view from our modern historical critical approach. On this
question see M. Black "The Christological Use of the Old Testament in the
New Testament" NTS, XVIII, (l97l)> pp.1-14-

3. There is of course the possibility that some of these texts were introduc¬
ed by Paul's opponents in the course of debate. Bishop Kirk who criticiz¬
es Paul very severely for his apparent misuse of Old Testament texts to
suit his own arguments, suggests that Deut.xxx:ll may have originally been
put forward by one of Paul's opponents as a counter argument in defence of
righteousness by the Law. Cf. The Epistle to the Romans, p.225. Michel
holds that Paul's procedure in x:6-7 is to be explained by the fact that
the synagogue understood Deut.xxx as the Law and played the passage off
against Christian preaching, (p.256 n.4)«

4. Paul's Use of the Old Testament, p.23.
5. Professor Barrett, although he holds that vv.5-13 are devoted to a con¬

trast between the righteousness out of the Law and that which is based on
faith, notes that "the Law itself points to a non-legal righteousness" and
goes to say that "in the present paragraph he (Paul) develops this point",
(p.190). The problem which remains for those who hold to the contrast in
these verses is well put by Feuillet - "Entre la justice de.la loi et la
justice de la foi le choix s'impose." "Le plan salvifique de Dieu d'aprks
l'dpitre aux Romains". RB, LVII (1950), p.498*
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the Old Testament witnesses i.e. the righteousness of faith (and not law-

righteousness) .

There has been much discussion as to what Paul mean3 by his quotation

from Deut.xxx:11-14 in v.6.f. Because of the striking divergence between
2

Rom.x:7 and Deut.xxx:13 some scholars have decided that Paul "is not using

his quotation as a rigid proof of what he asserts, but as a rhetorical form','^
or that "no stress is being laid on the fact that the Old Testament is being

quoted."^ Others like Kirk, as we have already mentioned, accuse Paul of

5
"drastic and unwarrantable allegorizing" of the Old Testament. It is_ poss-

g
ible that Paul gives a careless quotation because he is quoting from memory,

but it is much more likely from our survey of Paul's use of quotations in
7

ch.ix, in particular, that a sober, responsible citation is intended. The

first part of v.8 - "But- what does it say?" - is probably intended as an

abbreviation for "But what does the scripture say?" and the closeness of the

quotation in v.8 to the LXX (cf. Deut.xxx:14) adds further confirmation that
Q

a serious proof from the scriptures is being offered. So wherever it first

1. Gf. Bring op.cit. p.49* Cranfield op.cit. pp.49-50.
2. Rom.x:7 reads TCq wmafif&sxai etc tt}V a(3uCTO"ov; whereas Deut.xxx:13

reads Ttc Starapdcret e?c to 7tepav Trie GctXacroric;
3. Barrett, p.198.
4. Sanday and Headlam, p.289.
5. Op.cit., p.225. J. Knox comments "it is hard to see why Paul should have

chosen for use a passage for whose clear meaning he must substitute a
meaning almost the exact opposite." "Romans". Interpreter's Bible,IX,p.557.

6. Cf. M.J. Suggs "The Word is Rear You: Rom.x:6-10". CHIRP, p.300.
7. Suggs, op.cit., p.301; Michel p.257j n.l.
8. Suggs, op.cit., p.301. In support of his contention Suggs notes the

following points. "The ten verses which precede and the ten which follow
Rom. x:6-10 contain eleven Old Testament quotations. In no instance can
any of these citations be regarded as allusive; each is made to score a
point." The recurring phrase tout' eartv (vv.6,7,8) should be regarded
as an epexegetic parenthesis and, as its use in Heb.vii:5 and I Pet.iii:20
indicates, is a phrase that normally follows scripture citations (pp.301-2).
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originated (with Paul or his opponents) the question is used here by Paul as

the main basis of his argument.

The change from 'sea' to 'abyss' in Romans may well have been a delib¬

erate change by Paul in order to facilitate his argument in Romans. In late

Jewish speculation about Wisdom there are many parallels to Paul's arguments

in this section. The inaccessibility of Wisdom to men is a favourite theme

and the use of terms such as 'sea', 'abyss', 'deep' etc., witness to the

remoteness of wisdom fronj men. It is likely then that by the reference "Who

will ascend into heaven?" (v.6), Paul has in mind well known statements about

the inaccessiblity of Wisdom. The personification of the righteousness

based on faith may be regarded as an indication that Paul is also thinking of
2

personified Wisdom along the lines current in the Judaism of his time. In

I Corinthians Paul had taken the daring step of identifying the personified

Wisdom with Christ."^ Now in his effort to relate Law and Gospel, Paul takes

another step along the same lines as in I Corinthians. He equates Christ =

Wisdom = Torah.^

Suggs finds ample proof that this is a possible understanding of

Paul's intention in Rom.x:6.f, in the sermon in Baruch iiis9-iv:4« Here the

identification of Wisdom and Law is clearly made in a passage where Deut.

iii:ll-14 is interpreted as referring to divine wisdom and where the emphasis

is on God's election of Israel and His gracious gift of the Torah (Wisdom) to
C

"Israel whom He loved", (v.37). In Baruch the Wisdom who is unheard of in

1. Cf. Suggs, op.cit., pp.305f.
2. On this see W.D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism, pp.168-73.

H. Conzelmann, "Paulus und die Weisheit". NTS, XII, (1966), pp.231-44*
3. Cf. H. Koster's review of U. Wilckens Weisheit und Torheit in Gnomon

xxxiii, (1961), p.594*
4. Cf. Suggs, op.cit., p.304; F.F. Bruce, op.cit., p.204.
5. Op.cit., pp.307-11.
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Canaan and unseen in Teman (v.22), unknown even to the giants of ancient

fame (v.26), has been given to Jacob (v.37). "She ... is the Lav/ that end¬

ures forever". (iv:l). Baruch affirms of the Torah v/hat Paul affirmo of

Christ : "that by this instrument the v/ord is near you.""'"
The great significance of establishing a link between Paul and the

Wisdom tradition in Rom.x:6-10 is not merely that Paul is thereby acquitted
2

of gross mishandling of Deut.xxx:11-14• The significance lies in the fact

that Paul has sought to resolve the tension between Gospel and Law by the

identification of Christ with Wisdom-Torah. It is likely that by this

Paul hoped to rescue his gospel from the stigma of absolute opposition to

the Law by which it was so often described.^
The argument of this section goes somewhat like this. The right¬

eousness based on faith does not annul the Law but brings it to its true

goal, for 'the word of faith which is preached' is Jesus Christ, incarnate

Wisdom,v6|aou.^ The Jews should not think of the Messiah as distant

and inaccessible. Paul explains v/hat he means by descent to the abyss and

ascent to heaven. Human activity - in keeping the Law assiduously so as to

hasten the Messiah's coming^ - is not what is required. Incarnation and

1. Suggs, op.cit., p.309.
2. Paul models his 'pesher' on a Jewish Midrash still preserved in the

Heofiti Targurn. Cf. Black, op.cit., p.9«
3. Op.cit., p.311
4. Ibid. Although the Jerusalem visit is very much in Paul's thoughts as

he writes to the Romans, the Jev/ishness of the letter should not be under¬
stood, as Suggs claims, only with reference to Jerusalem. The Jewishness
of the letter is related to the situation in Rome where Paul also seeks
to unite Jewish and Gentile Christians.

5. Ibid.
6. Cf. Barrett, p.199* S. Lyonnet finds many parallels to Paul's exegesis

in contemporary Jewish exegesis. Cf. "Saint Paul et l'ex^gese juive de
son temps: a propos de Rom.x:6-8." Melanges Bibliques r6dig£s en l'hon-
neur de Andrd Robert. Travaux de l'Institut Catholique de Paris, 4>
pp.494-506.
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resurrection are God's work."*" What is required is not hard and not too far
2

off (Deut.xxx:ll) but it is near at hand. The Jews adhere closely to the

Torah and the Torah is incarnate in Christ, so Christ cannot be far from any

Jew. Christ, the incarnate Wisdom of Deut.xxx, is the 'word of faith' which

Christians proclaim (cf. the word of Christ v.17) and all that is required

is trust and public acknowledgement of Him as Lord.^
The influence of Deut.xxx:14 "But the word is very near you; it is in

your mouth and in your heart, so that you can do it", continues throughout

w.9 and 10 as well as in v.8.^ As Maier has shown the emphasis in x:5-13

is not to point out and prove the guilt of the Jews but that God has done

5
everything possible to win the Jews. Salvation is near and it is access¬

ible to Jews. The reason why the Jews ought not to seek to bring Christ down

from heaven or up from the abyss is not simply that it is impossible for them,

but because God has already done this and the Messiah is now present and near

in the proclamation of the word of faith which Christians preach. This in

fact means that the 'Age to Come' has already dawned and the eschatological
7

confession of Jesus as Lord is the only appropriate response.

1. Cf. A.T. Hanson, op.cit., p.38.
2. Cf. Barth, "While Israel reads its own Law, the Law of Moses, the word is

already nigh to it". According to Barth "all that we read in x:6f. is
one invitation, to participate in the Law's fulfilment." A Shorter
Commentary on Romans, p.127.

3. On the significance of this early Christian confession, see Barrett,
pp.200-201. Barrett believes that the conditional clause "if thou shalt
confess..." suggests that this was originally a baptismal confession.
See also Michel, pp.258-9*

4. Cf. Barrett, p.202. Michel notes that this whole section (x:l-13) shows
signs of credal and liturgical formulae and is obviously closely related
to the cultic life of the early Christian communities, (pp.259-60).

5. Cf. "Israel in der Heilsgeschichte", pp.86.f.
6. Cf. Lagrange, p.255; Michel, p.257*
7. Cf. Munck, op.cit., pp.87-89; Barrett, p.199*



In vv«9and 10, the two-fold description of the act of believing seems

to be directly related to the reference to the mouth and heart in Deut.xxx:14

and indicates not two separate acts but the total human response in acknowledg¬

ing Jesus as Lord.'*' Munck thinks it possible that by the reference to confess¬

ion in the credal formula of v.9, Paul may be thinking of confessing Christ
2

publicly before the Jews in Jerusalem. It would appear more feasible however

that Paul is simply describing the act of believing as a continuation of x:5f>>

where he wishes to show that it is possible for Jews to believe since the

Messiah has already come. In these verses he outlines the appropriate resp¬

onse to 'the word of faithwith -the assumption that Jews and Gentiles are

both capable of this response. This is borne out by the addition of ixac in

vsll to the quotation from Isaiah xxviii:l6 previously used in Rom.ix:33b.

Paul's intention is clearly to emphasize the complete universality of the

gospel at this stage. There is no distinction (as in iii:22) between Jew and

Greek since the same Lox'd is Lord of all and bestows His riches upon all who
5

call upon Him, for "everyone who calls upon the name of the Lord will be

saved", (vv.12-13).

1. Gf. Barrett, p.200.
2. Op.cit., p.89; Pallis, p.121.
3. Note the occurrences of pfjp.a in verses 8,17 and 18. The equating of the

'prjpa,' of Deut.xxxsl4 with the 'pfjpa' which we preach (v.8) 'and of both
with the pfjixa Xpicrrou (v.17) shows the drift of Paul's thought. "Inas¬
much as pfipia is enjoined in Deuteronomy, the pfipa of faith, namely the
gospel, which Christians preach was likewise enjoined by divine authority
and must be the means which confers salvation." A.Pallis, p.121.

4. It is particularly appropriate that just as in ch.iii the unrighteousness
of men before the Law means that there is no distinction, so now in ch.x,
where Paul emphasizes the fulfilment of the Law, he is able also to em¬
phasize the correlative of iii:22 - there is no distinction, since faith
is now open to all.

5. The description of God and the description of the faithful in this verse
have close affinities with Jewish liturgical practice and reflect the
cultic life of the early Christian community. Cf. Michel, p.260.
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We can understand the emphasis upon the universality of the gospel in

two different ways. We have already noted how Paul in x:4»f» seeks to re¬

late gospel and Law in a positive way so that he thereby shows that Law-keep¬

ing Jews are not far from Christ who is the fulfilment of their Law. Bearing

in mind that in ch.xi we meet Gentile Christians who boast that the Jews have

been rejected, it is quite likely that Paul's argument in ch.x is to show

that, far from being rejected, Christ is very near to the Jews and they are

still capable of believi-ng. According to this view Paul means by his emphas¬

is upon 'all' that Jews no less than Gentiles are called and are capable of

believing the gospel. We may also take Paul's argument here to refer to the

inclusion of Gentiles. Since Christ has kept the Law and completed it, there

is no longer any need for Gentiles to become Jews and to observe the Law, but

they can find the righteousness of God direct in Christ; since they live by

faith in Him, the completed Law, the Law as such has no jurisdiction over

them and they can be included in the people of God. In this view Paul's ar¬

gument is that since the fulfilment of the Law has come, the gospel is auto¬

matically a universal gospel calling Gentiles to the Kingdom equally with

Jews.

In our opinion the first of these views is the primary one in this

passage, although the second need not be entirely excluded. Since neither

view by itself offers an adequate explanation of Paul's -statements, it is

probable that both emphases are intended although we believe that Paul was

more immediately concerned with the question of the salvation of the Jews.

If both are to some extent intended this would give strong support for the

view that Paul intends to show the election of both Jews and Gentiles in

Christ, thereby challenging them to demonstrate the unity which is symbol¬

ized by the offering of the collection.
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Romans x:14-21.

The argument begun in ix:l proceeds through various stages to a climax

at x:13. This means that the first part of ch.x has closest connections with

ch.ix. The second part of the chapter (x:14«f.) is closer in thought to

ch.xi in that Paul prepares in it for his argument that the Jews have not

been rejected and that in His own way God will eventually save all Israel,

(xisl.f.). Chapter x:13 could be described as a watershed in Paul's argum¬

ent. Chapters ix:1-x:13•deal with the background of the situation describ¬

ed in x:14-xi:36.^" The transition occurs after x:13. Before proceeding to

study vv.14-21, it will be a useful exercise for us to review the progress

of Paul's argument from ix:l up to this point.

In ix:l, Paul expresses the most profound concern that his fellow Jews

with all the advantage of their past religious history should find salvation

in Christ. He is very conscious however, that up to this point in time, they

have not done so and that the majority of the Jews are still unbelieving. We

noted the likelihood that Paul may be repudiating the view that he himself is

anti-Jewish. Some of the Roman Christians may have believed that he was, on

account of his apostleship to the Gentiles. In our opinion the source of this

and other misrepresentations of Pauline doctrine is more liable to be Gentile-

Christian rather than Jewish. It is probably in response to anti-semitic

feeling that Paul in ixsl.f. restates the advantages of Israel. From this he

proceeds to show that God's promise has not'failed despite the disobedience

of the majority of the Jews. Paul is leading up to the apex of his argument

which is that God calls whom He chooses, and that His call is not simply a

1. Cf. Richardson, p.130.
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response to human actions, but is determined only by His own unconditioned

mercy, (ixsl.f.).

It is for this reason that Paul asserts in ix:6 as a basic presuppos¬

ition of his argument that God's word has not failed. God's way has always

been to choose from within the nation of Israel His own children of promise.

Jacob and Esau illustrate this point. We note Paul's frequent reference to

the Old Testament to substantiate his argument. This is chiefly because the

freedom of God to chooseHis own people can only be adequately illustrated

from God's ways of dealing with His people as outlined in the Old Testament.

This is one reason for the Jewishness of Horaans ix-xi. In these chapters

Paul uses the history of Israel to illustrate the freedom and the mercy of

God."'" The constitution of God's people in the Old Testament is the best

guide as to how God re-constitutes His people in the new aeon.

But Paul's argument is not primarily intended for Jewish Christians.

"Despite the fact that the objections in vv.14 and 19 would seem at first

glance to demand a Jewish objector as their source, this is not necessarily

so. The first objection that there is injustice on God's part and the

second that if God chooses arbitrarily among the nations, He ought not then

to attribute blame, can both be satisfactorily explained as having originat¬

ed from Gentile Christians. We noted in connection with ixi14-29 that Paul

seeks to establish the freedom of God to choose those whom He wills. But

we found that this argument was not intended to provide a theory of reject¬

ion concerning the Jewish nation but was used instead as a basis for the

thesis that if God is free to reject, He is also free not to reject. Viewed

1. Cf. T.W. Manson's description of these chapters as "the righteousness of
God in history". "Romans". New Peake, p.179*
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in thin light, the argument is seen to be a preparation for Paul's teaching

in ch. xisl.f. that God has not cast off His people in spite of their disob¬

edience.

The objections could then be understood in this way. Roman Gentile

Christians believe that God has rejected Israel; according to their opinion

if He has not,then this means that there is partiality with God. The answer

to this problem is that God's choice is not determined by the action of men,

whether good or bad but.only by His mercy. It is God's free mercy which

alone can explain His patience with Israel.

The second objection in v.29 leads on from this. If God chooses

freely whom He wills, then this must rule out the possibility of judgement

since God's election removes human responsibility. Paul does not really

answer this question, but implies that the question itself reveals a wrong

spirit in the one who asks it. In any case, contrary to what older comment¬

ators thought, Paul is not concerned with the question of theodicy or even

with establishing human responsibility.^" Indeed this type of question i.e.

of human responsibility in the face of divine election shows by its content

that it is more likely to originate from a Gentile rather than a Jewish

person in that the Jews did not differentiate so clearly between a man's

own actions and God's providential ordering of his life. The only answer

Paul is prepared to give is that God's purpose of mercy - to choose for Him¬

self a people from both Jews and Gentiles (v.24), is sufficient reason for

men to praise and trust Him, (cf.xi:33).

If God had not acted in mercy the Gentiles would not have been brought

1. Contra Sanday and Headlam (p.295) who take the view that Paul must show
that the Jews have had the opportunity of knowing about salvation and
that therefore their ignorance is culpable; See also Munck, pp.89«f.
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within the 3phere of salvation (ix:22.f.). But likewise, if God had not been

merciful with regard to Israel, they would have been like Sodom and Gomorrah

(vv.27-30). Chapter ix basically establishes God's right (and power) to save

whomever He chooses in His mercy, whether Jew or Gentile.

In ix:30 Paul presents a summary conclusion in question form. What

are we to say as a result of our discussion? It would appear that Gentile3

have found salvation and that Jews have not. The new section which begins in

v.30 discusses why it is. that Israel has actually not believed. The explan¬

ation is that they have sought salvation the wrong way and stumbled blindly

through ignorance (ix:30 - x:3). .-They have tended to regard Christ and the

Law as representing mutually exclusive modes of existence. They have failed

to appreciate the connection between the Law for which they are so zealous

and Christ who is the fulfilment of the Law (x:4)«

Despite this the word - the living Word, Christ as incarnate Wisdom

- is near them and since they have not been rejected, it is still possible

for them to believe. The climax of the section comes in w.12 and 13, where

it is stated that there is no distinction between Jew and Gentile and that

everyone (whether Jew or Gentile) who calls on the name of the Lord will be

saved.

We have not felt it necessary to regard chapters ix and x as separate

sections; there is no significant break in the argument between them. This

is well brought out by Richardson who divides ix-xi into two sections, ixil -

x:13 and x;l4 - xi:36. Richardson believes that this division into two sect¬

ions rather than the usual three concentrates attention on the practical

matters of whom God calls, how He calls and what that call's effect is.^"

1. Op.cit., p.130.
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The words moc oov introduce a new section in v.14.^" As is usual

Paul begins with a question; this is the first of a series of questions

which succeed one another in w.14 and 15. It is possible as Sanday and

Headlam note, that the use of the subjunctive in v.14 indicates that the

question is not the question of an adversary, nor merely rhetorical, but
2

deliberative. In this verse Paul begins to consider the conditions ne¬

cessary for the realization of faith. Having established that whosoever

calls upon the name of the Lord will be saved, he begins to inquire if in

fact these conditions have been fulfilled for Judaism.

From the IrciuaXfiiv of v.13 Paul proceeds to enumerate in reverse

order the various stages in the process by which men are eventually led to

call upon the name of the Lord. By means of a series of questions Paul

works out the conditions necessary for salvation back to their starting

point. In order for men to call upon the name of the Lord they must first

believe in Him.^ But how can they believe except they hear His call and

how can they hear except men are commissioned to preach the gospel to them?

The quotation in v,.15b from Is.52:7 may be interpreted as a scriptural

proof that preachers have been sent as Christ's ambassadors and that the

gospel has been proclaimed by them.^ But another possible interpretation

1. Cf. Sanday and Headlam, "the word ovv , as often in Paul, marks a stage
in the argument", (p.295)•

2. Ibid. These authors do point out however that Grotius understood w.14
and 15 as objections of an opponent to which Paul replies in w.l6.f.
(p.298).

3. YIe take the subject of e7U mksGiovixu in v.14 to be those who may
call upon the name of the Lord in the present or the future, rather than
who actually do so i.e. this is most probably referring to the Jewish
nation. Cf. Munck, p.91.

4. Cf. Munck, p.90. This quotation is closer to the Hebrew text than the
LXX. In Rabbinic literature this text was already interpreted as referr¬
ing to the Messianic era. Cf. Str/Bill. Ill, pp.282.f., Michel,p.261 n.2.
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seems more fitting in this context. This regards the quotation as a script¬

ural illustration summarizing and concluding the description of the process

of coming to faith as outlined in w.l4.f.^" This interpretation is support¬

ed by Paul's use of m&'toc; to connect the quotation with the preceding

sequence of thought.

It may be that Paul has also a secondary purpose in mind here. Al¬

though we have no proof that this may be so, it could be that Paul is giv¬

ing a reason why his forthcoming visit to Jerusalem is not out of keeping

with his view of the gospel. If Paul regarded his visit to Jerusalem with
2

the collection as a means of witnessing to Israel, then this emphasis on

the need for the proclamation of the gospel to all, so that all may call-

upon the Lord can be seen as an apology for his continued concern for, and

evangelization of the Jews.

In w.l6.f. the provision of the means by which Israel may hear the

gospel is related to the contemporary situation. In spite of the fact that

the necessary conditions have been fulfilled, one thing is still lacking

i.e. faith - "they have not all heeded the gospel", (v.l6). This verse re¬

minds us as did ix:6 of the distinction that exists within the nation of

Israel, - "not all who are descended from Israel belong to Israel." Again

we note that this is stated simply as a straight-forward recording of fact

and even this Paul does with great tactfulness. He could have said that

1. Cf. Michel, p.261.
2. Gf. Nickle's statement in his concluding summary of the theological

significance of the collection project. It is "an eschatological pilgrim¬
age of the Gentile Christians to Jerusalem by which the Jews were to be
confronted with the undeniable reality of the divine gift of saving grace
to the Gentiles and thereby be themselves moved through jealousy to fin¬
ally accept the gospel." (op.cit., p.142).
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comparatively few Jews have believed or even that a great majority are

disobedient, but this is not in keeping with Paul's approach in Romans and

particularly in these chapters.

Munck expresses surprise that commentators are almost unanimous in

agreeing that the aim of ch.x, including x: 14-21, is to demonstrate Isra¬

el's guilt.^ Israel's guilt _is mentioned here but it is not stressed as a

main theme. The most to be found is a description of Israel as "a disobed¬

ient and contrary people", (x:2l), but "Paul is not labelling this as guilt
2

any more than he does Israel's negative attitude in w.3 and 16".

The reference to Is.53si in v.l6 is designed to show that a refusal

to obey the proclamation is in accord with Old Testament prophecy^ or that at

least it is not inconsistent with it. This kind of unbelief is no new

occurrence. "A negative response to the gospel is common to both prophet¬

ic and apostolic witness."^ Here it is the apo3tles who are reporting^
and are asking themselves the question "Lord who has believed what he has

heard from us?" Munck sees a parallel to this in the story of the miracul¬

ous draught of fishes in Luke v:l-ll where Peter says to Jesus "Master we

toiled all night and took nothing." The parallel is obvious, but surely

it is exaggerating the general unbelief of the Jews to claim that the miss¬

ion to Israel is equivalent to nothingl

Verse 17 is a brief concluding summary which rounds off the section

which began at v.14. We ought not to treat this verse simply as a repetition

1. pp.89-90.
2. Munck, pp.89-90*
3. Cf. Schmidt, p.181. Leenhardt, p.274«
4. Barrett, p.204-
5. Cf. Munck, p.93.
6. Ibid.
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of v.14 or as a connecting parenthetical remark.^ There may be some doubt

as to whether v.15 or v.16 has been misplaced and one doe3 get the impress¬

ion that Paul adds v. 17 as a sort of afterthought. F.W. Maier however is
2

of the opinion that in v.17 Paul is still thinking of Is.liii:l. The point

that Paul is making is that there are three essential elements in the apost-

olate to the Jews; the first is faith, the second is the message proclaimed

and the third is the divine commissioning of apostles.^ Of these three

essentials the last one has been fulfilled. The only question that remains

is whether in fact the Jews have really had the message preached to them.

This is answered in vv,18.f.

We note once again how Paul continues to ask suggestive questions in

order to introduce new sub-sections. We note also that the tone is still

gentle and that there are no expressions of abhorrence in this section.

Verse 18 takes up the question raised by the statement in v.l6 that not all

the Jews have believed. One excuse that might be made for their unbelief^
is that they may not actually have heard the gospel and therefore were pre¬

vented from exercising faith. This possibility is emphatically denied in

v.18 by means of a direct quotation from Ps.xix:4(LXX). In the original

psalm the quotation describes how universally the works of nature glorify

God. But Paul does not quote this in order to emphasize the universality
5

of the gospel. He means to refer to the universal proclamation of the

1. Gf. Munck, p.93. See especially the survey of the various interpretat¬
ions of this verse in note 131 of this page.

2. Op.cit., pp.90-93.
3- Ibid.
4. Cf. Sanday and Headlam, p.298.
5. Lagrange, p.262 contra Sanday and Headlam, pp.298/9« Munch's statement

concerning Paul's use of the Old Testament is very relevant here: "The
quoting of the texts from scripture cannot without weighty reasons be
reduced to a mere appropriation of biblical expressions as a dress for
one's own thoughts." (p.95). See also Thesis pp. 388-89.
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Gospel to the Jews throughout the world. It is not the nature of the gospel

message but the extent of its proclamation with which Paul is concerned.''"
Munck holds that the quotation from the psalm in v.18 is intended to

2
signify that the mission to the Jews is already completed. Since the

mission has been rather unfruitful, it is one thing to claim that certain

geographical regions have been evangelized but quite another to say that the

mission has been completed. As we have already suggested, it is likely that

Paul thought of his collection project and visit to Jerusalem as a means of

witnessing to the Jews. It is quite possible that Paul thought of the de¬

livery of the collection as the climax of the Jewish mission and, if this is

so, Munck is to that extent correct. Nickle's view seems preferable however.

He considers that the intention of Paul's visit to Jerusalem with the collect¬

ion is to revive the Jewish mission.^ The problem with Munck's view is that

he is inclined to identify the completion of the Jewish mission with its

cessation and also to assume that in future it would be unnecessary to evang¬

elize the Jews.^

1. Cf. J. Knox "Romans xv:14-33 and Paul's Conception of his Apostolic
Mission". JBL, LXXX (1964), pp.1-11.

2. pp.96-99* Munck's emphasis on the representative nature of the evangel¬
ization must not be overlooked as it is essential to his interpretation
of the Jewish mission as completed.

3. Op.cit., pp.136-7-
4. See K. Stendahl's foreword (p.9) to Christ and Israel. Here he seems to

have got Munck's general position quite clear: "the final 'yes' to the
Jews is to be a miracle of God, reserved for God's own time. At no point
does Paul urge the Gentiles to carry on a mission for the purpose of con¬
verting the Jews." Against this we may assert that Paul's collection
effort seems to have some reference to the salvation of the Jews i.e.
divine miracles do not rule out the necessity for human endeavour or hum¬
an agency. Secondly, whilst it was probably not fitting for Gentiles to
evangelize Jews, it seems likely that Paul would assume that every Jewish
Christian would seek to win his own people to faith. The Gentile repres¬
entatives who accompany Paul with the collection can in some sense be re¬
garded as the evangelization of the Jews by means of the Gentiles. Part
of the problem here is that it is difficult to define the three periods
into which Munck divides the Jewish mission, (see pp.l24.f.).
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Verse 19 is very similar in form to v.18. A brief introductory

question is followed by a quotation from the Old Testament. We may para¬

phrase the question thus: despite the fact that Israel has heard the gospel,

is it not possible that she did not understand it? Because of the similar¬

ity in form between w.18 and 19 the answer to this question is generally

assumed to be a repetition of the answer to the question in v.18, - on the

contrary, of course she did.'*' From this it has been concluded that Paul is

seeking to prove the responsibility and hence the guilt of Israel. There

are several indications however that this view is incorrect.

The most important one is .that according to the text the question as

to whether or not Israel has understood the gospel is left an open question.

We have no reason to suppose that since Paul supplied no immediate answer

we are at liberty to insert the same answer as in the preceding verse. It

is not by accident that the pevouvye is not repeated. Richardson right¬

ly points out that the usual understanding of w.14-21 as referring to

complete Jewish failure to hear the gospel can only be arrived at by neglect¬

ing the emphatic conclusion of v.13, "Every one (Jew and Greek) who calls

upon the name of the Lord," and the logical connection of x:14 with what
2

precedes. Paul has deliberately not answered this question as to Israel's

understanding. When we remember that in x:3 Paul has already stated that

Israel is ignorant of God's righteousness, this should lead us to expect a

negative answer to the question concerning Israel's understanding in v.19.

It is unlikely that Paul will contradict himself in the space of a few

verses.

1. E.g. Sanday and Headlam, pp.299-300; Munck, p.100; Barrett, p.205.
2. Gp* ext., p.134•
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Another factor that points to uncertainties in the generally accepted

view that Israel has understood, is that it may be disputed whether it is

correct to take eyvoo as referring only to intellectual comprehension.

Bultmann correctly maintains that this word refers not to intellectual com¬

prehension but full knowledge - acknowledgement and grateful submission to

what is known."'" If this is correct, it is plain that instead of concluding

that Israel did know, we mu3t assert the opposite, that she was ignorant of

the true knowledge of God, as in x:3.

These reasons are strong enough by themselves to prevent us from

assuming that Paul believes that Israel has fully understood the gospel but

refused it. Another factor makes this even more likely. This is the quest¬

ion of the place of Tcpwroq in the sentence. Munck rejects Zahn's suggest¬

ion that the KoohcQ should be joined to the preceeding eyvto rather
2

than to the succeeding quotation from Moses. In Zahn's opinion the con¬

cern is not so much to do with Israel's unbelief as with the order of events

in the divine economy of salvation.^ This suggestion is particularly attract¬

ive in view of the emphasis "to the Jew first and also to the Greek" in 1j16

and ii»9«f« It is also very appropriate at this stage in the argument in

that Paul is now about to deal in ch.xi with the apparent reversal of events

in the 'Heilsgeschichte', in which the salvation of Gentiles has preceded

1. TDNT, I, pp.704-5.
2. pp.99-100.
3. Per Brief des Paulus an die Romer. 3 Aufl., 1925» PP'491.1. Leenhardt

says of Zahn's interpretation "Grammar supports this but the meaning
loses." (p.275).
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that of the Jewish nation.""

Zahn suggests that this verse has to do with the question of the

priority of Israel i.e. has Israel not first of all nations become acquaint¬

ed -with the gospel? Since salvation is first of all for the Jew, how can

Paul claim that salvation has come and yet the Jews have not understood?

This interpretation is preferable to that of Munck who, on this point rather

surprisingly follows the traditional opinion: "Israel has understood while

2
remaining unwilling to receive the offer of salvation." Munck notes that

this interpretation causes this text to differ from other New Testament

texts which normally state that hardening affects the very sight and hearing,

so that it is no longer possible to understand what is preached.^ In our

opinion Munck could have avoided this discrepancy and also the similar prob¬

lem arising from his assertion that Paul is not speaking of this same thing

in v.3 as in v.19^ by following the alternative interpretation proposed by

Zahn.

1. The pre-Pauline understanding of the sequence of events centred around
the repentance and restoration of Israel. In so far as the Gentiles
sought to destroy the people of God and could thus be regarded as God's
enemies, they were to be defeated and destroyed. The prophets had
emphasized however that God was God of the whole earth and that salvat¬
ion would therefore eventually include all men. According to this view
the salvation of Israel would become the means whereby Gentiles are
brought to share in salvation on the same terms as Israel. The former
exclusivist view was the dominant one in New Testament times and a

nationalistic outlook held that all Gentiles would be destroyed save
for those few who became a part of Israel to be servants to the chosen
people. Jesus appears to have followed the prophetic emphasis that
salvation is first of all for the Jews, and only then for Gentiles.
Paul reverses this understanding of the pattern of events in view of
the contemporary missionary situation. Cf. F.Hahn, Mission in the
New Testament, SBTh, 47? (London 1965), pp.19-21. J. Jeremias, Jesus'
Promise to the Nations, SBTh, 24 (1958), pp.4^.f. and 55-73. P. Volz,
Die Bschatologie der .judischen Gemeinde im neutestamentlichen Zeitalter,
2 Aufl. (Hildesheim 1966), pp.357»f»> an<3 Munck, PSM, pp.247-281.
p.100.
Ibid.
Cf. pp.81 and 99*^»

2.
3.
4-
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We must now turn our attention to vv,19b.f. to 3ee whether they are

in harmony with this interpretation. The first quotation, "I will make you

jealous of those who are not a nation; with a foolish nation I will make you

angry", is taken from Deut.xxxii: 21. The quotation refers to a threatened
2

judgement upon the people of Israel for worshipping false gods. Because of

this God will temporarily favour the "Not a People" (which Paul takes to

mean the Gentiles) in preference to those who consider themselves the people

of God.

A similar emphasis upon God's judgement of Israel by means of the

nations is also found in the prophetic literature. In this the emphasis is

upon the severity of God's judgement on account of the faithlessness of

Israel. Paul has taken up the concept of God's disciplining of Israel by

means of the Gentiles, and developed it to explain the contemporary situat¬

ion in which he believes that God is going to win the Jews by making them

jealous of the favour shown to the Gentiles."^ Viewed in this light the

quotation in v.19b is obviously a preparation for Paul's argument in xisl.f.

The next quotation is preceded by Paul's introductory comment "Isaiah

is so bold as to say", (v.20a). We may well ask wherein does Isaiah's bold¬

ness consist? Possibly it consists in the fact that this prophet dared to

oppose the prejudices of his fellow-countrymen.^ The point of the Isaiah
5

quotation is that it stresses the divine readiness to accept those who at

1. With the exception of substituting upae for aJ)iou<; the citation
follows the LXX.

2. Cf. Leenhardt, "today is happening the very thing with which God
threatened Israel." p.275-

3. See Nickle's excellent summary of Paul's understanding of the 'Heils-
geschichte' in relation to that of Judaism and Jesus. Op.cit.,pp.130-135•

4. Cf. Sanday and Headlam, p.298.
5. Apart from the inversion of the clauses, the quotation follows the LXX

of Is. lxvsl.
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present are disobedient and unwilling to listen to Him.

An interesting feature that emerges from our study of these verses is

Paul's use of the Old Testament. As Munck notes,Paul means to make a serious

point with each quotation."'' They are sometimes used as scriptural proof for

Paul's statements, but they are not used merely to adorn or simply to illust¬

rate his point. They are part of the argument itself. This fact constitutes

part of the problem of their interpretation, as there are many quotations in

this section and little explanatory comment to help clarify how Paul meant

them to be interpreted.

Richardson has drawn attention to an important and at the same time

a neglected aspect of Paul's use of the Old Testament which is demonstrated
2

in Rom.x:20-21. The quotations from Is.lxv»l-2 which Paul uses here

originally referred to a single group of people. But Paul considers them

to refer to two groups i.e. Israel and the Gentiles. Richardson explains

the procedure which Paul adopts here in this way. "Under the influence of

'ethne' in Is.lxvslb (which he does not quote) Paul applies the idea of

that verse to Gentiles, and 'laos' in Is.lxv:2 predisposed him to apply

that verse to Israel."^ Richardson notes that despite a certain degree of

flexibility in the understanding of 'ethne', both here and in the other

Pauline epistles 'laos' retains its primary reference to Israel.^ The

1. Cf. Munck, pp.71.f. and 95-f« On the question of Paul's use of the Old
Testament see 0. Michel Paulus und seine Bibel, Gutersloh 1929; C.H.
Dodd According to the Scriptures, London 1962; E.E. Ellis Paul's use of
the Old Testament, Edinburgh 1957; B. Lindars Hew Testament Apoletic,
SCM 1961; A.T. Hanson Jesus Christ in the Old Testament, London 1965;
H. Ulonska "Paulus und das Alte Testament", Dissertation, Miinster 1964
(unpublished); M.Black, op.cit., pp.1-14.

2. p.135.
3. Op.cit., p.212.
4. Op.cit., p.212, see also p.214.
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interpretation of 'nation' as meaning 'Gentiles' is readily understandable

even though this is not necessarily what was originally intended.

The full meaning of vv.18-21 can be appreciated only by regarding

these verses as a unity. The Isaiah quotation in v.21, "All day long I

have held out my hands to a disobedient and contrary people", (ls.lxv:2,

LXX),^ must be understood in the light of the context in which it is used

here. In the quotation it is evident that Israel is disobedient and yet

the emphasis is upon the.great patience of God in tolerating and not dest¬

roying His disobedient people. Some commentators seem to feel that because

the text claims that God has stretched out His hands all day, this day is

now at an end and God has rejected Israel. This is to put too much stress

on the image itself. The context in Rom.x shows that Israel has had the

gospel preached to her. She has heard (v.18) but she has not understood.

God's plan is to make her jealous by those who are "Not a People" (v.19).

This implies that God is patient with Israel until His purposes are ful¬

filled. This is the reason why the quotations from Moses and from Isaiah

are included in w.19 and 20. These verses indicate God's roundabout way

of reaching Israel; but this roundabout way requires great patience. In

view of this we may confidently assert that v.21 depicts 'the waiting

Father' whose hands are stretched out still. This fits in very well with

our interpretation of v.19 an8 with the next verse (xi:l), where Paul re¬

pudiates the suggestion that God has rejected His people.

1. Apart from a change in word order this verse also follows the LXX.



Romans xi;l-10.

In xi:l Paul uses the introductory o6v and the accompanying Xeyw

as in x:18,19 and xi:ll. Then follows a question which might have been

suggested by Paul's emphasis upon the freedom of God to elect or harden as

2
He wills and to grant salvation to Gentiles - has God rejected His people?

There is no doubt as to Paul's answer. The usual expression of abhorrence

repudiates such a suggestion and the full reply to the suggestion follows

immediately.

There are two possible sources from which this question concerning

the rejection of the Jews might arise.^ It could come from the despondent

apostles, who, following on their unsuccessful attempts to win the Jewish

nation, see in this suggestion a possible explanation for their failure.^
It could also come from Gentile Christians. These may have boasted over

the Jews because they considered that they had replaced them as the people

of God, (cf ,w,17.f •). The second of these suggestions appears to be the
5

more probable. Paul commences his argument by pointing to himself as

1. Although there is no need to deny Lagrange's view (p.266) that the cSv
here refers back to ix:30-x:21, two qualifications should be added.
There are also close connections with ix:6-29 and secondly, the immed¬
iate reference is to x:21. Cf. Richardson's view "there is no break
in the argument when Paul inserts the rhetorical question that begins
ch.xi." (op.cit. p.135).

2. The sentence, oux &7moGU/co o xupioc mov kaov a&tou (v.l), is found
three times in the LXX, I Sam.xii;22, Ps.93:14> Ps.94*4»

3. Cf. Munck, p.106.
4. Ibid.
5. Cf. P. Lovsky's statement, "C'est prdcisdment parce que des Chretiens

d'origine juive peut-etre, et des pagano-chrdtiens, certainement,
avaient £labor<5 une doctrine anti-juive du re jet avec des dl6ments pyis4s
dans l'AT, que S.Paul a £crit son traitd de mystbre d'Israel dans l'Epitre
aux Ronains." "Remarques sur la notion de rejet par rapport au mystbre
d'Israel et k l'unit4 de l'£glise." RHPR, XLIII (1963), pp.32-47(41)•
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proof that God has not rejected His people. Julicher and Kiihl have shown

how pointless it would be for Paul to refer to himself as a proof that God

had not rejected Israel if his audience were Jewish Christians. Paul would

only add one more to the small number of Jew3 who have already accepted the

go3pel. His apostleship to the Gentiles would possibly detract from this

argument in any case as it could also be used as a supporting argument for

the view that the Gentiles had replaced Israel. If Jewish Christians or

apostles were troubled by the thought that God has possibly rejected Israel,
2

Paul's ov/n faith would not necessarily remove their anxiety. Paul's refer¬

ence to himself, as an example of. a believing Jew is understandable only if

he is addressing a majority of Gentiles, as in fact v.13 specifically states.

The fact that a Gentile Christian audience is necessitated by Paul's

argument concerning the rejection of Israel in xi:l.f. is most significant

for our understanding of the identity of the 'objector' in Romans. The

question as to the rejection of Israel is one of the most Jewish of quest¬

ions and yet it arises here from Gentile Christians rather than Jewish.

Gaugler suggests that when Paul cites himself as an example he has

his Gentile apostleship in mind^ If God had displaced the Jews on account

of the Gentiles, He would not have chosen the apostle of the new people

from amongst the Jews. This argument is not really very convincing. Paul

refers primarily to himself as a devout Jew - an Israelite, a descendant

1. As quoted by Munck, p.106. See also Schmidt, pp.184-5*
2. If Paul intends his words in xi:l to be understood as Lietzmann suggests

- "How could I, a true Israelite, hold such an opinion?" (pp.101-2), this
verse could then be understood as Paul's response to questions from
anxious Jewish Christians.

3. Der Brief an die Homer, II, pp.l6l-2.
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Jewish background is similar to that which he gives in Phil.iii»4-6. The

essential point Paul wishes to make is that he himself as a devout, patriotic
2

Jew - Saul the persecutor of Christians,was a most unlikely candidate for

Christian faith. But in spite of this, Jesus Christ laid hold of him on the

Damascus road and made him become Paul, the apostle."^
The example is therefore primarily concerned with Paul as a devout

Jew but Gaugler is correct in that the apostleship is also relevant. It is

an example of God's infinite grace transforming the most unlikely person into

one of the leaders of the church. Paul's personal experience of God's grace

is the foundation for his belief that similar grace will yet come to disobed¬

ient Israel.^

Since Paul the apostle is of Jewish origin and has received God's

grace, this provides the first part of the proof that Israel as a whole has

not been rejected - the rejection at best can only be partial(v.25). The

second argument stresses the fact that God has not cast off His people,

1. The apostle to the Gentiles is named after Saul the first king of Israel
and is a member of the tribe of Benjamin, one of the leading tribes in
post-exilic times. Cf. Michel, p.266; Schmidt, p.185, and W. Vischer,
"Das Geheimnis Israels." Jud. VI (1950), pp.81-132(112).

2. Paul is patriotic but this sentiment is not the basis of his hope for
Israel. Cf. Munck's criticism of Julicher's view that Paul is far too
warmhearted a patriot to admit that xj21 is the last word in the matter,
(p.106).

3. Cf. Maier, op.cit., pp.105-6.
4. Cf. L. Goppelt, Jesus, Paul and Judaism, p.165. See also Vischer, op.cit.

p.113- Munck notes that Paul used God's call to him, through the revel¬
ation of Jesus Christ at Damascus as an element in his preaching, as the
largely uniform version of the story in Galatians and Acts illustrates,
(p.107 n.152). See also PSM, pp.11-35.



whom He foreknew, (v.Pa).''" This reminds the Gentiles of the special history

of the Jewish nation. In describing himself as an Israelite and as a descend¬

ant of Abraham, Paul already has drawn attention to Israel as God's chosen

people.^
Paul's understanding of the relevance for salvation of Israel's past

history is a subject which many commentators have found most confusing."^ It

appears that he simultaneously allows and yet disallows any advantage to Is¬

rael (cf. v.28). Sanday and Headlam are typical in their comments (on xis 6) -

"God's people are those whom He has chosen; it is not that the Jews are chos¬

en because they are His people".;- This solves the problem by dismissing the

entire history of Israel as of no significance. Munck supplies the probable

interpretation in his formulation of the problem. "No one, not even the Jew,

can make any claim upon God; but God will save all men in Christ, not only

the Gentiles, but Israel also. In his sovereign freedom God chooses to save

5
the people He once freely chose". This emphasis links up with what Paul has

1. UpOYiV'jXTjCslv denotes election and refers to God's earlier choice
of Israel to be His people." (Munck, p.107). The word is used here
similarly toviii:29> cf. Bultmann, TDNT, I, p.715- Paul has in mind
here the thought that since God is faithful, He will finish what He
has begun. This applies to Israel as well as to the church (p.108 n.l54)«

2. The fact that Paul the Christian can still describe himself in this way
shows the high regard in which he holds his Jewish heritage. For a full
understanding of Paul's view of physical descent from Abraham, it is
necessary to balance Rom.ix:6.f. with iv:13-l6, ix:4-5 and xi:l.f. The
fact that Paul's evaluation of Judaism is not always negative is also
significant for our interpretation of mm crdpxa in i:4«

3. We noted this particularly in connection with iiii2,9» Cf. Dodd, p.46.
4. p.313.
5. p.111.
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already stated in ix:6-29.^ There too we noticed that the assertion of the

divine freedom was geared to the belief that this freedom means freedom to

save rebellious Israel as well as believing Gentiles.

The third and probably the most significant part of Paul's argument

in xiil.f. is introduced by the customary phrase oux o'loame which as we

have already noted is Paul's way of reminding Christians of what they know
2

or ought to know. This time the reference is to the story of Elijah in

I Kings xix, in which Paul sees an excellent parallel with the contempor¬

ary situation.

Before noting the similarities between Paul's situation and the

Elijah narrative we must note one distinct difference between these two

'heilsgeschichtlich' figures; the situation may be the same but the mood is

different.^ Whereas Elijah appeals to God against his people, Paul unites

himself in solidarity with his people in hope of their salvation.

Apart from this there are many interesting parallels between

Elijah's situation and that of Paul. In both situations a majority of the

people are apostate and the divine representatives are in danger of their

lives, Elijah from Jezebel's persecution and Paul from Jewish persecution.

1. Munck says that as early as ch.x Paul was laying the groundwork for a
decisive negation of the idea that Israel is to be rejected (p.105).
We would say this also of ch.ix. When chs.ix and x are allowed to say
what Paul meant them to say then there is no need for the surprise which
some scholars express when Paul denies in xisl.f. that Israel is reject¬
ed, cf. e.g. Schmidt's statement "Die Verneinung der Frage ist keines-
wegs selbstverstandlich." (p.184).

2. Cf. in iis4; vi:3; viisl; ix:21. "You must admit this or be ignorant of
what the scripture says." (Sanday and Headlam, p.310).

3. Paul is probably quoting from memory; the quotation is shorter than in
the LXX and the order of the clauses is inverted. Sanday and Headlam
believe that Paul may have inverted the clauses because the reference
to the killing of the prophets is the closest analogy to events in his
own time, (p,31l). xaraXal^slc (I Kings xix:18,LXX) has been changed
to xareXiTtov which agrees with the Masoretic text.
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Both are very much alone against the rest of the nation.^" We must be care¬

ful however not to over-emphasize the personal, individual experience of
2

Paul or Elijah. It is not normally Paul's habit to be introspective or

full of self-pity; perhaps Munck places just a little too much emphasis on

the comparison between Paul and Elijah and not enough on their parallel

situations."^ It is very hard however to make any clear separation between

the two emphases. As Munck points out, it was quite natural for Paul at

the time of writing Romans to draw a parallel with Elijah as a figure in

'Heilsgeschichte' who has a task to fulfil towards his unbelieving people.^
We also agree that Paul's approac.hing journey to Jerusalem has points of

resemblance to Elijah's return to Israel for the final show down on Mount

5
Carmel. But the most significant parallel between the situation of Elijah

and that of Paul's time is that in both instances God has preserved a

1. Cf. Munck, pp.108-9.
2. Elijah's lament as quoted in v.3 is not the high point of Paul's

quotation. The divine oracle in v.4 is most significant because it
shows that Elijah was mistaken in his belief that the entire nation
was apostate.

3. This is probably because Munck lays so much stress on the eschatolog-
ical significance of Paul's apostleship to the Gentiles. Cf. PSM,
pp.282.f.

4. p.109.
5. See Munck's summary of the parallels - "Elijah on his way to Mount

Carmel and Paul heading for Jerusalem are much alike. Both are risking
their lives by going to Palestine, and both aim in God's name to change
the destiny of their people by making them believe in God and persuad¬
ing them to turn away from the error that has made them His enemy."
Ibid.
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remnant. Elijah was wrong to despair because God still had seven thousand

2
faithful to Him in Israel. So too in the present situation it i3 wrong for

1. The remnant is a frequent theme in the Old Testament e.g. II Kings
xixs30.f; Is.xi:ll,l6; xlvii3.f; Jer.xxiiis3; xxxi:7; Micah ii:12; iv:7>
Zech.viiiil2 etc. The Hebrew 1st? is the norraal word for remnant in
the Old Testament, e.g. Shear-jashub Hos.viis3 - "a remnant shall return",
as Isaiah names his son. In Rom.ix-xi, Paul uses various words - Ketpjia,
(xi:5) u.tioKsippa (ix:27 quotation), crm^ppa (ix:29 quotation) and
sy.Koyn (xi:7). Basically the concept of the remnant embodies two era-
phases - judgement and salvation, cf. V. Herntrich, TDNT, IV, p.198. It
emphasizes the severity of God's judgement so that only a part of the
people will be saved. This number is generally thought to be comparat¬
ively small though according to Zech.xiii:8.f. one third of the people
are to be saved in the day of God's judgement. But throughout the Old
Testament the emphasis is that this remnant owe their existence only to
the mercy of God (cf.Is.i:9 as quoted in Rom.ix:29). This is the second
emphasis in 'the remnant' theme - God preserves 'the remnant' and thus
witnesses to His continuing purpose for Israel. Since in Old Testament
times the judgement of God often meant the destruction of 'the rest',
'the remnant' becomes in fact equivalent to Israel, or at least the essent¬
ial nucleus of Israel. Possibly this is why Paul does not base his hopes
for disobedient Israel, i.e. 'the rest' in Rom.xi, simply on the concept
of 'the remnant'. In Rom.xi, it is the emphasis upon the gracious action
of God in preserving 'the remnant' which is to the fore. Paul is not
primarily concerned with the judgement but with the vocation of Israel
(Leenhardt, pp.278-9). In this respect Paul is in accord with the basic
emphasis of 'the remnant' concept. Whilst the idea of judgement is al¬
ways present 'remnant' is meant to be a positive, comforting term, cf.
Herntrich, op.cit., p.198. "In Rom.xi the remnant concept is put for¬
ward in preparation for the message that the whole of Israel will event¬
ually be saved; the stress lies on the fact that there is at least a rem¬
nant which stands as testimony that God's grace toward the chosen people
has not ceased." (Munck, pp.110-11). For the relevant literature on this
subject see Munck, "Excursus 2". (pp.111-2); H.H. Rowley, The Biblical
Doctrine of Election (London 1950), PP.69-87; P. Volz, Die Eschatologie
der j'ddischen Gemeinde im Neutestamentlichen Zeitalter, pp.352.f;
J. Jeremias, "Der Gedanke 'Heiligen Restes' ira Spatjudentum und in der
Verkundigung Jesu," ZNW, XLII (1949), pp.184-94-

2. As Munck notes (p.109 n.158) some scholars believe that the figure 'seven
thousand' represents a not inconsiderable part of the people. Munck's
view is that Paul uses it simply because it was already in the text and
that the mission to the Jews was almost a complete failure - "hardly any
of the Jews" (p.93) - the number of Christians is "to be counted in thous¬
ands rather than tens of thousands", (p.97) • Munck's general scepticism
concerning the success of the Jewish mission is partly due to his concern
to prove that the Pauline churches were purely Gentile Christian (PSM,
pp.200.f.). Even if Munck is correct in this view of the Pauline congreg¬
ations, it does not necessarily prove that there were not many Jewish
Christians in Palestine.
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Christians to despair of God's purpose for Israel."'" Even now there is a

remnant chosen by grace -"Xeippa xc/c' IxXoyriv . This remnant ex¬

ists only by God's grace and not on account of any merit of their own.

Here Paul brings to its conclusion his doctrine of 'faith and works'

which has been a dominant theme throughout the letter. It may even be quest¬

ioned if it v/ould not be legitimate to regard the previous discussion (part¬

icularly in ch.iv) as the foundation V7hich Paul has laid, so that his state¬

ments concerning God's grace to Israel cannot possibly be misinterpreted
2

here. This of course implies that chs.ix-xi are in fact the climax of

Paul's argument in Romans. From a. theological point of view at leastfit is

more appropriate that the doctrine of faith and works should exist to serve

the doctrine of election and not vice-versa. Paul's emphasis is that God's

ways with Israel have been, are, and will continue to be determined by grace

alone. This fact means that any kind of claim upon God must be dismissed

"otherwise grace would no longer be grace." (v.6).^
The x[ ouv which introduces v.7 designates it as one of Paul's in¬

terim summaries marking a stage in the progress of the argument. In the

Elijah narrative we discover that Israel failed to find the salvation it

1. Although Paul has previously mentioned 'the remnant' in ch.ix, we note
a certain advance in thought in ch.xi. Whereas in ch.ix the emphasis
is 'only a remnant' here it is 'already a remnant'. Cf. Goppelt, op.cit.
p.158. This advance in thought is made possible by the intervening
chapter, (ch.x). Cf. Munck, "Paul returns in xi:l to the train of thought
found at the end of ix:6-29, especially the idea of the remnant; he re¬
turns, however, to that point in such a way that he is able, by virtue of
the intervening passage, ix»30-x:21, to solve the problem posed without
being misunderstood by his readers." (p.106).

2. Richardson holds that in chs.i-iv Paul sets out theoretical and theolog¬
ical first principles upon which he bases the discussion of practical and
historical realities in chs.ix-xi, (op.cit., p.126).

3. This is the reason why Paul gives a severe warning to presumptuous Gentile
Christians in w,13.f.
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sought. But 'the elect' ( rj £xXoyn ) obtained it while 'the re3t' were

hardened. It is with the fate of the ot XoitcoC that Paul is concerned

at this stage. Israel can he divided into 'the elect' and 'the rest'. The

former group received grace, the latter were hardened.^" The succeeding

scriptural references are designed to show God's hardening at work in Old
2

Testament times. In this section as in ch.ix, hardening and election are

both closely related to God's purpose of grace. Probably Munck is correct

to emphasize that "here .(in ch.xi) as elsewhere God's election explains a

visible state of affairs. Likewise the hardening of the Jews is Paul's

attempt to describe and explain a..visible circumstance. Israel has said no

to Christ and then to the apostles."^ Looking more closely at this instance

1. The verb rcopouv is found in the passive in Job xvii:7 (LXX), and
Mk.vi:52. In the latter instance it is used with reference to the dis¬
ciples. This demonstrates that hardening cannot be described simply as
God's action upon men to prevent them from believing. In ch.xi we find
various descriptions of this phenomenon - hardening (v.7), blinding
(vv.8,10), and deafening (v.8). In Old Testament times God's judge¬
ment upon disobedient Israel often came in the form of domination by
Gentile nations. In New Testament times the view of the church seems

to have been that God now punishes the disobedient by a dulling of their
faculties so that they are rendered (temporarily) incapable of receiving
God's grace. Spiritual blindness is probably the best description of
'hardening'.

2. Verse 8 appears to be a combination of Deut.xxix:3 with Is.xxix:10 and
also possibly with Is.vi:7« Cf. B. Lindars, New Testament Apologetic,
pp.l60-67- Leenhardt notes that the first word of the quotation eSooxev
emphasizes the activity of God in hardening and is parallel to the three¬
fold TcapeScoxev in Rom.i (p.280). The quotation in xi:9-Ih is taken
from Ps.lxviii:23,24 (LXX), "The apostle quotes the passage primarily
for its allusions to blindness considered as punishment and servitude."
(Leenhardt, p.280). Munck notes that this quotation appears frequently
in New Testament passages where the Jewish opposition to Jesus is under
consideration (pp.114-5). It is possibly because of this context that
scholars have tended to translate 81a mvmoc (as quoted in v.10) as
'for ever' rather than as 'continually'. C.E.B. Cranfield shows con¬
vincingly that neither the Hebrew original, the Greek translation nor
the immediate context (temporary hardening) in ch.xi give us any grounds
for translating this other than as 'continually'. "The bending down of
the backs is not to go on forever, but so long as it lasts it is to be
continuous and sustained, not spasmodic." "The Significance of 5ta
ravtroc in Romans xi:10." SEv II, TH 87 (1964)* PP»546-550(550).

3. p.113.
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we note that hardening; is related to disobedience, a factor which is common

to many similar references to the theme. It appears therefore that whilst

we emphasize the sovereignty of God in this as in all other aspects of sal¬

vation, we must also allow that hardening is, in the first instance, assoc¬

iated with human disobedience."^ Whatever implications this may have for our

conception of the operation of God's unchanging purpose in world history, it

is imperative that we do not lose sight of the human element, otherwise the

whole drama of salvation.becomes simply a divine charade played out in the
2

theatre of world history. According to Paul's theology those who will not

obey lose the ability to hear and.-those who will not see are blinded and

lose the ability to see the kingdom of God."^
This is what has happened to the nation of Israel. Because of disob¬

edience, God's word to them has become an agent of hardening and not a means

of grace.^ In this there is a real parallel with the times of Elijah. The

question that arises from this however, is the one that must always arise

when we make an assertion that God hardens people against His gospel. Is

it not then His purpose that these people should perish - are they not in

1. E.g. the case of Fnaraoh in Exodus xiv and Rom.ix. ..This is not contra¬
dicted by the assertion which we have made in connection with x:19 that
Israel has misunderstood the gospel. This verse is an attempt to ex¬
plain why Israel has disobeyed but it seeks neither to blame nor to ex¬
onerate her.

2. Cf. Brunner's criticism of Barth's doctrine of election, The Christian
Doctrine of God. (London 1949)> p.351> and C.P.D. Moule's criticism of
T.E. Torrance's view of faith in "The Biblical Concept of Faith". ExT,
LXVIII (1956/57), pp.157,222. T.F. Torrance's article is found in the
same volume, pp.111-4, 221-2.

3. L. Cerfaux believes that the similarities between Paul, Mark and John
in their understanding of 'hardness of heart' may be explained by their
acquaintance with a translation of Is.vi:9-f., "L'aveuglement d'esprit
dans l'4vangile de saint Marc." Recueil Lucien Cerfaux, II, pp.3-15.

4. Cf. C.E.B. Cranfield, "Romans i:18." SJT, XXI, (1968), pp.330-35 espec¬
ially p.334.
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fact vessels prepared for destruction (as some misleading interpretations of

ix:22 suggest)? This is the question to which Paxil turns his attention in

w.ll.f.
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Chapter xi:ll-24«

The form of v.11 is similar to v.l. In vv.ll.f. Paul continues his

investigation into the fate of 'the rest' who are at present unbelieving.

The question in v.l concerned the broader issue of the people of Israel as

a whole. There Paul categorically denies that God has cast off His people.

By taking himself as an example and arguing from the concept of 'the faith¬

ful remnant' Paul has established that a part of Israel is already receiv¬

ing salvation."'' Verse 11 differs from v.l. in that the specific interest

now centres upon those who are hardened. The disobedience of the majority

of the Jews is already an acknowledged fact. Verses 11.f. deal with the in¬

terpretation of this fact. Some Gentile Christians have suggested that the
2

unbelieving Jews were destined to fall from grace. Their fall is an end in

itself.^ The implication is that the Gentile Christians have replaced Israel

1. We must be careful to note exactly how Paul uses the concept of 'the rem¬
nant' in ch.xi. Unlike contemporary Judaism Paul does not consider the
salvation of 'the remnant' an alternative to the salvation of all Israel.
Cf. Muller, pp.45-46. It may be that the reference to Elijah should be
understood as a reference to Elijah 'redivivus' and as such a guarantee
of the restoration of the whole people, (ibid). Verse 16 shows that
Paul thinks of 'the remnant' as being equivalent to the first-fruits and
understands the concept representatively as pointing to the future sal¬
vation of all Israel. Cf. E. Flesseman-van Leer, "Jew and Gentile: Some
Considerations Suggested by Dr. Hay's Reply." CJT, III (1957) PP«235-
40(238).

2. W. Lutgert suggests that the Gentile Christians in Rome may have brought
their anti-semitic (more specifically anti-Jewish) bias with them into
the church. That the Jews were often very unpopular in Rome is witnessed
by their expulsion by Claudius in A.D.49* It is possible that the Gent¬
ile Christians expected Paul to support them in these attitudes, probably
because of his apostleship to the Gentiles and the slanders spread by
unsympathetic Jews. Die historische Situation des R'omerbriefes ,pp. 86-89 ♦

3. Cf. ova suggesting that it was God's purpose to make Israel fall so that
they could not rise again. This seems to be the best way to understand
the Greek here, cf. W. Bauer, A Greek English Lexicon of the New Testament,
p.378. There is no need to try to soften the force of this verse in view
of the fact that ch.xi is generally hopeful as to Israel's future. This
is not Paul's comment on the failure of the Jews, but a rather nasty
suggestion emanating from hostile Gentile Christians. Cf. Munck, pp.118-9.
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as the people of God and that the focus of 'Heilsgeschichte' is now upon

them."'"

Paul repudiates such a suggestion with his usual expression of horror.
2

His immediate reply is that their fall is not an end but a means to an end.

By their fall salvation has come to the Gentile3. At this point however,

Paul is not interested in the immediate benefit to Gentiles, having already

touched upon this theme in earlier chapters. Even though he directly address¬

es Gentiles in this section, his primary concern is the salvation of unbeliev¬

ing Israel. The result of Jewish disobedience has been salvation for Gent¬

iles,^ but the outcome of this w4J.l in turn provoke the Jews to envy and thus

lead to their salvation.^ In Paul's theology neither the salvation of Jews

nor the salvation of Gentiles can become an end in itself since both exist

5
to serve the glory of God in His purpose according to election. We note the

circular argument which Paul uses here, "beginning with Jews and their anti¬

pathy it moves on to Gentiles and their acceptance and then back to Jews and

1. P. Richardson's valuable study Israel and the Apostolic Church shows how
Paul refused to take the term 'Israel' and fill it with a solely Christ¬
ian content. Richardson gives an excellent survey of how the view which
Paul opposes here eventually came to be typical of the whole church.
See especially the concluding summary (pp.195-206).

2. "Der jetzige Fall ist nicht Ende, sondern Durchgang, nicht Ziel, sondern
Mittel." (Althaus, p.104).

3. The unbelief of Israel forced the gospel out into the Gentile world and
to develop in a non-nationalistic and non-legalistic form capable of
acceptance by Gentiles, see J. Knox The Epistle to the Romans in The In¬
terpreter's Bible IX, p.568 and G. Dix Jew and Greek, p.53*

4. This sequence - Jews, Gentiles, Jews, represents Paul's practical mission¬
ary method, cf. Munck, p.119. Paul probably understood his work in this
way when it became apparent that Israel was not responding to the gospel,
but he does not go so far as to say that Israel's refusal was necessary
in order that salvation might go to the Gentiles, cf. Leenhardt, p.282.

5. Contra E. Flesseman-van Leer, who states "The ministry of Paul, as the
apostle to the Gentiles, was entirely aimed at the Jews...", "The Signif¬
icance of the Mystery of Israel." CJT, III (l957)> PP«5-14(lO). Michel
points out that in v. 13 Paul is not speaking of the Gentile mission 'per se',
but only in its relation to the mission to Israel (p.273 n.6). See also
Barth, p.140.
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their ultimate ingrafting." The reason for this is that Paul wishes to

stress that "the church has no existence apart from Israel and no separate

identity.

The divine 'Heilsgeschichte' may appear at the moment to "by-pass Isra¬

el. Because of disobedience she has at present lost her role as the primary

agent of 'Heilsgeschichte' but this can only be temporary since Israel still

occupies a unique place in God's purpose in world history. The latter em¬

phasis is a necessary corrective to Gentile Christians who stress the new¬

ness of the church and forget their origins in Israel."^ Paul attacks their

view that Israel's fall means the- end of Israel by declaring that Israel's

central position in the 'Heilsgeschichte' will become clear precisely in the

'last days'

In this matter Paul appears to be less predestinarian than the Gent¬

ile Christians in Rome. In comparison with their opinion that Israel's re-

5
jection of Christ has resulted in God's final rejection of Israel, Paul's

attitude is much more flexible and hopeful. The views of these Christians

closely resemble the extreme doctrines of predestination which have so often

been wrongly attributed to Paul on the basis of Rom.ix-xi. Yet it is not

1. Richardson, op.cit., p.130.
2. Ibid.
3. W. Liitgert describes these Gentiles as Christians who wanted to be called

children of God but not of Abraham, and to believe in the Son of God but
not the Son of David. They valued the Spirit but not the scriptures.
They wanted to become Christians but to have nothing to do with Judaism
- theirs was "ein gegen die Religion Israels gerichtetes Christentum."
(op.cit., pp.87-Q9)«

4. Cf. Munck, p.119.
5. Gentile Christians may have believed that Israel had been rejected as a

divine judgement because of her refusal to believe in Christ resulting
in His crucifixion. The tendency to regard Israel as reprobate was prob¬
ably also encouraged by the desire to consider themselves as the elect.
Cf. Althaus, p.l04«
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correct to assert that Paul completely rejects the doctrine of predestin¬

ation. It is obvious that he does hold to this doctrine in some form. The

chief difference between Paul and exponents of extreme forms of predestin¬

ation is that Paul's view is dynamic whereas historically theirs has tended

to be static."'" This kind of static determinism is entirely foreign to
2

Paul's gospel. Probably the exclusivisra of Jewish nationalism and sub¬

sequent Gentile anti-semitism have tended to encourage static forms of pre¬

destination doctrine both in apostolic times and in succeeding periods of

church history.

Paul's attitude to Israel i-s founded on his confidence in the sover¬

eignty of God, but Paul also allows for human freedom within the sphere of

this sovereignty. Israel has stumbled but she has not fallen irrevocably

- the lapse is only temporary. "And even the others, if they do not per¬

sist in their unbelief, will be grafted in..."(v.23). Likewise presumptuous

Gentiles will be cut away from the stem of Israel if they do not continue to

live by faith(v.22.) God is. free to have mercy upon whom He wills.^ But

1. Paul's discussion in chs.ix-xi does not arise from an interest in the
doctrine of predestination as such. "Paulus spricht auch hier nicht
spekulativ, sondern ad horainem." (Miiller, p.47). The discussion origin¬
ates out of the practical missionary situation where, despite their
apparent advantage the Jews as a whole have failed to believe. Gf.Rich¬
ardson, op.cit., pp.146-7.

2. Gf. Muller, p.79* should also be remembered that despite its failings
Calvin's doctrine of predestination, as all his theology, originated in
the context of a living church and, to be properly understood should not
be separated from this context. Calvin appears at his worst in contro¬
versial documents such as Concerning the Eternal Predestination of God.
Unfortunately later Calvinist theologians developed a rather academic
interest in doctrines such as predestination but neglected the context of
practical Christian living which Calvin himself regarded as so important.

3. Cf. Leenhardt, p.291.
4. "God remains free as regards the disobedient, just as He remains free as

regards the obedient." Barth, p.143.
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neither His kindness nor His severity are exercised in an arbitrary fashion

as a superficial reading of Rom.ix-xi would perhaps suggest."'" God's kind¬

ness and severity are "correlates of faith and unbelief - this correlation

appears clearly from the fact that both His kindness and the severity are

2
reversible."

This is not to say that there is no such a thing as genuine election.

Israel still remains as the stem into which the Gentiles have been grafted

and into which the at pr.esent unbelieving Jews may once again be grafted."^
This abiding election is not something upon which Jew or Gentile may presume

but is based solely upon the faithfulness of God, whose nature is such that

in sovereign freedom His gifts and calling are not revoked (v.29) and His

creative word accomplish that which He pleases.(ix:6).

In vv.ll.f. Paul sets out the grounds of his hope for Israel's future.

In v.12 he changes from past tenses describing the background to the contemp¬

orary situation to present and future in which he expresses his hope for Is¬

rael.^ The el be with which v.12 commences is typical of the syllogistic

form of argument which is predominant in this section (w.11-24). Paul

bases his future hopes on what has already taken place. His statements

throughout the remainder of the chapter are not mere prediction but might
g

more accurately be described as 'Kreuzestheologie'. Paul's theology origin-

1. Cf. Barrett, p.219«
2. Ibid.

3. "The obvious feature of the olive tree figure, sometimes overlooked, is
that a pruned Israel retains its place in God's activity", Richardson
op.cit., p.129.

4. Barrett, p.213.
5. Cf.ei be (w.12 and 17) and el y&p (w.15, 21, 24).
6. Gaugler says of Paul's statements in xi:25«f. "Hier redet der Apostel als

Prophet", (II, p.199). Similarly see G. Schrenk on Paul's hope for the
salvation of all Israel, "Nicht Alleswisserei, sondern adogmatische In¬
spiration leitet den prophetischen Spruch." "Der Romerbrief als Missions-
dokument." Studien zu Paulus (Zurich 1954)> p.102.
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ates from God's redemptive activity in Jesus Christ"'" by means of which the

refusal of the Jews to accept their Messiah has been used by God for the

promotion of His own glory in the extension of salvation to Gentiles. The

God who thus used their disobedience and who transformed Saul the persecutor,

cannot be defeated by Israel's unbelief, but will once again overcome evil
2

with good. This is the ground on which Paul bases his argument in w.ll.f.

Verse 12 is typical - "Nov/- if their trespass means riches for the

world, and if their failure means riches for the Gentiles, how much more

will their full inclusion mean!" The best way to understand this verse

seems to be to regard the first two clauses as exact parallels to each

other. Thus 'riches for the xooptoc' is identical with 'riches for the

Gentiles'^ and rapdr/roopc, is equivalent to rrccrij-ia Munck claims that

the only real advance in thought in v. 12 is the change from mpdjccoopa to
5

-ryrmriija in order to prepare for the coming contrast with mo Ttkgptopa

The use of mpdwrcwpa, may originally have been suggested by the outlook of

hostile Gentile Christians who regarded Israel's stumbling as an event in

'Heilsgeschichte' of the same decisive nature as the fall of Adam (w.l5.f.)^
The parallelism in v. 12 suggests that we should regard mpd/imcojaa, Tycnrpa. and

7
■xk'npcjpa as similar in implication. This raises a problem in connection

with 'HTTTipa since the strict etymological derivation of this word requires

1. Gf. L. Goppelt, Jesus, Paul and Judaism, pp.165-67, but see also "Testing
the Prediction in Rora.xii 25 .f.11 (pp.l6l.f.).

2. "Israel's Rettung beruht weder auf dera Heil der Heiden noch auf einem
naturlichen Vorzug des Volkes, sondern allein auf Gottes Schopferkraft."
Muller, p.44- N

3. Cf. Munck, p.120.
4. Contra F.W. Maier who separates the two terms (p.121 n.82).
5. p.120.
6. Munck, p.118.
7. Cf. Leenhardt, p.283.
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us to translate it as 'defeat' (I Cor.vi:7). But Paul is not speaking here

of the defeat of Israel; he is referring to a diminution of their numbers.^
Leenhardt points out that it is with the advantage which Gentiles enjoy and

2
not with their greater numbers that the of Israel is contrasted.

It is doubtful however if the question of numbers can be entirely excluded

at this point in view of the parallel with TtXrjpcofia, (the full number)"^ lat¬

er in the verse. Although this 'full number' is not meant to refer to an

exact number of individuals the quantatative aspect is still very much to

the fore.^ In the light of all this it seems preferable to regard rjvrrjpia

as referring to the failure of Israel as demonstrated in the small number

who respond positively to the gospel.

1. The Vulgate has 'dirainutio'. Barrett believes that Paul may have deriv¬
ed this word (wrongly) from a comparative ( rrtToov ), meaning inferior
or smaller (p.214). For a similar view see Pallis, pp.127-8, Lietzmann,
p.103.

2. p.283.
3. This could be taken to mean that 'the rest' fulfil the divine demand

and thus attain salvation, cf. W. Bauer A Greek-English Lexicon of the
New Testament, p.678> Lietzmann, p.103; Pallis, p.128. Attractive though
this suggestion may be, a majority of scholars hold that this must mean
'the full number' or some such concept. Gf. Sanday and Headlam, p.322;
Barrett, p.214; Michel, p.272; G. Belling TDNT VI, pp.290-307(305);
C.F.B. Moule "Fulfilment Words in the New Testament: Use and Abuse." NTS,
XIV, (1967/68), pp.293-320; H.J. Schoeps Paul, pp.242.f.; Lagrange, p.276.
Munck (pp.119.f.) considers the 'fullness of the Jews' an exact parallel
to the 'fullness of the Gentiles'. More problematic is his identificat¬
ion of TSiripoqia with the conclusion of the Jewish mission, (Ibid). If
instead of this view we take the reference here to be primarily to the
final salvation of the Jews, this interpretation would also imply the
conclusion of the Jewish mission, but in a modified sense from that which
Munck suggests.

4. Munck correctly notes (on xi:25) that Paul does not refer to "a specific
number to be obtained", (p.134)- We agree that this "would introduce a
notion of predestination which is alien to Paul's way of thinking in Rom.
ix-xi", (ibid). The frequent apocalyptic overtones in this chapter seem
to contradict Munck1s view. Michel's description, "die apocalyptische
Vollzahl" (p.272), is much more appropriate in the context. We should
also remember that Paul is thinking in terms of peoples rather than of
individuals. What is meant here is the full number (not an exact number)
of the Jewish people, but not every single Jew. See later on xi:25.
Cf. G. Schrenk, op.cit., p.102.
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Paul's argument runs something like this - if the fall of the Jews has

"brought riches for the world and if the diminution of their numbers has

brought riches for the Gentiles how much more will all be enriched by their

coming to full strength. The argument in this verse is similar to that in

ch.v:9.f. If God has already done this we may expect Him to do even greater

things in future. Israel's disobedience has brought the riches of the gospel

to Gentiles. If disobedience has led to this, the consequences of obedience

must be infinitely greater.

The content of v. 15 is parallel to that of v.12.^" Here the contrast

between the present and future state of the unbelieving Jews is provided by

the words &Kopo~kfi and 7Cpoo"Xr)|J.^t, c, . Paul introduces the former term on
2

account of the latter. This may be due simply to his desire to express a

similar truth to that of v.12 in a slightly different form. It is more

likely however, that Paul deliberately chooses the verb rcpocrRa,|j.(3&vu)

here because he intends to use it again in his concluding exhortation.^ He

calls upon Jewish and Gentile Christians to accept one another as full mem¬

bers of the church of Christ (xv:7), as God has received them (xiv:3).^
The word oaopokf) is another way of describing the present hardened

5
state of the Jews. It means no more than has already been stated in the

1. Cf. Maier, p.121.
2. Sanday and Headlam, p.325.
3. This word is used in the Septuagint to describe the acceptance of men

into close communion with God, or of God's acceptance of Israel as His
people, cf. G. Delling, TDNT, IV, p. 15 • It seems to be used in
chs. xiv-xv as a technical term for reception into full membership of
the Christian community. This may indicate that no united Christian
congregation had as yet been formed in Rome or that table-fellowship
was no longer possible. Cf. Michel, p.358> and H.W. Bartsch "Die anti-
semitischen Gegner des Paulus im Romerbrief." AJNT, pp.27-43(31).

4. Paul speaks primarily to the Gentile Christian majority who are to
accept the weak and respect the conscience of the Jewish Christian
minority. Cf. Bartsch, op.cit., p.35} Michel, pp.342.f.

5. Cf. Munck, p.126.
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images of stumbling, blindness etc., in vv.7-12. As we have previously

suggested in connection with v.11 the severity of the term may indicate that

it originates not from Paul but from Gentile Christians in Rome.""
Reconciliation of the world (v.12) probably refers in the first in¬

stance to the spread of the gospel to Gentiles; it may however be more spec¬

if ic, referring to the fact that Jews and Gentiles have become truly one in
2

Jesus Christ. As Sanday and Headlam state,"the casting away of the Jews

has meant the reconciliation of the world to Christ. Henceforth there is no

more a great wall of partition separating God's people from the rest of the

world. This is the first step ii> the founding of the Messianic kingdom.""^
Paul has already argued in v.11 that since the stumble of the Jews

has brought riches to Gentiles, the fullness of the Jews ought to bring much

greater riches. In v.15 these are described in apocalyptic language as

"life from the dead". It is possible, as Leenhardt claims, that by this

phrase Paul means simply the conversion of Israel since "Israel is symbolic¬

ally a people of the dead, the most dead of all because of its attitude to

the Law,"^ In view of the particular type of argument which Paul uses here

this does not seem quite correct. The outcome of Israel's acceptance is
5

supposed to be much greater than the result of her disobedience, namely the

conversion of Gentiles. But this would not be true if the phrase "life from

the dead" were taken to refer merely to the conversion of Jews; is the con¬

version of Jews really much greater than the conversion of Gentiles? What

1. Bartsch has indicated the existence of party slogans such as 'the weak
in faith' and 'the strong in faith' among the Roman Christians (op.cit.
pp.38.f.).

2. Cf. Barrett, p.215.
3. p.325.
4. pp.284-5.
5. Cf. Sanday and Headlam, p.325.
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Paul has in mind here is a common blessing for believing Israel and for all

believers whether Jews or Gentiles. The conversion of Israel is but the

first step, as Sanday and Headlam note,"when all the people of Israel shall

have come in there will be the final consummation of all things, and this

means the realization of the hope which the reconciliation of the world has

made possible."^ In view of this it would appear that the phrase 'life

from the dead' can mean nothing less than resurrection from the dead.

The fact that we have been able to proceed directly from v.12 to v.15
2

indicates that vv.13 and 14 are somewhat of a parenthesis. By this we do

not mean that they are insignificant. Parenthesis is used simply to des¬

cribe the position in the immediate context, but not to imply any depreciat¬

ion of their content. In fact it is extremely valuable for interpretation

that Paul explicitly states in v.13 which audience he is addressing in these

verses. He speaks specifically to Gentile Christians."^ This statement and

the absence of Old Testament quotations in the remainder of the section (w.

13-24) might be taken as proof that Paul has previously addressed himself to

1. Gf. Sanday and Headlam, p.325.
2. Barth claims that in order to understand w.11-15 we should read them in

the order 11,13,14? 12,15? (p.140). Vischer (op.cit. ,p.H7) concurs with
Barth but Leenhardt believes that the content of vv.13-14 is too import¬
ant for them to be regarded as a parenthesis, (p.283).

3. Cf. Hort's definitive summary of this question in connection with chs.
ix-xi - "Though the Greek is ambiguous the context appears to me decisive
for taking upfv as the Church itself, and not as a-part of it. In all
the long previous discussion bearing on the Jews, occupying nearly two
and a half chapters, the Jews are invariably spoken of in the third person.
In the half chapter that follows the Gentiles are constantly spoken of in
the second person. Exposition has here passed into exhortation and warn¬
ing, and the warning is exclusively addressed to Gentiles: to Christians
who had once been Jews, not a word is addressed." Romans and Ephesians,
p.22 (as quoted with approval by Sanday and Headlam, p.324).For a similar
view see W. Lutgert, Der R'omerbrief als historisches Problem, p.85.
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1 2
Jews. But this is not so. Paul has already been speaking to Gentiles.

He refers to them again in v.13 because "he has now come to a point where

what he has to say touches them nearly.""^ He has some severe exhortations

and warnings in store for them^ and the personal, direct address is intend¬

ed to soften the harshness of the following verses,^ (w.17-24).

This section is a most important one for our understanding of the

purpose of the letter. The fact that Paul in the concluding section of his

argument in Rom.ix-xi directly addresses his remarks to Gentile Christians

and exhorts them not to boast over the Jews, is a clear indication of the

actual situation in Rome. As such it is a useful pointer to the occasion

and theme of the Roman letter.

The other reason why Paul pointedly addresses himself to Gentiles is

given in v.13b. This verse states that although Paul is an apostle to the

Gentiles, there i3 no inherent contradiction between this vocation and his
c

deep-felt concern for the salvation of fellow Jews. His interest in Jews,

far from diminishing his zeal for the Gentile mission, has exactly the

opposite effect - "his love for his countrymen and his zeal in carrying out
7

his mission to the Gentiles, combine towards producing the same end." In

1. Cf. Pallis, "Having rebuked the Jews, the author turns to admonish the
Gentiles", (p.128).

2. Cf. Leenhardt, p.283.
3. Sanday and Headlam, p.324-
4. Contra Pallis who after stating that Paul in v.13 turns from Jews to

Gentiles, says "His tone is now less severe." (p.128). This statement
seems to be bound up with the other related assumption that Paul always
addresses Jews more severely than Gentiles." Cf. E.Flesseman-van Leer,
"Jew and Gentile: Some Considerations suggested by Dr. Hay's Reply."
CJT, III (1957), pp.235-40(238).

5. Cf. Michel, p.273 n.2.
6. Barrett, pp.214-5*
7. Sanday and Headlam, pp.323-4*
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Paul's gospel it is never a question of Jew _or Gentile, but always Jew and

Gentile. Since the outcome of the Gentile mission is to lead eventually to

the salvation of Israel, then the success of the one cannot but benefit the

other. Paul believes that there is a direct causal connection between his

magnifying ( 5o£c'icj.iv ) his ministry and the making jealous of the Jews.'*'
This is what he has in mind when he says "Inasmuch then as I am an apostle

to the Gentiles, I magnify my ministry in order to make my fellow Jews

jealous, and thus save some of them." (w,13b-14).

Paul glories in his office as apostle to the Gentiles because this
2

offers to him the possibility of winning Israel. This does not mean that

he depreciates his apostleship to the Gentiles or that he considers his

office to be in any way inferior to that of other apostles who may have

concentrated their efforts more on winning Jews. Exactly the opposite

would appear to be the case.^
Paul also glories in his apostleship for another reason. According

to his understanding of 'Heilsgeschichte' the full riches of the divine

grace which he has proclaimed to the Gentile world will be imparted only

1. In ch.xv:8 Paul claims that the ministry of Christ had a dual purpose
- to confirm to the circumcised the promises made to the patriarchs and
also to enable the Gentiles to glorify God for His mercy. In xv:9-12
Paul quotes from the Lav/, the Writings and the Prophets to show that
the salvation of Gentiles does not take place in isolation from that of
Israel. As the ministry of Jesus concerns the salvation of both Jew
and Gentile so also the ministry of Paul has a tv/o-fold function and
should not be regarded as partisan in any respect. All these emphases
are designed to overcome the division between Jewish and Gentile Christ¬
ians in Rome, so that together they may with one voice glorify God (xv:6).
Cf. H.W. Bartsch, op.cit., pp.34-35*

2. Cf. Michel, p.273.
3. Although we do not fully agree with all that Munck says of Paul1s

apostleship, he has done a great service to New Testament scholarship
by focusing attention on the great significance which Paul attaches to
his apostleship, cf. PSM, pp.36.f.
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after the conversion of Israel. If the conversion of Israel is to benefit

the Gentiles themselves, by virtue of thi3 the ministry of Paul gains a far

greater significance.^"
It seems somewhat strange that Paul should state here that he hopes

to save only 'some' of the Jews. This may be due to humility on Paul's
2

part since what he has to say here relates to his own missionary activity.

It may also be due to the fact that the salvation of all Israel is "a myst¬

erious eschatological event, which is only prefigured in occasional person¬

al conversions.""^ Munck disagrees with both of these suggestions and

claims that "there is no question, of apostolic humility here any more than

there is a distinction between what Paul can do himself and what God will

thereafter do."^ In Munch's opinion Paul speaks in a very careful, almost

covert way of Israel's unbelief, cf.iii:3> ix:6, x:l6, xi:17. The word

'Jlvec does not necessarily mean a small number but "an indefinite number,

5
which the context must further define." On this basis 'some of them' must

refer here to "no inconsiderable number."^ We agree with Munck as to the

number involved here but not with the argument by which he arrives at this

conclusion.

In this argument he claims that there are three periods in question

here - "first, that already described, in which Israel, apart from the rem¬

nant, was unbelieving, while the Gentiles received the gospel: next, the

period now beginning, when the great results of the mission among the

1. Cf. Leenhardt, p.283; 3arth, p.140.
2. "JCein Zeichen schwacher Hoffnung, sondern bescheidener Einschatzung der

eigenen Arbeit." Maier, op.cit., p.126 n.94«
3. Barrett, p.215.
4. p.123.
5. p.124.
6. Ibid.
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Gentiles begin to make an impression on Israel, so that the tide turns, and

an indefinite but not inconsiderable number are won for Christ: and lastly,

the decisive and final period, when God intervenes and saves the whole of

Israel."

It is extremely difficult to find any conclusive evidence as to

Whether Paul really held this view of the pattern of events. Munck himself

states that Paul sees no decisive difference between the first and second

2
periods mentioned above.. Again it must be noted that Paul does not feel

himself to be separated from the third period (i.e. the salvation of all Is¬

rael) as something he cannot take.-part in and prepare for.^ Even the arriv¬

al of the fulness of salvation mentioned in xi:25.f. is not an entirely new

phase in 'Heilsgeschichte', as it makes use ox that jealousy in the Jews

which Paul believes is even now in the present the decisive means for break¬

ing down Israel's obduracy and for changing the destiny of the people.^
This connection between present and future is also indicated by the fact

that Paul uses the same 'word rapagnhoDv in vv.ll and 14. It would appear

that in v.11 the expected outcome of the influence of believing Gentiles

upon Jews is meant to refer to their total influence right up to the final

ingathering of all Israel. Yet in v.14 Paul uses the same verb to refer to

1. Cf. Munck, p.124.
2. p.124. In his discussion of 'the Apostle to the Gentiles' (PSM, pp.36-

38), Munck speaks of two possible understandings of Paul's mission -

(l) The apostle's mission to the Gentiles denotes a preparation for God's
future intervention for Israel's salvation (2) the apostle's mission to
the Gentiles is itself the way in which God is intervening for Israel's
salvation, (p.46).

3. Munck qualifies this by adding "even though he himself will not exper¬
ience it since his task is to be done when the fulness of the Gentiles
has been achieved." (p.124).

4. Ibid.
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the outcome of his own efforts in the winning of 'some of them' - an activity

which must necessarily precede the salvation of all Israel.

The most difficult issue of all, however, is the connection which

Paul posits between the conversion of Gentiles and their influence upon Is¬

rael in making them jealous.It would appear that Paul has concluded on

the basis of Deut.xxxii:21 (Rom.x:19) that God's grace to disobedient Israel

operates by making them jealous of the salvation which has been granted to
2

Gentiles and withheld from them. This is not so much a theory as a deduct¬

ion from the view that God's grace will not allow even His disobedient people

to defeat His purposes for them.\ The faithfulness of God demands that He

should complete the good work (i.e. of election) which He has already begun.

C.H. Dodd believes that Paul's Gentile mission did make the Jews

jealous but not in the sense Paul intends here.^ It made them angry but

with the same result as when the prodigal returned and the elder brother re¬

fused to join in the feast. It is possible hbwever, that since Paul's con¬

ception of making jealous arises from his doctrine of grace, he looks not "

simply for a normal human response from the Jews but for more of God's grac¬

ious activity upon them, thereby enabling them to appreciate that the Gent-.,

iles are actually receiving the salvation which was first promised to them.

Perhaps in Paul's zeal and the zeal of his fellow Christians the Jews will

1. Of. Munck, p.124.
2. In Deut.xxxii:21 the emphasis is upon the foolish nation, the 'not-a-

people', rather than on the arousing of jealousy, cf. Munck, PSM, p.45.
3. Y/e must also bear in mind the possibility that this may be a deduction

from the 'mystery' that Paul speaks of in xi:25«
4. p.177- S.C. Blackmann has a similar view, "As reasoning, his (Paul's)

thinking is not impressive on the great theme of how the final response
of Israel is to be achieved." "Divine Sovereignty and Missionary
Strategy in Romans ix-xi." CJT, XI (l9o5)> pp.124-34(129)•
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be led to see the true zeal^ - that 'according to knowledge',and to turn away

from the false zeal of the Zealots.

In v.l6 Paul sets out in a brief summary the grounds on which he has

been arguing in the previous verses. He takes up again the theme of 'the

remnant' but in a slightly different form, this time superimposing the add¬

itional image of the first-fruits. He argues thus - if, as we believe is

the case, the first-fruits are holy, so also must be the whole lump, (cf.

Num.xv:17-21, LXX). As the offering of the first of the dough to Yahweh

sanctifies the whole lump of dough so the first-fruits, the believing rem-

2
nant, witnesses to the holiness of all Israel. Paul is thinking represent¬

atively here;^ as with the image of the olive tree, he is concerned to em¬

phasize the solidarity of the people of Israel. Paul himself, the believ¬

ing remnant and the image of the first-fruits are all used to show that

Christians should not accept the view that Israel has been irrevocably reject-
A

ed, but hope instead for the salvation of all Israel.

In view of the fact that the image of the 'root' appears again in

v.18, scholars have felt the need to harmonize the two references with the

result that the 'root' in v.l6b is taken to refer to the fathers of the

1. Although the generally accepted view is that the negative meaning i.e.
'make jealous', rather than the positive 'make zealous' is what Paul in¬
tends here, it is unlikely that the positive sense should be excluded,
cf. W. Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, p.338. The
fact that the zeal of the Gentiles might stimulate the Jews to a simil¬
ar zeal for God makes Paul's understanding of the situation more intell¬
igible from the standpoint of human experience. On this see also Munck,
PS!.!, p.43; Michel, p.271; K. Barth Church Dogmatics II, 2, p.284.

2. So also the one Christian partner in marriage (i Cor.vii:14). Cf. Leen-
hardt, p.286. Cf. also Michel's comment "Der Anfang bzw. der Unsprung
entscheidet uber den Fortgang..." (p.274).

3. Cf. E. Flesseman-van Leer, op.cit., pp.238-9•
4. Barth is quite correct therefore to see in w.16-18, a second refutation

of the Gentile-Christian opinion rejected in v.11. Church Dogmatics 11,2,
p.284.
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Jewish nation, and Abraham in particular. Unfortunately this leave3 us

with a certain discrepancy in the thought of v.l6; the first part of the

verse relates specifically to the believing remnant and the second part,

which is apparently a parallel to the first, is based on the merit of the

nation's founders (beloved for the sake of their forefathers, v.28). It is

quite correct to 3tate that the remnant may represent the nation as a whole

but if this is so, then the remnant cannot be the same as the root from

which the nation originally grew.

One possible solution is that Paul may be thinking here simply of

the facts of early church historyw In point of fact, it was by means of

the faithful Jewish remnant that the Gentiles came to be ingrafted into the

tree of God's people. In terms of the sequence of events, the Gentiles are

connected to the source of salvation by means of the believing remnant, so

that the latter are in an extended sense the root of the former. Leenhardt

resolves the problem by connecting v.l6a to what precedes and v.l6b to what

follows. This view has the merit of relating v.l6 to a common Pauline

pattern discernible in connection with summary or transitional verses e.g.

iv:25> vii:5-6. Verse 16b should then be regarded as preparatory for the

discussion in w.l7.f, (cf. branches in w.l6 and 17.f«). Barrett feels

that there is no need to interpret v.l6 in this way since "Paul is not yet

speaking of the relation of Israel to the patriarchs.""^ This is probably

1. Gf. Leenhardt,p.286; Lietzmann,p.l04; Michel,p.274* Barth emphasizes
those texts which may be taken to point to Jesus Christ as the root of
Israel - e.g. "root of Jesse" Is.xislO, the "root of David" Rev.v:5,
xxii:l6, (op.cit., pp.285.f.).

2. p.286.
3. p.216. Barrett also notes that although v.l6 forms the transition from

vv.11-15 to the elaborate allegory of the olive tree in w.17-24» the
connection with the latter is verbal rather than substantial (p.215)-
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the hest explanation especially when we bear in mind that the Old Testament

sources of the illustrations in v.16 give no precise indication as to which

way the 'root' concept ought to be interpreted."'"
2

In v.17 Paul introduces the allegory of the olive tree and immediat¬

ely proceeds to address the Gentile Christians directly. By means of this

allegory he describes the missionary situation as it actually existed at the

time of writing. Some of the branches have been broken off; these are the

unbelieving Jews. In their place wild olive branches have been grafted in

to the main stock of the people of God. These are Gentile Christians who

may now be described in the words yof Ephesians as "fellow citizens with the

saints and members of the household of God, built upon the foundation of

the apostles and prophets ..." (ii!19-20). These Gentiles have been made

partakers of the rich inheritance of God's chosen people but instead of

being grateful, they have begun to boast over those whom they believe them¬

selves to have replaced.

This is not merely a hypothetical situation which materialized only

much later in the Ephesian church."^ Paul's condemnation of boasting is

meaningless if in fact no one is actually boasting. The same applies if

he is writing only generally without any clear idea of what the situation

is at PLome. But the content of this section gives us no real reason for

thinking that Paul is referring to a general situation; on the contrary

there is every indication that he addresses himself to a quite specific

1. Cf. Barth, op.cit., p.285.
2. Cn Israel as an olive tree see Jer.xi:l6 and Hos.xiv:6,as a vineyard

Is.v$7, as a vine Ps.lxxx:8, as a "plant of righteousness" Jub.xvi:26,
cf. Str/Bill I, pp.720.f., II, 563, III, 290; Volz op.cit., pp.392.f.
Similar imagery is used in connection with the Qumran community e.g.
"an everlasting planting" (iQS VIII 5)»

3. Contra E. Kasemann, "Ephesians and Acts" SLKA, pp.233-97 (29l).
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set of circumstances that have arisen in Rome. Since the growth in numbers

and influence of Gentile converts in the church took place some time prior

to the writing of Romans, it is perfectly in keeping with the historical de¬

velopment of the church that this situation should arise at this time."'' It

is significant that when Munck comes to discuss this section, he is forced

to refer again to Hanson's thesis that Romans tells us more of the real sit¬

uation of Paul the apostle in the midst of his missionary endeavours, than

of the actual situation of the Roman Christians.

Paul's response to Gentile Christians who feel disposed to boast over

the apparently rejected Jews is to, remind them of their dependence upon the

root of Israel. "If you do boast, it is still true that it is not you who
2

bear the root, but the root that bears you" (v.18). These Gentiles boast

as if they were completely independent and self-determining. Paul literally

'cuts their feet from under them'. As branches they are borne by the tree

and not vice versa. They can never be truly independent or self-determining

nor will they ever have any ground for boasting. "It is only if they were

bearers and not borne, restorers to life and not restored, givers and not

receivers that they would have occasion to magnify themselves and disparage

the others."^
But the Gentile Christian has still a strong point in favour of his

self-conceit. "You will say", says Paul "branches were broken off so that

I might be grafted in." (v.19).^ The reference here is to the historical

1. Gf. L. Goppelt, "already at the time of the letters to the Corinthians,
Paul had to protect conscience-bound Jewish Christians against Gentile
Christians." Op.cit., p.l27«

2. Barrett's translation, (p.217).
3. Barth, op.cit., p.289-
4. "Ho doubt Gentile Christians had said this." Barrett, p.218.
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events that succeeded the death of Jesus, specifically the general unbelief

of the Jews and the success of the gospel in the Gentile world. Surely it

may be argued, recent events prove decisively that the Jews have actually

been rejected in favour of us Gentiles. The implication is that God prefers

Gentiles to Jews. Paul admits the truth of the sequence of historical

events but he immediately attacks this interpretation of them. One point

has been overlooked, the real reason for the present situation of the Jews

- their unbelief. The point Paul is stressing here is that the decisive

mark of the elect community is faith.^ The Jewish 'branches' were broken

off because of unbelief; the Gentiles were grafted in not because of any

inherent superiority, but only because of faith. This knov/ledge ought to

lead not to 'high-mindedness' but to reverent fear (v.20). In the next

verse Paul re-inforces the admonition by reminding the Gentiles that if

those who by birth were members of the Jewish race, have been excluded the

community of salvation because of their proud self-confidence, Gentiles,

having no such privilege should all the more readily suffer the same fate.

It is surprising how frequently in commentaries on Romans one finds

a strong emphasis upon Paul's strictures against Jewish boasting and yet

relatively little on the question of Gentile boasting. This has probably

1. H.W. Bartsch stresses that the meaning of 'faith' was a matter of
dispute among the Roman Christians, hence the references to 'the weak in
faith' and 'the strong in faith' in chs.xiv-xv and to Abraham in ch.iv.
"The Concept of Faith in Paul's Letter to the Romans." BR, XIII (1968),
pp.41-53. It is also possible that Gentile Christians boasted "We stand
by faith." Paul responds to this by stating that faith excludes boast¬
ing. Cf. H.W. Bartsch, "Die antisemitischen Gegner des Paulus im Romer-
brief." AJUT, pp.27-43(41).

2. The verb used here means to grow boastful or arrogant. The same express¬
ion occurs in xii:l6 but in a__different sense, cf. Barrett, p.218,
Schmidt relates this to the "Uberschwang des Pneumatikers", (p.196);
similarly Michel,p.277. See also Michel's note on the question of text
in this verse, (n.5 on same page).
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a lot to do with the tendency to regard Romans a3 essentially an anti-Jewish

document. Here the emphasis is in the other direction. Paul is deeply con¬

cerned at the proud self-confidence of these Gentile Christians boasting

about their position in contrast with Israel.^ He speaks with a certain
2

amount of contempt when he emphatically states "It is not you that support

the root but the root you." The imagery of the removal of branches is

designed to destroy such attitudes. The illustration seeks to prevent all

self-security, since the.connection between the tree and its branches rests

solely upon God's faithfulness. This means that the attitude of the Gentile

Christians towards Israel is "a touchstone for their own self-awareness".^
They do not stand in faith unless they "confess that the grace which saved

them can also save the most hopelessly lost, therefore, above all, the

severed branches of the people of the old covenant."^
This is because even the hardened 'rest' have the possibility of re¬

turning to the community of God's people i.e. provided they do not persist

in their unbelief (v.23). God has the power to graft them in if they turn

from their unbelief. This would seem to imply both the power of the gospel

and a believing response to it on the part of these hardened Jews. That

this is not too much to expect is illustrated by the use of the concept of

what is in keeping with nature and what is not, (cf. xara cpCo'tv w.21,24).

1. The Jew "relies on circumcision and the promises made to the fathers,
and in his self-sufficiency refuses to believe. In exactly the same
way the Christian is tempted to trust in his own faith, his own Christ¬
ianity." (Munck, p.13l). Similarly Muller, p.47-

2. Pallis, p.130.
3. Goppelt, op.cit., p.160.
4. Ibid.
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Looked at from the point of view 01 what is normal in nature,^" it is more

likely that the "branches broken off will be grafted back into their own tree,
2

than that wild shoots should be brought in to replace them. Since the latt¬

er event, unlikely as it.is, has already begun to take place, the former may

the more.legitimately be expected. Here again Paul seeks to demolish the

complacent assumption of proud Gentile Christians who have come to think of

themselves as 'the elect' over against the Jews as 'the rejected'. Election

can as easily be perverted to 'electedness' by Gentiles as by Jews. In both

cases the problem is the same - a wrong understanding of what election is.^
Election is never something upon which men may presume. It is always

a v/ork of divine grace and therefore conditional upon a right attitude in

those who would receive it. This aspect is brought out in v.22 where Paul

1. We see here that Paul is perfectly aware of what is normal in nature and
what is not. There is no need to presume that since the grafting pro¬
cesses outlined in ch.xi are somewhat abnormal, that this means that Paul
was a city dweller with no knowledge of horticulture (contra Lietzrnann,
p.105> Dodd, p.180). Barrett points out that Paul's language is tech¬
nical here (p.217). any case 17.M. Ramsay and others have written to
show that Paul's allegory in Rom.xi is not so far removed from actual
practice as some suspect. On this see Munck, Excursus 3, "The True Olive
Tree and the Wild Tree", pp.128-30, and Leenhardt, p.288. From a purely
literary point of view it is not necessary in order for an analogy to
prove useful, that it should correspond exactly in every detail. But the
basic point to be noted is that Paul himself draws attention to the fact
that what he proposes is contrary to nature, mpct, <puca,v (v.24), and, in
theological language, demands a miracle of grace. Cf. Barth's reference
to the breaking off and grafting in of branches as "an impossible parable
of an incomprehensible phenomenon." Shorter Commentary, p.142; Barrett,
pp.217-220.

2.' Leenhardt points out that Paul's comparison of a shoot according to
nature with one contrary to nature corresponds to reality because a shoot
succeeds more easily if the original tree and the engrafted shoot are
more closely related in species (p.290).

3. Cf. E. Flessernan-van Leer, op.cit., p.238. We note that Paul does not
speak of any kind of necessity here - he does not say that the branches
broken off must be grafted in again. The freedom of God is most care¬
fully guarded in Paul's understanding of the election of Israel. For
Paul history is not a process which consists in the mechanical unfolding
of external and immutable divine decrees but the arena where the freedom
of God and the freedom of man interact for the furtherance of the divine
purpose. Cf. Leenhardt, p.291.
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draws attention to the kindness and the severity of God. This is parallel

to the emphasis upon hardening and having mercy in ch.ix. But contrary to

the view of the Roman Gentile Christians neither kindness nor severity are

fixed irrevocable attitudes of God toward men or nations. His ways are not

static nor are they so easily discernible by human understanding (cf. w.

33.f.).

The conditional nature of salvation should not cause us to come to

2
the conclusion" which some scholars have reached (in spite of all that Paul

has stated to the contrary) - that there is no real continuity in the out¬

working of God's purpose in history. The last phrase of v.24 suggests

otherwise; unbelieving Jews can still be grafted back into their ovm olive

tree. Some scholars seem to think it necessary that in order to maintain a

doctrine of justification by grace, we must stress only the discontinuity

within the history of God's people.^ Klein is mistaken when he claims that

for Paul there exists no meaningful historical continuity between Abraham

and the nation of Israel.^ Again it is equally 'wrong to suggest that since

the coming of Christ all distinctions between Jews and Gentiles are rendered

5
null and void. Paul does make statements that can be used as evidence for

1. The whole process (i.e. both the breaking off and grafting in) is a
revelation of the nature of God (Barrett, p.218).

2. Cf. Barrett's emphasis upon the correlation between the kindness and
severity of God and the belief and unbelief of men (p.219).

3. E.g. Muller's statement "Die Kirche tritt als keineswegs in geschicht-
lichen Kontinuitat die Nachfolge Israels an." (p.97). He goes on to
speak of how "die Neuschopfung die geschichtliche Kontinuitat Israels
immer wieder brach und neu setzte ..." (ibid). One-sided interpretation
of Paul's attitude to the Law, of the relation between Law and gospel
(particularly Rom.x:4)> and of the church as eschatological Israel have
combined to give a disproportionate emphasis upon the element of discont¬
inuity.

4. "Heil und Geschichte nach Romer iv" NT3, XIII (1966), pp.43-47-
5. Contra D.'V. Hay "The Mystery of Israel: A Reply to Dr. E. Plesseman-van

Leer." CJT, III (1957), pp.97-101.
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this view, but he holds them in tension with others which stress that sal¬

vation is first of all to the Jews.

Properly understood there is no contradiction between Paul's under¬

standing of grace and his emphasis upon the election of Israel. Against

those who would emphasize only discontinuity, the image of the olive tree

stands as witness for the other side of the case. "The illustration seeks

to express the continuity of God's saving activity in history: God ties Him¬

self to men."^ This means that since God voluntarily binds Himself in cov-

2
enant with man, we can truly expect that His promises will one day find

fulfilment in that nation whom He.chose to be His own.

But this covenant relationship is not something upon which a man or

nation can presume. If this were so "grace would be no more grace," (xi:6).

If Paul had written ch.xi separately from iii:21-iv:25 and ixsl.f., mis-under¬

standings of his viewpoint on Israel could be excused. But this is not so

and his treatment of the Abraham tradition alone should prevent misinterpret¬

ation of the olive tree image in ch.xi.^
This olive tree image is properly understood as an illustration of

'erwahlungsgeschichtliche Kontinuitat' i.e. the continuity of God's free

grace in action in history.^ In the immediate context it stands as a pos¬

itive witness to Gentile Christians of the continuity of God's saving pur¬

pose in history. At the same time it also serves as a salutary reminder

that His people were and continue to be constituted by grace alone.

1. Goppelt, op.cit., pp.159-60.
2. Cf. Barth, Church Dogmatics II, 2, pp«53-54> 90-93.
3. Cf. our discussion of the significance of Abraham in the section entitled

"Rom.iv and Rom.ix-xi", (pp.182-88 ).
4. Cf. U. Wilckens, "Die Rechtfertigung Abrahams nach Romer iv," Studien zur

Theologie der alttestamentlichen Uberlieferungen,pp.lll-27( 121}!! On this
theme see the extended note on ix:6-13 (p.336J-
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Rom.xi:25-36.

The y&p in v.25 indicates that what is stated here relates closely

to the preceding argument."1 The reason why Paul has put forward the allegory

of the olive tree is because he does not want the Roman Gentile Christians to

2
be ignorant of God's purpose for Israel. There is nothing in Paul's gospel

to cause Gentile Christians to congratulate themselves on their faith or to

despise unbelieving Israel. We see from this that the allegory has a pract¬

ical import. This is further indicated by the fact that Paul addresses

these Christians directly as 'brethren' in order to emphasize that his re¬

marks are specifically aimed at thfem. The direct address and the practical

application of the allegory are proof that Paul is not depicting a purely

hypothetical situation. There were Gentile Christians in Rome who actually

boasted that they had replaced Israel. This was tending to give them an in¬

flated sense of their own importance.^
The people addressed here are doubtless none other than the 'strong'

Gentile Christians of chs.xiv-xv, who pride themselves on their knowledge

and freedom. The attitude towards the 'weak' Jev/ish Christians in chs.xiv-

xv is similar to the attitude to Israel which we find expressed in ch.xi.

1. Cf. Barrett, p.222.
2. The phrase oJ> GeTao upa-c ^yvoetTv (cf. i:13, I Cor.x:l; xii:l; II

Cor.i:8; I Thess.iv:13) is used by Paul to emphasize something of special
importance which he wishes to bring home to his readers; cf. Sanday and
Keadlam, p.334* J.T. Sanders "The Transition from Opening Epistolary
Thanksgiving to Body in the Letters of the Pauline Corpus", JBI., LXXXI,
(1962) pp.348-62(349)• There is no reason to suggest that this formula
indicates that xi:25«f. originally existed separately and was inserted
into Rom.xi as a later addition.

3. Cf. the reference in v.20 to growing boastful ( u\|rr]\a <ppovst ) . The
same expression is used at xii:l6 in a slightly different sense. The
thought common to both is that of being 'above oneself', cf. Barrett,
p.218; Jewett, p.46.
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From a comparison of the contents of these chapters it appears mo3t unlikely

that Paul refers to different groups in ch.xi and in chs.xiv-xv.^"
The* particular sin with which the Gentile Christians are threatened

here is described as considering themselves wise in their own conceits,

(v.25). The Roman Gentile Christians give the appearance of being a highly

intelligent and independent group of Christians. The fact that no apostle

had been responsible for the initial founding of the Roman church may have

encouraged this spirit of independence. Despite their spiritual stature

however, they are lacking in an essential element of the Christian faith;

they appear to have no appreciation of the Jewish origin of the church or of

the history of the people of God in the Old Testament.^ In this they were

probably typical of many Gentile Christians who were fully conscious of the

newness of the gospel but not sufficiently aware that "salvation is of the

Jews".^
These Christians are wise in their own conceits". Manson takes this

5
to mean "relying on your own interpretation of history". They are people

who judge life from their own experience and opinions and have no regard for

1. It seems inconsistent to regard chs.xiv-xv as relating to a specific
situation at Rome and yet to hold that the same situation is not necess¬
arily depicted in chs.i-xi. Contra Marxsen, Introduction to the Re?/
Testament, pp.101.f.

2. ev eautoCt; cppov 14x00 is probably the best reading here (cf. Michel,
p.280 n.2). Michel holds that the 'strong' Roman Christians were pneu¬
matics (p.13), and draws attention to their proud self-consciousness.
He suggests that the word eppovojuoc was possibly a slogan of this group,
cf. 'the wise in Christ' (I Cor.ivslO), p.280 n.3.

3. Cf. Liitgert, op.cit., pp.84-89. Liitgert is probably correct in seeing
'Marcionite' tendencies in the attitude of the Roman Christians whose
beliefs he describes as "ein gegen die_Religion Israels gerichtetes
Christentum". (p.89)«

4. The crucial problem for Gentile Christianity was the relationship of the
message of Christ to the Old Testament, cf. Goppelt, op.cit., pp.112-3-

5. "Romans", New Peake, p.949-
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1 2
tradition. They are in danger of being 'geschichtlos'. This helps us to

understand the emphasis upon Abraham and continuity in chs.iv and ix-xi.

Grace and our understanding of it is not something to be erected into an in¬

dependent principle by which to interpret life.^ Grace and our experience of

it,rightly understood, keeps us in subjection to God's purpose and related to

all men who are included within that purpose. The Roman Christians had er¬

ected their own view of the gospel and of history into a 'Heilsegoismus1

contrary to the true meaning of grace.^ They exhibited at a very early peri-
5

od in the history of the church the kind of Gentile arrogance which has so

often been typical of the church's attitude towards the Jewish people.

To counteract this tendency to view God's purpose only in its relation

to Gentile Christianity without reference to the Jews to whom the promise was

originally given, Paul reminds the Roman Christians that God still has a pur¬

pose for Israel and that it is important for them to take this into account.

There is no room for boasting over Israel because Israel is still "beloved

for the sake of their forefathers", (v.28). The antidote to Gentile independ¬

ence is to remind them that the new church stands on the patriarchal stem and

therefore Gentiles must forever remain indebted to Old Testament Israel from

whom they originated.^

1. Cf. 0. Glombitza, "Welche Sorge treibt den Apostel Paulus zu den Satzen
Rom.xi:25«f.?" NovT, VII (1964), pp.312-18(314)•

2. Ibid.
3. Cf. Kasemann's criticism of Klein for formalizing the doctrine of the

justification of the ungodly. He claims that Klein's interpretation shows
that very presumption against which Rom.xi:20 warns, "Der Glaube Abraham
in Rom.iv", PP, p.153. For a similar view cf. Schlatter, p.326.

4. Cf. Glombitza, op.cit., p.318.
5. Cf. Pallis' translation of xi:25a "For lest your hearts lapse into arrog¬

ance...." (pp.183.f.). See also Ibid, p.131.
6. Cf. Leenhardt, p.292.
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For Christians who judge themselves by themselves and see the whole of

the divine 'Heilsgeschichte• as orientated towards them to the exclusion of

others, it is salutary to he reminded of the 'extra nos' of salvation, that

the divine purpose includes all men and encompasses the entire history of the

world. Kasemann emphasizes that Paul always opposes the extremes of Gentile

enthusiasm "by stressing the apocalyptic elements in the gospel."'' The apocal¬

yptic note is very evident in Paul's reference to a mystery that has been re¬

vealed to him.

It is possible to think of this mystery in the sense of a special re-
2

velation, which Paul has recently received. Noack goes so far as to suggest

that it was in the course of writing the letter that Paul came to realize

that God would eventually save all Israel.^ This view seems unlikely however

since Paul has already given some indication earlier in the letter that this

is what he has in mind; we believe that the emphasis upon the priority of the

Jew indicates that Paul has been leading up to this since the beginning of

the letter.

1. Cf. Kasemann's comment in the course of a discussion of the relation of
Paul's eschatology to that of the enthusiasts - "The present eschatology
of the enthusiasts is therefore picked up but apocalyptically anchored
and delimited as it is not with them. For Paul it is not an alternative
to, but a component of, a future eschatology". "Primitive Christian Apoc¬
alyptic", NTQ.T, p.133.

2. Cf. Lagrange, p.372; K.L. Schmidt, Die Judenfrage Frage im Lichte der
Kapitel ix-xi des R'omerbriefes, ThS, XIII, Zurich 1943, p.32; A. Fridrich-
sen, "The Apostle and His Message", Uppsala Universitets Aarskrift, III,
p.14; B. Rigaux "R£v£lation des myst&res et perfection a Qumran et dans
le Nouveau Testament", HTS, IV (1958) pp.237-62(254, 26l). 'Mystery' has
often been over-emphasized, e.g. H. Schlier, "Das Mysterium Israels" in
Die Zeit der Kirche, Freiburg 1956, pp.232-44* Michel holds that for Paul
piv-rrnpoov designated "keine esoterische Geheimlehre, sondern eine apokal-
yptische Tfeisheit, die zur Prophetie gehort", (p.280).

3. "Current and Backwater in the Epistle to the Romans", STh, XIX (1965),
pp.155-66(165-6).
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The more likely meaning of my3tery here is that which is common in

apocalyptic literature and in the New Testament in which mystery is under¬

stood as the eternal divine plan or an element in that plan which remains

hidden until the correct time for its revelation. As Bornkamm states "The

mysteries are God's counsels destined finally to be disclosed. They are the

final events and states which are already truly existent in heaven and may be

seen there, and which will in the last days emerge from their concealment and

become manifest events".^. The possibility is that Paul came to understand

this 'mystery' through study of the scriptures. For the Qumran sectarians,

although they did claim to receive divine guidance,the primary source of
2

'mysteries' v/as apparently the scriptures, and this kind of revelation is

very much in keeping with the way in which Paul emphasizes the Old Testament

in Rom.ix-xi. But like the men of Qumran, Paul studied the Old Testament in

the light of contemporary events.^ Thus in this study he looked at the words

of scripture in the light of the fulfilment of the Old Testament promises in

the Christ event and of his own conversion experience. As he studied the

scriptures from this perspective, he came to realize that the God who reveal¬

ed Himself on the Damascus road to Saul,the persecutor,could also save His

own disobedient people. If the most unlikely persecutor had become an apostle,

1. Cf. pucrrnpiov , TDNT, IV, pp.806-27(816).
2. Cf. Rigaux, op.cit., pp.237-48 and(especially) p.26l. In the latter refer¬

ence Rigaux makes a distinction between the 'mysteries' of Qumran which
v/ere learned from scriptural study and those of other literature which
were received by direct apocalyptic revelations. On this theme in Qumran
literature see R.E. Brown "The Pre-Christian Semitic Concept of Mystery",
CBQ, XX, pp.417-43(466.f.). Cf. also M. V/ilcox, "Dualism, Gnosticism, and
Other Elements in the Pre-Pauline Tradition", The Scrolls and Christianity,
Ed. M.Black, London I969, PP«91-93.

3. Cf. J.A. Fitzmyer "The Use of Explicit Old Testament Quotations in Qumran
Literature and in the New Testament", NTS, VII (1961), pp.297-333(325«f•)•
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why should it not be possible that disobedient Israel would yet be saved?""
From the perspective of the knowledge of the Jews' eventual salvation,

Paul is able to point out to the Gentile Christians that the hardening of
2

Israel is only partial and for a limited period of time. Paul now know3

that a limit has been set to Israel's unbelief. ' It will last only as long

as is necessary to complete the purpose for which it existed i.e. until the

full number of the Gentiles has come in. As in v.12 the 'full number' here

(v.25) probably refers to.the 'totality' rather than an exact number of in¬

dividuals.^ This expression is parallel to 'all Israel' - both formulae are

to be understood as suggesting collectives or groups without prejudging the

condition of any particular individual. The exact meaning of the expression

is best understood in contrast to 'the remnant'.^
Just as Paul makes no prediction as to the exact number of Israelites,

so too he does not define exactly when the 'fulness' will take place. The

relation between the salvation of 'all Israel' and 'the fulness of the Gent¬

iles' is not formulated in such a way as to indicate strict chronological de¬

pendence. In Paul's mind the two events are logically related but the relat-
5

ion should not be understood in a rigid arithmetical fashion.

The content of the mystery which has been revealed to Paul is support¬

ed by the inclusion of a compositive quotation from Is.lix:20-21 and Is.

1. The scriptures, Paul's confidence in the faithfulness of God and Paul's
own experience of God's grace all led him to hope for the salvation of
Israel, cf. Goppelt, op.cit., pp.164.f.

2. See discussion on v.12 (Thesis p.407) and also Pallis' suggestion that
uxo [ifipouq is equivalent to mivec in iii:3 (p.59)*

3. Cf. Goppelt, op.cit., p.164; also Thesis p.407 n.4«
4. Cf. Leenhardt, p.293.
5. "Paul did not write: xal moms 'and then' but xat oumcoq 'and so"'.

(Leenhardt, pp.293-4).
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xxvii:9-~'~ That Paul intends these to apply specifically to unbelieving Is¬

rael is shown by the fact that he breaks off his quotation of Is.lix:20.f.
2

just at the point where it becomes explicitly applicable to Christians by

the reference to "my spirit which is upon you", (v.2l).

The significance of the change from svexev 2uov to Zl&v is

greatly emphasized by Munck.^ In his opinion the Old Testament quotations

may mean something more than proof that all Israel will be saved. It is

possible that the text is intended to give "an e3chatological picture of

Christ". "Christ descends from heaven and from (Paul has ) Mount Zion

appears to Israel".^ Munck's picture of Paul's self-understanding and of
5

his place in 'Heilsgeschichte' seems to us to be somewhat exaggerated. It

is doubtful if Paul expected an immediate cataclysmal occurrence upon the

acceptance of the collection in Jerusalem.

That for Paul the collection was "fraught with eschatological mean-
g

ing" there is no doubt. But it is hard to discover exactly what his ex¬

pectations were. The collection for Jerusalem represented the offering of

the Gentiles and it also symbolized the offering up of the Gentile Christ¬

ians themselves (cf. xv:l6). It was intended to forge a bond of fellowship
7

between the Gentile mission and the mother church. It was also possibly in¬

tended after the manner of prophetic symbolism to act as a catalyst towards

1. The first three lines of the quotation (up to SiaGrjXG ) are from Is.
lix:20-21 and the fourth is a free rendering of Ps.xxvii:9» cf. Munck,
p.137- See also Fitzmyer, op.cit., p.329«

2. Cf. Richardson, pp.128-9.
3. p.137.
4. Cf. Munck, p.137-
5. Cf. VI.D. Davies' review of Paulus und die Heilsgeschichte, NTS, II,

(1955), PP .60-72. " ~ * ~~
6. Cf. F.F. Bruce, Pew Testament History, London 1969* p.335«
7. On the literature concerning the significance of the collection etc.,

see Thesis pp.442 n.4 and 452.
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the full realization of that state of affairs which it symbolized. If we

accept the latter interpretation it is conceivable that the link between the

reception of the collection in Jerusalem and the conversion of all Israel is

that Paul sees the acceptance of the collection as the first step in that

process which will eventually culminate in the salvation of the Jews. This

in turn will lead to the consummation of all things (cf. life from the dead,

xi:lp).^
It would appear that the function of the Old Testament quotations is

to provide additional proof in support of the mystery that Israel will event¬

ually be saved. To take them as a direct reference to the Second Coming as

2
Munck does, is to read into them more than Paul intended. The quotations

from Isaiah both indicate that God has not yet finished with Israel, and that

He will maintain His covenant by the removal of her sins. Possibly these

were the particular passages of scripture on the basis of which it was reveal¬

ed to Paul that "All Israel will be saved".^

Although we are not in full agreement with Munck we acknowledge the

correctness of his view that Paul believes that the fulness of the Gentiles

and the salvation of all Israel will lead to the consummation of all things

1. Cf. Manson, op.cit., p.949 (on xi:l6).
2. p.137.
3. The meaning of this phrase has been much disputed. For the various poss¬

ible interpretations see Michel, p.281"n.2. On the basis of the argument
up to this point and the immediate context we take it to mean the Jews
a3 a whole i.e. the "full number" of the Jews. The "full number" is not

necessarily identical with every individual Jew, (contra Vischer, Jud, VI
(1950) pp.81-132(127). The belief that the whole of Israel would share
in the world to come, expressed in oanhedrin x:l did not prevent the ex¬
clusion of several categories of sinners, cf. Str/Bill. IV, pp.1052-56.
In any case what is actually stated here is not Tt&vtec oi 'Iou8atoo
but %2c 'lapariX , cf. Gutbrod, TMT, III, pp.388.f. On the question of
Paul's use of 'Israel' here see also Richardson, pp.146/7.
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which in Paul's mind is closely associated with Jerusalem, the centre of Jud¬

aism. We differ from him in that we "believe that Paul saw the reception of

the collection and the resulting harmony as only the first (but also a very

decisive) stage in that series of events by which God's purpose for mankind

would finally be completely realized.

Verse3 28-32 are a recapitulation of the discussion concerning the

present state of Jews and Gentiles and their function towards each other in

the light of the divine purpose. These verses consist of two balanced sent¬

ences each 'constructed on the same pattern. They each contain a pair of anti¬

thetical clauses, 29a, 29b, 30, 31, explained by a 'for' ( Y&P ) clause (w.

29, 32).1
The enigma of the unbelieving Jews is emphasized by their two-fold

designation in v.28 - as regards the gospel, "enemies of God", as regards el¬

ection, "beloved for the sake of their forefathers". It is best to under¬

stand exOpoc as active, expressing the opposition of the Jews to the gosp¬

el rather than as passive with the meaning 'hated by God'. The fact that

this word is always used in the active sense elsewhere in the New Testament,

and the context here also favour this reading. Since the &x®p°C is "for

your sake", (v.28), this is best understood to refer to Jewish opposition to

the gospel from which the Gentiles benefited when the gospel came to them in¬

stead.^

1. Cf. Barrett, p.224- The great care with which these verses have been con¬
structed evidences the seriousness which Paul attached to this closing
paragraph of his argument. Richardson arranges vv.28-31 into two parallel
columns relating to Jews and Gentiles respectively, with v.32 standing as
the conclusion to both, (p.127). Cf. also Jtfichel, p.282.

2. Cf. Munck, p.138.
3. Cf. Barrett, p.245«
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The strange contradiction is that the same Israel which persecutes

the church is "beloved of God on account of their forefathers". The latter

phrase emphasizes the significance which Paul placed upon ancestry. It

should not be understood to refer to the Rabbinic doctrine of the merit of

the fathers which formed a treasury upon which their sinful descendants can

draw.^ Paul's reference to the fathers is a reference not to their merit

but to their election through the grace of God. Verse 29 gives the reason

for the love with which the Jews are favoured. Since God chose their fore-

2
fathers and since His gifts and calling are irrevocable, then, despite

their present opposition to the gospel, the Jews are still beloved.

Here we see the outcome of Paul's discussion in ch.ix. There we

noted that Paul argued for God's freedom in election and we emphasized that

this freedom was freedom to retain unbelieving Israel (in spite of her un-

worthiness) within the divine purpose."^ The freedom of God not to reject

Israel is here related to His gracious election of the patriarchs. This is

in perfect keeping with Paul's continued stress throughout this letter on the

grace of God in salvation.^ At the conclusion of Paul's argument it becomes

plain that it is grace and not merit which causes him still to hope for Isra¬

el's salvation. "Paul does not deny the importance of ancestry but only man's

5
right to use it in making claims upon God".

1. Gf. Barrett, p.245-
2. Gf. Spicq, " Al'£ETAl>tEAHTA dans Romains xi:29". KB, LXVII (i960), pp.210-19.

Pallis points out that the idea expressed here is that God is legally
bound to carry out His covenant, (p.132). Paul probably understands this
as God being bound by His own faithfulness to remain true to His covenant,
cf. Goppelt on the image of the olive tree "God ties Himself to men", op.
cit., p.160.

3. As we have already noted in connection with ixs14-18, cf. Thesis, p.341*
4. See especially on iv:l6, Thesis,pp.172-3.
5. Munck, p,139«



The final period in vv.30.f.is parallel to that in vv.28.f. hut de¬

velops in more detail the connection in the gospel between Jews and Gentiles.

The point of the carefully constructed statements is to show that in God's

purpose the salvation of one group is designed to influence the salvation of

the other. The gospel was not intended to have the effect of isolating Jew

from Gentile or Gentile from Jew but exactly the reverse."'" This is shown by

a comparison of the different standing of Jews and Gentiles before the ad¬

vent of the gospel of Christ (note ) and now( vDv ) in the time of eschato-

logical fulfilment. Just as the Gentiles were then disobedient but on acc¬

ount of the Jews' disobedience have now obtained mercy, so the Jews have

also now become disobedient whereas the Gentiles have obtained mercy with

the eventual aim that the Jews may now receive God's mercy. The emphasis

upon the mutual correspondence between the belief and unbelief of Jews and

Gentiles is most striking. Although the Jews have lost their immediate

place as God's agents in the 'Heilsgeschichte' they have only lost it temp¬

orarily because God's purpose does not proceed apart from the Jews and Is¬

rael's central position in the 'Heilsgeschichte* will become clear again
2

precisely in the last days.

Both the disobedience and the receiving of mercy by the Jews are set

in the present,"^ which suggests that even if the salvation of all Israel

takes place on the "boundary of history",^ it is still within history.

1. Cf. Richardson's comment on w.28-32 "... a complex interaction between
two entities - one with a special relationship to God, the other far
from Him. The positions of the two become inextricably related by God's
action, so that both might benefit by His mercy". (p.127).

2. Gf. J.P.Martin, "The Kerygma of Romans?', Int,XXV (l97l) >pp.303-28(307).
3. Despite the fact that vBv (v.3l) is omitted by some manuscripts we agree

with Barrett that 'now' is a very difficult, but Pauline reading and that
the variants are secondary 'improvements', (p.222 n.l).

4. Cf. Barrett, p.215.
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At the end of his discussion of the interrelation of Jews and Gent¬

iles in 'Heilsgeschichte1 Paul reveal3 to us his own explanation of the

divine intention - "God has consigned all men to disobedience, that he may

have mercy upon all" (v.32). In Paul's opinion God's purpose has always

been directed towards all men; both Jew and Gentile have always been in¬

cluded. The reference in v.32 is not just to 'all Israel' or to 'the full¬

ness of the Gentiles' but includes both these groups.

Thus Paul has arrived here at a fitting conclusion to his long dis¬

cussion. The reference to the disobedience of Gentiles^" and of Jews re¬

minds us of i:18-ii:29« The disobedience of both groups has been taken into

account in the divine economy. The advantage of the Jew has been maintained

by showing that God is free to act in grace even towards the disobedient,and

that His gifts and calling are irrevocable precisely because they originate

in His grace. Even the fact that some were unfaithful (iiis7) has not prov¬

ed that God is unfaithful but quite the opposite; His faithfulness emerges

all the more clearly in contrast to their disobedience.

The wonder and majesty of the divine purpose can only fittingly be

appreciated in worship and adoration. It is on this note that Paxil con¬

cludes his argument. Despite his own long discussion, Paul confesses at the

end of it that it is impossible for human understanding to fully comprehend
2

the activity of God. The depth of the riches, wisdom and knowledge of God,

1. The use which Paul makes of the disobedience of the Gentiles in the
conclusion helps to clarify his emphasis on their disobedience at the
commencement of his argument in i:18.f. The parallel between the
former disobedience of Gentiles and the present disobedience of Jews
suggests that the salvation of the Jews is the logical correlative of
the salvation of the Gentiles. Cf. Munck, p.140.

2. To be understood in the same sense as in viii:29> cf. Bultmann, TDNT, I
pp.704-5.
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Ilia judgements and His ways cannot be discovered by human wisdom (v.33).

Even through revelation, man can only appreciate a fraction of the all-em-

bracing purpose of God.

God has no need to consult anyone for advice (v.34). He is no man's

debtor; He can finance all His own undertakings (v.35)^ He is the source,

2
sustainer and goal of all things, (v.36). The sovereignty of God is no

doubt a fitting subject to elicit humility and to destroy human presumpt¬

ion."^ The emphasis upon .the incomprehensibility of the divine wisdom sugg¬

ests that even Paul's doxology is intended to humble those who considered

themselves wise in their own estimation, and believed that they fully under¬

stood the workings of 'Heilsgeschichte'^ both for themselves and for the

Jews. To those who were prone to boast of their own independent achivements,

it was a necessary admonition to be reminded that since God acts in grace,

5
neither Jew nor Gentile can establish any claims upon Him.

1. Cf. Pallis' translation (p.183).
2. On the literary background and style of xi:33-36 see G. Bornkamm, "The

Praise of God", Early Christian Experience, pp.105-11, and Leenhardt,
P.297. ~

3. Cf. Bornkamm, op.cit., p.107.
4. Gf. Lagrange, p.284.
5. Cf. Barrett, pp.228-9.
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The Situation to which Paul addre3se3 himself in Rom.ix-xi.

In accordance with our view that chs.ix-xi represent the climax of

Paul's argument in Rom.ix-xi, we expect to find in these chapters the clue

to the situation which occasioned the writing of the letter. Because of this

view, and since the actual situation in the church at Rome will be discussed

more fully later, in order to avoid repetition, we intend at this stage simp¬

ly to outline the main feature of the 'Sitz im Leber' which we have discerned

in these chapters.

Our starting point is that chs.ix-xi are a unity and that the situat¬

ion to which they are addressed bepomes clear only in ch.xi. In xi:l3 we

find that those addressed are specifically described as Gentile Christians.

But the themes of the discussion i.e. the purpose of God in the 'Heilsgesch-

ichte' of Israel and the Gentile Christians' attitude to the Jews, are those

that would most likely originate in a situation where Gentile Christians liv¬

ed in close contact with Judaism; this contact would be most likely to take

place in a community where there were Jewish Christians as well as Gentiles.

Prom our survey of chs.ix-xi it would appear that the basic failing

of the Gentile Christians in Rome is that they tended to repeat the mistakes

of the Jews in their understanding of salvation. They were in danger of

regarding themselves as 'the elect' over against the Jews whom they regarded

as 'the rejected'. Like their Jewish counterparts they were tending to per¬

vert 'election' into 'electedness' by forgetting that election and faith are

correlates of one another. This wrong understanding of themselves in relat¬

ion to the Jews led to boasting, to thinking of themselves more highly then

they ought (cf.xii:3). In this high-mindedness they exhibited a deficient

understanding of the Old Testament and of the origins of the church.

Paul's use of the allegory of the olive tree in xi:17.f. is partic-
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ularly useful in that it indicates to us those areas in which he considered

these Gentile Christians were deficient. They were lacking in their inter¬

pretation of the purpose of God which they tended to consider only in terms

of their own salvation. To counter this failing Paul has already argued in

ch.ix for the freedom of God in history. The reason why Paul wishes to

establish the divine freedom is because he intends to argue in ch.xi that

God is free to retain the Jews in His purpose just as He is also free to

reject them for their disobedience.

It would appear that Gentile Christian arrogance is also the reason

for Paul's revelation of the 'mystery' in xi:25.f. This is indicated by the

preface "Lest you be wise in your own conceits", and by the fact that Paul's

doxology at the end of the chapter is also slanted against the 'wise'. The

Roman Christians were apparently in danger of making themselves (and not

Christ) the norm for Christian life. Paul's frequent use of Old Testament

quotations may also be intended to counter this tendency. He emphasizes that

God's word (promise) to Israel has not failed and that the divine purpose in¬

cludes the eventual salvation of 'all Israel' as well as the 'fullness of the

Gentiles' . The emphasis upon the purpose of God is intended to include all

men repudiates all false ideas of election, establishes the continuity of the

divine purpose in history and gives to both Jew and Gentile their proper

significance under God.

£rom the content of the carefully constructed conclusion in

xi:28.f. it seems that Paul's argument is addressed to a situation in which

he feels it imperative to emphasize the inter-relatedness of Jew and Gent¬

ile in salvation. The fact that he relates his own Gentile mission to the

Jews, that he suggests in x:4 a- positive connection between the Law and

Christ and especially that he hope3 for the salvation of 'all Israel', in¬

dicate that Paul in this section seeks to overcome Gentile Christian arrog¬

ance by a re-appraisal of the special place of the Jews in the divine economy.
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The Purpose of Paul in the Letter to the Romans.

(a.) Romans as a Letter of Self-Introduction.

One of the most common reasons given for the occasion of Paul's writ¬

ing the letter to the Romans is that he wants to introduce himself and his

gospel to the Christian community in order to prepare for his future mission

there and in Spain."'" Paul had for a long time planned to journey to the West

to "bring the gospel to Spain. For that trip he had to go through Rome and

needed Rome a3 a base from which to operate - to care for converts and act as

a link with the mother church in Jerusalem. Many obstacles had hindered
2

Paul's proposed visit. Probably the most serious of these was that trouble

in the churches at Galatia and Corinth prevented him from organizing his

collection project as quickly as he had hoped, thereby delaying all his future

plans in Spain.^ This view has the obvious advantage that in Romans as no¬

where else, Paul stresses the world wide mission of the church.^ In it he

speaks of his apostleship to the Gentiles and his indebtedness to all men,

'the Greek and barbarian, cultured and uncultured (isl4). This interpretation

also rightly recognizes Paul's stress in the introduction (islO.f.) and in the

conclusion (xvs22.f.) on his intention to visit the Roman Christians en route

for Spain.

There are several strong reasons however why this understanding of the

occasion of the letter is not adequate. We note first that Paul's references

1. Cf. Dodd, pp.4 and 7•f-> Barrett, p.7-
2. Cf. i:13, xv:22. The Sto of xv:22 should be taken to refer back to v.19.

Cf. Lietzmann, p.121.
3. Cf. Munck, PSM, pp.54-55-
4. Cf. G. Borhkamm, "Der Romerbrief als Testament des Paulus", Geschichte und

Glaube,2, Ge3. Aufs. Band IV, BEvTh, 53, Munchen 1971 > pp.120-139(135)•
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to his forthcoming missionary visit are general (we might even say vague).''"
Re hopes to reap some harvest among the Romans as amongst other Gentiles

(ij13)• We would normally take this to mean that he hopes to conduct mission¬

ary work in Rome; but this i3.questionable since he has previously described

his work in Rome as a process of mutual strengthening between himself and the

Romans (i:ll,12). In xv:15 Paul states that he has written to the Roman
2

Christians "by way of reminder". In view of this we should probably accept

that Paul is not going to Rone to evangelize, but only to build up an already

existing Christian community. This is the sense in which he means his preach¬

ing of the gospel in Rome to be taken (i:15). That this is what Paul intends

is to some extent dependent on the interpretation we put on xvi20, where Paul

makes it his boast not to build on another man's foundation. If this refers

back to his previous missionary work in the East,^ we could still hold that

Paul intends to do missionary work in Rome because all other areas in the

East have already been covered. This would imply a change in policy which

does not seem to be indicated by the succeeding verses in ch.xv.

One other solution would be to hold that since the Roman church was

not founded by any particular apostle and since it is probable that some of

1. Cf. Barrett, p.11. According to Marxsen, Paul speaks of his plans only
incidentally and they cannot be taken to be the theme of the letter,
Introduction to the New Testament, ET Oxford 1968, P«92«

2. H.W. Bartsch notes that Paul could not have used this phrase if the letter
is a treatise about his own theology written in order to introduce himself.
"The Concept of Faith in Paul's Letter to the Romans", BR, XIII (1968),
pp.41-53(44).

3. G. Klein seeks to overcome the apparent discrepancy between xv:20 and
i:ll-15 not by following Lipsius' suggestion that xv:l9b, 20b and 23.f.
are interpolations but by interpreting both Paul's letter and visit as an
assertion of his apostolic authority. "Der Abfassungszweck des Romerbriefes",
Rekon3truktion und Interpretation. Ges. Aufs. Munchen 1969, pp.l29-44(l30.f.).
Bornkamm disagrees with Klein and points out that xv:20 is meant to explain
Paul's delay and not to justify or excuse his visit to Rome. Cf. op.cit.,
pp.138-39 n.47.
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these Christians have been converted in the Pauline mission and have then moved

there from the Ea3t,^ Paul does not regard this church as being any one's found¬

ation and so feels free to evangelize there. We must look at this in more

detail later.

Perhaps Paul himself has not yet thought out clearly what he intends to

do in Home. Other more important things are on his mind and it is only when

these are finished that he will be able to pay full attention to his plans for

Rorae.^

If we note Paul's own references to his forthcoming visit to Rome and

his plans there, he specifically states that he comes to Rome only on his way

to Spain, where he intends to continue his missionary work (cf.xv:24,28)

Whatever Paul intended to do in Rome, it seems that it is at least subsidiary

to what he planned to do in Spain. This means that those interpretations

which speak of Paul's longing to establish a mission in the capital of the

Empire etc. do not take seriously the fact that to Paul Rome is only a stage

on the way to Spain. This also puts paid to the view that in his letter to

the Romans, Paul presents a sample gospel to show the Roman Christians the

sort of gospel he will preach there in order to win their support.^ Even if

1. Cf. E.A. Judge and G.S.R. Thomas, "The Origin of the Church at Rome: A New
Solution", RThR, XXV (1966), pp.81-93(81.f.).

2. Cf. J. Jervell, "Per Brief nach Jerusalem: ttber Veranlassung und Adresse
des Romerbriefes", STh, XXV (l97l)» PP.61-73(67).

3. The view taken here is that Paul, in order not to offend the Roman Christ¬
ians, did not mention in ch.i that he was really heading for Spain.

4. Cf. Jervell, op.cit., p.66. D. Georgi has the view that the letter is
written to explain to the Roman Christians the grounds for Paul's coming
visit. In his opinion the delivery of the collection, the letter and the
forthcoming visit all have the same aim in view - support for his work
in the West. Die Geschichte der Kollekte des Paulus fur Jerusalem. Wissen-
schaftliche Beitrage zur kirchlich-evangelischen Lehre. Hamburg-Bergstedt,
1965, p.81.
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we allow that Paul's real goal is Spain and that he is not primarily concerned

about missionary work in Rome,^ it is unlikely that Paul would send an outline

of his gospel for the tentative approval of the Roman Christians. The gospel

he preached was not something that Paul received from men and not something

which he allowed men to judge, (cf. Gal.i:6f.).

In any case if Paul were to preach the gospel in Rome himself, it seems

2
superfluous to send a written copy of it in advance. If it is claimed that

Paul writes because he needs to be sure of their support in his (Roman) miss¬

ionary work, it is doubtful if the Roman Christians could have hindered him,

whether or not they approved of his gospelI

There is something more to be said for the view that Paul writes to the

Romans because he needed their support for his missionary work in Spain. The

support of the Roman Christians was an absolute essential for further work in

the West. Paul is now leaving the 'ecclesiastical province' of Jerusalem;^ he

can no longer claim to be working concentrically from the latter city and he

requires the Roman Christians to act as a link between Jerusalem and Spain.^
If this help were not forthcoming, the new converts in the West would be

completely isolated and Paul's mission, apart from a real connection with the

mother church in Jerusalem and the link with the Roman Christians, would be-

5
come a purely individual effort. It is likely then that Paul hoped for fin¬

ancial support and hospitality etc. from the Roman Christians.^ It is doubt¬

ful however whether he looks to them for active participation in the Spanish

1. Contra Dodd who speaks of a natural ambition to want to work in the capital
of the empire and to win support from the influential church of Rome (p.7)»

2. Cf. Jervell, op.cit., p.66.
3. Cf. Leenhardt, p.13.
4. Ibid., p.l4«
5. Ibid.
6. Cf. Bornkamm on the meaning of 7cpo7tep.<P©'nvat' (xvs24), op.cit., p.123.
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mission.^" For Paul the role that the Roman Church would play in his journey
2

to Spain was important and yet this mu3t not be overemphasized. In view of

this it would appear that although the reference to his forthcoming visit to

Rome and to Spain is a reason for Paul's letter, it cannot be regarded as the

reason.^
That this is so is clearly indicated by the conclusion of ch.xv, part¬

icularly w.30-32. Through the intercession of the Roman Christians Paul

hopes that his collection .will be received by the church in Jerusalem and

that he himself will be delivered from the unbelieving Jews. But the signifi¬

cant fact is that Paul's request for their intercessory prayers is on behalf

of his own safety and the acceptance of the collection, and his forthcoming

visit is only mentioned at the end of the list.^ The importance of this is

realized when we note that v.30 begins with mpamXco and thus indicates in

accordance with the form of the ancient letter and the Pauline letters that

the writer is now concluding his letter with a sentence which sums up the

5
theme and purpose of writing. As Jervell has shown, this fact means that

the visit to Jerusalem with the collection has much more reason to be regarded

as the occasion for the writing of Romans than the proposed visit to Rome and

Spain.^

1. Cf. Bornkaram. It is possible that certain of Paul's friends, such as Prisca
and Aquila, would have assisted him in his mission to Spain.

2. Bornkamra, op.cit., p.123.
3. Minear holds that there are several reasons for Paul's letter to the

Romans. Note the sub-title of his book The Purposes of Paul in the
Epistle to the Romans.

4. Cf. Jervell, op.cit., p.66. This is not to overlook the fact that Paul's
visit to Rome is dependent on the success of his Jerusalem visit, as
xv:32 implies. We may think of this under two headings (a) Paul's own
personal safety and (b) his acceptance by the Jerusalem church. Bornkamm
considers that Paul's mission in the West is dependent on both of these
factors, op.cit., p.137*

5. Cf. C. Bjerkelund Parakalo. Form, Funktion und Sinn der parakalo-Satze
in den paulinischen Briefen, Oslo 1967? pp.156.f.

6. Op.cit., p.66. Cf. also Georgi op.cit., p.81.
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If Paul's main aim in writing had been to elicit the support of the

Roman Christians for his missionary work then it is unlikely that he would

have omitted to make specific mention of it as a subject for prayer.^ We con¬

clude therefore that neither Paul's intention to visit Rome, nor his concern

to elicit support for his intended mission to Spain of themselves offer suffic-
2

ient grounds for Paul's writing of this letter.

(b) Romans as an Assertion of Paul's Apostolic Authority.

This interpretation of Romans was originally proposed by Anton Frid-

richsen.^ Fridrichsen emphasized the close connections, even identity, bet¬

ween the apostle Paul and his message. The letter to Rome was written by the

apostle to the Gentiles 'to assert in a discreet way, the apostolic authority

and teaching of Paul in the church of Rome."^
G. Klein has recently taken up this interpretation again and developed

5
it into a full-blown explanation of the purpose of the letter. Klein right¬

ly dismisses those views which consider that Paul is keen to preach in Rome

because it is the capital of the Empire etc. He holds that Paul writes to the

Romans not because of what he wants from them i.e. in the way of support etc.,

but because of what he has for them i.e. his apostolic authority as apostle to

the Gentiles.^ Klein bases his interpretation largely on the fact that Paul

addresses the Romans sometimes as full members of the Christian community, as

brothers etc., and yet at other times he speaks of his intention to evangelize

1. Cf. Jervell, op.cit., p.66.
2. "Weder die Spanienreise noch der Aufenthalt in Rom machen diesen Brief

notwendig oder erklaren seinen Inhalt". Jervell, op.cit., p.67.
3. "The Apostle and His Message", Uppsala Univer3itets Aarsskrift, III,

(1947), pp.1-23. * —
4* Op.cit., p.7.
5. Cf. Op.cit., especially pp.138-44*
6. Ibid, p.135.
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in Rome (i:15). Coupled with this he finds that no one has so far provided

a satisfactory interpretation of the apparent contradiction between Paul's

boast not to build on another man's foundation (xv:20) and his expressed des¬

ire to preach the gospel in Rome (i:ll.f.).

In Klein's opinion there is only one solution to these problems. This

is that whilst the Roman Christians may be regarded as Christians in the sense

that they have believed the gospel etc., they still are not a properly founded

church since they lack Paul's apostolic signature. This explains why he feels

free to visit them even though they are already believers. This too is the

reason why the designation £xxXr)Cia is missing in the prescript and through¬

out the letter.^
There is thus seen to be a certain equivalence between the purpose of

5
the letter and Paul's proposed visit to Rome. In both he stresses his gospel

and his apostolic commission as apostle to the Gentiles. This is clearly de¬

monstrated by the coupling of these two in both the introduction and conclus¬

ion of the letter. Romans is truly unique in that there is no real parallel

to this situation where a church exists without a proper apostolic founder.^
For this reason Paul can say quite clearly that he goes there to preach the

gospel and uses specific mission terminology because as far as he is concerned

these people have not yet been fully evangelized; he still has a spiritual
n

gift to give them in order to strengthen them, (i:ll).

1. Cf. op.cit., pp.141.f.
2. Op.cit., pp.138-40.
3. Ibid, p.141.
4- Ibid., pp.142-3.
5. Ibid, p.135.

Ibid, p.141.
7. Cf. Klein's interesting discussion of Paul's terminology in i»ll (op.cit.,

pp.140-41)•
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Klein's exposition has the advantage that it pays full attention to the

emphasis upon the gospel in Romans and also the corresponding emphasis upon

the world-wide mission of the church.^ His study serves to high-light the
2

problem of harmonizing xv:20 and i:11-15. Another merit of this interpret¬

ation is that it brings to the fore Paul's emphasis upon his apostolic office

which plays a dominant role in several of his letters.

It is from this particular emphasis that one of the most serious ob¬

jections against Klein's view arises. Since he does not claim that any part¬

icular heresy or problem exists in Rome, his view that the Roman Christians

are in some way deficient is hard to accept. From this point of view Paul

would appear to have a very authoritarian, almost officious understanding

of his apostleship . If Klein had given any real indication of a specific

deficiency in Rome, his interpretation might have been acceptable,but as he

has expressed it, it is certainly not in keeping with what we know from

elsewhere in the New Testament of Paul's conception of his apostleship.^
Although Paul does not refer to the church in Rome, there is abundant

evidence to show that he did regard the believers there as Christians in the

fullest possible understanding of the word. He refers to them as "called to

belong to Jesus Christ", "God's beloved", and "called to be saints" (i:6.f.),

in addition to various references to them as "brothers" etc.^ That they are

not deficient in this respect in spite of their lack of apostolic foundation

is witnessed by Paul's words in xv:15 - "I myself am satisfied about you,

my brethren, that you are full of goodness, filled with all knowledge, and

1. Cf. Bornkamm, op.cit., p,135«
2. But see Bornkamm's interpretation, op.cit., pp.138-39 n«47»
3. Cf. Bornkamm, op.cit., p.129.
4. Ibid.
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able to instruct one another." The weakness of Klein's interpretation is

clearly revealed by the content of the succeeding verse (v.15) - "But on

some points I have written to you very boldly by way of reminder". If the

Romans were completely lacking in apostolic foundation, how could Paul

write to them simply by way of reminder?

The Roman Christians were deficient in the same respect as other Christ¬

ian communities to whom Paul wrote. What their particular deficiencies were

we must discuss in more detail later. The fact that Paul does not specific¬

ally refer to the church in Rome may be satisfactorily explained other than as

Klein does. Probably the Roman Christians were deficient in their understand¬

ing of the doctrine of the church. It is even possible that as yet a united

Christian church had not been formed in Rome.^ In any case it was an area of

thought on which the Romans required guidance,and that had to be given in as

gentle a way as possible. This point of view has the advantage that it is
2

very much in harmony with the content of the entire letter.

The delicate manner in which Paul addresses the Romans may also be ex¬

plained by this understanding of the situation. If the Roman church had not

been founded by any particular apostle, then these Christians may have had a

highly individualistic and independent view of the Christian faith.^ They

may not have been very willing to accept instruction from any apostle. This

may be the reason why Paul in Romans often quotes from pre-Pauline credal

formulations etc.^ Paul probably does this to show that his understanding of

1. Cf. Minear, pp.7.f.
2. Cf. Leenhardt, pp.l5.f.
3. Cf. E. Trocme, "L'dpitre aux Romains et la mdthode missionaire de l'apotre

Paul", NTS, VII (1960/1), pp.148-53, contra Klein, op.cit., p.143.
4. Cf. Klein, op.cit., p.142. H. Conzelmarm, An Outline of the Theology of

the New Testament, ET London 19&9, pp.64-70, 166, 191.
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the Christian faith is not merely a personal or private opinion. Some such

understanding of the situation at Rome helps to explain Paul's emphasis upon

his apostolic authority, not in the way Klein suggests, hut as Fridrichsen

proposes "in a discreet way"."*"

(c) Romans as a Letter to Jerusalem.

This view has received a certain amount of support in recent articles
2

on Romans. Its merit is that it enables scholars to relate Romans to the

situation of Paul at the time of writing. This is particularly valuable

since it is now generally agreed that we cannot regard Romans, as Melanch-

thon did, simply as a compendium of Christian doctrine. The weakness of the

latter view is that is has become increasingly plain to scholars that Romans

does not cover the main doctrines of Christian belief.^ If Paul is select¬

ive in the choice of themes to be discussed in the letter then it is fair to

ask what motivated the selection. The forthcoming journey to Jerusalem with

the collection offers a good reason for this selection. It enables Romans

to be regarded as a real letter, addressed to a particular situation about a

1. Op.cit., p•7•
2. The suggestion that the secret address of Romans might really be the

church in Jerusalem was proposed by E. Fuchs in Hermeneutik, Bad Can-
statt 1954> p.191. This was taken up by W. Marxsen in his Einleitung
in das Neue Testament, Gutersloh 19^3 Cf. ET (1968),-pp.94'f« A sim¬
ilar view was proposed by M.J. Suggs in 19&7 an an article in the
series of studies presented to John Knox - "The Word is Near You: Rom.
x:6-10 within the Purpose of the Letter", CHINT, pp.289-312. Most rec¬
ently this interpretation has been advocated by Jervell in the article
already cited.

3. Cf. W.G. Kummel, Introduction to the New Testament, London 1$66, p.221.
Kummel notes that some important elements of Pauline teaching, such as
Christology and eschatology do not receive full attention, and some,
such as the Lord's Supper and church polity are not touched upon at all.
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specific issue."'" Even more acceptable than this is the fact that now the

occasion for the letter is located in the situation of Paul, rather than in

the particular situation of the church at Rome. This appeals to many schol¬

ars who find it hard to view Romans as the same kind of letter as the other

Paulines in view of the sparseness of specific information concerning pract-
2

ical problems in the church, etc. If we wish to be unkind, we could suggest

that this view of Romans is acceptable because it fits in better with the

general tendency to regard Romans as in some way or other representing a

'systematic' outline of Pauline theology."^
The fact that the collection is recognised as occupying a significant

place in Paul's life and work is another good feature of this interpretation.

The study of the collection project by Munck, Nickle and Georgi has led to a

fresh evaluation of its function and significance.^" Whatever purpose the
5collection was designed to serve, whether temple-tax, diaspora gift or alms

gift, it demonstrates the importance which Paul placed upon the unity of the

church. Associated with the above is the central place that Jerusalem

1. Cf. Jervell, op.cit., pp.63-64.
2. In addition to those listed on p.449n.2 others who regard Romans as some

sort of general or circular letter may be included e.g. T.W. Manson,
St. Paul's Letter to the Romans - and Others", BJRL, XXI, 1948> now in
Studies in the Gospels and Epistles, Ed. M. Black, Manchester University
Press, 1962, pp.225-41; J. Munck, PSM, pp.196-209; and G. Bornkamm in the
article already cited.

3. Although Bornkamm denies that in his interpretation of Romans as 'Paul's
last will and testament', he regards the letter as a summary of Christian
doctrine, his conclusion comes very near to suggesting exactly this, see
especially, p.139*

4. Cf. Munck, PSM, pp.297-308; D. Georgi's study (already cited) was publish¬
ed in 1965; K.F. Nickle, The Collection; A Study in Pauline Strategy.
SBTh, 48, London 1966.

5. Cf. K. Holl, "Der Kirchenbegriff des Paulus in seinem Verhaltnis zu dem
der Urgemeinde". Gesammelte Aufsatze zur Kirchengeschichte II, Tubingen
1928, pp.44-67.

6. On the various interpretations of the purpose of the collection see Munck,
PSM, pp.301.f., Georgi op.cit., pp.80-90, and Nickle, ch.iv - "The Theo¬
logical Significance of the Collection," pp.100-143•
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occupied in the mind of Paul."'' He is still concerned with the salvation of

the Jews and in maintaining the connection "between Gentile Christians and the

mother church in Jerusalem. The context and the emphasis of the letter to

the Romans could strongly support this aspect of Pauline theology. If Romans

is really to be regarded as a letter to Jerusalem its contents are not in-
2

appropriate for such an address. This would in fact provide a good explan¬

ation for a certain Jewishness about the letter that has often led scholars

to hold that the Roman Christians were predominantly of Jewish origin.^
Another feature that several scholars have noted in Romans, and one

which has recently been developed by Bornkamm, is the number of themes,

familiar on account of their mention in earlier letters', which are discuss¬

ed in detail here.^ The great issue of the unity of Jews and Gentiles in

the church which Paul will face at Jerusalem involves many other important

issues which he has already dealt with - the Law, circumcision, faith and

works, sin and obedience, baptism, eating of meat etc. If Romans is really

addressed to Jerusalem this would help to explain the fact that Paul takes
5

up again the themes which he has already discussed elsewhere.

In spite of the many good features of this interpretation, there are

several serious problems to which it does not really give satisfactory

answers. The first is that it puts too much emphasis on Paul and his sit-

1. On this see the discussion on 'glory' in viii:30 (Thesis p.281n.l), and
the reference to Jerusalem in ixi26.f. (Thesis p.353«f«)»

2. See the list of themes of particular interest to Jerusalem in Jervell,
op.cit., p.70.

3. E.G. W. Manson, The Epistle to the Hebrews, Edinburgh 1951» pp.172-84-
Since P.O. Baur this view has been quite common although in recent times
it has been gradually ousted and Bornkaram can now refer to Baur's one¬
sided anti-Jewish view of Romans, op.cit., p.124.

4. Op.cit., pp.130-135*
5. Cf. Bornkamm, p.cit., pp.130-35* See also Manson, op.cit., p.240; Munck,

PSM, p.199; Jervell, op.cit., p.68.
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uation and not enough on the recipients of the letter and their particular

problems. Jervell holds that Paul writes to Rome expressly to 3eek their

support in what he is going to do in Jerusalem. More specifically he desires

them to intercede in prayer for his safety and for the reception of the coll¬

ection."'' The contents of is 18-36 may be described as "Reflexionen um und

Hauptinhalt der 'Kollekt-Ansprache' oder der Verteidigungsrede die Paulus vor

2
der Gemeinde in Jerusalem halten soil." According to Jervell it is wrong to

seek to discover the historical situation that occasioned this letter in the

letter itself.^ Baur's programme for discovering the situation of the letter

in Paul's life and hence the historical situation that existed in the Roman

congregation is not only impossible to realize, but ought not even to be att¬

empted - "Die Veranlassung liegt in Paulus selbst zu dem Zeitpunkt, als er

schrieb."

There is no reason to disagree with Jervell's assertion that Paul's

letters concern not only the community addressed but Paul himself, his ap-

5
ostleship, gospel, plan etc. No adequate understanding of a letter can over¬

look this factor. But this is quite different from Jervell's thesis that we

must free our minds from the presupposition that Paul's letters-are basically

determined by the situation of the recipients rather than by Paul himself.^
Jervell has over-emphasized an otherwise -useful point. We simply cannot point

1. Op.cit., p.66.
2. Ibid., p.64.
3. Op.cit., p.62. Jervell allows that it is legitimate to seek to discover

whatever knowledge we can about the Christian community, its composition
etc., but he maintains that because this knowledge is so limited and un¬
certain it is not legitimate to make an exegesis of the letter on this
basis.

4. Ibid, p.62.
5. Ibid.
6. Op.cit., p.64. We cannot agree with Jervell's statement "Er schreibt fur

sich selbst." (p.62).
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to any Pauline letter that is written more on account of Paul's situation than

that of the community to which it is sent. Jervell's case is not proved by

pointing to sections of letters such as I Thess.iiil-iiiilO.

Romans is not a monologue nor the theological self-confe3Sion of Paul.^"
"We repeatedly get the impression that Paul is polemizing against false views

2
being advocated in the Roman congregations." Jeremias has emphasized the

dialogue character of much of Romans. We believe that this aspect may reflect

earlier discussions in Paul.'s missionary work"^ but they are not simply brought

up again as the record of a past debate. They are re-applied because the im¬

mediate situation demands them. Chs.xiv-xv are particularly relevant here.

Despite the similarity with I Cor.viii-x the discussion in Romans is every

bit as vital and alive as that in I Cor.^

Nor is it true that Romans is about Paul's own problems. At some plac-
5

es it is obvious that Paul is actually asking a question himself, but as we

have noted in connection with chs.vi-vii,^ it does not make good sense to hold
7

that the objector is always a Jew or that the questions are simply rhetorical.

1. Cf. Kummel, op.cit., p.221.
2. Ibid.

3. "Zur Gedankenfuhrung in den paulinischen Briefen," SP, Haarlem (1953),
pp.146-54.

4. In an earlier version of his article "Der Romerbrief als Testament des
Paulus" (Paulus 1969* pp.103-120) Bornkamm claimed that Rom.xiv-xv are
lacking in concreteness in comparison with I Gor.viii-x (p,109)> but in
the later article of the same title, he is not so dogmatic on this point
but overcomes the problem of Rom.xiv-xv by claiming that these chapters
do not refer to an actual situation in Rome but are to be understood in
the context of the world-wide mission of the church (op.cit., p.l35)»

5. In this respect we agree with Jewett, (op.cit., p.70). But we believe
it is misleading to maintain that Paul always asks the questions himself
and that they bear no relation to concrete situations of the Roman
Christians.

6. See the section entitled "Questions and Objections as a Guide to the
Situation Paul addresses in Chapters vi-vii", pp.113-9.

7. Even Kummel who is quite cautious in his views concerning the actual
historical situation Paul addresses in Rome, allows that Paul replies to
objections which he expected would come from the Roman congregation,
(op. cit., pp.221-3).
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Why should Paul discuss libertine-antinomian deductions from his gospel with

the Christians in Jerusalem? Surely they would know him better than to be¬

lieve that his gospel advocated such principles. Altogether in Jervell's

view, as in Bornkamm's, there is too much emphasis on the defensive aspect

of Romans.

On a straight reading of the entire letter, the attitude of self-def¬

ence is not nearly so dominant as these scholars suggest. The majority of

chapters are much more concerned about matters of faith and conduct than

about defending Paul's gospel. Polemic against false doctrines and behaviour,

exhortation, warnings, recital of credal statements and exposition of the

present meaning of salvation account for much more of the letter than state¬

ments of Pauline self-defence.^" The full answer to this question of Paul's

self-defence in Jerusalem really demands a re-appraisal of Paul's relations

with the mother church. Suffice to say at this stage that Jervell's inter¬

pretation would be more appropriate at a much earlier stage in the relation¬

ship than at the point reached at the time of writing Romans. Jervell app¬

ears to have made out a good case for regarding Romans as being basically

concerned with Paul and the Jerusalem situation. We say 'appears' because

in reality there is no Jerusalem situation, as we do not really get an in¬

sight into the problems of the Jewish Christian community but only into

Paul's situation and his thought about Jerusalem.

The weakest point in Jervell's interpretation is that although he has

demonstrated certain connections between the letter to the Romans and Jerus¬

alem, he has failed to give any conclusive reason why it should have been

1. Cf. W. Lutgert, Per Romerbrief als historisches Problem BFChTh, 17, (2),
Giitersloh 1913, pp.74-76*
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addressed to Rome.^ This might not seem so very important in view of the fact

that the references to Rome are missing in some manuscripts. There io however

no more likely destination for this letter and its contents than the church in

Rome and we have no concrete evidence whatsoever for believing it is addressed

to Jerusalem.^
We do not minimize the importance which Paul attached to the intercess¬

ion of the Roman Christians on his behalf.^ It is not impossible that Paul

should write a long letter .with the sole purpose of obtaining support in prayer

for a crucial mission.^ We can understand that it would be important for Paul

to know that the whole church was one with him in what he attempts at Jerusa¬

lem and that the Romans should realize that he represents them since, as

5
Gentile apostle, he represents the entire Gentile church. But the seriods

difficulty still remains - why write to a church he has not founded and to a

church which he has not yet visited, about a collection in which they have
c

not participated. If Paul had written the Roman letter to Philippi or Ephes-

us and requested their prayers on behalf of his visit to Jerusalem we could

1. Note the vague statement (concerning the address of the letter) "Er geht
in erster Linie Jerusalem an, jedoch auch Rom, weil Paulus die Gemeinde
dort notig hat", (op.cit., p.64). Jervell does not give any convincing
proof why Paul specifically needs the Roman Christians rather than any
other.

2. We should also note T.W. Manson's opinion that the omission of the refer¬
ence to Rome in both i:17 and i:15 is probably a sign of deliberate excis¬
ion rather than evidence that the letter was not intended for Rome, (op.
cit., pp.229.f.).

3. Cf. Jervell, op.cit., p.66.
4. Cf. Minear, p.4«
5. Cf. Jervell, op.cit., p.72.
6. This would not be such a 3erious objection if Minear is correct in his

suggestion that Phoebe was to ask the Roman Christians to join in the
contribution to Jerusalem. But if we translate mopeuopcu in xv:25a
a "I am on my way" (to Jerusalem) it would be difficult to see how the
collection from Rome could be delivered at the same time as the other
contributions. On xvj25 see Manson, op.cit., p.225 n.2. See also T.M.
Taylor, "The Place of Origin of Romans", JBL, LXVII (1948), pp.201.f.



accept this as perfectly reasonable. We can find no adequate explanation why

he should send such a letter to Rome if there was not already in existence

there a situation which demanded such an address.

Another serious objection may be raised against the view that Romans

addresses the Jerusalem situation rather than that in Rome. All the advant¬

ages which pertain to this interpretation cam be retained without impairment

in an alternative view. This is that Romans is written in the light of Paul's

approaching visit to Jerusalem, but has its immediate reference to a concrete

set of circumstances that exist in Rome. Since the latter interpretation can

include the good points of the former and at the same time avoid some of its

problems, it ought to be preferred. We will deal with this interpretation at

a later stage.

(d) Romans as a Circular Letter.

It is intended in this section to consider those interpretations which

regard Romans as some kind of circular or general letter which was not direct¬

ed to Rome only but was intended for other places (and purposes) as well. The

best statement of the view that Romans is a circular letter is that of T.W.

Manson who argued chiefly on the basis of the textual evidence, that Romans

is a letter from Paul "to the Romans - and Others."^"

According to Manson, Romans is a summing up of the positions reached

by Paul and his friends at the end of the long controversy whose beginnings
2

appear in I Corinthians and in Philippians iii. When Paul had completed

this statement he decided to send a copy of it to his friends in Ephesus

1. Op.cit., p.225.
2. Ibid, p.241.
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whom he did not intend to visit on his way to Jerusalem (Acts xxil6). This

copy would be available for all the churches of Asia. The Corinthian church

was given the apostle's summing up by word of mouth and the churches in Syria

and Palestine would soon receive it in the same way. At the same time Paul

decided to send a copy of his summing up to the Romans with a statement con¬

cerning his future plans. Romans is not to be regarded as a letter of self-

introduction from Paul to the Roman church, but becomes instead "A manifesto

setting forth his deepest convictions on central issues, a manifesto calling

for the widest publicity, which the apostle did his best, not without success

to give it."1
Manson's interpretation represents a major step forward on the way to

interpreting Romans as a real letter. In spite of the fact that this view

still tends to emphasize the contents of the letter as a considered statement

of Paul's theology, it has the merit that it places the letter in the context

of the missionary situation out of which it arose. Munck realized the full

potential of this aspect of Manson's interpretation and made good use of it
«

2
in his own writings, especially in his study of Romans ix-xi.

The most serious objection that can be levelled against Manson's view

is similar to that which we have already made of Jervell's. Although Manson

gives a good account of the connections between the letter to the Romans and

Jerusalem, he provides no conclusive evidence why this letter should have

been addressed to Rome.^ Suggs has focused attention on this weakness in

Manson's article when he asserts that it really ought to have been entitled

1. Op.cit., p.241.
2. Cf. PSM, pp.196.f., and Christ and Israel. The entire approach of the

latter book is influenced hy the 'missionary' approach to Romans previously
proposed by Manson.

3. See sub-3ection (c) pp.452.ff.
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"St. Paul's Letter to Others - and the Romans." This discrepancy between the

title and the actual content of the argument indicates that this is not a full

solution to the problems that surround the letter to the Romans.

'.Vhen we turn to the proposals by which Suggs hopes to overcome the

weakness which he has noted in Manson's argument, we find that his own solut¬

ion is equally weak but for a different reason. Suggs holds that there are

four factors which require explanation in any attempt to establish the occas¬

ion of the letter, (l) Paul's double fear in view of his impending visit to

Jerusalem - fear of persecution from the Jews and that his collection may not

be acceptable. (2) The heavy use of themes with which we are familiar from

the correspondence of the collection period. (3) The altered character of

the polemic in relation to these themes - which for Manson and Bornkamm alike

is explained by its being divorced from a specific situation in a particular

congregation. (4) The sending of a letter with this content to Rome, since

we have no doubt, even if the letter is a circular, that a copy did go to

Rome.^

Suggs finds that the greatest difficulties arise from the fourth of
3

these factors, the sending of the letter to Rome. In view of the fact that

there is no mention of any communication from Rome to Paul, were it not for

is7»15» one would not conclude that the letter had actually been sent to

Rorae.^ Suggs believes that the other three requirements which he has out¬

lined are fully met only if the letter is understood as a 'brief' drawn up

by Paul in anticipation of the renewed necessity of defending his gospel in

1. Op.cit., p.295•
2. Suggs believes that it is more logical to relate the Roman letter prim¬

arily to Jerusalem since it is so difficult to find in it any real con¬
nection with Rome. Cf. op.cit., pp.295 and 312.

3. Op.cit., p.294.
4. Op.cit., pp.254-55•
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Jerusalem."^" This brief necessarily goes back over the ground of the contro¬

versies of the collection period but it is not simply a summary of controvers¬

ies now ended; it is prepared afresh in anticipation of a situation in which

they may again recur.

In view of the delicate situation at Jerusalem, Paul presents a part¬

ially moderated position to Gentile churches - such a brief would be suitable

for them all to receive, including Rome. With Jerusalem in view, Paul is at

pains to develop a defence of his gospel which provides minimal offence to

the Jews so that the Jerusalem Christian community's identification with him

and his churches, will not increase the threat from unbelieving Jews in

Judaea.^ The latter explains why Paul exalts his 'kinsmen' in Romans as in

no other letter and why there is such a preoccupation in it with the priority

and election of Israel particularly in the way Paul justifies his Gentile

mission so as to retain Israel's 'heilsgeschichtlich' role.^
Suggs concludes his article by reminding us again that the success of

Paul's visit to Jerusalem hinges, in Paul's mind, on whether he can define

his position in relation to Israel and the Law in such a way that the unity

symbolized by the offering is protected from Jewish animosities and Jewish-

5
Christian suspicions. In the interest of this cause Paul composes the doc¬

ument which we know as Romans, "a review of areas of prior dissension and a

projection of solutions to possible future conflicts."^ Since this matter

concerns the whole of Gentile Christianity, the brief is issued as a letter -

1. Op.cit., pp.254-55»
2. Ibid, pp.296—7-
3. Ibid. P.297.
4. Ibid, p.298.
5. Ibid, p.311.
6. Ibid, p.512.

)
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one copy of which went to 'all God'3 beloved in Rome'."*"
The weakness to which Suggs drew attention in Hanson's article is over¬

come by seeing Romans as primarily orientated towards Jerusalem and only

secondarily concerned with the situation in Rome. This solution is however

completely unacceptable. Suggs is more consistent than Hanson, but also less

accurate. In Hanson's interpretation we have some grounds for the sending of

the letter to Rome. In Suggs there is absolutely none, since Rome is only in¬

cluded as one of the 'mailing' list which included all Gentile churches, and

in any case the letter is really 'addressed' to Jerusalem, if in fact it can

be truly described as addressed to any place in particular.

It is clear from the title, "Der Romerbrief als Testament des Paulus"

that Bornkamm's proposals concerning the nature of the letter owe a great
2

deal to Hanson. Both regard it as essentially Paul's final summing up of

his theology. Bornkamm acknowledges the significance of xv:30-32 and relates

the Roman letter both to Paul's visit to Jerusalem and his forthcoming visit

to Rome. The delivery of the collection raised again the fundamental quest¬

ions concerning the relation of Jews and Gentiles in the church - justificat¬

ion by faith, the keeping of the Law and the priority of the Jewish people.^
On the successful outcome of these issues depended not only Paul's well-being

in Jerusalem but also his future work in the West.

Viewed in this context the letter to the Romans may be understood as

Paul's preparation for the discussion of the above-mentioned problems in

Jerusalem.^ The connection with Rome is maintained by Bornkamm by his assertion

1. op.cit., p.312.
2. Bornkamm refers appreciatively to Hanson's interpretations, cf.op.cit.,

p.128 n.25.
3. Op.cit., pp.136-7.
4. Ibid.
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that the message which Paul has to defend in Jerusalem and that which he in¬

tends to preach in Rome are one and the same thing.''" The connection between

the two communities is further evidenced by Paul's request to the Romans for

intercessory prayer for his safety and the reception of the collection in

Jerusalem. Thus although Paul did not deliberately plan that it should be so,

2
Romans became, in actual fact, his last will and testament to the church.

One difference between the views of Manson and Bornkamm is that Manson

believes that Romans is a circular letter whereas Bornkamm holds that it is

related to Paul's forthcoming visit to Jerusalem and also to Rome where Paul

will proclaim the same gospel which he is to defend in Jerusalem.

Although they may differ somewhat in their individual emphases, the

interpretations of Manson, Suggs and Bornkamm are all weak in that they fail

to give a satisfactory explanation why the actual address of the document

under discussion is Rome and not Jerusalem. Whether the letter is considered

as 'addressed' to several places as Manson and Suggs believe, or only two as

Bornkamm holds, there is lacking in all three an appropriate explanation of

why Paul should write to Rome. These authors have all succeeded in explaining

the limitations in subject matter in Romans by relating the letter to the sit¬

uation of Paul looking towards Jerusalem. They have also provided an explan¬

ation for Paul's use of old themes in a new setting.

V/e are of the opinion however that the contents and presentation of

material in the Roman letter are not adequately explained by this interpret¬

ation. It is a strange letter that bears little or no reference to the very

place to which it is addressed and has closest connections with a place to

1. Op.cit., p.138.
2. Ibid, p.139.



which no one has ever suggested it was actually sent (i.e. Jerusalem).

Yfe must now qualify the comments which we have already made concerning

Bornkanm's interpretation. One way to avoid the criticism that by connecting

Romans with Jerusalem we are left with no adequate explanation for its being

sent to Rome, is to claim that the problems in Rome are the same as those in

Jerusalem. This view has been well expounded by Marxsen,and Borrikamm ought

not to be so severely criticized in that he follows Marxsen to some extent by

holding that the gospel which Paul is to defend in Jerusalem is the same as

2
that which he will proclaim in Rome. But Bornkamm's view differs greatly from

Marxsen's because unlike Marxsen, he does not allow that Rom.xiv-xv relate to

an actual situation in Rome.^ To this extent Bornkamm's view is more didactic

and he tends to see Romans as the final universal statement of Pauline theo¬

logy, released from the relativity of particular reference to historical circ-
4

umstances.

YIe have already noted how Marxsen avoids some of the problems that

result from regarding Romans as a letter to Jerusalem by claiming that the

problems in Jerusalem are the same as those in Rome. He cannot therefore be

included in the kind of criticism which we have levelled against the views of

Manson, Suggs and Bornkamm. But he is not entirely dissimilar in all resp¬

ects. Marxsen holds that a real situation is depicted in Rom.xii-xv; it is
5

in these chapters that he discerns the actual situation at Rome. But in

1. Gf. op.cit., pp.100.f.
2. Op.cit., p.138.
3. Ibid, p.135.
.4. Cf. p.139i particularly the words "uber den Augenblick bestimmten Situat-

ionen in die Sphare'des immer und fur alle Gultigen...."
5. Op.cit., pp.95.1".
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chs.i-xi he believes that we can speak only of an "'indirect situation' of

which we cannot be certain that it actually did obtain in Rome, but which

Paul nevertheless envisaged on the basis of hi3 experiences at Jerusalem".^"
Thus Marxsen has affiliations with the view that Romans portrays only an in¬

direct situation, but since he doe3 allow that a real situation is discernible

in part of the letter we must look at his interpretation in more detail in the

next sub-section.

(e) Romans as a Letter to Rome.

(i) The General Historical Situation.

Most scholars are of the opinion that some information concerning the

church at Rome is contained in Paul's letter to the Romans. Some scholars

believe that this information is very scant and is contained only in chs.i and

xv. Others such as Marxsen allow that in addition to these chapters informat¬

ion concerning the situation of the church at Rome is al3o to be found in chs.

xii-xiv. We believe that a good case can be made out for the view that the

entire letter provides an insight into the situation at Rome. Before proceed¬

ing to discuss the information concerning the Roman Christian community which

is contained in the letter itself, we must look briefly at some other relevant

information available from sources outside the letter.

It is not our intention here to attempt to give a detailed reconstruct¬

ion of the historical situation in Rome at the time Paul wrote his letter.

However carefully this might be investigated, even the most detailed study

would of itself prove inconclusive. There are so many unknown factors and so

1. Op.cit., p.101.
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much uncertainty as regards even the information which is available that it

would be unwise to attach too much importance to such an exercise. The pur¬

pose of this brief discussion is simply to outline the general historical

background in which the Roman Christian community first came into existence.

The function of this description of the historical background is to show that

the situation which we envisage on the basis of the information contained in

the letter itself is consistent with what is already known about this period

of Roman history from other sources.

Since Romans has so much to say about Jews and Gentiles in relation to

the gospel and to one another, we must look first of all at the Jewish commun¬

ity in Rome. The size and influence of the community is well known. It had

grown rapidly since huge numbers had been added to it by Pompey's conquest of

Judaea in 63 B.C. By the beginning of the Christian era the Jews of Rome

numbered somewhere between forty and sixty thousand.^" The fact that emperors

thought it necessary to put restraints upon the Jews, or even to banish them
p

from the city is itself evidence that they comprised a not insignificant part

of the population.

The great number of synagogues which we now know existed in the differ¬

ent districts of the city illustrates both the size and the cosmopolitan nat¬

ure of the Jewish community.^ Although these synagogues have left abundant

1. Cf. H.J. Leon, The Jews of Ancient Rome, Philadelphia I960, pp.l35«f.
For the valuable information yielded by the study of the catacombs see
Leon, pp.46.f.

2. The first major expulsion took place under Tiberius in A.D 19. It result¬
ed apparently from the misappropriation by certain Jews of money donated
for the Temple by a wealthy proselyte named Fulvia. Before many years had
passed the Jews had returned to the city in even larger numbers than be¬
fore, cf. Juster, Les Juifs dans 1*empire Romain, Vol.11, (Paris 1914)>P«170.

3. Cf. G. La Piana "Foreign Groups in Rome during the First Centuries of the
Empire", HTR, XX (1927), pp.183-403(350.f.).
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evidence that they had a wide variety of office-bearers,^" it seems that they

co-existed rather loosely, not having any organized system of central govern-
2

ment as was the case with the Jews in Alexandria. The number and variety of

the synagogues and their rather loose connection with each other may help to

explain why the Jews whom Paul encounters in Acts xxviii express complete ig¬

norance of the Christian faith apart from the fact that "everywhere it is spok¬

en against", (v.22). If there were as yet only a relatively small number of

Christians they might hav§ connections with or be known to only a few synag¬

ogues.

Whatever their relation to each other a strong link was still main¬

tained between the synagogues in Rome and the Jewish authorities in Jerusalem.

Likewise the leaders of the Palestinian Jewry took a strong interest in the

Jews of Rome and regularly sent missions and visitations to thera.^ This

strong connection between Jerusalem and Roman Jewry is important for a full

understanding of the problems that strife between Jewish and Gentile Christ¬

ians in Rome could cause in relation to Paul's reception with the collection

at Jerusalem.^

The second factor which is relevant to the understanding of the

1. Op.cit., pp.361.f.
2. W. Wiefel, "Die jiidische Gemeinschaft ira antiken Rom und die Anfange des

romischen Christentums: Bemerkungen zu Anlass und Zweck des Romerbriefes".
Jud, XXVI (1970), pp.65-88(74.f.). La Piana believes that there is some
evidence to show that there were officials who could represent the whole
Jewish community, (p.36l). One sign of the unity of the entire community
is the fact that the cemeteries were common to all, (p.363).

3. Cf. G.F. Moore, Judaism in the First Centuries of the Christian Era, Vol.1,
(Cambridge, Mass., 1927/30), p.106. This makes Luke's narrative in Acts
xxviii difficult to understand. It is strange that the Jews in Rome have
received no information or reports concerning Paul (v.21).

4. This however is open to the objection that if the trouble were confined to
only a few synagogues, it would not necessarily become known to the auth¬
orities in Jerusalem.
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historical background of the letter to the Romans is the cultural conflict

which existed between Jews and Gentiles in the first century."'" This became

extremely bitter from the time of Caligula onwards even though Claudius' tol¬

erant attitude to the Jews briefly helped to mitigate its ferocity. Animos¬

ity between Jew and Gentile reached its peak in cities where there was a

large concentration of Jews.

We have evidence of this particularly in Alexandria where there was

strong anti-Jewish feeling among the Greeks to such an extent that in A.D. 38
2

Flaccus declared that all Jews in Alexandria were to be regarded as aliens.

Later that same year he had thirty-eight Jewish elders publicly flogged at

the emperor's birthday celebrations. Although Flaccus was soon banished as

a consequence of these events, Caligula's policies did nothing to ease the

tension between the opposing groups and it was only when Claudius became

emperor that the strife began to die down. Claudius issued an edict which

called upon both sides to desist from further conflict, and upheld at the

same time the traditional rights of the Jews in Alexandria.^
About this time conflict between Jews and Gentiles arose also in Caes-

area,^ Antioch and Jamnia.^ The growing threat of the Zealot movement both

1. On the conflict of Syriac and Greek cultures and the background of the
Jew-Greek conflict see G. Dix, Jew and Greek; B. Reike, Diakonie, Fest-
freude und Zelos, Uppsala 1951> pp.233-387} "Der geschichtliche Hinter-
grund des Apostelkonzils und der Aritiochia Episode", SP, pp.96-110, and
The New Testament Era, London 19^9» pp.202.f. and 237*f«; F.F. Bruce
New Testament History, London 1969* pp.236.f. See also the list of Jew¬
ish-Gentile clashes during the fifteen years preceding the edict of
Claudius in A.D. 49 in "the article by S. Benko, "The Edict of Claudius
of A.D. 49 nnd the Instigator Chrestus.", ThZ, XXV (1969)* pp.406-418(417)*

2. Cf. Bruce, op.cit., pp.275«f*
3. Ibid.
4. Cf. Reicke, The New Testament Era, p.207*
5. Cf. Bruce, op.cit., pp.236-9, and 278.
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in Palestine and even beyond its borders helped to aggravate the already ex¬

isting animosity towards the Jews."'" Rome was no different from other areas

where a large Jewish population lived among Gentiles. Antisemitisra was no

2
new thing in Rome. Animosity was often directed not specifically at Jews as

such but simply against all 'Oriental barbarians'. The rapid acceleration in

the influence of the Zealot movement in Palestine coupled with the Jews' ex¬

clusive way of life and fierce nationalism no doubt gave good grounds for

strong anti-Jewish sentiment. The fact that the Jews tended to attract a

number of adherents and proselytes^ was an additional factor that increased

their unpopularity.

The relevance for our study of this discussion of Jew-Gentile conflict

is that it is most unlikely that a Christian community which included Jews

and Gentiles could avoid being influenced by the 'Kulturkampf' especially in

a city such as Rome. What we already know of the tensions existing between

Jews and Gentiles in the Roman empire at this time leads us to expect similar

problems in the Roman Christian community.

The third factor relevant to the historical context of the church at

Rome is the reference by Suetonius to the expulsion of the Jews from Rome -

"Ioudaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantis Roma expulit".^ This refer¬

ence is taken by many scholars as proof of the arrival of the Christian gospel

1. Cf. Reicke, op.cit., pp.202.f. For the relevant literature on the Zealot
movement see Thesis, p.357 n.2.

2. Cf. La Piana says that there was a constant undercurrent of antisemitism
in Rome, op.cit., pp.389-90. See also Wiefel op.cit., p.83.

3. Cf. Moore, op.cit., Vol.1, pp.323-53. Moore notes that proselytes were
not really treated as equals by Jews (p.335)« See also Wiefel, op.cit.
p.85.

4. Claudius xxvj4, Suetonius II, The Loeb Classical Library, II, London 1920,
p.52. " "
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in Rome in 49 A.D.^" The occurrence of the name Chre3tus instead of Christus

is explained by the fact that the pronunciation of both names was practically
2

identical. It is generally assumed that a theological debate concerning

Jesus* Messiaship was the cause of troubles in Rome on account of which Claud¬

ius* edict was issued. As Filson states "it is possible and even probable

that what happened in Rome was a series of riots or excited disputes between

Jews who believed in Jesus as the Christ and Jews who rejected that claim.

Suetonius mistakenly thought that the riots were stirred up by a Roman Jew

named Chrestus.""^ This view concerning the arrival of Christianity in Rome

agrees well with the independent inference that Aquila and Priscilla were

Christians before they came to Corinth.^ If this interpretation of Sueton¬

ius' record is correct it would be the only positive evidence for the exist¬

ence of the Christian movement organized separately from Judaism at Rome be-
5

fore the arrival of Paul.

Despite wide acceptance, this view raises several problems that are

difficult to explain. Most serious of these is that according to the account

in Acts xxviiij17-22 the Jewish leaders who meet Paul know only that the Christ¬

ian sect exists and meets everywhere with opposition, but nothing of its be¬

liefs. Such ignorance would be most improbable if the riot which led to Jew¬

ish expulsion from Rome had taken place on account of the Christian faith.

1. E. Schurer, A History of the Jewish People in the Time of Jesus Christ,
ET Edinburgh 1886/90, II, ii, pp.236-7.

2. Cf. Bruce, op.cit., p.281.
3. A New Testament History, London 19^5» p.66. See also Reicke, op.cit.,

pp.153, I84. Bruce believes that Suetonius may have thought Christ Him¬
self was actually present in Rome and that he does not describe Chrestus
further because he expected his readers to know who Christ was, op.cit.,
P.281.

4. Bruce, op.cit., p.281.
5. Cf. Judge and Thomas "The Origin of the Church at Rome: A New Solution?"

RThR XXV (1966), pp.81-95(85.f.).
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Although the account in Acts does seem to exaggerate the ignorance of the Jews

and the innocence of Paul, we are not convinced that it is entirely lacking in

historical foundation.^

The case against the view that the troubles to which Suetonius refers

originated from the advent of Christian faith in Rome has been well argued by
2

Judge and Thomas. These scholars note that none of the subsequent referenc¬

es to Rome in the New Testament show any awareness of an outbreak of violence

between Christians and Jews in Rome."^ This is not surprising since both

Suetonius and Acts agree that the action in Rome was specifically directed

against Jews as such.^
That Suetonius did not recognize that he was supposed to be talking

about Christians is quite clear not only from what he says in this instance

but also from the way in which he subsequently introduces them into his work
5

as if he were referring to them for the first time. Thus Suetonius' source

did not contain a clear identification of the troublemakers with Christians.

The source suggested to Suetonius that there was a well-known person called

Chrestus who instigated the disturbances in Rome. Even though we have no

record of such a leader, it is quite possible that someone of that name did

exist; the name itself was a common slave name.^ It is also likely that the

trouble had Zealot origins. There is no need to suppose that Messianic move¬

ments were confined to Palestine. The letter of Claudius to the Alexandrians

1. On the problems involved in Luke's account see Haenchen Die Apostelge-
schichte, 12 Aufl., Gdttingen, I96I, pp.642.'f.

2. Op.cit., pp.85.f.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid, p.88.
5. Cf. Judge and Thomas, p.85.
6. Cf. Bruce, op.cit., p.281.
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refers to Jewish agitators imported from Syria to Egypt.^
The view that the reference in Suetonius is only to Jewish (and not to

Jewish-Christian) disturbances is strengthened by the fact that the Jews did

not use the instance of the riots in A.D. 49 as a reason for having the Christ¬

ians branded as political agitators. It seems likely that they might have been

able to do this under Nero, since they were able to exercise some influence
2

through Poppaea. The same argument holds good for the Jewish case against

Paul when they accused him before Gallio. The Jews could have scored a useful

point and certainly have forced the proconsul to give them a proper hearing in

their accusation against Paul if they could have quoted to Gallio the prece¬

dent of Christians having caused riots in Rome. But the fact that they did

not put forward this argument and that Gallio regarded the Jews' complaint

against Paul as purely a domestic matter is sufficient proof that Acts has not

glossed over the events which took place in Rome.^
In Judge and Thomas' opinion, the most decisive objection against the

view that Suetonius refers to Jewish-Christian disturbances is the fact that

Paul met the Jews in Rome at all. Paul's arrival in Rome followed the normal

pattern of evangelization in a new area. He usually worked first through the

Jewish community and only later formed a new organization from the division

that resulted from his preaching. The fact that Paul was given no formal re¬

ception by any Christian group at Rome implies that none had as yet been

1. Judge and Thomas, op.cit., p.85. Whilst we agree with the statement con¬
cerning Messianic activity outside Palestine we believe that another ex¬
planation is possible i.e. that the Jews were simply bringing in more of
their own kind to assist in the struggle against the Greeks, (cf. Bruce,
pp.277•

2. Cf. Reicke, op.cit., pp.209, 244> 248.
3. Cf. Judge and Thomas, op.cit., p.88.
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formed.''" The problems noted above led Judge and Thomas to the conclusion

that Christianity did not arrive in Rome in A.D. 49 but only some years

later. A similar vie?/ has recently been expressed in a study of the same

theme by Benko who concludes that "the edict of Claudius from A.D. 49 can

best be understood within the general framework of the Jewish-Gentile 'Kul-

turkampf' and consequently Chrestus, in all probability, was an extremist
2

('Zealot') leader in the Jewish community at Rome."

Before concluding this discussion of Claudius' edict, we must consid¬

er another report concerning Claudius' relations with the Jews. The second

century historian Dio Cassius records that when the Jews had again increased

in such numbers Claudius was afraid to expel them lest there should be a

riot; instead "he forbade them to assemble together in accordance with their

ancestral way of life."^
Two problems arise from this account. The first is that it is stated

that the Jews were not expelled whereas we know from Acts xviii:2 that the

Jews were in fact banished from Rome. Secondly Dio apparently places the

date of the edict at the beginning of Claudius' reign somewhere around A.D.

41 or 42, whereas the generally accepted date is A.D. 49* One solution to

the question as to whether or not the Jews were actually expelled is the

suggestion that the prohibition against assembly amounted in practical terms

to an expulsion since the fact that they would not be able to worship would

be intolerable for the Jews.^
Another possibility favoured by some scholars is that there were in

1. Cf. Judge and Thomas, op.cit., pp.89.f.
2. Op.cit., p.418.
3. History lx:6,6, The Loeb Classical Library, VII, pp.382.f.
4. Cf. Benko, op.cit., p.407^
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fact two edicts. The first measure was not so severe as the second possibly

because Claudius wa3 very friendly with Agrippa,^ who would be able to speak

on behalf of the Jews. In view of Claudius' evident good will towards the
2

Jews particularly at this period in his rule, it is possible that he would

not have legislated against them had there not been a clear necessity to do

so. As Bruce suggests it is a reasonable inference that, when these measures

proved inadequate to deal with the trouble, he took more drastic steps later

The evidence seems.to point to two separate edicts rather than just

the one involving expulsion in A.D. 49Although there is a great deal of

uncertainty as to what actually took place, one point is worth noting. We

have a definite record of legislation against Jews which, whether it involves

expulsion or prohibition of assembly, or possibly both, indicates that for

some time after the edict of Claudius it is unlikely that normal synagogue

worship could be publicly resumed in Rome without the risk of incurring drast¬

ic penalties. This is most significant for our understanding of the actual

situation that existed there when Paul wrote his letter in A.D. 57*

A most important issue is whether or not it was possible for the Jews

to practise normal synagogue worship between A.D. 41 and 49> and how soon

things returned to normal when Nero became emperor. Judge and Thomas note

that Claudius' edict prohibited assembly by private societies and that in
5

Pliny's time the churches were classified under this heading. These scholars

suggest that Dio's legislation possibly marks the official reaction to a pre¬

mature attempt by Christians to set themselves up independently of the syn-

1. Cf. Leon, op.cit., pp.21-2.
2. Cf. Bruce, op.cit., p.280.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.
5. Op.cit., p.91.
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agogues. Because of insufficient evidence however they subsequently reject

this suggestion but note that "Dio's point is a valuable guide to the condit¬

ions which must have inhibited any desire of the Christians to form their own

organisation when they did establish themselves in the city)^'
A different view is taken by Wiefel. He believes that the report by

Dio makes better sense when understood to refer to the period after the ex¬

pulsion of the Jews when, due to relaxation of the edict, the Jews were grad-
2

ually able to return to Rome. This understanding of events is more in keep¬

ing with Claudius* friendly attitude towards Jews in the earlier part of his

reign.^ According to Leon the measures against the Jews were lifted at the

latest by the beginning of Nero's reign. Then thanks to Poppaea the Jews

soon gained substantial influence in the city.^ Some Jews had returned prior

to this event but they were unable to hold synagogue meetings because these

were regarded as the source of the previous disorders. Due to these restrict¬

ions the Christian community was at this time forced to separate ftom the syn¬

agogue and to adopt another form of organization so as not to come under the
5

prohibition against the Jewish 'collegia*. The formation of many 'half-legal'

house-churches in Rome meant the suppression of the Jewish element in the

Christian community.^ Trouble began when greater numbers of Jews began to re¬

turn to the city. Very soon pressure was exerted by the Jewish Christians,

formerly in the majority but now very much in the minority in the Christian

community. They resented the domination by Gentile-Christians who were unwill¬

ing to relinquish any of their power or freedom for the sake of the Jews.

1. Op.cit., p.91.
2. Op.cit., p.78.

Ibid. But see Bruce, op.cit., p.280.
4. Op.cit., pp.27.f.
5. Cf. Wiefel, op.cit., p.78.
6. Ibid., p.81.
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Thus the key figures in the situation at Rome were the Gentile Christians and

it was to them that the letter to the Romans'was chiefly addressed. The prob¬

lem that existed among the Roman Christians was that the very Gentiles whose

good-will was necessary for the formation of a harmonious Christian fellow¬

ship were themselves influenced by anti-Jewish prejudice."'"
Though differing substantially in detail the common factor in the study

by Judge and Thomas and that by Wiefel is that both see the anti-Jewish legis¬

lation of Claudius as a determining influence upon the social relationships

of the Christian community which existed some years later in Rome. We agree

with these writers concerning the value of research into the social relation-
2

ships of the early Christian community. This is most helpful for the under¬

standing of the actual situation which Paul addresses in his letter to the

Romans. We will return to this subject later and discuss it in the light of

the information which we have discovered from the contents of the letter it¬

self.

From this survey we conclude that there is no positive historical evid¬

ence for the advent' of Christianity in Rome prior to the writing of Paul's

letter. This does not mean hov/ever, that Christianity had not previously

been in existence there for some years. Our tentative conclusion at this

point i3 that the Christian faith probably came to Rome quite early and ex¬

isted happily in association with the synagogue. We do know that from very

early times there existed a strong tradition that Roman Christianity had a

Jewish basis.^ The expulsion of the Jews in A.D. 49 effectively brought to an

1. Cf. Wiefel, op.cit., p.88.
2. This is one of the most fruitful areas for future research on the letter

to the Romans.
3. Cf. M. Black, The Scrolls and Christian Origins, pp.114-5*



end the association of Christianity with the synagogue. When the Jews began

to return in large numbers shortly after the death of Claudius in A.D. 54 >

they found a strong independent Gentile church with very definite views on

freedom from the Law, and emancipation from the fetter of Judaism. This is

the background to the situation which Paul addresses in Romans,

hi.
\jg) The Particular Historical Situation in the Christian Community at Rome.

It is intended in this section to draw together the findings from our

previous discussions and to seek to obtain by this means a clearer under¬

standing of the particular situation which called forth Paul's letter to the

Romans.

The discussion here will be based chiefly on the findings already

noted in those sections where we have sought to discover, in the different

parts of the letter, indications of a particular historical situation.^"
These will be considered in the light of the conclusions arrived at in

sections (a) - (d) of this chapter.

The starting point for this section is the fact that the survey of

Rom.i-xi ha3 indicated very clearly that the greater part of these chapters

is best understood as addressed to Gentile Christians with an aversion tow¬

ards Judaism, and an unwillingness to accept the Jewish-Christian minority.

Our investigation of the general historical situation that pertained in

Rome indicates that most likely the Gentile Christian element would be the

more dominant at this time, due to the temporary absence of the Jews as a

result of their expulsion. The view is also taken here that at the time

of 'writing, no united Christian congregation was in existence at Rome.

Throughout the survey of the letter we have found no concrete evidence to

1. Cf. pp.61-64, 113-119, 189-191, 236-8, 293-303, and 438-9.
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prove that a church did exist.^ The fact that Jewish and Gentile Christians

in Rome had not been able to accept one another and live in harmony is no

doubt one of the main reasons for the letter having been written.

Beforo wo can outline in detail the situation which we believe to

have existed in Rome,we must take another look at Marxsen's interpretation.

Marxsen succeeds in relating Romans to both Rome and Jerusalem by asserting
2

that the problems in both places were similar. V/hen we bear in mind the

subjects discussed at the Council of Jerusalem and the similar problems

that frequently arose throughout the church in connection with the Pauline

congregations and their relationship to Jerusalem, it is clear that the

disputes referred to in Rom.xiv-xv were also important issues in Jerusalem.

The fact that Paul talks about Jews and Judaism in Romans also lends supp¬

ort to this understanding.

In our opinion Bornkamm relates Romans to Jerusalem and to Rome in a

more consistent manner than Marxsen. The problem of Marxsen's interpretat¬

ion is that he regards Rom.xii-xv as depicting an actual situation in Rome

but in the first eleven chapters he believes that only 'an indirect situat¬

ion' can be discerned.^ Bornkamm's view is that none of chs.i-xv depict a

specific situation at Rome.^ At least he is consistent in that he treats

the whole of the letter in the same manner.

Although we are more in favour of Marxsen's interpretation, the

problem is that he endeavours to relate the letter to both Jerusalem and to

1. Cf. Thesis pp,12.f., 408 and 4^8.f.
2. Op.cit., p.95* Marxsen suggests that Paul envisaged the 'indirect'

situation in Rom.i-xi on the basis of his experiences at Jerusalem
(p.101).

3. Ibid. See especially pp.98.f.
4. Op.cit., p.135» Of. Thesis p.462.
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Romo, hcnco the dilemma concerning cha.i-xi. It would be much more consist¬

ent to regard the whole of Rom.i-xv as addressed to either Rome or Jerusalem.

Wo do not 3ee any way in which we can hold that the contents of this letter

depict a specific situation other than by relating them all to one city or

the other. The weak link is the connection between Romans and Jerusalem.

If it can be shown that there is no real connection between the content of

Rom.i-xv and Jerusalem, then we believe that Marxsen's positive understand¬

ing of chs.xii-xv as specifically addressed to Rome can be extended to in¬

clude the whole of the letter.

The basic objection to the view that all or part of Romans is add¬

ressed to Jerusalem is that in Romans Paul does not simply discuss Jews and

Gentiles in the third person.^" In the letter he specifically addresses a

particular group of people, and these people, as we have noted above, are

clearly for the most part Gentile Christians. If Paul had merely discussed

Jews and Gentiles, this letter could conceivably have been addressed to

Jerusalem. Similarly, there could be no objection to this view had Paul

addressed himself directly only to Jews. Since however Paul, in some parts

of the letter, specifically addresses himself to Gentile Christians, this

makes it highly improbable that either the open or the secret address of

the document was Jerusalem. What is most significant in this respect is

that Rom.ix-xi, the section of the letter which is most Jewish and which

ought therefore to have most relevance for Jerusalem is in fact explicitly

directed to Gentile Christians, (cf. xi:13).

Similar problems arise in relation to Paul's discussion of problems

which obviously relate to Gentile Christianity. There is no particular

1. Cf. Thesis pp.111-7, 418 and 425»
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rea3on why Paul should not discuss Gentile antinomianism in a letter which

is addressed to Jerusalem. But it is mo3t improbable that Paul has Jerusal¬

em in mind when he specifically warns against antinomian behaviour as he

does in Rom.vi:11.f.

We conclude therefore that the content and presentation of Paul's

argument in Romans make it most unlikely that the letter was addressed to

Jerusalem, or to Rome and Jerusalem. Although some of the contents of the

letter do relate quite closely to Jerusalem, the presentation and particul¬

ar address of these chapters indicate Gentile Christianity rather than Jew¬

ish or Judaism. The only real possibility we are left with is that Romans

is a letter addressed to a particular situation at Rome and it is to this

that we must now give more detailed attention.

Marxsen is really much too cautious in his approach to Rom.i-xi. If

chs.xii-xv tell us about an actual situation which existed at Rome their

connection with the previous eleven chapters is thus of crucial signific¬

ance. Marxsen notes that xii:l-2 is a heading which marks the transition
2

from a consideration of fundamental principles to that of ethics. But

surely the discussion of fundamental principles ought to have some connect¬

ion with the section which deals with ethics. As Barrett points out, it is

wrong to separate Paul's doctrine from his ethics and to treat the oi$V in

v.12 as purely a transition-particle.^ It is better to regard "the mercies

of God" as a summary of the content of chs.i-xi. It is on the basis of his

previous argument that Paul can appeal to the Roman Christians to present

themselves to God in xiixl.f.

1. Cf. Thesis pp.74—5•
2. Op.cit., p.95*
3. p.230.
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As Marxsen rightly notes, the specific point which Paul makes in ch.

xii is that Christians should not think of themselves more highly than they

ought (v.3, vv.1-2 are regarded as a heading)."'" He accepts this as proof

that there were in Rome those who thought of themselves more highly than

others and finds confirmation of this in the discussion of the 'weak' and

the 'strong' in chs.xiv-xv. It seems strange however that Marxsen sees no

connection between the content of ch.xii and the high-minded Christians,

wise in their own estimation whom Paul addresses in ch.xi:20,25. In our

opinion there is an even closer parallel between ch.xi and chs.xiv-xv than

between chs.xi and xii.

Since the unity of the letter is not in question it seems to us in¬

consistent to discuss the content of chs.xii-xv in relative isolation from

that of chs.i-xi. If, as seems the more reasonable course, we take chs.ix-

xi and xii-xv as referring to the same problem, then we find that the cont¬

ent of the one section illuminates that of the other and both harmonize

easily to give us a reasonably clear picture of the situation to which Paul

addresses himself in the whole letter. This view assumes the 'weak' Christ¬

ians of chs.xiv-xv are predominantly of Jewish origin. But as this opinion

has been disputed, we must take a brief look at the alternatives some schol¬

ars propose.

The fact that the 'weak' Christians in ch.xiv are apparently rather

ascetic has caused much debate among scholars since a thoroughgoing ascetism
2

was atypical in Judaism. M. Rauer's detailed study of the 'weak' Christians

1. Op.cit., p.95* Kasemann also emphasizes xii:3 - "the theological found¬
ation in v.4 makes it manifest that it is his (Paul's) intention to give
the admonition of v.3 particular weight". "Worship in Everyday Life",
PP. P.192.

2. Cf. G. Pr-iedrich, RGG, Vol.V, cols. 1138.f.
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in Rome raised many serious objections against the view that the 'weak' are

of Jewish origin.''" If Rauer is correct in his conclusion that the 'weak'

wore Gentile 'Gnostics' who had retained their former vegetarianism after

they became Christians, this would mean that we have an entirely Gentile

congregation which Munck argues was normal for the Pauline Christian comm¬

unities.^

A major objection against the latter interpretation is that Paul's

specific command with which he brings his parenetic section to a close pre¬

supposes two distinct parties. In xvj8 Paul makes a basic statement con¬

cerning Christ's ministry showing that His mission was for the benefit of

both Jews and Gentiles. "Christ became a servant to the circumcised to

show God's truthfulness ... and in order that the Gentiles might glorify

God for His mercy." The Old Testament quotations which follow continue

this dual reference to Jew and Gentile. Thus it is clearly implied in w.

8-12 that the two groups, the 'weak' and the 'strong' - who in v.7 were

commanded to accept one another, comprise Jewish and Gentile Christians

respectively.^ The continuing emphasis in a large part of the letter upon

Jew and Greek or Jew and Gentile, and our knowledge of the 'Kulturkampf'

provide additional support for this understanding.

It seems that despite their variations from orthodox Judaism, the

basic outlook of the 'weak' was Jewish.^ No doubt the 'weak' was a title

1. Die Schwachen in Korinth und Rom. BS, XXI, (1923).
2. PSM, pp.20C.f.
3. Cf. Richardson, op.cit., pp,144»f«
4. It is possible that the peculiarities of the customs of the 'weak' indicat¬

es that they were sectarians who followed differing practices from that
of main-stream Judaism. Later Christian religious practices at Rome
give some support to this view. Cf. M. Black, The Scrolls and Christian
Origins, pp.114-5•

I
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given to them by the self-styled 'strong' (Gentile) Christian group."'" The

Jewish Christians probably did not consider themselves as 'weak' in any way

but were possibly in a very difficult situation in the 'no-man's land' to

which they were consigned, due to their differing in outlook from non-

Christian Jew3, and yet not being accepted by their fellow Gentile Christ¬

ians. Probably some of thera were 'doubters' and did not quite know which
2

of the latter groups held a monopoly of the truth. It would appear that

the Gentiles, being stronger in numbers and having a good grasp of the princ¬

iples of Christian liberty (as far as their own freedom was concerned) may

have attempted to force the 'weak' to act contrary to their own conscience

(xiv«23).^
It could also be argued that the division reflected in chs.xiv-xv

took place between circumcised Gentile Christians (proselyte Christians),

who kept the Law and other (Pauline) Gentile Christians, who were uncircum-
4

cised and did not regard the Law as binding. The problem with this view

is that it can only remain as an open possibility; we do not appear to

have any very definite proof for or against it. In this respect it is

somewhat similar to Minear's view that there were five factions in the Rom-

5
an Christian community. It could be argued that the debate concerning the

'Jewishness' of the Church originates not from Jewish Christians, but from

1. Cf. Minear, pp.lO.f.
2. Ibid., pp.12-13.
3. Richardson believes that one reason for the inclusion of the Old Testam¬

ent quotations in xv:9.f. may be because Paul seeks to eliminate Gentile
domination over Jewish Christians (op.cit., p.l45)«

4. Marxsen holds that there were probably three kinds of Christians at
Rome - Jewish, (Pauline) Gentile Christians and proselyte Christians,
(p.98).

5. Cf. p.8. See also p.45 n.8, where Minear lists the particular audience
which Paul has in view in the different sections of the letter.
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former Gentile Christians who have adopted Judaism as well as Christianity.

Paul'3 favourable statements on circumcision in ii:25 and iii:l could be re¬

garded as indicating that he does not condemn these proselyte Christians who

possibly at an earlier period of the Christian mission had accepted circum¬

cision. "The circumcised" in v.8 could then be taken to refer to these

proselyte Christians.

By the fact that Paul allows that circumcision is not in itself a

contradiction of Christian faith indicates that the proselyte Christians in

Rome did not regard circumcision as obligatory for all Christians.^" It is

doubtful however if it is legitimate to understand the reference to "the

circumcised" in xv:8 as referring to proselyte Christians and not to those

of Jewish origin. The latter interpretation is much to be preferred.

If Munck's thesis that the Pauline churches were almost entirely Gent¬

ile Christians could be firmly established, this would give strong support

for the view that the dispute of chs.xiv-xv was exclusively amongst Gentile

Christians. But since we are not convinced of the accuracy of Munck's op¬

inion at this point, we conclude that although it is possible that such a

conflict would arise among Gentile Christians, the probability is that the

conflict took place between Christians of Jewish background and others of

Gentile origin. It is possible that the dispute concerned the place and
2

standing of the proselyte Christians as Marxsen rightly notes.

1. Paul's irenic attitude towards circumcision speaks against Harder's view
that there was a conflict between Jewish and Gentile Christians on the
question of circumcision and that the latter group appealed to Paul to
help them in the dispute. "Der konkrete Anlass des Romerbriefes", ThV,
VI, (1959), PP.13-24.

2. Op.cit., p.98.
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This conclusion is further substantiated by the study which we have

made of the situation to which Paul addresses himself in the various sect¬

ions of the letter. Although we found good grounds for the view that cert¬

ain sections were primarily directed to Gentiles, there was also some evid¬

ence which was best explained by the fact that a Jewish Christian minority

was being addressed.

In i:18 - ii:29 the declaration of God's judgement upon those who

boaoted in their own distinctive culture or moral standards indicated a

situation where Christians were emphasizing their pre-Christian past and

thereby maintaining old divisions.^" Yfe noted that Paul's treatment of all

those who drew distinctions, whether Jew or Gentile, indicated his desire

to draw attention away from these unprofitable discussions by blurring the

distinctions themselves in the light of the gospel. Whatever the details

of the actual situation, the strong emphasis upon Jew and Gentile in this

section presupposes a Christian community which includes Christians of

Jewish background as well as Gentile Christians.
2

In chs.iii-iv we came to a similar conclusion. In this section we

found indications that the priority of the Jew was a sensitive issue. The

discussion of the meaning of faith and of the relation of Jewish and Gent¬

ile Christians to Abraham pointed to a community which included both Jewish

and Gentile Christians. In particular the detailed discussion with the

Rabbinic understanding of the Abraham tradition suggested that Jewish Christ¬

ians were included in the Roman Christian community. The description of Ab¬

raham as "the father of us all" gave additional support to the view that

1. Cf. Thesis pp.61-64.
2. Ibid., pp.189-91.
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Paul intended to stress the oneness of Jewish and Gentile Christians in the

gospel. The emphasis upon Abraham's U3e of his body was considered as app¬

licable to both the 'weak' and the 'strong' Christians in Rome.

The content of ch.v, though less explicit, indicated a similar situ¬

ation.^- In chs.vi-vii a very definite reference to Gentile Christian anti-
2

nominianism was noted in chs.vi:l-vii:6. The discussion of the Law in viii

7-25> particularly Paul's defence of the goodness of the Law was also seen

to relate most closely to the attitude of antinomian Gentiles who failed to

appreciate the divine origin of the Law.

In ch.viii we found strong support for the view that the chapter was

addressed primarily to Gentile Christian 'enthusiasts'.^ The emphasis upon

the control of the Spirit and the 'not yet' of the Spirit was felt to be

best understood with reference to Gentile Christians. We noted however that

the positive connection established between the Law and the Spirit could

have been designed to minimize the differences between the Jewish and Gent¬

ile sections of the church. The latter view is in accord with the fact that

w.31-39 could have been intended to reassure Jewish Christians who suffered
4

from a sense of insecurity.

In chs.ix-xi we found that although there was much in these chapters

that cut across Jewish ideas of election and salvation, the main thrust of

the chapters was to be found in ch.xi in the warning to Gentile Christians

against a false view of election arising from a misunderstanding of God's
5

purpose. But the pro-Jewish tone of much of these chapters, especially

1. Cf. Thesi3 pp.236-8.
2. Ibid., pp.113-9.
3. Ibid., pp.293-303.
4. Ibid., pp.302-3.
5. Ibid., pp.438-9*
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the Christological understanding of the Law in x:4 and the emphasis upon the

continuity of the people of God convinced us that the admonition to Gentile

Christians could best be understood in a context similar to that described

in chc.xiv-xv, i.e. a situation where a Gentile Christian majority are

called upon to accept and live in harmony with a Jewish-Christian minority.

The fact that in the conclusion to the doctrinal section of the letter, Paul

took pains to relate Jew and Gentile together in the divine purpose,^" was

seen to be clear proof that in emphasizing the theme of the relation of Jew¬

ish and Gentile Christians to each other, we had not mistaken Paul's purpose

in writing.

This then is the situation to which Paul addresses himself in his

letter to the Romans. The basic problem concerns the relation of Jews and

Gentileo in the new aeon. In view of this, it is clear that Paul's theo¬

logy and mission were of crucial significance in this dispute at Rome.

Whether directly or indirectly Paul, as the Jewish apostle to the Gentiles,

could not avoid being implicated in the dispute. The conclusion of the

collection project and his own journey to Jerusalem to deliver it, was an¬

other important reason for his being implicated in the situation at Rome.

The fact that Paul is on his way to visit Jerusalem with the collect¬

ion, instead of visiting Rome to support the views of the liberal Gentile

Christians may have proved to be the last straw for the latter group, who no

doubt considered Paul as their ally in the local conflict. Paul may also

have been drawn into the dispute by the realization that the whole impact of

his offering in Jerusalem would be lost if extremists claiming to represent

1. Cf. Thesis pp.433-7-
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his theological viewpoint were encouraging anti-semitic activities at Rome.

It is also likely that strife recurring in Rome would have severe repercuss¬

ions for Jev/s, for the Pauline churches and for the proposed mission in

Spain.

From this survey we conclude that when chs.i-xv are interpreted as a

unity there emerges a picture of a specific situation in Rome where it is

imperative for Paul to intervene. The conflict there was of such a nature

and of such seriousness that it required a letter, in some ways similar to

a theological treatise in order to deal with it adequately. The situation

was such that a comprehensive discussion of the purpose of God for Jews and

Gentiles was necessitated."^

If any coherent picture of the Roman Gentile Christians emerges it

is that of a group who exhibited certain characteristics best described as

2
incipient Marcionism. The despising of the Jewish way of life, particular¬

ly the Law, and the tendency to play down the historical antecedents of the

church in Judaism, have closest parallels with Marcion even though he cannot

be credited with the origin of the tendency at the period in which Paul is

writing. But wherever Christians think of themselves as the 'New Creation'

in too radical a fashion the shades of 'Karcionism' begin to appear."^
Jewett notes that the attitudes of these Christians were typical of

pneumatic and gnostic groups in the Hellenistic church.^ Their proud self-

consciousness as exhibited in their scorn for the 'weak' in faith is

1. Richardson entitles his chapter on Romans - "Romans: Paul's interpretat¬
ion of God's Purpose", (p.126). E. Best, although he holds that Romans
was written to prepare for Paul's visit, also notes that the letter con¬
cerns the relationship of Jewish and Gentile Christians, The Letter of
Paul to the Romans, p.6.

2. Cf. Thesis, pp.118 n.3; 426 n.3 and 516.
3. Cf. Fuller, The Hew Testament in Current Study, p.76.
4. Cf. pp.46.f.



particularly striking. No doubt the tendency to misuse their bodies and to

believe that they possessed a superior insight into spiritual matters origin¬

ated from this.^" Jewett finds it significant that the description of the

body of Christ in Rora.xii is placed between the warning against the libertin-

ists not to think more highly of themselves than they ought (v.3) and the

discussion of the charisma (w.6.f.). He considers that it leads one "to

the suspicion that Paul may be guarding against some self-flattering implic¬

ations which a libertinistic, enthusiastic group might draw from the 'body
2

of Christ' concept." Jewett feels that some such hypothesis is necessary

to explain why Paul avoids the identification of the church with Christ in

Rom.xii.

Lutgert is probably correct in his view that it is Gentile Christians

whom Paul warns against revolutionary tendencies in Rom.xiii. He is also
•4

correct to see this not as a general discussion of a Christian's duty to the

State, but as a reference to a specific problem at Rome."^. It is of course

possible that Jewish Christians in Rome were tempted to share in the aspir¬

ations of the Zealot movement. But from what we have already noted of their

antinomian tendencies, it seems more likely that it is Gentile Christians who

in this respect as in many others are repudiating Jewish tradition, of which

Paul's teaching in this chapter is fairly representative.^ This Gentile

Christianity was "not only independent of apostolic authority in particular,

5
but proud of its freedom from authority in general." Apart from

1. Cf. pp.288.f.
2. Ibid., pp.303-4*
3. Cf. op.cit., pp.92.f. On the interpretation of Rom.xiii, cf. Kasemann,

"Rom.xiii:l-7 in unserer Generation". ZThK, LVI (1959)> pp.316-76,
and literature listed in Thesis pp.287-90.

4. Cf. Minear, p.88.
5. Cf. Morrison, The Powers that Be, pp.l04»f.
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their attitude to law in general, any other reason for rebelling against the

government is hard to find. Possibly some specific incident in the conflict

between Jews and Gentiles in Rome helped to spark it off.

We may sum up this description of the "strong" Gentile Christians by

listing their characteristics s they were anti-Jewish and antinomian; they

were proudly self-conscious, boasting in their freedom, power and wisdom; a3

in many other matters they were radicals in their attitudes to the State,

potential revolutionaries.

It is more difficult to describe in detail the 'weak' Jewish Christ¬

ians. We have noted references to what appears to us to be persecution or

the possibility of persecution in Rom.v and viii. Perhaps the Jewish

Christians were suffering because of divided loyalties, torn between their

roots in Judaism and their common faith with Gentile Christians, who despis¬

ed and ostracized them.

It is probable that they wanted to understand the meaning of faith
2

from a Jewish point of vie?/ and were not open-minded enough as far as the

recognition of the freedom of Gentile Christians was concerned. It is

likely that they had a tendency to condemn the behaviour of those who dis¬

agreed with them, thereby setting themselves up as the judge of another's

conscience. But as far as we can discover much of the Jewish Christian's

behaviour can be understood as a legitimate, though exaggerated, reaction

to Gentile Christians who were lacking in a concept of the people of God in

history and of the control which Christian faith ought to exercise of one's

freedom.

1. Cf. Thesis, pp.204, 274 and 300.
2. Cf. H.W. Bartsch "The Concept of Faith in Paul's Letter to the Romans",

pp.43.f.
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Vle base this opinion on the fact that Paul's strongest admonitions in

the climax of the parenatic section (xv:8.f.) are specifically directed to

Gentile Christians. We do not hold that Romans is a letter addressed equally

to Jewish and Gentile Christians; wre regard it as primarily addressed to the

Gentile Christian majority. This is partly because their deficiences were

the main source of the conflict and also because they, being in the majority,

were in a better position to heal the division between themselves and the

Jewish Christians. This, they could achieve by recognizing the conscience,

freedom and faith of their 'weaker' brethren, in short, by acknowledging the

importance of a united Christian community and for the sake of this, limit¬

ing their own personal freedom.

Although we have not come to any very clear conclusions concerning

the specific beliefs of the two Christian groups in Rome, we do not regard

this as a serious problem. That there was a division and that it was based

on ethnic or racial distinctions is clear. In this respect these Christians

were conforming to the world around them and not evaluating life from the

new perspective of faith (cf.xii:2).

Because of the renewed interest in recent studies in the actual situ¬

ation depicted in Rom.xiv-xv,^" no doubt a better understanding of the views
2

of the different groups will soon emerge. But for the purpose of this

1. Marxsen was one of the first of modern interpreters to emphasize the
significance of these chapters for the interpretation of the letter.
H.W. Bartsch also emphasized the historical reference of the entire
letter. In this he has recently been followed by Minear, and, to a
lesser extent, Jewett. Although Minear follows the main lines of the
approach previously suggested by 3artsch, he nowhere acknowledges his
debt to him.

2. Jewett calls for a renewed discussion of the problems raised by
Rauer's study, (p.44).



study, it is sufficient that the general outline of the situation is clear,

i.e. the fact that there was a division "between Jewish and Gentile Christians

which was caused chiefly by the latter. This was proving to be extremely

detrimental to the Christian community in Rome but was even more serious in

that it was likely to lead to repercussions in Jerusalem and throughout the

church.

We conclude that the main problem in the Christian community at Rome

was a division between Jewish and Gentile Christians. It was this situation

that led Paul to discuss the purpose of God for both Jew and Gentile as re¬

vealed in the gospel.

1. Baur was convinced that Paul would not have devoted such a large part of
his epistle to the relation of Judaism and heathenism to each other (and
of both to Christianity) if circumstances in the church at Rome had not
prompted him to do so. Cf. Thesis, p.314 n.l.
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(f) Rom.ix-xi as the Climax of Paul's Argument in Rom.i-xi.

From the conclusion of the previous section it is clear that chs.ix-

xi must represent the climax of Paul's thought in the letter as it is in

these chapters that the purpose of God for Jew and Gentile is most fully

discussed. At this point our interpretation parts company with that of Min-

ear, although we agree generally with his emphasis upon chs.xiv-xv. It must

be stressed that Paul was a theologian even though he was a very 'practical'

one. Y/hat Minear has failed to realize is that the theological basis for

the exhortations to unity etc. in chs.xiv-xv has already been laid in chs.

ix-xi. Although Minear is correct in his complaint that commentators in

general pay too little attention to chs.xii-xvi of Romans,"'' a similar crit¬

icism can be levelled against his own study in that he devotes only one el¬

eventh of his book to chs.ix-xi which actually comprise more than onefifth
2

of the letter.

But it is not only because Paul discusses the purpose of God in chs.

ix-xi that we regard these chapters as the apex of his argument. When we

glance back over the structure and content of chs.i-viii, there are ample

indications that the first eight chapters of the letter were written for

the sake of chs.ix-xi and not vice-versa. If we view Romans as a theologic¬

al exposition of the kerygma describing the means of justification, and the

life of the justified, then it becomes necessary to regard chs.iii:21-viii

as the centre of the letter which reaches its climax at the end of ch.viii.

1. Minear notes that Nygren gives one twenty-fifth of his space to chs.
xiv-xvi - the last one sixth of the text (p.6).

2. T" ' ~ 1 iges out of the total one hundred and ten to
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We have shown however that the break between chs.viii and ix is not

so decisive as it might seem at first glance.'*' It seems to us that any in¬

terpretation which has the effect of causing chs.ix-xi to be regarded as an

appendix of secondary importance has not fully understood Paul's argument in
2

the letter. It is most unlikely that an appendix would be inserted after

the 'climax' of the doctrinal section in ch.viii and before the parenetic

section in ch.xii.

More decisive still is the fact that the kerygmatic or declarative

sections of the letter can be shown to arise out of the argumentative sect¬

ions in the question/objection style.^ Since we found that the objections

are not merely hypothetical but that these ought to be regarded as of prim-

4
ary importance in the discussion of the purpose of the letter, this also

indicates that the climax of Paul's argument is more likely to be found in

a section in this style - where he relates to actual issues at Rome, than

in sections in the kerygmatic pattern. The study of argumentative and keryg¬

matic styles of argument indicated a close connection between chs.iii, vi-vii

5
and ix-xi. In particular the fact that Paul lists in iiisl.f. a number of

questions to be answered later in the letter, and that most of these are not

dealt with until chs.ix-xi,^ also gives support for the view that Paul's arg¬

ument progresses steadily to its high-point in chs.ix-xi.

That ch.viii is not the high-point of the epistle is also indicated

by a consideration of the Jew-Gentile theme. R.H. Puller has rightly noted

1. Cf. Thesis pp.305.f.
2. Ibid, pp.311-2, also p.140.
3. Ibid, pp.118-9, 68-9, also pp.144-6.
4. Ibid, pp.113.f.
5. Ibid. pp.118-9.
6. Ibid, pp.131-2.
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the significant part played, by the Law in the argument of Romans.^" When the

Law is seen as that which separated Jew from Gentile, then we are able to

give chs.i-ii their proper place in the letter and also to give some reason

for the continuous discussion of Law which runs throughout chs.i-xi.

We have already noted the absence of the Jew-Gentile theme in chs.v-

2
viii. It would appear that this omission is not accidental but deliberat¬

ely intended."^ It should also be noted that the fact that the Law continues

to play a dominant role in these chapters means that the Jew-Gentile theme

is not entirely foreign to the context. But the latter is not explicitly

mentioned, and this means that if .we emphasize the importance of the Jew-

Gentile theme in Romans, then a definite unity in subject-matter is observ¬

able throughout chs.i-iv, ix-xi and xiv-xv; the result is that chs.v-viii,

viewed from this angle,may be regarded as somewhat of a parenthesis.^ If a

choice had to be made between putting chs.v-viii in parenthesis and regard¬

ing chs.ix-xi as an appendix, the total content of the letter would indic¬

ate that the former course is the more preferable.

However, when we regard chs.ix-xi as the climax of Paul's letter, we

do not thereby depreciate the kerygmatic sections of the letter, particular¬

ly chs.v and viii. We believe that chs.ix-xi are the climax of Paul's

1. A Critical Introduction to the Hew Testament.(p.53)• Fuller's emphasis
seems more appropriate than Leon Morris' view (based largely on statist¬
ics) that Romans deals particularly with the doctrine of God. Cf. "The
Theme of Romans" in Apostolic History and the Gospel: Biblical and Hist¬
orical Essays presented to F.F. Bruce. Ed. W.W. Gasque and R.P. Martin,
Paternoster Press, 1970. The stress on the latter doctrine is probably
best accounted for by Paul's discussion of the purpose of God for Jew
and Gentile.

2. Cf. Thesis p.185-
3. Ibid, pp. 185-7 and. 63-4•
4. Ibid, p.185. Noack uses an analogy to make a similar point. Cf."Current

and Backwater in the Epistle to the Romans", STh, XIX (1965), pp.155-66.
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argument, and that this view gives the previous chapters an important and

necessary function.

Me have noted that to consider Rom.viii as the climax of the letter

has the adverse effect of causing chs.ix-xi to "be regarded as an appendix.

This fact, we believe, indicates that justification by faith is not the

theme of the letter.^ If however we reverse the procedure and ask whether

chs.ix-xi require chs.i-viii, the answer must be given in the affirmative.

The declaration in i:18-ii:29 of God's judgement upon both Jew and

Gentile is designed to show that neither the Jewish Christian nor the Gent-

2
ile has grounds for boasting over,his pre-Christian past. The connection

of this theme with ch.xi is to be seen both in the warning against Gentile

Christians boasting over the fate of Israel (w.l3.f.) and in the conclud¬

ing verses of the same chapter where Paul states that God consigned all men

to disobedience in order that He might have mercy upon all, (v.32). The

discussion of 'the true Jew', the deliberate blurring of the distinctions

between Jew and Gentile, and the question of the advantage of the Jew in

the first three chapters have clear parallels in chs.ix-xi.^
It is helpful for us at this point to consider the reason for Paul's

inclusion in iii:21.f. of the lcerygmatic exposition of the Christ event.

This event demonstrates God's covenant faithfulness as the basis on which

salvation has already come to the Gentiles and on which Israel's eventual

1. Me do not adopt this position for the same reason as A. Schweitzer who
considered that the doctrine of justification was only a "fragment" in
the apostle's total gospel. Cf. The Mysticism of Paul the Apostle.
ET 1931, pp.226 and 294«f* The interpretation of Schlatter succeeds in
maintaining the centrality of the doctrine of justification by faith
and also in giving some kind of unified interpretation to chs.i-xi.
Cf. Thesis, pp.307 and 140.

2. Cf. Thesis pp.6l-63.
3. Ibid. pp.6l.f., 435-6.
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salvation as outlined in ch.xi, is to "be expected. But the immediate use

which Paul makes of this declaration in iii:21.f. is to demonstrate that a

new aeon has dawned in which "there is no distinction".^" The revelation of

God's righteousness apart from Law means the removal of all possible grounds

for boasting, and the positive demonstration that God is one, now seen to be

truly God both of Jew and Gentile. The declaration of God's redemptive act

in Christ has rendered groundless the conflict between Jew and Gentile,

since both are equally dependent on His grace.

The fact that Paul in iiis25.f. reinterprets ancient Jewish Christian

tradition for the sake of emphasizing that 'Now' "there is no distinction"

does not mean that he rejects the priority of the Jew, a basic element in
2

this tradition. In iiisl-2 and in the story of Abraham in ch.iv Paul con¬

tinues to acknowledge the special standing of the Jew in a manner in keep¬

ing with the conclusions which he eventually reaches in ch.xi. As we have

already drawn attention to the close parallels between ch.iv and chs.ix-xi"^
it is sufficient at this point simply to note the fact Paul's argument in

Rom.iv does not reach its full conclusion until ch.xi.

The connection between ch.v and chs.ix-xi is more difficult to def¬

ine. It should be noted however that the emphasis on the universal and

cosmological effects of Adam's sin (and Christ's redemption) is not dissim¬

ilar to that of ch.xi where apocalyptic expectation looks for the salvation

of the 'full number' of both Jews and Gentiles as a prelude to the consumm¬

ation of all things (life from the dead, xi:15). The emphasis upon human

1. Cf. Thesis, pp.137.f.
2. Cf. Dahl, "The Atonement - An Adequate Reward for the Akedah? (Rom.viii:

32)". (p.27); Thesis, p. 134.
3. Gf. Thesis, pp.182-88.
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solidarity in Adam or in Christ is similar to the content of xi:32 and

doubtless has a similar function i.e. to demonstrate the oneness of humanity

in sin and in salvation."'"

The connections of chs.vi and vii with ix-xi are clearer. It is

noteworthy that the list of topics in the excursus of iiisl-8, although it

includes primarily those themes which are discussed in chs.ix-xi, also in-
C

eludes a reference to antinomianism which is eventually answered in chs.vi-
2

vii. This we have taken to indicate that the Roman Gentile Christians were

deficient in their understanding of the Law in somewhat the same way as they

were deficient in their understanding of the place of the Jews in 'Heilsge-

schichte'.^
It is significant that the failure to appreciate the divine origin

of the Law and the tendency to antinomianism are fully in keeping with the

kind of Gentile pride that we find in ch.xi. Christians who are very cons¬

cious of being the new people of God, who pride themselves on their own

liberal understanding of faith and freedom and who fail to appreciate their

continuity with Israel, are the kind of people among whom the deficiencies

noted in chs.vi-vii are likely to occur. We may take chs.ix-xi as denoting

the basic weakness of these Christians (i.e. a mistaken view of election

and reprobation) and chs.vi-vii to represent certain outward manifestations

of the attitude v/hich is more fully described in ch.xi, (and ch3.xiv-xv).

A parallel to the warnings against antinomianism is found in ch.viii

in the exhortations to live according to the Spirit and not according to

the flesh. A positive understanding of the Law is indicated by the state-

1. Cf. Thesis Introduction pp.xv.f., and 410.
2. Ibid, pp.69 and 131-2.
3. Ibid, pp.117-9*
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ment in vii:4 where the 61xocof the Lav/ is said to be fulfilled in

those who walk according to the Spirit.^" This positive statement is similar

to that of ch.x:4 where Christ is described as the tsXoc of the Lav/, the
2

One who fulfils the Law and thereby supersedes it.

The emphasis upon the relation of the Spirit and the Law taken along

with the relation of Christ to the Law represent the high-point of Paul's

teaching on the Law in the letter to the Romans.^ These two statements

supplement one another and are particularly useful in helping us to put

into perspective Paul's numerous statements about the Law which he has al¬

ready made earlier in the letter... Without x:4> we v/ould lack a very im¬

portant Christological and 'heilsgeschichtlich' understanding of the role

of the Law. We have already noted that the affirmation of the security of

the Christian community v/ithin the divine election, as mentioned in viiis

28.f., demands a discussion of the apparent failure of the election of Is-
4

rael such as we find in chs.ix-xi.

This brief survey has shown, in our opinion, that to regard chs.ix-

xi as the climax of the letter gives co-ordination and relevance to the

entire letter in a way which the emphasis upon justification by faith is

unable to achieve.

One other feature of Rom.ix-xi is relevant to the evaluation of the

significance of these chapters. The fact that this long discussion of Jew¬

ish unbelief with its hopeful conclusion is unique in the Pauline letters
5

ought not to be overlooked. Paul's inclusion of this particular subject

1. Cf. Thesis, pp.246.f.
2. Ibid, pp.361.f.
3. Cf. also "the law of faith" (iii:27). Thesis pp.141.f.
4. Ibid., p.326.
5- As noted by Bornkamm, cf. Thesis Introduction p.xxix.
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in the letter to the Romans indicates, we believe, that whereas in other

areas the subject was not relevant, the situation at Rome was such that this

discussion was necessitated. If this is so, then we have here another reas¬

on for stressing the importance of the theme of Jew and Gentile in Romans,

and thus for regarding chs.ix-xi as of decisive importance''" since theyre-

present Paul's deepest thoughts on this subject.

We endorse Baur's contention that what comes first in Romans is not

2
necessarily first in importance. This is possibly what Marxsen had in

mind in his assertion that it is only towards the end that Romans discloses

itself as a real letter.^ The essence of the letter was such that an ex¬

tensive preliminary discussion was required in chs.i-viii before Paul could

deal with the basic issue in chs.ix-xi and thus provide the theological

basis for the exhortations to humility and mutual acceptance in chs.xii-xv.

Despite the error of his philosophical presuppositions, Baur was

correct in his claim that in chs.ix-xi we should find "the germ and centre

of the whole, from which the other parts sprang",^ and that it is in these

chapters that we can discover "the Apostle's original conception from which

the whole organism of the Epistle developed, as we have it especially in
5

the first eight chapters."

1. Gf. Stendahl, "Paul and the Introspective Conscience of the West."
HTR,(1963) p.205. It is fitting at this stage to remind ourselves of
those scholars whom we have already quoted as holding this viewpoint,
Baur (Thesis p.314)> Dahl (Thesis Introduction p.xviii),Goppelt (Thesis
p.315 n.l), Noack (Thesis p.326nl),Manson, tentatively (Thesis p.315 n.l).

2. Cf. Paul, pp.314'f« (Thesis p.314)>
3. Op.cit., p.97- Richardson commences his study of the letter with the

conclusion of ch.xi, (p.127).
4. Op.cit., p.315-
5. Ibid.
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Conclusion.

On the basis of our investigation we conclude that Paul writes the

letter to the Romans in order to correct a misunderstanding of the gospel,

which is hindering the formation of a united Christian community in Rome.

Paul's basic intention in writing the letter is to emphasize the oneness of

Jewish and Gentile Christians in Christ and thus to encourage fellowship

between them. The fact that Paul's argument reaches its climax in chs.ix-

xi, and the repeated emphasis upon Jew and Gentile throughout the letter

require some such understanding of its purpose.

From the survey of the various interpretations in the earlier parts

of this chapter, we have come to the conclusion that no other interpretat¬

ion of the letter provides an adequate understanding of its content and

destination. In particular we wish to draw attention to several important

emphases throughout the letter which point, we believe, in the direction of

the interpretation suggested.

In the thematic verses, i:l6-17, we find the strange phrase "to the

Jew first'. The fact that this phrase occurs only in Romans, the letter in

which we find also the unique discussion of Jewish disobedience in chs.ix-

xi, suggests that the place of the Jew in the divine economy is of special

significance in this letter. Questions concerning the value of circumcis¬

ion and the advantage of the Jew,occurring in conjunction with the assert¬

ion that there is no distinction and the frequent repetition of the word

'all', endorse this point of view. The paradoxical situation where a lett¬

er which emphasizes the priority of the Jew and concludes with the revelat¬

ion that 'all Israel' will eventually be saved, is sent to Christians who

are for the mo3t part of Gentile origin, also requires an explanation of
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its purpose in terms of the relationship of Jew and Gentile.^"
The most significant point in favour of the view that the theme of

Romans concerns the relationship between Jew and Gentile is that this is the
2

subject for the climax of Paul's parenetic section in ch.xv:7»f« His final

command to the Roman Christians is to "welcome one another as Christ has

welcomed you", (xv:7). Even in a section such as this where Paul is seeking

to emphasize the oneness of all believers in Christ, we find the same tens¬

ion which we have already noted in the earlier chapters, i.e. between the

assertion of no distinctions and the acknowledgement of the different orig¬

ins of the two constituent groups..

The significance which Paul places upon this command to accept one

another is demonstrated by the fact that he supports it by a long 'haraz'

which centres around the key words Rctoo and eQvr\ . The latter term

retains its reference to the Jewish people and the point of the quotations

is to relate Jews and Gentiles together in the praise of God. Paul wishes

to emphasize that the salvation of Gentiles does not take place in isolat¬

ion from Israel but only in association with the historical people of God.

Here again we note the repeated emphasis upon the two groups in association

with each other.

It should be borne in mind that the grounds on which Paul calls upon

the Roman Christians to accept one another are basically those which he has

previously established in the discussion in chs.ix-xi.^" In opposition to

the view that the Gentile Christians have replaced Israel as the people of

1. Cf. Noack, Thesis p.326 n.l.
2. As we have previously noted, cf. Thesis p. 480.
3. Paul quotes from the Law, (Deut,xxxii:43), the Writings (ps.xviii:49 =

II Sam.xxii:50), and the Prophets (ls.xi:lo). Cf. Richardson, p.144*
4. Cf. Barrett, p.273.
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God, Paul argues that God's purpose is to win the Jews by means of the Gent¬

iles. This is supported by the example of Paul's own mission. Although as

apostle to the Gentiles, he is particularly concerned about Gentile Christ¬

ians such as those in Rome, this does not mean that he is unconcerned about

the salvation of Israel. On the contrary, Paul believes that success in the

Gentile mission is specifically intended to win the Jews by making them

jealous (xi:13-14)« The fact that Paul is the apostle to the Gentiles does

not mean that he betrays his vocation by evangelising Jews; exactly the opp¬

osite is true, he magnifies his ministry (xi:13). This is borne out by the

fact that Paul thinks of himself as a priest who offers up the Gentiles (xv:

16.f.). The purpose of this offering is the ultimate conversion of Israel.""
The concluding summary of chaptersix-xi (xi:28-32) demonstrates that

Jews and Gentiles are inextricably related in the purpose of God. Both

alike travel to the goal of salvation by the route that leads through disob¬

edience and both are therefore equally dependent on divine grace. The call

to mutual acceptance involves for the Roman Christians the free and gracious

reception of one another in the same way as Christ has received them.

In xv:8.f. Paul substantiates his argument for Christian unity by

showing that the mission of Christ was directed to both Jews and Gentiles,

"Christ became a servant to the circumcised to show God's truthfulness, and

in order that the Gentiles might glorify God for His mercy". The fact that

Paul argues for unity on the basis of the ministry of Christ shows the seri¬

ousness with which he regarded the division in the Christian community. This

of itself is proof that Paul considered the problem of sufficient magnitude

as to require the writing of a letter such as that to the Romans. Ho doubt

1. Cf. Richardson, p.146.
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Paul saw in the attitude of the Roman Christians a general tendency sympto¬

matic of Gentile Christianity. The subsequent history of the early church

demonstrates both the accuracy of Paul's diagnosis, of the tendency and the

necessity for his warnings against it.

The view that the purpose of Romans is to bring about unity in the

Roman Christian community is also supported by Paul's use of the Abraham

tradition in ch.iv. Abraham is described as the pioneer of faith, the fath¬

er of both Jewish and Gentile Christians; Jews and Gentiles alike share with¬

in the community of faith which began with Abraham, the promises made to

their common ancestor. The figure of Abraham is particularly fitting for

Paul's argument in Romans. Who better to unite a group of 'weak' Jewish

Christians and 'strong' Gentile Christians than Abraham, who believed as a

Gentile but was regarded as the first Jew, who was weak but who through faith

became strong? Paul believes that God's purpose was to make Abraham "the

father of all who believe without being circumcised and who thus have right¬

eousness reckoned to them, and likewise the father of the circumcised who are

not merely circumcised but also follow the example of the faith which our

father Abraham had before he was circumcised." (iv:11-12).

Whereas Christ and Abraham witness to the unity of God's people in

grace, the figure of Adam in Rom.v witnesses to the unity of all men in sin.

The emphasis upon the universal consequences of Adam's disobedience may be

seen as a counter-argument against those who would emphasize distinctions

among men. Viewed in this light the thrust of this chapter is similar to the

emphasis on the universality of the divine wrath and judgement declared in

i:18-iii:20.

To counteract Paul's argument for the unity of all men in sin as the
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result of Adam's disobedience, the Jews might have argued that the possess¬

ion of the Law set them apart from others. But Paul shows that because of

the interaction between the Law and sinful humanity the good Law which was

meant for life becomes instead "the law of sin and death" (viii:2). The

emphasis that in Christ salvation is now available to faith "apart from lav/"

(iii:2l), may be seen as a declaration of the basis for the unity of Jew and

Gentile in faith in the new aeon.

What is significant.however,is that Paul does not establish the un¬

ity of Jew and Gentile in salvation simply by declaring the termination of

the Law in the Christ-event. If Paul had done this he might have encouraged

the incipient Marcionism inherent in the Roman Gentile Christians. On the

contrary, it is by a positive appreciation of the Law that Paul in Romans

encourages unity within the church. If, as Goppelt has claimed, the crucial

problem for Gentile Christianity was the relation of Christ to the Old Test¬

ament,"'" it would be essential for one who wished to establish harmony bet¬

ween Jewish and Gentile Christians to stress the positive connections bet¬

ween the Old Testament and Christ, (as Paul does, most effectively in Romans).

We have in this a possible reason for the frequent quotation of the Old Test¬

ament throughout the letter. In the paradoxical expressions "the law of

faith" (iii:27),^ "the law of the Spirit" (viii:2),"^ and Christ "the tsAoc

of the law" (x:4)>^ Paul demonstrates a positive understanding of the contin¬

uity between the Testaments.

The fact that Paul can associate the Law with faith and with the

1. Cf. op.cit., p.
2. Cf. Thesis, pp.142.f.
3. Ibid., pp.248.f.
4. Ibid., pp.360.f.
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Spirit is indicative of the positive understanding of the past history of

the Jews which he desires the Gentile Christians to appropriate. This is

even clearer in his Christological understanding of the Law in

Whilst Paul declares that Christ is the end of the Law because a new aeon

has dawned, he sees Him as the end of the Law only because He is its fulfil¬

ment and goal. It follows that if the Christ whom Gentile Christians know

through faith is the fulfilment of the Law of Judaism, then it would not be

fitting for them to despise the Law or its adherents. Similarly, if the

Christ whom Jewish Christians serve accepts Gentiles freely without obligat¬

ing them to keep the Law, then Jewish Christians ought to accept these Gent¬

iles as equals since they live in Christ in whom the Law is fulfilled, and

by whose Spirit the Law is fulfilled in them.

If Paul's intention in Romans had been simply to outline the benefits

of redemption in Christ, it would not have been essential for him to re¬

interpret the Lav/ or to discuss the future of the Jews. Nor would it have

been so necessary to stress the continuity of salvation history between the

Law and Christ, betv/een the Law and the Spirit, between Old Testament Israel

and the people of God in the new aeon.

But precisely because it was his intention to evaluate the special

place of the Jew in 'Heilsgeschichte' Paul had to interpret the present in

the light of a positive appreciation of the past."'" Only in this way could

he avoid the criticism that he was anti-Jewish. The situation at Rome where

a Jewish Christian minority was in danger of being dominated by a Gentile

majority caused him to give a positive evaluation of the advantage of the

Jew in the light of the gospel. The situation was such that only by a

1. Cf. Cullmann, Thesis, p.185 n.l.
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positive evaluation of the Old Testament could Paul hope to establish unity

between the Jewish and Gentile Christian groups in Rome.

By this emphasis Paul also provided the strongest possible argument

for the unity of the people of God both at the time of writing and through¬

out all age3. The appreciation of this unity is a basic prerequisite for

understanding the nature of the church and was especially relevant to the

formation of a united Christian community at Rome. The fact that there is

no specific mention of the church and that Paul in Romans seems deliberately

to avoid explicit reference to matters of church government or organisation

suggest that this was a delicate issue in Rome. It was so delicate that

Paul could only approach it in a covert way.

Villile Paul's teaching concerning the nature of the church is not ex¬

plicit this does not mean to say that it is not basic to the letter. As

Leenhardt has noted, the discussion of the people of God in chs.ix-xi is

essentially a discussion of the origin and composition of the church."'' The

inclusion of the allegory of the olive tree with its emphasis upon the un¬

ity and continuity of God's people in the old and new aeon presupposes that

Paul was aware of a basic deficiency in the Roman Christian community which

this emphasis was designed to meet. The fact that Paul's teaching concerns

the nature of the church and that he at the same time avoids explicit ment¬

ion of the church throughout the letter, is also evidence for the view that

there was a serious division in the Christian community at Rome.

In order to clarify the progress of our argument it will be useful

at this stage to summarize its course up to this point. We have noted that

1. Cf. pp.21.f.



the recurring theme throughout Romans of Jews and Gentiles in association

with each other suggests that Paul's purpose in writing was to overcome a

division between two groups of Christians of differing backgrounds. The

use of the figures of Abraham and Adam support this opinion and likewise

the interpretation of the mission of Christ and that of Paul as directed to

both Jew3 and Gentiles. Paul's positive understanding of the Law and his

emphasis upon the continuity of God's people also suggest a similar purpose

for the letter. It seemg to us that there is substantial support in the

letter for the interpretation v/hich we have suggested. Furthermore it is

particularly significant that our .conclusion can relate to the content of

all of chs.i-xi, particularly to Paul's treatment of the Law which is such

a dominant theme in these chapters.

We now wish to indicate how the interpretation suggested meets those

basic requirements which we have already noted in the earlier sections of

this chapter as essential to a full understanding of the aim and occasion

of the letter.

If Paul's intention in writing is to relate Jew and Gentile together

in the purpose of God with a view to the formation of a united church in

Rome, then this interpretation fits in well with what we know of his situat¬

ion at the time of writing. No doubt thoughts concerning the election of

Israel and the relationship of Jew and Gentile in the divine purpose were

in the forefront of Paul's mind as he embarked for Jerusalem."'" The emphasis

that Gentiles cannot find salvation independently of Israel is appropriate

at a time when Paul is attempting, by the presentation of the collection, to

1. Cf. the discussion of Romans as a letter to Jerusalem, Thesis, pp.449«f*
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express the indebtedness of Gentiles to Israel and to strengthen their ties

with the mother church. The argument of xv:27 that since the Gentile Christ¬

ians have come to share in the spiritual blessings of Israel, the latter

ought also to share in theii* material blessings, is particularly relevant in

the context of Paul's labours on behalf of the collection.

While the proposed interpretation acknowledges a connection between

Romans and Paul's journey to Jerusalem, it also provides the equivalence

between the purpose of the letter and the proposed visit to Rome which Klein

regards as desirable.^" Paul's letter represents the presence of the apostle

to the congregation - a substitute, for his bodily presence. It carries his

authority and is designed to influence the situation in Rome in the same way

2
as Paul himself would do if he were present in person.

According to our interpretation, the letter has the same aim as Paul's

future visit to the city - to build up the church in the faith and to heal

divisions etc. This view implies that the division among the Roman Christ¬

ians was probably of recent origin."' If it had been of some years duration,

Paul would not have allowed his visit there to be delayed as he had done.

Had it not been for the fact that Paul felt his first duty was to go to Jer¬

usalem with the collection, he would certainly have hastened immediately to

Rone to seek to overcome the division within the Christian community, and

doubtless, what he would have said on arrival in Rome would be the same as

what he has written in his letter.

This understanding of the nature of the problem at Rome also helps to

1. Cf. Thesis, p.44o-
2. Ibid., pp.5 and 447-
3. This is in accord with our investigation of the general historical situ¬

ation. Cf. Thesis, pp.474-5-
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explain a certain peculiarity in Paul's approach to it as indicated hy the

content of the letter, which in some respects is analogous to a theological

treatise. The fact that Paul wrote a 'theological treatise' to counteract

it implies the existence of a problem in Rome of sufficient magnitude to

evoke this response. This is in keeping with the situation as we have en¬

visaged it.

The nature of the division in Rome meant that it was of far greater

seriousness than that which had previously threatened the church at Corinth.

The local problem at Rone was also a Jerusalem problem; it was an issue

which concerned the whole church..- The cultural conflict that was prevalent

throughout the Roman Empire at this time wherever there were large concent¬

rations of Jews made the problem at Rome of much greater significance than

any other kind of division within the church. If reports were to come to

Jerusalem that 'Pauline' Christians at Rome were persecuting or despising

the Jews (or Jewish Christians) this would have effectively hindered the

good relations which Paul hoped the collection would secure. If Paul's life

were in danger in Jerusalem as he rightly suspected it was, then a deterior¬

ation in the situation at Rome could have swung the balance completely

against him. Another possibility is that an outbreak of trouble between Jew¬

ish and Gentile Christians in Rome, following on the troubles of A.D. 49

would possibly have led to legislation against Jews or Christians, or even

against both, and effectively hindered the outreach of the church. For yet

another time Paul's visit to Rome would be prevented and hence also his

proposed mission to Spain.

Thus the local dispute was not merely local and certainly not triv¬

ial. It could have sabotaged the results of Paul's labour on the collection
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ised both Paul's own personal safety and the unity which he was endeavour¬

ing to maintain between the two sections of the church. If strife were to

arise in Rone Paul's own missionary work and that of the whole church would

suffer.

In addition to these, an even more serious aspect of the problem at

Rome was that the faithfulness of God and the righteousness of His purpose

were at stake. To a Jewish Christian this was no light issue. How could

a God v/ho had elected a people for Himself allow this people to miss the

goal which He had planned for therr\,? How could men trust in One whose word

did not accomplish what He had promised? The thought of a God who appar¬

ently arbitrarily transferred His promises and replaced one elect people by

another was entirely unacceptable to Paul. So too was a church which regard¬

ed itself as a 'creatio ex nihilo', and did not appreciate the origins of

that heritage to which it had become heir.

Another factor helps to account for the seriousness with which Paul

viewed the situation at Rome. This is that it was likely to recur elsewhere

throughout the church in which Gentile Christians, lacking in an appreciat¬

ion of the roots of the church in Judaism, were now increasingly in the

majority.

From this we can appreciate better why Paul wrote a letter such as

that to the Romans. It was the magnitude of the problem in Rome which de¬

termined the content of the letter. The nature of the problem was such that

Paul believed that only a proper understanding of the righteous purpose of

God for both Jew and Gentile would resolve it.
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But in order to deal with the purpose of God Paul had to take into

account the divine activity in the history of the nation of Israel, in the

Christ-event and in the missionary expansion of the church. Thus in Rom.

i-viii he discusses themes s.uch as the Law, the revelation of the righteous¬

ness of God in Christ, justification by faith, and the gift of the Spirit.

But it is only in Rom.ix-xi that Paul reaches the climax of his discussion

which centres around the theme of the people of God, and the purpose of God

in election.

This helps us to understand the content and structure of Rom.i-xi.

More than any other letter Romans stakes the form of a continuous argument

which, as we have noted in the previous section, gradually progresses to its

climax in chs.ix-xi. It does not deal with a series of topics more or less

unrelated to each other, as for example I Corinthians. The connection bet¬

ween the various themes which we have already noted that Paul deals with in

chs.i-viii, is the fact that together they comprise a necessary preliminary

to Paul's argument in chs.ix-xi. A theological understanding of the purpose

of God in election requires an appraisal of these themes, since they are all

included and gain their relative significance within the scope of that pur- '

pose.

Thus chs.i-viii are, in this sense, preparatory to chs.ix-xi. As we

have already noted in the previous section, this does not mean that they

are unnecessary or unimportant. They are a vital and essential part of

Paul's total argument. But what ought to be realized is that since they

form part of an argument, the climax of which comes only in the succeeding

chapters, their content cannot adequately be understood in isolation from

these chapters. Y/hile chs.i-viii may be regarded as preliminary, it should
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be stressed that they do have a direct bearing on the actual situation at

Rome. We have already expressed disagreement with the view that they have

only an indirect connection with the situation."'" To describe the function

of chs.i-viii within Paul's argument as preliminary, does not necessarily

imply that they have no connection v/ith the historical circumstances in the

church at Rome.

This understanding of the nature of the argument in Romans also

helps to explain a feature of the letter to which Bornkamm has drawn attent¬

ion, i.e. that a number of themes which have already been dealt with in

earlier letters are discussed here in more detail and are given a universal
2

application. Although we do not agree with the latter point, we believe

that our suggestion as to the relation of the individual themes and the dis¬

cussion of the purpose of God, adequately explains the former. The differ¬

ence in treatment of themes previously discussed is partly due to the fact

that in Romans they are connected with, and subservient to, the one theme

which is unique in the letter, i.e. the discussion of the people and the

purpose of God in chs.ix-xi.

In our conclusions concerning the argument of Rom.i-xi, we have been

able to take into account and give an explanation of some of its problems

or peculiarities noted by other scholars.^ We have found that the sustain¬

ed argument of chs.i-xi is in keeping with the view that Paul's intention

in writing was to set forth the purpose of God for Jew and Gentile, so as

1. Cf. Thesis pp.462-3 and 478-9•
2. Cf. Paulus, pp.108.f. and Thesis p.451-
3. Cf. our assertion that the view that Romans is a real letter to Rome

takes into account the advantages of other interpretations. (Thesis,
p.456).
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to unite both in one fellowship. The fact that in this interpretation an

equivalence is established between the purpose of the letter and Paul's

visit to Rome, and also between the purpose of the letter and Paul's visit

to Jerusalem with the collection, is further indication that this is a valid

interpretation.

Before concluding we wish to note one other factor which may have

influenced the thought of the letter. Since Romans is a particular letter

addressed to a specific situation, its teaching is only intelligible in the

light of that situation. Paul's situation and that to which he addresses

the letter help to explain what succeeding generations have found incompre¬

hensible, namely that Paul should still hope for the salvation of 'all Is¬

rael' . If we remember that Paul was faced with a Gentile Christianity

which regarded the Jews as rejected, then we will appreciate that he had no

alternative but to maintain that this was not the case. Positively, he was

also obligated to emphasize that his own experience of God's faithfulness

and grace persuaded him that Israel's unbelief could not be permanent. The

fact that his hopes were not or have not yet been realized does not mean

they were ill-founded. For a first-century Jewish Christian faced with the

paradoxical fact of the 'unbelief of his fellow Jews, and of God's grace to

him, "the chief of sinners", this was the only possible answer.

If he appears to have been over-optimistic, we should bear in mind

that the situation at Rome demanded exactly this emphasis, and also the sad

fact that later generations of Christians have shorn themselves only too

willing to believe in Israel's rejection despite all that Paul has said to

the contrary.

In the course of this study we have come to realize that one of the
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most tantalizing and confusing factors in Romans is the way in which a tens¬

ion is maintained between two apparently opposing principles throughout the

argument, i.e. between 'There is no distinction' and 'To the Jew first'. In

the latter of these a certain priority is still accorded to the Jew which is

apparently denied in the former. There exists the very real danger of

stressing one of these principles in isolation from the other, and thereby

obtaining an interpretation which is only valid for part of the letter.
1 2

Goppelt and Richardson .are exceptional in their clear recognition of this

tension in Romans, and in their refusal to lightly dismiss the advantage of

Israel.

From this we realize that it is inadequate to describe the theme of

Romans as 'Salvation is by faith and therefore there is no longer any dist¬

inction between Jew and Gentile'. V/hen we talk of faith and affirm that

there is no distinction among men, we are still speaking too anthropologic¬

ally. Certain tendencies in Bultmann's understanding of Paul's theology in

Romans have proved fruitful in revealing the weaknesses of this kind of

approach. A more adequate interpretation of the theme of the letter would

be 'There is no distinction but the distinction that grace makes'. By this

title we acknowledge that sovereignty is still the divine prerogative and

that man,for all his knowledge of salvation through Christ, remains a creat¬

ure within his Creator's all-embracing purpose. This purpose includes the

individual and takes his faith into account but does not centre upon him.

It includes the church and, in spite of continuing unbelief, the Jews also.

It is a cosmic purpose which has the whole world within its focus, and is

1. Cf. op.cit., pp.150 and 158.f.
2. Cf. pp.146-7.
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determined finally not by human belief or unbelief but only by the divine

purpose.

This understanding of the theme of the letter takes into account the

emphasis upon God's grace in justification in Rom.i-viii and also the grace

which ensures the special place to the Jew in Rom.ix-xi. At the same time

a positive meaning is given to the Old Testament, to God's people Israel,

and to the continuity of the divine purpose. This in no wise diminishes the

significance of the doctrine of justification by faith, and it does have the

effect of preventing some misunderstandings of it. Viewed in this light the

doctrine is seen more clearly to .have its basis in the faithfulness of God

which triumphs in spite of the unfaithfulness of men. If a positive meaning

is not given to the Old Testament and the events of which it is a record, the

faithfulness of God does not emerge with the same distinctness and the cont¬

inuity of the divine purpose is not fully appreciated. Paul's positive att¬

itude is evident right at the beginning of his letter where he quotes an

earlier formula describing Jesus as of Davidic descent (i:4)« The emphasis

continues throughout the letter in which, chiefly because of the deficiences

of the Roman Christians, Paul presents Christ as the annuling fulfilment of

the Old Testament.
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Appendix.I

Romans xvi as a Separate Letter.

Over one hundred years ago David Schulz put forward the hypothesis

that Rom.xvi is a letter to Ephesus."^ The possibility that oh.xvi originally

existed as a separate letter has been the basis on which most modern under¬

standings of the different endings of Romans have proceeded. One of the most

significant studies on this subject is the essay by T.W. Manson, "St. Paul's
2

Letter to the Romans - ahd Others". Manson felt that the whole question of

the place of Rom.xvi had been set in a new light by the publication in 1935

of P^> the oldest Greek manuscript of Paul.^ Taking as a basis the fact

that in this manuscript the doxology is situated at the end of ch.xv, Manson
a6

concluded that at an earlier date than P there had existed a text of Rom¬

ans which did not include ch.xvi. Thi3 was the form of the epistle that had

originally been sent to Rome.^
According to Manson Paul wrote Rom.i-xv and sent this letter to Rome.

A similar copy was also prepared and sent with a covering note (ch.xvi) to

Ephesus. Marcion removed only ch.xv from his copy of Romans because at that

time ch.xvi was not included. He probably removed this chapter because of

his dislike of the Old Testament quotations in xv:l-13 and the idea that

"whatever was written in former days was written for our instruction"(xvs4)

1. Schulz's suggestion wa3 first proposed in Theologische Studien und
Kritiken, 2 (1829), pp.6C9.f.

2. Studies in the Gospels and Epistles, pp.225-41»
3. Op.cit., p.234*
4. Ibid., p.236.
5. Ibid., p.235* Manson also makes the interesting suggestion that Marcion

removed the personalia in xv:14-33 and the local references in Rom.is7>15
and Eph.isI because of the rebuff he suffered from these congregations.
See also p.230.
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It was probably in Egypt that the last chapter of Romans was added;

this is indicated by the fact that originated in Egypt and includes ch.

xvi after the doxology at the end of ch.xv. The latter hypothesis is also

supported by the fact that the text of P^ stands nearer to the B type than

does the text of the other chapters of the epistle.^"
We believe that the view proposed by Manson as to the origin of ch.

xvi is basically correct; it existed originally as a letter to Ephesus. This

was added in Egypt to the original text of Romans which consisted of chs.i-xv.

We do not believe that it is necessary to hold as Manson does, that Romans is

2
a oircular letter.

This view is the best explanation of a number of factors connected with

the ending of Romans.^ It would aocount for the fact that Paul is acquainted

with so many people in Rome - a church which he never visited. This is not

such a serious objection as it may seem since many people emigrated to Rome at

that time from the Eq.st^ and Paul could conceivably have met these people on

5
his earlier missionary journeys. The fact that he was rather unsure as to

1. Op.cit., p.237.
2. Cf. M.J. Suggs, "The Word is near You: Rom.x:6-10", CHINT, pp.289-312.
3. Cf. W.G. Kummel, Introduction to the New Testament, pp.224.f.
4. Cf. E.A. Judge and G.S.R. Thomas, "The Origin of the Church at Rome: A New

Solution", (pp.81.f.) W. Marxsen suggests that as a result of the relax¬
ation of Claudius' edict members of the church who came from Rome and whom
Paul had got to know in the East while the edict was in force, have now
returned to Rome. Introduction to the New Testament,.p.108. Marxsen re¬

jects this possibility because the majority of those greeted do not have
Jewish names. K.P. Donfried has pointed out that according to H. Leon's
study The Jews of Ancient Rome, a sample survey of 551 names of Jews showed
that over half of these Jews had Latin names. In view of this Donfried
holds that Marxsen should not have rejected the view that Rom.xvi is part
of the original letter. "A Short Note on Romans xvi", JBL, LXXXIX (l970)»
pp.441-49(445/6).

5. Cf. K.H. Rengstorf, "Paulus und die alteste romische Christenheit", SEv II,
TP 87» (1964)* PP.447-64, and Bornkamm's criticism of same in "Der Romer-
brief als Testament des Paulus", Geschichte und Glaube, pp.l27-8(n.24).
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how he would be received in Rome may provide a strong reason why Paul should

send personal greetings to his acquaintances there.^
In our opinion the strongest reason for regarding ch.xvi as a separate

letter is the very sharp warning against those who create dissensions (xvi:

17-20). As Kiimmel notes "this paragraph is suitable neither in the framework
2

of Romans, nor to the situation of the readers." It has "an authoritative

tone which is incompatible with the guarded contacts of i:10.f., xv:14.f.,

xii:3.f."^ It seems most.unlikely that if Paul has been delicate and guarded

in his approach throughout fifteen chapters he would suddenly speak out so

sharply at a point so close to the conclusion of the letter.

Minear believes that the apparent shift in mood in xvi:17 may be ex¬

plained by the fact that Paul has a different group of people in mind namely

those leaders whose teaching and example must be shunned.^ Minear is not

convinced that xvi:17.f. is out of keeping with the rest of the letter. In

his view Paul is referring to those who persuaded a number of doubters to

act in a manner contrary to their own conscience and "the sharp language

5
merely reflects Paul's high estimate of the terrible cost of this injury."

In spite of Minear's excellent study of the evidence, we are still not per¬

suaded. Possibly he is too ready to regard ch.xvi as directed to Rome be-

1. Cf. Donfried, op.cit., p.448. Minear believes that in his greetings in
ch.xvi, Paul alternates between those whom he has met in the East and
those of whom he has only heard, but on whom he could count to help to
reduce the tension (in Rome) and prepare for the Spanish mission, (p.
25.f.).

2. Op.cit., p.225. It is also uncertain to whom this sharp warning is add¬
ressed; Kumrael holds that there is nothing to suggest that it refers to
•Judaizers' true to the Law. He notes that Michel, Preisker and Schmith-
als agree that it may refer to Gnostics.

3. Ibid.
4. Op.cit., p.28.
5. Ibid.
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cause it is useful as evidence for the several groups of Christians which he

believes he can discern among the house-churches in Rome.'*"
A major objection that can be levelled against the view that ch.xvi

is a separate letter to Ephesu3 is that by itself this makes a very strange

letter. As Lietzmann pointed out "A letter consisting almost entirely of

greetings, as chapter xvi»23 would be if it were an independent letter, is an

2
absurdity." This objection can now be shown to be much less serious than it

appears to be because of the great number of papyri now available for comparis¬

on. In a recent article J.I.H. McDonald notes a close parallel to Rom.xvi in

a third century letter (Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 1962). In this letter the greet¬

ings comprise as is also the case in Rom.xvi, well over half of the total

content of the letter. In view of several other parallels between Rom.xvi and

the papyri McDonald concludes that'Rom.xvij1-23 appears perfectly credible as

an independent letter""^ and that its "resemblance to a short letter of Graeco-

Roman times is sufficiently strong to refute those commentators who would rule

out the possibility of its independent existence on 'a priori1 grounds."^
Rom.xvi should not be regarded simply as a long list of greetings. It

reveals its true nature in the opening - "I commend to you our sister Phoebe".
5

It should therefore be regarded as Paul's letter of commendation for Phoebe.

Its importance would be greatly enhanced if Minear is correct in his

1. Cf. pp.7.f. and 22-35.
2. p.129.
3. "Was Romans xvi a Separate Letter?" NTS, XVI (1969/70)> PP«369-72(37l)•
4. Op.cit., p.372.
5. Cf. McDonald, op.cit., p.371. McDonald believes that G. Zuntz's conclus¬

ions in The Text of the Epistles (the Schweich Lectures, 194&, London
1953) are consonant with the view that Rom.xvi originally existed as a
separate letter. Although we agree with McDonald's opinion, it would
appear that he places more significance on Zuntz's findings than is legit¬
imate.
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suggestion that Phoebe's role may have included asking the Romans to join in

the contributions to Jerusalem."''

Whatever the arguments for or against the inclusion of ch.xvi in the

original letter to Rome, we feel that the evidence is such that no firm con¬

clusions concerning the letter as a whole may be based upon it. Vfe do not

entirely agree with Barrett's view that this problem in no way affects the
2

substance of the epistle. We can interpret Romans satisfactorily without

ch.xvi. But, as Minear's_study amply illustrates, we would gain a lot more

useful information about the Roman Christian community if we could be sure

that the content of this chapter refers to Rome.

1. p.24.
2. p.13.
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Appendix II

This Aeon and the Coming Aeon in the New Testament:

Additional Note on v:12-21.

In the New Testament the present and future aeons are mentioned in the

Synoptic Gospels, in the Pauline writings and in Hebrews, cf. Mk.xs30

(Lk.xviii:30) _vuv ev tJT xaiptjJ toutco .... xal ev tw atwvt £pxopevw . In

Lk.xvi:8 the sons of this aeon ( oi uloi tou atoovoc toutou ) are contrasted

with the sons of light and in Lk.xx:35 with those who are counted worthy to

take part in that aeon ( tou aJtSvoc exeCvov tuxetv ) and in the resurrec¬

tion. The saying in Mk.iiii29 - those who blaspheme against the Holy

Spirit can never be forgiven, is reproduced in Mt.xii:32 where eic; tov at&va

is replaced by outs ev toCtco tco aicovt outs &v tco |j£X\ovti . The phrase o

atcbv outoc occurs seven times in the Pauline writings (Rora.xii:2; I Cor.i:20,

ii:6 twice, ii:8, iii:18; II Cor.ivs4). In Gal.is4 we find TOvnpoc assoc¬

iated with the concept denoting Paul's normal designation of this aeon as that

of sin (cf. II Cor.iv:4> I Cor.ii:6). In Eph.i:21 this additional descripti¬

on (as evil) is lacking and this is normal also for the Synoptics apart from

Luke xvisS. For o a'oov outoc there can be substituted & xocqioc outoc

(I Cor.iii:19, vslO, vii;31; Eph.iis2). This latter is always preferred

to o ajcov outoc in the Johannine writings (Jn.viii:23, ix:39> xi:9> xii:25>

31, xiii:l, xvijll, xviii:36; I Jn.iv:17). Sasse (TDNT. I, p.205) suggests

that o xaipoc outoc (Mk.xi30, Lk.xviiis30) ando vuv xaipoc (Rom.iii:l6,

viii»18, xi»5; II Cor.viii:14) are equivalents for o atobv outoc but this

doe3 not seem correct especially in relation to Paul's view of this age as

evil and of xacpoc as a time of opportunity. Stahlin states o xaip6c can¬

not be an equivalent for o atcbv outoc (TDNT. II, p. 1115). Hebs.vii5 has a

reference to buv&peic te peXXovToc aioovoc the pneumatic powers of the future
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world already experienced by believers.

Although this survey shows how normative is some kind of concept of

two aeons for most of the New Testament, one problem is that Paul does not

expressly use the term 'coming aeon' or 'new aeon' (that is if we assume

that Ephesians is not by Paul and therefore the reference to the present and

future aeons of Eph.i»21 cannot be considered). However in such term3 as

the old and new covenants, in the idea of the new creation, in the emphasis

upon the newness of the'now'in Christ Jesus, as well as in many other emphas¬

es of his theology, it is evident that even if he did not often explicitly

refer to the coming aeon, the two aeon understanding is implicit in his

eschatological understanding of the gospel. Paul's view of the two aeons is

essentially in agreement with first century Jewish apocalyptic from which

the doctrine originated, although Paul carefully avoids dualistic and tempor¬

al understandings such as were current in some circles at that time (cf.

Str./Bill. IV, pp.799.ff.).

Paul and the N.T. writers do depart from accepted notions in their

emphasis that the atcov peXXcov is no longer merely a future prospect but

that believers have already been redeemed from this present evil age (Gal.

±*4) and have already tasted the powers of the age to come (Heb.vis5).

T/ith the resurrection of Jesus Christ the early church (in accordance with

Jewish eschatology that the resurrection of the dead implies the transit¬

ion from the one aeon to the other), claimed that the new aeon had already

been inaugurated even though it was as yet concealed from the eyes of men

(i Cor.xv:20,23)•
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